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ABSTRACT

A dynamic simulation model which has been specifically

designed to determine the hydrologic changes resulting from
timber harvesting and correlary models which simulate timber
yields are described. Emphasis is placed on the "planning unit"
which is defined by environmental characteristics, including
combinations of slope, aspect, elevation, and forest cover. The
models are intended for use on subalpine watersheds where the
primary source of streamflow is from melting snow. The
hydrologic model simulates winter snow accumulation, the short-

and longwave radiation balance, snowpack condition, snowmelt,
and subsequent runoff in time and space. The timber models
simulate projected timber yields in response to changes in cultural

treatments and/or variations in original stand and site con-
ditions.

The models are capable of simulating a broad array of timber
harvesting alternatives. Hydrologic changes and timber yields
can be determined for intervals of time which can vary from a few
years to the rotation age of subalpine forests (120 years and
longer). In the hydrologic model, this is accomplished by means of
time trend functions which compute changes in evapotranspira-
tion, soil water, forest cover density, reflectivity, interception, and
snow redistribution as the forest stands respond to management.

The models have been used to simulate the effects of forest and
watershed management on several representative drainage
basins in the Rocky Mountain Region of the United States.
Projected hydrologic changes and growth and yield subsequent to

timber harvesting in lodgepole pine and spruce-fir are described in
this report.
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SIMULATING TIMBER YIELDS AND HYDROLOGIC IMPACTS
RESULTING FROM TIMBER HARVEST

ON SUBALPINE WATERSHEDS

Charles F. Leaf, Principal Hydrologist
and

Robert R. Alexander, Principal Silviculturist

Introduction

Watershed management research during
the past 50 years has shown that subalpine
forests exert a significant effect on water
yields. Hence, man-caused changes in the

forest environment can be expected to affect

the water resource. When timber is harvested,

the magnitude of the resulting hydrologic
change is highly sensitive to the pattern in

which a given volume of wood is removed.
Because water from snowmelt is a

primary resource in the Rocky Mountain
Region of the United States, the need for a
planning tool to evaluate the potential

hydrologic effects of various timber
harvesting strategies is obvious in view ofthe

U.S. Forest Service goal of sound multi-

resource management.
Some progress has been made in the

development of dynamic simulation models
which predict the short-term effects of timber
harvesting on snowmelt and water yield

(Leaf and Brink 1972, 1973a, 1973b). This
work has recently been expanded to deter-

mine the long-term interactions between the
water and timber resources with regard to

initial partial cutting in old-growth subalpine
forests, and subsequent management ofthese
stands.

The system described in this report

utilizes output from a water balance model
(Leaf and Brink 1973b, 1975) to simulate both
the immediate and long-term effects of forest

and watershed management, in areas where
runoff is derived primarily from melting
snow. Considerable flexibility is provided for

simulating alternative silvicultural systems.
Moreover, yield tables can be produced which
show how projected timber volumes will vary
in response to various timber management
alternatives (Myers 1971).

The hydrologic model is described first,

followed by examples of projected hydrologic

changes from timber harvesting on two
watersheds in Colorado and Wyoming. A
discussion of the timber models, which
simulate growth and yield once old-growth
subalpine forests are converted to managed
stands is also presented. The models simulate
stand growth and response to intermediate

cuttings from the regeneration period to final

harvest for timber production. Finally, ex-

amples are given which illustrate how the

models can be used simultaneously to provide

the manager with multi-resource response
data for timber and water.

Hydrologic Model

Model Configuration

The analytical framework of the system is

based on a "planning unit" which is defined

by environmental characteristics including

combinations of slope, aspect, elevation, and
the species, form, and structure of the forest

cover. The model is designed to simulate the

hydrologic effects of timber harvesting in

order to develop management strategies for

planning intervals which can vary from a
few years to the rotation age of subalpine
forests (120 years and longer).

Management strategies may subdivide a
given planning unit into as many as eight

distinct areas or "response units," which
may be managed independently at varying
points in time during the planning interval.

Provision is also made so that different

cutting practices may be imposed on the

response units, and finally, any number of

cuttings may be made on a given response
unit at specified years during the planning
interval.



Hydrologic integrity is maintained as

management strategies are formulated, since

all interactions between the various response

units are accounted for in time and space.

The interactive effects of a new decision on
ones previously implemented are simulated,

as are the effects of time, as demonstrated
through reforestation. Moreover the overall

hydrologic effects resulting from each
management decision on the planning unit

are projected to the end of the planning
interval as though it were the final decision

in the strategy. Thus, the singular effects of

each decision can be evaluated.

A core model simulates the water
balance on a daily basis. On those areas

where forest cover has been removed, the

parameters which define soil water
availability, forest cover density, reflectivity,

interception, and snow distribution are ad-

justed on an annual basis by means of time-

trend relationships described later in this

report.

Because climatological observations are

rarely available for the long periods of time
simulated, the system has the capability to

extend a sample data base by a randomized
selection of water years until the desired

planning interval is completed.

Theory

The discussion which follows is

necessarily brief and intended to give the

reader a general idea of the scope of the

model. Detailed flow chart descriptions and
more complete hydrologic theory have been
published by Leaf and Brink (1973a, 1973b,

1975). The reader is referred to these
publications for a more comprehensive treat-

ment of the concepts which follow. At the

present time, the model is being used in

selected areas throughout the Rocky Moun-
tain Region. A flowchart of the core model in

the system is shown in figure 1. Figure 2

shows how the core model is used in ex-

ecuting alternative management strategies.

Sno>vnielt. — Previous work in high-

elevation coniferous forests has shown that
radiation is the major source of energy for

snowmelt. Accordingly, short- and longwave
radiation represent the energy components
available for snowmelt. Shortwave radiation

to the snow or ground surface beneath the

forest canopy is controlled by a transmissivi-

ty coefficient to be discussed later, and which

varies according to forest cover
characteristics. The incident shortwave
radiation as measured on a horizontal sur-

face is adjusted according to the slope and
aspect of each hydrologic response unit.

Longwave radiation is computed by the

Stefan-Boltzmann equation.
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/ RETURN ^

Figure 1. — Flow chart showing system core

model.

Snowpack reflectivity is varied accord-

ing to precipitation form, air temperature,
and the energy balance. During the winter
months, temperatures within the snow cover
are simulated using unsteady heat flow
theory. The snowpack will yield melt water
only when it has become isothermal at 0°C,
and its free water holding capacity is reach-

ed.

The generalized equation for snowmelt
can be written as:

M = S^d.O - R)T + C^ioT^' - aTg^)

+ (1.0 - C^jXaaT^^ - aTg^)
[1]



Daily snowmelt in calories per
cm^,
Incoming solar radiation in ly per
day;
Reflectivity of snowpack, express-

ed as a decimal;
Shortwave radiation transmissiv-
ity coefficient, expressed as a deci-

mal;
Forest cover density, expressed as
a decimal;
Stefan-Boltzmann Constant;
Air temperature in °K;
Snow surface temperature in °K;

Coefficient for computing sky radi-

ation, expressed as a decimal. On
clear days, a = 1.00.

Evapotranspiration. — A "potential"
evapotranspiration function was developed
for the model based on the empirical Hamon
equation (Hamon 1961), which requires

latitude, converted to day length; and mean
monthly temperature, converted to satura-

tion vapor density. The coefficient, C, in

Hamon's equation was modified in order to

obtain an expression for potential
evapotranspiration, Eg under "unlimited"
solar input, assumed herein as potential

radiation. The evapotranspiration computed
by this expression is reduced in proportion to

the radiation actually received each day
according to the expression:

Eg = (C'D^p^K^)
[2]

G
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Figure 2. — Flow chart showing how core
model is used to execute alternative
management strategies

where
C = the modified coefficient defined

above,
D = possible sunshine in units of 12

hours,

p^ = saturated water vapor density (ab-
solute humidity) at the daily mean
temperature in grams per cubic
meter,

SW = daily shortwave radiation in lang-
leys, and

P = potential shortwave radiation for
the day as computed by Frank and
Lee (1966).

The adjusted evapotranspiration is then
redefined according to its source, which can
include: (1) evaporation from snow in-

tercepted by the forest canopy; (2) evapora-
tion from the snowpack surface; and (3)

evapotranspiration during the growing
season.

Input to the watershed system is derived
from snowmelt and rainfall. Once
evapotranspiration requirements have been
satisfied, any remaining input is used to

satisfy soil water recharge requirements.
When field capacity is reached, the residual

input becomes water available for streamflow
(generated runoff).

With regard to evapotranspiration, it was
assumed that water use by old-growth forest

during the growing season proceeds at rates

limited only by available energy until the soil

water is depleted to 50 percent of the max-
imum "available" for transpiration (field

capacity index). Thereafter, transpiration is

decreased in proportion to the amount of soil

water below one-half of the field capacity



index. In open or cutover areas, it was reason-

ed that the absence of dense vegetation and a
shallow rooting depth enables evapotrans-
piration to proceed at maximum rates only
when the soil mantle is completely recharged.
Thereafter, evapotranspiration is linearly

decreased to zero at an assumed three-fourths

of the field capacity index. These
relationships are shown graphically in figure

3a. As forest vegetation reoccupies cutover
areas, and consumptive use is increased, the

Figure 3. — Evapotranspiration as a function
of available soil water for: (a) old-growth
forest and open conditions, and (h) old-

growth forest and some intermediate forest
cover condition several years after timber
harvesting.

relationship in figure 3a changes until ul-

timately, as the forest cover is reestablished,

it approaches that of the old-growth forest

curve. It is this phenomenon which is

primarily responsible for diminishing water
yield increases over time following timber
harvest. The rate at which this transition

takes place depends upon forest species,

climate, stand conditions, and the objectives

of management.
A general expression for the relations

shown in figure 3 can be written as follows:

^ \(i-r +1
- .-

0= A ,-r-\

/3 > r, = 1

r-l-<^<r

/3 < r
-
t, e =

where
6 = the ratio. 5 E, IS

[3]

the

evapotranspiration rate adjusted
for available soil water, and Eg is

computed in this model by a modi-
fied version of the Hamon equation.

P = the available soil water at any time
during a given water year. < /3

< M where M is the "field capac-
ity index,"

T = the critical point at which avail-
able soil water begins to limit evap-
otranspiration. M/2 < r < M,
and

A = the slope of the relationship be-

tween E^/Eg = and 1.

It appears from the Fool Creek watershed
study in central Colorado that hydrologic
changes resulting from timber harvest in the
subalpine zone persist for many years. The
Fool Creek study showed that water yield

increases did not decrease significantly more
than 16 years after treatment (Hoover and
Leaf 1967). These results and results from
timber management research were used to

develop the time-trend relationships discuss-
ed below. As seen below, the procedure used in

formulating each time-trend relationship
was to: (a) establish plateaus, and maximum
and minimum values for each hydrologic
variable; (b) establish critical times at which
a transition begins to occur; and (c) assume a
functional relationship which determines all

intermediate values.



It should be emphasized that, due to a

lack of understanding of long-term
hydrologic phenomena, the time-trend
equations are not exact in any intrinsic or

mathematical way (Forrester 1961). They
should be considered only as relationships

which represent rational estimates ofhow the

most significant processes vary over a long
period of time. These time-trend relationships

are logically plausible, but additional
research is needed before more precice

equations can be developed.

Soil Water. — The critical point at

which available soil water begins to limit

evapotranspiration (r), was assumed to vary
with time and forest tree species. These
relationships were expressed as

r = Me"^^* -W r=M,t<t^^

r = M/2, t > t^
[4]

where
k = an index of the rate of decline of r

tc = the time at which available soil

water begins to limit evapotrans-
piration in years, and

tj. = the time at which the hydrologic
effect of timber harvesting be-
comes insignificant.

The parameters, k and tc,, vary according to

tree species. The assumed relationship
between A and r is given by

= 4r.

M2 [5]

Substituting equations [4] and [5] into equa-
tion [3] yields

^ ^.-k(t - t
e = Ae ACi ' p/M - e

k(t - t
.'] + 1

defined as "canopy" or "crown" closure, but
rather as a tree parameter which integrates

the net effects of the overstory on the
transmission of solar radiation to the forest

floor. Forest cover density varies according to

crown closure, the vertical foliage distribu-

tion, species, season, and stocking
(Reifsnyder and Lull 1965). Empirical
relationships between various timber stand
variables and percent radiation beneath the
forest canopy (transmissivity coefficient)

have been derived for the three major sub-

alpine tree species in the process of model
calibration and from solar radiation

transmission studies in central Colorado. The
resulting equation from this work is given by

T = 0.19Cdmx
-0.6

[7]

[6]

where
T = the transmissivity of the forest can-

opy expressed as a decimal fraction
ofthe amount of solar radiation avail-

able above the forest canopy, and,
C, = the natural old-growth forest cover
dmx density expressed as a decimal.

Combinations of Cdmx and T for the three
major subalpine forest species are given in

Leaf and Brink (1975).

As trees reoccupy cutover areas, forest

cover density (Cd) increases with time until it

reaches a maximum value. Research has
shown that the rate at which forest cover

density reaches this plateau depends on
environmental conditions, stocking levels,

and species. In subalpine coniferous forests

in the Rocky Mountains, it can vary from 30

to more than 80 years (Alexander 1974).

Accordingly, Cd was assumed to vary as a
function of time according to the following

equation:

which is a general equation for as a function
of forest cover type, field capacity index, and
time.

Forest Cover Density. — Forest cover
density plays an important role in the simula-
tion model. It is the major descriptive
parameter of the form, structure, and
arrangement of forest stands, and therefore
controls the energy balance, interception,
and evapotranspiration. This parameter is

also related to basal area which is pertinent to

timber production, as discussed later. Forest
cover density as used in the model is not

'dmx
4)2

t - t. t < t < *
C2 [8]

where

Cd = intermediate forest cover density

expressed as a decimal
$ = the time in years from tcg at which

maximum forest cover density

(Cdmx) is reached, and
tC2

= critical time at which regeneration

is sufficient to reestablish the

stand. When t < tgg, c^ = 0.



Reflectivity. — Studies of the energy
balance and associated vapor loss indicate

that the major variations with regard to

latent heat flux are associated with reflectivi-

ty (Baumgartner 1967). Accordingly, a
relationship between reflectivity and forest

cover density was derived as follows:

Rf = Rr^^exp
fo*

-Cdmx^t -
^c

)^

<|,2 [91

where

Rf = the reflectivity of the forest stand,

the reflectivity of a forest opening
(assumed herein as 0.5). When
t < tc^, Rf = 0.5, and

0. = 1.609 Cdn,x-^-

Equation [9] is used to adjust equa-
tion [6] for net available energy.

Thus:

e' = ^. = ea- Rf)

Es
'

[10]

where Ea' is the actual evapotranspiration
adjusted for both available soil-water and
energy.

Interception. — In the interception

portion of the model, it is assumed that:

1. The amount of snow intercepted

varies according to forest cover densi-

ty, Cd;
2. The intercepted snow rests on the

canopy for only 1 day following the

day of the snow event due to turbulent
winds which remove snow from the

crowns; and
3. The residual intercepted snow which

is not vaporized after that period of
time is added to the snowpack.

The second and third assumptions are
based on field studies which indicate that
snowfall is strongly influenced by wind in-

teracting with the forest and local

topography (Hoover and Leaf 1967, Hoover
1969).

Evaporation from the snow surface and
from snow intercepted by the forest canopy is

computed by the following rational
relationships (Leaf and Brink 1975):

Vs-(1-C, i)E. [11]

V_ = ^E, Q > dmx
d 2

[12J

where
evaporation from the snow surface

V(. = intercepted snow evaporation,

Cd = intermediate forest cover density as
= defined in equation [8|; and

Eg = potential evapotranspiration as

defined in equation [2].

When C^ >
d

Cdmx
, and snow rests on

the canopy, evaporation is computed by
equation [12], whereas during conditions

when the canopy is free of snow, evapora-

tion takes place according to equation 1 11 ]

C.
However, when < C, < „

^
, and snow

d z

rests on the canopy, both equations [11|

and [12] are used as follows:

Vt=E, +
Mmx

1

2C,

Cdmx
1-C,

[131

where
Vx = combined evaporation from snow

surface and intercepted snow in

cutover areas.

Equation [13] more realistically re-

presents the evaporation from cutover areas
which are not completely occupied by trees.

Equation [13] applies only when Cj>0.
When Cd = 0, Vt = ^ _
equation [8] into equation [13]

following relationship is obtained:

By substituting

the

V. = E. + 1 -

Mmx

2_ dmx
4)2

2 t - t ^

ci>2

'— -I

'c.)^
•

.^

[141

which expresses V^ as a function of Cdmx
and time.

Snow Redistribution. — Redistribu-
tion of snow as a result of patch-cutting is a
significant factor influencing runoff.

Moreover, in the lodgepole pine type in

Colorado, this phenomenon is not greatly
diminished more than 30 years after timber
harvest in spite of regrowth of trees and



associated increase in forest cover density
(Hoover and Leaf 1967, Hoover 1969). It is

believed that changes in natural snow ac-

cumulation patterns produced by timber
harvest will persist until the new crop of trees

approaches the height of the remaining
virgin forest. Moreover, optimum redistribu-

tion of snow results when old-growth sub-

alpine forests are (a) harvested in small
patches less than 8 tree-heights in diameter;

(b) protected from wind; and (c) interspersed

so that they are 5 to 8 tree-heights apart. More
snow is deposited in the openings, and less

snow accumulates in the uncut forest so that
total snow on headwater basins is not
significantly increased. Accordingly, the
following relationships were developed for

simulating snow redistribution effects with
time and the three primary tree species:

P = ^mx ^^P

where
[15]

p -

Pmx

ki

tc.

snow redistribution factor in the
cutover area which varies accord-
ing to the silvicultural system used,

the redistribution factor immedi-
ately after timber harvesting,
an index of the rate of decline of p,

the time at which forest regrowth
begins to reduce snow redistribu-

tion in years, and
tj. = the time at which forest regrowth

causes snow redistribution to be-

come insignificant.

The parameters, k, trj, and tc3 vary
according to tree type. When t < tc,, no
adjustments are made in the redistribution,

since field studies in the Rocky Mountain
Region indicate that a correction is not
warranted for several years after harvest
cutting.

It should be emphasized that redistribu-

tion theory is valid only when timber is

harvested in small patches (5 to 8 tree-

heights in diameter) which occupy less than
50 percent of a given planning unit. An
optimum redistribution factor is ap-
proximately 1.30, which corresponds to 5 to 8
H patches which occupy 40 percent of the
planning unit. In this situation, the snow-
pack is increased 30 percent in the openings
and decreased 20 percent in the uncut forest.

When openings are larger, snow is scoured
from the center, whereas smaller openings
also do not trap snow efficiently.

Individual-tree Selection Cutting.—
Selection cutting in the model corresponds to

a reduction of the forest cover density (C^j).

The degree that C^ is reduced depends on
characteristics ofthe stand and the volume of

timber removed. In old-growth stands, if C(j

is reduced by 50 percent or less from Cdmx, it

is assumed that forest canopy density does
not increase subsequent to harvest cutting.

However, if Cd is reduced more than 50
percent from Cdmx> equation [8] is used to

simulate redevelopment of the canopy with
time. Solving equation [8] for time yields:

t, =
4>^C,

dmx

V2

+ t.

[16]

Ifthe degree to which thinning reduces Cdmx
is given by rj, then Cd is given by

Cd = Cdmx<l - "<

Hence, equation [16] can be written as:

= *[(1 - v)]

1/2

+ t.
C2 [17]

where

^v =

V -

the time required to reach the

reduced forest cover density as if

the stand were initially patch-cut,

and
the degree that Cd is reduced from

Cdmx expressed as a decimal.

All of the time trend relationships are then
initialized at trj in order to simulate the

hydrologic effects of selection cutting.

Applications

Field Studies. — Watershed studies in

the Central Rocky Mountains show that
timber harvesting significantly affects the

hydrologic system. For example, on the 714-

acre Fool Creek watershed where 39 percent
of the area was clearcut in strips 1 to 6 tree-

heights wide (fig. 4), snow accumulation,
melt, and subsequent water yield were all

affected. Hoover and Leaf (1967) report that
total snow storage on Fool Creek did not



increase after harvest cutting. Strip cutting

caused more snow to accumulate in the

openings, however, and less in the uncut
forest. When regressed against a 1,984-acre

control watershed, it was determined that the

average annual runoff increased more than 3

inches after treatment (fig. 5). Seasonal peak
flows were not increased, nor were summer
recession flows diminished (Leaf and Brink
1972). Timber harvesting caused higher

snowmelt rates in early spring and more
efficient water yield.

Figure 4. — Fool Creek experimental water-

shed, Fraser Experimental Forest. Control
watershed is to the right of Fool Creek.

Model Studies of Snowmelt. —
Dynamic hydrologic models are useful tools

for quantifying the effects of watershed
changes on runoff. We have used this

procedure to study the effects of hypothetical

watershed management practices on un-

disturbed watersheds in the Rocky Mountain
Region using our best information from field

studies and the model described above.

Short-Term Hydrologic Impacts of
Timber Harvesting

In simulating a hypothetical timber

harvest on the 667-acre Deadhorse Creek
watershed in central Colorado, the snowmelt
portion of the model has produced results

similar to those observed from the Fool Creek
experiment. Elevations on Deadhorse Creek

vary from 9,450 feet msl to 11,600 feet msl.

Soils are derived from gneiss and schist

rocks; the forest cover is old-growth lodgepole

pine and spruce-fir.

Leaf and Brink (1972) assumed that 40

percent of the watershed area was uniformly

patch-cut in openings 5 to 8 tree-heights in

diameter. Because field studies have shown
that total snow storage is not changed follow-

ing harvesting, the snowpack was increased

30 percent in the openings and decreased 20

percent in the uncut forest. In addition to

redistributing the snowpack to represent the

harvesting system, the forest canopy density

parameter (Cdmx^ ^^^ reduced to zero on 40

percent of the area in each of 10 hydrologic

subunits.

Results obtained through manipulating
the input and forest cover parameters in the

calibrated model indicated that patch-cutting

small openings in mature lodgepole pine and
spruce-fir forest results in increased

snowmelt early in the melt season with
diminished snowmelt later. Although timber
cutting affected the timing of snowmelt, it

apparently did not significantly change the

duration of the snowmelt season. Under com-
parable conditions, snowmelt began a few
days earlier in small openings, but in both the

natural forest and cutover areas, the last

snow melted out at about the same time.

Because melt rates in openings were higher
early in the snowmelt season, peak
streamflow would not increase appreciably, if

at all, under the assumed timber harvesting
alternative. Figure 6a summarizes the

predicted change in snowmelt input resulting

from this practice for the 1947-71 period of

record.

In addition to redistributing the snow-
pack and accelerating snowmelt runoff, the

assumed timber harvesting practice also

affected evapotranspiration in two respects.

First, during the snow accumulation and melt
seasons, evaporation from the snowpack in

the small openings was higher, resulting in

greater moisture losses than from snow in

uncut forest. Secondly, evapotranspiration
and interception losses were reduced in



proportion to the amount of forest cover

removed. This reduced evapotranspiration
resulted in lower soil water deficits on the

basin. The net effect was an overall reduction

in evapotranspiration and resultant in-

creased water yields. Simulated data for 1947-

71 water years are shown in table 1. (Note
that with the exception of snowpack water
equivalent, all hydrologic components are

plotted as 6-day means in fig. 6.)

The simulated average runoff increase

for the 1947-71 record period was 2.2 inches,

which resulted from a 2.2-inch decrease in

evapotranspiration losses, with no change in

storage during the average water year.

Average soil water requirements on
September 30 were decreased by 1.1 inches.

As discussed above, snowmelt timing and
resultant streamflow were also changed.
From figure 6b, it is seen that generated
runoff was increased during April, May, and
the first part of June and diminished
somewhat thereafter. Because the generated
flows in figure 6c are routed through natural
storage in the watershed to produce the

hydrograph, it is reasonable to expect that
the recession limb of the seasonal
hydrograph would not be significantly

changed due to treatment. However, on the
rising limb, stream discharges would be
higher, as observed from watershed studies in

the area.

Table 1

.

--Simulated hydrologic changes resulting
from timber harvesting on Deadhorse Creek,

Fraser Experimental Forest (average of ]3^7~

71 water years)

Hydrologic
Water balance

component
Natura

1

Treated Change

- - Inches - -

Preci pi tation 30.5 30.5
Eva pot ransp i rat ion 16.8 14.6 -2.2

Soil water recharge
requi rement
beginning (10/1) 3.5 2.k -1.1

end (9/30) 3.5 2.h -1. 1

Water yield 13.7 15.9 +2.2

20 -

V)

o
c:

- 15 -

o
c
3

S 10

o
"o

£
5-

April - Sept.

Runoff Increase

- A

Since Harvest

Year Inches

• Before treatment (1943-55)
1956 3.3

A After treatment (1956-72) ^ ^ 1957 5.2

1958 3.7
A£, X 1959 4.6

- A yT 1960 5.4

A >^^ 1961 3,4

A ^m 1962 3.9

A ^ 1963 2.9

^A ^ - / 1964 3.5• >^
1965 4.0

- y^ • 1966 2.6

A A >^ •

A y^
1967 3.1

1968 1.9
1969 2.5
1970 2.1

1971 3.6

A v^ 1972 3.9

Mean 3.5 +0.8*

*95 Percent level of
^r confidence^ \ 1 1 1

5 10 15 20
E.St Louis Creek runoff (inches)

Figure 5. — Pretreatment and posttreatment correlations of seasonal runoff between Fool Creek
and adjacent control watershed, Fraser Experimental Forest.



Long-Term Hydrologic Impacts of
Timber Harvesting

The model described above has also been
used to simulate the long-term effects of forest

and watershed management on a 2,461-acre

tributary of the South Tongue River in

northcentral Wyoming. Pertinent hydrologic

characteristics of a typical forested water-

shed are as follows:

Average maximum snowpack
water equivalent 15.5 inches

Average annual precipitation 29.6 inches

Average annual evapotran-
spiration 15.8 inches

Average annual runoff 13.8 inches
Elevations vary from 8,000 feet msl to

8,900 feet msl. Soils are derived from granitic

rocks; virtually all of the forest cover is

lodgepole pine. To illustrate how the model
was used, results from the analysis of one
planning unit will be summarized.

In addition to improving water yield, the

management strategy selected for this exam-
ple essentially has followed recommen-
dations published by Alexander (1972), which

020 -
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w
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3 60
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Generoted runoff (c)

Montle storage deficit (b)
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|
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|
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Figure 6. — Simulated average water balance for the 1947-71 water years, showing changes
resulting from patch-cutting in mature subalpine forest.
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are keyed to stand descriptions, insect and
disease problems, and windfall risk

situations.

Under this strategy, all ofthe old-growth
timber would be harvested in a series of

patch-cuts spread over a planning interval of

120 years. At intervals of 30 years, ap-

proximately one-third of the area would be
harvested in small openings — five to eight

times tree height — distributed over the

watershed (table 2). Forest openings would be
constructed in a balanced and unified

pattern which complements the natural

landscape.

Table 2 . --Watershed management strategy, South
Tongue River planning unit, Bighorn National
Forest, Wyoming

Management
strategy

Response un i t

Treatment 1

Patch2 1st yr. X

Treatment 1 1

Patch^ 31st yr. X

Thin 3 X

Treatment 1 1 1

Patch^ 61st yr.

Thin 3 X X

Treatment IV

Thin 3 91st yr. X X

^Each unit includes 1/3 of the total area.

^33 percent of area occupied by openings which
are 5 to 8 tree-heights in diameter.
^Thin to C, .,

dmx/4

As each one-third ofthe old-growth forest

cover on the planning unit is patch-cut, the
forest cover density on the previously cutover
areas would be reduced to one-fourth of the
natural old-growth forest cover density

(Cdmx)- At the end of the planning interval,

all of the openings will have regenerated and
the watershed would contain groups of trees

in several age classes from reproduction to

those ready for harvesting on the originally

cutover areas. The management strategy

would maintain a forest cover throughout the
planning interval, and would insure suf-

ficient seed for regeneration from trees cut on
the area, or standing around the perimeters
of the forest openings.

Projected average annual water yield

increases in 10-year increments under this

management strategy for the 120-year plan-
ning interval are tabulated in table 3. The
increases above the heavy diagonal line in

table 3 at any given time represent the overall

response resulting from preceding manage-
ment decisions. The data below the line

reflect the singular effect of the initial patch-
cut on one-third of the planning unit, assum-
ing that it were the final decision in the
strategy.

Table 3
• ""Projected changes in annual water

yield resulting from timber harvesting. South

Tongue River planning unit. Bighorn National

Forest, Wyoming

, Wa t e r y i-e
Interval '

d increase, by treatment

(years)
1 II III IV

O-IO 1.33
11-20 1.59
21-30 0.95

2.0831-^*0 0.7')

itl-SO 0.61 2.07
51-60 0.51

0.33

1.72

61-70 3.37
71-80 0.08 2.86
81-90 O.Oi*

-0.03

2.21

91-100 2.90
101-110 2.29
11 1-120 1.76

Water yields are improved throughout
the planning interval, with the highest in-

crease occurring after Treatment III. Pro-

jected runoff increases in relation to the

pretreatment base period during each treat-

ment interval are as follows:

Treatment Runoff Increase
Percent

I 9.2

II 14.2

III 20.2

IV 16.8

As seen from table 3, the effect of the
initial patch-cut (Treatment I) apparently
persists for at least 50, and perhaps 60 or

more years. Thereafter, the effect on water
yield would for all practical purposes be
negligible. (On Fool Creek, in central

Colorado, runoff increases have not
diminished significantly more than 16 years
after strip cutting.)

The projected effects of timber
harvesting on the distribution of water
available for streamflow are summarized in
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table 4. These values represent increments of

generated runoff and not routed streamflow.

Hence, the effects of watershed storage must
be considered in interpreting the data. As
seen in table 4, inputs from snowmelt are

significantly increased during April and
May, and diminished in June. Minor inputs

to streamflow apparently also occur in July,

while none occur in the natural state due to

the less favorable hydrologic condition of the

watershed.

Table '(.--Projected changes in distribution of

water available for streamflow, South Tongue

River, Bighorn National Forest, Wyoming

Discussion

The hydrologic impacts of the watershed

management practices discussed above are

but two examples of numerous alternatives

which have been simulated with the model
described in this paper. The model has been

tested and calibrated on several represen-

tative drainage basins in Colorado and
Wyoming. The areas include:

Wyoming: South Tongue River, Bighorn
National Forest; East Fork of the Encamp-
ment River, Medicine Bow National Forest.

Colorado: Eraser River, Arapahoe
National Forest; Wolf Creek, San Juan
National Forest.

Month Natural runoff

Average change in run-

off, by treatment

Apri 1 0.1

- manes

+0.9 +1 .2 +1 .2 +0.7

May 7.5 +2.0 +2.2 +2.1 +1.3

June 6.2 -2.8 -2.3 -2.7 -1.3

July +0.03 +0.05

The hydrologic analysis in this example
indicated that the magnitude of peak flows

would be changed little if at all under the

proposed management strategy. However,
seasonal peaks would occur approximately
one week earlier:

Change in

peak 7-day
generated Change in

Treatment runoff timing
Inches Days

I -0.3 - 9

II -0.5 -10

III -0.3 - 7

IV +0.3 - 5

To sum up, the projected overall

hydrologic impact of the proposed manage-
ment strategy would be to increase

streamflow in April and May each year
throughout the 120-year planning interval.

This accelerated input would enlarge early

spring flows and cause the hydrograph to

peak approximately one week earlier than
under natural conditions. Hydrograph peaks
would apparently not be increased, however,
and runoff on the recession side of the

hydrograph during the summer months
would be slightly diminished.

Timber Models

In addition to improving the water yields

in lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forests, it

should be emphasized that the strategies

selected for water production are compatible

with the conversion of old-growth to stands
managed from the regeneration period to

final harvest for timber production. Yield

tables that report probable yields of wood
that result from specified combinations of

site quality, frequency and intensity of thin-

ning and utilization standards provide goals

toward which conversion can be directed.

Procedures for deriving yield tables for

managed stands and descriptions ofthe main
program and subroutines have been
presented for lodgepole pine by Myers et al.

(1971) (Program LPMIST) and for spruce-fir

by Alexander et al. (1975) (Program
SPRYLD). These were adapted from field

and computer procedures for managed stand
yield tables originally developed by Myers
(1971).

These computer programs have the

capacity of producing a series of yield tables

which show how projected outcomes will vary
in response to changes in cultural treatments
and/or variations in original stand and site

conditions. Large numbers of tables each
based on a specific set of alternatives can be

computed and printed at the cost of a few
cents each. This provides the manager with
the opportunity to examine the probable

results of his operations, make necessary

12



changes in management goals, and study the

effect of these changes before money is spent
on them (Myers 1971).

Linkage Between Hydrologic and
Timber Models

The hydrologic model and the timber
models (LPMIST and SPRYLD) are linked

by means of the forest cover density variable

(C j) as defined previously. Forest cover den-

sity is assumed to vary as a function of

time according to the expression (eq. [8]):

Cd = %^it-t, *

where

*

cdmx

intermediate forest cover den-

sity after cutting is sufficient to

reestablish the stand. When
t < t^ , C . = 0.,

the time in years from tc2 at

which maximum forest cover
density is reached. This param-
eter will vary according to tree

species, local environment, and
stand condition, and,
maximum (natural old growth)
forest cover density expressed as

a decimal.

In the hydrologic model, logging cor-

responds to a reduction of the forest cover
density (C(j). Thus, the degree that C^ is

reduced depends on the relative changes in

basal area. As stated previously, in old-

growth stands, if Cd is reduced by 50 percent
or less from C(imx> it is assumed that forest

cover density does not increase subsequent to

cutting. However, if C^j is reduced more than
50 percent from Cdmx. but not clearcut,

equation [8] is used to simulate redevelop-

ment of the canopy with time. In the event
that Cd is reduced to zero (clearcut), <i> is

replaced by a new parameter, <!>' in equation

[8], which then computes redevelopment of
the canopy with time under "managed
stand" conditions.

No relationship has been established
between Cd and basal area, average
diameter, and site index. However, calibra-

tion studies indicate it is reasonable to

assume that a given percentage reduction in

cover density corresponds reasonably well to

a similar reduction in basal area. Com-
parisons between basal area levels after

patch-cutting and forest cover density are
summarized for a specified set of stand con-

ditions in table 5.

Table 5 . ""Compar i sons of basal area' after
initial clearcutting with forest cover density

Basal area Forest cover
Years since {ft2/ 3C) densi ty

('^d)
U.U L

Before After Before After

Lodgepo le pine {<P' = 30 years)

130 0.30

30 no 61 • 30 0.16

60 129 92 • 30 .21

90 U6 100 .30 .21

120 146 • 30

Spruce-fir {<t>
' = 60 years)

325 • 55

50 94 63 .38 .2k

80 153 99 .55 • 35

110 176 100 .55 .31

uo 160 .55

^Basal areas for lodgepole pine computed from

Program LPMIST for site index 60, and initial

and subsequent growing stock levels of 100.

Basal areas for spruce-fir computed from

Program SPRYLD for site index 80, and initial

and subsequent growing stock levels of 100.

Applications

Lodgepole Pine, — The management
strategy (table 6) is similar to that in table 2

for the Bighorn National Forest, but for

another area in central Colorado.
Similar to the watershed management

strategy in the previous example, water
available for streamflow on each response
unit is substantially increased by the patch-

cutting oflodgepole pine (table 7, fig. 7). In the

cleared areas, the increase in water available

for streamflow is maintained at a higher level

by frequent intermediate thinnings
throughout the rotation than ifthe forest was
allowed to return to preharvest conditions

naturally. Figure 8 shows projected water
yield changes from initial patch-cutting and
subsequent thinning on one response unit. In

the example used here, the forest manager
also wishes to determine the growing stock
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levels that will maximize volume production

in board feet within the limits imposed by the

cutting strategy for water production. Since

water yield is unaffected by site quality, an
average site index (60) has been chosen.

Furthermore, simulation analyses indicate

that water yields are little affected by any
combination of initial and subsequent grow-

ing stock levels in managed stands that

range from < 80 to > 120 ftVac. Length of

rotation is 120 years with a 30-year cutting

cycle. Alternatives that call for more than one
precommercial thinning are unacceptable.

Minimum commercial volumes per acre are

400 cubic feet and 1500 board feet. The
manager expects that his procedures for

regenerating each patch-cut will result in a
new stand that contains 1,000 trees per acre

by age 30, with an average stand diameter of

4.5 inches. Furthermore, dwarf mistletoe in-

fection will not occur during the life of the

stand.
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Figure 7. — Projected water yield changes
from management strategies outlined in

tables 7 and 11.

Table 7- "-Projected changes in annual water
yield resulting from tiber harvesting in

lodgepole pine, Deadhorse Creek planning
unit, Fraser Experimental Forest, Colorado

Table 6.--

1 odgepo
-Watershed management strategy for
e pine, Deadhorse Creek planning
-aser Experimental Forest, Colorado'

, . ,
Water y

Interval
ield increase. by treatment

un i t , F (years)
1 1 1 1 1 IV

Man;igement

-ategy

Response uni t

0-10
11-20

21-30

41-50
51-60

61-70
71-80
81-90

91-100
101-110

1 11-120

1.72

1.73
1.29

~ ~ - Inches -

12

86

11

- -

stt
1 2 3

Treatment 1

1 1

1 1 1

IV

V

1st

3l5t

61st

91st

121st

yr.

yr.

y.

yr.

yr.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Patch2
Treatment

Patch2
Thin 3

2

2

1

.44

.30

.54

Treatment
Patch2
Thin3

Treatment

3

2

2

Thin 3

Treatment
Harvest'
Thin3

2.84
1.98

1.38

^Aspect: SSE

Elevation: 10,500 ft. msl

Slope: 30 percent
^33 percent of the area cut in openings 5 to 8

times tree height.
^Thin to growing stock levels specified under
section on Timber Management Alternatives.

A few of the yield tables produced by
LPMIST are reproduced in Appendix A. For
the situation described above, yields and
number of precommercial thinnings are of

greatest interest. These items are sum-
marized in tables 8 and 9 for the 9 yield tables

produced. Only the combination oflow initial

and low subsequent growing stock levels

meets the requirement o^ only one
precommercial thinning.

Additional comparisons can be made to

include such factors as probable thinning
costs, cubic yields from thinnings not com-
mercial for board feet, and the average size of
tree produced. As expected, the current crop
produces more board feet in 120 years at high
subsequent levels of growing stock, but two
precommercial thinnings would be required.

Spruce-fir. — Water available for

streamflow on each response unit is also
substantially increased by patch-cutting
spruce-fir in small openings 5 to 8 times tree

height according to the management
strategy outlined in table 10 (table 11, fig. 7).

However, on the cleared areas, water
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available for streamflow decreases after the
initial cutting at about the same rate whether
or not intermediate thinnings are made
throughout the rotation. This is illustrated by
figure 9, which shows projected water yield

changes from initial patch-cutting and subse-

quent thinning on one response unit com-
pared with no thinning after initial harvest.

There are, however, other advantages to

thinning spruce-fir. Growth is concentrated
on fewer stems, and total yields of usable
products are increased. In the example here,

the forest manager also wishes to determine
the growing stock levels that will maximize
volume production in board feet within the
limits imposed by the watershed manage-
ment strategy. Water yields are little affected

in spruce-fir forests by either site quality or

the growing stock levels that are likely to be
timber management goals. An average site

index of 80 was chosen. Length of rotation is

120 years (breast height age) with a 30-year
cutting cycle." Alternatives that call for more
than one precommercial thinning are un-
acceptable. Minimum commercial volumes
per acre are 400 cubic feet and 2,000 board
feet. The manager expects that his procedure

Managed

Unmanaged

20 40 60 80 100
Time since initial cutting (years)

120

Figure 8. — Projected water yield changes for
managed (all options) and unmanaged
lodgepole pine following initial patch-
cutting on one response unit. Cutting cycle
30 years; site index 60 feet; all initial and
subsequent stocking levels likely to be
timber management goals.

^Age in SPRYLD is age at breast height. The 50-year
interval between patch-cutting and the first thinning in

table 11 is to allow a minimum of 20 years for spruce and
fir trees to regenerate and grow to 4.5 feet in height. A
120-year rotation is therefore at least 140 years in the
total age of the stand.

for regenerating each patch-cut will result in

a new stand that contains 850 trees per acre
with an average stand diameter of 4.5 inches
by b.h. age 30 years.

Table 8. --Number of precommercial thinnings
based on minimum board feet volumes, if each
of the 9 combinations of initial and subse-
quent growing stock levels is executed as
specified by the data decks for spruce-fir
(SPRYLD) and lodgepole pine (LPMIST)

Initial thinn i ng

basal area level

(ftVac)

Subsequent basal area
level (ftVac)

80 100 120

Spruce-fir (Program SPRYLD)

80

100
120

Lodgepole pine (Program LPMIST)

100

120

Table 9. --Yields in thousand board feet, in-
cluding commercial thinning of 9 combinations
of initial and subsequent growing stock levels,
spruce-fir and lodgepole pine

Initial th inn i ng

basal area level

(ftVac)

Subsequent basal area
level (ft2/ac)

80 100 120

Spruce-fir (Program SPRYLD)

80

100

120

32.7
33.3
33.5

36.2
37.

A

37.6

'tl.3

')0.6

ko.k

Lodgepole pine (Program LPMIST)

80 2't.2 25.0 27.5
100 21 .0 2^.8 27.3
120 20.8 2^4.0 27.0

A few of the yield tables produced by
SPRYLD are reproduced in Appendix B. For
the situation described above, yields and
number of precommercial thinnings are sum-
marized in tables 8 and 9 for the 9 tables

produced. The combination of high initial

and intermediate subsequent growing stock
levels produces the greatest volume with one
precommercial thinning.

Comparisons can also be made to include
thinning costs, cubic yields from thinnings
not commercial for board feet and the average
size of tree produced. The current crop
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produces more board feet with the combina-
tion of low initial and high subsequent grow-
ing stock levels, but two precommercial thin-

nings will be required.

t2

Spruce-fir

Managed

' Unmanaged

20 40 60 80 100

Time since initial cutting (years)

120 140

Figure 9. Projected water yield changes for

managed (all options) and unmanaged
spruce-fir following initialpatch-cutting on
one response unit. Cutting cycle 30 years

(50 years initial cut); site index 80 feet; all

initial and subsequent stocking levels like-

ly to be timber management goals.

Table 1 1
. --Projected changes in water yield

resulting from timber harvesting in spruce-

fir, Deadhorse Creek planning unit, Fraser

Experimental Forest, Colorado

interva 1

(years)

0-10
11-20

21-30
31-'t0

itl-SO

51-60
61-70
71-80

81-90
91-100
101-1 10

111-120
121-130
131-l'tO

Water yield increase, by treatment

IV

0.91

1.20

.10

.10

Inches

1.26

].k3

1.21

0.71

.hi

1 .22

2.06

1.09

Table 1 0. --Watershed management strategy for

spruce-fir, Deadhorse Creek planning unit,

Fraser Experimental Forest, Colorado^

Mana gement
ategy

Response unit

str
1 2 3

Treatment 1

Patch^ 1st yr. X

Treatment 1 1

Patch2 51st yr. X

Thin 3 X

Treatment 1 1 1

Thin 3 8lst yr. X

Treatment IV

Patch2 lOlst yr. X

Thin3 X

Treatment V

Thin3 111th yr. X

Treatment VI

Thin3 131st yr. X

Treatment VI 1

Harvest' litlst yr. X

^Aspect: NE

Elevation: 10,200 ft. msl

Slope: 35 percent
^33 percent of the area cut in openings 5 to 8

t imes t ree he i ght

.

^Thin to growing stock levels specified under
section on Timber Management Alternatives.
Yield tables for spruce-fir are based on breast
height age. On a 30-year cutting cycle a

minimum of 20 additional years will be required
foi trees to reach breast height.

Summary

The following paragraphs highlight the

practical aspects of this work, and summarize
important principles which should be con-

sidered in land use planning.
• Highest water yields result when old-

growth subalpine forests are harvested in

small patches. When forest openings are: (1)

less than 8 tree-heights in diameter; (2)

protected from wind, and (3) interspersed so

that they are 5 to 8 tree-heights apart, an
optimum pattern of snow accumulation
results. More snow is deposited in the
openings, and less snow accumulates in the
uncut forest so that total snow on headwater
basins is not significantly increased.

• Snowmelt in the small openings on all

aspects is more rapid than in the uncut forest.

This accelerated melt causes streamflow to be
higher on the rising limb of the hydrograph
than before harvest cutting. When there is

considerable natural regulation in the form of

deep porous soils, recession flows should not
be changed appreciably and annual flood

peaks are not significantly increased provid-

ed that the forest cover on no more than 50
percent of the watershed is removed in a
system of small openings.
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• Simulation analyses indicate that un-

der a patch-cut alternative, water yield in-

creases on south slopes are at least as large as

corresponding increases from north aspects.

Hence, there is no reason to favor areas with
the highest natural water yield if the objec-

tive is to maximize water yield from old-

growth subalpine forests.

• Due to the considerable length of time
that it takes for subalpine coniferous forests

to regenerate, increased water yields from
patch-cutting can go undiminished for 30
years and longer. Even after this period of

time, it is conceivable that 30 additional years
will be required before runoff increases from
the initial timber harvest are completely

erased.
• It should be emphasized that the

pattern in which trees are harvested deter-

mines whether or not runoffwill be increased.

For example, when the forest cover is remov-
ed in large clearcut blocks or by selective

cutting of individual trees, increased water
yields will be far less than that attained ifthe

same volume of timber is harvested in a
system of small dispersed forest openings.
Under some conditions, streamflow may ac-

tually be decreased when timber is selectively

harvested or clearcut in large blocks.
• In much ofthe Rocky Mountain Region,

timber harvesting which produces the most
additional water is ecologically sound. If

done properly, it does not reduce water quali-

ty; it is a silviculturally acceptable procedure
and compatible with the guidelines recently

developed from research in old-growth sub-

alpine forests (Alexander 1972, 1973, 1974).

The strategies selected for optimum water
production are compatible with the conver-
sion of old-growth to stands managed from
the regeneration period to final harvest for

timber production.
• Procedures are available for projecting

long-term yields of both wood and water
resulting from a broad array ofmanagement
alternatives. This capability provides the

manager with the opportunity to examine the
probable results of his operations within the
context of multi-resource management.

sufficient data for validation, particularly
with respect to man's long-term impacts on
the timber and water resources. Nevertheless,
the models produce expected results based on
experience and the state-of-the-art. It is

believed that the output from the examples
above contain the type of information which
hydrologists, silviculturalists, and land use
planners need to know in order to make
difficult management decisions. The ability

of the models described in this paper and
other similar models to integrate complex
forest and water systems make them unique
and powerful tools for evaluating a broad
array of land management alternatives.

Conclusion

One of the major shortcomings of the
models described in this paper is the lack of
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Appendix A
Typical Yield Tables Produced by LPMIST

YIELDS PER ACRE OF EVEN-AGED STANDS OF LOOGEPGLE PINE
SITE INDEX 60

THINNIKG INTENSITY- INITIAL- 80. SUBSEQUENT- 80.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

TANO
AGE
EARS)

TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SO.FT.

AVERAGE
D.B.H.
IN.

AVERAGE
HEIGHT
FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAHTIMBER
VOLUME
BD.FT.

TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA
SQ.FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAMTIMBER
VOLUME
BD.FT.

30
30

1000
325

110
50

(«.5

5.3
2*
26

1270
630

170
170 675 60 6^0

«0 322 72 e.ii 32 116 720

sa 321 93 7.3 36 1670 131.0

60
60

321
185

115
76

8.1
8.7

1.2 2'.20

1650
2120
11.90

8700
6100 136 39 770 630 2600

70 182 91 9.6 <<8 2220 2050 8600

80 179 106 10. < 52 2790 2620 11100

90
90

179
lOli

122
80

11.2
11.9

56
57

31.80

2280
3280
2160

11.200

9600 75 1.2 1200 1120 1.600

100 lOd 93 12.8 60 271.0 2600 11800

110 10 106 13.7 63 321.0 3090 11.300

120 10'- 119 11..

5

65 3730 3560 16800

DNARF MISTLETOE INFECTION DID NOT OCCUR DURING THE ROTATION OF 120.

MERCH. Ct. FT. - TREES 6.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 1.-INCH TOP.

BO. FT. - TREES 6.5 IKCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.

YIELDS PER ACRE OF EVEN-AGED STANDS OF LODGEPOLE PINE
SITE INDEX 60

THINNING INTENSITY- INITIAL- 120. SUBSEQUENT- 120.

EUTIRE STAND BEFORE AKO AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

TAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAHTIMBER BASAL TOTAL MERCHANT- SAhTIMBEfi
AGE TREES AREA D.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME
EARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. SQ.FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. ED. FT.

30 1000 110 1..5 21. 1270 180
30 505 72 5.1 25 880 180 1.95 38 390

1.0 502 99 6.0 32 151.0 760

50 500 122 6.7 35 211.0 151.0

60 1.98 11.5 7.3 1.1 2990 21.10

60 322 107 7.8 1.2 2250 1920 176 38 71.0 1.90 a

70 522 127 8.5 1.7 3010 2700 11100

80 ;22 1<.5 9.1 52 3770 31.70 11.300

90 121 165 9.7 55 1.580 1.21.0 17900
90 •'07 120 10.3 56 3370 3170 13300 111. 1.5 1210 1070 1.600

100 '07 137 11.0 59 1.070 381.0 16500

110 '07 152 11.

E

62 1.670 1.1.10 191.00

IZO '07 168 12.2 61. 5300 5020 221.00

DHARF MISTLETOE INFECTION DID NOT OCCUR DURING THE ROTATION OF 120. YEARS.

HERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 6.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 1.-INCH TOP.

BD. FT. - TREES 6.5 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.
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Appendix B
Typical Yield Tables Produced by SPRYLD

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGEO STAKDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80, 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS= INITIAL - 80., SUBSEQUENT - 80.

ENTIRE STANC EEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERHEOIATE CUTS

STAND
AGE

•YEARS)
TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SQ.FT.

AVERAGE
O.B.H.
IN.

AVERAGE
HEIGHT
FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAHTIMBER
VOLUME
BO. FT.

TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SQ.FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAHTIfBER
VOLUME
EO.FT.

30
30

860
31*

9<.

52
<..5

5.5
28
29

1010
680

3<.0

3<«0 536 1.2 330

«iO 311 78 6.8 38 1260 900

SO 305 106 8.0 <.5 2030 1650 1.200

60
60

295
1«.9

133
80

9.1
9.9

53
53

2920
1810

2530
1610

8300
5700 11.6 53 1110 920 26

70 1<.5 99 11.2 59 2510 2310 9200

80 l<i5 122 12.'. 65 3370 3150 13600

90
90

1<«5

55
1%6
80

13.6
16.3

70
71

1.350
2<,<tO

1.120

231.0

18700
11100 90 66 1910 1780 7600

too 55 95 17.8 75 3000 2910 11.500

110 55 112 19.3 79 3610 3520 18300

120 55 130 20.8 82 <i290 1.2

TOTAL

22500

YIELDS 761.0 6900 32700

MINIMUM CUTS FCR INCLUSION IK TOTAL YIELDS— 1.00. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BUARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.E.H. AND LARGER TO I.-INCH TOP.

80. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80, 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS^ INITIAL - 120., SUBSEQUENT - 120.

ENTIRE STAND EEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAHTIMBER BASAL TOTAL MERCHANT- SAMTIM8E
AGE TREES AREA D.e.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME

•YEARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD-FT. NO. SQ.FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. 80.FT.

30 850 9i> '..5 28 1010 31.0

30 505 72 5.1 29 870 31.0 31.5 22 11.0

«0 ^98 108 6.3 37 1620 1050

SO <|85 I'll 7.3 1.5 251.0 191.0

60 %66 175 8.3 52 3660 301.0 8700
60 259 117 9.1 52 2570 2230 7300 207 58 1090 810 11.00

70 21.9 l<il 10.2 59 31.80 3130 11800

80 21.9 173 11.3 61. •680 1.300 17800

90 21.9 205 12.3 69 5960 5570 21.1.00

90 103 120 11..

6

70 3600 31.30 15900 l'<6 85 2360 211.0 8500

100 103 11|2 15.9 75 1.51.0 1.360 20900

110 103 166 17.2 78 51.10 5220 26300

120 103 190 18.1. 82 6310 6120

TOTAL

31900

YIELDS 9900 9070 *01.00

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS— 1.00. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.E.H. AND LARGER TO I.-INCH TOP.

BO. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES C.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.
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The procedures for computing jdeld tables for managed even-

aged stands of spruce-fir presented in this Paper were adapted from
the field and computer procedures for managed stand yield tables

developed by Myers (1971). We replaced the species-specific state-

ments for ponderosa pine with functions applicable to spruce-fir, and
made a few minorchanges in the way the program operates. Much of
Mvprs' original text is repeated here so that readers will not have to

o two publications.
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Yield Tables for Managed Even-Aged Stands
of Spruce-Fir in the Central Rocky Mountains

Robert R. Alexander, Wayne D. Shepperd,
and Carleton B. Edminster

Timber management in the Engelmann
spruce (Picea engelmannii)-suha\pine fir

(Abies lasiocarpa) type in the central and
southern Rocky Mountains is in a period of

transition to more intensive and varied
management practices. Large areas of old-

growth forests are rapidly being converted to

stands that must be managed from the

regeneration period to harvesting. Yield

tables that predict probable yields of wood
that will result from specified combinations
of site quality, frequency and intensity of

thinning, and utilization standards provide
goals toward which conversion can be
directed. They also provide part of the infor-

mation needed to determine the influence of

timber management practices on other forest

resources (Myers 1971). Land managers can
examine alternatives and make decisions

through computerized evaluation (Program
TEVAP2) of forestry activities, a procedure
that uses yield-table computation in a set of
mathematical operations (Myers 1974).

Procedures for the computation of yield

tables for managed even-aged stands of
spruce-fir presented in this Paper were ad-
apted from the field and computer procedures
for managed stand yield tables (Program
PONYLD) developed by Myers (1971). In-

cluded are (1) identification of the field

measurements that provide the basic data
needed to produce the yield tables, (2) the
relationships that replace the species-specific

statements in Myers' Program PONYLD, (3)

the computer program (SPRYLD) written in

FORTRAN IV that computes and prints

yield tables for spruce-fir, and (4) an example
of what program SPRYLD can produce. The
computer program SPRYLD has the capacity
of producing a series of yield tables which
show how projected outcomes will vary in

response to changes in cultural treatments
and/or variations in original stand and site

conditions. Large numbers of tables, each
based on a specific set of alternatives, can be
computed and printed for a few cents each.
They provide the manager with the oppor-
tunity to examine the probable results of his

operations, make necessary changes in

management goals, and study the effect of

these changes before money is spent on them
(Myers 1971).

General Description of Methods

The nine items of information (working
tools) described later are species-specific

statements in Myers' (1971) computer
program. All but the first item, the desired

residual stand after each cutting which is

based on available information from thinned
stands, were replaced to compute yield tables

for even-aged managed stands of spruce-fir.

Data for these eight items of information
were based on temporary growth prediction

plots measured in detail. Tree volume
equations (Myers and Edminster 1972) and
site index curves (Alexander 1967) applicable
to spruce-fir stands in the central Rocky
Mountains were used in the analyses of data
described in the following sections.

There are no thinned stands of spruce-fir
in the central Rocky Mountains, and partial-

ly cut stands were unsuitable for sampling;
therefore, the growth prediction plots were
placed in 69 undisturbed even-aged stands
throughout the spruce-fir type in Colorado
and Wyoming. These plots, chosen to ap-

proximate what a managed stand might look
like, conformed to the usual requirements as
to uniformity of site quality, range in tree

sizes, and stand density across the plot. The
trees were also free of diseases or insect
infestations that would affect growth. The
plots covered a range of site quality (SI 40 to



110) and stand density (30 to 1,600 stems per

acre). Age classes varied from 20 to 160 years.

Measurements made on each growth
prediction plot included the following:

1. Plot area.

2. Heights and ages of 6 to 10 dominant trees

suitable for site index determination
(Alexander 1967).

3. Diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) of each
tree to the nearest 0.1 inch.

4. Total height of each tree to the nearest 1.0

foot, or a sufficient sample in each
diameter class to construct a
height/diameter curve where a large

number of trees were measured. Heights of
all dominants and codominants were
measured except where tops were dead,
defective, or deformed.

5. Crown class of each tree.

6. Total ages of a sample of dominant and
codominant trees to validate even-age
status of the main stand.

7. Radial wood growth during the past 10

years from increment borings at breast
height along an average radius.

8. D.b.h. outside bark of all trees that
appeared to have died during the last 10
years.

9. On 1 2 plots, a number of cut or leave codes
for each tree based on trial marking to

simulate several intensities of thinning.

This information was used to provide
some of the input needed to determine
diameter and height increases due to thin-

ning, stand volumes, and volume conver-
sion factors. Additional simulated data
were generated using Program SPRCHK,
a modification of Program PONCHK
(Myers 1971). The 12 plots were also used
to verify the SPRCHK output.

Plot and tree data computed initially

from the field measurements included:

1. Site index (Alexander 1967).

2. A height-diameter curve for each plot to

provide a height for each tree for which
actual height was not measured.
Measured and computed items that

describe the present stand were used to

compute the following values for each plot:

1. Number of trees per acre.

2. Number of dominants and codominants
per acre.

3. Basal area per acre.

4. Average d.b.h., computed as the tree of
average basal area.

5. Average height of dominant and codomi-
nant trees.

6. Average height of all trees.

7. Average main stand age.

8. Total cubic feet from ground to tip for all

trees, per acre.

9. Merchantable cubic feet to a 4-inch top in
trees 5 inches d.b.h. and larger, per acre.

10. Board feet (Scribner Rule) to a 6-inch top
in trees 8 inches d.b.h. and larger, per
acre.

All except item 7 were generated as part
of the output of Program SPRCHK.

Diameters of live trees, diameters of the
tallied dead trees, and present stand age on
each plot provide the following items that
described the stands 10 years ago at the
beginning of the prediction period.

1. Number of trees, per acre.

2. Basal area, per acre.

3. Past d.b.h. of each tree from present d.b.h.,

radial wood growth, and periodic bark
growth (Myers and Alexander 1 972).

4. Average stand diameter (tree of average
basal area).

5. Average main stand age (present main
stand age minus 10 years).

Development of Items to Replace
Species-Specific Statements and
Other Modifications Needed to
Adapt Myers' (1971) Program

PONYLD to SPRYLD

After plot measurements were obtained
and summarized, the items described below
were computed as one or more relationships

to convert the species-specific statements in

Program PONYLD to spruce-fir. Most of the
nine items that appear as FORTRAN
statements in Program SPRYLD and its

associated subroutines SPRCUT and SPR-
VOL were obtained by regression analysis of
plot values described above.

1. Stocking After Cutting

Stand density to be left after each cutting

is expressed as the relationship between
basal area and average stand diameter. Data
on spruce-fir from thinning studies or tem-
porary plots were not available to construct a
graph of desired basal area over stand
diameter for local average diameter. Data for

this item were taken directly from Myers'
(1971) Program PONYLD. When sufficient



information for spruce-fir becomes available,

this item will be examined and necessary
adjustments made.

The following, taken from Myers (1971),

is repeated here for continuity.

"In table 1, basal area increases with
diameter until 10.0 inches diameter is reach-

ed, and remains constant thereafter. The
designation 'growing stock level 8 0' indicates

that basal area is 80.0 ft^ when diameter is

10.0 inches or larger, regardless ofwhat basal

area may be at lower average diameters.

140

120

o 100

80

•5 60

40

20

Table 1. --Basal areas after intermediate cutting
in relation to average stand diameter growing
stock level 80 (from Myers 1971)

3456789 10

Average stand diameter (incties)

Figure 1. — Basal area after thinning in

relation to average stand diameter for

standard levels of growing stock (from
Myers 1971).

"Desired stand density will vary with the
objectives of management, and a family of
basal area-diameter relationships is needed
(fig. 1). The original single curve or function
of basal area on diameter is treated as a guide
curve from which other curves can be produc-
ed. Basal areas for any growing stock level

can be computed by multiplying the guiding
values for level 80 in table 1 by the ratio

level/80."

The level designations that are the
variables THIN, REST, and DSTY in

SPRYLD are the same as appear in
PONYLD.

The curves of figure 1 define growing
stock goals for many possible management
objectives. Any desired form of the guide
curve may be used if the appropriate

Average Basal Average Basal

stand d.b.h. area stand d.b.h. area
after cutting per after cutting per

(Inches) acre (Inches) acre

ft^ ft^

2.0 12.1 6.0 56.6
2.1 13.2 6.1 57.6
2.2 U.i. 6.2 58.5
2.3 15.5 6.3 59.4
2.k 16.7 6.4 60.3

2.5 17.9 6.5 61.2

2.6 19.0 6.6 62.1

2.7 20.2 6.7 62.9
2.8 21.3 6.8 63.8
2.9 22.5 6.9 64.6

3.0 23.7 7.0 65.4

3.1 2'».8 7.1 66.2

3.2 26.0 7.2 67.0

3.3 27.1 7.3 67.7

3.4 28.3 7.4 68.5

3.5 29.5 7.5 69.2

3.6 30.6 7.6 69.9

3.7 31.8 7.7 70.6

3.8 32.9 7.8 71.2

3.9 34.1 7.9 71.9

4.0 35.2 8.0 72.5

4.1 36. /. 8.1 73.1

4.2 37.6 8.2 73.7

4.3 38.7 8.3 74.3
4.4 39.9 8.4 74.8

4.5 ii].0 8.5 75.3
4.6 kl.l 8.6 75.8

4.7 43.4 8.7 76.3

4.8 hk.S 8.8 76.7

4.9 45.7 8.9 77.1

5.0 i.6.8 9.0 77.5

5.1 47.8 9.1 77.9

5.2 48.8 9.2 78.2

5.3 49.8 9.3 78.5

5.4 50.8 9.4 78.8

5.5 51.8 9.5 79.1

5.6 52.8 9.6 79.3

5.7 53.8 9.7 79.5

5.8 54.7 9.8 79.7

5.9 55.7 9.9 79.8
10.0+ 80.0

statements of subroutine SPRCUT are

modified properly.

Relationships shown in table 1 appear as
functions for level 80 in program SPRYLD.



Basal areas computed from these functions
are multiplied by terms that include the

desired growing stock level (THIN) to obtain
values for other growing stock levels.

Variables for which FORTRAN statements
were taken from PONYLD and their use,

were:

"a. DBHP — to find a d.b.h. less than 10.0

inches when basal area is known. Three
equations for DBHP are used to simplify
representation of the nonlinear
relationship between d.b.h. and basal
area.

b. BREAK and BUST — to compute values
of basal area that are the upper limits of
applicability of the first two equations for

DBHP.
c. SQFT — to find basal area when d.b.h. is

known. Two equations represent the non-
linear relationship for d.b.h. less than
10.0 inches."

with an average diameter of 4.4 inches for site

index classes 40 and 50. As more young
stands with reasonable spacing reach 30
years of age, additional data will become
available to evaluate this first approxima-
tion, and make necessary adjustments.

3. Diameter Increase from Growth

Regression analysis of data from growth
prediction plots provided an equation for

predicting future average stand diameter of

spruce-fir. Present average stand diameter is

estimated from past average stand diameter,

site index, and past basal area per acre. The
following equation for a 10-year prediction

period appears in SPRYLD as the FORTRAN
statement for DBHO:

2. Description of Unthinned, Young
Stands

Values in the first line ofeach yield table

describe stand conditions just prior to initial

thinning. They are entered directly from data
cards or are computed from the data. Users of

SPRYLD must, therefore, be able to describe

the stands that do or should exist at time of

initial thinning. In a yield table for managed
stands, the stand density and related average
diameter given in the first line result when
stand regeneration and subsequent growth
and mortality progress as planned.

Only a few unthinned young spruce-fir

stands were found that represented possible

regeneration goals for various management
objectives. Furthermore, no usable data were
available from yield studies made elsewhere.

It was not possible, therefore, to determine
average diameter for each site class for

various combinations of age and number of

trees per acre. Instead, an average diameter
in relation to number of trees per acre was
determined for an average site index at age 30
years, the youngest age appearing in the yield

tables. It was then necessary to make a
judgment decision as to the average
diameters and number of trees that appeared
reasonable for managed stands at the time of
first thinning for each site class. These values
range from 800 stems per acre with an
average diameter of 4.7 inches for site index
classes 100 and greater to 950 stems per acre

DBHO = 1.62917 + 1.03371 (DBHT)

+ 0.01304 (SITE) - 0.90669 (logio BAST)

S„v = 0.2469 R2 = 0.9948yx

where DBHO = present average stand dia-

meter.

DBHT = past average stand dia-

meter.

SITE = site index.

BAST = past basal area per acre.

4. Diameter Increase from Thinning

The change in average stand diameter
resulting from intermediate cuttings was es-

timated from data obtained by trial marking
of growth prediction plots, and the
supplemental procedure developed by Myers
(1971) and generated by Program SPRCHK.
This later procedure provided simulated data
on combinations of initial stand diameters,
stocking level, and stand density not
available from the trial markings.

In subroutine SPRCUT, diameter after

thinning is estimated from diameter before

thinning and the percentage of trees to be
retained. Regression analysis of data from
simulated thinnings provides two functions
— DBHE and PDBHE — that represent the

same variable, diameter after thinning.



DBHE is computed directly in subroutine
SPRCUT from the following equation if at

least 50 percent of the trees are retained:

DBHE = 0.02666 + 1.30655 (DBHO) -

0.00306 (DBHO x PRET)

S„^ = 0.1413, R2 = 0.9985yx

where DBHE = average diameter after

thinning.

DBHO = average stand diameter
before thinning.

PRET = percentage of trees re-

tained after thinning.

With fewer trees retained, the relationship is

nonlinear, so PDBHE is computed in sub-
routine SPRCUT from the following equation
and its antilogarithm becomes DBHE:

PDBHE = 0.33206 + 0.98346 (logio DBHO)
- 0.14170 (logio PRET)

S.,v = 0.0187, R2 = 0.9898yx

Table 2. --Average height (feet) of dominant and
codominant trees at various ages and site
indexes for Engelmann spruce (as computed by
statements for HTSO)

Main Site index (Ba<>ed on dom nant trees)
stand
age

(years)
ko 50 60 70 80 90 100

20 3 7 11 15 19 23 27
30 8 13 18 23 28 33 38
40 12 18 25 31 37 43 49

50 17 24 31 37 44 51 58
60 21 29 36 44 51 59 67
70 25 33 41 50 58 66 74

80 29 37 46 55 63 72 81

90 33 41 50 60 68 77 87
100 36 45 54 64 73 82 92

no 39 48 58 67 77 86 96
120 41 51 61 70 80 89 99
130 43 54 63 73 83 92 102

uo 45 56 66 76 86 95 105

150 47 58 68 78 88 98 107
160 49 60 70 80 90 100 109

170 51 61 72 82 92 101 111

180 53 63 73 83 93 103 113

S..V = 0.0101, R2 = 0.9938yx

5. Heights of Dominants and
Codominants

Average heights of dominant and
codominant trees were computed from data
from the growth prediction plots and from
Alexander's (1967) site index curves adjusted
from dominant height to dominant and
codominant height (table 2). Regression
analysis provided two equations that appear
as statements for HTSO in SPRYLD, for

estimating height for various combinations
of age and site index:

The equations are shown below:

HTSO (AGEO < 100) = - 13.71751 +
0.15087 (SITE) + 0.00126 (AGE02) +
0.01371 (AGEO X SITE)
- 0.00006 (AGE02 x SITE)

S^^ = 2.0074, R2 = 0.9920yx

logio HTSO (AGEO > 100) = 0.91859

- ^"aGEO + 0-62318 (logio SITE)

+ 40.08154
^"^^^djio^

where HTSO = average height of domi-
nant and codominant
trees before thinning.

SITE = site index.

AGEO = main stand age.

6. Height Increase from Thinning

Changes in the average height of domi-
nant and codominant trees due to in-

termediate cuttings were estimated from data
provided by trial markings of growth predic-

tion plots, and simulated thinnings
generated by Program SPRCHK for various
additional combinations of stocking level,

initial stand diameter, and initial stand den-

sity. In SPRYLD, the variable ADDHT is the

computed amount of change estimated from
the percentage of trees retained (PRET) by
the equation below:

ADDHT = -1.81392 + 17.7792imPRET
8^^ = 0.0864, R2 = 0.9958yx



At each cutting, the current value of

ADDHT is added to height before thinning,

HTSO, to obtain height after thinning,

HTST. It is also added to a cumulative sum of

changes, HTCUM, so that computed heights

before thinning will show the effects of past
treatments as well as of age. Values for

ADDHT are small because changes in height

are for dominant and codominant trees only.

7. Noncatastrophic Mortality

Mortality in unthinned stands is usually
more important than in thinned stands. Since
the only data available were from growth
prediction plots, and they were located in

unthinned stands with spacings that
appeared desirable for managed stands, es-

timates of mortality in managed stands are

only approximate. Furthermore, we did not
compute a prediction equation for mortality
for spruce-fir stands with an average
diameter of 10.0 inches or larger because of

the wide variability in mortality in those
stands.

The prediction equation in SPRYLD for

stands with an average diameter of less than
10.0 inches, shown below for the percentage
of mortality expressed as a decimal (DIED),
contains average stand diameter and basal
area at the beginning of the period as in-

dependent variables:

DIED = - 0.0003967 +

0.0000382 (DBHT x BAST)

simulated thinnings, and trial markings were
converted to total cubic foot, merchantable
cubic foot, and board foot volumes per acre

with appropriate tree volume equations

(Myers and Edminster 1972). In subroutine

SPRVOL, only total cubic foot volumes per

acre are computed directly, and therefore are

the only unit of measure for which a stand
volume equation is needed.

Stand volume equations appear as

statements to compute CUFT in subroutine

SPRVOL. Two statements were used because

the relationship was not linear over the range
of D^H that can appear in the yield tables:

CUFT (D^H < 22,500) = (0.34430 -

0.00524BA + 0.0023575D2H) x N

8^^ = 0.4982, R^ 0.9986

Svv = 0-0055. R2 = 0.9677

CUFT (D^H > 22,500) = (7.60196 -

0.01052BA + 0.0020103D2H) x N

S„^ = 1.9210, R2 = 9940yx

where CUFT =total cubic foot volume per

acre.

D= average stand diameter.

BA= basal area per acre.

H= average height of domi-
nant and codominant
trees.

N= number of trees per acre.

The standard errors of estimate quoted above
result from the prediction ofcubic foot volume
of a tree of average d.b.h. and height, before

multiplying by number of trees per acre.

where DIED = percentage of trees that
have died during mea-
surement period (10 years).

DBHT = average stand diameter at

the beginning of the mea-
surement period.

BAST = basal area per acre at the
beginning of the measure-
ment period.

8. Stand Volume Equation

Plot tallies of tree diameters and heights
from growth prediction plots, the result of

9. Volume Conversion Factors

Subroutine SPRVOL computes volumes
in merchantable cubic feet and board feet

from total cubic volume per acre and ap-

propriate conversion factors. Data from
growth prediction plots, trial markings, and
simulated thinnings that produced the stand
volume equations also provided conversion
factors. The quantity of each unit per total

cubic foot was determined separately for each
data point. A stand diameter of 5.0 inches and
top diameter of 4.0 inches for merchantable
cubic feet, and a stand diameter of 8.0 inches

and top diameter of 6.0 inches for board feet,



were selected as appropriate minimums.
Regression analysis provided the function to

compute the conversion from total cubic

volume to merchantable cubic volume and
board foot volumes that appear as statements
FCTR and PROD in SPRVOL. FCTR can be

estimated by the following equation from
average stand diameter:

FCTR = 0.82375 + 3.45569

+ 0.00013(D2) -

D
28.86783

D.2

S„v = 0.0273, R2 = 0.9572
yx

Estimates of PROD for spruce-fir can be
improved if basal area is included with
diameter in the equations. Two equations
shown below appear in SPRVOL so the

relationships can be expressed in simpler

terms over a wide range of diameters:

PROD (D <16.5 inches) = 4.59159 -

214.06370 ^ 0.39782 (logio BA)

S = 0.1567, R2 = 0.9561
yx

PROD (D >16.5 inches) = 8.59422 -

^^•^^^Q'^ + 0.44432 (logio BA)
vD

S^^ = 0.1191, R2 = 0.8575yx

Description ofProgram SPRYLD
Program SPRYLD consists of a main

program and two subroutine subprograms
written in standard FORTRAN IV. The main
program reads the data cards, performs most
computations, and writes the yield tables.

Subroutine SPRCUT determines the new
average stand diameter and percentage of

trees retained after cutting to the specified

growing stock level. Subroutine SPRVOL
computes volumes in total cubic feet per acre,

and factors to convert these volumes to other
units. Operations performed by each routine
are indicated by comment statements in the
source listing (Appendix 1).

As mentioned earlier, program SPRYLD
computes and prints sets of yield tables. The

variable NTSTS, read from data card type 1,

controls the number of sets of tables. The
number of yield tables within a set is con-

trolled by variable MIX, read from data card
type 3. The first yield table of each set is

computed from initial conditions and con-

trols on operations specified on data cards

type 3, 4, and 5. Subsequent yield tables

within a set are computed from the same
conditions and controls, with the exception of

the growing stock level for intermediate cuts

after initial thinning. This growing stock

level is increased by the value of DSTINC
(read from data card type 3) over the level of

the previous yield table. Operations per-

formed for each yield table are:

1. Computation of basal area, height, and
volumes just prior to initial thinning.

2. Partial cutting to the growing stock level

specified for initial thinning or subsequent
cutting. Cutting will not be simulated ifthe

stand is already below the growing stock

level specified.

3. Computation ofpost-cutting density, basal
area, height, and volumes.

4. Printing of table headings once for each
yield table and printing of values ap-

propriate for the stand age.

5. Projection of diameter, height, and stand
density for one or more periods until the

next intermediate cut is scheduled. Stand
volumes and other values are computed
and printed at ages when no cutting is

scheduled.

6. Repetition of steps 2 to 5 until stand age at

time of initial regeneration cutting is

reached.
7. Redefinition of the growing stock to be left

after cutting and the interval between
regeneration cuttings if shelterwood cut-

tings are specified. Table computations
will be terminated if clearcutting is

specified.

8- Repetition of steps 2 to 7 to accomplish
regeneration cuts until the age of the final

cut is reached.

9. Printing of totals for volumes removed.
Volumes less than COMCU or COMBF
(read from data card type 2) will not be
included in the totals so that total commer-
cial yields may be compared, if desired.

Actual totals may be obtained by entering

values of 1.0 for COMCU and COMBF on
data card type 2.

Subroutine SPRCUT computes average
stand diameter after cutting from diameter
before cutting and the percentage of trees



retained. The percentage of trees retained is

needed as an independent variable, but is

itself an unknown. Successive percentages of

trees retained are tested until d.b.h. after

thinning, number of trees retained, and
residual basal area agree with the diameter
and basal area combination specified by the
growing stock level of the cut. These com-
binations are shown in table 1 for growing
stock level 80.0.

Subroutine SPRVOL computes total

cubic feet per acre and factors to convert this

volume to other units. Conversions to

merchantable cubic feet and to board feet are

shown in Appendix 1. Utilization standards
for these units are given in subsection 9 ofthe

previous section and in the comment
statements ofSPRVOL. Conversions to other
units or utilization standards may supple-

ment or replace those already in SPRVOL.
Program SPRYLD should run with little

or no modification on any computer that

accepts FORTRAN IV, has a minimum of

32K words of storage, and has two input/out-

put devices (unit 5 for program and data deck
input and unit 6 for printed output). Changes
to adapt the program to other utilization

standards and for additional computations
are described by Myers (1971) in his section

headed Modifications of PONYLD, and are

not repeated here.

Description of the Data Deck for
Program SPRYLD

The data deck for program SPRYLD
consists of five types of data cards. These
cards are numbered by their order of
appearance in the data deck except that
cards type 3, 4, and 5 may be repeated in sets

as specified by variable NTSTS from card
type 1. The first two cards of the data deck
(types 1 and 2) enter values which do not
change during a computer run. Cards type 3,

4, and 5 enter values used in the computation
of a set of yield tables which may change
between sets of tables. The contents of each
data card are described in the following
tabulation of the order and contents of the
data deck.

SPRYLD and the printed results obtained. It

illustrates some of the questions that may be
asked and the information that will be
provided. The example also serves as a test

problem for use in adapting the source
program to locally available computing
facilities.

A forest manager wishes to determine
the intensity of thinning that will maximize
volume production in board feet in stands of

site index 80 (SITE). Length of the cutting

cycle (JCYCL) has not been standardized,

but will be 30 years for this test. He also

wants to compare yields from two-cut and
three-cut shelterwood, both with the final

removal cut scheduled for stand age 150
years (REGN(2) for two-cut shelterwood,
REGN(3) for three-cut shelterwood) and con-

sidering the current crop only. Alternatives
calling for more than one precommercial
thinning are unacceptable. Minimum com-
mercial volumes per acre are 400 cubic feet

(COMCU) and 2000 board feet (COMBF). The
manager expects that his procedure for

regeneration cuts will result in a new stand
that contains 850 trees per acre (DENO) by
age 30 (AGEO), with an average diameter of

4.6 inches (DBHO). (The data deck consisting
of 32 cards is shown in fig. 2.)

COLUMN NUMBERS

11111111112222222222333
1 2 3AS67890I 2 3*5678901 2 3*56 789012

CARD TYPE

6 80 10

'lOO 2 000

30 3 20
30 •,5 850 80

120 80 150

30 3 20
30 45 850 80

120 80 150

30 3 20
10 *5 850 80

120 80 150

30 3 20
30 45 850 80
90 80 120 80

30 3 20
30 45 950 80
90 80 120 80

30 3 20
30 45 850 80
90 80 120 80

80
150

80
150

80
ISO

Figure 2. — Data deck for test problem.

An Application of SPRYLD
The problem described below

demonstrates the computations made by

Yield tables produced by SPRYLD, a few
of which are reproduced in Appendix 2, can
assist in decision-making in many ways.
Money yields and rates earned can be com-



Order and Contents of the Data Deck for Program SPRYLD

Card Number Variable
type of cards name Columns Format Description of variable

1 NTSTS 1-4 14

GIDE 5-8 F4.0

RINT 912 F4.0

1 COMCU 1-8 F8.3

COMBF 916 F8.3

1 per
test

JCYCL

MIX

1-4

5-8

14

14

DSTINC 9-16

1 per

test

5

VLLV(l) 9-16

F8.3

AGEO 1-8 F8.3

DBHO 9-16 F8 3

DENO 17-24 F8.3

DSTY 25-32 F8.3

SITE 33-40 F8.3

THIN 41-48 Fa3

1 per REGN(l)' 1-8 F8.3

Fas

Number of tests or sets of yield tables to

be produced (greater than or equal to 1).

Base level of set of growing stock levels

(equal to 80.0 for the listing in Appen-
dix 1).

Number of years for which a growth
equation makes one projection (equal to

10.0 for the listing in Appendix 1).

Minimum cut in merchantable cubic
feet per acre to be included in total yields

(greater than or equal to 1.0).

Minimum cut in board feet per acre to be
included in total yields (greater than or

equal to 1.0).

Interval between intermediate cuts. A
multiple of RINT.
Number of stocking levels for interme-
diate cuts to be examined in one test.

Equivalent to number of yield tables

produced per test (greater than or equal
to 1).

Amount growing stock level (for inter-

mediate cuts after initial thinning) will

be increased over level of previous yield

table in a test if MIX is greater than 1.

Leave blank if MIX equals 1.

Initial age in years to be shown in a
yield table. Stand age when first

thinning occurs (greater than 0.0).

Average stand d.b.h. in inches just prior
to initial thinning at stand age AGEO
(greater than 0.0).

Number of trees per acre just prior to

initial thinning at stand age AGEO
(greater than 0.0).

Lowest growing stock level for inter-

mediate cuts after initial thinning in a
test. Level will increase by DSTINC on
the second and subsequent yield tables

in a test if MIX is greater than 1. Value
of DSTY must be greater than 0.0.

Site index for the stand (greater than
0.0).

Growing stock level for initial thinning
at age AGEO (greater than 0.0).

Stand age at which first regeneration
cut will occur. Must be greater than 0.0

as REGN(l) is rotation age for clear-

cutting.

Percentage, as a decimal, of growing
stock level for intermediate cuts to be
left at age REGN(l). Leave this and
next 3 variables blank for clearcutting.



Order and Contents of the Data Deck for Program SPRYLD (cont'd)

Card Number Variable
type of cards name Columns Format Description of variable

REGN(2)» 17-24

VLLV(2) 25-32

REGN(3)i 33-40

F8.3 Stand age at which second regenera-

tion cut, if any, will occur. Final cut of

2-cut shelterwood or second cut of 3-cut

shelterwood.

F8.3 Percentage, as a decimal, of growing
stock level left after first regeneration

cut to be left at age REGN(2). Leave this

and next variable blank for 2-cut shel-

terwood.

F8i3 Stand age at which third regeneration
cut, if any, will occur. Final cut of 3-cut

shelterwood.

' Values for ages for regeneration cuts must equal the value of AGEO plus a multiple of the

value of RINT.

puted by applying thinning costs and stum-
page values to the volumes given in the
tables. Stand ages at culmination of mean
annual increment, and rates earned assist in

the selection of rotations.

For the situation described above, yields

and numbers of precommercial thinnings are
of greatest immediate interest. These items
are summarized in tables 3 and 4 for the 18

yield tables produced. Combinations of high
initial and intermediate subsequent growing
stock levels produce the greatest volumes
with one precommercial thinning. Additional
comparisons should be made to include such

Table 3-""Yields in board feet, including com-
mercial thinnings, of the 18 combinations of
initial and subsequent growing stock levels^

Initial

growing stock
level

Subsequent growing stock level

80 100 120

rribd ft

Two-cut Shelterwood

80

100

120

80
100

120

hQ.3 ^46. 3

h7.9

5l.h
52.8
52.2

Three-cut Shelterwood

37.2
38. ^4

39.0

kl.l
^43. 6

48.0

^ee text p. 3 for description of growing stock
levels

.

factors as probable thinning costs, cubic

yields from thinnings not commercial for

board feet, and the average size of tree

produced. As expected, the current crop

produces more board feet in 1 50 years ifcut by
two-cut shelterwood than if by three-cut

shelterwood. The latter treatment may,
however, get the next crop off to an earlier

start.

Modifications of SPRYLD
SPRYLD can be modified to study actual

stands, especially to determine iftreatment in

unthinned stands is justified, and to add
other measures and variability as described

for PONYLD by Myers (1971).

Table A. --Number of precommercial thinnings if

each of the 18 combinations of initial and
subsequent growing stock levels^ is established
as specified by the data deck. (Both types
of cutting gave the same results)

Initial

growing stock
level

Subsequent growing stock level

80 100 120

80

100

120

^ee text p. 3 for descri pt ion of growing stock
levels.
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Description of
Program SPRCHK

Program SPRCHK — used to calculate

volumes, volume conversion factors, and
diameters and heights for different com-
binations of stand variables not available

from growth prediction plots — is the same as

Myers (1971) Program PONCHK, except that

the equations used to compute volumes are for

spruce (Myers and Edminster 1972).

Modifications Needed to Use
Spruce-Fir in Myers' (1974)

Program TEVAP2

Subroutine WORKGP in Myers (1974)

TEVAP2 permits the program to be used with
other species. To use spruce-fir, replace the
dummy continue statement number 4 with a
CALL statement that will call subroutine
ESSF, the species-specific statements for

spruce-fir to be used with TEVAP2. SPNUM
(I) equal to 4 will then designate subroutine
ESSF. The subroutine organization is shown
in Appendix 3.

Basic information used in ESSF has been
described earlier, with the exception of one
equation (ADD) which is included to estimate
merchantable cubic volume obtained as a
byproduct of saw-log cuts. ADD is computed
from stand diameter as follows:

Literature Cited

Alexander, Robert R.

1967. Site indexes for Engelmann spruce.

U.S. For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-32, 7 p.

Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort
Collins, Colo.

Myers, Clifford A.
1971. Field and computer procedures for

managed-stand yield tables. USDA For.

Serv. Res. Pap. RM-79, 24 p. Rocky Mt.
For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins,

Colo.

Myers, Clifford A.
1974. Computerized preparation of timber
management plans: TEVAP2. USDA
For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-115, 72 p.

Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn.,

Fort Collins, Colo.

Myers, Clifford A. and Robert R. Alexander.
1972. Bark thickness and past diameters of

Engelmann spruce in Colorado and
Wyoming. USDA For. Serv. Res. Note
RM- 217, 2 p. Rocky Mt. For. and Range
Exp. Stn., Fort Collins, Colo.

Myers, Clifford A. and Carleton B. Ed-
minster.

1972. Volume tables and point sampling
factors for Engelmann spruce in

Colorado and Wyoming. USDA For.

Serv. Res. Pap. RM-95, 23 p. Rocky Mt.
For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins,

Colo.

ADD = 1.54375 + ^^-^^^^^

D

S = 0.1168, R2 = 0.8517
yx

where ADD = cubic foot volume of saw
logs (hundreds of cubic
feet per m board feet).

D = average stand diameter.
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Appendix I: Listing of Program SPRYLD
PROGRAM SPRYLD

1 I INPUT, OUTPUT, I»PE 5- I NPUT,T*PE6»0UTPUT1 C

TO COMPUTE AND PRINT YIELD TABLES FOR MANAGED EVEN-AGED STANDS OF
ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR.

DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES.

AODHT INCREASE OR DECREASE IN AVERAGE STAND HEIGHT BY THINNING.
AGEO • INITIAL AGE IN YIELD TABLE. C

BASC < BASAL AREA CUT PER ACRE. C

BASO = BASAL AREA PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING. C

BAST - BASAL AREA PER ACRE AFTER THINNING.
BDFC " BOARD FEET CUT PER ACRE.
BDFO = BOARD FEET PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING.
BOFT - BOARD FEET PER ACRE AFTER THINNING.
CFMC - MERCHANTABLE CU. FT. CUT PER ACRE.
CFHO • MERCH. CU. FT. PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING.
CFMT = MERCH. CU. FT. PER ACRE AFTER THINNING.
COMBF = MINIMUM COMMERCIAL CUT, BOARD FEET.
COMCU = MINIMUM COMMERCIAL CUT, CU. FT.
DBHO = AVERAGE STAND O.B.H. BEFORE THINNING.
DBHT = AVERAGE STAND O.B.H. AFTER THINNING.
DENC • TREES CUT PER ACRE.
DENO « TREES PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING.
DENT = TREES PER ACRE AFTER THINNING. C

DIED > PERCENTAGE, AS A DECIMAL, OF TREES THAT DIE DURING PERIOD G

RINT. C

DLEV = GROWING STOCK LEvEL FOR INTERMEDIATE CUTS AFTER FIRST.
DSTINC " AMOUNT GROWING STOCK LEVEL FOR INTERMEDIATE CUTS WILL BE

INCREASED OVER LEVEL OF PREVIOUS YIELD TABLE IN A TEST.
DSTY > LOWEST VALUE OF OLEV USED IN A TEST.
GIDE = BASE FOR GROWING STOCK LEVELS. 80.0 IN EXAMPLE SHOWN.
HTSO = TREE HEIGHT BEFORE THINNING.
HTST = TREE HEIGHT AFTER THINNING.
JCYCL - INTERVAL BETWEEN INTERMEDIATE CUTS.
JSBD = SUM OF BOARD FEET FROM ALL CUTS WITH YIELD OF COMBF OR

LARGER.
JSMC = SUM OF MERCH. CU. FT. FROM ALL CUTS WITH YIELD OF COHCU OR

LARGER.
JSTF = SUM OF TOTAL CU. FT. FROM ALL CUTS.
MIX = NUMBER OF STOCKING LEVELS EXAMINED PER TEST. C

NTSTS = NUMBER OF TESTS PER BATCH. C

PRFT = PERCENTAGE OF TREES RETAINED AFTER THINNING. C

REGNtll = STAND AGE WHEN REGENERATION CUT I OCCURS. C-

RINT = NUMBER OF YEARS FOR WHICH PROJECTION IS MADE. C

ROTA = FINAL AGE IN YIELD TABLE.
SITE = SITE INDEX.
THIN = GROWING STOCK LEVEL FOR INITIAL THINNING.
TOTC ' TOTAL CUBIC FEET CUT PER ACRE.
TOTO = TOTAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE BEFORE THINNING.
TOTT = TOTAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE AFTER THINNING.
VLLVdl = PERCENT OF PREVIOUS DLEV TO BE LEFT AT REGNlI), ENTERED

AS A DECIMAL.

COMMON BA,BAS T, CUFT, DBHO, DBHT, DENO. FCTR.H IT E, GIDE, PR ET,PROD,R EST,
1 rANO,VDM
DIMENSION REGNI3),VARI10I,VLLV(2)

DO I J^l.lO
1 VAR(J) • 0.0

READ NUMBER OF TESTS. BASE OF GROWING STOCK LEVELS. AND LENGTH OF
PROJECTION PERIOD FROM CARD TYPE ONE.

READ (5.5) NTSTS. GIDE. RINT
5 FORMAT II«,2F<i.OI

IFINTSTS .LE. 0) GO TO 170
IFIGIDE .LE. 0.0) GO TO 170
VAR(SI > RINT

READ MINIMUM COMMERCIAL CUTS FOR COMPUTATION OF COLUMN TOTALS FROM
CARD TYPE Two.

READ IS. 10) COMCU. COMBF
10 FORMAT I10F8.3I

VAR(8I » COMCU
VAR(9) > COMBF

EXECUTE PROGRAM ONCE FOR EACH SET OF INITIAL VALUES OF INTEREST.

00 160 I-l.NTSTS
JTEM =

READ CUTTING INTERVAL AND LEVELS PER TEST FRO;. CARD TYPE THREE.

READ 15.15) JCYCL. MIX, DSTINC
15 FORMAT l2U,Fe.3)

IFIJCYCL .LE. .OR. MIX .LE. 01 GO TO 170
JTEM = JCYCL

READ INITIAL STAND VALUES FROM CARD TYPE FOUR.

READ (5,10) AGEO. DBHO. DENO. DSTY, SITE, THIN
VARdI ' AGEO
VAR(2) = DBHO
VAR(3) - DENO
VAR(*) = DSTY
VAH(6) - SITE
VAR(7) = THIN

READ SILVICULTURAL CONTROLS FROM CARD TYPE FIVE.

READ (5,10) REGNIl ) ,VLLV( 1),REGNI2),VLLV( 2),REGN( 3)
VAR(IO) = REGN(l)
00 20 L=l,10
IF(VAR(L) .LE. 0.01 GO TO 170

20 CONTINUE
DLEV = 0.0
DO 2S NA<1,3

L = <. - NA
IF(REGN(L) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 25
ROTA = REGNIL)
GO TO 30

25 CONTINUE

PROVIDE FOR SEVERAL GROWING STOCK LEVELS PER TEST.

30 00 160 M-1,HIX
AOOHT > 0.0
BOFO - 0.0
BOFT = 0.0
CFMO = 0.0
CFMT = 0.0
HTCUM = 0.0
JSBD =

JSMC -

JSTF =

TEM = M

OLEV = DSTY (TEM - 1.0) * DSTINC
BASO = DENO • 0.005*542 • DBHO » DBHO

OBTAIN AVERAGE HEIGHT AND VOLUMES PER ACRE.

STATEMENTS FOR HTSO AND IF STATEMENT ARE SPECIES-SPECIFIC.

IFIAGEO .GE. 100.0) GO TO 35
HTSO = -13.71751 0.150B7 • SITE 0.00126 • AGEO • AGEO

1 0.01371 « AGEO • SITE - 0.00006 • AGEO * AGEO • SITE
GO TO 40

35 HTSO = 0.S1B59 - 100.43601 / AGEO 0.62318 » ALOGIOISITEI
1 40.08154 • ALOGIO(SITF) / AGEO
HTSO = 10.0 •• HTSO

40 HITE = HTSO
BA :i BASO
STAND = DENO
VDM = OBHO
CALL SPRVOL
TOTO = CUFT
BOFO = CUFT » PROD
CFMO = CUFT • FCTR
REST = THIN

ENTER LOOP FOR REMAINING COMPUTATIONS ANO PRINTOUT.

00 130 K=l,100

CHANGE STANDARDS IF A REGENERATION CUT IS DUE.

43 IFIAGEO .GE. ROTA) GO TO 60
IFIAGEO .LT. REGNdll GO TO 55
IFIAGEO .NE. REGNIl) ) GO TO 45
DLEV = DLEV • VLLV(l)
REST = OLEV
JCYCL = REGN(2) - REGN(l) 0.5

GO TO 55
45 OLEV = DLEV • VLLV(2)

REST = OLEV
JCYCL = REGNO) - REGNI2) 0.5

INCREASE O.B.H. BY THINNING ANO COMPUTE POST-THINNING VALUES.

55 CALL SPRCUT
IFIPRET .GE. 100.01 GO TO 56
JOENT " (BAST / 10.0054542 • DBHT • DBHT I ) 0.5
DENT ' JOENT
BAST ' 0.0054542 • OBHT • DBHT • DENT
IFIBAST .LT. BASO) GO TO 58

56 BAST = BASO
HTST = HTSO
DENT = DENO
JOENT - DENO 0.5
OBHT = DBHO
TOTT = TOTO
BDFT =- BOFO
CFMT = CFMO
GO TO 60
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T4TEMENT FOR AOOHT IS SPECIES-SPECIFIC.

DDHT = - 1.81392 17.77922
TCUM = HTCUM ADDHT

• SQRTCl.O / PRET)

TST = HTSO ADOH
TAND = DENT
DM = DBHT
ITE = HTST
A = BAST
ALL SPRVOL
QTT = CUFT
DFT = CUFT • PRDO
FMT = CUFT • FCTR

E MODE AND ROUND OFF FOR PRINTING.

AGEO = AGEO
SITE = SITE
DFNO = DENG 0.5
HTSO = HTSO 0.5
TOTO = (TOTO 'CI) 0.5
TOTO = JTOTO » 10
BASO = BASO 0.5
CFMO = (CFMO » O.l) 0.5
CFMO = JCFMO • 10
BDFO = (BDFO » 0.01) 0.5
BDFO = JBDFO * 100
HTST = HTST 0.5
TOTT = (TOTT » O.l) 0.5
TOTT = JTOTT * 10
CFHT = (CFMT » 0.1) + 0.5
CFMT = JCFMT • 10

F(JCFHT .GT. JCFMO) JCFMO = JCFMT
BOFT = (BDFT 0.01) 0.5
SOFT = JBDFT » 100
F(JBDFT .GT. JBDFO) JBDFO = JBDFT
BAST = BAST 0.5
OENC = JDENO - JDENT
8ASC = JBASO - JBAST
TOTC = JTOTO - JTOTT
CFMC = JCFMO - JCFMT
FIJCFMC .LE. 0) JCFMC =

BDFC = JBDFO - JBDFT
F(JBDFC .LE. 0) JBDFC =

ERIODIC CUTS FOR LAST LINE OF YIELD TABLE.

FIAGEO .GE. ROTA) GG TO 70
STF = JSTF JTOTC
FMC = JCFMC
F(CFMC .LT. COMCU) GO TO 65
SMC = JSMC JCFMC
OFC = JBDFC
F(BOFC .LT. COMBF) GO TO 70
SBO = JSBO * JBDFC

HEADINGS FOR YIELD TABLE.

F(K .GE. 2) GO TO 92

HANGE TABLE HEADING FOR OTHER SPECIES.

IRITE 16.80) JSITE.JCYCL
ORHAT (IHl ,//,27X,82HYIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGED STANDS
OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE F I R/ IHO, <i8X , I IHS I TE INDEX ,13.1
l,.I'..19H-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE)
IRITE (6,82) THIN.DLEV
ORMAT (1H0,'.1X,26HTHINNING LEVELS' INITIAL -,F6.0,1'.H, SUBSEQUENT
-,F6.0)
IRITE (6,84)
ORMAT (1H0,25X.38HENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINN ING

,

28x . 26HP
RIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS)
IRITE (6,85)
ORMAT (1H0,9X,5HSTAND.10X,5H6ASAL,3X,7HAVERAGE.2X.7HAVERAGE. 3X,5H
0TAL.3X.9HMERCHANT-.3X.9HSAWTIMBER.9X.5HBASAL,<iX,5HT0TAL,3X,9HMER
.HANr-.3X,9HSAWT|MBER )

IRITE (6,88)
ORMAT (IH ,10X,3HAGE.'.X.5HTSEES,3X.'.HAREA.'iX.6HD.B.H.,3X,5HHEIGHT
2X,6HV0LUME.2X,11HABLE VOLUME . iiX . 6HVnLUME , 3X , 5HTR EE S , 3X , ^iHAP E A , 3 X

6HV0LUME,2X,11HABLE VOLUME .^.X .6HV0LUME )

IRITE (6.90)
ORMAT (IH ,8X,7H(VEARS) , 3X , 3HN0 . , 3X . 6HS0 .FT . . ^.X . 3HIN..6X.3HFT..4X
6HCU.FT. .5X.6HCU.FT. .6X,6HBD.FT.,'.X,3HN0.. 3X . 6HSQ . F T . . 2X , 6HCU. F T .

5X,6HCU.FT. .6X.6HB0.FT. )

TABLE ENTRIES OF DIAMETER. VOLUMES. ETC.

IRITE (6.9'.) JAGEO, JDENO. JBASO. OBHO.JHTSO, JTOTO, JCFMO, JBDFO
ORMAT I1H0.9X.IA.AX.I5,2X,I'.,5X,F5.1.5X,I3,4X,I5,6X,15,6X.I6)
FIAGEO .GE. ROTA) GO TO 135
RITE (6,96) J AGEO. JDENT, JBAST, DBHT, J HTST, JTOTT, JCFMT, JBDFT, JDENC.
BASC, JTOTC. JCFMC. JBDFC
ORMAT (IH .9X,I<.,',X,I5.2X,l'..5X,F5.1,5X,I3,'iX,I5,6X,I5,6X,I5,'>X,I
.3X,I3,5X,I4,6X,I'.,8X,I5)

TE VALUES FOR EACH PERIOD. THIN AS SPECIFIED.

RINT = RINT
K = JCYCL / IRINT

120 L=1.IK
GEO = AGEO RINT
FIAGEO .GT. ROTA) GO TO 135

TE NEW D.B.H. BEFORE THINNING AND ROUND OFF TO 0.1 INCH.

C

C STATEMENT FOR DBHO IS SPECIES-SPECIFIC.
C

DBHO = 1.62917 » 1.03371 • DBHT 0.0130* • SITE - 0.90669 *

1 ALOGIO(BAST)
IDBHO = DBHO • 10.0 0.5
DBHO = IDBHO
DBHO = DBHO * 0.1

C

C STATEMENT FOR DIED IS SPECIES-SPECIFIC. CHANGE 10.0 IN IF
C STATEMENT IF OIEO STATEMENT APPLIES TO LARGER TREES.
C

IFIDBHT .GE. 10.0) GO TO 100
DIED = (-0.03967 0.00382 * DBHT * BAST) * 0.01
IFIDIED .LT. 0.0) DIED = 0.0
DENO = DENT » (1.0 - DIED)
MNK = DENO 0.5
DENO = MNK
GO TO 105

100 DENO = DENT
105 BASO = DENO (0.005'.5'.2 » DBHO » DBHO)

C

C OBTAIN AVERAGE HEIGHT AND VOLUMES PER ACRE.
C

C STATEMENTS FOR HTSO AND IF STATEMENT ARE SPECIES-SPECIFIC.
C

IFIAGEO .GE. 100.0) GO TO 110
HTSO = -13.71751 t 0.15087 » SITE 0.0C126 * AGEO » AGEO

I 0.01371 * AGEO * SITE - 0.00006 • AGEO * AGEO • SITE
GO TO 115

110 HTSO = 0.91859 - 100.43601 / AGEO 0.62318 • ALOGIO(SITE)
1 40.08154 * ALOGIO(SITE) / AGEO
HTSO = 10. »• HTSO

115 HTSO = HTSO HTCUM
STAND = DENO
VDM = DBHO
HITE = HTSO
BA = BASO
CALL SPRVOL
TOTO = CUFT
BDFO = CUFT • PROD
CFMO = CUFT FCTR

C

C TEST IF REGENERATION CUT IS DUE.
C

00 118 KU=1,3
IFIAGEO .EO. REGNIKU)) GO TO 43

118 CONTINUE
C

C CHANGE MODE AND ROUND OFF FOR PRINTING.
C

IFIL .EQ. IK) GO TO 125
KDENO = DENO 0.5
KAGEO = AGEO
KHTSO = HTSO * 0.5
KBASO = BASO 0.5
KTOTO = (TOTO « 0.1 ) » 0.5
KTOTO = KTOTO • 10
KCFMU = (CFMO * 0.1) 0.5
KCFMO = KCFMO * 10
KBOFO = (BDFO • 0.01) 0.5
KBDFO = KBDFO * 100

C

C WRITE VALUES FOR THE PERIOD IF THINNING IS NOT DUE.
C

WRITE (6.94) KAGEO. KDENO, KBASO. DBHO. KHTSO. KTOTO. KCFMO. KBDFO
OBHT = DBHO
BAST = BASO
DENT = DENO

120 CONTINUE
125 REST = DLEV
130 CONTINUE

C

C ADD FINAL CUTS TO TOTAL YIELDS AND WRITE TOTAL YIELDS.
C

135 JSTF = JSTF + JTOTO
CFMO = JCFMO
IFICFMO .LT. COMCU) GO TO 140
JSMC = JSMC JCFMO

140 BDFO = JBDFO
IFIBDFO .LT. COMBF) GO TO 145
JS8D = JSBD JBDFO

145 WRITE (6,150) JSTF , JSMC, JSBO
150 FORMAT ( IHO . / . 67X

,

12HT0TAL Y I ELDS , 18X , I 6 .4X . 16. 6X . I 7

)

WRITE (6,155) COMCU, COMBF
155 FORMAT ( IHO, // , 1 IX ,44HHINI MUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS—

1.F5.0.15H CUBIC FEET AND,F7.C.11H BOARD FEET)
WRITE (6.156)

156 FORMAT ( 1H0.10X.65HMERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LA

IRGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

)

WRITE (6.1571
157 FORMAT ( IHO, lOX . 59HBD . FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO

1 6-INCH TCP.)

C

C PREPARE FOR NEXT TABLE OF THE TEST.
C

AGEO = VAR(l)
DBHO = VAR(2)
OENO = VAR(3)
JCYCL = JTEM

160 CONTINUE
GO TO 200

170 WRITE (5,175)
175 FORMAT ( IHl , /// , lOX , 66HEXECUT ION STOPPED BECAUSE OF NEGATIVE OR ZE

IRO ITEM ON A DATA CARD.)
200 CALL EXIT

END
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SUBROUTINE SPRCUT

Tt3 ESTIMATE INCREASE IN AVERAGE D.B.H. DUE TO THINNING.

COMMON 8A.BAST,CUFTiDeHOiDBHT,DENOiFCTRtHITEfG10EiPREr,PRCn,REST,S
ITANDiVDM

IF(DBHO .LT. 9.*) GO TO 30

COMPUTE D.B.H. IF OBHO IS LARGE ENOUGH FOR BASAL AREA TO REMAIN CONSTANT.

PRET ' 100.
00 21 KJ^l.lOO C

30 PRET = <,0.0

IFIOBHO .GT. 7.01 PRET
00 65 J'1.100

-STATEMENTS FOR OBHE AND PDBHE ARE SPECIES-SPECIFIC.

IFIPRET .GE. 50.0) GO TO *0
P08HE = 0.33206 0.98346 • ALOGIO(DBHO) - 0.14710 • ALOGICIPRETI
OBHE ' 10.0 »• PDBHE
GO TO 45

40 OBHE = 0.02666 1.30655 • OBHO - 0.00306 • PRET • OBHO
45 I08HE • OBHE * 10.0 0.5

OBHE = IDBHE
OBHE = OBHE • 0.1
OENE ' OENO • (PRET • 0.011
NOENE • OENE 0.5
OENE ' NOENE
BASE = 0.0054542 • OBHE » OBHE » DENE
NBASE = BASE • 10.0 0.5
BASE = NBASE
BASE = BASE • O.l

-CHANGE STATEMENTS FOR BREAK, BUST AND FIRST 3 STATEMENTS FOR OBHP
-IF OTHER GROKINC STOCK LEVEL BASE THAN TABLE 1 IS USED.

BREAK = 49.9 • REST / GIDE
IFIBASE .GT. BREAK) GO TO SO
DBHP = (GIOE / REST) » 10.08682 » BASE) 0.94636
GO TO 52

50 BUST = 66.2 • (REST / GIOE)
IFIBASE .GT. BUST) GO TO 51
OBHP = (GIDE / REST) » (0.10938 » BASE) - 0.17858
GO TO 52

51 TMPY = BASE • IGIDE / REST)
TEM = TMPY • TMPY
DBHP = 19.04740 • TMPY - 0.26673 • TEM » 0.0012539 • TEM

1 - 448.76833
IFITMPY .GT. GIOE) OBHP » OBHO 0.8

52 IDBHP I OBHP • 10.0 0.5
DBHP = IDBHP
OBHP = DBHP 'O.l
IFIOBHP - D8HE) 60,70.61

60 PRET = PRET • 1.02
IFIPRET .GT. 100.0) GO TO 90
GO TO 65

61 PRET = PRET • 0.98
65 CONTINUE
70 DBHT = OBHE

COMPUTE POST-THINNING BASAL AREA.

-CHANGE TWO IF STATEMENTS AND STATEMENTS FOR SOFT IF DIFFERENT
-GROWING STOCK LEVEL BASE IS USED.

IFIOBHT .GT. 5.0) GO TO 75
SOFT = 11.58495 » OBHT - 11.09724
GO TO 76

75 IFIDBHT .GE. 10. 0) GO TO 77
TEM = DBHT • OBHT
S(3FT = 7.76226 • DBHT 0.85289 • TEM -0.07952 • TEM • OBHT-3. 45624

76 BAST > (REST / GIOE) « SOFT
GO TO 80

77 BAST = REST
80 RETURN
90 PRET = 100.

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE SPRVOL

TO COMPUTE VOLUMES PER ACRE IN VARIOUS UNITS.
STATEMENTS FOR OBHE AND PDBHE ARE SPECIES-SPECIFIC. C

IFIPRET .LT. 50.01 GO TO 5

OBHE • 0.32666 1.30655 • OBHO - 0.00306 • PRET • OBHO C

GO TO 11
5 PDBHE » 0.33206 0.98346 » ALOGIOIDBHOI - 0.14710 • ALOGIOIPRET)

DBHE = 10.0 •» PDBHE C

11 IDBHE » OBHE • 10.0 » O.S C

OBHE " I OBHE C

OBHE ' DBHE 'O.l
OENE = OENO • PRET » 0.01 C

NOENE = OENE 0.5 C-

DENE = NOENE C

BASE - 0.0054542 OBHE • OBHE • OENE
NBASE ° BASE • 10.0 * 0.5
BASE = NBASE
BASE = BASE • 0.1
TMPY = 0.0054542 • DBHE • DBHE
TEM = BASE - REST C

IF(KJ .EO. 1 .AND. TEM .LT. 0.0) CO TO 90 C

IFITEM .LE. TMPY) GO TO 70 C

IF(TEM .LT. 4.0) GO TO 20 C

PRET = PRET - 1.0 C-

GO TO 21 C

20 PRET = PRET - 0.3
21 CONTINUE

GO TO 70

COMPUTE O.8.H. IF BASAL AREA INCREASES WITH D.B.H.

COMMON BA,BAST,CUFT.OBHO,DBHT,DENr,FCTR,HITE,GIDE,PRET,PROD,R
1TAND,VDM

FCTR = 0.0
PROD = 0.0

COMPUTE TOTAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE.

D2H = VDM • VOM • HITE

STATEMENTS FOR CUFT AND IF STATEMENT ARF SPEC 1 ES-SPEC I F I„J
IF(02H .GE. 22S00.0) GO TO 5

CUFT = (0.0023575 • D2H - 0.OOS24 • BA 0.344R0I » STAND
GO TO 10

5 CUFT = (0.0020103 * D2H - 0.01052 • BA 7.60195) • STA'IU
10 IFIVDH .LT. 5.0) GO TO 40

OBTAIN CONVERSION FACTORS FOR HEBCH. CU. FT.
IN TREES 5.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER.

VOLUMES TO 4.0-lNC

STATEMENT FOR FCTR AND IF STATEMENT ARE SPECIES-SPECIFIC.

FCTR = 0.82375 3.45559 / VOM 0.00013 * VOM » VDM - 28.R67i
1 (VOM * VDM)
IF(FCTR .GT. 0.99) FCTR = 0.99

25 IFIVDM .LT. 8.0) GO TO 40

OBTAIN CONVERSION FACTORS FOR BO. FT. - VOLUMtS TO 6.0-INCH TOP
TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER.

STATEMENTS FOR PROD AND IF STATEMENT ARE SPECIES-SPECIFIC.

IFIVDM .GE. 16.5) GO TO 30
PROD = 4.59159 - 214.05370 / (VDM • VDM) 0.397B2 • ALOGlCIl
GO TO 40

30 PROD = 8.S9422 - 19.54507 / SORTIVDM) 0.44432 » ALOGIOIBA)
4C RETURN

END
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Appendix II: Output of SPRYLD
Two-Cut Shelterwood

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED. EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80, 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS= INITIAL - 80., SUBSEQUENT - 80.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

TOTAL MERCHANT- S4WTIM6ER
VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME
CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT.

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAHTIMBER BASAL
AGE TREES AREA D.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA

(YEARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. 50. FT

30 850 94 4.5 28 1010 340
30 SI* 52 5.5 29 680 340 536 42

40 311 78 6.8 38 1260 900

50 305 105 8.0 45 2030 1650 4200

60 ^95 133 9.1 53 2920 2530 8300
60 149 80 9.9 53 1810 1610 5700 146 53

70 145 99 11.2 59 2510 2310 9200

80 145 122 12.4 65 3370 3150 13600

90 145 146 13.6 70 4350 4120 18700
90 55 80 16.3 71 2440 2340 11100 90 66

100 55 95 17.8 75 3000 2910 14500

110 55 112 19.3 79 3610 3520 18300

120 55 \30 20.8 82 4290 4200 22500
120 18 62 25.2 84 2050 20 30 11300 37 68

130 18 72 27.1 87 2420 2400 13700

1*0 18 83 29.0 89 2830 2810 16500

150 18 94 30.9 91 3280 3250 19500

TOTAL YIELDS 8870 8120 40900

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS-- 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

HERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BD. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80, 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS^ INITIAL - 60., SUBSEQUENT - 120.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

TOTAL MERCHANT- SAWTIMBER
VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME
CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT.

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAHTIMBER BASAL
AGE TREES AREA D.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA

(YEARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. SO. FT

30 850 94 4.5 28 1010 340
30 314 52 5.5 29 680 340 535 42

40 311 78 6.8 3B 1260 900

50 305 106 8.0 45 2030 1550 4200

60 295 133 9.1 53 2920 2530 8500
50 228 119 9.8 53 2660 2350 8 500 57 14

70 218 141 10.9 59 3520 3220 12800

80 218 171 12.0 65 4670 4350 18700

90 218 204 13.1 70 5990 5640 25500
90 92 121 15.5 71 3650 3500 15500 126 83

100 92 142 16.8 75 4570 4400 21800

110 92 164 18.1 79 5320 5160 26500

120 92 189 19.4 82 6240 6080 32300
120 32 96 23.4 83 3150 3120 17100 60 93

130 32 110 25.1 85 3700 3670 20700

140 32 125 26.8 89 4310 4270 24800

150 32 142 28.5 91 4960 4910 29200

TOTAL YIELDS
%

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS-- 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BD. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 5-INCH TOP.
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YIELDS PER ACRE OF HANACEO, EVEN-AGEO STANDS Of ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPIN6 FIR

SITE INDEX BO, 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS^ INITIAL - 120., SUBSEQUENT - 90.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND
AGE

(YEARS)
TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SQ.FT.

AVERAGE
D.B.H.
IN.

AVERAGE
HE IGHT
FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAWTIMBER
VOLUME
BO. FT.

TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SQ.FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAMTIMBER
VOLUME
BD.FT.

30
30

850
505

9*

T2

*.5
5.1

2B
29

1010
870

340
340 345 22 140

*0 ',')B 108 6.3 37 1620 1050

50 <.85 141 7.3 *5 2540 1940

60
60

*66
172

175
78

8.3
9.1

52
52

3660
1740

3040
1510

8700
4800 294 97 1920 1530 3900

70 167 99 10. <. 59 2470 2230 8400

BO 167 123 11.6 6* 3350 3100 12800

90
90

167
61

1*9
80

12.

B

15.5
69
70

4390
2420

4120
2320

18200
lOBOO 106 69 1970 1800 7400

IOC 61 96 17.0 75 3100 2990 14700

110 61 113 18.'. 79 3660 3550 18100

120
120

61
20

130
63

19.8
2'..0

82
83

4320
2060

4210
2040

22200
11200 41 67 2260 2170 llOOO

130 20 73 25.9 86 2460 2430 13700

lAO 20 8<< 27.8 89 2890 2860 16600

ISO 20 96 29.7 91 3360 3320 19800

TOTAL YIELDS 9650 8820

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS— 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BO. FT. - TREES 3.0 INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80. 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS- INITIAL - 120.. SUBSEQUENT - 120.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAWTIMBER BASAL TOTAL MERCHANT- SAMTIMBER
ACE TREES AREA O.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME

(YEARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. SQ.FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BO. FT.

30 850 94 4.5 28 1010 340
30 505 72 5.1 29 870 340 345 22 140

40 498 108 6.3 37 1620 1050

50 485 141 7.3 45 2540 1940

60 466 175 8.3 52 3660 3040 8700
60 259 117 9.1 52 2570 2230 7330 207 58 1090 810 1400

70 249 141 10.2 59 3480 3130 11800

80 249 173 11.3 64 4680 4300 17800

90 249 205 12.3 69 5960 5570 24400
90 103 120 14.6 70 3600 3430 15900 146 85 2360 2140 8500

100 103 142 15.9 75 4540 4360 20900

110 103 166 17.2 78 5410 5220 26300

120 103 190 18.4 82 6310 6120 31900
120 35 96 22.4 83 3160 3120 16900 68 94 3150 3000 15000

130 35 110 24.0 86 3710 3670 20400

140 35 125 25.6 88 4300 4260 24300

150 35 141 27.2 91 4940 4890 28700

TOTAL YIELDS

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS— 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

8D. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.
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Three-Cut Shelterwood

YfELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80, 30-YE4R CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS= INITIAL - 80., SUBSEQUENT - 80.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIOC IC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAWTIMBER BASAL TOTAL MERCHANT- SAMTlMBtk
AGE TREES AREA O.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME

(YEARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. SQ.FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT.

30 B50 94 4.5 28 1010 340
30 314 52 5.5 29 680 340 536 42 330

*0 311 78 6.8 38 1260 900

50 305 106 8.0 45 2030 1650 4200

60 295 133 9.1 53 2920 2530 8300
60 U9 80 9.9 53 1810 1610 5700 146 53 UlU 920 2600

70 I'.S 99 11.2 59 2510 2310 9200

80 145 U2 12.4 65 3370 3150 13600

30 145 146 13.6 70 4350 4120 18700
90 40 64 17.1 71 1970 1900 9200 105 82 2380 2220 9500

100 40 76 18.7 76 2410 2 340 11800

110 40 90 20.3 80 2910 2840 14900

120 40 105 21.9 83 3460 3400 18400
120 13 49 26.4 84 1620 1610 9000 27 56 1840 1790 9400

130 13 57 28.4 87 1930 1910 llOOO

1«0 13 66 30.4 90 2250 2230 13200

150 13 75 32.5 92 2620 2600 15700

TOTAL YIELDS 82B0 7530

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS— 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BO. FT. - TREES S.O INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED, EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80, 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS= INITIAL - 80., SUBSEQUENT - 120. '

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAWTIMBER BASAL TOTAL MERCHANT- SAHTIMBER
AGE TREES AREA O.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME

(YEARS) NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. SQ.FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT.

30 850 94 4.5 28 1010 340
30 314 52 5.5 29 680 340 536 42 330

40 311 78 6.8 38 1260 900

50 305 106 8.0 45 2030 1650 4200

60 295 133 9.1 53 2920 2530 8500
60 228 119 9.8 53 2660 2360 8500 67 14 260 170

70 218 141 10.9 59 3520 3220 12800

80 218 171 12.0 65 4670 4350 18700

90 218 204 13.1 70 5990 5640 25500
90 66 96 16.3 71 2930 2820 13400 152 108 3060 2820 12100

100 66 113 17.7 76 3570 3450 17300

110 66 131 19.1 79 4260 4140 21500

120 66 151 20.

S

83 5010 4900 26300
120 23 76 24.6 84 2500 2480 13700 43 75 2510 2420 12600

130 23 87 26.4 87 2950 2920 16700

140 23 100 28.2 89 3440 3400 19900

150 23 113 30.0 92 3960 3920 23500

TOTAL YIELDS

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS— 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

HERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BO. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES O.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.
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YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED. EVEN-AGED STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80. JC-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS' INITIAL - 120.. SUBSEQUENT -

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING

80.

PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND
AGE

(YEARS)
TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SO. FT.

AVERAGE
D.B.H.
IN.

AVERAGE
HEIGHT
FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAWTIMBER
VOLUME
BO. FT.

TREES
NO.

BASAL
AREA

SO. FT.

TOTAL
VOLUME
CU.FT.

MERCHANT-
ABLE VOLUME

CU.FT.

SAWTIMBER
VOLUME
BO. FT.

30
30

850
505

94
72

4.5
5.

I

28
29

1010
870

340
340 345 22 140

40 498 108 6.3 37 1620 1050

50 '.as 141 7.3 45 2540 1940

60
60

<.66

172
175
78

8.3
9.1

52
52

3660
1740

3040
1510

8700
4800 294 97 1920 1530 3 900

70 167 99 10.4 59 2470 2230 8400

80 167 123 11.6 64 3350 3100 12800

90
90

167 149
64

12.8
16.2

69
71

4390
1970

4120
1B90

18200
8900 122 85 2420 2230 9300

100 45 78 17.8 75 2460 2390 11800

110 45 92 19.4 79 2990 2910 15100

120
120

45
15

107
53

20.9
25.4

82
84

3550
17 30

3480
1720

18500
9500 30 54 1820 1760 9000

130 15 61 27.4 87 2060 204C 11700

140 15 71 29.4 89 2430 2400 14100

150 15 81 31.4 91 2820 2790 15800

TOTAL YIELDS 9120 (

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS— 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BD. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 5-INCH TOP.

YIELDS PER ACRE OF MANAGED. EVEN-AGEO STANDS OF ENGELMANN SPRUCE AND SUBALPINE FIR

SITE INDEX 80. 30-YEAR CUTTING CYCLE

THINNING LEVELS= INITIAL - 120.. SUBSEQUENT - 120.

ENTIRE STAND BEFORE AND AFTER THINNING PERIODIC INTERMEDIATE CUTS

STAND BASAL AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL MERCHANT- SAWTIMBER BASAL TOTAL MERCHANT- SAWTIMBER
AGE TREES AREA D.B.H. HEIGHT VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME TREES AREA VOLUME ABLE VOLUME VOLUME

(YEARSl NO. SQ.FT. IN. FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT. NO. SQ.FT. CU.FT. CU.FT. BD.FT.

30 850 94 4.5 28 1010 340
30 505 72 5.1 29 870 340 345 22 140

40 498 108 5.3 37 1620 1050

50 485 141 7.3 45 2540 1940

60 466 175 8.3 52 3660 3040 8700
60 259 117 9.1 52 2570 2230 7300 207 58 1090 810 1400

TO 249 141 10.2 59 3480 3130 11800

80 249 173 11.3 54 4580 4300 17800

90 249 205 12.3 69 5960 5570 24400
90 75 96 15.3 71 2910 2780 13000 174 109 3050 2790 11400

100 75 114 16.7 75 3590 3550 17400

110 75 134 18.1 79 4350 4230 21500

120 75 155 19.5 82 5150 5030 26500
120 25 75 23.5 83 2510 2480 13500 50 80 2550 2550 13000

130 25 88 25.4 86 2970 2940 16500

140 25 101 27.2 89 3470 3430 19900

150 25 115 29.0 91 4010 3970 23600

TOTAL YIELDS

MINIMUM CUTS FOR INCLUSION IN TOTAL YIELDS-- 400. CUBIC FEET AND 2000. BOARD FEET

MERCH. CU. FT. - TREES 5.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-INCH TOP.

BD. FT. - TREES 8.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 6-INCH TOP.
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Appendix III: Listing of Subroutine ESSF

SUBROUTINE ESSF IF(DaH12) .GE. 10.0) CO TO 41

ONUS = (-0.03967 0.00382 * 08H(2I * BAS(2)) * 0.01
TION FOR ALL SPECIES - SPECIFIC STATEMENTS APPLICABLt TO ENGELMANN IFIDNUS .LT. 0.01 DNUS = 0.0
CE - SUBALPINE ."IR IN COLORADO AND WYOMING. ONUS = DEN(2) * (l.O - DNUS I

MNK = DNUS 0.5
COMMON ADD. AGE(2) tAGE0t8A(2) .BAS(21.8AS0. BAST, BAUS.BFMRCH.BFVOL. DNUS = MNK
CFV0L,DATEt6l ,DBHI2) ,DBHE.DBHO,DBHT.0ENt2),OENO,OENT,0MUS,FBA(2), GO TO 42
FCTR(2) ,FDM(2) ,FDN(2) .FHT(2 ).FORET< 191 ,FVL( 2I.HT( 21,HTCUM,HTS0. 41 DNUS = DEN(2I
HTST,KAK,KN0,MlN,MNK,NeK,NCMP,NSU8,NWGP,PDBHE,PR£T,PR0D( 2 I.REST, 42 BAUS - 0.0054542 • DMUS » DVUS * DNUS
SAVE ,SBARB,S8ARE,SBARG,S6AS,S ITE.SLAND.TBAI 2),T0M( 2) .TEH, TIME.TMBR IF(AGE(2) .GE. 100.01 GO TO 47
,TMP0,T0T(2) ,T0T0,TOTT,TVL( 2) .VDM(2) .VLUS.0MR(2) HTUS = -13.71751 * 0.15087 * SITE 0.00l2f- * 4GE(2) • AG£(21
COMMON A8FAGI5,15) .ACINTI SI , ADJ( 5) . AGETH( 5. 14),ALLCF( 5.14I.AL0WC(5 1 0.01371 * AGE(2) « SITE - 0.030C6 « AGEI21 • ir,;(?) • SITF
) ,aLWBF(5) ,AMCAGI5,15),AMCUT(5,14I ,AREA(5,14) ,BDMAI( 5l,eFAGEl 5,15) GO TO 48
,BFINT(5) .CFAGE(5,15) ,CFBF(5, 14),C0MBF(5).C0MCUI5),CUCY{5),CUINTI5 ,, ,,^, , , „,„c„ , „ ,,,„, , ^.,,, „ ,

1,CUMAI(5).D8HTH(5,14).DEL4Y(5),DENTH(5,14),DLEV(5),FNBDI5), ""^ "^US = 0.91859 - KO. 43601 / AGE(2I . 0.62318 » iLOGlJ(SlIE)

FNCU(5),GRaHB(5.2.14l .GROWC IS,2.14l,GVLBFt5).GVLCUI5I.INVL(5.3.14l 1 40.C8154 « ALOGIOISITE) / AGE(2)

NSI(51 ,CPBD(5),0PCU( 5),PAI8D(5),PA!CU( 5),P00R( 5) .REGN(5. 3.14) .
"^^^ " ';''•'' **

^I'-'^

RINT(5).S4RSP(5).SBF(5),SH'=LTI5,2,14) ,SHHO( 5,2.14),SMCI5I.SMSP(5)
SUB8F(5,14) .SUBCF(5. 14) . SUMCF ( S ) . SYST ( 5),THIN(5),VLLV(5,3,14)

48 D2H = DMUS * DMUS * HTUS
1F(D2H .GE. 22500.0) GO TO 43

WG\1UM(5).HGPDES(5.20I,WGPNM(5,3).SPNUM(5I.TPB(5,7),PASP(5,7) "^^^ ' (0.0023575 . D2H - C.00524 « BAUS » 0.34480) . DNUS
GO TO 44

43 VLUS = (0.C020103 » D 2H - 0.01052 « BAUS 7.60196) • ONUS
44 RETURN

C

C SECTION 5 - NEW D.8.H. AFTER THINNING,
r

50 IFIPRET .LT. 50.0) GO TO 51
D8HE = 0.02666 1.30655 • DPHO - 0.00306 * PRFT « D8HG

CO"MGN AC6 4R(7) ,ARBK(7) .BARSI (7, 14) ,eFTH( 7,27) .CMTH(7,27) .CUT A I 7,2
7) .CUTS (7.27) .HELP(7,27),NSBK(7),0PEN(7,27),PBRSI17,14),PDCFN(7,27
),PDCFR(7,27),PSPLT(7,27) .PUNC(7.27)

.

SARETY ( 7 , 35 ) . SLVGI 7, 27 1 , SPLT

(

7,27),TMTYI7) ,UNCML(7,27) , PABR ( 7 )

,

PARTY ( 7 , 35

)

COMMON ACFNL(5,7,15) , ACRGN(5,7, 15 1 , ACS I ( 5, 7, 14 ) , ACSP I 5, 7) ,GR B0( 5,

7

COMMON ACFNL(5,7,15) , ACRGN( 5 , 7, 15 ) , ACS I ( 5 , 7, 14 ) , ACSP ( 5, 7 ) ,GRBD(5.7
,15) ,GRHC(5,7,15),PS(5,7,14),STYP(35I,TYPNMI35,5),PASI(5,7,14)

COMMON /BLKD/ IJ
.

I K
,
K

I , VOL, TVOL ^^ f^^^ "o. 33206 . 0.98346 . AL0G10.D8H0) - C. 14710 • ALOGIOIPRET)

GO TO (10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120),

ION 1 - FIND TOTAL CUBIC FOOT VOLUME.

DBHE = 10.0 »* POBHE
52 RETURN

C

C SECTION 6 - CUBIC FEET AS BYPROCUCT OF SAWLOG CUT.

D2H = OBH(IK) • DBH(IK) * HT(IK) ' „„ . ,
IF(D2H .GE. 22500. C) GO TO 11 ^' ^°^ = V^l- ' 11-54375 * 11.43324

TOT(U) = (0.0023575 • D2H - 0.00524 • BAS(IK1 0.34480) *DEN(IK) *"" " '^^'^'- " "^^

jg jg j2 IF(4DD .LT. COMCU(KAK)) ADO = 0.

TOT(IK) = (0.00201C3 * D2H - 0.01052 * BAS(IK) 7.60196)* DEN(IK) ,
RtTURfl

RETURN C

"CTION 7 - VOLUME IF THINNED NOW \HD IF THINNED IN TIME YEARS.

ION 2 - VOLUME CONVERSION FACTORS.
H. CU. FT. - TREES 6.0 INCHES D.B.
FT. - TREES 10.0 INCHES O.8.H. AND LARGER TO 8-INCH TOP

C

CU. FT. - TREES 6.0 INCHES D.B.H. AND LARGER TO 4-IMCH TOP. ^" '^ ' < >* " = "TIKIl - 1.81392 17.7792? * SQRTd.J / PKET)
TEM = TBA(IK) / (O.0J54542 < TDM(IK) t TDMIIK))
D2H = TDMIIK) • TO"(IK)* HT(KI)

DO 21 J-1 2
IF(D2H .GE. 22500.^) GO TO 71

FCTR( J)'='o.O TVLdKl = (0.0023575 « D2H - 0.0C524 » TBAIIK) 0.34480) * TEM

PROD(J) = 0.0 '''-' ^'- ^^

OO 26 1=1, KNO '^' TVL(IK) = IC.0O2On3 * D2H - 0.01C52 » TBA(IK) » 7.60196) * TEM

IFIVDMd) .LE. 4.99) GO TO 26
''

^ RETURN

FCTR(I) = 0.82375 3.45569 / VDHII) + O.C0013 « VDMII) « VDM(I) <^

- 28.86783 / (VDM(I) « vn"(I)) - SECTION 8 - STATUS AT E.'JD OF pcRIOD IF THINNED AT START OF PERIOD.

IFIFCTRdl .GT. 0.99) FCTRdl = C.99 *"

o -,

IFIVDMd) .LE. 7.99) GO TO 26 8. J - TIME / RINT(KAK)

IF(VDM(I) .GE. 16.5) GO TO 25 "° ^^ 1=1, J

PROD(I) = 4.59159 - 214.06370 / (VDMII) • VDM(I)) f 0.39782 *
IFITBAd) .LE. 0.0) GO TO S3
HT(1) = HT(1) - 1.81392 + 17.77922 * S(3RT(1.0 / SAVE)

AL0G13(BAI I )

)

FOMIl) = 1.62917 + 1.03371 * TDM(l) + 0.01304 * SITE - 0.90669 »

30 TO 26 1 AL0G1C(TBA(1 )

)

'ROD(I) = 8.59422 - 19.545:7 / SORTIVDM(I)) 0.44432 * ALOGIGIBAI IF(AGEIKl) .GE. 100.0) GO TO 87

I)) FHTd) = -13.71751 + 0.15087 SITE 0.00126 » AGE(KI) * AGE(KI)
OONTINUE 1 0.01371 * AGEIKI) SITE - 0.00006 * AGE(KI) « AGEIKl) • SITE
RETURN GO TC 88

87 FHTd) = 0.91859 - 100.43601 / AGE(KI) 0.62318 « ALOGIOISITE)
ION 3 - GROWTH FOR NEXT PERICD. 1 40.C8154 * ALOGIOISITE) / AGEIKI)

FHTd ) = 10.0 »» FHTI 1 )

30 35 1=1,2 83 MNK = (TOA(l) / (0.0054542 * TDMIl) t TOMd))) * 0.5
TMDY = AGEd) TIME IF(TOMd) .LT. 10. C) GO TO 81
IFITMDY .LT. TEM) GO TO 35 FO'lll) = MNK
FOM(I) = 1.62917 1.03371 • DPH(I) » 0.01304 < SITE - 0.90669 • r,0 TO 82
ALOGIO(SBAS) g-^ FDN(l) = 1-0.03967 * 0.0D382 * TDMdl • TBAID) « 0.01
IFIDBHd) .GE. 10.0) GO TO 32 IF(FDN(1) .LT. 0.0) FCNd) = 0.0
FON(I) = 1-0.03967 + 0.C0382 « DBH(I) • SB4S) * 0.01 T=M - MNK
IF(FDNd) .LT. 0.0) FDN(I) = O.C ,jKM = TEM . (1.0 - FOMD) 0.5
= ONd) = DEN(I) • d.C - FDNd)) FDNd) = NKM
"NK = FDNd) 0.5 gj FBAd) = FONIl) • C.0054542 * FDMIl) » FOMIl)
=DN(I) = MNK
",0 TO 33
FDNd) = DENd) HT(i; = FHTd)tBAd) = 0.0054542 * FDMII) » FCMII) . FDNd) AGEIKI) = AGEIKI) RINTIK4K)
[FIAGEID .GE. 100.0) GO TO 37 gj CONTINUE
= HTII) = -13.71751 0.15C87 » SITE 0.00126 * AGEII) • AGEd) qih - FOMIl) » FOMd) « FHTd)
0.C1371 » AGEd) * SITE - 0.000C6 » AGE(I) • AGE(l) » SITE IF(D2H .G =

. 2250D.O) GO TO 84
'^ ^"^ ^8 FVLdl = (0.0023575 * D2H - 0.00524 * FBAd) » 0.34480) • FDNd)
HTd) = 0.91859 - 100.43601 / AGEII) 0.62318 • ALOGIOISITE) pg to 85
40.08154 » ALOGIOISITE) / AGEII) 5<, PVLH) = (0.0020103 • D2H - 0.01C52 * FBAd) » 7.6C196) • FDNd)
HTd) = lO.O * FHTd) 85 RETURN
)2H = FDH(I) * FDMII) » FHT(I) ^
FIDJH .GE. 22500.0) GO TO 34 (• sc^tion 9 - HEIGHT AND VOLUME BEFORE THINNING.
VL(I) = (0.0023575 » D2H - 0.00524 • FBAd) « 0.34480) * FDN(I) q
'" ^° ^^ 90 IFIAGEC .GE. 100.31 GO TO => 1

•VL(I) = (0.0020103 *02H - 0.01052 • FBAd) t 7.60196) » FDNd) HTSO = -13.71751 + 0.15037 * SITE t. 00126 * AGcO • AGEO
:ONTINUE

J 0.01371 AGEO • SITE - 0.00006 « AGEO * AGEO » SITE
lETURN 50 TO 92

91 HTSO = 0.91859 - 100.43601 / AGEO 0.62318 » ALOGIOISITE)
ON 4 - FUTl'RE UNTHINNED UNDERSTORY IF OVERSTORY REDUCED NOW. 1 40.08154 * ALOGIOISITE) / AGEO

.„ HTSO = 10.0 »* HTSO
IMUS = 1.62917 1.01371 » DBH(2) + 0.01304 * SITE - 0.90669 qj hTSO = HTSC HTCUM
ALDG10(R4S(2)) '

p^H = DBHo"» DBHO « HTSO

TOMIl) = FDMd)
TRAd ) = FBAd)

19



IF(D2H .GE. 22SOO.OI GO TO 93
TOIO » (0.0023S75 • n2H - 0.0052^ • BASO 0.3**80) • DENO
GO TO <)*

93 TOTO " (0.0020103 » D2H - 0.01052 • BASO 7.60196) • OENO
9* RETURN

C

C SECTION 10 - HEIGHT AND TOTAL CUBIC FEET PER ACRE AFTER THINNING.
C

100 ADOHT ' - 1.81392 17.77922 • SORTIl.O / PRET)
HTCUH = HTCUM ADf)HT
HTST = HTSO AOOHT
D2H - OBHT • OBHT • HTST
IFID2H .GE. 22S0O.0) CO TO 101
TOTT = (0.0023575 • D2H - 0.00524 • BAST • 0.3**80) • DENT
GO TO 102

ICl TOTT . (0.0020103 • n2H - 0.01052 • BAST 7.60196) • DENT
132 RETURN

C

C SECTION 11 - D.B.H. AT END OF PROJECTION PERIOD.
C

110 DBHO = 1.62917 1.03371 • DBHT 0.0130* SITE - 0.90669 *

1 ALOGIOIBAST)
RETURN

C

C SECTION 12 - MORTALITY AS A PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL DENSITY.

C
120 DENO = (-0.03967 0.00382 » OBHT • BAST) • 0.01

RETURN
END

20
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Abstract

A dyiianiic model simulates the short- and long-term hydrologic impacts of combinations

ot timber harvesting and weather modification to develop management strategies tor

planning intervals which can vary from a few years to the rotation age of subalpine forests

(120 years and longer). Management strategies may subdivide a given "planning unit,"

detmed by environmental characteristics, into as many as eight distinct "response units."

which may be managed independently. Different cutting practices may be imposed on the

response units, and any number of cuttings can be made at specified years during the

planning interval. All interactions between the various response units are accounted for in

both time and space. Moreover, the model contains time trend functions which compute
changes in evapotranspiration. soil water, forest cover density, reflectivity, interception,

snow redistribution, and sediment yield as the forest stands respond to timber harvesting.

Keywords: Computer models, coniferous forest, forest management, land use planning,

sinuilation analysis, subalpine hydrology, watershed management.

The use of trade and company names is for the benefit

of the reader; such use does not constitute an official

endorsement or approval ofany service or product by the
U.S. Department ofAgriculture to the exclusion ofothers
that may be suitable.
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Land Use Simulation Model of the Subalpine

Coniferous Forest Zone

Charles F. Leaf and Glen E. Brink

Introduction

Conflicts between interest groups over land-use

impacts on the environment in the subalpine zone

cannot be resolved without objective multi-resource

analyses. These analyses must account for both pri-

mary resource responses and their interactions.

Dynamic simulation models are one way of provid-

ing the framework for comprehensive land-use

planning in ecologically complex forests. The
output from such models should help planners to

better understand how various land-use practices

influence productivity and environmental quality.

Moreover, multi-resource simulation models should

help to achieve the most desirable balance of uses

and products from the subalpine coniferous forest

zone.

Some progress has been made in the development

of simulation models that predict the short-term

etTects of timber harvesting on snowmelt and water

yield (Leaf and Brink 1972, 1973a, 1973b, Leaf

1975). This work has been expanded to determine

the long-term interactions between the water and
timber resources in old-growth subalpine forests

subjected to partial cutting and regeneration prac-

tices. The effects of logging and road construction

on erosion and sediment yields are also considered.

The objective has been to design a model that: (1)

is formulated in terms of the diverse form, struc-

ture, and arrangement of natural forest stands; and
1(2) at least qualitatively accounts for the response of

these stands to management, based on the best

information available.

Theory

Comparison of Subalpine Water Balance Model
and Land Use Model

Leaf and Brink ( 1973a, b) have previously de-

scribed a water balance model for simulating runoff

from subalpine watersheds. This model is now
being used in representative areas throughout the

Rocky Mountain region for simulating watershed

nianagement practices and their resultant effects on
hydrologic system behavior.

The Land Use Model has greatly expanded
capabilities in that it utilizes the output from the

Subalpine Water Balance Model (Leaf and Brink

1973b) to simulate both immediate and long-term

effects of forest and watershed management on the

water resource. Considerable flexibility is provided

for simulating alternative silvicultural systems.

All but two of the subroutines in the core of the

Subalpine Water Balance Model are used by the

Land Use Model without significant changes; they

are not discussed here, therefore, but are listed in

Appendix 11. Complete descriptions of the unre-

vised routines are also given in Leaf and Brink

(1973a, b). Two subroutines, EVTRAN and CAN-
VAP, were extensively revised as discussed later in

this report. A "time-trend package" has been

developed which simulates the long-term changes in

the primary hydrologic variables. These variables

are expressed in terms of accepted silvicultural con-

cepts as described in this report.

In developing the Land Use Model, it was
necessary to restructure the Subalpine Water Bal-

ance Model to make it the core system of a more
versatile planning tool. The analytical framework of

the Water Balance Model is a watershed divided

into subunits defined by homogeneous environ-

mental characteristics (slope, aspect, elevation, and
forest cover composition and density). Hydrologic

responses are computed for each subunit. then

weighted according to their respective areas and
combined to produce an overview of hydrologic

system behavior on a watershed basis.

In the Land Use Model, the emphasis is shifted

from the watershed to a "planning unit" of any

size, which has all of the inherent characteristics of

the hydrologic subunits discussed above, but which

also accommodates the objectives of management.
The Land Use Model is designed to simulate the

effects of combinations of timber harvesting and

weather modification in order to develop manage-
ment strategies for planning intervals. These plan-

ning intervals can vary from a few years to the

rotation age of subalpine forests (120 years and

longer).

Management strategies may subdivide a given

planning unit into as many as eight distinct areas or

"response units" of any size, which may be man-



aged independently at varying points in time during

the planning interval. Provision is also made so that

different cutting practices may be imposed on the

response units, and finally, any number of cuttings

may be made on a given response unit at specified

years during the planning interval.

Hydrologic integrity is maintained as manage-

ment strategies are formulated, since all inter-

actions between the various response units are

accounted for in both time and space. Moreover,

the overall hydrologic effects resulting from each

management decision on the planning unit are pro-

jected to the end of the planning interval as though

that decision were the final one in the strategy.

Thus, the singular effects of each decision can be

evaluated.

Table 1 compares the capabilities of the Sub-

alpine Water Balance Model described by Leaf and

Brink (!973a.b) and the Land Use Model described

in this report.

Table 1 .—Comparison of Subalpine Water Balance

Model with Land Use Model

Procedural Differences from Subalpine Water Bal-

ance Model (fig. 1)

Step I (and to some extent, step 3) corresponds

to the Water Balance Model described by Leaf and
Brink (1973b). Both models utilize the Water
Balance routines as their core.

Since climatological observations are rarely avail-

able for the long periods of time simulated by the

Land Use Model, step 2 extends the data base by a

randomized selection of water years until the

planning interval is completed.

Both models contain peripheral routines which

handle input/output and supply the continuous and
static conditions to the core. It is the peripheral

routines which embody the different objectives of

each model.

The Water Balance Model was designed to

simulate the effects of management strategies on an

entire watershed over relatively short periods of

time. Thus, computer memory was used extensively

WBMODEL LUMODFactor ^LUHOO ^

Desired output Watershed

Subunit

Subunits com-
bined to yield

watershed

response

None

None
1

Limited

Planning Unit

Region step i

Response units

combined to
•

I J STEP 2

yield response

for planning unit

Yes

Yes

Full range
STEP 3

Secondary

output

USE CLIWT. 065.

MB PLANNING UNIT

PARAMETERS FOR

NATURAL" COND.
SIMULATION

Method of

computation EXTEND THE

DATA BASE AS

NEEDED

lime trends

Lrosion and

y' DEFINE A

MANAGEMENT PLAN

(ONE STEP IN

OVERALL STRATEGY)

—

1

sediment yieic

Multiple

treatments

SIIULATE EFFECTS

UNTIL THE

END OF THE

DATA BASE

chart descriptions and pertinentDetailed flow

theory follow.

^/m(
C PL

)R£\^
\NS? > YES

Land Use Model Configuration (Program LUMOD)

Program LUMOD is the controlling routine for a

series of five relatively independent steps in the

Land Use Model. The Control Data Corporation's

6400 FCPRTRAN Extended^ provides Overlay capa-

bilities which are ideally suited to the operation of

the model. If such capabilities are not available,

however, the five steps could be performed in a

series v)f computer runs with communication among
them through the use of magnetic tape files.

SUWMRIZE

COmiNED

OLANNIM

Figure 1.— General flow of Land Use Model.



or retaining simulated results until a composite

)verview was produced. Little use was made of

)nline storage. In the Land Use Model, however,

he objective has been to extend the capabilities of

he Water Balance Model across a much longer

ime frame, with the added ability of introducing

lew management decisions at various points during

he planning interval. Not only did we want the

:apacity to simulate each management decision

ndependently, but we wanted to be able to view the

nteractive effects of a new decision on ones

previously implemented. Moreover, an added objec-

;ive was to simulate the effects of time, as

iemonstrated through reforestation, on each re-

sponse unit at each point in the planning interval.

It was therefore necessary to develop peripheral

routines which were concerned with only one

planning unit at one time. Use ofxomputer memory

ivas diminished as use of online storage increased to

facilitate retention of: (1) input data for "multiple-

passes"; and (2) voluminous output data which are

iummarized for the planning unit, watershed, and

perhaps for a region comprising several watersheds.

Time Trends.—With the Water Balance routines

:ollectively defined as the "core system" of the

Land Use Model, it is useful to identify the time

trends routines as "satellite" to the model, since

they are accessed only once each water year as

[apposed to daily utilization of the "core system."

Imposition of time trends on the simulation also

required one additional means of communication

(common block/TIME/) between routines.

Response Units

A planning unit of any desired size is subdivided

in the management strategy into as many as eight

distinct management areas, called "response

units", seven of which may be subjected to timber

harvesting practices during a planning interval. It

should be emphasized that a response unit need not

be made up of a single forest area, but represents a

percentage of the area of the entire planning unit.

For example, consider a response unit that is 40

percent of the planning unit and subjected to patch-

cutting. Such a unit is not considered as one very

large forest opening, but rather as an array of small

openings distributed over the entire planning unit

and occupying 40 percent of its area. One response

unit out of the eight is retained in the "natural"

state to aid in simulating the redistribution of

precipitation or weather modification. If the entire

planning unit is managed, however, the area-

weighting factor for the "natural" response unit is

set to zero and it no longer affects the results. It is

retained in the simulation, regardless of its weight,

since the time trend functions cause the managed
response unit to approach the same state as the

natural response unit. All of the time functions are

defined for each managed response unit, and are

totally independent of the functions for other

response units.

Model Subroutines

The routines discussed below are time trend

routines that compute changes in evapotranspira-

tion. soil water, forest cover density, reflectivity,

interception, snow redistribution, and erosion and
sediment yield. Peripheral routines, which are

meaningful only in implementing the hydrologic

and silvicultural concepts on a computer, are not

discussed in detail here, but can be found in the

FORTRAN listings in Appendix 11. The remainder

of the Water Balance routines that comprise the

core system of the Land Use Model are also

described in Leaf and Brink (1973b).

Evapotranspiration.—Subroutines EVTRAN and

CANVAP, as described by Leaf and Brink {1973b),

have been extensively revised to account for the

regrowth of forest stands after harvest cutting. In

computing evapotranspiration, there is some evi-

dence that water use during the growing season

proceeds at rates limited only by available energy

until the soil water is depleted to 50 percent of the

maximum "available" for transpiration (field ca-

pacity index). Thereafter, transpiration is decreased

in proportion to the amount of soil water below

one-half of the field capacity index. In open or

cutover areas, it was reasoned that the absence of

dense vegetation and a highly developed root system

reduces evapotranspiration below maximum rates

unless the soil mantle is completely recharged.

Thereafter, evapotranspiration is linearly decreased

to zero at three-fourths of the field capacity index

(fig. 2a). As forest vegetation is established on

cutover areas and consumptive use increases, the

relationship in fig. 2a changes until ultimately, as

the forest cover is reestablished, it approaches the

old-growth forest curve (fig. 2b). It is this phenome-
non which is primarily responsible for diminishing

water yield increases from timber harvesting. The
rate at which this transition takes place depends
upon forest species, climate, stand conditions, and
the objectives of management.
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Figure 2. — Relationships showing evapotransplration

as a function ot available soil water for: (a) old-

growth forest and open conditions, and {b) old-

growth forest and some intermediate forest cover

condition several years after timber harvesting.

A general expression tor the relations shown in

figure 2 can be written as follows:

e = A [-{-i)j = A()8 - t) + 1

/3 3= T. e = 1

T - v< /3< T
A

/3<T-v' e = o
A

[1]

where = the ratio, =-. E^ is the actual evapo-

^s

transpiration rate and E^ is com-

puted in this model by a modified

version of the Hamon equation (Leaf

and Brink 1973b).

— the available soil water at any time,

can vary between O and M, where

M is the "field capacity index."

X = the critical point at which available

soil water begins to limit evapotrans-

piration. can vary between M/2
and M.

A — the slope of the relationship between

Ea/Es = Oand 1.

In addition to complex factors such as ecological

habitat and stand condition, the rate at which a

forest reestablishes itself varies according to species.

Discussions and background literature for the three

major forest types of the subalpine zone are

summarized by Alexander (1974). Of the three

types, spruce-tlr forests are the most difficult to

regenerate, and therefore require the longest time

for regrowth. Due to its seed production and growth

habits, lodgepole pine does not require as much
time to reestablish itself. Finally, since aspen

normally regenerates from root suckers, a new
stand promptly occupies the site, and on many sites

growth exceeds that of associated conifers for

decades.

Hydrologic changes resulting from timber harvest

in the subalpine zone persist for many years. The
Fool Creek watershed study in central Colorado
(Hoover and Leaf 1967, Leaf 1975) resulted in

water yield increases which did not show a

significant decline more than 15 years after treat-

ment. These results and results from timber

management research were used to develop the

time-trend relationships discussed below.

The procedure used in deriving the assumed
time-trend equations was to: (1) establish plateaus,

and maximum and minimum values for each

hydrologic parameter; (2) establish critical values at

which a transition takes place (that is, "when things

begin to happen"); and (3) assume a functional

relationship for each process which determines all

intermediate values with respect to time.

Although the time-trend relationships may not be
inherently correct, they are certainly plausible in

light of our present understanding of long-term

hydrologic phenomena. The validity of the equation

should be determined by additional research.

Soil Water.—The critical point at which available

soil water begins to limit evapotransplration ( t )

was assumed to vary with time and species (fig. 3):
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Figure 3. — Variation of t with time and vegetation type.

r=Me-'*<'-'<=i'

T=M,t<tc,

T = M/2, t > tr

[2]

where k

t

c,

t

an index of the rate of decHne of i.

the time at which available soil water

begins to limit evapotranspiration in

years.

the time at which the hydrologic effect

of timber harvesting becomes insignif-

cant.

The parameters, k and t . vary according to

forest species. When t < t^, , no adjustments are

made in the soil water correction, since watershed

experiments indicate that a correction is not

warranted for a number of years after timber

harvest. Assumed values of tp , tr, and k for the

three species are:

Forest type

aspen

lodgepole pine

spruce-t'ir

7 years 60 years 0.01

15 years 80 years .01

30 years 100 years .01

The assumed relationship between A and T is

given by:

A = 4t

M2
[3]

Substituting equation [2] and |3] into equation

I
yields

e = 4e-'^(»-«c,) [^/M-e-'<'-wl + 1 [4]

which is a general equation for as a function of

forest cover type, field capacity index, and time.

Forest Cover Density.—Forest cover density plays

an important role in the simulation model. It is the

major descriptive parameter of the form, structure,

and arrangement of forest stands, and therefore

controls the energy balance, interception, and
evapotranspiration. Forest cover density as used in

the Land Use Model is not defined as "canopy" or

"crown closure." but rather as a parameter that

describes the net effects of the vegetation on the

transmission of solar radiation to the forest floor.

Forest cover density varies according to crown

closure, the vertical foliage distribution, species,

season, and stocking (Reifsnyder and Lull 1965).

Empirical relationships between various timber

stand variables and percent radiation beneath the

forest canopy (transmissivity coefficient) have been

determined from field measurements (Miller 1959,

Mulier 1971). A similar relationship was derived for

the three major subalpine forest species in the

process of calibrating the model against observed

snow melt rates (Leaf and Brink 1973a) and from

solar radiation transmission studies in central

Colorado. The resulting equation from this work is

given by

T- 0.19 C -0.6
dnrix [5]

where T = the transmissivity of the forest canopy

expressed as a decimal fraction of the

amount of solar radiation available

above the forest canopy.
"

the natural old-growth forest cover

density (expressed as a decimal).
dmx

Combinations of C j and T that were found

acceptable during calibration of the model for

lodgepole pine, aspen, and spruce-fir in central

Colorado are summarized below:

Forest type dmx T

lodgepole pine 0.25-0.45 0.40-0.30

spruce-fir 0.50-0.65 0.30-0.25

aspen

foliated 0.35 0.35

defoliated 0.20 0.50



Figure 4. —Assumed variation of A as a function of t

As vegetation reoccupies cutover areas, forest

cover density (C, ) increases with time until it

reaches a maximum. Research has shown that the

rate at which canopy development reaches this

plateau depends on environmental conditions,

stocking levels, and species. In coniferous forests, it

can vary from 30 to more than 80 years; in aspen,

growth and resultant canopy development is nor-

mally much more rapid due to the presence of an
extensive root system at the time of stand regener-

ation (Pollard 1972). Accordingly, the following

assumed relationship for C . as a function of time

was developed:

Cd = Cdmx

<I>2

(t

where
'^d

--

=
_

W^ t^<I) [6]

intermediate forest cover density ex-

pressed as a decimal,

the time in years from t at which

maximum forest cover density is

reached. This parameter was as-

sumed to vary according to vegeta-

tion type as follows:

Forest type 4>

lodgepole pine 40 years

spruce-tlr 80 years

aspen 20 years and
t, = critical time at which regeneration is

'
sufficient to, reestablish the stand

when t < t , C . = 0.
c, d

Reflectivity.—The relationship between reflectiv-

ity and forest cover density derived by Leaf and
Brink (1973b) was modified as follows:

Rf = RfoBxp
L"" ^' J

[7]

R = the reflectivity of the forest stand.
J

R,. =
to

the reflectivity of a forest opening (as

sumed herein as 0.5). When t < t
c.

"f
0.5.

0} 1.609 C^ -•
dmx

Subroutine EVTRAN as used in the Land Use
Model incorporates the effects of natural regenera-

tion discussed above. As explained in the discussion

for Subroutine TRENDS, the final computations of

the adjustment factor for available soil water

(equation 4) are performed in Subroutine EV-
TRAN. since they are dependent on the dynamic
state of the soil mantle storage. The simulated

potential evapotranspiration E is then adjusted for

both available soil water and canopy reflectivity

(equation 7) to produce the actual evapotranspira-

tion E . It should be noted that equation 7 is con-

stant over a water year and is recomputed after

each growing season. Subroutine EVTRAN also

alters the soil mantle storage according to the

calculated evapotranspiration.

EVTRAN J

INCLUDE REGROWTM

IN COMPUTINr,

AVAILABLE SOIL

WATER ADJUSTMENT

ADJUST ET FOR

AVAILABLE SOIL

WATER AND

REFLECTIVITY

REDEFINE ET

AND STORAGE

TO STOP AT

WILTING POINT

ET REDUCES

INPUT AND/OR

STORAGE

-T return)-

Figure 5.—Subroutine EVTRAN.



Interception.—Subroutine CANVAP (Leaf and
Brink 1973b) is essentially unchanged except that

allowance is made for snow interception as the

forest regrows after harvest cutting, by weighting

the effects of both snow evaporation from areas not

occupied by trees (SNOWVAP in Leaf and Brink

1973b) and evaporation from intercepted snow. In

the Land Use Model, evaporation from the snow

surface and from intercepted snow is computed by

the following rational relationships:

Vs = (1 - Cd)Es and [8]

Vc = (1/Cd)Es [9]

where V^ ~ evaporation from the snow surface.

V^ = intercepted snow evaporation.

C^ = intermediate forest cover density ex-

prpressed as a decimal, where Cj <
dmx'

E^ — potential evapotranspiration as de-

fined in equation [1].

dmxWhen C >- and snow rests on the canopy.

evaporation is computed by equation [9]; when the

canopy is free of snow, evaporation takes place

according to equation [8]. However, when 0< C .<
C""^^

. both equations [8] and [9] are used as
2

follows:

V,=
CdmxJ \ J

[10]

combined evaporation from snow

surface and intercepted snow in cut-

over areas.

We believe that equation [10] more realistically rep-

resents the evaporation from cutover areas that are

not completely occupied by forest vegetation. When
C^ = 0, V
d t

into equation

obtained:

= V . By substituting equation [6]

[10], the following relationship is

V,= Es
2(t - tc)'

1
-

4>2

'drnx

)

$2
|t-t.| )] [ii:

which expresses V as a function of C .

time.

and

Snow Redistribution.—Redistribution of snow as

a result of patch-cutting is a significant factor

influencing runoff. In iodgepole pine, this phe-

nomenon is not diminished more than 30 years after

timber harvest in spite of regrowth of trees and
increased forest cover density (Hoover and Leaf
1967). Changes in natural snow accumulation
patterns produced by patch-cutting will likely

persist until the new crop of trees approaches the

height of the surrounding forest. Accordingly, the

following relationships were developed for simulat-

ing snow redistribution effects with time and forest

species:

t ^ tcg, p = Pmx

p = Pmxexp [-ki(t- tcg)] [12]

t ^ t,^, P = 1

where p = snow redistribution factor in the cut-

over area, which varies according to

the silvicultural system used. For ex-

ample, when 40 percent of the area is

occupied by small openings 5 tree-

heights in diameter, the winter snow-

pack is increased by 30 percent in the

open and decreased 20 percent in the

uncut forest,

p,,,^ = the redistribution factor immediately

after timber harvesting,

an index of the rate of decline of p.

mx

k

t =

t =

The parameters k, t

,

the time at which forest regrowth

begins to reduce snow redistribution in

years.

the time at which forest regrowth

causes snow redistribution to become
insignificant.

and t ^ vary according to

forest species. When t < t , no adjustments are

made in the redistribution, since field studies

indicate that a correction is not warranted for

several years after harvest cutting. Assumed values

oft , t , and k, for the three subalpine types are

summarized below:

Forest type

aspen

Iodgepole pine

spruce-fir

t t

20 years 80 years 0.57

40 years 120 years .04

80 years 160 years .04

It should be emphasized that redistribution is

optimum only when timber is harvested in small

patches (5-8 tree heights in diameter) that occupy

less than 50 percent of a given planning unit. For

other combinations of opening size and area, the



redistribution factor should be reduced in propor-

tion to the size of openings above and below 5 to 8

tree heights.

Individual-tree Selection Cutting.— In the Land
Use Model, selection cutting corresponds to a

reduction of the forest cover density (C ). The

degree that C . is reduced depends on the character-

istics of the stand and the volume of timber

removed. If C. is reduced by 50 percent or less

from C , . it is assumed that forest canopy density

does not increase subsequent to cutting. However, if

Cj is reduced more than 50 percent from C.

equation (6) is used to simulate redevelopment of

the canopy with time. Solving equation [6| for time

yields:

r TRENDS )

^ [13]

If the degree to which thinning reduces C .

given by t;. then Cj is given by

nix
IS

C. (1dmx n)

Hence, equation |13] can be written as:

t, = $ [(1 - r,)]
'^' + \^ [14]

V =

the time required to reach the reduced

forest cover density as if the stand were

initially patch-cut.

the degree that C , is reduced from C .*
(i dmx

(expressed as a decimal).

All of the time trend relationships are then initial-

ized at t^ to simulate the hydrologic effects of

selection cutting.

Subroutine TRENDS (Fig. 6).—This routine

initially detmes the time functions discussed above

in terms of the boundary conditions supplied by

Subroutine GBROUND. After each growing sea-

son. Subroutine TRENDS redefines the functions

whenever necessary to incorporate the effects of

time.

USE

APPROPRIATE

CONSTANT

CALCULATE AS

A FUNCTION OF

CALCULATE AS

A FUNCTION OF

TIME SINCE CUT;

REDEFINE COV. OEN.

S TRANS. CBEFF.

REDEFINE INCREASE

AND CHANGE CORRES

DECREASE ON

"NATURAL" UNIT

I

NO REDISTRIBUTION

REDEFINE THE

"NATURAL" REOIST.

FACTOR

^ RETURN ^
Figure 6.— Subroutine TRENDS.

of management practices. As trees regrow after

cutting, the impact of the original removal is

diminished until the hydrologic changes are no

longer significant. Therefore, all parameters are

specified in terms of the number of years following

treatment (t , ) when the effect of timber harvesting

begins to diminish, and in terms of the number of

years following treatment when hydrologic changes

become negligible. If the parameters are not

specified, the model assumes the values indicated in

table 2. which vary according to vegetation type.

Subroutine GBOUND converts the boundary

years into "real time" based on the year of

treatment, and calculates the required parameters

that are dependent solely on the boundary condi-

tions.

Erosion and Sediment Yield

Subroutine GBOUND (Fig. 7).—Subroutine
GBOUND is used to initialize the basic functions

which comprise the time trends concept. These
functions are expressed in terms of a wide variety

One of the environmental impacts associated with

land use in the subalpine zone is erosion resulting

from road construction. Accordingly, indices of

onsite erosion and sediment yield downstream are



ASSUME TRANS.

LEVEL OF 0: DEFINE
ALL BOUNDARIES

SUCH THAT THERE IS

NO EFFECT ON

PARAMETERS

DEFINE THEORETICAL

BOUNDARY YEARS AS

SPECIFIED, OR AS

ASSUMED

CONVERT BOUNDARY
YEARS TO "REAL

TIME" ACCORDING TO

YEAR S PERCENT OF

CUT

COMPUTE EXPONENTIAL
CONSTANT FOR

CALCULATING THE

AVAILABLE SOIL

SOIL WATER FUNCTION

GRETURN>
Figure 7.— Subroutine GBOUND.

computed by the Land Use Model. The erosion

indices are computed from a system of empirical

equations developed by Leaf (1974), based on field

measurements of sediment yields in central Colo-

rado (Leaf 1966, 1970, 1971), and a time trend

equation proposed by Megahan (1974).

The model is based on measurements of accumu-
lated sediment below a 1 -square-mile experimental

watershed. The sediment contained enough leaf

litter and related organic debris so that the dry

volumes of mineral soil occupied approximately 75

percent of the total volume of debris (dry unit

weight approximately 85 lb/ft'). Moreover, the data

were obtained from a stable watershed (26 percent

average slope) and a road system that was
carefully constructed with a high standard of

followup maintenance. Thus, although the equa-

tions may not be generally applicable throughout

the Rocky Mountain Region, we believe they will

serve as good first approximations of total sediment

yield until more data become available.

Table 2.

—

Assumed boundary years for the

time trend functions

Factor
Years before Years until

effect begins effect becomes

to diminish negligible

Lodgepole pine

Available soil water

Canopy reflectivity

15 80

40

Precipitation

redistribution 40 120

Si)rucc-tlr

Available soil water 30 100

Canopy retlectivity 80

Precipitation

redistribution 80 160

Aspen
Available soil water 7 60

Canopy retlectivity 20

Precipitation

redistribution 20 80

Sediment yields are expressed in terms of water-

shed characteristics, engineering design variables,

and time. The equation for predicting cumulative

onsite erosion is:

S = 0.12 DEn [15]

where S = the total cumulative onsite erosion at

time (t) after disturbance in ft'.

D = the projected length of the disturbed

area perpendicular to the road center-

line in ft.

E = the unit cumulative onsite erosion at

time (t) after disturbance in ftVacre.

the nurnber of miles of road system.n

0.12 5,280 -^ H- 43,560
nil,

fi-

acre
The projected length (D) is given by the equation

D = W W/2 tan V

tan - Xanv
[16]

where W = the "effective" width of road in ft.

V = steepness of the watershed sidelope in

degrees.

= Qq = 0p = the average angle of the cut

and fill slopes in degrees.

The unit cumulative erosion (E) describes the

erosion time trend, and can be expressed as

E = €nt-So(e-^2'-1) [17]



where €n = an estimate of the long-term "nor-

mal" erosion rate on the undisturbed

area in ft '/acre. For central Colo-

rado, (en) is equal to 0.28 ftVacre

based on 15 years of data collected

from undisturbed watersheds.

So = an index of the amount of soil avail-

able for erosion. This index is 201.3,

based on statistical fitting to field

measurements.

kj = an index of the rate of decline of ero-

sion following disturbance, defined to

be 0.085 by statistical fitting meth-

ods.

Sediment yields downstream expressed on a

watershed basis are given by the equation

Qs = :i8]

Equation |16] assumes balanced cut and fill (i.e.,

that the centerline bisects the road width). This is

not usually the case, since the cross-section can vary

from total cut to total fill in actual practice.

However, we believe that a sufficiently accurate

index of the total area disturbed can be obtained by

estimating an "effective" width and average cut and
fill slopes for the proposed road system. Such
estimates require considerable judgment and a

knowledge of the topography.

Three additional assumptions are behind equa-

tions 1 151 - [17]. First, it was assumed that the

equations provide a better index of erosion than

equations based on rainfall-derived erodibility in-

dices. Such equations may be grossly in error, since

they do not predict time trends, nor do they account

for the effects of melting snow, which is responsible

for much of the sediment yield from the subalpine

zone in central Colorado. The second assumption

was that onsite erosion is proportional to the area

disturbed. Finally, it was assumed that the delivery

ratio is constant for a given watershed size, regard-

less of the amount of area disturbed. These

assumptions involve complex interactions between

the hydrology, geology, and soil, which need to be

verified by additional study.

Equation [18] is valid provided that the upstream

drainage area does not exceed 1 square mile.

Sediment yields at downstream points would be

less, since delivery ratios are inversely related to

watershed area. It should be noted that the model

has not been programmed to compute delivery

ratios for upstream areas greater than 1 square

mile.

Because equations [15] - [18] describe sediment

yields in terms of watershed slope and engineering

design parameters, the land use planner has at least

some latitude, subject to the limitations discussed

above, in evaluating the potential short- and long-

term impacts of alternative road systems required

for various timber harvesting practices.

Subroutine SEDMOD (Fig. 8).—Equations [15] -

[18] are appended to the Land Use Model as Sub-

routine SEDMOD. Program LUMOD provides the

road design and sediment model parameters.

Applications

We have used the Land Use Model to simulate

the long-term effects of forest and watershed

management on the South Tongue River in the

Bighorn National Forest (fig. 9). Elevations on the

timbered portions of this drainage basin vary from

approximately 8,000 to 8,900 ft. msl. Soils are

derived from granitic rocks; virtually all of the

forest cover is lodgepole pine. To illustrate how the

model has been used, results from the analysis of

(^SEDMOD J

CALC. "NORM"

VS. INCREASED

CUM. EROSION

TAB. CUM.

EROSION

&

INCREAb'^S

COMPUTE

ANNUAL

EROSION

TABULATE

ANNUAL

EROSION &

INCREASES

PLOT

ANNUAL

INCREASES

( RETURN )

Figure 8— Subroutine SEDMOD.
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one planning unit will be summarized here. Aver-

age values tor pertinent geographic and hydrologic

characteristics of a typical forested watershed in the

South Tongue River drainage basin are:' area, 640

acres; elevation, 8.480 ft.; aspect. WSW; slope,

17%; C , , 40%: peak snowpack water equiva-
dmx r r

lent, 15.5 in.; annual precipitation, 29.6 in.;

evapotranspiration, 15.8 in.; annual runoff, 13.8

in.

In addition to improving water yield, the man-

agement strategy selected for this example is

compatible with wildlife habitat improvement and

timber production. Under this strategy, the old-

growth timber would be harvested so that approxi-

mately 40 percent of the planning unit area would

be occupied by small openings — five to eight times

tree height. Forest openings would be constructed

in a balanced and unified pattern that is visually

compatible with the natural landscape. The open-

ings would be permanently maintained by clearing

the natural reproduction at 30-year intervals after

the initial patch-cut.

The remaining 60 percent of the planning unit

area would be retained in continuous forest cover.

However, trees would also be removed from this

area on an individual tree basis at 30-year intervals

^Based on hydrologic simulation analyses of the

effects of timber harvesting on Prune Creek, a

2,461 -acre tributary of the South Tongue River {see

fig. 9.).

Table 3.—Projected changes in water yield resulting

from timber harvesting, South Tongue River

Planning Unit, Bighorn National Forest

Internal Water vield increase, by treatment

(Years) I II III IV

0-10 + 1 .58

Inches

11-20 + 1.87

21-30 + 1 .15

+ 1.5931-40 + .85

41-50 + .71 + 1.78

51-60 +
+

.60

.38

+ 1.54

+ 2.9761-70

71-80 + .10 + 2.41

81-90 + .04

.05

+ 1.93

91-100 + 2.92

101-110 - .02 + 2.75

111-120 - .01 + 1.79

so that the old-growth is gradually converted into a

broad-aged stand.

The simulated management strategy essentially

follows the recommendations published by Alex-

ander (1972), which are keyed to stand descrip-

tions, insect and disease problems, and windfall

risk situations.

The management strategy would maintain a
vigorous and productive forest cover throughout the

planning interval.

Runoff Increases

The diagram below illustrates the management
strategy selected for this example:

Management

strategy

Patch 1st yr.'

Select 31st yr.^

Clear'

Select 61st yr.^

Clear'

Clear 91st yr.'

Select'

Response unit

(percent of planning unit area)

1(40%) 2(30%) 3(30%)
I

X

X

'For/v percent of planning unit area occupied by

openings 5 to 8 tree-heights in diameter.

^Individual-tree selection cut so that forest cover

density (Cj) is reduced 50 percent.

'Clear regrowth from permanent openings.

Projected 10-year mean runoff increases under

this management strategy are summarized in table

3. The increases above the heavy diagonal line at

any given time represent the overall response result-

ing from preceding management decisions. The
data below the line reflect the singular effects of the

initial patch-cut on 40 percent of the planning unit,

as if it were the final decision in the strategy.

Water yields are improved throughout the plan-

ning interval, with the highest increases occuring

after Treatment III. The projected runoff increases

during each treatment interval are:

Treatment Runoff increase

Percent

1 11.1

II 11.9

III 17.7

IV 18.0

12



Apparently, the effect of the intial patch-cut

persists for at least 60 and perhaps 70 years. There-

after, the effect on water yield becomes negligible

for all practical purposes.

Seasonal Distribution of Water Yields

The projected effects of the management strategy

on distribution of water available for streamflow are

summarized in table 4. These values represent

increments of generated runoff, not routed stream-

flow. Hence, the effects of watershed storage must

be considered in interpreting the data.

As seen in table 4. inputs from snowmelt are

significantly increased during the April 16-30 and

May 1-15 intervals, and decreased in June. Minor
inputs to streamflow also occur in July, as com-

pared to no input in the natural state, due to the

less favorable hydrologic condition of the water-

shed.

Peak Flows

The hydrologic analysis in this example indicates

that peak flows will be changed little if at all under

the proposed management strategy. However, sea-

sonal peaks would occur approximately 9 days

earlier:

Treatment
^^Iiailgc: III |#Cill\

V-day generated

runoff

Change in

timing

Inches Days

I -0.2 -9

11 -9

III + .3 -9

IV + .4 -10

The projected overall effect of the proposed

management strategy on runoff timing and peak
flows would be to increase snowmelt and resultant

streamflow in April and May. This accelerated

input would enlarge early spring flows and cause

the hydrograph to peak approximately 1 week
earlier throughout the planning interval. Annual
peak flows would not be increased, however, and
runoff on the recession side of the hydrograph
during the summer months may be slightly dimin-

ished.

Erosion and Sediment Yield

It is assumed that the proposed logging operation

on the planning unit would require the equivalent

of approximately 12 miles of road system, including

all spur roads and landings. Because most of the

disturbed area would be occupied by roads, it can

be described in terms of road design variables,

which have the following characteristics based on

watershed side slopes averaging 17 percent:

"effective width"

average cut and fill slopes

width of disturbed area

area disturbed per mile

14 feet

r/2:I

19 feet (from

equation 1 16|)

2.3 acres

The total area disturbed on the 1 -square-mile

planning unit is approximately 28 acres. For the

purposes of this example, it is assumed that the

entire road system would be constructed before

logging operations on the planning unit. Thus most

of the impact from road construction would take

place during the first 30-year treatment interval.

The projected 10-year mean erosion increases

produced by the proposed road system are summar-
ized in table 5. Erosion on the 28 acres disturbed

would increase 631 ft' above the untreated norm of

3.8 fV immediately after the road construction,

then decrease to less than 1 ft' above the norm after

Table 4.—Projected changes in distribution of water available for streamflow resulting from
timber harvesting. South Tongue River Planning Unit, Bighorn National Forest

Natural

Runoff generated Average change in generated runoff, by treatment

interval runoff I II III IV

Inches

April 16-30 0.1 +0.9 +0.7 + 1.2 + 0.5

May 1-15 1.7 + 2.1 + 2.5 + 2.2 + 3.1

May 16-31 5.9 + .6 + .3 + .5 + 1.3

June 1-15 5.6 -3.0 -2.7 -2.5 -3.1

June 16-30 .7 - .4 - .3 - .5 - .5

July 1-15 + .1 + .1 + .1 + .1
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90 years. It is expected that after the first 30 years,

increased erosion would be one-fifth of that immed-
iately after road construction. By 60 years, it would

be one-seventieth. Ratios of increased erosion on

the disturbed area to the norm before road

construction for each 30-year treatment interval are

tabulated below.

Treatment Ratio

I

II

III

IV

(Iiicrcusi'/undistiirhi'd norm)

43.4

3.4

.3

.1

Although a 40-fold increase in on-site erosion

appears high at first, it must be weighed against the

typically minimal erosion on subalpine watersheds.

Whether or not the increased erosion and sediment

yield are excessive would depend on local require-

ments for water quality and fisheries. On Fool

Creek, in central Colorado, no detrimental effects

on the land resource or water quality were observed

in spite of the fact that on-site erosion was

increased by approximately a factor of 60 immed-
iately after road construction. This empirical model

is based on data obtained from a carefully con-

structed road system and a high standard of

followup maintenance, however. Any application of

the model in its present form should presume
similar standards of construction and maintenance.

Conclusion

Validation of the Subalpine Land Use Model will

require additional data on long-term responses. In

the meantime, we believe that the output from the

model will produce the type of information land use

Table 5.—Projected increases' in on-site erosion

resulting from road construction. South Tongue
River Planning Unit, Bighorn National Forest

Interval Average erosion increase,^ by treatment

(years) I II 111 IV

1-10 631

Cubic feet

11-20 270

21-30 115

4931-40

41-50 21

51-60 9

61-70 4

71-80 2

81-90 1

<191-100

101-110

111-120

'Assumptions:

1. Area disturbed by road system = 2S acres.

2. Approximate unit weight of sediment = 8i

lb/ft.'.

^Untreated norm — 3.H ft\

planners need in order to make difficult manage-j
ment decisions. The ability of the Subalpine LancH
Use Model and other similar models to integrate

complex forest and water systems makes them
unique and powerful tools for evaluating the hydro-

logic effects of a broad array of land-use schemes in

the subalpine zone. A user's guide for the model
follows in Appendix I. A complete listing of the

model is summarized in Appendix 11.
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APPENDIX I: USER'S GUIDE FOR
SUBALPINE LAND USE MODEL

INTRODUCTION

This brief user's guide describes the input parameters necessary for the operation of the Subalpine Land Use Model (LUMOD)

.

The parameter cards are discussed In the same order as that of the parameter card deck; thus, by preparing the cards In this

step-by-step method, the deck will be In the proper order. The guide provides the card columns in which the parameter value

is to be punched, as well as the format by which it Is read. This guide is Intended for use by those primarily concerned with
application of the model; it does not provide any computer systems information and, therefore, is of limited value to

programers or others who are computer-oriented.

The general flow of Che model Is as follows:

Step 1. Proofread the parameter card deck.

Step 2. Simulate the natural conditions from the cllmatologlcal data (original data base.)

Step 3. Extend the original data base by randomly selecting years until the desired planning Interval is reached.

Step A. Simulate the management strategy from the extended data base.

Step 3. Repeat steps 2-A for all planning units.

Step 6. Combine the planning units Into a regional summary.

The following optional recovery procedures are provided:

1. The extended data base may be saved on a magnetic tape named "SAVNEW."

2. The results of the management strategy which are used in the regional summary are punched on cards in the event of
abnormal termination. Thus, if one planning unit simulation had been successfully completed and the job aborted
during the next planning unit, the RECOVERY DECK could replace the planning unit deck for the completed unit on the
next run. This avoids recomputing an entire planning unit, but still provides results for use in the regional
summary.

REGION CARDS

REGIONAL PARAMETERS

Card Columns

Identified by the word REGION.

The number of years to be simulated is generally
the rotation cycle for a species; the original data
base will be extended to the specified number by
randomly selecting and repeating original years.

Initialize the random number generator with a

positive number.

If a magnetic tape is provided under the name
SAVNEW, the extended data base is captured and
saved for either recovery purposes or for use with
other management strategies.

As the management strategy for a planning unit is
completed, the information for the composite
regional output is stored on the recovery deck in
case the run terminates abnormally. Under normal
termination, the recovery deck is not punched, but
if specified, it may be punched regardless of the
mode of termination.

The five principal hydrologlc components may be
independently selected for regional summary output.

The region ID may contain 80 characters of
information.

1-6

11-15

16-20

21-25

31

32

33

34

35

1-80

Contents

"REGION"

Number of years (1 <^ n < 165)

Seed for random number generator

Save the extended data base? (0 =

2

A6

15

15

NO, 1 - YES, 15

copy SAVOLD to SAVNEW before adding
new files)

Punch the recovery deck even under normal
termination? (0 = NO, 1 = YES)

Print generated runoff? (0 = NO, 1 = YES)
" precipitation? " "

" evapotranspiration? " "

" change in storage? " "

" change in W. E.? " "

15

Region Identification 8A10
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PLANNING UNIT DECK

PUNNING UNIT ID

Card

3 The planning unit ID may contain 60 characters of

descriptive information.

A two-digit number may be Included to identify the

recovery files. (It is always appended to the year
as a decimal on the files.)

If the driving variable data are on magnetic tape

SAVOLD (saved on a previous run), specify 14.

Otherwise, specify 10. (Note: if a tape of card

images is used rather than a DATA DECK, the tape ID

must be UNEDIT) . With a 14, the remaining cards for

NATURAL CONDITIONS must be omitted, since only the

management strategy simulation Is to be done.

Indicate the percent of the total region area
represented by this planning unit. (.15 = 15%)

If results are wanted at the planning unit level,

specify the types of output. The codes are as
follows (note 1,2&3 are available only as Indicated):

Columns

1-60

61-62

64-65

66-68

69
70
71

72

73

74

- Not wanted
1 - Print the results
2 - Print and plot only the differences 75

attributable to the management 76
strategy 77

3 - Both 1 and 2. 78

79
80

Contents

Planning unit identification

Optional identification number

Input file (10 or 14)

Format

6A10

12

12

Area Weight

Print detailed natural conditions? (0,1)
" list of years in extended data base? (0,
" detailed managed conditions? (0,1)
" list of time variant conditions? (0,1)
" generated runoff? (0,1,2,3)
" precipitation?
" evapotranspiration?
" change in storage?
" change in W. E.
" Bimonthly generated runoff?

Peak W. E. and date? (0,2)
" 7-day peak R.O. and starting date? (0,2)

F3.2

1)

(0.2)

NATURAL CONDITIONS

Identified by the words: SUBSTATION CONSTANTS

Transmissivity Coefficient: (If left blank, the

model will supply a value as a function of the

forest canopy density.)

Estimate the decimal percent of the solar radiation
reaching the canopy which is transmitted (allowed to

pass through) to the snowpack and/or understory.
The following table summarizes combinations of cover
densities and transmissivity coefficients which were
found acceptable during the calibration of the model
in lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forest in central
Colorado:

1-20 "SUBSTATION CONSTANTS"

21-25 Transmissivity Coefficient

2A10

F5.2

COVER DENSITY TRANSMISSIVITY COEFF

0.00 (open)

.25

.30. .35

.40

.45

.55. .65

L.OO

.45

.40

.35

.30

.25

Cover Density: Using the above table as a guide, 26-30
estimate the forest canopy density as a decimal
percent. (In the table, the values below 50 were
for lodgepole pine, with those above 50 for
spruce-fir.)

Maximum Cover Density: Normally, this value is 31-35
the same as number 5. But if a reduction in cover
density is desired, this variable will allow
adjustments to be made in the evapotranspiration
and energy balance to compensate for that reduction.

Vegetation Type - Indicate the forest canopy 40
composition as lodgepole pine, spruce-fir, or
deciduous.

Reflectivity Threshold Temperature: The model 41-45
assumes that fresh snowfall increases the snowpack
reflectivity according to internally controlled
functions. However, field experience has shown
that it is not necessarily increased during snow
events where the daily maximum temperature varies
according to aspect and elevation. The table
below indicates some station characteristics and
corresponding reflectivity threshold temperatures.

Cover Density

Maximum Cover Density

F5.2

F5.2

1 = lodgepole, 2 = spruce-fir, 3 = deciduous II

Reflectivity Threshold F5.0
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Card

4 Relative Elevation Aspect •f

High North, East 32

Low-Middle East 40
Low-Middle North 45

All ranges West 45

Low South 60

Mlddle-Ulgh South 70

Columns Contents

Melt Threshold Temperature - During initial

snowpack accumulation, the model relies on a base

temperature to stop melt when the mean daily
temperature is below that base. A knowledge of

the typical pattern of fall snow accumulation will
guide the user in selecting a threshold temperature.
Areas where the snowpack accumulates and melts
frequently might indicate a low threshold (32°¥.).

High thresholds (40°-45°F.) may be assumed where
the snowpack may yield some melt, but generally
continues to build once started.

46-50 Melt Threshold F5.0

Available Soil Water - Estimate the soil mantle
recharge requirement at which water is no longer
available for transpiration. Examples: -5.3;

-7.8; -10.6 Inches.

Deciduous Winter Values - The values defined in

items 4, 5, and 6 represent the foliated conditions
of a deciduous forest. Corresponding values must

be supplied for the defoliated state and must

represent the reduction in cover density between
the seasons. The values used most frequently for

cover density and maximum cover density on aspen
stands In the central Rockies were .35 and .20 for

the foliated and defoliated states, respectively.
The model was allowed to generate the transmlssivity
coefficients as a function of those cover densities.

51-55

56-60
61-65
66-70

Available Soil Water

Deciduous Winter trans, coeff
" " cov. den.
" " max. cov. den.

F5.2

F5.2
F5.2
F5.2

Latitude - Select 38°, 40°, 42°, or 44° 72-73

Aspect - Leave blank for a horizontal surface, or 75-77

select N, NNE, NE, ENE, E, ESE, SE, SSE, S, SSW,

SW, WSW, W, WNW, NW, OR NNW

Slope - Leave blank for a horizontal surface, or 79-80
select lot, 20X, 30%, or 40%

Identified by the words INITIAL CONDITIONS, this 1-20

card provides these conditions on Oct 1 of the
first water year:

Initial Snowpack Temperature, °C. 21-25

Initial Snowpack Water Equivalent, inches 26-30

Initial Recharge Requirement, Inches 31-35

Identified by the words: DAILY ET 1-10

Average Daily Evapotranspiration - Obtain 21-25

estimates of the average dally potential 26-30
evapotranspiration in inches for each month. 31-35

Latitude (38,40,42, or 44)

Aspect (Left-justified)

Slope (10,20,30, or 40)

"INITIAL CONDITIONS"

Snowpack Temperature

Snowpack Water Equivalenf^

Recharge Requirement

"DAILY ET"

Average daily ET for Jan
" " Feb

Mar

12

A3

12

2A10

F5.2

F5.2

F5.2

AlO

F5.2

Identified by the words AIR TEMP COEFF + ADJ

Air Temperature Correlation Coefficients - Supply
the correlation coefficients for predicting the

daily extreme temperatures in °F. from a base
station, where the coefficients A and B are of the
form,

T , .. = A
subunlt

B(T. )
base

If the entire basin is being considered as a unit
with observed extremes available, the coefficients
%rould be 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. Examples:

Maximum A = 4.779 B = 0.907
Minimum A = 0.698 B = 1.023

76-80

1-20

21-25
26-30
31-35

36-40

Dec

"AIR TEMP COEFF + ADJ"

MAX
^^IN

2A10

F5.3

Specify a post-peak precip adjustment, if desired.

Example 1.15 15% increase.

41-45 Post-peak precip adjustment F5.3
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Columns Contents Fonnat

Identified by the word: FORMAT 1-6

Specify the format for reading a data card. All 7-70

six input items (month, day, year, max temp,

min temp, and precip.) must be read by F formats.

Read the date variables by F2.0

Specify the file number (or data deck number) If 72-73

more than one set of data is included.

Specify the relative order on the card for the month

Example: If the items were ordered year, month, day,
precip, temp max, and temp min, the relative order
would be 231564.

9 Identified by the words: SPECIFIED CONDITIONS. 1-20
Include one card for each water year to be simulated.

Specify the observed peak water equivalent. 21-25

Specify the date of the observed peak W.E. 32-37

Specify the date by which the pack must be 39-44
Isothermal.

10 Identified by the words: END OF NATURAL COND. 1-20

l«WNAGEMENT STRATEGY

Note: The results from simulating natural conditions
prescribed by the above cards are used repeatedly In
simulating each of the management plans which make up
the management strategy. Thus, the above cards are
included only once, and each step (management plan)
in the management strategy is described on a card as
explained below. The cards which comprise the
strategy are collectively termed the management
strategy deck.

11a Timber harvesting.
Identified by the words: MANAGEMENT PLAN

A 1-5 digit non-zero response unit (managed area)

number must be supplied. If more than one area is to

be managed, unique numbers (not necessarily sequential)
must be assigned to each of them.

Specify the year of initial timber harvest

Specify the percent of the total planning unit area
represented by this response unit. (.15 = 15%)

Specify the percent of the area of the response
unit which is subjected to timber harvesting.
1.00 implies a complete removal of forest cover
and the canopy will be reestablished with time;
.99-. 51 implies a partial removal of forest
cover with the canopy being reestablished with
time; and .50-. 01 implies a reduction in the
forest cover which does not permit an increase
in canopy density subsequent to the initial cut.

Note: If all of the boundary conditions below are
left blank, the asstimed values for each of
the hydrologic functions will be used. The
boundaries are expressed in terms of the
number of years since the initial cut. The
lower boundary is the number of years that
the cut area retains the characteristics of
an opening if patch-cut, and the upper
boundary is the required number of years
before the cut area reacts as it did under
natural conditions.

1-20

21-25

28-30

31-35

36-40

"FORMAT"

Variable Format (Include parenthesis)

File number on "UNEDIT"

he month. 75 Relative order for month
" day. 76 " " " day
" year. 77 " " " year
" max temp. 78 " " " max temp
" min temp. 79 " " " min temp
" precip. 80 " " " precip

A6

6A10,A4

12

II

"SPECIFIED CONDITIONS"

Observed peak water equivalent

Date of peak W.E. (MMDDYY)

Isothermal date (MMDDYY)

"END OF NATURAL COND."

2A10

F5.2

312

312

2A10

"MANAGEMENT PLAN"

Response unit number

Year of cut

Area weight

Percent cut

2A10

15

13

F5.0

F5.0
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Card Columns ConcenCs

lib

Assumed Years
lodge- spruce-
pole fir aspen

15 30 7 43-45 Lower boundary, soil water function
80 100 60 48-50 Upper ,

" " "

53-55 Lower , cover density function
40 80 20 58-60 Upper ,

" " "

40 80 20 63-65 Lower , precip redist. "

120 160 80 68-70 Upper , " " "

0.0 0.0 0.0 71-75 Max Increase due to precip redist. F5.0

Soil Water, Lower
Upper

Cover Density, Lower
Upper

Precip Redist, Lower
Upper

Max increase due to

precip redist.

(An increase in precipitation of

.30 would correspond to 5-8H patches

which occupy 40Z of the planning unit

this situation, the snowpack is increased

30Z in the openings and decreased 20% in the

uncut forest. For other combinations of

opening size and area, the redistribution
factor should be adjusted accordingly.)

If a desired cover density is known, rather
than a percent cut (col 36-40) , specify the

desired cover density and the model will
calculate the percent cut.

In

Weather modification.
Identified by the words: MANAGEMENT PLAN

76-80

1-20

There Is no response unit number since cloud seeding 21-25

affects the entire planning unit.

Specify the year cloud seeding begins. 28-30

Specify the year cloud seeding ends. 33-35

Specify the month and day that cloud seeding starts 37-40
in a given year.

Specify the month and day that cloud seeding ends 42-45

In a given year.

Specify the percent Increase in precip due to 46-47
cloud seeding

Desired cover density (col 36-40 must be F5.0
blank if this Is Included)

"MANAGEMENT PLAN" 2A10

Must be blank

Year cloud seeding begins 13

Year cloud seeding ends 13

Date seeding starts (MMDD) 212

Date seeding ends (MMDD) 212

Percent Increase F5.0

ROAD CONSTRUCTION

12 Identified by the words: ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Note: The road construction card should contain the

same year as a management plan.

1-20 "ROAD CONSTRUCTION" 2A10

If a road construction card (or more than one) is

Included, the sediment yield model will execute.
There are no options on its output, so if it is not
wanted, exclude road construction cards.

Specify the year of construction. 28-30

Specify the 1) number of miles of road system 31-35

2) "effective" width of the road 36-40

3) index of the normal rate of erosion 41-45

4) Index of the soil available for 46-50
erosion

5) index of the rate of decline of 51-55
erosion

6) average slope of the cut expressed 56-60

as tan 6^, (.20 = 20%)

7) average slope of the fill expressed 61-65

as tan Op (.20 = 20%)

8) average watershed sideslope on which 66-70
the road is constructed

13 Identified by the words: END OF STRATEGY 1-15

Note: The following are the limitations of the

management strategy deck:

1. The cards must all be in order by the year
specified in col 28-30. There may be more
than one card for any given year, and within
that year, no particular order is mandatory.
For example, in year 75, the management
strategy may require road construction (1 card)
and two response units (2 cards) . All 3 cards
would have year 75.

Year of construction

Miles of road
Effective width of road
Index, normal rate
Index, available soil

Index, rate of decline (positive number)

Slope of cut

Slope of fill

Slope of planning unit

"END OF STRATEGY"

13

F5.0

A210
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2. A maximum of 7 separate response units may
be designated. However, an existing response
unit may be reentered any number of times,
within a limit of 11 Individual managemental
strategies,

3. A maximum of 11 separate roads may be constructed.

\
PARAMETER DECK ORDER

Decks 1 ,2 , . . .n

may be Planning Unit Decks,

or Recovery Decks in any

combination and in any order

Management plans or road

construction, in any order,

but years must be in order

Omitted If input file is 14

(Extended Data Base saved

on a previous run)

DATA DECK RECOVERY DECK

The climatological data may be read from cards, if the

card is preceded by a card containing the words: "DATA DECK"
In columns 1-9, and terminated by a card containing the

words: "END OF DATA DECK" in columns 1-16. This deck may
appear anywhere In the parameter deck following the region
cards (cards 1 & 2)

.

DATA DECK ORDER RECOVERY DECK ORDER

In the event that a recovery deck is to be run, the

recovery deck for any given planning unit may be identified
from the punched output by one of the following methods:

1. Columns 5 and 6 contain the optional 2-diglt ID
discussed on the planning unit ID, or If not
specified,

2. Column 37 will contain a 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

There will be one card for each year in group 1,

group 2, etc. Therefore, the end of the recovery
deck in question will be the last card in the

5 group.

The deck must be preceded by a card containing the words:
"RECOVERY DECK" In columns 1-13 and terminated by a card
containing the words: "END OF RECOVERY DECK" in

columns 1-20. (If the area weight is to be changed,
punch the new weight in cols. 66-68 of the RECOVERY DECK
card; otherwise, leave those columns blank.) The
Recovery deck replaces all cards pertaining to the

planning unit in the parameter card deck (Planning unit
deck.)
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APPENDIX II: COMPLETE LISTING FOR
SUBALPINE LAND USE MODEL

Program LUMOD
PKOOKl" LIIXOO C lNOUT-5W,nuIPUT'512,0ATHL.65,PLNf 11-65.

1 PL'<LST.512,PaOuF0-65, PUNCH-Sl 2 , S AVNfW 51 3 , S «VO(.D-5 I 3, SCRf IL-65,
2 TlMf 11.>512,UN;oI r.5l2.tAPE5-lNPUI.TAPE6-0UTPUr,T4Pei0«UN6OIT,
3 TAI>tU-OSTFU,IAPE12.('LNFIl..T*PEl3- PUNCH, TAPE 1*»S»V010.
* TAPf 15-SAVNEX, I»PE16-SCI<f It.TAPeU-TIHFll , TAP£19-PINLST,
5 lAPElfl-PPODED)

C THIS IS THE CONIROlLINt POUTINE OF IHE LAUD USE PLANNING NOOEl FOR
C THE SUBALPINE 20NE (MATER, TIMBER, SOU)
C
C THE FIiE SUFFER SUES ARE LIMITED ABOVE Tfl SAVE MEMORY. THOSE
C- WHICH HANDLE FORMATTED READS AND WRITES ARE ALLOWED ABOUT HALF OF
( THEIR NORMAL BUFFER. BUT THOSE WHICH ARE ACCESSED ONLY BY BUFFER
C 1)4 4M0 BUFFER OUT ARE LIMITED TO THE MINIMUM BUFFER SIZE
C
C THE REGION FILE l-RNGFIL-l WAS CHANGED TO THE PUNCH FILE I -PUNCH-

1

C TO PROVIDE RECOVERY DECKS IN CASE OF ABNORMAL TERMINATION. BY
C OPTION, THE USER MAY CAUSE IHE DECK TO BE PUNCHED EVEN UNDER
C NORMAL TERMINATION. BUT IF THE OPTION IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE FILE
C IS REWOUND AND AN END OF FILE IS WRITTEN WHEN TERMINATING
C NORMALLY
c
C SEDIMENT YIELD, AN INDEPENDENT SIMULATION MODEL. HAS BEEN INCLUDED
C WITHIN THE GENERAL FLOW OF THE LAND USE MODEL. HOWEVER, THE ONLV
C- FUNCTION THAT IS PERFORMED BY THE LAND VISE MODEL FOR SEDIMENT
C MODELING IS THAI OF PROOFREADING AND INPUT OF PARAMETERS. ALL
C ROUTINES OF THE LAND USE MODEL WHICH WERE MODIFIED CONTAIN IHE
C COMMON BLOCK /S/ lEXCEPT THIS MAIN PROGRAM WHICH CONTAINS IHE
C DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIABLES LISTED IN COMMON BLOCK
C /S/). THE SEDIMENT MODEL ITSELF IS A SECONDARY OVERLAY WHICH IS
C LOADED AND EXECUTED BETWEEN THE EXECUTION OF THE MANAGEMENT
t SIMULATION AND IHE PRINTING OF THE COMPOSITE PLANNING UNIT OUTPUT
C
J DICTIONARY
C AIRTMC - THE MEAN A I RTEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE
C ALLOW • 0. DO NOT ALLOW ANY INTERCEPTION
C -1, INTERCEPTION ALLOWED
C ALTYR - YEAR OF MANAGEMENT PLAN ON GIVEN RESPONSE UNIT
C AVSOIL - SEDIMENT MODEL. AN INDEX OF THE AMOUNT OF SOIL AVAILABLE
C FOR EROSION
C BIMNTH - IRRAY FOR ACCUMULATING BIMONTHLY TOTALS FOR GENERATED
C RUNOFF DURING IHE SNOWMELI SEASON
C BLOCK - DATA ARRAY FOR TRANSFER OF ONE ENTIRE YEAR TO AND/OR FROM
C TAPE FILES
C ID - YEAR AND 10. YY.ID
C (21 - (3731 - MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
C IJ7*I - (7*5) - MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
C (7*6) - (HIT) - ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION
C 11118) - (l*e'>) - INCIDENT SHORTWAVE RADIATION
C (1<.90I - 11861) - ENERGY ADJUSTED EVAPOTRANSP IR AT ION
C (1862) - TRANSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENT
C 118631 - COVER DENSITY
C (1864) - MAXIMUM COVER DENSITY
C (1865) - VEGETATION TYPE
C (1866) - REFLECTIVITY THRESHOLD
C (1867) - MELT THRESHOLD
C (1868) - WILTING POINT
C (186')) - DECIDUOUS WINTER TRANSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENT
C 11970) - DECIDUOUS WINTER COVER DENSITY
C (1871) - DECIDUOUS WINTER MAXIMUM COVER DENSITY
C (18721 - SPECIFIED ISOTHERMAL DATE (PSEUDO-JULIAN)
C (1873) - SPECIFIED PEAK WATER EfluUALENT DATE IPSEUDO
C JULIAN)
C (187*) - INITIAL WATER EQUIVALENT
C 11875) - INITIAL RECHARGE REOUIREMENI
C I1B76) - YEARLY TOTAL GENERATED RUNOFF
C 11877) - YEARLY TOTAL EVAPOTRANSP I RAT ION
C 11878) - CHANGE IN RECHARGE REQUIREMENT OVER IHE
C WATER YEAR
C (1879) - CHANGE IN IHE SNOWPACK WATER EQUIVALENT OVER
C THE WATER YEAR
C (1880) - APRIL 16-30 GENERATED RUNOFF
C (1881) - MAY 1-15 GENERATED RUNOFF
C (1882) - MAY 16-31 GENERATED RUNOFF
C (1883) - JUNE 1-15 GENERATED RUNOFF
C (188*) - JUNE 16-30 GENERATED RUNOFF
C (1885) - JULY 1-15 GENERATED RUNOFF
C (1886) - ACTUAL PEAK WATER EQUIVALENT
C (1887) - ACTUAL PEAK WATER EQUIVALENT DATE (PSEUDO-
C JULIAN)
C liaSBI - PEAK 7-DAY GENERATED RUNOFF
C (1889) - DATE OF FIRST DAY OF PEAK 7-DAY GENERATED
C RUNOFF
C BOUNO - THE BOUNDARIES ON THE TIME FUNCTIONS
C (1) - NUMBER OF YEARS BEFORE RECROWIH BEGINS TO
C INCREASE SOIL WATER USE
C (2) NUMBER OF YEARS WHEN REGROwIH IS COMPLETE *S FAR
C AS SOIL WATER USE IS CONCERNED
C (3) - NUMBER OF YEARS BEFORE REGROWIH BEGINS 10 ALTER
C IHE COVER DENSITY AND CANOPY REFLECTIVITY
C I*) - NUMBER OF YEARS WHEN REGROWIH IS COMPLETE AS
C FAR AS CANOPY REFLECTIVITY IS CONCERNED
C (*) - NUMBER OF YEARS BEFORE REGROWIH BEGINS TO ALTER
C THE PRECIP REDISTRIBUTION FACTORS
C 16) - NUMBER OF YEARS WHEN REGROWIH IS COMPLETE AS
C FAR AS PRECIP REDISTRIBUTION IS CONCERNED
C CALDEF - THE CALORIE DEFICIT IS THE NUMBER OF CALORIES NEEDED
C TO BRING IHE SNOWPACK TEMPERATURE TO ZERO DEGREES
C CENTIGRADE (NOTE SHOULD BE MADE THAT IS IS A POSITIVE
C QUANTITY)
C CASRCF - THE FACTOR FOR ADJUSTING THE EV APOT R4NSPIR AT ION FOR
C CANOPY DENSITY (RECOMPUTED EACH YEAR UNDER THE
C MANAGEMENT STRATEGY TO INCORPORATE THE EFFECTS OF
C REGROWIH)
C COH;x - MAXIMUM COVER DENSITY ON THE PLANNING UNIT

CDMAX? - HALF OF -CDMAX-. USED AS IHE CRITICAL POINT IN SELECTION
CUTTING TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THE WATER BALANCE
ROUTINES ARE TO BE ALIER'O BY THE TIME TRENDS

CMS'JGa - CHANGE IN THE RECHARGE REQUIREMENT OVER IHE WATER YEAR
CHAS'.W - CHANGE IN THE SNOWPACK WATER EQUIVALENT OVER IHE WATER

YEAR
CONAV - II4E TIME DEPENDENT CONSIANT FOR ADJUSTING EV APOT RANSP I RA-

TI ON FOR AVAILABLE SOIL WATER (RECOMPUTED EACH YEAR
UNDER THE MANAGEMENT SIMULATION TO INCORPORATE THE
EFFECTS OF REGROWIH)

COVDEN - THE COVER DENSITY IS THE FRACTION OF THE GROUND OR SVOw
SUkFACE SHADED FROM DIRECT SUNLIGHT OR RADIAIIOH

CUT - THE PERCENT OF THE COVER DENSITY REMOVED (0.0 THROUGH l.O).
SEE -SPECCO-

DATE - MONTH, DAY
DATES - SAME AS -DATE- BUT FOR TWO DATES
DAIIME - DATE AND TIME OF RUN IN ALPHANUMERIC FORMAT AS FOLLOWS

MM.OO.YY HH.MM.SS.
OCDMAX - THF WINTER VALUE FOR -CDMAX- ON DECIDUOUS FORESTS
DECIDS - An array used in working wiih deciduous forests for

RETAINING IHE COVER DENSITY, MAXIMUM COVER DENSITY
AND TRANSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENT FOR ONE SEASON WHILE
IHE OTHER IS BEING PROCESSED. (IN OTHER WORDS, WHILE
OPERATING DURING IHE SUMMER, IHE WINTER VALUES ARE
STORED. LIKEWISE. IN THE WINTER, THE SUMMER VALUES
ARE STORED. LOCATION I IS FOR IHE TRANSMISSIVITY
COEFFICIENT, 2 IS FOR THE COVER DENSITY AND 3 IS FOR
THE MAXIMUM COVER DENSITY)

DECLIN - SEDIMENT MODEL. AN INDEX OF DECLINE OF EROSION FOLLOWING
Dl SIURBANCE

DECMAL - OPTIONAL TWO DIGIT INTEGER WHICH IDENTIFIES THE FILES ON
-SAVNEW-. EACH PLANNING UNIT MAY BE GIVEN AN ID
WHICH IS THEN APPENDED AS A DECIMAL TO THE YEAR IN
EACH BLOCK OF IHE FILE. IHE NUMBERIC VALUE THUS
BECOME YY.in

DRE4DY . D. DIFFUSION MODEL (SUBROUTINE DIFMOD) NOT INITIALIZED
- 1. DIFFUSION MODEL INITIALIZED AND READY FOR SNOWPACK

TEMPERATURE SIMULATION
= -1. DIFFUSION MODEL MAY NOT BE USED

ETOALY - ARRAY OF DAILY AVERAGE E VAPOTRANSPI R4I ION FOR EACH MONTH
ETFROM > I, EVAPORATION IS FROM THE CANOPY

- 2. EVAPORATION IS FROM IHE SURFACE OF IHE SNOWPACK
• 3. BOTH 1 AND 2

• *. EVAP0TRANSPIR4TI0N IS FROM SNOWMELT. RAIN OR IHE
SOIL MANTLE STORAGE

ETO - ARRAY OF POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRAT ION VALUES (ALREADY
ADJUSTED FOR SLOPE, ASPECT, ETC) FOR AN ENTIRE YEAR

EVAPIR - WHEN FIRST RECEIVED. THIS VARIABLE IS THE POTENTIAL
EVAPOIRANSPIRATION AS COMPUTED BY THE H4M0N METHOD
AND ADJUSTED FOR AVAILABLE RADIATION. AFTER ACTION
IS TAKEN BY IHE WATER BALANCE ROUTINES. THE ORIGINAL
VALUE HAS BEEN ADJUSTED FURTHER BY THE METHODS
DISCUSSED IN SUBROUTINES CANVAP, EVTRAN. AND SNOWVAP.
II THEN REPRESENTS IHE EVAPOIRANSPIRATION DURING THIS
INTERVAL

EXPK - IHE -K- FROM THE TIME FUNCTION FOR COMPUTING THE AVAILABLE
SOIL WATER ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

EXPKl - THE -Kl- FROM IHE TIME FUNCTION FOR COMPUTING IHE PRECIP
REDISIRIBUIION FACTOR

FORNXT - A UTILITY ARRAY WHOSE ONLY PURPOSE IS FOR READING AND
WRITING CURRENT MODEL CONDITIONS ON THE SCRATCH
FILE. IT IS EOUIVALENCED WITH IHE ENTIRE COMMON
BLOCK /M/. SEE -L*NXT-

FRACIN -IHE FRACTIONAL PART NEEDED IN THE INTERPOLATION BETWEEN
TABLE VALUES IN IHE COMPUTATION OF IHE RADIATION

GENRO - DAILY GENERATED RUNOFF
INFILE - 10. DATA IS ON FILE -UNEDII-. SEE -NFILE-

" 1*. DATA IS ON FILE -SAVL'.D- IN STANDARD MODEL FORMAT
ISOTRM - THE MANDATORY ISOTHERMAL DATE (NOTE. MUST BE IN THE

CALENDAR YEAR WICH CORRESPONDS TO THE WATER YEAR.
That is. it must be between jan i and sep 30)

LA5I1 - RETAINS THE OLD VALUE OF -NEXIYR- WHEN 4 NEW ONE IS READ
LCOPY - ARRAY FOR COPYING LINES FROM ONE FILE TO ANOTHER
LINES - LINE COUNTER
NAME - AN ALPHANUMERIC IDENTIFIER USED PRIMARILY TO VERIFY THE

PARAMETER CARD ORDER. 4LS0 USED IN 4RR4Y FORM 4S
IDENTIFIERS FOR IHE PRINTOUTS DURING THE PL4NNING
UNIT 4N0 REGION PH4SES

N04Y - THE PSEUDO JULIAN WATER YEAR DATE II = OCT 1)
NEXTYR - THE YE4R ON IHE NEXT M4N4GEMENT PL4N
NFUE - THE NUMBER UF THE F1L£ ON -UNEOIT- WHICH CONTAINS THE DATA

FOR THIS PLANNING UNIT
N»LAN - THE NUMBER OF THIS PLAN IN THE SEQUENCE MAKING UP IHE

MANA-IEMENT STRATEGY
NRMANG - 4 SWITCH INDICATING THE MODE OF OPERATION (0 OR 1 IS FOR

IHE NORMAL SIMULATION, 2 FOR MANAGEMENT)
NROADS - SEDIMENT MODEL. THE NUMBER OF TIMES ROADS WERE

CONSTRUCTED DURING 4 M4N4GfMENI STRATEGY PERIOD
NSAVfO - NUMBER OF FILES WRITTEN ON -SAVNEW- DURING THE RUN
NUM - THE RESPONSE UNIT CODE ON THE NEXT "ANAGEMENI PL4N
NUNII - IHE NUMBER OF RESPONSE UNITS AI ANY GIVEN POINT IN TIME
NYE4RS - NUMBER OF YEARS FOR MANAGEMENT STRATEGY (IF IHE ORIGINAL

DATA BASE DOES NOT H4VE THIS NUMBER OF YE4RS. IT WILL
BE EXPANDED OR CONTRACTED AS NEEDED)

PAOAM - »•. ARRAY OF P»R4"CTERS READ FRO" THE MANAGEMENT PLAN CARD
(1) - RrSPONS: UNIT WEIGHT
(2) - PERCENT CUT
(3) - (81 - CORRESPONDS TO -ROUND! 1 ) - 16)-
(9) - MAXIMUM INCREASE IN PPT DUE TO REDISTRIBUTION

p-J»EO = ^, THE PEAK W4TER EQUIVALENT HAS NOT BEEN REACHED
• 1. THE PEAK WATER EQUIVALENT HAS BEEN REACHFO

PCAKRO - THE YEARLY 7 D4Y PEAK RUNOFF
PCAKWE - Th; yearly peak WATER EQUIV4LENT
PCKDII - THE SPECIFIED PEAK WATER EQUIVALENT DATE
PEKPPT - THE OBSERVED 4CCUMUL4IE0 PREC I P I T AI ION ON THE SPECIFIED

PEAK HATER EQUIVALENT DATE
PHISO - PHI S0U4Reo, USED IN IHE TIME FUNCTIONS FOR COVER DENSITY
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5'JC C4II0PY R-FL^CTIVITV
- i-ftiV LT OUTPUT O'TIOMS FOR 'LSNMINr. UM T PHASE (C

OUTPUT, 1 = PRINT OUTPUT!
NO

111
(21

131

C-l

ini

191

PLUNIT
POTrM

POTRsn
P"T - 1

ppT'inw

PRECIP
PREviro
Rao - J

R40I;i
RAOl>IN

RAOSUD
RAOSWN

RCHROO

RDIST
RDWiX
RECMPG
RECOVR

REGION
REGCPT

RECROWI
12

RO - »R
ROAOHI
ROAOU
RUNU"
RUHT -

SAVE

SEOINC
SFDRN2

SEEOAT
SEEOVR
SEEDVR
SIMTMl

SUMMER

TANCUT

TANF 11

T AMR HO

TCOEFF

TMAX -

TMI": -

T>!PfAK

T»P>-IN

TKPVLT

TVPCUT

VACF-T

OETARCD YfARlV OUTPUT FOR NORMAL SIMULATION
LIST Of TEARS IN ORIGINAL DATA BASE ANO THOSE
r.e-lElvATED DURING EXTENSION OF THAT DATA BASE
1ETA1LED YEARLY OUTPUT FOR MANAGEMENT
SIMULATION
LIST OF CHANGES MADE BY THE TIME TRENOS
FUNCTIO-IS

SUMMARIES FOR PLANNING UNIT ('=N0 OUTPUT, l=ACTUiL
TOTALS. 2=niFFERENCES AND PLOT OF DIFFERENCES,
1 = liOTH 1 ANn 21
151 - GtNERATED RUNOFF
(61 - PRECIPITATION
171 - EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

CHANG'' IN RECHARGE REOUIREMENT
CHANr-.E IN SNOWPACK HATER EQUIVALENT

(l-l-(151 - BIMONTHLY GENERATED RUNOFF OIFFERENCFS
\m> PLOTS (0=NONE HANTEO, 2 IN IIOI IMPLIES ALLl
(161-1171 - SNOWPACK PEAK WATER ESUIVALENT AND DATE,
DIFFERENCES AND PLOTS (0=NEITH6a WANTED. 2 IN (161
IMPLIES BOTH)
I1HI-(1>1 - PEAK 7-OAY GENERATED RUNOFF ANO STARTING
DATE. DIFFERENCES AND PLOTS (D=NE1THER WANTED. 2

IN 1191 IMPLIES BOTH)
- oO CHArtACTER NAME ANO/OR DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNING UNIT
- AREAY OF POTENTIAL INCIDENT SHORTWAVE RADIATION VALUES AT

APPROXIMATELY TWO WEEK INTERVALS THROUGH THE YEAR
- THE INTERPOLATED VALUE SELECTED FROM -POIENT-
RPAY or ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR
- THE OBSERVED ACCUMULATED PRECIP UP TO THE DAY BEING

PROCESSED
- DAILY PRECIPITATION AMOUNT
- PREDICTED SNOWPACK WATER EOUIVALENT
RRAY OF THE RADIATION (ALREADY ADJUSTED FOR SLOPE. ASPECT,

ETC.l FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR
RADIATION IN IS THE TOTAL INCIDENT SHORT WAVE RilDIATION

- NET LONG WAVE RADIATION IS THE ALGEBRAIC SUM OF THE LONG
WAVE RADIATION FROM THE FOREST ANO THE LONG WAVE
RADIATION LOST BY THE SNOWPACK TO THE CANOPY

- SUBSCRIPT USED IN THE CALCULATION OF -POTRAD-
- THE CALORIC INPUT TO THE PACK BY THE NET SHORT WAVE

fAUlATION
- SEDIMENT MODEL, AN ESTIMATE OF THE LONG-TERM NORMAL

EROSION RATE
- THE RECHARGE REQUIREMENT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE HATER

YEAR
the factor for redistributing the precip
the maximum increase in precip duf to redistribution

- recharge requirement or soil mantle storage deficit
= 3, 00 not punch recovery decks under normal termination

1, punch recovery decks even under normal termination
- 80 character name and/or description of region
- array of output options for regional phase (0 = no

output, 1 = print output 1

summaries for regional phase
(11 - generated runoff
(21 - precipitation
(31 - evapotranspiration
(41 - change in recharge requirement
(51 - change in snowpack water equivalent

1,-1 - see -conav-
.-1 - see -canref-
ray of daily generated runoff for an entire year
- sediment model. the number of miles of road constructed
sediment model. the effective width of the road
the response unit cooes

the percent of the planning unit represented by each
response unit

:, do not save the extended data base
i, save the extended data base on -savneh-. (note,

-savnew- is not positioned for the saving of the file
within the run - the user must rewind or position it
before execution. the list at the end of the run
hill included all files currently on -savnew-1

2, same as i except all of the files from -savold- are
copied to -savnew- after the proofreading phase ano
before the execution phase

-the percent increase in precip duf to cloud seeding
- seed for random number generator, used in extending the

original data base to a specified number of years
- the dates of cloud seeding i mmdd through mmdol
- the years of cloud seed
- The years of cloud seeding (yi through y2i
- an array used primarily in subroutine oifmoo in the

simulation of the average snowpack temperature
- the slope/aspect adjustmfni factors for translating the

values in -potent- to the individual station
- if the management plan specifies a cover density rather

than a percent cut (see -cut-i, the model will
calculate the percent of the covfr density that must
re removed to achieve the specified cover density

- the post-peak precipitation adjustment factor (expressed
as a decimal percent of the summer base station
prfcip. example 1.051

- sediment model, the slope of the cut in road construction
IS A PERCE iT

- SfDIMENT MODEL, THE SLOPE OF THE FILL IN ROAD
COtiSTRUCTI.TN AS A PERCENT

- SFOI"ENT MODEL. THE AVERAGE SLOP'' AS A PERCENT ON WHICH A

"Oif, I S CONSTRUCTED
- THE TRAflSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENT USED Tn ESTIMATE THE NET

5HLPT toAVE RADIATION PEACHING THE SNOWPACK
ARPAY OF DAILY MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES FOR AN ENTIRE YEAR
ARPAY OF DilLY MINIMUM TEMPERATURES FOR AN FNTIRE YEAR
- 'H" VAXIMUM lEMPHPATURr DURING THE INTERVAL IN DEGREES

FARENHEIT
- 1h: Yli.IMuM TEfPERATURE DURING THE INTERVAL IN DEGREES

FASENHEI T

- THE TEMPERATURE BELOW WHICH THE FALL RADIATION ROUTINE
MAY NOT CREATE MELT OR FREE WATER

= '. THIS TYPE OF Cut ooes not have redistribution
ASSOCIATED WITH IT

= ". . THIS TYPF OF CUT HAS REDISTRIBUTION ASSOCIATED WITH IT
- VASUBLE FORMAT FOR RcAniNG FROM FILE -UNEDIT-

C VARIN - INPUT ARRAY TO BE READ BY -VARFMT- (ALLOWS THE VARIABLES
C TO EE IN ANY ORDER AT INPUT TIMEl
C VEGTYP = 1. FORiST COVER PREDOMINATELY LODGCPOLE PINE
C = :. FOREST COVER PREDOMINATELY SPOUCE-FIR
C = '. F^RrST COVER PO EDOMI NATELY ASPEN IDECIOUOUSl
C =4. PlTcRNAL USE ONLY TO SPECIFY DEFOLIATED DECIDUOUS
C FOKESTS (DURING THE HINTCRI
C HATBir. - THE SUM OF ANY SNOWMELT ANO ANY RAIN WHICH PROVIDES
C DIRECT INPUT TO THE HATER PALANCF
C H" - ARJAY "F DAILY PACK WATER EQUIVALENTS FOR AN FNTIRE YEAR
C WEIGHT - THE PERCENT OF THE REGION AREA REPRESENTED BY THIS
C PLANNING UNIT (A DECIMAL PERCENT BETWEEN CO AND 1.01
C WE"^ - THE SNOWPACK WATER EOUIVALENT AT THE BEGINNING OF A HATER
C YEAR
C WILIPT - THE WILTING POINT
C YiAR - CURRENT YEAR BEING PROCESSED
C YRC'.ST - SEDIMENT MODEL, YEAR OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION
C YRTOT - ARRAY OF THE YEARLY ACCUMULATED VALUES OF THE CONTINUITY
C EQUATION
C

COMMON DATIME (21 ,DECMAL , NRMANG , NSAVED , NYE
I REC0VR,REGI0N(B1 ,REG0PT(51 ,SAvE , SE0RN2, fc

INTE'.ER DATIME,PLNOPT,PLUNIT,RcCOVR,REGIC
C PROOFREAD THE CARD DECK

CALL OVERLAY 1 5H0LA YS . 7 , :

I

C IF SPECIFIED, COPY -SAVOLD- TO -SAVNEW-
IFI S'VE.E0.21 CALL OVERLAY I 5H0L AYS , 5.0 I

C READ A PLANNING UNIT CARD
20 READ 1191 PLUNIT.DECMAL.INFILE. WEIGHT, PL^

(; 4T THE END OF FILE, PROCESS THE REGIONAL
IF(EPril911 80, JO

C IF -INFILF- IS !<., THE NORMAL SIMULATION
C WERE SAVED FROM A PREVIOUS RUN. FIND TV
C If IT HAS THE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF YEARS,
C JUMP DIRECTLY TO THE MANAGEMENT PLANS SI

C COPY IT TO -SCRFIL- ANO JUMP TO CREATE
C YEARS

30 IFIINFILE - l<il 5i.40
40 CALL OVERLAY ( 5H0LAYS. 1 . 1

IflNRMANGI 70.60
C PROCESS THE NORMAL SIMULATION AND GENERATE THE ORIGINAL DATA flLE

50 NPHANG = 1

60 CALL OVERLAY ( 5H0LAYS . 2 . 1

C PERFORM THE MANAGEMENT PLANS SIMULATION
70 NRMANG = 2

CALL OVERLAY ( 5H0LAY S. 2 ,0

1

C SUMMARIZE THE RESULTS FOR THIS PLANNING UNIT AND CO ON TO THE NEXT
CALL OVERLAY I 5H0LA YS . 4 ,0

1

GO TO 2^
C REGIONAL SUMMARY

80 CALL OVERLAY ( 5H0LA YS, 5 . 1

IFIRFCOVRl 100.90
90 REWIND 13

END FILE 13
C IF ANY FILES HERE SAVED. LIST THEM

100 IFI SAVE.NE.Ol CALL OVERLAY I 5H0LAYS .6 .01
C TERMINATE THE RUN

END

YEARS.PLNOPTI 19I,PIUNIT(6 1,

.WEIGHT
I0N.REGOPT.SAVE.seDRN2

LNOPT
FILE

AND EXPANDED DATA FILE
THE FILE ON -SAVOLD- ANO

COPY IT TO -OATFIL- AND
SIMULATION. OTHERWISE,
THE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF

SubrouHne GDATE
SUBROUTINE GDATE (NDAY,DATE1
CONVERT THE PSEUDO- JUL I AN DATE TO MONTH AND DAY
INTEGER DATE I 21,M0NTHS( 121
DATA MOriTHS/ 10,11 ,12,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.9/
DATE(2I = MCD(NDAY.3ll
IF(0ATEI2II 13. 2C

10 DATEdl » MONTHSl (NDAY/31 1*1 1

RETURN
20 DAT£(21

DATEl 1

1

RETURN
END

31
M0NTHS(N0AY/311

Subroutine GETREC
SURCOUTINE GETREC 1 I F I LE

,

ARRAY , N . I END I

C READ A OECORD
DIMENSION ARRAY! II

BUFFER IN (IFILE.ll ( ARRAY ( 1 1 .ARRAY 1 N I 1

IFIUJITI IFILPII 10,20,30
C OK TO P'OCEEO

10 I END =

RETURN
C END HF FILE

2C lEND - I

RETURN
C PARITY ERROR

30 WR

I

T: I 6,91 -
I If ILE

910 FORMITI'CPAPITY ERROR ON FILE»I3,« WHILE READING - JOB AB0RTFD«1
CILL ABOPT
END

Subroutine PUTREC
SUBRDiiTINE PlITR-rC ( I F I LE , ARR AY , N 1

WRIT? A RECCRD
DIMENSION ARRAYI I I

BUFFE= lUT (IFILE,1I I ARRAY! I I ,ARRAY(N1 1

IFIU IITI IFILEI I 10,10,2C
10 RETUFN
20 HRlir (f-,9\:i If ILE

910 FORM\Tl«:i>ARI TY ERROR ON FILE«I3,« WHILE
CALL 50ORT
END

JOB ABOBTEO»l
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Program GETOLD
ovfiiy I'lLirs.li.'i
Qfn'.iiit r.CTniD

C CEI tlir oiTi FILE FOu" -SWOLO-
Cn"l-3-. HMHt (21 .necMU.N'HiS'J,

I r.ECJVI',(i-'.I0V(8l,»CGOI»I('i),S*V
I'.T- 3-K nrTI-t.CLiOOI.PLUMT.KeC
PIHFiSnN BnCK(lil951 .IDl^I
CALi ecu: l-ll
jr^r,

c pr:pjo- the osTi fil: 4'<o oet «n
i: CML r.FlPEC (U.IC.T.IEJnl

c IF '11= -'in V FiL= was BEin, cme
C «£E'4 »*6nE *!« IF THE FILE SHOULD

IFII-'.ni ?0,93

lF(j;-.i) ^CPJ
?! writ: I4,<>i01 PLUNIT

91C F'lSlxjTI'CTHE PLlNNIIC UM T C«'0
IPSNCED 34'1 FILE ^AS CHEATEO i'lD

? THE LIST aELQW INDICATES.*/
IFIL; • C

«3 CALL CCT5FC (14.ID,9.1ENtll
|F(I-"OI 70,50

5C IFILE • IFILE I

writ: I'>,923) IFILE. Iindl. 1-1.6
921 F^iiKiK* SAVILO FILE* U iSXiAlOl

C BYPASS THE OATA
60 CALL CETREC ( I* .BLOCK . 181)9 . 1 ENDI

IF(IcNO) 40.60
70 WRITE 16.9301

9J0 FOR«'.vT(»ojnri aborted*)
CALL IBORT

80 JEND = I

GO tt I :

C IF THIS IS NOT THE DESI'EO FILE.
90 on IOC I = 1,6

IFIPLUNITI I I.NE.IDI I I I (.0 TO 110
IOC CONTINUE

CO TO 120
110 CALL SETREC ( 14. BLOCK . 1839. lEND)

IFlI=Sn| ICllO
C THIS IS THE FILE. IF IT HAS THE
t CURB'NTLV BEING PROCESSED. JUST
C AND RETUBN. BUT IF IT HAS A Dl
C TO THE SCRATCH FILE FOR E«PANSI

120 IFttiYEAitS - IDI7II 130.140
130 NRWANG r

IFILF » 16
GO TO 150

14C NRMANC 2

IFILF . 11
150 RrWI\0 IFILE

GO TO 17P
160 CALL PUTREC I IF I LE , BLOCK. 18891
170 CALL CETREC I !< .BLOCK. 1 8X9. 1 END)

IFI l€Nni 180.160
160 END FILE IFILE

CALL CORE lei
C RETURN IC THE PRIMARY OVERLAY

END

Program LOADS
OVERLAY (OLAYS..
PROGRAM LOADS

C THIS OVERLAY CON
C THEY ARE AVAILA
C SIMULATION AND
C peri»h;ral "OUT

COMMON n»TIMEI2l
I REC()VR.REGI0N(8
INTEGER DSTIM
COMMO'J/WTRBAL/AL

1 RADLMN.RADSWN.T
COXHON/S/AVSQILI

1 ROADWI lll.TANCU
INTEGER YRCNST
COMMON/TIME/CANR
COMMn^|/uTILTY/BL

1 >!AHE,NDAY,RCHRG
INTEGER DATE, DAT
DIMENSION tIMNTH
rOUIVAL-NCE (BIC

1 PPTdl I, (BLOCK!
2 COMiX) ,IBLOCKll
3 TMRi^LTl ,(PLOCK(
4 ISr:TRMI,(8L0CKI
5 (BLOCK( ie!36l,
INTEGER ""^KnaT
NPOAGS = :

N " IPMINC
iFc.ro.oi r: =

CALL rVEOlAY (5h
IFtMOADS-NE.;!

C RETU'>N T? THE M4
"•ND

SAVEO,NYEARS,PLNOPT( 1-)I,PIUNIT|6|,
,senRN2, WEIGHT
avi<.REGI0N,REGJPr,SAVEtSEDRN2

CK TO SEE IF A COMPLETE PASS HAS
PE REWOUND AND SEARCHED AGAIN

ENTITLED •6A15/» INDICATES THE E«
SAVED ON AN OLn RUN. HOWEVER. AS
SUCH ciLE EXITS ON -SAV0LO-»/l

BYPASS THE DATA

SAME NUMBER OF YEARS AS IS
COPY IT TO THE cXPANOeO OATA FILE

FFERENT NUMBER OF YEARS, COPY IT
ON OR CONTRACTION

TAINS THE WATER BALANCE AND "TILITY ROUTINES SO
BLE FOR EITHER THE NORMAL OR THE MANAGEMENT
II CALLS FOR THE LOADING OF THE APPROPRIATE
INES
,DECMAL,NRMANG,NSAVEO,NYEARS,PLNOPTI 19),PLUNIT(6I,
l.REG0PT(5) . S AVE. SEDRN2. WEIGHT
LNOPT.PLUNI T.RECOVR,REGION,REGOPT,SAVE,5EDRN2
LOW.ETFROH.EVAPTR.GENRO.PEAKED.PRECIP.RAOIN.
MPMAX.TMPMIN.NATRIN
11) .D£CLIN( 11 I .NROADS.RATNRM( 11) .ROADM] (HI.
T( 11) .TANFILdl ) .TANRHOdl ) .YRCNSr( 11 )

EF.CO
OCK( le

R0(3
ES.YEJ
(6) .El
CK(2).
111?) .

B65) .V

186S) ,

1P73),
AKWE) ,

EGTYP

MAX2.C0NAV
89) .CHANCR.CHANGH.0ATEI2) .DATES(4),LINFS.
72).WE(372).WE0.YEAR,YRT0THI

C (372), PPT ( 372), «AD( 372), TM»X( 572). TMIN( 3721
THAX( 1 ) I

,

IBL0CK( J74I ,TM1N( II ) , ( BLOCKI 746)

,

RADIl)).(BL0CKd4>0),CT3d)),( BLOCKI 18 641,
EGTYP) , (BLOCK (1966 >.TRSHLO). ( BLOCKI 18671,
WlLTPTI,(BLOCK(l67i),OCnMAKI. I BLOCK ( 18 72).
P:KOAT),(BLOCKdBflO),BIMNTHIll),
IBL0CKd888) ,PEAK4U)

OLAYS, 2, Nl

CALL OVERLAY (5HOLAYS.2,
IN OVERLAY

Subroutine WATBAL
Sur; )UTr.' nlTBAl IFI,F;,F3, I1,F4,F^, 12, I3,F6, I4,F7,FR.F9.F

1 =!2,Fl i,Fl4,I5,Fl5)
C THIS EWFruTI^E IS The main routine OF THF WATER BALANCE MO
C DECEIVES The driving. STATIC AND CONTINUOUS VARIABLES FROM
C ^p-S1TI•l^. iOUTlNiS. CONTROLS THF COMPUTATIONS ON TmEm, AND
C REIUR'IS THE \EW VALUES FnR THE CONTINUOUS VARIABLES AND TH
C -"SUITS rF THIS INTERVAL. Sic THE R'PLACEMENT STAIEMfNTS
C fn* T»c VARIABLE OEFINITIONS OF THE PARAMETERS

COMNON/ONLYCR/ AVETMC.BASTMF.CALDF.CDMAX.COVON.ORCDY.FNGBL.
1 FNGBLO.FirLDC .FREwI .1 SUSP

,

NOSNO.ONTRF. PHASE

.

PREwE.
2 RChRCSMTHI I 3) ,SMTM 3. TC OEF.TMPMLT.tr SHLC.V EGTYP
I>JTF-,fe OR'GY. PHASE. VCG'Y'
COMMOM/WTOBAL/ALLOW.ETFRaM.f VAPTR.GCNRO.PFAKED.PRECIP.RAOIN.

I Q ^nn>N.''.^swN. ikpmax.tmpmin.watrin
OATA »V:T»C,BASTMF,ENGBL.SMTM3/ 0.0, 35. 3, -1.0.0.0/

C OBTAI-l THE STATION DESCRIPTORS
COVD-. FJ
coMtx > rr
FIELDC • -F15
TCOEF • F12
TMPKIT • rn
TRSHLO - Fl*
VEGTY" - 15

C S'CALL THE CONTINUOUS VARIABLES NECESSARY FOR THE OPERATION OF THE
C »ODEL DURING THIS INTERVAL

CALDF F!
DRfOY • II

ENGBLO • r4
FREwT • F5
LSUSn . i:
NDSNO n » 1 J
ONTFc - F6
PHASE -14
PREuE • F7
RChk--. . Ff. fl
IF(D'cPY) 20.20.13 ^

IC SMTHld) = Fl "

SMriM(2l FlC
SMTM1(3) Fll

C AVETMC (

(

ITMPMAx-32)»(TMPMlN-32) )/2)»( 5/9)
23 AVETMC ITMPMAX TMPMIN - 64.01 • 0.27777T77T8

C STAaT The energy BALANCE AND THE INPUT AT liHO FOR THIS INTFRVAL
ENGBL • O.C
WATRIN » 3.3

C IF THERE IS NO PRECIP. THERE IS NO NEED TO PASS THROUGH THE
C CLASSIFICATION STATEMENTS

IF(PRECIP) 90.93,30
C SEE IF THE PRECIP IS ALL SNOW

33 IFI IxPMIN.LE .32.0. DR.Tmpmax.lt. BASTMFI GO T3 80
C SEE IF ANY UF IT IS SNOW

IFITHPMIN - BASTMF) 40.53.50
40 CALL MIXTUR

GO TO 90
C THIS IS A RAIN EVENT. IF THERE IS NO PACK, THE RAIN IS DIRECT
C INPUT TO THJ WATER BALANCE. BUT IF THERE IS A PACK, DETERMINE
C THE EFFECTS OF THE RAIN

50 IF(OREw;) 6C.60.70
60 WATR IN • PREC IP

GO TO 13:
TO CALL RAINED I AVETMC .PREC I P

)

GO TO 93
C THIS IS A SNOW EVENT

80 CALL SNOWED lAMINl I AVETMC .0 .0 I . PREC I PI

c IF There is snow on the trees, evaporate only from the canopy
90 IFIONTRt ) 130,130.100
100 CALL CANVJP

C on The first day hFTER fresh snow, assume turbulence has REMOVED
C 4SY REMAINING INTERCEPTED SNOW AND ADDED IT TO THE PACK

IFINOSNO - II 12C.110.110
llO PREwr PREWE » ONTRE

ONTRE - r.3
C IF THERE IS NO SNOWPACK. BYPASS THE RADIATION ROUTINES

120 IF(PREW=) 190.190,180
C DETERMINE THE FOREST TYPE - CONIFEROUS OR DECIDUOUS

130 IF(VEGTYP.NE.3.AN0.VECTYP.NE.4) GO TO 135
C DECIDUOUS

CALL D-^cir
GO TO 2 0C

C CONIFEROUS - DETERMINE WHETHER TO SATISFY THE EVAPOTRANSP IRAT ION

C REOOIREMENTS UNDER GROWING SEASON OR WINTER CONDITIONS
135 IFIPRFW=) 160,160.140
140 IFIPREWE - 5.31 150,15C,170

C USE THE CROi.lNG SEASON ROUTINES TO INCLUDE TRANSPIRATION
150 CALI PAOeiL

C ton -WATRIN- TO THE RECHARGE REQUIREMENTS SO THE EI ROUTINE CAN
C OPERATE "N THE INPUT AS WELL AS THE STORAGE

160 BCHPr, RCHRG » WATRIN
C 0.22388 . 3.15/C.67 (SEE THE COMMENT IN SUBROUTINE EVIRAN FOR IME

C USE OF THE CONSTANT)
CALL EVIRAN (:.22388l
r,o n 20C

c us; ih: WINTER routines to evaporate from the snowpack surface
17? CALL S'lOVAP

190 CALL CADBIL
C 400 -fc4IRIN- TO THE RcCHARGE REQUIREMENTS

|9C RCHR'i • RCHRG WATRIN
C IF THE iECHABGE REQUIREMENTS WERE SATISFIED, THE EXCESS IS
C COniO£R''0 TO BE GENFRATEO RUNOFF

200 IFlRfHRJ) 223,22C.213
21C GENiO = RCHRG

F8 ;.

;

GO n 213
223 G-^N"" = 0.0

F8 • RCHRG
230 1 I > OS JOY

Fl • CALOF
F4 ' :nG9L
F5 . FItWT
12 LSUSO
1
< ' NOSNO

r6 " ONTRF
F7 » POEWr

GONE
.25;IFIPhPWr) 24;, 24'

243 14 • ',

RE'UU'-
10. Fll. 25C 14 . PHiS'

IF(c:rrY) 270,27:1.263
inEL. IT 260 F9 . S'T-l 11)
1 THE
I

FIO • S''Tvl(2|
Fll - SMIMIH)

|C 27C H'TU^ .

AELOW END

RESET THE PHASE INOICATOR
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Subroutine CALIN

C THIS SU.IRruTIMJ COMPUTES THE EFFECTS OF THE CALORIC INPUT ON THE
Q S'lOWPACK

COMMiri/O'.LVCR/ iV^TMC.flASTWF ,C4L0F .COMAX ,COVDN, ORE OV , ENCBL i

1 E'ir.HL r.riFLOCiF'ScWT.LSUSP.NDSNQ.ONTRE.PHASE.PREWE,
2 f CMOr, .SMTX; (?) .S"Tm,TCnEF,T-<PMLT,TRSHLO,VECTyP
INTf.;" OCCPY, PHASE, Vtr.TYP
CIMr-Orj/MTsPAL/ALnw.ETFHOM.tVJPTR.CENRO.PFAKED.PRECIP.RAOlM.

1 R^LL'-^•=">DS^<N,T^'PMAX,T^'PKIN,KATRIN
C AOn THESE CiLORlES INTO THE EJERCY BALANCE

EMOPL " ''ICM <• CILRIN
C SE; IF A CALO=It OEFICir exists in the PACK

COHPAR = 'JLRIN - CALDF
IFICO"P\R) 1;,2l,3j

C THEo- IS A CALO:(IE OEFICIT, BUT THE INPUT 010 NOT COMPLETELY
C mP=. IT OUT. ALL OTHEK CONDITIONS ARE UMCHAMCED

IC CALOF = - COHPAR
OETU'V

C THE CALORIE DEFICIT HIS HIPED OUT. BUT ALL OTHER CONDITIONS ARE
C UNCHANOFD

Z: CALCF = CO
RFTU':'.

C ANY DEFICIT hHICH DID EXIST WAS WIPED OUT. COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL
C fELT FROM THE REMAINING CALORIES ( CAIOR I ES/ I 80 .0 • J. 541 I

}C POTfLT » rOKPAR/?C3.2
CALDF = O.T

C IF TH' INPUT WAS ENOUGH TO MELT THE WHOLE PACK, CONTRIBUTE THE
C WATER EQUIVALENT TO THE SNOWMELT AND ZERO ALL CQ-i(DITIONS

IFIPTTHLT.lt. PREW?-FREWTI CO TC tO
WATRIN " WATRIN • PREWE
PREWf = CO
FREWT = O.C
RETURN

C DEPLETE THE ICE PACK BY THE AMOUNT MELTED AND CONTRIBUTE THAT
C AMOUNT TO THE FREE HATER

40 FREWT = FCEHT POTMLT
C COMPUTE THE NEW HOLDING CAPACITY OF THE PACK AND COMPARE IT WITH
C THE FREE WATER TO SEE IF SNOWMELT IS PRODUCED

HOLDCP = 0.04 • IPREHE - FREWTI
COMPAR - FREWT - HOLDCP
IFICOMPAR.LE.O.OI RETURN

C THE SNOWMELT CONTRIBUTED IS IN -COMPAR-. REDUCE THE FREE WATER
C TO LEAVE A PRIMED PACK AND REDUCE THE PREOICIEO WATER EOUIVALENT

PREWE = POEWE - COMPAR
WATRIN > WATRIN » COMPAR
FREWT = HOLDCP
RETURN
END

Subroutine CALOSS
SUBROUTINE CALOSS (CALOUTI

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE EFFECTS OF THE CALORIC LOSS ON THE
C SNOWPACK

COHMON/ONLYCR/ AVETHC , BASTMF .CALDF ,CDMAX ,COVDN. DREOY. ENGBL,
1 ENGBL 0. F I EL DC. F RE WT.lSUSD.NDSNO.ONTRE. PHASE, PREWE.
2 RCHRG.SHTMl 13) . SMTH3 . TCOEF . TMPMLT , TRSHLD.VEGT YP
INTEGER DREOY. PHASE. VEGTYP
COMMON /WTRBAL /ALLOW. ETF ROM. EVAPIR.CENRO. PEAKED. PRECI P. RADIN,

I R AOL WN. RAOSWN.TMPH AX. TMPH IN, WATRIN
C ADD ALGEBRAICALLY THESE CALORIES INTO THE ENERGY BALANCE

ENGBL = ENGBL • CALOUT
C SEE IF THERE IS ANY FREE WATER IN THE PACK. IF NOT, THE LOSS IS
C JUST CONTRIBUTED TO THE CALORIC OEFICIT OF THE SNOWPACK.
C PEMCHpjn THAT -CALOUT- IS NEGATIVE

IF(FREHI.GT.O.O) GO TO 10
CALDF = C»LOF - CALOUT
RETURN

C COMPUTE THE CALORIC LOSS NECESSARY TO FREEZE ALL OF THE FREE WATER
C (FREE WATER • 80. • 2.541

10 CALNFD i FREWT • 203.2
C NOW COMPARE THAT NECESSARY LOSS WITH THE ACTUAL LOSS. IF THEY ARE
C THE SAME, THE FREE WATER IS WIPED OUT BUT NO OTHER CONDITIONS ARE
C ALTERED

COMPAR = CALOUT t CALNEO
IFICOMPARI 20.30,40

C THE LOSS WAS MORE THAN ENOUGH TO FREEZE IT. THE BALANCE CREATES
C AN ENERGY OEFICIT IN THE PACK AND THE FBFE WATER IS WIPED OUT

20 CALDF = - COHPAR
30 FREWT = 0.0

RETURN
C ONLY PART OF THE FREE WATER FROZE. COMPUTE THE BALANCE REMAINING
C BALANCE = EXISTING FREE WATER - AMOUNT FROZEN, WHERE
C AMOUNT FROZEN = C ALOR I ES/ ( 80 .0 • 2.541

40 FREWT = FREwT » ( C ALOUT/203 . 2 I

RETURN
END

Subroutine CANVAP
SUB^ lUTlNP CANVAP

C COMPUTE THE EVAPORATION FR
C THE CANOPY COVER DENSITY.
C ORIGINAL SUBROUTINE CANVA
C TI*"^ TRENDS OF REGROWTH

COMXON/ONLYCR/ AV!TrC.BAST:
1 ESOHL J.FIELOC.FREWT.LSUSD
2 fCM-G,SMTMl(31 ,SMT"3,TCCE
rjTC;.?R DRSrY. PHASE. VEGTYP
CCMKn-l/JT0BJL/ALLOH,ETFR0M

I OAnLWN.OAOSWN.TMPMAX.TMP
CnM«0M/TI"r-/CANREF.C0MAX2

C IF TMF COVER DE.NSITY IS G
C MJxI>JU>: COVER DENSITY IAS
C CROn'l COVER AT CDMAX/2)

IFICDMAXi - COVDNI 10,10,4
1' ETFfc 3K = I.?

OH THE INTERCEPTED SNOW AS A FUNCTION OF
NOTE - THIS VERSION REPLACED THE
IN DECEMBER. 1973. TO INCORPORATE THE

MF.CALDF.COMAX.COV ON, DREOY. ENGBL,
NDSNO.ONTRF, PHASE, PR EWE,
,TMPMLT.TRSHLD, VEGTYP

EVAPTR,GENRO,?EAKED,PRECIP,RAOIN,
IN. WATRIN
CQNAV
EATER THAN OR EQUAL TO HALF OF THF
SUHFS COMPLETF OR NEARLY COMPLETE
EVAPORATE ONLY FROM THE CANOPY

EVAPTR = EVAPTR/COVON
ONTIir = ONTRE - EVAPTR
IFIONTR:) 20.30,30

20 EVAPTR = nUTRE • ;VA?TR
ONTPC = 0.-
ETU30 KbIUr<N

C EVAPORATE FROM THE S40WPACK SURFACE lUSINC THF PROCEDURES OF
C SUB-OUriNE SNOVAP) AND FROM THE CANOPY, COMBINING THE RESULTS AS
C 4 FUNCTITN OF THE PRESENT PERCENTAGE OF CROWN COVER

40 CTFPOM = 3.0
PRCNTC " C0VnN/CDMAX2
ETS = Ili.O - COVDNI » EVAPTR
IFIPREW- - CTSI 50.50.60

JO FTS = pkew;
PREttE = :.i
GO TC 70

60 PREWE = PREwE - ETS
70 ETC = lEVSPTR/COVONI • PRCNTC

QNTRF = ONTRE -ETC
IFIONTREI 30.90,90

80 FTC = ONTRE ETC
ONTRE = CC

90 evAP TR = ETC ETS
RETU'^N
END

Subroutine DECID

SUBFOUTINE DECIO
C DECIDUOUS FOREST - DETERMINE THE SOURCE OF THE EVAPOTRANSPIRAT ION

COMMON /ONL VCR/ AVE T MC BASTMF , CALDF . COM AX . COV ON . DREOY , ENGBL

,

1 FNCB10,F I ELDCFREWT.LSUSD.NOSNO.ONTRF. PHASE. PREWE.

2 RCHRC.SMTMini .SMTH3,ICOEF.TMPMLT.TRSHL0. VEGTYP
INTEGER DREOY. PHASE .VEGTYP
COMMON/ WTO DAL /ALLOW.ETF ROM, CV APT R.GENRO.PEAKED.PRECIP.R AD IN,

1 RADLWN,RADSHN,TMPMAX,TMPM IN, WATRIN
C IF FOLIAGE IS PRESENT, USE E VAPOTRANSP I R AT I ON

IFIVEGTYP - 3) 40,10
C IF THERE IS NO PACK. BYPASS THE RADIATION ROUTINES

10 IFIPREWEI 20.30
20 CALL RAOBAL

C ADO -WATRIN- TO THE RECHARGE REQUIREMENTS SO THE ET ROUTINE CAN
C OPERATE ON THE INPUT AS HELL AS THE STORAGE

30 RCHPC = RCHRG WATRIN
C 0.14925 = 0.10/0. ft? (SEE THE COMMENT IN SUBROUTINE EVTRAN FOR THE
C USE OF THE CONSTANT!

CALL EVTRAN 10.149251
RETURN

C SINCE FOLIAGE IS NOT PRESENT, EVAPORATE FROM THE PACK SURFACE IF A

C PACK EXISTS
4C IFIPREWEI 50,60
50 CALL SNOVAP

CALL RADBAL
C 100 -WATRIN- TO THE RECHARGE REQUIREMENTS

RCHRG = PCHRG • WATRIN
RETURN

C NEITHER FOLIAGE NOR PACK ARE PRESENT. ADJUST THE EVAPORATION FOR
C AVAILABLE SOIL WATER BY THE SAME RELATIONSHIP USED IN EVTRAN FOR
C OPENINGS, THEN ADJUST FOR COVER DENSITY AS IN SNOWVAP (USE ANY
C INPUT TO HELP SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS)

60 ETFRUM = 4.0
RCHRG = RCHRG » WATRIN
IFIRCHRG * (FIELDC/4.01 I 70,70,80

70 EVAPTR = O.C
RETURN

80 AVABLE » ( (4.0/FIELPCI • (FIELOC RCHRGII - 3.0
EVAPTR = EVAPTR • AVABLE • (1.0 - COVON)
IFIKCHRG - EVAPTR FIELDCI 90,100,100

90 EVAPTR = RCHRG FIELDC
RCHRG = - FIELDC
RETURN

100 RCHRG = RCHRG - EVAPTR
RETURN
END

Subroutine DIFMOD
SUBROUTINE DIFMOD

C THIS SUBROUTINE WAS
C TEMPERATURE DIFFUS
C FS-RM-16C2, NO. 22
C AND THE GRQUNO TEM
C SNOHPACK TEMPERATU

COMMCN/ONLYCR/ AVET
1 ENGBLO, FIELDC, FR'^W

2 RCHRG, SMTMl I 31 . SHT
INTEGER DRECY, PHASE
COMMON/ WTRBAL/ ALLOW

1 RACLWN.R 50SWN.TMPM
C COMPUTE THE DENSITY
C OBSERVED CONDITION

OENSTY = (EXPI (O.Ol
C COMPUTE THE OISIANC
C DEPTH = PFEWE/DENST
C H = inEPTH/21 »2.54

H = (PREWE/OENSTYI
C THE THERMAL OIFFUSI
C KV = I.'. l/( ( 2.751
C REQUIRES THAT THE
C KV/H««J) BE LESS T

C SNOW OFPTH MUST EX
C STA3ILITY. IN ORO
C PACKS (AnOUT 13 IN

C r-F 12 HOURS (43200
C CCNSTl = (43200 •

coNSTi = 90:. :/( (2.

C THE MINIMUM WATER E

C TH-; AlOvr DENSITY
IFICONSTl - 0.51 20

DERIVED FROM PROGRAM SHTM, A SNOWPACK
ION MODEL DEVELOPED BY LEAF (1970 STUDY PLAN
4, RMFfRESI. USING THE AVERAGE SURFACE TEMP
P AS BOUNDARY CONDITICNS. THE NEW AVERAGE
RE IS CALCULATED
MC. B

A

STHF.CAL OF. COMAX. COVON, DREDY. ENGBL.
T.lSUSn.NDSNO.ONTRE. PHASE. PRE WE.
M3. TCOEF

.

TMPMLT, TRSHLD, VEGTYP
.VEGTYP
.ETFROM.EVAPTR.GENRO, PEAKED. PRECIP.RADIN.
AX. THPMIN. WATRIN
OF The SNOWPACK (THE FUNCTION WAS DERIVED FROM

S ON THE ERASER EXPERIMENTAL FORESTI
• PREWEI 3.0211/100.0
ETHEEN THE TWO NODES IN CENTIMETERS

• 1.27
VITY IS CALCULATED FROM IHC FUNCTION
- OENSTYI* 0.431. MATHEMATICAL STABILITY
VALUE OF THE QUANTITY (INTERVAL IN SECONDS •

5. WHEN A 24 HOUR INTERVAL IS USED. THE
CEFD 30 INCHES (20 PERCENT DENSITY) TO ACHIEVE
ER TO INSURE STABILITY WITH SOMEWHAT SHALLOWER
CHE5). THE DAY IS DIVIDED INTO 2 TIME INTERVALS
SECONDS)
.Cl/((2.751 - OENSTY) • 0.4n)l/H««2
751 - DENSTYI»H»HI
OUIVALENT WHICH WILL ACHIEVE STABILITY USING
FUNCTION IS 4.7 INCHES
10. 10
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I, THf "•cnjL IS UNSTiBLE - IWICAIE TM«T IT

c (ir >i«Y HE iNiTiiLi;?D f.iiu ey «•» n«SE
C IND ST'-BHITY WILL BC ASCER MINED FROM
C fHA' TI^ci

10 noruv •

C G:i 7HE i'.CC'l'^ CO'lSIANiI

?C CC\ST2 . l.C - CO'JSTl - CONSTl
C PEor'WW TmC SIHJL4TI0N IN TWO P4RTS (ONE
C -SPT"!- HILOS THE IHREi TEMPFR4TURES FR

C THAI ARE NFFOEU TO SIMULATE SMT1?, THE
C THE P.\CK. SIMULATE THE FIRST li HOURS

3«TF? ICONSTl • (SHT«U1) • SMT"1I31II
U ?) I

t THE AVE'Ar.E SNtlKPACK TEMPERATURE IS THE
C flOni; JNO GRGUNDI IN BOTH INTERVALS.
C Cr)'.,STA^lT, SO START THE AVERAGE NOW

SMTK1 = S»-T''1I3I • S"TMIU) . SMTM2
C R-^S'T -SMTMl- TU THE TEMPERATURES OF THE
C FOli IIS; IN THE SCCONO 12 HOUR INTERVAL
C 410 TEHP'RATURt IS SPLIT INTO 4 LOM AVE
C 4 HICH 4VER4GE I IME4N«XAX|/? | FOR USE
C ItiTERVALS. USE THE LOW AVERAGE NOW

S"T>'llll = 4HIN1 10.0.1 l(TMPMIN-J2.0l«a.
I 2.C P

SMTK1(31 = SMTH2
C SIMULATE THE SECOND 12 HOURS AND COMPUTE
(; TEMPERATURE

SMTM2 - (CONSTl • ISMTMKll SMTMIOIII
1121 I

SMTMJ • ISMTMJ « SHTM2)/*.0
C RESET -SMTMl- USING THE HIGH AVERAGE FOR
C INTERVAL OF THE NEXT DAY

SHTMKll = 4HIN1 lO.O.I I (TMPHAX-32.01»0
1 ?.,!
SMTMU2I = SMTM.!

C CHECK TO SEE IF THE CROUNO TEMPERATURE S

IFISMTHJ 1.51 6J,40.30
30 IFISMTM3 0.51 40,50,50
*0 IF( SMTM1I31.IT.-0.5I SMTM1I3I = -0.5

RETURN
50 SMTM1(3) = 0.:
60 RETURN

ENO

IS NOT READY FOR USE MOW.
RVEO PACK TEMPERATURE CARD
THE WATER E0UIV4LFNT AT

FOR F4CH 12 HOUR PERIOD).
OM THE PREVIOUS INTERVAL
NODE 4T THE CENTER OF
NOW
• IC0NST2 • SMTMl

AVERAGE OF THE 2 NODES
GROUND TEMPERATURE IS

INTERVAL JUST SIMULATED
SIMULATION. THE SURFACE
RAGfc I (MEAN»MINI/2 I AND
WITH THE Twelve hour

5555555556I«AVETMC)/

THE AVERAGE SN0WP4CK

» IC0NST2 • SMTMl

USE ON The FIRST

55555555561»AVETMCI/

HOULO BE RAISED

Subroutine EVTRAN
SUBROUTINE EVTRAN

C COMPUTE THE EVAPORATION AND TRANSPIRATION DURING THE GROWING
C SEASON. NOTE - THIS VERSION REPLACED THE ORIGINAL SUBROUTINE
C EVTRAN IN DECEMBER, 1973, TO INCORPORATE THE T|mF TRENDS OF
C REGROWTH

COMMON/ONLYCR/ AVE TMC , 8ASTMF .CALDF ,CDMAX ,COVON . OREOY , ENGBL

,

1 ENGBL0,FIELOC,FREWT,LSUSD,NOSNO,ONIRE,PHASE,PREWE,
2 RChRG,SMTMiI3I,SMTM3,TCOEF,TMPMLT,THSHLD,VEGTYP
INTEGER OREOY. PHASE, VEGTYP
COHMON/WTRBAL/ALLOW.ETFROM,EVAPTR,GENRO,PEAKEO,PRECIP.RADIN,

1 RADLWNiRADSWN, IMPMAX,TMPMIN,WATRIN
COMMON/ Tl ME /CANREF,C0MAX2,C0NAV
ETFROM = 4.0

C GET THE ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR AVAILABLE SOIL WATER
C AVABLF = 4«EXP|-K»I T-TCI l»(BETA/M - EXP I -K •! T-TC ) I » l.O, WHEN
C T (YEARS SINCE TREATMENT) IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO TC IBASE
C YEAR OF FUNCTION). THE CONSTANT K IS CALCULATED WHEN THE
C MANAGEMENT PLAN CARD IS READ, AND THE CONSTANT -CONAV- IS
C COMPUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH WATER YEAR BY THE TIME TRENDS
C ROUTINE. BETA IS THE AVAILABLE WATER

AV4BLE ' (4.0«C0NAV«(( (RChRG«FIELDCI/FIELDCI-CONAVI I • 1.0
IFIAVABLE) 10,10,20

C THE WILTING POINT HAS BEEN REACHED
10 EVAPTR = 0.0

RETURN
20 IFd.C - AVABLEI 30,40,49

C THE FACTOR IS MAXIMIZED
30 AVAflLE = 1.0

C THE ADJUSTMENT FOR CANOPY REFLECTIVITY IS RECOMPUTED EACH YEAR.
C PERFORM THE ADJUSTMENTS NOW

40 EVAPTR = EVAPTR • AVABLE • CANREF
C IF THE EVAPOTRANSPIRATION WILL DEPLETE THE MANTLE STORAGE BELOW
C THE WILTING POINT, ALTER THE EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

IFIRCHRG - EVAPTR » F I E LOC ) 50,(.0,J.O
50 EVAPTR - RCHRG » FIELDC

RCHRG = - EIELDC
RETURN

60 RCHRG I RCHRG - EVAPTR
RETURN
END

C
C

C

40

c
C
c
c

50

1

120
130

C
C
c
c

140

CAUS! THE PACK TEMPERATURE TO BE THE SAME AS -SMTM3-. GET THr
niFFFRENCE BETWEEN THE CALORIE DEFICITS AS COMPUTED BY THF
OirFrsc.jT METHuDS

CALOI' = CiLOF » (SMT") • PREWC • 1.271
ADJUST The LONG WAVE PORTION OF THE RADIATION BALANCE BY THE
rilFFCRCNCE fl'=TwFEN THE CALORIES DERIVED FROM THE DIFFUSION MOOtI

J

AND THE ENERGY BALANCE
CALKir = CALOM
RAOLWN - CALRIE - R4DSWN
IPETIV =

-

RETURN
THE LOSS IS USE" TO FREEZE PART OR ALL OF THE FREE WATER, BUT IT
MAY NOT CREATE COLD CONTENT. IF IT WOULD CREATE CULO CONTENT,
RE- I'JI TISLI ^E THE DIFFUSION MODEL TO AND ADJUST THE ENERGY
BALANCE ACCORDINGLY

CALL EALOSS IC4LRIE)
IFIFREWT - C.35I 60,60,70
SMTMKII = AMINl lAVETMCC.OI
SMTM112I = 0.0
SMTP II 31 =0.0
OREOY = 1

MAKE ANY NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS TO THE ENERGY BALANCE TO COHPENSAl''
FPR THE COLO CONTENT THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN GENERATED BY THIS lOSIl
AND ZERO THE COLD CONTENT

E'JGBL = F'.GBl CALOF
RAOLJN = RAOLWN » CALDF
FREWT ' 0.0
CALOF = CO
IRETRN > 1

RETURN
THERE IS CALORIC INPUT TO THE PACK. CHECK TO SEE IF CONDITIONS
INDICATE THAT THE DIFFUSION MODEL SHOULD BE TURNED OFF AND THE
ENERGY BALANCE USED FOR SPRINGTIME SIMULATION. CONSIDER FIRST
ANY COLO CONTENT I INCLUDING THAT OF THE PREVIOUS DAY AND ANY
CREATED BY A SNOW EVENT ON THIS DAY). IF THERE IS COLD CONTENT,
CHECK THF AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE AND THE SNOWPACK TEMPERATURE
FROM THE PREVIOUS DAY FOR 4RBITRAHILY CHOSEN SPRINGTIME
CONDITIONS AND IF ALL ARE NOT SATISFIED, GO AHEAD AND USE THE
DIFFUSION MODEL
IF(CALDF) 170,170,90
0.899 = 1.27 • 0.7 DEGREES C (ARBITRARY TEMP)
IFIAVETMC.LE.O.:. OR. CALOF. GT.PREWE»0.9B9) GO TO 20
SINCE SPRINGTIME CONDITIONS PREVAIL, RECOMPUTE THE BACK RADIATIONII
ANO THE NET RADIATION BALANCE (REMEMBER, IF THERE IS SNOW, THE
LONGWAVE IS ASSUMED TO RE ZERO, SO THERE WOULD BE NO NEED TO MAKl«(

ANY ADJUSTMENTS)
IF(NDSNO) 140.140,100
USE = (TMPMIN - 32.01 • 0.5555555556
IF(USE.GT.O.C) USE = 0.0
CALSNO = 1.I7E-7 • ((USE • 273.16) •• 4)
IF(PRECIP) 110,110,120
RADLWN = 1(1. :> - COVON) • ((0.757 • CALAIR) - CALSNO)) « ICOVON
• I CALAIR - CALSNO)

I

GO TO 13C
RADLWN = CALAIR - CALSNO
CALRIE = RAOSWN • RADLWN
RE-INITIALIZE THE DIFFUSION MODEL TO THESE CONDITIONS (BUI IF THE'
INPUT IS MORE THAN ENOUGH TO WIPE OUT THE CALORIE DEFICIT, JUST
LET IT BRING THE PACK TO ISOTHERMAL. IN THIS WAY, TWO CONSECU-
TIVE DAYS OF INPUT ARE REQUIRED TO GENERATE FREE WATER)

COMPAR = CALRIE - CALOF
IFICOMPAR) 160,150,150
INITIALIZE THE DIFFUSION MODEL TO ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS
SMTMK II -CO
SMTM1(2) - 0.0
SHTMI(3) = 0.0
SMTH3 = 0.0
OREDY • 1

CO TO 33
REDEFINE THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE ANO COMPUTE THE NEW AVERAGE PACK •

TEMPERATURE. THEN COMPUTE THE MIDDLE NODE AS A FUNCTION OF THAT '

AVERAGE, THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND THE GROUND TEMPERATURE
(WHICH REMAINED UNCHANGED)

SMTMKl) = AMINl (O.O.AVETMC)
SMTM3 = COMPAR/(PREWE • 1.271
SMTMl(2) = (3.0 • SMTM3) - SHTMKl) - SMTMIOI
SMTMl(3) = 0.3
DREOY - 1

GO TO 30
THERE ]S INPUT TO THE PACK ANO THE PACK IS ALREADY I SOTHEKMAL . II

THIS ENERGY WILL CREATE AT LEAST 0.05 INCH (ARBITRARY AMOUNT) Of

FREE WATER. SET THE DIFFUSION MODEL TO STANDBY STATUS AND LET T*
ENERGY BALANCE TAKE ITS COURSE
IFIFREWT . (CAlRIE/203.2) - 0.05) 150.180.180
OREDY =

IRETRN » 1

RETURN
END

Subroutine MIXTUR
Subroutine LINK

SUBROUTINE LINK (CALAIR, CALR
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS THt INTER
C (SUERnUTINE RaOBAL) AND THE

COMMON/ONLYCR/ AVE T MC ,

E

ASTMF
1 ENGBL'., FIELDC, FREWT. LSUSO,N
2 PCHRG.SMTMll 3) .SMTM3,TC0EF,
INTEGER DREOY, PHASE ,VE;TYP
COMMON/ JTRBAL/ALL0W,ErFROM,E

1 RAOLWN, RAOSWN, TMPMAX, TMPMIN
C SEE IF TH' RADIATION BALANCE

IFICiL'ISI IC.IC.SO
C THERE wjS a loss. IF THIS I

c r,o jHEin AND USE the oiffus
so IF(F:;fwT) 23,20,53

c USE The diffusijn model to s

C TE"PFRATURE
20 |F(D=.f OY.NE.l ) GO TO 140

CALi riFMno
IFIDl-EDY) 43,40,30

C NOW MAKE ANY NECESSARY AOJUS

IE, IRETRN)
FACE BETWEEN The RADIATION BALANCE
DIFFUSION MODEL (SUBROUTINE DIFMOD)
CALDF, COM AX, COVON, ORE OY,ENGBL.

DSNO,ONTRE, PHASE, PR EWE.
TMPMLT,TRSHL0, VEGTYP

VAPTR,GENRO,PE*KEO.PRECIP,RAOIN,
WATRIN
IS AN ENERGY LOSS OR GAIN

S STILL WINTER (NO FREE WATER), JUST
ION MODEL

IMULATE THE CURRENT AVERAGE SNOWPACK

TMENTS IN THE RADIATION BALANCE TO

SUBROUT
C THIS SUBi

C EVE'.T
CriMKON/

1 ENGBLO
2 RCHRG,
INTEGFR
COMMON/

1 RAOLWN
C CIMPUTT
C AMOUNT
C o

C » = DA
C A = DA

= TMP
A = -MP
AMT5AN

C NOW COM
C SNCW A

TMS'IO =

TMM-i =

C COMPUTE

in' MIXTUR
ROUTIN: CONTROLS THE COMPUTATIONS FOR A PRECIPITATION
that is a mixture of snow ano rain
onlycr/ avetmc,bastmf,caldf,cdmax,covon.drfdy,engbl,
,f|el0c,frewt,lsusd,nosnn,ontre,phase,prewe,
sktml ( 3) ,smtm3,tcnef,tmpmlt,trshl0, vegtyp
o»E';y, Phase .vegtyp
;(trbal/allow,etfrom,evaptr,genro,peaked,precip.raoin,
raoswn, tmpmax, tmpmin, watrin
the amount of precipitation occurring as rain
rain - p » (b/a) , where
ecipitatipn in inches
ily maximum temperature - base temperature (cegrees fl

ily maximum temperature - minimum temperature idegrees f)

max - pastmf
max - tmpmin
= PRECIP • Ifl/A)

PUTE THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURES (DEGREES C) WHICH PRODUCE
ID RAIN
(TMPMIN • BASTMF - 64.0) • 0.2777777776
(TMPMAX • BASTMF - 64.01 • 0.2777777771
THE EFFECT OF THE SNOW ON THE SNOWPACK
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C4LL SNOVi?0 (TMjNO,P»ECl'>-»KTR»N)
C CC)''n:ITE THE EFFCCT OF THAT PORTION OF THE PR =C I P I TJT ION OCCURRING
C 4S ^IIN 'tj Tlie SN0HP4CK

CALL RAr<FO ( THArj,4MTR4NI
C-TU^N
ENO

Function PACKRF
FUNCTIO'J PACKRF (CUt'MY)

C OFT THE RfFLFCTIVlTV OF THE SNOWPACK
CMUXON/nMLVCK/ Av:T^<C.B4STMF .C4L0F,CDMAX,COVON.DREOr,ENGBL.

1 E-J0BL1.FIEL0[,FRfHT,LSUSP,N0SNn,0NTJIF,PH«SE,PRewE.
2 RCHar, ,5HT"I (1) ,SKTM3, TCOfF .TMPMLT.TKSHLDiVEGTyP
INTEGER OREOY. PHASE .VECIYP
C0MK0'l/.ITRBAL/4LL1H,ETFR0«,EVAPTR,GENR0,PE4KE0,PREClP.«4OINi

I R4Dl.WN,PAnsWN,TMPM4X,TMPMIN,H4TRIN
DIM- Nsio'i i";fack(15i,rff>iitii5i
INTEGER PA SI "IT

n4T4 REFACk/.SO. .77, .75, .72, .70. .69, .5B, .67, .66, .65,
I .64, .63, .62, .6:, .60/
DATA FEFMLT/.72, .65, .6C, .58, .56, .54, .52, .50, .48. .46,

1 .44, .43, .42, .41, .45/
PASriT = MDS'JO
IFINnSNOI 80,I!0,1J

C USE THE S4^E FUNCTION AS LAST TIME
10 IFILSUSni 20,20,50

C ACCUf'UHTION PHASE - AFTER 15 DAYS, USE THE MELT FUNCTION
G STARTING AT THE FOURTH DAY

20 IFIPASINT - 151 30,30,40
30 PACKRF = REFACHIP4SINTI

BFTURN
40 PASINT = PASINT - 11

C MELT FUNCTION - AFTER 15 DAYS, USE 4 CONSTANT 40 PERCENT
50 IFIPASINT - 151 70,70,60
60 PASINT » 15
70 PACKRF » REFHLTIPASINTI

RETURN
C THERE IS NEW SNOW - DETERMINE IF THE FUNCTION IS TO BE RE-
C INITIALIZED

80 IFITMPMAX - TRSHLDI 90,90,10
C IT IS, SO SEE WHICH FUNCTION IS TO BE USED

90 IF(CAL0F1 110,110,100
100 PACKRF = C.91

LSUSD =

RETURN
C THE PACK IS ISOTHERMAL, BUT IF THE ENERGY BALANCE FROM THE
C PREVIOUS INTERVAL WAS NEGATIVE, USE THE ACCUMULATION PHASE
C FUNCTION ANYWAY

110 IFIENGBLOI 100,120.120
120 PACKRF = 0.91

LSUSD = 1

RETURN
ENO

Subroutine RADBAL
SUBROUTINE RADBAL

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE RADIATION BALANCE 4N0 TRANSFERS
C CONTROL TO THE DIFFUSION MODEL THROUGH SUBROUTINE LINK IF IT IS
C NEEDED

COHMON/ONLYCR/ AVETMC , BASTMF ,CALOF , CDMAX ,COVON, OREOY, ENG8L.
1 ENG0L0,FIELOC,FREWT,LSUSD,N0SNO,ONTRE,PH4SE,PR6WE,
2 RCHRCSMTHl (3) ,SMTM3,TCOEF,TMPMLT,TRSHL0,VEGTYP
INTEGER DREDY, PHASE, VEGTYP
COMMON /WTRB»L/ALL0W,ETFROM,EVAPTR,GENRO,PEAKE0,PREC IP, RAD IN.

1 RADLWN,RADSWN,TMPMA1<,TMPHIN,WATRIN
C COMPUTE THE CALORIC INPUT FROM NET SHORT WAVE RADIATION AS A
G FUNCTION OF THE SNOWPACK REFLECTIVITY

RAOSWN = RADIN • (1.0 - PACKRF (0.01) • TCOEF
C IF THE PACK IS ACCUMULATING, BUI IS NOT DEEP ENOUGH FOR STABILITY
C IN THE DIFFUSION MODEL, USE THE FOLLOWING SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR
C DERIVING THE RADIATION BALANCE

IF(PHASE) TClCllO
10 IFIPREWE - 4.7) 20,50,50

C USE ONLY THE SHORTWAVE INPUT ITHIS IMPLIES THAT THE ONLY COLD
Q CONTENT GENERATED IN THE ACCUMULATING PACK IS THAT OF NEW SNOW I

20 CALR IE = RAOSWN
RADLHN = 0.3
CALL CALIN ICALRIEI

C MELT CAN OCCUR ONLY WHEN THE MEAN TEMPERATURE IS GREATER THAN THE
G SPECIFIED MINIMUM

IFIAVFTMC - TMPHLT) 30,30,40
30 PREWS = PREWE * WATRIN

RADLWN " -ENGBL
ENGBL = 0.0
W4TRIN = 0.0
FREWT = 0.0
C4LDF = 0.0

40 RETURN
C THE PACK HAS JUST REACHED A SUFFICIENT DEPTH. INITIALIZE THE
C DIFFUSION MODEL, BUT RETAIN PSEUDO-CONTROL UNTIL THE DIFFUSION
C "OOFL IS WELL ALONG INTO STABLE CONTROL

50 PHASr = -1

60 DREDY = 1

PREKE = PREWE WATRIN
WATR1\ = CO
RAOLHN » - RAOSWN
CALOF = 0.0
EHGBL = 0.0
SMTHUl) = 4HIN1 lAVETMC.O.O)
SHTM1I21 = 0.0
SMTHll 31 = 0.0
FRFWT = 0.0
RFTUOK

C THE DIFFUSION MODEL HAS BEEN INITIALIZED PREVIOUSLY. IF IT IS
C STILL STAOLF AND IF THE PACK IS DEEP ENOUGH TO INSURE CONTINUED
C STABILITY UNTIL MELT, RELINQUISH CONTROL COHPLETFLY TO THE
C NORMAL METHOD OF COMPUTING THE RADIATION BALANCE. INTERFACED WITH
C THE DIFFUSION MODEL

70 IF(DPEOY) 170,80,90
80 PHA5= = :

GO TO 13
90 CALRI? = RAOSWN

CAL4IR = 0.0
BADL.VN - C.C
IFIPREWE - 5.:i 230,230,100

100 PHASE - I

C use THE NORMAL METHOD OF COMPUTING THE RADIATION BALANCE. IF ANY
C OF THE PRECIP WAS SNOW, THE NET LONG WAVE RADIATION BALANCE IS
C ASSUMED TO BE ZERO

GO TO 170
C SEE IF THIS IS THE ACCUMULATION PHASE OR MELT PHASE

110 IFIPHASE - 21 120,170
C ACCUxULATlMG - IF THE DIFFUSION MODEL IS STILL READY, GO ON TO THE
G NORMAL ROUTINE. BUT IF NOT, JUST USE THE SIMPLE ONE

120 IFIOkFDYI 170,130,150
130 CALR IE = PADSWN

RADLWN = 0.0
CALL CALIN (CALRIE)
IFIAVETMC - TMPMLT) 140,40,40

14C IFIPREW: - 4.7) 30,65,60
C SEE IF THE PEAK WATER EQUIVALENT DATE HAS BEEN REACHED

150 IFIPEAK-0) 160,170
160 PHASE = 2

170 IFIKOSNO) 180,180.190
180 RADLWN = CO

C4L4IR = CO
GO TO 220

G TO COMPUTE THE LONG WAVE RADIATION COMPONENTS, CONVERT THE AIR
C AND SNOW TEMPERATURES TO POTENTIAL CALORIES BY THE STEFAN -
C BLOTZMANN FUNCTION, CALORIES =• S • IT •• 4), WHERE
C S = 1.17E-7 CAL/((CM«»2I (DEGREES KELVIN)»»4I, AND
Q T = ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)

190 CALAIR = 1.17';-7 • (lAVETMC 273.161 •• 41
USE = AVETMC

C IF THE SNOWPACK IS ISOTHERMAL, USE THE MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR
C COMPUTING THE BACK RADIATION

IF(CALDF.EO.O.O) USE = (TMPMIN - 32.0) • 0.5555555555
C UNDER no CIRCUMSTANCES MAY THE TEMPERATURE FOR COMPUTING THE BACK
C RADIATION BE GREATER THAN ZERO

IFIUSE.GT.O.OI USE ' 0.0
CALSNO = 1.17E-7 • ((USE 273.16) •• 4)

C COMPUTE THE LONG WAVE RADIATION COMPONENTS AS A FUNCTION Of THE
C FIRST, DETERMINE WHETHER THE SKIES ARE CLEAR OR CLOUDY

IFIPRECIPI 200,200,210
C WITH CLEAR SKIES, THE DOWNWARD LONGWAVE RADIATION COEFFICIENT IS
C .757 (RUNOFF FROM SNOWMELT, EMI 1 10-2-1406, US ARMY CORPS OF
C ENGINEERS, 196L, PAGE 7)

200 SNOSKY = 11.0 - COVDN) • 1(0.757 » CALAIR) - CALSNO)
C THE DOWiWARO LONGWAVE RADIATION COEFFICIENT IS 1.0 BENEATH THE
C FOREST CANOPY (OR BENEATH CLOUDY SKIES)

SNOCAN = COVDN • (CALAIR - CALSNO)
RADLWN = SNOCAN » SNOSKY
GO TO 220

C WITH CLOUDY SKIES, WHEN THE DOWNWARD LONGWAVE RADIATION COEFFI-
C CIENT IS 1.0 INSTEAD OF .757, THE ABOVE THREE EQUATIONS MAY BE
C REDUCED ALGEBRAICALLY TO THE FOLLOWING SINGLE EQUATION

210 RADLWN = CALAIR - CALSNO
C COMPUTE THE CALORIC INPUT OR LOSS FROM THE NET EFFECT OF SHORT
C WAVE AND LONG WAVE RADIATION

220 CALRIE = RAOSWN * RADLWN
C THE SNOWPACK TEMPERATURE DIFFUSION MODEL (LEAF. 1970. STUDY PLAN
C FS-RM-1602, NO. 224. ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE EXP ST4) IS
t INCORPORATED TO CONTROL THE SNOWPACK TEMPERATURE AND COLD CONTENT
C DURING NON-ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS. SEE NOW IF THE DIFFUSION MODEL
C MAY BE u;ED (DREDY MAY NOT BE -1 AND PASS THROUGH LINK SINCE IT
C IS MOT DESIGNED TO WORK WITH IT. THE -I IS USED TO INDICATE THAT
C THE RADIATION ROUTINES ARE TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY). IF IT MAY BE
C USED, PASS THROUGH ThE LINKING ROUTINE WHICH INTERFACES THE
C DIFFUSION MODEL AND THE RADIATION ROUTINES

IFIDREDYI 240,230,230
230 CALL LINK (CALAIR , CALRIE , IRETRN)

IF(IRETRN) 240,240,260
240 IFICALRIE) 250,260.270
250 C4LL CALOSS (CALRIE)
260 RETURN
270 CALL CALIN (CALRIE)

RETURN
ENO

Subroutine RAINED

SUBROUTINE RAINED ( TR A I N, AMTRAN

)

G THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE EFFECT OF RAIN ON SNOW
COMMON /ONLYCR/ AVETMC , BASTMF , CALOF , CDMAX , COVDN , DREDY , ENGBL

,

1 ENGOL?,F I ELDC,FR£WT,LSUSD,NDSNO,ONT»E, PHASE, PREWE.
2 RCHRG,SMTM1(3) , SMTM3

,

TCOEF , TMPMLT , TRSHL D. VEGTYP
INTEGER DREDY, PHASE, VEGTYP
COMMON/HTRBAL /ALLOW, ETF ROM, EVAPTR,CENRO, PEAK ED, PRECIP, RADIN.

1 RADLWN,R»DSWN,TMPHAX, TMPMIN, WATRIN
C ADO THIS AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION TO THE PREDICTED WATER EQUIVALENT

PREWC = PREWE * AMTRAN
C SEE ir TH'RE IS A CALORIE DEFICIT IN THE PACK

IFICALDFl 5;,5C,10
C CO"PUTF THE AMOUNT OF RAIN AT THIS TEMPFRATURE THAT IS NEEDED TO
C WIPE OUT THE DEFICIT AND COMPARE IT WITH THE ACTUAL AMOUNT

10 CALBAN = (90.: » TRAI.J) « 2.54
AMTNEO = CALDF/CALRAN
COHP^R - AMTRAN - AMTNEO
IF(C0MP4R) 30,20,40

C THE'E WAS JUST ENOUGH TO WIPE OUT THE DEFICIT
20 CALOF = O.G

ENGBL = EMGKL CALRAN
RETURN

C THERE WAS NOT E'.OUGH TO WIPE IT OUT COMPLETELY. JUST DEPLETE
C THE DEFICIT

30 CALDF = CALOF - ICALR4N • AMTRAN)
ENGBL = CNGPL • (CALRAN • AMTRAN)
RETURN

C THEFE WAS MORE THAN ENOUGH TO WIPE OUT THE DEFICIT. THE AMOUNT
C OF RAIN NOT FROZEN IS FREE WATER

40 FREHT = COMPAR
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CJI.I. C41IN ITS4IN • CnN,>/.5 • J. 5*)

C «IL "f rnr OilN IS JOOcO ro TME FREE
C INPUT Ti: THt PiCK

5C fCE.T • fBtUT AHTRtN
CALL C\L11 (lOAlS • AXTRAN • 2.**)
RETURN

HATER AND CONTRIRUTFS CALORIC

Subroutine SNOWED
SUBKillT|-JE S-IOHtD I TSSOW.AHTSNOI

C THIS SUPRCUTINE CO"PUTfS THE EFFECTS HF A SHOU EVENT ON THE
C S'iO».^ACK

C0HV?-J/'1-ILVC'/ AVCT«C,BAST»F,CAL0F,CDHA«,C0VDV,0REDY,ESG8L,
1 Evr.HLC.FlElOCtFRFWT.LSUSOiNDSNO.nNTOE.PMASctPRFHEi
2 RCI'SCSHTMini ,5MTt<J,TC0FF,TMPMLT.TRSHL0,vecryP
I-iTfCFR nOEDy, PHASE. VESTVP
COHMON/WTRBAL/ALLnM.ETFROH.EVaPTR.GENRO. PEAKED, PRECIP.RAOIM,

1 RAnlW>liReOSHN,TNPH>X,THP<<IN,HATRIN
RTAL ISTCPT

C S?E IF l-JIERCEPIION IS ALLOnEO NOW
IFIALLPWl 10,30

C OETr^HlWE THC AMOUNT Of I'lTERCEPTEO SNOW AS A FUNCTION OF COVER
C COmOSITION ANO COVER OEtSITV (WATCH FOR OPENINGS AND DECIDUOUS
C FOSESTS WITHOUT FOLIAGE)

IC IFICOOAKI 20,50
20 GD Tr I40,SC,«0.501 .VEGTYP

C NO INTERCEPTION
30 INICPT • C.C

CO TO 90
C LOO&FPOLE pin; and foliated DECIDUOUS FORESTS

»0 PERCnT . O.IO
GREAT . 0.2:
GO TO 60

C SPRUCE FIR
50 PERCNT ' C.15

GREAT ' C-.30
60 INTCPT AMTSNO • PERCNT • (COVON/CDHAX)

IFIONTRE INTCPT - GREAT) 1)0,80,70
7C INTCPT . GREAT - ONTRE
80 ONTRE = ONTRE INTCPT
<»0 SDS'40 =

C ADD THIS AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION TO THE PREDICTED WATER EOUIVALENT
PREWf = PRtWE AMTSNO - INTCPT

C THE SNOW FALLING WHEN THE TEMPERATURE IS BETWEEN 35 ANO 32 DEGREES
C DOES NOT ALTER THE CALORIC DEFICIT

IFITSSOW.CE.J.C) RETURN
C COMPUTE THE CALORIE DEFICIT FOR THIS SNOW Br THE EOUATION
C CALORIE OEFICIT = S(I)»DELTA T«P, WHERE
C s(ii = SPECIFIC HEAT OF ICE 1.5 CAL/CM/OEGREES CI,
C DELTA T . CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE WITH RESPECT TO FREEZING (0.0
C DECREES CFNTIGRAOE), ANO
C P » PRECIPITATION IN CM (CONVERSION FACTOR • 2.5'. CM/INI.
C THEREFORE, CALORIE DEFICIT = 0.5 • (TFORSNDI • (AMTSNO • 2.5«l

CALL CALOSS ITSNOW • (AMTSNO - INTCPT) • 1.271
RETURN
END

Subroutine SNOVAP
SUBROUT

C COMPUTE
C FUNCTI

COMMON/
1 ENCBLO
2 RCHRG
INTEGE
COMMON/

I RADLWN
ETFROM
EVAPTR

C SINCE D
C NO REG
C MORE

IFIPREW
10 EVAPTR

PRFWC =

RETURN
20 PREW

RETURN
END

INE SNOVAP
THE EVAPORATION FROM THE SURFACE OF THE SNOWPACK AS A

ON OF THE COVER DENSITY ANO REDUCE THE PACK ACCORDINGLY
ONLYCR/ AV£TMC,BASTHF,CAL0F,CDMAX,COVDN,DREOY,ENGBL,
,FIELDC,FREWT,LSUSD,NOSNO,ONTRE,PHAS[,PREWE,
SMTHl (31 ,SMTM3,TC0EF,TMPMLT,TRSHLD.VEGTYP
0R6DY. PHASE. VEGTYP

WTRBAL/ALLOW.ETFROM.EVAPTR.GENRO.PEAKEO.PRFCIP.RADIN.
RADSWN.TMPMAX.TMPMIN.WATRIN
?.0
(l.O - COVONl • EVAPTR

CIDUOUS FOREST AREAS may EVAPORATE FROM THE SNOWPACK WITH
ARD FOR PACK DEPTH. 00 NOT ALLOW E VAPOIRANSPl R AT I ON TO TAKE
HAN IS IN THE PACK

- EVAPTRl 10,10.20
PREWf

0.0

• PPEWE - EVAPTR

Subroutine DECDUS
"is-v uTi'i: cEcoiis

C ChEC« for a change OF SEASOi
CnMM0N/M/ALTYO(81 , BOUND I 6,

8

1 DEC msiJ.ei .DR€A0V(91 .SNGB
2 LASUSDlai .LCOPYim ,NOYSNO
3 PARl"ni ,ph13EI8I ,phISOISI
I. RFCSnwl 2,ni,5UNUH( '!>,RUWT(
5 simt''i( •<,8i,tc0'ff 181 .ty'c
Integer altyp, bound. dreaoy
common/jtu tv/block (1889 i .c

1 namc,nd1y,rchro;,ro(372)
INTf.-R rATr,OAT-S,YcAR
DIMENSION B|MNTIi(61 ,5T0(372
:OUIVALCNCE (BL0CK(21 ,TMAX(

1 PPT( 1) 1, (BLOCKIIUH) ,RAn( 1

2 CD«AX1 ,(SL0CK(1865I ,VEGTYP
3 TMOMLTI , (nL0CKm6ai ,W|LTP
4 ISIT3MI ,(BLQCK(1S73) ,PEKD«
5 (DLlCKdeiibl .PCJKWEl .(BLOC
INTEGER PEKOAT.VEGTYP

C CHECK TME oat: (BETWEEN APR
C HAVE Fi'LIAGF. BUT DURING

N IN DECIDUOUS FORESTS
1,CAL0EF(B1 ,C0VDEN(81 .CUT (81,
ALI8I,EXPK(8),EXPK1(8|,FREWAT(8I.LAST1.
(9) .NEXTYR.NPLAN. NUM. NUN IT. ONTRE S( 8),
.PREwE0(81 ,RnlST(81.R0HAXI8l,RECHRr.(RI,
9l,SEDINC,SEEDATi;i,SEFDYR(2l,
UT(8I
PHASE, RUNUM,SEFOAT,SEEDYR,rYPCUT
HANGR,CHANGw.0>TE(2).DATcS(AI,LINE$,
£( 3721, WEO. YEAR. YRT0T(3I

), PPT (37 2 I .RAD(372I,TMAX(3721,TM|N( 372)
1 ) ) , ( BLOCK ( 37<H,TMIS(l)l.(BLOCK( 746).
1 ) .(BLOCK(t<><>0) .ET-|( 1) ) , I BLOCK (1864 I .

) . I BLOCK ( 1S66),TRSHL0). (HLOCK( 18671,
Tl . ( BLOCK ( 187 1I.DC0MAX) . (BLOCK( IB 72 I,

T1.IBL0CK(1880),BIMNTH( 1) ),

Kdeaai.PEAKRCi

IL I ANO 0CT09ER 15, II IS POSSIBLE TO
THE REMAINDER OF TME YEAR, IT IS

C ASSUMED THAT THE TREES ARE LEAFLESS)
IFCjnjY.GE.iaT.OR.NDAY.LE. 151 GO TO 30

C THF TRtcs SHOULD BE LEAFLESS. IF THEY ART NOT, SWITCH TO THE
C LOWrR COVER DENSITY

1? IF(V GTYP - 41 2' ,81
20 VEGTYP 4

"".O TO 6C
C TME FOLIAGE MAY BE PRESENT, BUI IF THE PACK WATER EOUIVALENT IS
C MORE THAN 5 INCHES, THE TREES ARE STILL ASSUMED TO BE LEAFLESS

3? 00 4: I . l.NUNIT
IF(PREW;0(II - 5. CI 40,40,10

40 CONTINUF
C THE FOLIAGE SHOULD BE PRESENT. IF NOT, SWITCH TO THE HIGHER COVE)
C DENSITY

IFIVTGTYP - 31 50.80
50 VEGTYP . 3

60 DO TC' I 1. NUN IT
TCOEFFdl . SWITCH ITCOEFFII ),OECIOS(l,I II

CnvOENdl SWITCH (C0VDEN(I1,DEC10SI2.I1I
CDMAX SWITCH (COMAX,DCOMAX)

70 CONTINU:
80 RETUi*N

END

Subroutine GBIMON
SUBRiJUTINE GBlMdN

C GET THE BIMONTHLY
COMMON/iJTUTY/ BLOCK

1 NAMC,NOAY,RCHRGO,R
INTEGER OlTi.DATCS,
DIMENSION BIMNTH(6)
EOUIVALFNCE (BLOCK(

1 PPTd) ) , (BLnCK( 111
2 CDMAKl , (l>LOCK( 1865
3 TMPMLT] , (BLQCK(186
4 ISOTRM) , (BL0CK(187
5 (BLOCKdene) ,peAKw
INT'rC":P PEKDAT,VECT

C APRIL 16 - APRIL 30
BIMNTHIl) ' 5.0
DO i: I " 202,216

10 BIMnTHI i ) = BIMNTHI
C MAY 1 - MAY 15

8I"NTH(2) " 3.0
00 :c I = 219,232

20 BIMNTHI?) • BIMNTHI
C MAY 16 - "AY 31

6IMNTH(3) = CO
DO 30 I = 233,248

30 BIHNTHI 3) = BIMNIHI
C JUNE I - JUNE 15

flIMNTH(4) = 0.0
00 41.- I = 249,263

40 9IMNTH(41 ' BIMNTHI
C JUNE 16 - JUNE 30

BI"NTH(5) =. 0.0
DO 5C I = 264,278

50 BIMNTHI 51 > BIMNTHI
C JULY 1 - JULY 15

BIMNTH(6) « 0.0
00 60 I » 280,294

60 BIMNTH(6) = BIMNTHI
RETURN
END

Subroutine GPEAK

UNOF
(198
0(37
YEAR
.ETO
2).T
9) ,R

I .VE
9) .W
31. P

El.(
YP

9) .CHANCR.CHANGW,0ATEI2).0ATESI4 1.LI
21 .WE (3 721 .WE0.YEAR.YRT0T(31

(372).PPT(372).RADI372),TMAX(372).T
MAX( 1 ) ) , ( BLOCK ( 374 ).TM|N( 1) ). (BLOCK
AD( 1 )

)

.(BLOCK (1490) ,ETO( 1) )

,

(BLOCK(
GTYP) , I BLOCK (1866) .TRSHLD). ( BLOCK (

1

ILTPT) ,l6L0CKd8711.DCDMAXI,IBL0CKI
EKDAT I, (BLOCK (1880), BIMNTHI 111,
BLOCKdBSSl ,PEAKR01

MINI 37J
(746),
1864),
867),
18721,

1) ROdl

21 • POd 1

31 « ROd I

4) » ROdl

51 • ROd 1

61 • ROd 1

SUBS
— GET

COMM
1 NAM
INTE
DIME
EOUI

1 PPT
2 CD".

3 TMP
4 ISD
5 (BL
IVTE
pc JK
PEAK
PFKO
DO 4

IF(T
10 IF(P
20 PEAK
30 PEKO
40 CONT

CALL
7-DA
lOAT
I OAT
PEAK
DO I

IFir
50 ACCul

J =

K =

60 IF(T
70 ACCU:

•3UTINF
THE PE
ON/UTI

NOAY
OER DA
NSIOH
VALENC
(!)),(
AX) . (B

'L T ) , (

6M|,(
r.c K d 8

GER PF
WATER

WE = C
AT = I

: I =

MAX( I I

AKWE
E = w
T = I

IWU =

GOVT?
y PEAK

GPEAK IIDATEII
AK 7-UAY FLOW AND PEAK HATER EQUIVALENT
LTY/BL0CK(ieB9l .CHANGR.CHANGW, DATE ( 2 1 , DATES ( 41 ,L
RCHRGO,RO(3721 ,WE(372 1 ,WEO, YE AR , YRTOT ( 3 I

TE, DATES, YEAR
RI"NTH(61,ET0(372),PPT(3721.RA0(372).TMAX(3721.T
E ( BLOCK ( 21 .TMAX (11 ).( BLOCK (374).TMINdl 1. (BLOCK
BLOCKIlliai.RADd) ) .( BLOCK d 490 ). E TO d)l.( BLOCK (

LOCK (18651 .VEGTYP 1 . ( BLOCK (1B66). TRSHLD), ( BLOCK (

1

BLOCK( 19691 ,WUTPT) .(BlOCKdBTl) ,DCDMAX). ( BLOCK (

BLOCK (187 3) .PEKOAT) .( BLOCK ( 1880 ) , BIMNTH( 111,
861 .PcAKWEl , (BLOCK (1888), PEAKRO)
KDAT, VEGTYP

CUI VALENT

1,372
1.E5C1 10,40

- WEdll 20,30,40
Ed )

MINIS? '

(7461, !

1864lt .}

8671, . J
1972)t ^

(PcKDAT,DiTEI
FLOW

I

30 = •:

ir I =

HAXI I )

197,272
• 1.E5C) 50, HC

(II

1

AX(K)
. AC

I.c5jl 7^,80
Cum > ROIKI

IFIJl 'i;,90
60 K

90 IF(P
100 PEAK

lOAT
IDAT

1

GO TO 63
AKRQ - ACCUMl 100,110,110

ecu"
= I

E2 = K
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CO'lVf^T THE OATcS
CSLL -.OJTC (lOATEl .DATESd I I

ClUL '".nATt ( ID»T?2,D»rESI3l I

FMn

Function TC

nction JWYDAT

— ctj'jvsn T THC OATt TO A PSf UDO-JULIAN DATE SYSTEM, gHcRF OCT 1 IS
PAY 1 . CdiSIOER ALL MONTHS AS HAVING 31 DAYS—"SFuur -JULIAN WATER YEAR DATE CONVERSION TABLE— nAv OCT NOV DEC JAN FSB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP

1 1 32 63 94 125 156 187 218 249 280 311 '42
2 z 33 64 95 126 157 188 219 250 281 312 343
? X 34 65 96 127 156 189 220 251 282 313 344
4 A 35 66 97 128 159 190 221 252 283 314 345

5 36 57 99 129 160 191 222 253 284 315 346
h 6 37 68 99 130 161 192 223 254 285 315 347
7 7 3X 69 10> 131 162 193 224 255 286 317 348
3 ft 3<) 70 101 132 163 194 225 256 287 318 349
9 Q 40 71 102 133 164 195 226 257 286 319 350

IC 10 41 72 103 134 155 196 227 258 289 320 351
-— 11 11 4? 73 104 135 166 197 228 259 290 321 352

12 12 43 74 105 136 157 198 229 260 291 322 353— 13 13 44 75 1C6 137 168 199 230 261 292 323 354— 13 13 44 75 106 137 168 199 ?30 261 29 2 323 3 54— 1'. l". 45 76 107 138 169 200 231 262 293 324 355— I'i 15 46 77 108 139 170 201 232 253 294 325 355— 16 16 47 78 109 140 171 202 233 264 295 325 357— 17 17 49 79 llo 141 172 203 ?34 255 296 327 358— 18 la 4!1 80 HI 142 173 204 235 255 297 328 359— n \1 50 SI 112 143 174 205 236 257 298 329 350— 2: ?: 51 32 113 144 175 205 237 258 299 3 30 361— 21 21 52 83 U4 145 176 207 238 269 300 331 362— 22 22 53 84 115 146 177 2 08 239 270 301 332 363
2 3 23 54 85 116 147 178 209 240 271 302 333 364
24 24 55 36 117 148 179 210 241 272 303 334 355
25 25 56 87 118 149 180 211 242 273 304 335 356
26 26 57 88 119 150 181 212 243 2 74 305 336 357— 27 2T 58 89 120 151 182 213 244 275 306 337 358— 26 28 59 90 121 152 183 214 245 276 307 338 359
2Q 2t 60 91 122 153 184 215 246 277 308 339 370— 30 30 61 92 123 185 216 247 278 309 340 371— 31 31 93 124 185 248 310 341

IFIMONTH - 101 30,20 ,10— NOvexOER - DECEMBER
10 JWYOAT = (1 MONTH -101»31l » IDAY

00 10 43
—OCTOBER
ZO JHVDAT = IDAY

GO TO 40— JANUARY - SEPTEMBER
30 JHYC4T = 11 MONTH »2I«31I • IDAY
40 IF(JHYDAT. GT.O.ANO.JHYOAI .LT.J731 RETURN

WRIT? (6.9101 MONTH, lOAY
10 FORHAr(»OIMVALIO M0NTH/0AY»15, •/I2 ** - JOB ABORTED*

1

CALL ABORT
END

broutine OUTPT
SUBROUTINE OUTPI
OUTPUT THE COMPILED RESULTS AND WRITE THE BASIC DATA ON THE FILE
COMMON nATIMEI2l ,DECMAL,NRMANG,NSAVE0.NYE»RS,PLN0PTI19l,PLUNIT(tl.

1 RECOVR.RFGIONIBI ,REG0PTI5I , SAVE .SEDRN2 , WEIGHT
INTEGER n4TIHE,PLN0PT,PLUNIT,REC0VR,RECI0N,REGOPT,SAVE.S60RN2
C0MM0N/UTILTY/BL0CKI1889I ,CHANGR ,CHANGW , DATE I 2 ) , DAT ES I 4 I , L INES

,

1 NAME, NDAY,RCHRGC,RO( 372) .HE (372 I ,HEO, YE AR . YRTOT ( 3 I

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTHI6) ,ET0I37 2I ,PPT(372I , RADI 372 ) . TMAX ( 3 72 I ,TM INI 3721
EQUIVALENCE I BLOCK ( 21 ,TM»X ( 1 I I , I BLOCK (3 74 I ,TMIN( I) I, ( BLOCK I 7461.

1 PPTdl), (BLOC K(1118l, RAD (111, (BLOC K(l 4901, ETO(ll), (BLOCK( 1864 1,

2 CDMSX) . ( BLOCK! 1 865 1 , VEGTYP I , ( BLOCK I 1 656 I , TRSHLD 1 , ( BLOCK ( 18671,
3 TmPmlT) , ( BLOCK ( 136 81,HILTPTI.(BL0CK(1871) .DCDMAXI . (BLOCK I 18 721.
4 ISOTRMI , (BLOCK I 16731. PEKO AT). (BLOCK! 18801 .BIMNTHI 111,
5 (BLOCK! 1886 I .PEAKWEI ( BLOCK ( 1688 I . PEAKPCI
INTEGER PEKDAT. VEGTYP
INTEGER HEADERI2)
DATA HEAOEB/SHNaTURAL .6HALTERED /

CHECK THE LINE COUNTER
IF(LINFS) 10.10.20

10 writ: (6.91CI REGION. DATIME.PLUNIT.HEADFRINRMANGI
10 F0PMAT(«1*PA1 D, 32 X2Ain/lX6Al 0,54 XA6, •CONDITIONS'/

I •CYEAR - - - -BIMONTHLY GENERATED RUNOFF- --- .-..-.
2YEA(<LY ------ 9/3C ------- PE4K ------ -»/

GEN

RO PPT
DATES«/I

3 » APRIL MAY MAY JUNE JUNE JULY
4 CHANGE CHANGE RECH 7-nAY»/
5 » 15-30 1-15 16-31 1-15 16-30 1-15
6 ET RFCH w.F. n'^/i W.E. DATE GENHO
LINES = 5r

-PRIST THE LIN''

2C WRITE (6.92.) YEAR.6|M»4TH.YRTOI,CHANGR,CHANGW.RCHRG0,PEAKWE.OATE
1 PEAKPO,nAT;S

20 F0RM;T( 2X13,1X1 iF 7. 2, 2X12, «/»I2,F7. 2, 2(2X12, »/ •12)1
LINES = lin:s - 1

RETURN
END

iction SWITCH
FUNCTIO-. Sh|T,:H (VALNOH-STOREDI— S'WITCH THE PRFStNT VALUE ANO ITS STORED COUNTERPART
SWITCH = STCREO
STTR=n = VALNOW
»:tup\

FUNCTIT', TC ICO)
C GENERATE THE To ANSM I SS I V I TY COEFFICIENT WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE
C SPECIFIEn COVER OENSITY
C THE .:6 BFLOW IS DEPENDENT ON THE FUNCTION VALUES AT STATEMENT 40

IF(Cn - .:6I 10,12,20
10 TC = 1.-

R'^TU'iN

20 IF(C0 - 1.01 40,30,30
30 TC = :.:

OETUkN
: THE rOLLOwING RELATIONSHIP REPRESENTS THE RESULTS OBTAINED DURING
c th: calibration of tUf water balance model when the cover density
C AND ISiNSMI SSI VI TY COEFFICIENT WERE ALLOWED TO VARY TO ESTABLISH
C REASONABLE MELT RATES ON EACH OF THE ERASER EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
C SUBSTATIONS IN 1969. ONCE A COMBINATION HAD BEEN ESTABLISHED,
C IT WAS TESTED FOR 29 OTHER YEARS AND WAS FOUND TO BE SATISFACTORY

40 TC = 0.18995/ICD •• 0.57861
RETURN
END

Program NORMAL
OVERLAY (0LAYS,2,1I
PROGRAM NORMAL

C PERFOi-M THE NORMAL SIMULATION ANO CREATE THE BASIC DATA FILE
COMMON OATIME (2 1 .OECMAL .NRMANG , NS AVED, NYE ARS , PLNOPT ( 19 I, PL UN IT

1 RECnvR,REGI0N!8) ,REG0PT(5) , S Av E , SE0RN2 , WE I GHT
INTEGER D«T|ME,PLNOPT,PLUNIT,RECnVR,REGI0N,RECOPT,SAVE,SEDRN2
COMMON /N/ACCUM,AIRrMC (4) ,«SPECT,CALDEF,C0V0EN,06CIDS( 3),DREADY

1 fNGPAL,ETOALV112),FRA0TN,FREWAT,IO,IM,IMN,IHX,lP, IY,LASUSD,LA
2 NOY SNO. ONTRE S.PEKPPT, PHASE, POTENT! 24 ),POTR AD, PPTNOW, PR EWEO,
3 PArSUB,»ECHPG,SIHTMl(3l SLOPE . SLP ASP ! 24 I . SUMMER

,

TCOEFF ,

4 VARFMT! 71 ,VAPIN(6)
INTEGER ASPECT, OR EADY, PHASE ,R ADSUB , SLOPE .VARFMT
C0MM0N/riME/CANREF,CDMAX2,C0NAV
COMMON /UTILTY /BLOCK! 1689) . CHANGR .CHANGW , DATE ( 2 I . DAT E 5 I 4 1 ,LINES

1 NAME,NDAY.RCHRGC,Rn!372),WE(3721,WEO.YFAR,YRTOT!3)
INTEGER DATE.DATES.YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTHI61 .£rO!372) , PPT (372) ,RAD! 372 ) , TMAX ( 3721 ,TMINI
soul VALENCE (flLJCK(2l ,TMAX! 1 ) ), (BLOCK (374) ,TMIN( 1) ) , ( BLOCK ( 745

1 PPT(l)l,!BLnCK!1118),RA0(l)),(BL0CK(1490I.ET0(l)),( BLOCK ( 1864
2 COHAX 1

,

(BLOCK( 1865 1 .VEGTYPI . ( BLOCK ( 1 866 ), TR SHLO ) . ( BLOCK ( 1857)
3 THPMLTl .(PL0CK(l65ei,WlLTPTl, (BLOCK (187 II .OCDMAXI. ( BLOCK ( 18 72
4 ISOTOM) . (6L0CK( 18731. PEKDAT). (BLOCK( 1680 ) , B IMNTHI 111,
5 (BLOCK ( 16861 ,PEAKWE) , (BLOCK( 1886) ,PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKDAT, VEGTYP
COMMON/WTRBAL/ALLOW,ETFROM,EVAPTR,GENRO,PFAKEO,PRECIP,RADIN,

1 RADLWN,RADSWN,THPMAX,TMPMIN,WATRIN
CALL CORE (-1)
REWIND 16

C IF THIS IS FOR DATA BASE EXTENSION ONLY. BYPASS THE NORMAL PAR
IFINRMANG.EO.O) GO TO 100

C READ THE STATION PARAMETERS
CALL GP4RAM
ENGB4L = f.j
FREWAT = C.c
LASUSD =

NOYSNO '

ONTRES = CO
PHASE = r

RCHRGO = RECHRG
WEO = PREWEO
BL0CKI1862] = TCOEFF
BL0CKI18631 = COVDEN
BLOCK! 1869) = OECIOS(l)
BLOCK( 1370) = DECI0S(2)
BLOCK( 1S71 ) = 0ECIDSI3)

C THE TIME ^ELATED PARAMETERS MUST BE DEFINED FOR USE IN SUBROUT
C CANVAP AND EVTRAN. EVEN THOUGH THEY REMAIN CONSTANT

CnMAX2 = CDMAX/2.C
IFICQVOENl 10,20

10 CONAV = 0.5
CANREF = C.9
GO TO 3;

20 CONAV - 1.0
CANBEF = ;.5

C PRINT THE TITLE SHEET IF THE OUTPUT IS TO BE PRINTED
30 IF(PLNOPT( D.NE.O) CALL TITLEN

LINES = ;

C PERFOPM THE SIMULATION ON EACH YEAR AS A UNIT. READ THE SPECI
C CONDITIONS CARD AND THE DATA FOR THE NEXT YEAR

40 CALL GETIYR I I E NO I

IF( I END.NF. jl GU TO 90
BLOCK! 1374) = PREWEO
BLOCK! 187^1 = RECHRG

C pEsfQo.M THE SIMULATION ON EACH DAY
PPT-.1W = :.:
ALLOW " 1.0
DO 5: I = 1,3

5C YOTOT! I ) = 0.0
DRrAOY = ,

00 ac -OAY = 1.372
IF! TMIXINDAYI » 1.E501 60.60

C GENERATE THE DATA FOR THIS DAY
60 CML GENOAT

C MAKE THE PASS THROUGH THF WATER BALANCE ROUTINES
CALL WAT3AL ! CALDEF .CDMAX , COVOEN , ORE AOY . ENGBAL . FREW AT . L ASUSO,

1 NDY',N0,T1TRES,PHASE,PREWCQ,RECHRG,SIMTM1!11 , S IMTMl ( 2 I , S I MTH 1 (

2 TC0EFF,TMPMLT,TRSHLO,VEGTyp,WILTPTl
C STO^E THE'E RESULTS

WINO'.Y) = PREW'U
= ri(NOAY) = GENR&
YOTOTlll = YRTOT(l) • GENPO
YRT:|T(3) = YRTQT(31 » EVAPTR

C WATCH FOR TH"^ MANDATORY ISOTHERMAL DATE
IF ! I SOTRM - NDAYl 80,70

70 DRCADY - -1
CALDEF = -.

^

60 CONTINUE
C GET THE BIMONTHLY FLOWS AND THE PEAK INFORMATION
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C4LI GBIHON
ITEHP • OTKOiT
CILL GPEiK (lOATEll

t STORc The nun. lNfOR«»TION AND W«ITE THE RECORD
BL0CK(1876I . yKTOTIll
BIPCK(1977I yRIOTHI
BLOCKIISTS) " RiCHRC - RCHRCO
RCHPr.O • RECHRC
BLOCK! 1679) PkEKEO - HEO
HEO • PREHEQ

r ^or£ THST -PEK04T- MtS REDEFINED BY SUBROUTINE CPE4K, SO
C -BIOCRI UI>7I- M»Y OR H4Y NOT BE THE S»H6 »S -8L0CKIH7JI-

BL0Cmi9'i7l . PEKOAT
PEKOA' ITFtP
BLOCKdSetl IDATEI
CALL "UTREC 116, BLOCK, 1889)

C IF THE OUTPUT IS NOT TO BE PRINTED, GO ON TO THE NEXT YEAR. IF IT

C IS. OUTPUT THE COMPILED RESULTS
IF1PLN0PT( I I.FO.O) GO TO 40
YRT0T(2) • PPT( 571)
CHANOR • "L0CI<(1878)
CHANGH . BLOCK! I879I
CALL OUTPT
CO TO AC

C THE NOR"AL SIMULATION IS COMPLETE, SO END -SCRflL-
90 END FIl? 16
100 CALL ?XTEND

CALL CO»E II)

c RETURN TO The primary overlay
END

Subroutine EXTEND
SUBROUTINE EXTEND

C EXTEND (OR CONTRACT) THE DATA BASE AND, IF SPECIFIED, SAVE II

COMMON 0ATIMEI2I ,0ECHAL,NRMANC,NSAVE0,NYEARS,PLN0PT(19I,PLUNITI6I,
1 RECOVR,REOIONI 81 ,REG0PTI5I .SAVE ,SEDRN2 ,UE ICHT
INTEGER 0ATIME,PLNOPT.PLUNlT,ReC0VR.RECI0N.REGOPT,SAVE,SE0RN?
COMMON/E /CON, I D I 9 ) , NBLOCK .OR IGYR
INTEGER ORIGYR
C0HM0N/UTILTY/BL0CK(lSe9l .CHANGR .CHANGU, DATE I 2 I . DATES I A I • L INES,

1 NAME,NDAY.RCHRCC,«0C37 2) , KE 1572 ) ,«E0 , YE AR , YRTOT I 3

)

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH(6).ET0I372),PPTI372),RADI372) , TMAK ( 3 72 ) , TM INI 372 I

CQU I VALENCE IBL0CKI2I ,TMAX(1)),IBL0CKI37A),TMINI1) I, (BLOCK I 7A6I,
1 PPT( II I

,

IBLOCK( 1118),RAD( 1) I ,( BLOCK ( 1A40 ) ,ETO ( II ),IBLOCK( IS6A),
2 COMAXI , (BLOCK I 1864) iVEGTYP) , (BLOCK! 1B66 I , TRSHLDI , (BLOCK! 18671,
3 TMPMLT) ,IBL0CK11868) ,UILTPT) , I BLOCK 1 187 1 ) , DCDMAX ) , I BLOCK ! 18721,
A ISOTRMI , I BLOCK I 1873 I , PEKOAT) . I BLOCK ! 1880 ) • 8 IMNTHI 1 ) I.

5 (BLOCK! 1886) .PEAKHE) . I BLOCK ! 1888 I .PEAKROI
INTEGER PEKOAT, VECTYP
CALL CORF (-11
MYEARS = NYEARS
LINES •

C IF THE FILE IS TO BE SAVED, KRITE THE ID RECORD
IFISAVF) 10,33

10 NSAVED - NSAVED • 1

DO 2C I • 1,6
20 ID! I ) • PLUNITI I I

I0!7) = NYCARS
IDI8) . DATIMEIll
1019) . 0ATIME(2)
CALL PUTREC (15,10,9)

C PREPARE THE FILES. IF OUTPUT IS MANTED, PRINT THE HEADING
50 REHINO 16

REMIND 11
GO TO 60

C COPY THE ORIGINAL DATA
50 CALL PUTREC 1 1 1 ,BLOCK, 1889 I

IFISAVE.NE.O) CALL PUTREC ( 1 5 ,BLOCK , 18891
YRNEXT = BLOCKIl)
MYEARS = MYEARS - 1

IFIMYEARSI 110,110,60
60 CALL GETREC 1 16 , BLOCK , 1 889, 1 END)

IF(IEND) 70,50
C EXTEND THE DATA BASE. START BY COMPUTING THE NUMBER OF YEARS IN

C THE ORIGINAL DATA BASE AND THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE SCRATCH
C FILE

70 ORIGYR = NYEARS - MYEARS
NBLOCK • ORIGYR 1

C DEFINE THE DEGREE OF THE CONSTANT TO BE USED IN THE SELECTION
C PROCESS

CON ' IZ.
IFIORIGYR.CE.IJ) CON CON • 10.
IF(ORIGYR.GE.IOO) CON • CON • 10.

90 CALL RANSfL
YBNEXT = YRNEXT » 1.0

C SIMULATE THE NORMAL CONDITIONS
CALL SIMNRM
IF!PLN0PTI2I .EO.O) GO TO 100
YRT0TI2) • PPTI571)
CHANCR BLOCK! 1878)
CHANGU = BLOCK! 1579)
YEAR . YRNEXT
CALL OUTPTl (INTIBLOCKI 1) )

)

100 TEMP • BLOCKIl)
TFHP . BLOCKIl!
BLOCKIl) . YRNEXT
CALL PUTREC 111, BLOCK, 18891
IFISAVE.NE.O) CALL PUTREC ! 15 , BLOCK , 1 889

)

BLOCK!!) = TSMP
MYEARS = "YEARS - 1

IFII'YtARS) 110.110,90
110 IF!S»VF.NE.;i END FILE 15

CALL CORE !:i
C RETU'N TO THE MAIN OVERLAY

ENO

Subroutine GENDAT
SUREOUTINC GENOAT

C GENERATE The data FOR THIS SUBSTATION
CpMMON/N/tCCUM,AIRTMC!AI , ASPECT . CALDEF .COVDEN. DECI OS I 3),0REA0Y,

1 ENGBAL,FT0ALY|12I.FRACIN.FREMAI.IO.IM.IMN,|MX,IP.|y.LASUSD.LAT,
2 NDYSN0.0NTaES.PEKPPT.PHASE.P0TENT(2A) . POTR AD. PPTNOW . PRFHEO,
3 0ADSUP,RECHRG,SIMTM1!3) .SL0PE.SLPASPI2* I . SUMMER

,

ICOEFF ,

A VARFMT!^).VARINI6I
ist;c=r aspjc t, ORE ad y, PHASE. radsub.sl ope, VARFMT
CnHHCN/IITILTY/BL0CK!1889) .CHANGR .CHANGW, DATE ! 2 ) . OAT ES I A ) , L I NE S,

I NAHr,MnAY,RCHRGO,ROI 372). HE I 372 I. WEO, YE AR, YRTOT! 3)
INTTGfR DATE

,

DATES, YEAR
OIM'JNSnN B1HNIHI6) .EI0I372) ,PPI I 1 72 ) ,RAO! 372 ) , IMAX I 372 ) , TM IN! 372 )

E QUI VALENCE !0LOCK!2l,TMAX!l)l, IBLOCKI37'.) , I MI N! 1 ) I , ! BLOCK ! 7A6 I

.

1 PPT ! 1) )

.

IRIOCK! 1118) .RADII) I .IBIOCKI IA90) .ETC! 1) ) . I BLOCK! 1B6A).
2 COM 1X1 ,! BLOCK! 1865 1 .VEGTYP) , ! BLOCK I 1 866 )

,

TRSHL I , ! 6L OCK ! 1867 )

,

3 TMPMLT I ,inLCICK!186R).UILTPT) .( BLOCK ! 1 87 1 ) . DCDMAX ),! BLOCK I 1872),
A ISOTRM) , IBLDCKI IR75I ,PEKPAT) ,!BL0CKI1BR0I ,B|MNTHI 1) )

,

5 ! BLOCK! 1096) .PEAKHE) .! BLOCK ! 1888

)

.PEAKRO)
INIECrR PFKDAT.VEGTYP
COMMnN/HTBBAL/ALLOW,ETFROM,EVAPTR,GENRO,PEAKED,PRECIP,RADIN,

1 RAOLWN,RAOS)IN,TMPMAX,THPMIN,HATRIN
EQUIVALENCE IDATEIl ), MONTH)
DIMENSION ODFACTI26)
DATA DDFACT/ .2S, .35, .A5, .51, .56, .59, .62, .6A. ,6$5, .67,

1 .682, .69, .70, .71, .715, .72, .722, . T2A, .726, .728, .73,
2 .73A, .738, .7A2, .7*6, .75/

C DEFINE THE UNADJUSTED PREC I

P

PPMSTR » PPTINDAY) - PPTNOw
C ADJUST THE TEMPERATURES

TMPMAX . AIRTMCIl) » ITMAXINOAY) • AIRTMCI2))
TMPMIN • AIRTMCIJ) ITMININDAYI • AIRTMCIA))
IFITMPMAX - TMPMIN) 10,20,23

10 TEMP . TMPMAX
TMPMAX = TMPMIN
TMPMIN • TEMP

C GET THE DATE AND POTENTIAL RADIATION
20 CALL GDATF INOAY.OATE)

CALL RAOCMP ! I0ATF!1)»10C)«DAT£!2)I
C COMPUTE THE INCOMING RADIATION AT THE BASE STATION FROM THE
C POTENTIAL BY THE DEGREE-DAY METHOD

GO TO 153,50,50,50, 60, 70, 70, 70, 60. 50, 50, 50), MONTH
C OCTOBER - APRIL, DEGREE DAYS • .* • TEMPMAX - 15.9 !»1.0 FOR
C SUBSCRIPTING)

50 DO » I3.AA • TMPMAX) - 1A.9
GO TO 100

C my 4N0 SEPTEMBER. DEGREE DAYS .53 • TEMPMAX - 19.5 !»l.O FOO
C SUBSCRIPTING)

60 DO 10.53 • TMPMAX) - 18.5
GO TO lOO

C JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST. DEGREE DAYS • .63 • TEMPMAX - 2A.1 !«1.0
C EOF SUBSCRIPTING). EXCEPT ON DAYS WITH PRECIP. DURING THESE
C MONTHS. USE A CONSTANT 4A PERCENT ON PRECIP DAYS

70 IF(PPMSTR) 90,90,80
80 RA0HR7 POTRAD • O.AA

CO TO 150
90 OD 10.63 • TMPMAX) - 23.1

C MATCH FOR THE BOUNDARY VALUES, 0. AND 25. IMIIH THE l.O ADDED
C ABOVE, THE SUBSCRIPTS FOR THE TABULAR VALUES VARY FROM 1 10 261

100 IFIDD - 1.0) 113,110,120
C USE THE FIRST TABLE VALUE ! NO INTERPOLATION IS NECESSARY)

110 RAOHRZ . POTRAD • DDFACIll)
GO TO 150

120 IFIDD - 26.0) 1*0,130,130
C USE THE LAST TABLE VALUE I NO INTERPOLATION IS NECESSARY I

130 RA0HR2 . POTRAO • 0DFACT(26I
GO TO 150

C THE SUBSCRIPT IS IN THE PROPER RANGE. OBTAIN THE INTERPOLATION
C FRACTION AND SUBSCRIPTS THROUGH TRUNCATION OF -OD-

lAO Jl • OD
DDl - Jl
J Jl • 1

C THE TERM (D0-001)/1.0 IS THE INTERPOLATION FRACTION
RAOHR/ POTRAD • IDOFACTIJll * IIDDFACTIJI - DDFACTIJD) • IDO -

1 DDl)))
C ADJUST THE POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AS COMPUTED BY THE HAHON
C METHOD FHR AVAILABLE RAOIATION AS A PERCENT OF POTENTIAL

150 EVAPTR = ETDALYIMONTH) • ! RADHR2/P0TRA0)
C ADJUST THF RAOIATION AT THE BA.E STATION FOR SLOPE AND ASPECT

I - BADSUfl 1

IFII.GT.2AI I . 1

RAOIN • RADHRZ • I SLPASP! RADSUB I « IISLPASPIII - SLPASP ! RADSUBI

I

1 • FRACTN))
C ADJUST THE PRECIP TO ENSURE REACHING THE PEAK MATER EOUIVALFNT

IFIPPMSTRI 160,160,170
160 PRECIP = 0.0

GO TO 200
170 IFIPCKPPT - PPTNOW) 190,190,180
180 PRECIP - PPMSTR • IIPEAKME - PREMEO ) / I PEKPPT - PPTNOM))

P^AKEO = O.D
CO TO 200

C AFTER THE PEAK, ADJUST THE BASE STATION PRECIP &Y THE CONSTANT
C SUMMER FACTOR

190 PRECIP = PPMSTR • SUMMER
P'=AKrD = 1.0

C DO NOT ALLOM INTERCEPTION IN JULY AND AUGUST
ALLOM • 1.0
ir!N3A¥.GE.280.AND.N0«Y.LE.341) ALLOM • 0.0

200 IF! V?CTYP.N£.3.AN0.veGTYP.NE.4) GO TO 270
C CHECK THE DATE IBETMEEN APRIL 1 AND OCTOBER 15, IT IS POSSIBLE TO
C HAVE FOLIAGE. BUT DURING THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR, IT IS
C ASSUMED THAT THE TREES ARE LEAFLESS)

IF!\DiY.GE.lB7.0».N0AY.LF.15) GO TO 230
C THF TREES SHOULD 8E LEAFLESS. IF THEY ARE NOT. SMITCH TO THE
c loher cover density

210 IFIVECTYP - A) 220.270
220 VEOTYP . A

GO TU 26C
C THE FOLIAGE MAY Be PRESENT. BUT IF THE PACK MATER EQUIVALENT IS

C MORE THAN 5 INCHES, THF TREES ARE STILL ASSUMED TO BE LEAFLESS
230 IFIPREMCO - 5.;) 2A3,2*u,21C

C THE FOLIAGE SHOULD BE PRESENT. IF NOT, SMITCH TO THE HIGHER COVER
C DENSITY

2AC IFIVEGTYP - 31 253,270
25C VFGTYP > 3

26C TC06FF . SMITCH (TCOEFF ,OEC IDS! 1 1

1

COVDEN SMITCH IC0VDEN,DECIDSI2))
COMAX = SWITCH !CDMAX,0ECIDSI3) )

30



STOs; THESE VALUES fO« OUTPUT TO THE BASIC FILE
27C T^*fl)((NDiY) = TMPMAX

TMININOAYI = TMPMIN
YBTCTI?) = VRT0T(2) • PRECIP
PPTNDW = PPTtNOAVI
PPTI \OAYt • YRT0T(2
(lAO(NnAY) = RAO IN
ETC(MnAYI = EVAPTR
RETURN
END

ibroutine GETIYR
SUBROUTINE GETIYR (lENO)
READ THE SPECIFIED CONDITIONS CARD AND THE DATA
COHNON 0ATIMEI2I .OECMAL.NRMANG.NSAVEO.NYEARS.PLNOPTI 19 I . PLUN I T I 6 I

,

1 RECJVR.RECIONiei ,REG0PT(5I , SAVE .SE0RN2 , KE IGHT
I>4TEGER 0«TIME.PLN0PT,PLUNIT,REC0VR,REGION.REG0PT,SAVE,SEDRN2
C0HK0N/N/ACCUM,AIRTMC{<.).ASPECT,CALDEF,C0V0EN,DECIDS(31.DREADY,

1 ENGBAL.ETDALYI12I . FRAt TN .FREHAT , I D I «, I NN, I M« , I P, I Y , L ASUSO.LAT ,

2 ND Y SNO. ONTRES.PEKPPT, PHASE t POTENT (24 I, PCTRADtPPTNOUt PR EWEO,
3 RADSUB,RECHRG,SIMTH1I3) , SLOPE , SLPASPI 24 1 . SUMMER. TCOEFF ,

4 VARFMTI71,VARIN(6)
INTEGER ASPECT, ORE ADY.PhASE.RAOSUB, SLOPE, VARFHT
COMMON/UTILTY/BLOCKIIBB')! ,CHANGR,CHANCW, DATE ( 2 I , DATES ( <• ) , L INES.

I NAME,N0AY,RCHRG0,RO(3721,HE(372l,WEO,YEAR,YRTOT(3l
INTEGER DATE. DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTHi6) ,E TO (372 I ,PPT (372 I , RAD( 3721 , TMAX ( 372 I , TM INI 372

)

EQUIVALENCE (BLOCK(2l,TMAX(ll),(BLOCK(3741,TMIN( 1 1 I ,( BLOCK I 746 I

,

1 PPT(ll),(BL0CK(m9),RA0lll ),(BL0CK(1490l,ET0(lll,IBL0CK(l864l,
2 COM AX), I BLOCK (1865) .VEGTYP) (BLOCK (1866) ,TRSHLO), (BLOCK! 18671,
3 THP MIT)

,

(BLOCK (1868) ,HILTPT) ,( BLOCK ( 187 1 ), DCDMAX ),( BLOCK ( 1872),
4 ISOTRM) ,( BLOCK ( 187 3),PEKDAT).ISLOCKI1880),BIMNTH(1) ),

5 (BLOCK (1886) .PEAKUE) , ( BLOCK ( 18SS I .PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKOAT, VEGTYP
DIMENSION I0ATES(6)
READ (19) NAME, PEAKHE, (DATES
IF(NAME.NE.10HEND OF NAT) GO TO 10
lEND » 1

RETURN
10 lEND =

CONVERT THE DATES TO THE PSEUOO- JULIAN FOKM AND STORE THE YEAR
ALONG WITH THE DECIMAL ID

PEKOAT ^ JMYDAT IIDATES(1),I0ATES(2) )

ISOTRM ' JHYDAT ( (DATES (4 ) , I DATESI 5 )

I

YEAR = I0ATES(6)
BLOCK(l) " FLOAT(YEAR) « DECMAL
READ THE DATA AND COMPARE THE YEARS
CALL READAT
DEFINE THE ACCUMULATED PRECIP UP TO THE DAY OF THE PEAK

20 IF(TMAX(PEKDAT-1) 1.650) 40,30
30 PEKOAT = PEKOAT - I

GO TO 20
40 PEKPPT = PPT(PeKOAT-l)

RETURN
END

ibroutine GPARAM
SUBROUTINE GPARAM
READ THE STATION PARAMETERS FROM THE PROOFREAD FILE
COMMON DATIMEI2),0ECMAL,NRMANG,NSAVE0,NYEARS,PLN0PT(19),PIUNIT

1 RECOVR,REGION(S) ,REC0Pr(5l , S AVE ,SE0RN2. HEIGHT
INTEGER 0ATIME,PLN0PT,PLUNIT,REC0VR,RECI0N,REG0PT,SAVE,SEDRN2
COMMON/N/ACCUM,AIRTMC(4),ASPECT,CAL0EF,C0V0EN,0ECI0S(3),OREA0Y

1 ENGBAL,ETDALY( 12

)

,FRACTN,FREWAT ,10,1 M, I HN, I MX, IP, IY,LASUS0,LA
2 NDYSNO,ONTRES, PEKPPT, PHASE, POTE NT ( 24 ),P0TRA0,PPTN0H,PREMeQ,
3 »ADSUB,RECHRG,SIMTM1(}I , SLOPE, SLPASPI 24 ), SUMMER, TCOEFF,
4 VARFMTI7),VARIN(6)
INTEGER ASPECT.OREADY, PHASE, RAOSUB, SLOPE, VARFMT
CnMMON/UTILTY/BL0CK(ia89) ,CHANGR ,CHANGM , DATE ( 2 I , DAT ES ( 41 ,L INES

1 NAMC,NOAY,RCHRG0,RO(372) ,WE ( 372 ) ,WEO , YE AR, YRTOT ( 3

)

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH(6),ET0(372) , PPT ( 372 ) ,RAO( 372 ) ,TMAX I 372 I . TMINI
EQUIVALENCE (0lOCK(2) ,TMAX(1)) , (BLOCK (374) ,TMIN(1) ), I BLOCK (746

1 PPTd )

)

,(eL0CKI1118) ,RAD(1) ) ,( BLOCK ( 1490 ), ETa( 1)),(BL0CKI 1864
2 COM AX), (BLOCK (1 865) , VEGTYP ),( SLOCK ( 1866 ), TRSHLD ),( BLOCK ( 1867)
3 TMPMLT), (BLOCK (186 8) ,H1LTPT) , I BLOCK ( 1871) ,OCDMAX i ,( BLOCK ( 1 872
4 ISOTRM) , (BLOC Kl 1873) , PEKOAT) , I BLOCK ( 18B0 ) , B IMNTHI 111.
5 (BLOCK I 1386)

,

PEAKUE) ,( BLOCK ( 1888 ), PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKDAT, VEGTYP
READ (19) TCOEFF,COV0EN,CDMAX, VEGTYP, TRSHLD, TMPMLT, WILIPT,DECI

1 L AT, ASPECT, SLOPE ,SIMTM1 (2) , PREHEO, REChRG, ETOALY

,

AIRTMC, SUMMER
IF THE IRANSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENTS ARE NOT SPECIFIED, COMPUTE
IF(ICOEFF.LE.O.O) TCOEFF = TC (COVDEN)
IF(OECIOS( ll.LE.0.0) DECIOS(l) = TC (0ECI0S(2I)
CONVERT THE PACK TEMPERATURE TO CALORIE DEFICIT (AS A POSITIVE
OUANTITYI, AND DEFINE THE GROUND TEMPERATURE FOR THE SIMULATI

CALOEF = -SIHTM1(2I • PREWEO • 1.27
SIMTMKI) = S(MTM1I2)
SIMTWIO) = -1.5

;l READ THE RADIATION, THEN THE VARIABLE FORMAT
READ (19) POTENT, SLPASP
READ 1191 VARFMT,NFILE,IM,ID,IY,IMX,IMN, IP
POSITION THE UNEDITED FILE AND READ THE FIRST CARD
C»LL SKPFIL (NF(LE)
READ (ia,VARFMTI VARIN
RETURN
END

OS.

THEM

I ibroutine OUTPTl

SUBSiJUTINt OUTPIl lYRFRO")
I OUTPUT THE COMPILED RESULTS AND WRITE THE BASIC DATA ON THE FILE

iinyai oatihe 12) .oecmal,nrmang,nsaved,nyears,plnopt( 19),plunit(61,
1 RECnVR.RFGIONIS) ,RFG0PT(5) , SAVE ,SEDRN2 , WE ICHT
INTEGER DATIME,PLN0PT,PLUNIT,REC0VR,REGI0N,REG0PT,SAVE,SEDRN2

C0MM0N/UTILTY/BL0CKI18 89I ,CHANGR, CHANGW, DATE I 2l,DATES(4l,lINtS,
I NAME,NnAY,RCHRG0.RO(372),WE(372),WE0,YEAR,YRTOT(3)
INTEGER DATE .DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH(6),ET0(372) , PPT (37 2) ,R ADi 372 ) . TMAX ( 372 I .TMINI 372)
EQUIVALENCE (BL0CK(2I ,TMAXI 1) ), I BLOCK ( 374 ) , TMI N( 1) I, ( BLOCK ( 746),

1 PPTIl) I , IBLOCK( 111!!) ,RADIl ) I ,( BLOCK ( I 490) ,ET3( 1 ) ), (BLOCK! 1864),
2 CDMiX) .(BLOCK! 1865) .VEGTYP) . I BLOCK ( 1 866 ), TRSHLD ) , ( BLOCK ! 1867 )

,

3 TMPt'lT) ,(6L0CK( 1868) .WILTPT) .(flLOCK(1871),DCOM»X), (BLOCK! 1872),
4 ISOIRM) ,! BLOCK 11873) , PEKDAT ).! BLOCK ! 1880 ) . B I MNTH! 1 I )

,

5 IBLLlCK! 18361 ,PEAKWE) , (BLOCK! 1888) , PEAKRO)
INTEGER PCKDAT, VEGTYP
INTEGER YRFROM
CHECK THE LINE COUNTER
IF!LIN=S) 1C,10,20

10 WRITE !6,910) REGION, DATIME,PLUNIT
910 FORMAT(«l«3AH,32X2A10/lX6A10.45X«EXTENDEn NATURAL CONDITIONS*/

1 '0 •

1 'YEAR - - - -BIMONTHLY GENERATED RUNOFF- --- -.-.-.
2YEARLY ------ 9/30 ------- PEAK --.-.- -./

APRIL MAY MAY
CHANGE CHANGE KECH

JUNE JUNE JULY
7-DAY»/

5 » IFRO
5 •

6 ET
LINES '

PRINT T

20 WRITE I

1 PEAKWE
920 FORMAT!

LINES =

RETURN
END

16-30 1-15 16-31 1-15 16-30 1-15 RO PPT
RECH W.E. REO W.E. DATE GENRO OATES«/l
50

HE LINE
6,920) YRFROM. YE AR.B I MNTH. YRTOT. CHANCR.CHANGW.RCHRGO,
DATE, PEAKRO. DATES

• !»I3.»I»2XI3.1X13F7.2,2XI2,»/«I2,F7.2,2(2XI2,</»I2)I
LINES - 1

Subroutine RADCMP
SUBROUTINE RADCMP (MMDO)

C COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL RADIATION AT THE BASE STATION
C0MM0N/N/ACCUM,AIRTMC!4) .ASPECT .CALOEF ,COVDEN, DEC IDS I 3) , OREADY

,

1 ENGBAL, ETOALY! 12) ,FRACTN, FREWAT , I 0, I M, I MN. IMX , IP, 1 Y, LASUSD.L AT,
2 N0YSNO,0NTRES, PEKPPT, PHASE, POTENT I 24 I.POTR AD. PPTNOW. PREWEO.
3 RADSUe.RECHRG.SIMTMl (31 . SLOPE , SLPASP! 24 I . SUMMER , TCOEFF,
4 VARFMT(7) ,VARIN(6)
INTEGER ASPECT, OREADY, PHASE, RADSUB.SL OPE, VARFMT
C0HMON/UTILTY/BLOCK!lB89l ,CHANGR.CHANGW. DATE ! 2 )

.

0ATESI4 ) , L INES,
1 NAME ,NDAY,RCHRG0,R0! 372) , WE ! 372 ) . WEO , YE AR, YRTOT I 3

)

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION B I MNTH! 6) ,E TO I 372 ) , PPT ! 372 ) , RAO! 372 ) , TMAX! 372 ) , TM INI 372)
EQUIVALENCE ( BLOCK (2 I, TMAX ( 111 , (BLOCK! 3741

,

TMINI 1I),(BL0CK( 746),
1 PPTII ) ),!BL0CK!1118) ,RA0!1) ) ,! BLOCK! 1490) , ETO ! 1 ) ),( BLOCK! 18641

,

2 COM AX),! BLOCK 1 1865) , VEGTYP) , IBLOCK ! 1866 ), TRSHLD) , I BLOCK ! 1367),
3 TMPMLT) , IBLOCK! 1868) , Wl LTPT ),! BLOCK ! 187 1 ) .DCDMAX ),! BLOCK! 1BT2 I

,

4 ISOTRM) , IBLOCK! 1873) , PEKDAT ),! BLOCK I 18801 , BIMNTHI 111,
5 (BLOCK( 18861 .PEAKWE I , (BLOCK (1888) , PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKOAT, VEGTYP
DIMENSION BETWEN!24) ,NDATE!24)
DATA BETWEN/13., 15.. 13.. 15., 14., 14., 15., 14,. 15,, 14..

1 21., 20.. 15.. 14., 15., 15.. 14., 15.. 14.. 14.. 14.. 14., 14.,
2 19./
DATA NDATE/ 110.123.207,220,307,321,404,419,503,518,601,622,712,

I 727,810,825,909,92 3,1003,1022,1105,1119.1203. 1222/
C PLACE THIS DATE WITH RESPECT TO THE TABLES

00 10 I = 1.24
IFINDATEII) - MMDO) 10,80,20

10 CONTINUE
C A NORMAL TERMINATION OF THE 00 LOOP MEANS THAT THIS DATE FAILS
C BETWEEN 12/23 AND 12/31, INCLUSIVE. USING THE ARRAY IN CIRCULAR
C FASHION, 1/10 ! SUBSCRIPT 1) IS THE CONTROLLING DATE

1 ' 1

GO TO 30
C THIS DATE FALLS BETWEEN THE ONES AT LOCATIONS I AND I-l. IF I IS
C 1, USE 24 FOR I-l SINCE THE ARRAY IS CIRCULAR

20 RADSJB =1-1
IFIRADSUB) 30,30,40

30 RADSUB = 24
C--;— OBTAIN THE INTERPOLATION FRACTION. START BY DETERMINING IF

C THIS DATE FALLS IN THE SAME MONTH AS THAT AT LOCATION I OR I-l
40 IFIOATEIll - IN0ATEIRADSU3I/100) ) 60,50,60

C IT IS THE SAME AS I-l AND II IS LARGER. SO SUBTRACT THE I-l DATE
C TO OBTAIN THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE USED FOR INTERPOLATING

50 DAYS = MMDO - NOATE ! RADSUB

I

GO TO 7C
C IT IS THE SAME AS I. BUT IT IS SMALLER. SO SUBTRACT IT FROM THE I

C DATE. THEN SUBTRACT THE RESULT FROM THE DAYS BETWEEN I AND I-l
C TO OBTAIN THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE USED FOR INTERPOLATING

60 DAYS = NDATE! I I - MMDO
DAYS "ETWENIRADSUB) - DAYS

C COMPUTE THE INTERPOLATION FRACTION
70 FRACTN = DAYS/BETWENIRADSUB)

POTKAO = POTENTIRADSUB) * !POTENT!ll - POTENT! RAOSUB ) ) • FRACTN
RETURN

C THIS DATE IS IN THE TABLE - NO INTERPOLATION IS NECESSARY
30 FRACTN = 0.0

RAOSUB = I

POTRAD = POTENTII I

RETURN
ENO

Subroutine RANSEL

SUBROUTINE RA'!SEL
C OANDOr'LY SELECT THE NEXT YEAR FROM THE ORIGINAL DATA BASE

COMMON DA TIME (2) .OECMAL .NRMANG. NSAVED.NYE ARS . PLNOPT I 19 ) . PLUN I T ! 6 I

.

1 RECClVR.REGIONle) ,REGnPT(5) . S AVE . SE0RN2 . WE I GHT
INTtGER DATIMC.PLMOPT.PLUNI I . RECOvR ,REG I ON, REGOPT, S AVE

,

SEDRN2
CnMMnN/E/C0N,I0(9l .NBLOCK.ORIGYR
INTCGER OPIGYR
C'1HMW;/UT1LTY/BL3CKI1889) .CH4N&R .CHANCW, DATE I 2 I . OAT ES ! 4 ) , L I NES ,

1 NAME, NOAY.RCHRGCRO 13 72) , WE ! 372 ) ,WEO, YE AR, YRTOT ! 3 !

INTEGER DATE, DATES. YEAR

31



PPT(372)t(>«OI3T2l,IHAX(372),TMIN(
I I I (flL0CKI374l ,TMI4I 1 I I , I BLOCK) 746
),(eLncKii«ioi.Ero(ui, i block 1 196«
, (BL0CKIl'l66I.TItSHL0l. (BLOCK I 186 71

), (BLOC KIIS 711 .OCOMAKI.IBIOCKI 18 72
I

,

I0L0CK(1880I.BINNTH( 1)1,
C1888l,PEAKftOI

I AND -ODICVO- (SUBROUTINE 0N2
S C AND 1

1

TO i;
CURIENT BLOCK. If THEY ARE THE
SARV. If THE CURRENT BLOCK NUMBER
HOUND BEfORE THE SEARCH BEGINS

SPEClflEO NUMBER IS fOUND
END)

SME,
S

DIHft<SION BIMnTh(6I,ET0(372)
EQUIVALENCE (PL0CKI2I .TMAXt I I , (BLOCK I 374 I , TMI 41 1 I I . I BLOCK) 7A6I,

1 PPT(I|l,(0LOCK(lIll<),<>An(ll),(BLOCK)l«1OI,ET0(UI, (BLOCK) 186«l.
2 CO"JX) , (TLOCK) lft651 .VEOTYPI
J TKPWLTI ,)nLOCK( 1B69I .HILTPI) ,(BL0CK)187n . DCOMAK I , I BLOCK ( 18 721.
* ISTIPHI ,(eL0CK(1871l .'EKOAT
S (BLOCKdaSftl .PEAKUEI .(BLOCK
INTEGPR PFKOATiViOTTP

C CCT A BANDO" 'iUMBER BETWEEN
C RETURNS A REAL VALUE BEThEE

10 CALL 'Na ISEn^N^.RANODHl
N RANDOO • CON
If ( l.OT.N.OR.N.GT.ORICVRI GO

C COMPARE THIS NUMBER KITH THE
C NO FURTHER READI« IS NECFS
C LARGER. THE FILE MUST BE RE

If)N - NfllOCKI 2C,*0>3D
20 REMIND 16

NBLOCK !

C BYPASS THE BLOCKS UNTIL THE
30 CALL CETREC (16. BLOCK, 18X9.

I

NBLOCK • NBLOCK 1

IFIN - NBLOCK) 30.40
»0 RETURN

END

Subroutine READAT
SUBROUTINE REAOAT

C READ THE YEAR OF DATA AND STORE IT
CDMMON/N/ACCUM,AI»TMC)«) , ASPECT .CALDEF .C OVDEN. DEC IDS ( 3).DREA0Y.

1 ENGBAL.ETDALY(12I ,FRACTN,fREMAT, IO,IM, IHN, IMX, IP. I Y .L ASUSO. LAT,
2 NDYSNO,ONTR£S,PEKPPT,PHASE,POTENT(2*I,POTRAD,PPTNOH,PREMEO,
3 RA0SUB,REChRG,SIMTH1)3) , slope, SLPASP) 24), SUMMER, TCOEFF,
t VARFMTIT) ,VARIN(6)
INTEGER A SPEC T, ORE ADY. PHASE, RAOSUB, SLOPE, VARFMT
COMMON/UTILTY/BLOCK(lSg<)> ,CHANGR ,CHANGH , DATE ( 2 ) . DATES ( 4 ) . L I NES.

1 NAME.NOAY.RCHRG0,RO(3 72) ,ME)372) .MEO . YE AR .YRTOT ( 3

)

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH)6) .ET0(372).PPT(372) .RAO( 372 ) . TMAX ( 372 ) , TM INI 372

)

EQUIVALENCE (BL0CK(2I ,THAX(1 ) ) , ( BLOCK ) 37<> ), TMIN ) 1)) , (BLOCK (746),
1 PPT( 1 ) I

,

(BLOCK) 1116) ,RAD(1) ) , ) BLOCK ) 1490 ), E TO ( 1) ), (BLOCK( 1B64),
2 CDHAX),)BL0CK(tS6!),VEGTYP) , (BLOCK ( 1 866 ), TRSHLD ).( BLOCK ( 18671.
3 TMPMLTI .(BL0CK(186e).IIILTPT).(BL0CK( 187 1 ), OCDHAX ).( BLOCK! 1872 ) .

4 I SO TRM) .(BLOCK) 1873) ,PEKDAT) ,) BLOCK) 1880) ,BIMNTH(1I I,

•i ( BLOCK ( 1886) ,PEAKME) , ( BLOCK ) 1888 ), PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKDAT,VECTYP
DATA "ONTH/0/
IFIMONTH.fO. -999999) CO TO 20
FIND THE FIRST CARD FOR THIS YEAR
MONTH • VARINIIM)
YEAR • VARINIIY)
IF) ( IYEAR>l.E0.YEAIt.AND.H0NTH.GE.10l.0R. ( I YEAR. EO. YEAR, AND. MONTH.
LE.9) ) GO TO 30

READ (10, VARFMT) VARIN
IFIEOF(IO)) 20,10
WRITE (6,91CI YEAR
FORMAT(«OUNASLE TO FIND YE>R*I4,* ON -UNEDIT-. JOB ABORTED*)
CALL ABORT
STORE THE LARGE VALUE IN THE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE SO MISSING OR
NONEXISTENT DAYS (FEB 30) CAN BE DETECTED

30 DO 40 I • 1,372
40 TMAX) I ) • -l.f 50

CONVERT THE DATE TO THE PSEUDO- JULIAN FORM AND STORE THE DRIVING
VARIABLES

SO lOAY > VARIN) ID)
J JWYDAT(MONTH,IDAYI
TMAX(J) VARIN(IMX)
TMIN(J) - VARINIIMN)
PPT) J) " VARIN) IP)
READ THE NEXT CARD AND IF THE NATER YEAR DOES NOT CHANCE, GO BACK
TO STORE IT

READ )1 J, VARFMT) VARIN
IFI£OF(10)1 70,60

60 MONTH = VARIN( IM)
lYEAt . VARINIIY)
IF( ) IYEAR>1.EO.YEAR.ANO.MONTH.GE.10).OR. ( I YE AR .EO. YEAR . AND .MONTH

.

1 LE.9I) GO TO 50
GO TO 80

70 MONTH - -999999
THIS YEAR IS COMPLETE - ACCUMULATE THE PRECIP

80 ACCUM . 0.0
NOAY -

DO 100 I • 1,372
IFITMAXd) • 1.E50) 90,100

90 ACCU" ACCUM PPTII)
PPT] 1 ) . ACCU"
NOAY * '^DAY I

100 CONTINUE
IFIN0AY.GE.364.AN0.NDAY.LE.36 7I RETURN
URIT= )6.92GI YEAR. NOAY

920 FORMAT)* NOTE - YEAR»I4.« HAS«I4,» DAYS*)
RETURN
END

C

10

20
910

C-~

C0MN0N/TIME/CANREF.CDMAX2.C0NAV
C0MM0N/UTUTY/BL0CKIU»9).CMANG(1,CHANGM,0ATE)2) . DATES ( 4 I ,L INES ,

1 NAME.NOAY,RCHRGa,ROI3r2).lrE ( 172 ), HED . YEAR , YRTOT ( 3 )

INTEGER DATE, DATES. YEAR
DIMENSIOK BIHNTH(8).ET0(372).PPT(3 72).RA0I]72).THAXI]721.THIN(372)
EQUIVALENCE )aL0CKI2).TMAX(l)), (BLOCK) 374). THIN(l)). (BLOCK (746 1.

1 PPT(ltl,(8L0CKI1118),RA0(l)) ,( BLOCK ( 1490

)

,ET0(1)) ,( BLOCK ( 1864 )

,

2 COMA I) , ( BLOCK )1 865 ),VeG1YP) , ( BLCCK ) 1 8 (6) , TRSHLD

)

.(BLOCK (1)67) .

3 TMPMLT) , (BLOCK) 1868). MILTPT). (BLOCK (I 871) .OCDHAX) .( BLOCK < 1872 )

,

4 I SO TRM) .(8LaCK(18r3),PEKDIITI .( BLOCK 1 1 880) .BIMNTHIDI .

5 (BLOCK) 1886) .PEAKHEI. (BLOCK) 18 86

1

.PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKOAT .VEGTYP
COHHON/ NT RBAL / A LLO N, E TF R CM. EVAPTR.GENRU. PEAKED. PRECIP. RAD IN.

1 RADL))N«ftAOSHN,TMPMAX.TMPMIN.MATRlN
C STORE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ANO ZERO THE ACCUMULATORS

BL0CK(1874) ^ PREHEQ
eL0CK(1875) = RECHRG
YRTOT(l) = 0.0
VRTOTO) > 0.0
DREAOY =

PPTNOH = 0.0
PEAKED :: 0.0
DO 30 NOAY ' 1.372
IF (TrAX(NOAY) • 1.E50) 10.30

C DEFINE THE DRIVING VARIABLES
10 THPMAX : TMAX(NOAY)

IMPMIN = TMININDAYI
PRECIP = PPT(NOAY) - PPINOM
PPTNOK = PPKNOAYI
EVAPTR = ETOIMOAT)
RAOIN : RAOINOAY)

C 00 NOT ALLOM INTERCEPTION IN JULY ANO AUGUST
ALLOM ' 1.0
IFINOAY.GE. 280. ANO. NOAY. IE. 3411 ALLOW : 0.0
IFINOAY.EQ.PEXOAT) PEAKED ' 1.0

C HATCH FOR DECIDUOUS FOREST ANO THEIR CHANGE OF SEASONS
IF)VEGTYP.Ea.3.CR.VEGTYP.EQ.4) CC TO 40

15 CONTINUE
C HAKE THE PASS THROUGH THE HATER B'LANCE ROUTINES

CALL HATStL ( C ALOEF ,COM< X, CO VOEN.DREADY.ENGBAL.FRENAT .LASUSD.
1 NOYSNO.ONTRES. PHASE. PREHEQ. RECHRG. SIHTMKD.SIHTNl (21 .SIHTM1I3I t

2 TCOEFF.TMPHIT. TRSHLD. VEGTYP.NILTPT)
C STORE THESE RESULTS

HE(NOAYI > PREHEO
ROINDAYI = GENRO
TRTOTIt) » YRTOT(l) GENRO
YRTOT)]) = YRT0TI3) EVAPTR

C NATCH FOR THE MANDATORY ISOTHERMAL DATE
IFIISOTRN - NOAY) 30.20

20 OREAOY • -I
CALDEF = 0.0

30 CONTINUE
C GET THE BIMONTHLY FLOMS AND THE PEAK INFORMATION

CALL G8IN0N
ITEMP > PEKDAT
OLL GPEAKdDATEll

C STORE THE FINAL INFORMATION
BL0CKI1876) • YRIOTCll
6L0CKI1677) = YRT0T(3I
BL0CK(1878) = RECHRG - RCHRGO
RCHRGO < RECHRG
SLOCK) 1679) = PREHEQ - HEO
NEO ' PREHEQ

C NOTE THAT -PEKOAT- HAS REDEFINED BY SUBROUTINE SPE»)C, SO
C -8L0CK)1867)- MAY OR MAY NOT BE THE SAME AS -BLOCKI 1873 )

-

eL0CKI1887) • PEKOAT
PEKDAT = ITEMP
BL0CK(1669) - lOATEl
RETURN

C HATCH FOR THE CHANGE OF SEASONS FOR DECIDUOUS FORESTS
40 CONTINUE

C CHECK THE DATE (6ETHEEN APRIL 1 AND OCTOBER IS, IT IS POSSIBLE TO
C HAVE FOLIAGE. BUT DURING THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR, IT IS
C ASSUMED THAT THE TREES ARE LEAFLESS)

IF(N0AY.GE.167.OR.NDAY.LE.15) GO TO 230
C THE TREES SHOULD BE LEAFLESS. IF THEY ARE NOT. SHITCH TO THE
C LOHER COVER DENSITY

210 IFIVEGTYP - 41 220.270
220 VEGTYP •: 4

GO TO 260
C THE FOLIAGE MAY BE PRESENT, BUT IF THE PACK NATER EQUIVALENT IS
C MORE THAN 5 INCHES. THE TREES ARE STILL ASSUMED TO BE LEAFLESS

230 IF(PRENEQ - 5.0) 240,240.210
C THE FOLIAGE SHOULD BE PRESENT. IF NOT, SHITCH TO THE HIGHER COVER
C DENSITY

240 IFIVEGTYP - 3) 250,270
250 VEGTYP = 3

260 TCOEFF = SHITCH ( ICOEFF . OECt OS ( 1)

I

COVOEN = SHITCH (COVOEN,0ECIDS(2)l
CGNAI : SHITCH IC0Mtx,DECI0SI3l)

270 CONTINUE
GO TO 15
END

Subroutine SKPHL

Subroutine SIMNRM

SUBROUTINE SIMNRN
C PERFORM THE NORMAL SIMULATION FOR A YEAR CREATED DURING THE
C EXTENSION OF THE DATA BASE

COMMON ATI ME (21 .OEOAL .NRNANG. NSA VED. NYE ARS .PLNORT ( 1 9 ) . PLUNIT (6) .

1 RECOVR.REGIONIOI.RECOPT (5 ) . SA VE .SE0RN2 . >E IGHT
INTEGER 0ATIME.PLNOPT.PLUNIT.REC0VR.REGICN,REGOPI.SAVE,SE0RN2
C0MM0N/N/ACCUM.AIRTBC(4) .ASPECT .CALDEF .COVCEN. OECI OS ) 3 ) .OREAOY,

1 EMGBAL.ETOALY )12) . FRACTN.FRE NA T , 10, I M . I l-N . IMX . I P. I Y. LASUSO,L»t,
2 NO YSNO.ONTRES.PEKPPT. PHASE. POTENT (24) .POTP AD.PP TNOH, PRE NEO,
3 RAOSUB. RECHRG. SIMT Ml) 3)

,

SLOPE . SLP ASP ( 24 ). SUMMER. TCOEFF.
4 VARFMT(7),VARIN)6)
INTEGER ASPECT, OREAOY. PHASE. RAOSUB.SLOPE. VARFMT

SUBBIIUTINE 5KPFIL (NFILE)
C SKIP FILES ON THE UNEDITED DATA FILE

REHIND 10
MFIL! = NFIL? - I

IFINFILE) 5:. 50, 10
10 DO 40 I = l.MFILE

R£AC in, 9131
913 F0R)^ST)1X)

C AN END OF FILE ON THE FIRST READ INDICATES AN END OF INFORMATION
IFIEIFJIO) 2C.30

20 J • I - 1

writ: (6.920) J. NFILE
920 F0RMATI»0TH£R= ARE 0NLY«I3.« FILES ON -UNEOIT- OUT ACCORDING TO TM

IE VAmABLE FORMAT CARD. THE DATA IS ON FILE'H.* - JOe ABORTED*)
CALL ABORT

C BYPASS THE REMAINDER OF THE FILE
30 READ 110.9101
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IF|EGF(1CII 40. 3P
40 CONTINUE
50 <!ETI/'!V

EMO

Subroutine TITLEN
SUBROUTINE IITLEN

C PRINT THE TITLE SHEET
COHHOM OiSTIHE(2P ,DECN4L . NRMANG.NS4VE0, NYFARS , PLNO»T 119 1 .PLUNIT16),

1 REC0VR,R'^GI0N(ei,REG0PT(5l , SAVE , SE0RN2 ME I GHT
INTEGER DlT|ME,PLNOPT,PLUNlT,REC0VI>.RECI0N.PEGOPT,SAVE.SE0fiN2
C0WM0N/N/iCCUM.»IRTMCI4l . ASPECT . C4L0EF .COVOEN, DEC I OS I 3 1 . 0RE4DY

,

1 ENGeAL.ET04Lyll2I.FRACTN,FREWAT,I0.IH,IHN,IMX,IP, I Y ,L ASUSD, L AT,
2 NOYSNO.ONTRES.PEKPPT.PHASE.POTENTia^l.POTRAO.PPTNOW.PREWEQ.
3 RA0SUP.RECHRG.SIMTMII31 .SL0PE.SIPASP(2<. I . SUMMER . TCOEFF ,

4 V4RFMT(7I,VARIN(6I
INTEGER ASPECT, ORE 40 Y. PHASE, RAOSUB, SLOPE. VARFMT
C0MM0N/UTILTy/BL0CK(18B9I .CHANGR .CHANGU , HATE I 2 I

,

DATES I 4 I

,

L I NES,
I NAME, Nn4y,RCHRG0,R0( 372) , HE ( 3 72 I ,HEO , YE iR , YRTOT ( 3 I

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH16) ,ETO( 372 ),PPTI372I.RADI 3721, TM4X( 372 I , TM INU72 I

EauIV4LENCE (BLOCK! 21 .TMAXd I I ,( BLOCK ( 37 4 I

,

TMIN( I ) ) , I BLOCK ( 746),
1 PPTIl) ) ,IBL0CKIlU8).RAn(l) I .(BLOCK (1490) , E TO ( 1 ) ) ,( BLOCK I 1864),
2 CDH4X)

,

(BLOCK (18651 .VEGTYP) ,( BLOCK ( 1 B66 ), TRSHLD ) , ( BLOCK ( 1867),
3 TMPMLTI ,tBL0CK(lB68l .WILTPTI ,( BLOCK (187 1 1 , OCOM AX ),( BLOCK I 1872),
4 ISOTRM) ,1BL0CK( 187 3 I , PEKD4T ) , ( BLOCK ( 18S0 I , BI MNTH( 1)1,
5 (BLOCK( 1886) ,P£4KWE) ,( BLOCK ( 1 988 ) ,PE4KR0)
INTEGER PEK04T,VEGIYP
INTEGER T4BLE1(13) ,T4BLE2(13I
D4TA TA8LE1/6HJUN 22,6HJUN 1 ,6HMAY ie,6HMAV 3 ,6H4PR 19,6HAPR 4 ,

1 6HMAR 21,6HMAR 7 ,6HFEB 20,6HFEB 7 ,6HJ4N 23,6HJAN 10, 6H /

DATA T4BLE2/6H ,6HJUL 12,6HJUL 27,6HAUG 10,6HAUG 25,6HSEP 9 ,

1 6HSEP 23,6H0CT 8 ,6H0CT 22,6HN0V 5 ,6HN0V 19,6H0EC 3 , 6HDEC 22/
WRITE (6,9101 PLUNIT,OATIME

910 F0RMAT(»l»6A10.52X2A10/115X»N4TURAL CONDITIONS*)
TMPMLF = ITNPMLT • 1.8) » 32.
WRITE 16.920) TCOEFF.COVDEN,COMAX,VEGTYP, TRSHLD, TMPMLF, HILTPT

920 FnRH4T(»0SUBST4TI0N CONSTANTS*/* TRANSMI SSIW I TY C0EFF»10XF10.2/
1 • COVER DENSITY •I0XF10.2/* MAXIMUM COVER DEN •IOXFIO.2/
2 • VEGETATION TYPE •lOXUO /• REFLECTIVITY THRSHL0»10XF 10. 2/
3 • MELT THRESHOLD •10XF10.2/* WILTING POINT •10XF10.2I
IF(V^GTYP.E0.3I WRITE (6,930) DECIOS

930 F0RH4T(» DECIDUOUS WINTER TC •10XF10.2/
1 • DECIDUOUS WINTER CD 'lOXFlO.?/* DECIDUOUS WNTR CDM4X«10Xf 10.2

)

WRITE 16.940) SIMTM1(2) .PREWEO.RECHRG
940 FORMAT(»0INITIAL CONDITIONS*/

1 * AVERAGE PACK TEMP. •IOXFIO.2/* PACK WATER EOUIV. •IOXFIO.2/
2 * RECHARGE REOUI REMENT*! OXFIO. 2 I

WRITE (6.950) L4T. ASPECT. SLOPE, 1T4BLEUI-11), TA6LE2( I-ll).
1 POTENT(

I

I.SLPASPl I 1,1 = 12.24)
950 F0RM4TK0LAT1TU0E =*I3,*. ASPECT = *43,*. SLOPE •»I3/

1 *OPOTENTIAL RADIATION INCIDENT TO HORIZONTAL SURFACE AND ADJUSTME
INT FACTORS FOR ASPECT AND SLOPE*/22X*LY ADJUST*. 13( /tXA6. lXt6t
3 2F10.2)

)

RETURN
END

CALL NATURL
C DEFINE AN ALTERED RESPONSE UNIT

10 CALL OEFRU
C POINT THE TITLE PAGE IF THE OUTPUT IS TO BE PRINTED

IF1PLN0PT131.NE.C) CALL TITLFM
LINES »

C SIMULATE ONE YEAR
20 CALL SIMIYR

C GET THE CHANGE IN THE RECHARGE REQUIREMENT AND IN THE PACK W4TER
C eOUIVALENT 4ND WRITE THE INF0RM4TI0N ON THE PLANNING UNIT FILE

RCHRG = CO
DO 3C I = l.NUNIT

30 RCHRG = RCHRG • IRECHRGII) • RUWT I I )

)

CHANGR = RCHRG - RCHRGO
RCHRGO = RCHRG
CHANGW = WE1371) - W60
WEO = WE(37I)

C GET THE BIMONTHLY FLOWS AND THE PEAK INFORMATION
CALL GBIMON
CALL GPEAK IIDATEI)
DATE! = PEKD4T
DATE2 = IDATEl
WRITE (12.910) NPL4N,flL0CKll),YRT0T,CH4NGR,CHANGW,BlHNTH,PE4KHE,

1 DATE1.PEAKRO.0ATE2
910 FORMATl I2.16F6.2)

C IF SPECIFIED, OUTPUT THE COMPILED RESULTS
IFIPLN0PT13) .EO.OI GO TO 40
CALL OUTPT

C DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF THE TIME TRENDS
40 CALL TRENDS

C IF THIS IS THE YEAR JUST BEFORE THE NEXT MANAGEMENT PLAN, STORE
C THE PRESENT MODEL CONDITIONS ON THE SCRATCH FILE TO PROVIDE THE
C STARTING POINT FOR THE NEXT PLAN

IFIYE4R I - NEXTYR) 60.50
50 REWIND 16

CALL PUTREC (16,F0RNXT,L4NXT)
C READ THE NEXT YEAR

60 CALL GETREC 1 1 1 ,BLOCK , 1 889 , 1 END)
IF( lEND.EO.O) GO TO 20

C END OF FILE - IF THERE IS ANOTHER MANAGEMENT PLAN, READ THE
C INITIAL CONDITIONS e4CK FROM THE SCRATCH FILE, BYPASS THE DATA
C TAPE UP TO THE FIRST YEAR, AND GO ON TO THE NEXT MANAGEMENT PLAN

IFINEXTYR - 9999) 70,80
70 CALL BYPASS

REWIND 16
CALL GETREC I 16,F0RNXT ,L4NXT , lEND)
GO TO 10

C IF SPECIFIED, COPY THE TIME TRENDS FILE
SO IF(PLN0PT14). EO.OI CO TO 110

REWIND 17
GO TO 100

90 WRITE (6,990) LCOPY
990 FORMAT( 13A10,A6)
100 READ (17,990) LCOPY

IF(E0F(17)) 110,90
C RETURN TO THE PRIMARY OVERLAY

110 CONTINUE
CALL CORE (0)

END

Program MANAGE
Subroutine BYPASS

OVERLAY (nLAYS,2,2)
PROGRAM MANAGE

C PERFORM THE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY SIMULATION AND CREATE THE PLANNING
C UNIT FILE

COMMON DAT I HE 12) ,0ECMAL ,NRMANG,NS AVED.NYEARS , PLNOPT 1 19 )

,

PLUNIT 1 6 I

,

1 RECOVR.REGI0NI8) .REG0PT15) . SAVE .SE0RN2 . WE I GHT
INTEGER n4TIME,PLNOPT.PLUNIT.RECOVR.REGION.REGOPT,SAVE,SEDRN2
C0HM0N/M/4LTYR18 1.B0UND16.BI CALDEF 1 fl ) ,COVDEN( 8 ) ,CUT(8),

1 0ECIDS(2,8),DREADY(e) ,ENGBAL18) ,EXPK(8) ,EXPK1 1 8 ) , FREWAT ( 8 ) , LAST 1

,

2 LASUSD(8) , LCOPY 114) ,NDYSN0I8)

,

NEXT YR.NPLAN, NUM, NUN I T ,ONTRES ( 8 )

,

3 PARAH19) ,PHASE18I ,PHIS018) , PREWEOl 6 I ,RD 1ST ( 8 ) ,R0MAX ( 8 ) ,RECHRG( 8 I

,

4 RE GROW (2, 8) ,RUNUM(8) , RUWT 1 8 ) , SEDI NC . SEEDAT ( 2 I .SEE0YR12).
5 SIMTM113.8) ,TC0EFFI3I .TYPCUTIB)
INTEGER 4LTYR.60UND.DREA0Y, PHASE, RUNUM,SEEDAT,SEEDYR,TYPCUT
COMMON/TIME /CANREF,C0MAX2,C0NAV
C0MM0N/UTILTY/BL0CKI1889I ,CHANGR ,CHANGW, DATE ( 2 I

,

DATES ( 4 ) , L

I

NES ,

1 S4ME,NDAY,RCHRGC,R0(3 72) ,WE(372) , WEO , YE AR, YRTOT ( 3

)

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH(6) ,ET0(372I,PPT(372) , RA0( 372 1

,

TMAX 1 372 ) ,TM INI 3721
EOU I VALENCE (BL0CK(2) ,TMAX11 I ) , (BL0CK(374) ,TMIN( 1) ),( BLOCK ( 746 )

,

1 PPTIll),lBLnCK11118),RAD(ll),lBLOCKI1490),ET011)),l BLOCK 1 1864 1,

2 CDMAX) , (BLOC K( 18651 .VEGTYPI ,1BL0CK1 1866 ), TRSHLD ), 1 BLOCK ( 1867),
3 TMPMLT) ,1 BLOCK I 1 868), WILTPT),(BLOCK( 18711 ,nCOMAX ), 1 BLOCK 1 1872).
4 ISOTRM) ,IBL0CK1 18731 .PEKD ATI . 1 BLOCK 1 1 880) .BIMNTHU) ),

5 1 BLOCK 11 886) .PEAKWE) . 1 BLOCK I ! 888 1 , PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKnAT,VEGTYP

C NOTE - THE DIMENSION OF -FORNXT- MUST BE EQUAL TO THE LENGTH OF
C COMMON BLOCK /M/ AND THAT LENGTH MUST BE STORED IN -L4NXT-

DIMFWSnN FORNXT(313)
EQUIVALENCE lALTYRI II ,F0RNXT1 1)

)

CALL CORE 1-1)
L4NXT = 313
R F w I ND 17

REWIND 18
writf 118,9001 pluni t.oatime

900 f0rmat1*1*6a1c,52x2a10/*0management strategy description*)
last; = -1

SfiEDYO(I) = 9999
c make a pass through the data to transfer the yearly results of the
c normal simulation tq the planning unit file

call norm
c read the first management plan card - if there is none, this unit
c is 'jot managed, but was included only as part of 4 region

npla:j =

c4ll rdplan
if1\';xtyr.ec1.9999) go to 110

C BYP4SS THE DATA ON THE BASIC FILE UNTIL THE FIRST YEAR OF THE
C MANAGEMENT PLAN IS FOUND

C4LL 6YP4SS
C DEFr.E THE 'iATUBAL RESPONSE UNIT

SUBROUTINE BYPASS
BYPASS THE DATA ON THE BASIC FILE UNTIL THE FIRS
MANAGEMENT PLAN IS FOUND

COMMON/M/ALTYRie) , BOUND (6, 8) .CALDEF ( 8 ) ,COVOEN( 8

)

1 0ECIDSI2,91,DREADY19I ,ENGBAL(e) ,EXPK ( 8 )

,

EXPKl (

8

2 L ASUSD (8), LCOPY (14) ,N0YSN018) ,NEXTYR ,NPL*N,NUM
3 PAR AM (9) .PHASE (8) . PHI SOI 8 ) , PREWEQ (8 ) ,RD 1ST 1 8 1 ,

R

4 REGRnwl2,8) ,RUNUMI8) ,RUWT 1 8 ) ,SEDINC, SEEDAT I 2 I

5 SIMTMl(3,ei ,TC0EFF(8),TYPCUT(8I
INTEGER ALTYR, BOUND, OREAD Y, PHASE, RUNUM,SEE04T,SE
C0HM0N/UTILTY/BL0CK(1889) ,CHANGR ,CHANGW, DATE I 2

)

I NAME, NDAY,RCHRGC,RO( 372) ,WE ( 372 I , WEO, YE AR , YRTOT
INTEGER DATE. DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BlMNTH16).ET01372).PPTI372).RAD(372).T
EQUIVALENCE I BLOCK 12) , TMAX II ) ) , 1 BLOCK 1 374 ), T M INI

1 PPTU) ) ,1BL0CK(1118I,RADI1I ) , I BLOCK 1 1490 ) ,ETO( 1

2 CDMAX I

,

(BLOCK ( 1865) ,VEGTyP I, (BLOCK (1866) .TRSHLD
3 TMPMLT), (BLOCK( 1 8681, WILTPT), (BLOC K(1871) ,DCDM4
4 ISOTRM) , (BLaCK( 1873) ,PtK04T) ,1 BLOCK I 18801,8 I MNT
5 1 BLOCK 1 1896) ,PE4KWE1 , IBLOCK 11888 l.PEAKBO)
INTEGFR PEK04T.VEGTYP
REWriD 11
GET A YEAR

10 CALL GETRFC ( 1 1 . BLOCK. 1889 . I END

)

IFIIENP) 20.30
20 WRITE (6.9131 NEXTYR

910 F0RM4TOCTHE EXTENDED D4TA FILE ENDED BEFORE MAN
1 14,* W4S FOUND - JOB ABORTED*)
CALL ABORT

30 IFINEXTYR - I NT ( BLOCK ( 1 I 1 I 40.50.10
40 JYEAR = MiTlOLOCKlll 1

WRITE 16.9201 NEXTYR, JYcAP
920 FOR"4T|eOTHE EXTENDED D4T4 FILE DOES NOT CONTAIN

1E4R*I4,*. THF NEXT YE4R ON THE FILE IS*I4,
CALL ABORT

5C YPAP = BLOCK ( i)

RETURN
END

T YEAR OF THE

.CUT(8I.
),FREWAT(8),LAST1,
NUNIT,0NTRES(8),
DHAX(8I,RECHRG(8).
EE0YR(2),

EDYR,TYPCUT
DATES(41, LINES,
(31

MAX(3721,TMIN( 372)
1)1, ( BLOCK 1 746).
) ),1BL0CK1 1864),
).IBL0CK(1867),
X) , IBLOCKl 1872),
HI 1) 1,

ACEllENT PLAN YEAR*

MANAGEMENT PLAN
OB ABORTED*

1

Subroutine DEFRU
SUBROUTINE DEFRU

—DEFINE A RESPONSE UNIT lOR REDEFINE ONE PREVIOUSLY DFFINEDl
COMMON DATIrE 121 , DECMAL ,NRMANG,NS AVFO, NY EARS , PLNOPT ( 19 1 , PLUN IT ( 6 1

,

1 fiECnVP,REGlnNl81 ,REG0PT151 ,SAVE.SEDRN2.WEIGHT
INTEGER 04 TIME. PLNOPT. PLUNI T.RECOVR.RFGI ON. REGOPT, SAVE. SEDRN2
COHMON/ll/iLTYRlB) .BOUND 16, 81 .CALDEF 18 I . COVOENI 8 1 .CUT 1 8 1 .

1 DEC I DS12.il .0READY18) .ENGBAL18) .EXPKI81.EXPK1I81.FREWAT(81.L4ST1.
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2 L«SU$0(e>,lCOPVI It I.HDrSNOI8l>NeXTrft,NPl>N,>«UH,NUNlT.aNTRE$l8li
) PAi)«Hi 41 .PHtSEiei .Phi so(ei .PRCMEOtsi .onisTisi .kohixibi.dechrcisi,
4 <IF.G'>OU(2,8l .^UMUHISI ,auuT 18 1 , SEOI NC , SEEOAT ( 2 1 , SEEDVR I 2 I

.

5 S1MI"II1.81 .ICOEf Flap .T¥PCUT(ei
INTEOrP JlTYI>,BOU'<D.OREAOr.PM«S£.»UNU'<.S£f D«T,SEEOY«,TYPCUT
COXHON/S/iVSOIll 111 .OECII-Jdll NROADS.RATNRMd 1 1 ,"<0«OHI( 111.

1 ^OADWI 111 .I4NCUT111 I ,TlMf 11(11 I .lANRMOl H I

.

YRCNST 1 1 1

1

1'JT?GE« Y5CNST
CnMHO'(/UTILIY/BLOCK( 1 8 SI I .CHANCR . CMANGM, DATE C 2 I , OA t E S I * 1 . L I NES,

I N»'C.SOAY,RCHROO.ROI3 72l .UE(}T2I .NEO. YE AR . YRTOT ( 3 I

INTfr.CR DATE, OAIES. YEAR
DIME IS I ON BIHNtM(6l ,ET013r2I.PPT( 5721, RA0(»721.TMAX(J72l,THlNr 3721
EQUIVALENCE (8L0CKI2I .TMAXl 1 I I

,

IBL0CK(3 74I .IMINI II I. I BLOCK ( 7«6 I ,

1 PPTI 1 I I • IBLOCKI lll'll .RAOdl 1 . IBLOCKlltOOl .ETOI I I I . I BLOCKI I86«l,
2 CDMAXI .(BL0C«I18(.51 , VEGT YP I , I BLOCK I 1 866 I . TRSMLO 1 , ( BLOCK I 1 867 I ,

3 TNPfLTI (BLOCK! IS6 9I.WILTPTI, (BLOCK (I 8' 11 .OCOMAX I ,

(

BLOCK 1 IB 72 | ,

* ISOTRMI ,( BLOCK ( 18731, P[KDAII,( BLOCK! I880I .BIMNTHI 111,
S (BLaCK( 18861 ,PEAKUEI . ( BLOC K ( 1888 I .PEAKROI
INTEGER PEKOAT.vEGTYP
INTEGER YRALT
YRALT NEXTYR

C WAICM FOR ROAO CONSTRUCTION (SEOIHENT HOOFLINGI
IF(ISnAOS(NI.EO.ll GO TO 1*0
N»LAN NPLAN 1

C IF THE RESPONSE UNIT NUMBER IS 2ER0, THIS TS HEATHER MODIFICATION
1 IFINUMl 2C,10

10 SEEOYRIll • NEXTYR
SEE0Y«(2I " PARAMdl
SEEOATIll JUYOAT IINTIPARAH(2l/iaa.l,INTIAMOOIPARAM(2l,10a.lll
SEEDATI2I • JMYOAT IINT(PARAM(3I/100. I.INT(AMOOIPARAMI)I,100.I I I

SEOINC > 1.0 PARA"I*I
GO TO 1*0

C IF THIS RESPONSE UNIT NUMBER !S ALREADY IN THE TABLE, THIS CARD IS

C REDEFINING THE UNIT
20 00 30 I > UNUNIT

N . I

IFIRUNUMINI - NUMI 30,90
30 CONTINUE

N NUN IT I

IFIe - Nl *0, 50,^0
*0 WRITE I6,<)10l NUH

910 FORNATI*0A MAXIMUM OF 7 ALTERED RESPONSE UNITS IS ALLOWED DUE TO I

INTERNAL PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS AND 'U,* WILL BE NUMBER 8 - JOB
2AB0RTE0»I
CALL ABORT

C START THIS RESPONSE UNIT OUT UNDER THE PRESENT CONDITIONS OF THE

C NATURAL RESPONSE UNIT
50 NUN I I • N

ftUNUMINUNITI • NUM
TCOEFFINUNITl . TCOEFFdl
COVOENINUNI Tl COVOENdl
OECIOSd,NUNITl -OECIOS(l,ll
DECI0S(2,NUNITI . 0ECIDS(2,ll
CALOEFINUNITI • CALDEFIll
OREAOYINUNITI - DREAOYdl
ENGBAL(NUNITI • ENGBALdI
FREWATINUNITI . FREWATdl
lASUSDINUNI Tl - LASUSDdl
NOYSNO(NUNI Tl = NDYSNOdI
ONTRESINUNITl ONTRESdl
PHAS!(NUNIT1 PHASEdl
PREWEOINUNITI PREWEOdI
RECHOCINUNITI - RECHRGdl
SIMTMld.NUNITl . SIMTMlll.ll
SIMTMK 2,NUNIT1 . SIMTMl(2,ll
SIMTMll 3,NUNITI . SIMTMl(3,ll

C DEFINE THE UNIT WEIGHT AND REDEFINE THE NATURAL RESPONSE UNIT
C WEIGHT

RUWTINUNITI • PARAMdl
RUWT(II > l.O
DO 60 I • 2.NUNIT

60 RUWTIll • RUWTIll - RUWTIII
IFIHUWTIlll 70.75,75

70 WRITE (6.92UI
920 fORMAT(«OTHE ALTERED RESPONSE UNITS ACCOUNT FOR MORE THAN 100 PERC

lENT OF THE PLANNING UNIT - JOB ABORTED'I
CALL ABORT

C IF THE NATURAL RESPONSE UNIT IS LESS THAN 1/2 OF ONE PERCENT, SET
C IT TO ZERO

75 IFIRUWTI II. LT. 0.0051 RUWTIll > 0.0
C DEFINE (Or REDEFINEI THE PARAMETERS FOR THE RESPONSE UNIT

80 ALTYRINI - NEXTYR
C IF THE COVER DENSITY WAS SPECIFIED (PARAMI2I WAS FLAGGED WITH A

C MINUS SIGNI, GO DEFINE THE CORRESPONDING CUT
IFIPARAH(2I.LT.0.0I GO TO 160
CUTINI • PARA«(2I

C REDEFINE THE COVER DENSITY AND TRANSMISS IVITY COEFFICIENT
COVnESCII • COVDENINI • (1.0 - CUTINll

90 TCOEFF(NI = TC (C0V0EN(NI1
IFICOVPENINl.EO.O.OI ONTRESINl » 0.0
IF(VEGTYP.NE.3.AND.VE0TYP.NE.*1 GO TO 100
DECI0SI2,NI • D£CI0S(2,N1 • (1.0 - CUTINII
OECIDSIl.NI • TC IDECIDS(2,NI I

C DEFINE THE BOUNDARIES FOR THE TIME TRENDS FUNCTIONS
100 CALL GBOUND INI

C BALANCE THE REDISTRIBUTION FACTORS
CALL BALANC

C READ THE NEXT MANAGEMENT PLAN CARD AND IF IT IS FOR THE SAME YEAR.
C GO BACK TO DEFINE ANOTHER RESPONSE UNIT

1*0 CALL ROPLAN
IFIYRALT - NEXTYRl 150,1*5

1*5 IFIIROAOSINI - II 1,1*0
C OtTE:;MINE THE INITIAL EFFECTS (IF ANY I OF THE TIME TRENDS

151 WRIT' (17,9401 PLUNI I,OATIME
9*0 FCRM»T(«1»6AIC,52X2A10/115X»ALTERE0 COND I T IONS •/ •OCHANGES IN PARAM

lETERS DUE 70 THE EFFECTS Of THE TIME TRENOS»/l
CALL TRiNDS

C ADD THIS INFORMATION TO THE STRATEGY LIST
CALL SLIST lYPALTI
RETURN

C USE THE SPECIFIED COVER DENSITY AND DEFINE THE CUT (REMEMBER,
C PARA«(2I IS NECATIVEI

160 CUT(-<) > l.C • (PARAMI2I/C0VDENINI I

|F(CUT(Nil 19?, 170,170
:7C cnvD;N(Ni > - parahi2I

GO TO 93

ISO PARA)'I2I • - PAHAI<(2I
WRITE (6,9501 CnV0£N(NI .PARAMI2I

950 FORMATOCTllE CURRENT COVER DENSITY IS 0NLY«F5.2,». Bui THE MA'JAGE

lENT PLAN IS REQUESTING A CuT»/» WHICH WILL YIELD A SPECIFIED rO»
2R DENSITY 0F»f5.2,» - JOB ABORTEO«l
CALL ABORT
END

Function IROADS
fUNTTION IROADS I DUMMY I

C CHECK FOR RdAO CONSTRUCTION (SEDIMENT MODELINGI. SINCE THE
C SEDIMENT MODFL IS TOTALLY INDEPENDENT, MERELY STORE THE
C PARi-IETERS NOW FOR MODELING AFTER THE MANAGEMENT PHASE IS

C COMPLETE
C0MM0N/h/ALTyR(8I .BOUND (6, 9 I .C ALDEF ( 8 I .COVDEN( 8 I .CUT ( 8 I

,

1 nECIr>S(2,8l .nREA0Y(9l .ENGBAL(8I.EXPK(8I.EXPK1I8I,FR£WATI8I,LAST1
2 LASUS0(8I ,LCOPYd*) ,N0YSNa(8l, NEXTYR, NPLAN,NUM, NUN IT, ONTRESI 91,
3 PARAM(9I.PHASE(BI ,PHIS0I8I ,PREWE0(9I ,RDIST(8I ,ROHAX(ei,RECHRGIBI
* RE GROW (2, 3 I ,RUNUM(8I ,RUMTI8I,SEDINC,SEEDATI2I ,SE€DYR(2I,
5 SIMTMl(3,9l,ICOEFF(81,TYPCUT(8l
INTEGER ALTYR. BOUND, OR EAOY, PHASE, RUNUM, SEE DAT, SE£DYR,TYPCUT
COMMON/S/AVSOIL (III ,OECLIN( HI , NROADS ,RATNRM d 1

1

,ROADHI( III,
I ROAnw( 11) .TANCUTdt I ,TANFILIlll ,TANRHOIlll ,YRCNST( II I

INTEGER YRCNST
COMMON/UTILTY/6L0CK 119891 ,CHAN&R,CHANGW. DATE I 2 I ,DATES(*I, LINES,

I NAME,N0AV,RCHRGC.R0I372) .WE 13721 , WEO . YE AR, YRTOT ( 3 I

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION 8IMNTH(6I ,EI0(372I,PPT(372I,RAD(372).TMAXI372I.TMIN(372
EOUI VAL:NCE (BLOCK (21 .TMAXdl I , I BLOCK (3 7* I ,TMINdl I , ( BLOCK( 7*6 I

,

1 PPTdll, (BLOC KdllBI. RAD (111, (BLOCK(l*90l,ETO(ll I , ( BLOCK ( 186*1,
2 COHAXI ,(BLOCK( 18651 ,VEGTYPI . ( BLOCK (1 866 I

.

TRSHLD I . ( BLOCK ( 18671.
J TMPMLT I, (BLOCK( 18691 .WILTPT I .(BLOCK (18711 , OCOMAX I, I BLOCK I 18721,
* 1 SO TRM I, ( BLOCK ( 18731 ,PEKDATI , I BLOCK ( IBBO I , B I MNTHI III,
5 (BL0CKd886l fPEAKWEI , (BLOCKdBSBI ,PEAKRCI
INTEGER PEKDAT,VEGTYP

10 IFINAME.EQ.IOHROAD CONST) CO TO 20
IROADS
RETURN

20 IFINROADS - 11) *0.*0.30
30 WRITE (6,9101 NEXTYR

910 FORHAT(«OTHERE ARE MORE THAN 11 ROAD CONSTRUCTION CARDS INCLUDED.
ISO YE»R»I«,» WAS IGNOREOPI
GO TO 50

C STORE THE PARAMETERS
40 NROADS ° NROADS • I

YPCNSTINROADSl NEXTYR
ROADMI (NROADSI ' PARAMdl J
ROAOWINROAOSI • PARAMI2I I
RATNRM(NROA0SI - PARAMI3I 1
AVSOILINROAOSI ' PARAM(*I
OECLIN(NRnADSI > PARAMI5I
TANCUT(NROA0SI • PARAM(6I
TANFIL (NROADSI ' PARAM(7I
TANRHOINROAOSI PARAM(8I

50 IROADS = I

RETURN
END

Subroutine NATURL

SUBROUT
C DEFINE

COMMON/
1 DECIDS
2 LASUSD
3 PARAM(
* REGROW
5 SIMTMl
INTEGER
COMMON/

1 NAMr,N
INTEGER
DIMENSI
EOUIVAL

1 PPTdl
2 COMAX)
3 TMPMLT
* ISOTRM
5 (BLOCK
INTEGER

C THE NAT
C UNIT A

RUWT( I)

RDISTd
RUNUMIl

G DEFINE
C THE BA

TCOEFF(
cnvoEN(
DECIOSI
OFCIDSI
PPf WfOI
RECHRGI
RCHRGO
WEO

C S?E SUBi

REGROW
REGROW
CALD^f

(

D»E40Y1
ENCBALI
FREWATI
LASUSDI
NOYSNOI
ONTR-SI
PHASn 1

SI"T"1(
SIMTfl (

INE
THE
M/AL
(2,8
(81
91,

P

(2,9
13,8
AIT

UTIL
DAY
DAT

ON B
= NCE
I , (B

,(eL
) ,(B

I ,(B
( 19S
PEK

URAL
NO I

• 1

I »

I =

THE
SIC
I

I

1) =

1,1)
2,1)
1) =

1) =

RFWE
POUT
12.1
II.

I

U =

II -

NATURL
NATURAL RESPONSE UNIT
TYRIB) .BOUND 16.8 I ,CALDEFIB),C
I ,0REA0Y(8I ,ENGBAL(8I ,EXPK(8I
LCOPY( 1*1 , NOYSNOI 8 ),NEXTYR,NP
HASE(8I ,PHISa(BI ,PREWE0(8I
I .RUNUM(8I .RUWT(8). SEOINC. SEE
I .TCOEFF (81 ,TYPCUT(8I
VR, BOUND, ORE ADY PHASE ,RUNUH,

S

TY /BLOCK (18891 , dlANGR ,CHANGW

,

RCHRGO,RO ( 3 72 ), WE (3 72), WEO. YE
E, DATES, YEAR
MNTH(6I ,ET0(3 72I,PPT(372I,RA
(BLnCK(2l .IMAXd I I , (BLOCK (37

LOCK( lUBI.RADd I I ,(BL0CKd*9
OCK( 19651 .VEGTYPI , (BLOCK (I 866
L0CK(1869) .WILTPT I, (BLOCK (187
LOCK! ie7 3).PEK0AT),(BLnCK(l8B
6I.PEAKWE) . (BLOCK (1888) .PEAKR
OAT.VEGTYP
RESPONSE UNIT STARTS AS 100
REDUCED AS MANAGEMENT PLANS

1.0

COVER DENSITY, TRANSMISSIVITY
FILE

= BL0CK(ia62l
= BL0CK(1863)

BL0CK( 1869)
BlOCK(1870I

BL0CK(1874)
BLOCKd875)
CHRGdl
0( II

INf TRENDS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
= l.j - 10.5 • EXP (-1.6094
' C.5

0.0

OVDENISI.CUriBI.
.EXPKl(8l,FREWATI8I.LASTl
LAN,NUM,NUNIT,0NTRES(8I,
1ST (9) ,R0MAXI8I .RECHRG(8I
DAr(2I.SEEDYRI2l,

EEOAT,SEEDYR,TYPCUT
DATE(2I ,DATES(*I, LINES,

RT0T(3)

0I372),TMAX(372),TMIN(37I
*),TMIN( II ), (BLOCK( 746)f
0),ETO( D) ,(BLOCK( 1864).
I, TRSHLD), (BLOCK I 18671,

I I, OCOMAX), ( BLOCK ( 18 721,

0l,6IMN7H(ll I,

01

PERCENT OF THE PLANNING
ARE INTRODUCED

COEFFICIENT, ETC., FBOII

THE EQUATION BELOW
37912 • COVOENI ll/CDMAXII

II
II

II
II

tl

) ' (

1.11
2.11

0.0
0.0

= o.c
= o.c
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SIMTXll 1,11
TVPCUTIl) =

NUN IT = 1

BETUON

Subroutine NORM
SU3«CUTK)f NORM
T««'.SFER THE vetRLY RESULTS OF THE "JORMilL

PLANNIMG UNIT FKH
CHMMON D4TIME (2) .DEC HAL .NRMANG .NSAVEO , NVESI

I RECOVS,RE..ION(m ,REG0PT(5I , S SVE t SE0RN2.UE
INTE^.ER O^TIME.PL^OPT.PLUNI T,RECOVR. REGION
COHMCN/UTILTY/BLGCKdSB'J) .CHANGR ,CH»NGW .04

I NAMC,NCIAY,RCHRGC,R0I372I , WE (3721 ,HEO,YEAR
INTcGFR DATE. DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH(61,ETOI372I,PPT(372),RAOI
EOUIVAISNCE (BLOCK (21 , TMAX ( I I I , ( BLOCK ( 37<.

)

1 PPT( II I . (BLOCKdUBI .RAOdI ) . ( BLOCK ( U'JO I

2 CDWiXI . (BLOCK (1865 I .VEGTYP) .( BLOCK ( 1866 I

.

3 TMPHLTI , (BLOCK (1868 I .WILIPTI .( BLOCK ( 18711
* IS0TRM1.(BL0CK( 1873).PEKD4T). (BLOCK (1880

1

5 (BLOCK( 18361 .PEAKWEI .( BLOCK ( 1888 I .PEAKROI
INTEGER PEKDAT. VEGTYP
REUINO 11
REWIND 12
DO 30 ! = 1.NYE4RS
CALL GETOEC (11 .BLOCK. IBS'). lENDI
IFdCNDI 10.20

10 J = I - 1

WRITE (6.9101 NYEARS.J
910 FORMATI'OTHE REGION CARD SPEC IF 1 6S»I4, • YE

I !«,• ON -0ATF1L-. JOB ABORTED')
CALL ABORT
eL0CKdll6l - ACCUMULATED PRECIP ON 9/30

2C WRITE (12,9201 BLOCK( 1 1 ,BLOCK( 1876 I ,eLOCKI

I 18891
920 FORKATI« r»16F6.21
JO CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SIMULATION TO THE

RS,PLNOPT( 19).PLUNIT(6),
IGHT
REG0PT,SAVE.SEDRN2
TE(2),DATES(4). LINES.
YRT0T(31

372),THAX( 3721 ,rM|N(3721
,TMINI II I ,IBLOCK( 7<i6l>

.ETad)l.(BL0CK(186«l.
TRSHLOI. IBLOCKI 1867),
.OCOHAXI. (BLOCK( 18721,
,8IMNTH(1I1,

ARS, BUT THERE ARE ONLY*

1116I,IBL0CKIKI.K°1877,

Subroutine RDPLAN
SUBROUTINE ROPLAN

C READ A MANAGEMENT PLAN CARD
C0MM0N/M/ALTYR(8),BOUND(6,8l ,CALDEF(8I .COVOENI 8 I .CUT ( 8 I

.

1 OECI0S(2,8l,0R£ADYIBI,ENGBAL(8l,EXPKiai,EXPKl(81,FREW»T(ei.LASTl.
2 L4SUS0(e).LC0PYd«) .NDYSNO(8I.NEXTYR.NPLAN.NUM,NUNIT.ONTRES(8),
3 PAR AM (91 .PHASE I 81 . PHI SOI 8 I , PRE WEQ( 8 1 .RO ISTI 8 1 .RDHAX I 8 1 ,RECHRGI 8 I,

4 REGROWI2,8l .RUNUM(3) ,RUWT(8I .SEDINCSEEDAT I 2 1 , SEEDYR I 2 1

,

5 SIMIMl 13,81 ,TCOEFF IB) .TYPCUTI8)
INTEGER 4LTYR, BOUND. ORE ADY, PHASE. RUNUM.SEEOAT, SEEDYR. TYPCUT
COMMON/UTILTY/BLOCKI1689I .CHANCR .CHANGW. DATE I 2 I . DATES I * I .L INES

.

I NAME.NDAY.RCHRG0,R0I372I , WE I 372 I , WEO , YEAR, YRTOTI 3 I

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTHI6I ,E TO 1 372 1 , PPT | 372 I , R40I 372 1 , TMAX I 372 1 ,TM INI 3721
EQUIVALENCE ( BL0CKI2I ,TMAXI1 I I , IBLOCKI 3741 ,TMINI 1 I I , I BIOCKI 7*61,

1 PPTdl 1 .(BLOCKdllB) ,RADdl ) , I BLOCK! 1490 I , ETO I 1)1. IBLOCKI 18641.

2 COM AX I

.

(BLOCK I 1865 I .VEGTYP) , I BLOCK 11866 ), TRSHLOI , 1 8L0CKI 1867),

3 TMP ML T I, I BLOCK 11868 I

,

WILIPTI , I BLOCK 1187 II .DCOMAXI. IBLOCKI 18721.
4 1 SOTRM I .IBLOCKI 1873 I .PEKDATl ,( BLOCK (1880

1

,6IMNTHIll I,

5 I BLOCK 1 1886 1 , PEAKWEI , I BLOCK 11888) , PEAKROI
INTEGER PEKDAT, VEGTYP

C READ THE CARD
READ 1191 NAME,NUM,NEXTYR,PABAM,SPECCO
IFINAME.EO.ICHEND OF STRI 10,20

10 NEXTYR = 9999
RETURN

20 LASTl - NEXTYR
C IF A SPECIFIED COVER DENSITY IS INCLUDED. FLAG IT WITH A MINUS

IFI SPECCD.NE.O.OI PARAHI21 = - SPECCD
RETURN
END

Subroutine SIMIYR
SUBROUTINE SIMIYR

C SIMULATE ONE YEAR
C0MM0N/M/ALTYR(8I .BOUND (6. 81 .CALDEF(8I .COVDEN( 8 I .CUT ( 8 I

.

1 DEC ins (2, 8 I ,OREADY(BI .ENGPAL(8I ,E XPK I 8 I , E XPKl I 8 1

,

FREWAT I 8 I , L AST 1

,

2 LASUSDIS) .LC0PYd4) ,NDYSN0(9) ,NEXTYR ,NPLAN, NUM, NUNI T , ONTRES I 8 I ,

3 PARAM(9I .PHASE (81 ,PHIS0(8I ,PREwE0(8l , RO 1ST I 8 ) , RDMAX I 8 I ,RFCHRGI 8 I ,

4 RE GROW (2, 8 I ,RUNUHI8) ,RUWTI8) , SEDINC , SEE DAT I 2 I , SEEDYR I 2 I ,

5 SIMTVI(3.81,TC0EFF(8I ,TYPCUT(8I
INTEGER ALTYR .BOUND .ORE AOY . PHASE .RUNUM. S EEDAT . SEEDYR. TYPCUT
COMM0N/T1ME/CANREF.CDMAX2.CONAV
C0MM0N/UIILTY/BLaCK(l889) .CHANCR .CHANGW. DATE ( 2 ) . OATESI 4 ) , LINES,

1 NAM;,NnAV,RCHRGC,ROI3 72l ,WE ( 372 ) , WEO , YF AR , YRIOT ( 3 I

INTEGER DATE. DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNIHI6I , ETO I 37 2) , PPT I 372 ) , RADI 372 I , TMAXI 372 I , TM INI 372 I

EQUIVALENCE ( BLOCK I 2 I , TMAX I 1 ) ) , IBLOCKI 374),TMIN(I;)). ( BLOCK ( 746).
1 PPTI U I. (B10CK( 11131 .R And I I .(BLOCK 11490 1 .ETOdI) .IBLOCKI 1864 1,

2 C DM3X I

,

IPLOCK 11365 I .VEGTYP) , I BLOCK ( 1866 I .TRSHLO). ( BLOCK ( 1867 )

.

3 TMPMLTI .lBL0CK(136nl .WILTPT) .(8L0CK(1871).DCDM4XI.| BLOCK! 18 721,

4 I SOTRM) , IRLOCKI 1873)

.

PEKDAT I , I BLOCK ( 1680 ). B l»NIH( 1 ) I,

5 (BLOCK( l»e6I.PtAKWEI . (BLOCK (1888 I .PEAKRCI
INTEGER PEKDAT. VEGTYP
C QMMO'J/ UTR RAL / ALLOW. E TF ROM. EV APT R.GENRO, PEAK ED, PRECIP, RAO In,

I RAnLVIN,P;OSWN,TMPMAX,TMPHIN,WATRIN
YRTOTI 1) = O.C
YBTCTl?) - :.-
YRTOTOI r O.C
YEAR s BLOCK(l)
DO 1 ; I = I, NUN IT

10 DREAnviII =

C PERFORM THE SIMULATION
PPTNOW = 0.0
PEAKED = <•,:.

DO 90 NOAY - 1,372
IFIT-<AXINDAYI • 1.E5CI 33,90

C DEFINE THE DRIVING VARIABLES
30 TMPMAX = TMAXINDAY)

TMPMIN = TMININOAY)
PPTNRM = PPTINDAYI - PPINOW
PPTNOW = PPTINOAY)
RADIN = RAOINDAY)
WE(NOAY) 0.;
Rn(NDAYI = 0.0

C DO NOT ALLOW INTERCEPTION IN JULY AND AUGUST
ALLOW = l.D
IFINOIY.GE. 280. ANO.NDAY.LE. 3411 ALLOW - 0.0
IFlNOAY.eo.PEKDAII PEAKED = 1.0

C WATCH FOR DECIDUOUS FORESTS AND THEIR CHANGE OF SEASONS
IFI VEGTYP. EQ. 3. OR. VEGTYP. EO. 41 CALL OECOUS

C MAKE A PASS THROUGH THE WATER BALANCE ROUTINES FOR EACH RESPONSE
C UNIT

DO 60 I = l.NUNIT
PRECIP = PPTNRH
EVAPTR = ET0IND4Y)

C IF NECESSARY. ADJUST THE PRECIP
IFISEEDYRIll - YEARI 40.40,50

40 IFI SEEDYRI2I .LT.YEAR.OR.SEEOATI 1 I . GT.NOAY.OR. SEEDAT I 2 I .LT .ND4Y I GO
1 TO 50
PRECIP ' PRECIP » SEDINC

50 PRECIP = PRECIP • RDIST(I)
CANREF = REGROW 12,11
CONAV = RFGR0WI1,II
CALL WATBAL ( CALDEF ( I I ,COMAX ,COVOENI I I , DREAOY I I I , ENCBAL I I ) ,

1 FREWATII ) .LASUSOII I .NDYSNOI II ,ONTRESIII .PHASE I 1 I.PREHEOI I I,

2 RECHPG(I).SIMTM1(1.II.SIMTMII2,II,SIMTM1I3,I),TC0EFFII),
3 TMPMLT,IRSHLD, VEGTYP, WILTPT)

C STORE THESE RESULTS
WEINOAY) = WEINDAYI • (PREWEOdI • RUWT(I))
ROINDAY) = ROINDAY) (GENRO • RUWT ( I I I

YRI0H2I = YRT0I(2I (PRECIP • RUWK I I I

YRT0I(3I = YRT0T(3) » (EVAPTR • RUHT(I)I
60 CONTINUE

YRTOTIll « YRIOTdl RO(NDAY)
C WATCH FOR THE MANDATORY ISOTHERMAL DATE

IFI ISOTRM - NDAY) 90,70
TO DO 80 I > 1,NUNIT

DRE40YI I ) = -I
80 CALDEFII) = 0.0
90 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

Subroutine SLIST

c

20
30

110
940

SUBROUTINF SLIST lYRALTI
-LIST THE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
CDHM0N/M/ALTYR(8) .BOUND 1 6, 8) .CALDEF 18 ) .COVOENI 8 ) .CUT I S I

.

1 DEC IDS I 2. 8 I .DREA0YI8I .ENGBALI8I .EXPKIBI , EXPK 1 1 8 ) , FREWATI 8 ) ,LAST 1,
2 L4SUS0I8) ,LCOPYI 14 ) ,N0YSN0l 8

)

,NEXTYR ,NPLAN, NUM. NUNI T , ONTRES I 8 )

,

3 PARAHI9I,PHASEI8I ,PHI SO I 8 I , PRE WEOI 3 I ,R0 I ST I 8 ) , RDMAX I 8 I , RECHRGI 8 I

,

4 REGROW (2, 8 I ,RUNUM(ai ,RUWI(8I, SEDINC, SEE OAT (21, SEEDYRI 21,
5 SIMTMll3,ai ,TC0EFFI8I ,IYPCUTI8I
INTEGER ALTYR. SOUND. ORE ADY, PHASE. RUNUM.SEEOAT, SEEDYR. TYPCUT
COMMON/ S/AVSOIL I 11) ,DECLINdl) ,NROADS .R4TNRM 1 1 1 ) .ROADMII 11).

1 ROADWI 111 .TANCUTdll .TANFILIU I .TANRHO( 1II,YRCNST( 111
INTEGER YRCNST
C0MM0N/UTILTY/BL0CK(1889I .CHANGR .CHANGW. DATE I 2 ) . DATES! 4 ) . L I NES,

I NAME.NDAY.RCHRGa.ROI3 72l . WE I 3 72 ) . WEO , YE AR . YRTOT I 3

)

INTEGER DATE.DATES.YEAR
DIMENSION eiMNTHl6) .ETO I 3 72 ). PPT I 372 ) . RAD( 372 I . TMAX I 372 I . TM INI 372

)

EQUIVALENCE IBLQCKI2I .TMAXdl I , I BLOCK (374) .TMINdl I. I BLOCK I 7461.
1 PPTd ) I . IBLOCKI 11181 .RAOdI I . (BLOCK 11490 1 .ETDdl I . I BLOCK ( 1864).
2 CDHAX I , (BLOCK (1865) .VEGTYP) , I BLOCK 1 1866 I . TRSHLD I . ( SLOCK ( 18671.
3 TMP ML T I .(BLOCK (1868 I .WILTPT I .( BLOCK ( 187 1 ). OCDMAX I ,( BLOCK ( 1872 )

,

4 1 SOTRM). ( SLOCK ( 1873) . PEKDAT I , I BLOCK I 1880) ,BlMNTHdl I,

5 IBLOCKI l»3f, I .PEAKWE) ,(BL0CK(1888) ,PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKDAT, VEGTYP
INTEGER YR4LT
I PR I NT = C

-CHECK FOR CLOUD SEEDING
IFIYRALT - SEEDYRIlll 20,10
CALL GOATE ( SEEDAT d I . DATES (1 I I

CALL GDAT'- ( SFEDAT ( 2 I . DATE S ( 3 1 1

WRITF (18,9;j) SEEDYR. SEDINC. DATES
FORMATOOIN YEAR«I4.» AND THROUGH YEAR»14.». CLOUD SEEDING MULIIPL
llrS OPT eY»F5.2,» 8ETWEEN»I3,»/»I2,» ANO»I 3, »/• I 2, • .•

)

IPRI'IT = 1

CHECK THE Y£AR OF THE MANAGED RESPONSE UNITS
IFINUNIT - 21 8C,30,30
DO 70 1 = 1,NUNII
IFIYRALT - iLrYR( I I I 70,40
IPRC-IT = ICUT( I I • 100. I » 0.5
IFIIPRINTI 53, 6v
WRITE (18,9201 RU'JU" d I ,RUWT I I 1 , 1 PRCNT
FORMATI 13X»0N RESPONSE UNIT«I6,» lARFA WEIGHT i«F5 .2 . • ) . • 14 , • PERC
lENT OF THE CURRENT COVER DENSITY WAS REMOVED.*)
GO TO 70
WRITE 118, 93C) YRALT,RUNUMII I ,RUWTI II ,IPRCNT
F0RM^T(»5Itt YEAR*I4,« ON RESPONSE UNIT«I6,« (AREA WEIGHT =»F5.2,»I
1,«I4,» PERCENT OF THE CURRENT COVER DENSITY WAS REMOVED. •)
IPPI^IT = :

CONTINUE
-CHECK FUR ROAD CQ^JSTRUC T I ON
IFINKOAOSI 90.15C
DO 14" I = l.NROADS
IFIYRALT - Yi!rNST(III 14?. 100
IPRC;:T = (TANRHOdI • IDC.I • 0.5
IFdPRINTI 12:,11C
WRITE (18,94^1 YRALT,R0A0MI I I I ,R04DWd I , IPRCNT
FORMATIOOIN YEAR*I4,* ROAD CONSTRUCTION CREATE0*F6. 1 , • MILES OF RO

IAD AVCB1GING«F5.1,» FEET WIDE THROUGH AN AVERAGE SIDESLOPE 0F«I3,

IPRINT
OC£NT.«l

1
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CO ir i3^
120 WPIT: (18.910) A04nHI t I 1 ,ROaDW(l 1

>

IPRCNT
l-iO F-lRMiTl nx'BOSD CONSTRULT I HN CRE AT60«F6 . 1 , • MILES OF ROAD 4VER4GIN

IG«F5.1.» FEET HIDE THROur.H AN AVERAGE SLOPE 0F«I3.» PERCENI.*)
130 IPRCNT = (TANCUTIII • 100.) • 0.5

JPBC'IT ' (TANFILCII • 100.) » 0.5
writ: (18,9601 IPRCNT, JPRCNI.RATNRKd ) ,AV50U( I I.06C11N( I )

960 Fnp'UT( 14X«THF SLOPES OF CUT ANO FILL AV ERAGEO* 1 3, • ANO'M.* PERCE
IMT, 3f SPECTIVELT. THE ESTIMATE OF THE LONG-TERM NORMAL •/ liX^EROSI
20N BATE UAS«F7.2.». THE I^:OEX OF THE AMOUNT OF SOU AVAILABLE FOR
lEROSIfN UAS»F7.2,«, AND THE INDEX OF THF •/ 14X»RAT E OF DECLINE OF E

«BOSinN FOLLOWING DISTURBANCE WAS«F7 . 2, • . •

I

UO CONTINUE
ISP RETURN

END

Subroutine TITLEM
SU6P0UTINE TITLcM

C PRINT THE TITLE SHEET
COMMON OA TIME 12) .OECMAL.NRMANG.NSAVED.NYEARS.PLNOPTI 19 ) , PLUN 1T( 6 )

,

1 RECOVR.REGION(e) .REGOPTdl , S AVE , SE0RN2, HE IGHT
INTEGER DATIME,PLNOPT,PLUNIT,RECOVRiREGION,R6GOPT.SAVE,SeORN2
COMMON /M/ALTITRI 8) .BOUND I 6. 8 I .CALDEF 18) .COVOENIS) .CUTIS).

1 0ECIDS(2.8).0REA0y(8].ENCBALI8I.EXPKIel.EXPKl(8),FBEHATI8).LASTl,
2 LASUSDI8I .LCOPYll'.l ,N0YSN0I8) , NEXTVR . NPL AN. NUM. NUN I T .ONTRE S I 8 )

3 PARAMI9) .PHASEIS) .PHISQIB) .PREUEQIS) .ROISTISI.RDMAXIB) .RECHRGI8I.
« REGR0HI2.8] .RUNUM18I .RUHTIBI . SEDI NC . SEE DAT I 2 ) . SEFOVR I 2 I

.

5 SIMTMII3,8).TC0EFFI8I.TYPCUTI8)
INTEGER ALTYR. BOUND. OR EADY. PHASE. RUNUM.SEEOAT.SEEDYR.TYPCUT
C0MH0N/TIME/CANREF.C0MAX2.CONAV
COMMON /UTILTY /BLOCK 118891 .CHANGR .CHANGH. DATE I 2 I . DAT ES I <> I . L INES .

1 NAME,NDAY.RCHBG0.ROI372) .HE I 372 ) .HEO . YF AR , YRTOT I 3

)

INTEGER DATE .OATES.YEAR
DIMENSION eiMNTH(6) .ET0I37?I.PPT{372),RA0U72),TMAX(372).TMINI372I
EQUIVALENCE I6LOCKI2).TmAX(1]).(BLOCK(37«).TMIN(1)). I BLOCK ( 7<.6 I

.

1 PPT(1)).IBL0CK(1US),RADI1)I . I BLOCK I 1490 I . ETO I 1 1 ) . I BLOCK I 1864 I,

2 COMAX) . IBLnCK(1865) .VEGTYP) . I BLOCK ( 1866 ). TRSHLO ) . I BLOCK I 1 867 I

.

3 TMPMLTJ.IBLOCKI 1868) .HILTPT),(BLOCKI 1871) . DCDMAX ) , 1 BLOCKI 18721.
4 ISOTRM). I BLOCK! 18731 .PEKDATI , (BLOCKI 1880) .BIMNTHll) I.

5 (BLOCKI 1886) .PEAKHE) . ( BLOCK ( 1 888 I . PE AKRO

)

INTEGER PFKDAT. VEGTYP
WRITE (6.9101 PLUNIT.DATIME

910 FORMAT(»1«6A10.52X2A10/115X»ALTEREO CONDITIONS*)
RUNUMdl = lOH NATURAL
HBITE 16.9201 IKUNUH() ) .I-l.NUNITI

920 FORMATCORESPONSE UNIT NUMBER'l OXAIO 7 I 10)
RUNUrl 11=0
HRITE (6.9211 (RUWT( I ) .1 = 1.NUNIT)

921 FORMAT(«OPERCENT OF PLAN UN I T'lOXBF 10 .2 I

IFINUNIT - 2) 20,10.10
10 HBITE (6.922) (ALTYRd I .1=2.NUNITI

922 FORMATI* YEAR OF CUT •20X71101
HRITE (6.9231 ( CUT I I I . I =2 . NUNI T

)

923 FORMAT!* PERCENT OF CUT •20X7F10.2)
HBITE (6.9241 (BDIST( I I ,1 = 1 .NUNIT)

924 FORHATI* PRECIP REOIST FACTOR«10X8F 10.21
HRITE (6,925) ( BOUND ( 5 , I ) . I =2 ,NUNI T

)

925 FORMATI* CHANGE STARTS IN •20X7110)
WRITE 16.926) ieOUNDI6,I l,I=2,NUNIT)

926 FOR»AT(« CHANGE ENDS IN »20X7I10I
WRITE (6.9271 ( REGROH ( 1 . 1 I . I =2 ,NUNI T)

927 FORMATI* REGROWTH-AVA I L WATER»20X7F10 .2 I

WRITE 16.925) (BOUNOd.l ) , I=2.NUNIT1
WRITE 16.9261 I 80UND( 2 . I ] .

I =2 ,NUNI T

)

WRITE (6,928) ( RE GROW ( 2 , 1 I ,
I =2 , NUNI T)

928 FORMATI* REGROWrH-REFLECTlVTY«20X7F10.2l
WRITE (6.925) leOUND(3. 1 )

,

I=2.NUNIT)
WRITE 16,9261 I BOUND ( 4 , I ) , I =2 ,NUNI T

)

20 HRITE (6,930) ( TCOE FF ( I I , I = 1 ,NUNI T

I

930 FOBMATC TRANSMISSIVITY COEFF'IOXBF 10 . 2 I

HRITE (6,931) ( COVDEN ( I I , I = 1 ,NUNI T

I

931 FORMAT(« COVER DENSITY •10X8F10.2)
TMPMLF = (TMPMLT » 1.8) • 32.
HRITE (6,9321 CDMAX , VEGTYP

,

TRSHLO, TMPMLF ,H ILTPT
932 FORHAK* MAXIMUM COVER DEN •IOXFIO.2/

1 • VEGETATION TYPE «10XI10 /» REFLECTIVITY THRSHL0«10XF 10 .2/
2 • MELT THRESHOLD •10XF10.2/* WILTING POINT •10XF10.21
IF(VEGIYP.NE.3) GO TO 30
WRITE (6,940) (DECI0S(1,I I ,I=l,NUNITI

940 FORMATI* DECIDUOUS WINTER TC •10X8F10.2)
WRITE 16,941) (DECI0S(2,I ) ,I=1,NUNITI

941 FORMAT(« DECIDUOUS HINTER CD •10X8F10.2I
WRITE (6,942) DCDMAX

942 FORMAT(« DECIDUOUS HNTR COMAX»10XF10 .2

)

30 WRITE (6,950) (SIMTMl(2, I )

,

I=1,NUNITI
950 FORMAT(«OINITIAL CONDI T

I

ONS«/» AVERAGE PACK TEMP. •10XBF10.2I
WRITE (6,951) (PREWEOd 1 ,1 = 1 ,NUNIT)

951 FORMATI* PACK WATER EQUIV. •10X8F10.2)
WRITE (6,9521 (RECHBG( I ) I=1,NUNIT)

952 FCRMAT(» RECHARGE RcOUl REMENT«10X8F 10.2

1

IF(SES0YR(1I - 99991 4C.50
40 CALL GDATE ( SEEOAT ( 1 ), DATES ( 1 )

>

CALL GDATE ( SEEOAT ( 2 1 . OATF S ( 3 )

)

WRITE (6.96CI SeEOYR .DATE S . SEOI NC
960 F0RMAT(»PCL0U0 SEEDING FROM 'U.' TO 'I'',', DAYS •U.'/'W.* TO •

1 I2.*/«I2.«. WITH A FACTOR OF «F6.2I
50 RETURN

END

Subroutine BALANC
SUBROUTINE BALANC

--BALANCE THE REDISTRIBUTION FACTORS
C0MM0N/H/ALTYB(8) .BOUND (6. 8) , CALDEF (8) ,C0V0£N(8) ,CUT(B).

1 r£CIDS(2.n) .DBtADY(81 .ENG6AL(B1 .EXPK(8).EXPK1(8).FREHAT(8I.LAST1,
2 LAS1IS0(8) ,LCOPY( 14) ,NDYSN0(8) . NEXT YR. NPLAN. NUM. NUN I T .ON TRE S ( 8 )

.

3 PARA"(9).PHASE(8) . PHI SOI 8 ) . PRE WFO( 8 I .RD I SI ( 8 I . BOMAX ( 8 ) , RECHBG ( 8 )

.

4 ReGKnH(2.8) ,RUNUM(8) .RUHI(a).SE0INC.SEF0AI(2l .SEFDYB(2'.
5 SIMIM1(3.8I .TCOEFF (8) ,TYPCUT(8I

INTE
IF(N

10 RFTU
C- --- -ACCU
c- - RED
c- - OTH

20 RDST
REMA
00 4

IF( T

30 RDST
REMA

40 CONI
1F(A
|F(R

50 HBIT
910 FORM

ICFNT
CALL

c- -CALC
c- - AND

60 REST
IFIB

70 EFFE
GO T

80 EFFE
c- -DEFI

90 DO 1

IF(T
100 ROIS
UO CONT

RETU
END

GtR ALTYR, BOUND, OR EAOV, phase, RUNUM, see DAT, SEEDYR,TYPCUT
UNIT - 21 10.20.20
^N
MULATE THE WEIGHTS FOR THE AREAS ON WHICH THERE IS
ISTBIPUTION WHILE CALCULATING THE REMAINING PORTION FOR THE
ER AREAS
wT = c.r-

IN = l.C
N = 2. NUN IT

YPCUTINl) 3C.40
HT = aOSTHI BUWT(N)
IN = REMAIN - (RDIST(N) • RUWT(Nl)
INUc
BS(REMAIN).LT.0.01 I REMAIN = 0.0
"MA INI 50,60.60
•^ (6,910)
AT(«1THE REDISTRIBUTION OF THE PRECIP TOTALS MORE THAN 100 PER
- JOB ABORTED*)
ABORT

ULATE THE CORRESPONDING EFFECT ON PRECIP FOR THE NATURAL UNIT
THOSE WHERE REDISTRIBUTION WAS NOT SPECIFIED
= 1.0 - ROSTHT

EST) 70.70,80
CT = CO

90
ct = bemain/rest
ne the redistribution factors for Those areas
10 N = l.NUNIT
YPCUTINl) 110,100
T(N) = EFFECT
INUE
RN

Subroutine GBOUND
SUBROUTINE GBOUND INI

C GET THE BOUNDARY YEARS - I IF NOT SPECIFIED, USE THE ASSUMED
C VALUES)

C0MM0N/M/ALTYR(8I , BOUND (6, 8) ,CALDEF (8 1 ,COVDEN( 8 1 ,CUT ( 8 1

,

1 DECIDS(2,3) ,OREADY(B) ,ENGeAL(8) ,EXPKI8 1 , F XPK 1 ( 8 1 , FREWAI ( 8 I , LASTl,
2 LASUSD( 8) ,LCOPY( 14) ,NDYSN0(8) ,NE XT YR .NPLAN, NUM.NUNI T .ONTRES I 8 )

.

3 PARAMI9) ,PHASE(B1 ,PHIS0(81 , PRE WEO( 8 1 ,RD I ST I 8 1 , RDHAX ( B ) iRECHRGI 8 If I,

4 REGROH(2,81 ,RUNUM(81 ,RUHT(8) .SEDINC.SEE0AT(2I.SEEDYR(2I.
|

5 SIMTM1(3.8) .TC0EFF(81 .TYPCUKB)
INTEGER ALTYB, BOUND, DREAOY,PHASE,RUNUM,SEEDAT.SEEDYR,TYPCUI
C0HM0N/TIME/CANREF,CDMAX2.CONAV
C0MM0N/UTILTY/BL0CK(1889) .CHANGR . CHANGH, DATE ( 2 1 . DATES ( 41 ,L INES .

1 NAMe.NDAY,RCHR&O.RO(3 721 .WE (372 I , WEO . YE AR, YRTOT | 3

1

INTEGER DATE, DATES, YEAR
DIMENSION 6IMNTH(61 ,ET0(372),PPT(372) , RAD( 372) , TMAX ( 372 1 , TM INI 3721 I

EQUIVALENCE (BLOCK (21 ,TMAX(1| 1 , ( BLOCK ( 374)

,

TMIN( I 1 1 , ( BLOCK ( 746 1,

1 PPT (1 ) ) ,(BL0CK(1118) ,RAD(1 1 1 ,(BL0CK(14901 ,ET0(1 II, I BLOCK ( 1864 1.

2 CDMAX) . (BLOCKI 1865 I .VEGTYP I ,( BLOCK ( 1866 1 , TRSMLD 1 ,( BLOCK ( 18671,
3 TMPMLT),(BL0CK(1868),WILTPT) , I BLOCK ( 187 1 ) ,OCDHAX). ( BLOCK ( 1872 )

,

4 ISOTRM), (BLOCK ( 18731 ,P£KOAT) , I BLOCK ( 1880) ,BIMNTH(1) ),

5 ( BLOCK ( 1886) ,PEAKHE) , (BLOCK (1888) ,PEAKRO)
INTEGER PEKOAT, VEGTYP
INTEGER VOPAST
DIMENSION ASSUMDI7.3I

C LOOGEPOLE PINE
DATA ASSUMDIl .1) .ASSUHD(2.1 ) .AS SUMO (3. 1) . ASSUHD( 4, I ) , ASSUMD ( 5, 1 ),

I ASSUMD (6,1) ,ASSUHD(7,1)/15.,80..0. . 40. . 40 . . 120. .0. 0/
C SPBUCE-FIB

DATA AS SUMO (1.2) .ASSUMD (2. 2) .ASSUMD I 3. 2) , As SUKD( 4,2 ), ASSUMD ( 5,21,
1 ASSUMD (6.2) .ASSUMD(7,21/30.,100..0..Ba. .80. ,160. ,0.0/

C ASPEN
DATA AS5UMO(l,31 .ASSUMD(2.31 .ASSUMD (3. 31 . ASSUMD( 4. 3 I . A5SUHD( 5. 3 1

.

1 ASSUMD (6. 31 .ASSUMD (7, 3 1/7. .60. .0 . . 20 . , 20. . 80 • . 0.0/
CDMAX2 = CDMAX/2.0

C IF THE CUT IS LESS THAN 50 p-'RCENT, IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE
C PATCH CUT TRANSITION LEVEL OF THE FOREST IS ZERO

IF(C0MAX2 - COVOENINll 10.10.20
10 BOUND(l.N) = ALTYR(N) - 1

B0UND(2.N) = BOUNDIl.N)
B0UND(3,N) = 80UN0(1,N)
B0UNn(4,Nl = BOUNn(l,Nl
B0UND(5,N1 = ROUNDd.NI
80UN0(6,N1 = B0UND(1,N1
RDMAX(N) = 0.0
ROIST(N) =1.0
TYPCUT(N) =

RETURN
C USF THE ASSUMED VALUES IF ALL PARAMETERS ARE BLANK

20 DO 4C I = 1,6
IF(P<RAM( 1*21 1 50.30

30 BOUNOII.Nl = ASSUMDI I.VEGTYPl
40 CONTINUE

ROHAXINl = ASSUMD(7,VEGTYP1
GO TO 70

C SINCE AT LEAST ONE OF THE PARAMETERS HAS SPECIFIED, USE THEM ALL
50 DO 60 I = 1,6

BOUNDII .N) = PARAMI 1*2)
C CERTIFY THAT THE ENDING YEARS FQLLOH THE BEGINNING YEARS

|F| I .E0.1.0R.I.EQ.3.0R.I.Ea.51 GO TO 60
IF(flOU'in(I-l .N) .LT.BOUNDI I .Nl ) CO TO 60
HBITE (6. 9101 ALTYR(N) .BUNUM(N) .eOUNO(I.N).BOUNO( I-l.N)

910 FQRHATOOMANAGEMENT PLAN CARD ERROR - YFAR«I4,«, RESPONSE UNIT«I6i
1 •, E\DINC YE^R•I4,• DOcS NOT FOLLOW BEGINNING YEAR«I4,« - JOB ABO '

2RTED»)
CALL ABORT

60 CONTINUE
RDMAXINl = PAflAM(91

C OEFIlE "HI SOUAKEO FOR THE REFLECTIVITY AND COVER DENSITY FUNCTIOK
70 PHISaiN) = (B0UN0(4.N1 - B0UND(3.N11 •• 2

C IF THIS I? A THINNING CUT RATHER THAN A PATCH CUT. ADJUST THE
C BOUNDARIES TO COMPENSATE (THIS ALLOWS THF REMOVAL GF THE
C OVERSTORY. BUT LEAVES A STAND WHICH. IN TERMS OF THE SIMULATION
C FUNCTIONS. IS ALREADY IN THE PROCESS Of BEGROWTHl

IF(C'JVD!NC11 I IOC. 100. 80
80 Y'PaST = SORT I(C0VPEN(N1 • PHI SQI N ) 1 /CDMAX 1 » 0.5

DO 90 I = 1,6
90 BOUNOII.Nl = BOUNDd.Nl - YRPAST

36



C OEFI'IF TMf BnUNO*PIES IN TfdHS OF IH6 Yf»(l OF TR6AIMENT
iOO DO 11 J I » 1.6
110 (<niJNn(I,«l - BGU'<D1I,»II ALTTRINI

CT<PUTf THE K FOK THE INVERSE EKPONENT I4L FUNCTION REPRESENTING
THr AVlIlaBLF SOIL WATER FACTOR

CIVJ'J THAT TAU = M^EXP I -K« I T-TC 1 I , AT TIME I - FUUl REGROMTH. TAU
BfCnj-Ei H/Z. THUS.
f/2 = ««EXPI-K»IT-TCI I . WHICH VIEIOS
I/? = EXPI-K'IT-TC) I. UPON TAKING THE NATURAL LOG.
LNI.";! = -K»(T-TCI. OR
K . -LNI.5I/(T - TCI

EtPKCl) ' O.fcgSl^TnoS/FLOATIBOUNOIZ.N) - BOUNOll.NII
COMPUTE THE K FOR THE INVERSE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION REPRESENTING
THE Pl^SCIo RcOISTRlBUTlON

GIVE* THAT RhO ' RHOiMAXI • EXP I -Kl • I T-TC I I . AT TIME T - FULL
Hfr.ROWTH, SHO HUST APPROACH ZERO (ASSUME I PERCENT). HENCE.
.01 = RHO(HAXI • EXP (-K1«IT-TC)1. OR
.01/9HJ(MAXI EXP(-K1»(T-TCI I. UPON TAKING THE NATURAL LOG.
LN( ."'l/RHOIMAXI 1 • -K1»CT-TCI. OR
Kl = -LNl.Cl/RHOCMAXI )/IT-TCl (WATCH FOR RHOItAXl 0)
IF(R0MAXINI1 130,120.130

l^o BOUNO(;.Ni altvrini - i

B0U'4D(»>.N) = 4LTTR(NI - 1

R6TU'<N
130 EXPKUNI > - AL0GI0.01/A8S(ROMAX(NII)/FL0ATIBOUNO(6.NI-BOUN0(S.NI)

TYPCUTINI = 1

RETURN
END

Subroutine TRENDS
SUBROUTINE TRENDS

C DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF THE TIME TREND(S)
C0MM0N/M/ALTVRI8I.B0UND(6.8I.CALDEF(8I.C0V0ENISI.CUT(ei.

1 0ECinsl2.BI.0READVI6I.ENGBAL(SI,EXPK(8) .EXPKl (8 I .FREWATI8 I .LASTI.
2 LASUSO( 81 .LCnPYdAI .NDTSNQIBI .NEXTVR.NPLAN.NUM.NUNIT.QNTRES ( 8 I.

3 PARAM(q| ,PHASE(8I.PHISC(8I . PREWE0(8 1 .RD 1ST I 8 1 .RDMAX ( 8 1 .RECHftCI 8 1

1

4 RECRnw(2.8l .RUNUM(8I .RUWT ( 8) .SEOINC.SEEOATI 21 . SEEOYR I 21

.

5 S|MTMU3.8),TCOEFF(8I.TYPCUTIBI
INTEGER AlTYR, BOUND. ORE ADY. PHASE. RUNUM.SEEOAT. SEEOYR. TYPCUT
COMMON/T I ME /C ANREF ,C0MAX2 .CONAV
COMM0N/UTILT¥/BL0CKI1889I.CHANGR.CHANGM.DATei2).OATES(«I.LINES>

1 NAME. NDAY.RCHRGO.ro (372 1. HE (372 I. MEO.YEAR.YRTOTI})
INTEGER DATE. DATES. YEAR
DIMENSION BIMNTH(6).ET0(372I.PPT(372I.RAD(372I.THAX(3T2I.THIN(372I
EQUIVALENCE (BL0CK(2I.TMAX(1II,(I)L0CK(3T«I.TMIN(1II.I8L0CK(7A«I,

1 PPT(l)l.ieLOCK(IM8l,RAO(lll.lBLOCKIl«<>OI.ErOIIII.(BLOCKI186«l.
2 CDHAXI.(8L0CK(ia6;i .VEGTYPI . (BL0CK(I«66 ). TRSHLOI . I BLOCK ( 1867).
3 TMPMLTI.(BL0CK(I868I.UILTPT) . ( BLOCK( 1871 1 . DCDMAX I . ( BLOCKI 1872 I

.

A ISOTRHl ,IBLOCKIia7 3).PEKDAT).(BL0CKI188O).BINNTHIl) I.

S (BL0CK(1886).PEAKHEI.IBl0CK(18e8l,PEAKR0l
INTEGER PEKOAT.VECTYP
IFINUNIT - 21 10.20.20

10 RETURN
20 00 170 N 2,NUNIT

AVAILABLE SOIL WATER ADJUSTMENT lACCOUNTS FOR INCREASED CANOPY
DENSITY AND ROOTING DEPTH)

REGROWIl.N) WILL BE -CONAV-
IFIYEAR - BOUNOIl.NI) 30.30.«0
THE CUT AREA IS STILL TO BE CONSIDERED AS AN OPENING

30 REGROWIl.N) • 1.0
GO TO 70

«0 IF(B0UNDI2.N) - YEAR) $0.50.60
REGROWTH IS COMPLETE AS FAR AS THIS FACTOR IS CONCERNED

SO REGROWIl.N) • C.S
GO TO 70
REGROWTH HAS OCCURRED. BUT IS NOT COMPLETE

60 REGROWIl.N) • EXP I-EXPKINI • IFLOATIYEAR - BOUNOIl.NI)))
WRITE (17.9101 YEAR.RUNUM(N) .RECROH(l.N)

410 FORMAT(« AFTER THE CROWING SEASON OF WATER YEAR«I«.« ON RESPONSE U
1NIT»|6.«. THE AVAILABLE WATER FACTOR IS»fS.2)
CANOPY REFLECTIVITY ADJUSTMENT AND COVER DENSITY
REGR0WI2.N) WILL BE -CANREF-

TO IFIB0UN0(4.NI - YEAR) 80.40.40
REGROWTH IS COMPLETE AS FAR AS THE CANOPY REFLECTIVITY IS
CONCERNED

80 RECR0WI2.NI > 1.0 - 10. S • EXPI-1.604A17912 • COVDENINI/COMAX I

)

GO TO 120
REGROWTH HAS OCCURRED. BUT IS NOT COMPLETE
GIVEN THAT RF . RFO • EXP I -OMEGA»CDMAX»T«»2/PHI»»2 ) . AT TIME T -

PHI. RF RFO • EXP i-OMEGA>COMAX), AT TIME PHI. THE MAXIMUM
COVER DENSITY HAVE BEEN REACHED. HENCE. RF - 0.1 (RFO IS A
CONSTANT 0.5). WHICH YIELDS
0.1 » :.5 • EXP (-OMEGA • COMAXI. OR
C.2 • EXP (-OMECA*CDMAXI. UPON TAKING THE NATURAL LOG.
LNIC.2I = -OMEGA • COMAX. WHICH YIELDS
OMEGA = - LNI0.2)/CDMAX. SUBSTITUTION PRODUCES
RF = 0.5»EXP (-1.604»T««2/PHI»»2).
THE VARIABLE -CANREF- IS DEFINED TO BE 1 - RF

90 IF(YEAR - B0UNDI3.N)) 100.100.110
THE CUT AREA IS STILL AN OPENING

too RFG«0W(2.N) ' 0.5
GO TO 12C

110 TSYPHI ' IFLOATIYEAR - BOUND I 3.NI )a«2 ) /PHI SOI N

)

REGR0W12.N) - 1.0 - (0.5 • EXP (-1.609*3 7912 • TBYPHII)
COVDENCi) = COMAX • TBYPHI
TCOEFFINI = TC tCOVDEN(N))
WRITE 117,9201 Vt AR .RUNUMI Nl .REGROWI 2 .N) .COVOENI N)

920 FORHATI* AFTER THE GROWING SEASON OF WATER YEAR'IA.* ON RESPONSE U
1NIT«16.«. THE CANOPY REFLECTIVITY FACTOR IS«F5.2.«. COVER DENSITY
2IS»F3.21
IF(VEGTYP.NE.3.AND.V£GTYP.N£.A) GO TO 120
OEClrSli.N) = DCDMAX • IBYPHI
nEcmsd.M ' TC (DECIDSI2.NI)
WRITE (17,930) 0ECinS12.N)

430 FORMAT(« WITH A WINTER COVER DENSITY nF»F5.2)
REDISTRIBUTION

120 IFIY^iR - BOUNOIS.N)) 130.IA0.1A0
MAX11I2E PEOISTKIBUTION

ISO ROISTINI ' 1.: » ROMAX(N)
GO TT 17:

lAO IF(flruNOI6.N) - YEAR) 15C.150.160
REGSnwTH IS COMPLFTE

150 RDISTI'l) = 1.0
TYPCUTIN) =

GO Tn 170
C ADJUST THE REDISTRIBUTION

160 aCISTInl = I.: • (PDMAXIN) » EXPI-EXPKIIN) • FLOAT ( YE AR-B0UM1.1( 5, N

)

1)1)
WRITG (17,9<.0) YEAR.RUNUMIN) .RDISTINl

940 FORHATI' AFTCR THE GROWING SEASON OF WATER yEAR«IA.» ON RESPONSE U
lNIT«I6.»t TMF PRECIP i(EDI STR 1 BUT I ON FACTOR IS»F5.2)

17C CONTINU?
C BALANCE THE REDISTRIBUTION FACTORS

CALL BALANC
RETURN
END

Program SEDMOD
OVERLAY ltlLAyS.2.31
PROOOAM SEDMOO

C SE011ENT YIELD MODEL
COMMON OATI«(E 12) .DECMAL .NRMANC.NSAVEO. NYEARS . PLNOPT I 19) . PLUN I T( 6 ) .

I RECOVR.RCGIONIftI .RE&0PTI5) . SAVE SEDRN2 . WF I GHT
INTEGER 04TIME.PLNOPT,PLUNlT,RECOVR,REGI(;N.REr,OPT.SAVE.SEr)RN2
COMHO«J/S/AVSOiLI 11) .OECLINdl ) , NROAOS .RATNRMI ID.ROADMH U).

1 ROADUI 11 ) .TANCUTI U) , TANF 1 L ( 11) ,TANRHO( 11) .YRCNSTdl )

INTEGER YRCNST
C0HM0N/UTILTV/6L0:Kllfl89) .CHANGS .CHANGW. DATE I 2 ) . DATESI A I tL INES.

I NAKE.N0AV,RCHRG-'.R0I37 2I . WE I 372 ) . WEO . YE AR . YRTOT I 3 I

INTEGER OATE.OAIES.YEAR
DIMENSION 81 HNTHI6) .E TO (3721 , PPT (372),RA0(372).TMAX(372I.IMIN( 3721
EOUI VALENCE ieLJCKI2),INAX(l)) . I BLOCK ( 37A ), TM INd )). I BLOCKI 746 ) ,

1 PPr d) I .( BLOCK ( 11181 ,RAOd) I .(8LaCK( 1*90).ET0( 1)). (BLOCK! 1B6A).
2 CDMAXI .(BLOCK( 1665) .VEGTYP) .(BLOCK 11866 I .TR5HLD). ( BLOCK ( 1867 )

.

3 TMPMLT) .(BLOCKI 1863) .W

I

LTPT) ,(BLOCK(|87l) . DCDMAX ).( BLOCKI 18721.
4 ISOTRf') . (8L0CK(18731 .PEKOAT) .(BLOCKI 1880 ) . B IMNTHI 1) ).

5 (BLOCK (1886 I .PEAKWEI , (BLOCKI 1888 1 . PEAKROI
INTEGER PEKDAT, VEGTYP
DIMENSION LCOPYIIA) .NC0L(165) .ONELINIU) .SEDNAI (165. 1 1 1

,

1 SEDINC(165.11)
INTEGER CODE( 1 1 ) .PO I NT (1 2 1 I . YEARS( 165

)

C EOUIVALENCE ARRAYS TO SAVE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
EQUIVALENCE IBLOCK.SEDNATI .(RO.NCOL) . I WE. YEARS)
DATA CODE/lHl .1H2.1H3.1HA.1H5.1H6.1H7.1H8.1H9,1HA.1HB/

C COPY THE DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
REWIND 18
GO TO 3

1 WRITE 16.903) LCOPY
903 FORMATI 13A10.A6)

3 READ ( 18.9031 LCOPY
IF(E0F(18)I 5.1

5 REWIND IB
END FILE 18
REWIND 12

C DEFINE THE COLUMN COUNTER AND THE YEARS
00 10 I = 1. NYEARS
NCOLI 11=0

10 READ ( 12.9061 YEARSd I

906 F0RWAT(2X13I
C CALCULATE THE ACCUMULATED SEDIMENT FOR THE DISTURBED ARE* AS
C THOUGH IT REMAINED IN ITS NATURAL STATE. THEN CALCULATE THE
C INCREASE

DO 5: I = l.NROAOS
CONST " IROADWd )/2.0) • TANRHOd)
DISTRB = 0.121 • ROADMId) • (ROAOWd)

1 (CONST/ITANFILd ) - TANRHOd)))
2 (CONST/(TANCUTd ) - TANRHOd))))

t PLACE THIS YEAR IN THE TABLE
00 20 J = I .NYEARS
K = J
IFIYRCNSTdl - YEARS(Jl) 20.30

20 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE THE VALUES FOR THE FIRST YEAR. THEN THE REMAINING YEARS

30 SEDNATIK.II = DISTRB • RATNRMd)
CONST . DISTRB • AVSOILII)
SEOINC(K.I) = CONST • (1.0 - EXP(-OECLINd)) I

NC0L(KI » I

L - K 1

IFIL.GT. NYEARS) GO TO 45
DECTIM . DECLINd)
RATTIM . SEONATIK.I I

no 40 J » L. NYEARS
SEDNATIJ.II = S6DNAT( J-1,1 ) • RATTIM
DECTIM = PECTIM DEClINII)
SEDINC(J.I) = CONST • (1.0 - EXP(-DECTIMl)
NCOLI J) = I

40 CONTINUE
45 IFI I .EO.l) r,0 TO SO

L = 1 - 1

no 46 J = K. NYEARS
SEDNATIJ.II . SEDNATIJ.II • SEDNATIJ.L)

46 SEnlMCIJ.II = SEDINC(J.l) » SEDINC(J.L)
50 CONTINUE
60 IPASS = 1

NAMSEP lOHCUMULATIVE
C PRINT THE COMBINED AMOUNTS. THEN THE INCREASE OVER NATURAL
C CONDITIONS

70 DO 120 I = l.NyeARS.55
WRIT': I5.9i;i PLUNI T .OAT I HE . NAMSED

910 FORM1TI»1»6A10.5?X2A1G/1UXA10.« SED YIELD»/«0«/» YEAR*/)
Nl = I

N2 I

IF(N2.Cr.NVEARSI N2 = NYEARS
on u: N = Ml.Ni
IFCICOLINII 90,80

SO WRI T> I6.92CI YEARSINI
920 FnPf'JTHXI5.I5XllF10.ol

GO TO ii:
90 Jl = NCOL(N)

DO iCO J = l.Jl
100 ONELIN(J) ' SEDNAT(N.J1 » SEDINCIN.J)

WRIT^ 16.9201 YtARSINI . (DNELINI J).J=1.J1

I

110 CONTINU"
120 CONTINUE
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— PKI'iT TMt IVC'fASE avEK ><«TUI<M. CnNDI'lOIS
no IftC I l,SYt»«S.55
W"II,' (ft.llOl PLUS! I.0»I|HE.N4t(StD

5 F0«f.II«l«6A:c.5?«2»10/» EfFECTS OF IBEiTMENT COI1P«I«£0 HUM N»TU««
XL CUWOITIONS l06C«e4SE l-tOICJTEO 8V -l«)t>«10,« SEO TIEin»/«C»/
2 • YEAI<«/I
Nl I

N3 I i*
IFI'.2.(;t.>(¥6»«SI 12 • S(YE»»5
DO liJC N m.Ni
iFiNcoiimi 1*0,1)0

133 WRIT' (6,9201 VEtnSINI
CO Tn 1 1')

1*0 Jl • NCCIKNI
UPIT'' lh,92:i YEARSINI , l$EOINCIM,JI .J>1, Jl )

150 tn-iirauf
16C COITINU;

C IF THE 1NNU4I. TOTALS HAVE PRIHTEO. CO ON TO THE PLOTS.
C SET THEN UP ANO CO BACK TO PKINT THEH

IFIIPASSI 173,210
170 IPASS • 3

NAHSED • lOH ANNUAL
C COMPUTE THE ANNUAL TOTALS

N2 . NYEABS
Nl . NYEjqs - 1

00 2C0 I 2,NYEARS
IFINCOLINlll 180,70

laO Jl ' NCOLINl)
IFINCflKNl I.EO.NCOL(N2I ) CO TO 184
J2 Ji • 1

SE0NATIN2,J2I SE0NATIN2,J2I - SEDNATINl. Jl I

SEDINCIN2,J2I • SE0INCtN2.J2l - SFOINC INI , Jl

)

185 00 190 J > 1,J1
SE0N>TIN2,J1 SEDNATIN2,JI

190 SE01SCIN2,JI . SE0INCIN2,JI
SEONATINl, Jl

SEOINCINl.JI
N2 Nl
Ml Nl - 1

200 CONTINUE
CO TO 70
PLOT THE ANNUAL INCREASES

210 WRITE 16,9301 PLUNIT.OATIHE, NAHSED
WRITE 16,91,01

9*0 F0R"»T(»0»35X«INCREASE»/« YEAR 0»12I10H....
DO 260 I • UNYEARS
DO 220 J 2,121

220 POInTIJI • IH
POINTIll . IH.
Jl NCOL(I) •

IFIJl - II 250,2)0,230
2)0 DO 2*0 J • 1,J1

< ISEOINCI I ,JI*0.1I » 1.5
IFIK.CE.l. AND. K.LE. 1211 POINTIKI CODEIJI

2*0 CONTINUE
PRINT THE LINE OF PLOT

250 WRITE 16,9501 YE ARS I I I , POINT
950 FORMATI 1XI*,1I121A1

I

260 CONTINUE
RETURN TO THE HAIN OVERLAY
ENO

Program OLDNEW
OVERLAY inLAVS,3.0l
PROCRAI' OLDNEW

C COPY -S4V0LD- TO -SAVNEW-
COHHON OATIME 121 ,DECHAL,NRNANC,NSAVED,NYEARS,PLN0PT( 19I,PLUNIT(6I,

I RECavR,REGI0NI3l,REG0PTI5l , SAVE SE0RN2 ,ME IGHT
INTEGER DATIHE,PLNaPT,PLUNIT,REC0VR«llEGI0N,l>EC0PT,SAVE,SE0RN2
DIMENSION eL0CKI1889l ,10191
CALL CORE 1-11

C HHEN AN ENO OF FILE IS SENSED ON AN ID READ, COPYING IS COMPLETE
REWIND 1*

10 CALL GETREC 1 1* , ID, 9, 1 EHDI
IFIIENDI 60,20

20 CALL PUTREC (15,10,91
C COPY ALL YEARS

30 CALL CETREC 1 1* .BLOCK 1889 , 1 ENOI
IFIIENDI 50, *0

*0 CALL PUTREC ( 15, BLOCK, 18891
GO TO )j

50 END FILE 15
GO TO I'v

60 CONTINUE
CALL CORE 131

C RETURN TO THE MAIN OVERLAY
END

Program COMPLN
OVERLAY (PLAYS,*, 31

PROGRAM COMPLN
C C0M8|>(E THE MAN4GEM
C »ND .\0D THE DATA

COMHON OATIME 12) .OE
1 RECOVB ,REGI0N(8I
INTEGFR OATIME, PLNO
C0MM0'1/P/'1AMEI2,15I

1 VAR 1151 ,YEiR(165)
INTEGER YEAR
OIMCNSI IN LCOPYIlAl
INTfGFR CATES(24I
DATA NA'Ed,! I,NAME
DATA (A^Ef 1,21, NAME
DATA MlMt (1,11 ,NAME
DATA NAMEIl ,*1 .NAME
DATA NAVEdiSI.NAxE
0AT4 •1A"E(1,61,N4ME
DAT* -JAMe(l,7) ,NAME
DATA NtMCd.si .NAME
DATA |AMEI1,9I,NAME

ENT PLANS INTO ONE PRINTOUT FOR A PLANNING UNIT
REGIONAL FILE

CMAl .NRMANG ,NSAVFD.NYfARS,PLNnPTI 191 , PLUN IT ( 6 I

,

EG0PT(5I ,SAV£ ,SE0RN2,wEIGHT
PT,PLUNIT,REC0VR,REGI0N,REG0PT,SAVE,SEDRN2
NC0LI1651 ,NPLAN,HUM( 12 I , NVAR , OUT ( 165, 121,

12,11/lOH GENERA, lOMTcD RUNOFF/
(2,21/lOH PRE,10HCIPITATI0N/
(2. 3 1/1 OH EVAP0TPA,13HNSPIRATI0<</
(2,*)/lCHCHANGE IN ,IOHRECH. REO./
(2,51/lOM CHANCE IN, I OH PACK H.E./
12,61/lCH APR 16-,10H30 r.EN R 0/
(2,71/lOH MAY 1-,1CH15 GcN R 0/
(2.ni/10H HAY 16-.IDH)C GEN R 0/
12.91/lOH JUNE I-.IOHIS C£N R 0/

JUNE 16-.13HS3 CEN R P/
JULY 1-,13hI5 gen R 0/

,11H PEAK w C/
DATE 0,13HF PEAK w 1/

PFAK,I3H T-OtV R 0/

OATl '(4MF( 1,1 -I ,mME(2,l'M/10H
OAT-. 14 yf II ,11 I .-^AMr (2,11 I /lOH
DATA -1AME( 1,121 ,N4HE(2,121/10H
DATA 'iAv;( 1,131 ,NAHEI2,I)1/10H
OAT^ IAME( 1,1*1 ,N4Mc (2,1*I/10H
r.ATi <AHE( 1 ,151 ,NAMf 12,151/lOMDATE, PF*K,I0H T-OAT I 0/
CALL C0"E (-11

t COPY Ti.= AJAr.EMENT STRATEGY DESCRIPTION
REWI'lC 18
IF|PLNOPT(5l.<'O,0.A'10.PLNOPTI6I.EO>0.AND.PLNnPr(7l .EO.O.AND.

1 OL\OPT(B1 .EO.O.AND. PLN0PT(9I.E0. CI CO TO »
GO TO 6

) WRIT^ 16,9001 LCOPY
900 FORMATI 13A1C,46I

6 RE4C I ;R,90C1 LCOPY
IFIE0FI13II 9.)

9 coHtrjuc
C PRIM THE INDICATED VARIABLES

on 190 IVAR • 1.15
IF(NV»R.OT.5.AND.PLNOPT(NVAR»*I.E0.01 CO TO ISO
REWISO 12

C READ THE FIRST RECORD
R'AO (12,9101 NUMd I ,YE4RI II ,VAR

913 F0R»4T( 12,13, 3X15F6. 21
OUTI 1,11 • VARIIVARl
NCOlIll 1

NPL4N • 1

C FILL THE FIRST COLUMN
DO 3C I 2,NYE4RS
RE40 (12,91CI MPL4N,IYE4R,VAR

C IF THIS IS STILL THE S4ME PL4N, STORE THE INFORMATION
10 triMPLAN - NUMlll) 30,23
20 YEAR (II lYEAR

OUTII,NPLANI • VARINVARI
NCOLIIl • 1

)0 CONTINUE
C 4 MAXIMUM OF -NYEARS- YEARS MAY BE SUMMARIIEO

READ (12,9101 MPLAN,IYEAR,VAR
iriE0F(12ll 150, *0

*C IFIHPLAN - NUMIlll 83,50
50 WRITE 16,9201 NYEARS

920 F0RM4TI>04 MAXIMUM OF*I*,» YEARS MAY BE SURMARIZEO - THt BM.MCE *
IRE ICNOREOPl

60 READ 112,9101 MPL AN, I YE AR.VAR
IFIE0FI121I 150.70

70 IFIHPLAN - NUMINPLANIl 80,60
C FILL THE NEXT CULUMN I UP TO 121

80 IFIHPLAN - 121 100,90,90
90 WRITE 16,9)01

930 FORMATI (OA MAXIMUM OF 12 PLANS MAY BE SUMHARI2E0 - THE BALANCE AM
1 IGNORED*

I

CO TO 150
100 NPLAN . NPLAN 1

NUMINPLANI • MPLAN
C fINO THE FIRST YEAR AND STORE IT

DO 110 N • 1 , NYE ARS
IFIIYEAR - YEARINIl 110,120

110 CONTINUE
WRITE 16,9*01 MPLAN, lYEAR

9*0 FORM4TK0HANAGEMENT PLAN'I*.* STARTS WITH YEAR*!*.* HHICH WAS NOT
IPART OF THE ORIGINAL TIME SPAN - JOB ABORTEO*)
CALL ABORT

120 OUTIN.NPLANI • VARINVARI
NCOLINl NCOLINl * 1

C FILL THE REMAINDER OF THE COLUMN
N • N • 1

IFIN - NY?ARS1 130.1)0.60
130 00 1*0 I N, NYEARS

READ (12.9101 MPLAN. lYEAR, VAR
OUTII.NPLANl • VARINVARI
NCOLI I I NCOLI I I • 1

1*0 CONTINUE
C GO BACK TO READ THE NEXT PLAN

CO TO 6 3

C WRITE THE INFORMATION ON THE REGIONAL FILE
150 IFINVAR.GT.51 GO TO 156

00 155 I • 1. NYEARS
N • NCOL I I 1

WRITE 11), 9*51 YEARII1,DECMAL,0UTII, II, OUTII.NI. WEIGHT,NVAD
9*5 FORMATI I 3,F3.2,3F10.5,I1I
155 CONTINUE

C PRINT THE ARRAYS IF SPECIFIED
156 IFIPLN0PTINVAB«*I.E0.01 GO TO 180

IFIPLN0PT(NVAR»*I.E0.2I GO TO 175
DO 17C I » I, NYEARS, 55
WRITS 16,9501 PLUNIT,n4TIME,NAHE(l,NVARI,NAMEI2.NVA«l

950 F0RM4TI»l»641 :,52X2 410/11) X2A10I
WRITE (6,9601 ( MUM ( Nl , N>1 ,NPLANI

960 F0RM«TI»3 PLAN NUMBER* I 5 , 1 1 1 10

1

WRITE 16,9701
970 FORMATI* YEAR*/1

Nl I

N2 I 5*
IF(N2.GI.NYtA»SI N2 . NYEARS
IFINVAQ.EO.D.OR.NVAR.ES.ISI GO TO 165
00 it-- I • Nl ,N2
Jl - NCOLINl
WRIT? (6,9801 YEARINl .lOIITIN, Jl , J-1,JI 1

980 FORMiTI :XI5,5X12F10.2I
160 CONTI'IUE

GO TO IT.
CONVERT THE DATES FROM THE PSFUOO- JUL I AN FORMAT

165 DP 167 S » M,N2
Jl NCOLINl
J2 • 1

DO 166 J • 1,J1
K OUTI. ,JI
CALL GOaTE IK,OATES( J2I

I

J2 J< • 2

166 CONTINU'
J2 • J2 - 1

WRITE 16,993) YEARINl ,IDATESI Jl, J-t,J21
990 F OR -aTl 1X15, 5X121 5x 12, */*l211
167 CONTI-lur
170 cntiTi'iu;

IFINV4R,Lr.5.«N0.PLN0PTINVAR»*).?0.1) GO TO IRO
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CT1PUTE IHe DIFFE^ENCaS BETWEEN THE NATURAL AND TRfATEO CONDITIONS
75 CALL OlFFrO
RO CnwIIMur

CALL tOSE i:)
RCTU'N TC THE PRIMARY OVERLAY
END

Program COMRGN

broutine DIFFER

SlIBkOUTlr^E OIFFEB
COMPUTE AND PRINT THE DIFFERENCES CAUSED BY THE TREATMENTS
COMMON OAT I ME 12) .DECMAL iNRMANC.NSAVED . NYE ARS i PLNOPT I 191 , PLUM ITI 6 It

1 RECGVR.RE!;iON(8l .REG0PT(5I , SAVE , SE0RN2 , WE ICMT
INTEGER 0«TTME,PLNOPT,PLUNIT,RECOVR,REGI0N,REG0PT,SAVC.SeDRN2
C0HM0N/P/NAME(2f 131 >NC0LI16SI ,NPLAN.NUM( 12 I .NVAR ,OUT ( 165. 121

>

1 VAB 115) ,YEAO (165)
INTEGER YEAR
DIMENSION I0UT(12)
INTEGER 0D0((>)
DATA COD/62, 154,155.21?, 279, 372/
PO m I = l.NYEARS,55
WRITE 16,410) PLUNIT, OATIHE.NAMEIl, NVAR) ,NAHE(2, NVAR)

10 FORM4T(»l»6AlO,52<2A10/» EFFECTS OF TREATMENT COMPARED WITH NATURA
U Cn'JOITIONS (DECREASE INDICATED BY -X33X2A10)
WRITE (6,92C) (NUMINI ,N-l,NPLANI

20 FORM»T(»0 PLAN NUMBER'I 5 , 1 1 1 10

)

WRITE (6,930)
30 FORMAT(» YEAR«/I

Nl = I

N2 I 5',

IF(N2.GT.NYEARS) N2 = NYEARS
00 100 N = N1,N2
Jl = NCOL(N)
IF( Jl - 1) 20,10
NO TREATMENT

10 WRITE (6,940) YEARIN)
40 FORMAT! 1X15, 15X11F10. 2)

GO TO IOC
—GET THE DIFFERENCES
20 IF(NVAR.E0.n.0R.NVAR.E0.15) GO TO 40

DO 30 J = 2,Jl
30 OUTIN,J) » OUTIN.JI - OUTlN.ll

WRITE (6,940) YEARINI, (QUTIN, J),J-2,J1)
GO TO 100

—DATES
40 II » Out IN, II

00 90 J = 2,J1
12 = OUT(N,J)
lOUT(J) =12-11

—CHECK FOR ODD DAYS BETWEEN THEM
IFdOUTIJII 50,90,70— II I S LARGER

50 DO 60 K '1,6
IF(I2.LE.000IKI.AND.00D(KI.LE.I1I lOUTIJ) ' lOUTIJI » 1

60 CONTINUE
GO TO 90— 12 IS LARGER

70 00 80 K < 1,6
IFI I l.LE.OOD(K) .AND.0D0(K).LE.I2I I OUT ( J I • lOUTIJI - 1

BO CONTINUE
90 OUTIN, J) = I0UT( J)

WRITE (6,9501 YEAR(N),( IOUT( J),J>2,Jll
50 F0RMAT( 1X15,15X111101
00 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

PLOT THE DIFFERENCES
WRITE (6,9101 PLUNIT, OATIME.NAMEd, NVAR) ,NAME(2>NVARI
IF(NVAR,E0.13.OR.NVAR.E0.15l GO TO 120
WRITE (6,9601

60 F0RMAT(»0»35X«0ECREASE«52X«INCREASE»I
CALL PLOTD (10.01
RETURN

20 WRITE 16,9701
70 F0RMAT(«0«36X»EARLIER»52X«LATER«I

CALL PLOTO (1.01
RFTURN
END

GENERA, lOHTEO RUNOFF/
PRE.IOHCIPITATION/

E VAPOTRA , IQHNSPIRATt ON/

30
910

50

C

70
920

9S0

too

tlO

130
140

110
960

broutine PLOTD

OVERLAY IOLAYS,5,OI
PROGRAI* COMRGN

—COMBINE THE PLANNING UNITS IKTO A REGION
COMMON 0ATIME(2I .OECHAL.NRMANG.NSAVED, NYEARS, PLNOPTl 191, PLUNIT 16).

1 RECavR.REGiaN(«liREGOPT<5l,SAVE.SEORN2,llEIGHT
INTEGER OATIME.PLNOPT, PLUNIT, RE CCVR. RE GICN,REG0PT,SAVE,SE0RN2
DIMENSION OUTIt65.10l>NTISI
INTEGER YEAR(165I
DIMENSION NAME(2.5I
DAT* NANEIl.t) .NAMEI2,1I/10H
DATA NAHE(1,2I ,NANEI2.2I/10H
DATA NAMEI1,3I ,NAME(2.3I/10H
DATA NAME(1,4I ,N<MEI2.4l/t0HCHANeE IN .lOHRECH. REO./
DATA NANE(1,5I.NAMEI2.5I/10H CHANGE IN.IOH PACK N.E./
CALL CORE l-tl
REWIND 13
DO 5 I - 1, NYEARS

5 READ 113,9101 YEARIII
REWIND 13
DO 10 I = 1.5
WTIII - 0.0
DO 20 J c 1,10
DO 20 I = 1,165
OUTII.JI = 0.0

--READ THE FIRST RECORD Of A VARIABLE FOR A PLANNING UNIT
READ 113,9101 lYEAR.UNALT. ALT, WEIGHT, NVAR
FORMAT 1 1 3. 3X3Ft 0.5. Ill
IFIE0FI13I) 60.40
ACCUMULATE THE WEIGHT
WTINVARI s WTINVARI « HEIGHT
IFIIYEAR.NE.YEARIlll GO TO 150
ACCUMULATE THE WEIGHTED VALUES
NVAR5 : NVAR • 5
OUTIl.NVARI > OUTIl.NVARI • lUNALT • NEIGHTI
0UTI1.NVAR5I ' 0UTI1.NVAR5I « (ALT • NEIGHTI
DO 90 I = 2. NYEARS
READ 113.9101 lYEAR.UNALT, ALT
IFIIYEAR.NE.YEARdI I GO TO 150
OUTIl.NVARI 3 OUTIl.NVARI < lUNALT • WEIGHT)
0UTII,NV*))5I < 0UTII.NVAR5I * lAlT • NEIGHTI
CONTINUE
GO TO 30
PRINT EACH VARIABLE AS NEEDED
DO 140 NVAR : l.S
IFIRECOPTINVARI .EO.OI GO TO 140
IFIWTINVARII 70.140
WRITE 16.9201 REGION.DATINE.NAMEd.NVARI.NAMEIZ.NVARt
FORKAT(«l»9A10.32X2A10/> REGIONAL SUHMARY«96X2A10I
NVARf s NVAR » 9
IFIWTINVARI.GE. 0.99. AND. WTINVARI. LE. 1.011 GO TO 7S
WRITE 16.9301 WTINVARI
FORNATI'O -NOTE --THE COMBINED WEIGHTS OF THE PLANN
IING UNITS IS»f5.2.» AS OPI>OSED TO THE NORMAL 1.0- NOTE-
2 - •/ZSX'THEREFORE. ALL VALUES BELOW ARE ADJUSTED RESULTS. HAOE
3 TO CORRESPOND TO THE NORH'I
DO 74 I ' 1. NYEARS
OUTIl.NVARI 3 OUTII.NVARI/WT INVAR)
OUTII.NVARSI • 0UTII.NVAR9)/WTINVARI
WRITE 16.940)
FORNATI>0*3I6X«TEAR NATURAL HANAGEO>10XI/I
00 130 I > 1.95
IFII - NYEARS) aO. 00.140
J = I • 55
IFIJ - NYEARS) 100.100.90
WRITE 16.950) YEARII).OUTII.NVAR).OUTII.NVARS)
FORNATIlX3ltl0.2F10.2.10«)l
GO TO 130
K » J 55
IFIK - NYEARSI 120.120.110
WRITE 16.9501 YEARIII. OUTII. NVAR). OUTII. NVAR5), YEARIJI

.

1 0UTIJ.NVARI,0UTIJ,NVAR5)
GO TO 130
WRITE 16.950) YEARIII. OUTIl.NVARI. OUTII. NVAR5I .YEARIJI.

1 0UTIJ,NVARI,auTIJ.NVAR5l,YEARIKI.0UTIK.NVARI.0UTIK.NVAR9l
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
GO TO 160

-THE YEARS ON THE VARIOUS UNITS 00 NOT MATCH
WRITE 16.9601
FORMATI'OTHE YEARS PROCESSED ON THE VARIOUS UNITS WERE NOT CONSIST
lENT. SO THE REGIONAL SUNMARY IS BEING OMITTED*)
CALL CORE 101

-RETURN TO THE PRIMARY OVERLAY
END

SUBROUTINE PLOTD (SCALE)
"LOT THE DIFFERENCES
COMMON 0AT1ME(2) ,OECMAL,NRMANG,NSAVED,NYEARS,PLNOPI( 19) .PLUNITI 6 )

.

1 REC0VR,l<EGI0N(8),REGOPT(5),SAve,SE0RN2.WEIGHT
INTECFR n»TIME,PLNOPT,PLUNIT,REC0VR,RECI0N,REGOPT,SAVE,SEDRN2
COMMON /P /NAME (2 ,1 5 ) , NCOL ( 165 ) ,NPLAN,NUMI 12 I , NV AR,OUT ( 165,12).

1 VAR(15) ,YEAR(165)
INTEGER YEAR
INTEGER CODEdll ,OOINT(121)
DATA Cn0E/lHl,lH2,lH3,lH4,lH5,lH6,lH7,lH8,lH9,lHA,lHB/
WRITE (6,91C)

|10 F'^RH1T(> YFAR •,6(10H- l,lHa,6(10H >ll
j

00 51 I = 1, NYEARS
DO i: J = 1,121

10 POINT! Jl = IH
P01STI6II » IH.
Jl = NCOLII I

IFIJ! - 1) 20,40
'— SCALE AMD TRANSLATE THE DIFFERENCES, THEN STORE THE CODE
20 DO 3: J = 2,J1

K = (CUTd , JI'SCALE) • 61.5
IFlK.GE.l. AND. K.LE. 1211 PniNT(K) = COOE(J-ll

30 CONTI'IU:
-WOITE THE LIN"^

^OWI^ITC (6.92C) YEARd ), POINT
F0B''1T( •.XIS,12U1)
CnNT INU;
F\0

Program LSTSAV

OVERLAY (OLAYS,6,0)
PROGRAM LSTSAV

C LIST THE FILES ON -SAVNEW-
COMMOrj OA TIME 12) , OEC HAL ,NRMANG,N SAVED .NYE ARS, PLNOPT ( 19 ) , PLUN IT ( 6 1

,

1 RFCnVR .REGION (9) ,RFG0PT(5) .S AVE , SE0RN2 . WE IGHT
INTrOER D;.TIMr.PLN0PT,PLUNIT,ReC0vR,RFGI0N,REG0PT,SAVE,SEnRN2
OIMCNSION PLOCKI 1S89) ,ID(9)
CALL CORE (-11
END FILE 15
REWIND 15
writ; 1^,910) DAT IMF

910 F0RH4T(«UISTING JF FILES ON -SAVNEW- AS OF •2A10/
1 •;»6X»FILE NUMBER FIRST
2 5X •NU'^BER YEARS YEAR
IFILF . C

C GET 1\ ID PiCORn
10 CALL GETREC 115 , I 0, 9, 1 ENO

)

IF(ltNO) 60,20
C GET IHE FIKST YEAR, THEN THE LAST

20 IFILE = IFILE 1

CALL GFTRrC ( 1 5 , BLOCK , 1 889, I END)
FIRST » BLOCK( I I

30 DLAST = BLOrKd I

LAST*/
YEAR»10X»PLANN1NG UNIT IO»l
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CiL\. CCraEC 115, SLOCK, laH'). lENDI
ir(l?>ini 40,30

«C MRU. Ib.OJOl If IlE,IO<7l,FI«SI,0L*ST,(IOin, 1-1,61

HJO FOSKaT (•:•?! I j,2f 10.2,10X64101
GO TO i:

5C CHNTINu;
C--.—RETUItN TO THE PKlM»RY OVERL**

E-IO

Subroutine GETFMT

Program PROOF

OVERliY nL4TS,7,0)
PROCRAX PROOF

C PROOF«E»0 THF PaRAHETER DECK
COHHON Otr|HF(2l ,OECN*L,NR»tNC,N$>VEO,NVC<RS,Pl'<OPT( 19 I ,PLUN IT I 6 1

1

1 RCC0VR.REOI0Nini,RFCOPTI?l,S«VE,SEnRN2,MEIGHT
INTEGER 04TII<f ,PLN0PT,Pl.UNIT,REC0VR,«FCI0N,REGOPT,S«ve,SE0RN2
C0KHnN/S/AVSOIL(ll I •OECLINdll ,l<ROtDS , RITNRMI lll,RO«0MII HI,

I ROiOlldll ,T«NCUTI 11I,T>NFILI11I,T*NRH0I 11 I , TRCNST I 1 1 I

INTEGFR TOCNST
DIMENSION CtRDIil ,DATCROiei ,ID*rESI6l ,PARtMI<ll

CALL CORE l-ll
C READ THE OEGION CARDS

READ I5,<|10I NAME, NVEARS.SEDRN2, SAVE, RECOVR,RECOPT, REGION
410 FORMATI A6,<.XAi;,SIl/SA10l

IFINJME.E0.6MREG10NI GO TO 10
KRIT? (6,9201

920 FORMAII'OTHE FIRST INPUT CARD IS NOT THE REGION CARD*)
CALL PRA6RT

10 IFINTEARS.GT.0.ANO.NrEARS.LE.16!l GO TO 20
WRITE 16,9301 NVEARS

no FnRMAT(«OTME NUMBER OF TEARS I»I5,»1 IS NOT BETHEEN I AND 165»l
CALL PRA8RT

C READ A PLANNING UNIT CARD
20 RFAD (5,9401 PLUNIT,OECMAL,INFILE,UEIGHT,IPLNOPTI I I, I>1, 101,

1 PLNOPK 161 ,PLN0PTll91
440 F0RMATI6A10,F2.2,1XI2,F3.2,12I1I

IFIEOFISII 120,30
C IF THIS IS A RECOVERY DECK, COPr IT TO THE REGION FILE

)0 IFIPLUNIT( ll.NE.lOHRECOVERr Dl GO TO 50
40 READ 15,9501 CARD

950 FORMtTI2A10,A6,F10.5,All
IFICARDI 1 I.EO.ICHEND OF RECI GO TO 20

C !f A NEu WEIGHT WAS SPECIFIED, REPLACE THE ONE ON THE CARD
IF (WEIGHT. OT. 0.01 CAR0(4I WEIGHT
WRITE ( 13,9501 CARD
GO TO 43

C IF THIS IS A DATA DECK, COPY IT TO THE UNEOITEO DATA FILE
50 IF(PLUNIT(1).NE.10H0ATA DECK I CO TO i»
52 READ (5,9551 OATCRD

»»5 F0RMAT(SA10I
IF(04TCRD(1I.EO.IOHENO OF DAIl GO TO 54
WRITE 113,9551 OATCRD
GO TO 52

54 END FILE 10
CO TO 2C

C DEFINE THE REMAINING OPTIONS
58 PLN0PT(11I • PLNOPTdOl

PLNOPT( 121 . PLNOPTdO)
PLN0PTd31 " PLNOPTdOl
PLN0PT(14I PLNOPTdOl
PLNOPTdSI • PLNOPTdOl
PLNOPT( 171 - PLNOPTdOl
PLN0PTd9l - PLNOPTdai

C WRITE THE RECORD
WRITS (191 PLUNII,0ECMAL.1NFILE, WEIGHT, PLNOPT
lASTl .

C If THE INPUT UNIT IS 14, THE NORMAL SIMULATION WILL NOT BE

C PERFORMED. BUT IF IT IS NOT 14, READ THE STATION PARAMETERS
IFIINFILE - 141 60, to

60 CALL PARAMS
C READ THE SPECIFIED CONDITIONS CARDS

70 READ 15,9601 NAME ,PEAKWE

,

lOATES
160 FORM«T(A10,10XF 5. 2,6X312.1X3121

writ; (191 NAME,PEAKWE,IOATES
IFINAHE.EO.lOHSPECIf lED I GO TO 70
IF(NAME.E0.10HENO of NATl GO TO «0
WRITE (6,9701 NAME,PLUN1T

970 FORM«T(«C« SPECIFIED CONDITIONS CARD WAS EXPECTED UNDER PLANNING U
INIT •6A10/« BUT COL 1-10 OF THE CARD READ CONTAIN PAIOI
CALL PRABRT

C READ THE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY DECK
BO REAn (5,9601 NAMF,NUM,NEXrYR,PARAM,SPECCD

9e0 FORM4T(A10,lCX215,IOF5.OI
WRITF (191 SAME.NUH,NCXTYR,PARAH,SPECCD
IFINAME.NE.IOHMANAGEHENT. AND. NAME. NE.IOHROAD CONST 1 GO TO 110
IFILASTl - NEXTYRI 90,80,100

90 LASTl • NEXTYR
GO Tn 80

IOC WRITE (6,9851 PLUNIT
985 FORMATOOON PLANNING UNIT •6A10/« THE MANAGEMENT PLAN CARDS ARF N

lOT IN ORDER BY YEAR'l
CALL PRABOT

IK If (NA-S.EO.ICHEND OF STRl GO TO 20
WRITf (6,9901 NAME

990 FnPHAT(<3A MANAGEMENT PLAN OR ROAD CONSTRUCTION CARD WAS FIPECTED
lUNCEe PLANNING UNI T«/2 X6410/» BUT COL I-IO Of THE CARD READ CONTA
2IN 'AIJI
CALL PR1BRT

C PROCFREADING COMPLETE
120 END FILE 19

RtwiriD 19
NSAVEO C

C- GET THE DATE AND TIME OF THIS RUN
CALL DATE (OATI-Edll
CALL TI"E inATI«E(21)
CALL CORE (Dl

C RETURN rn THE MAIN OVERLAY
END

SUBSOUTINE GETFMT
C GET THE fORMAT-lNDICES CARD AND CHECK FOR ERRORS

INTEGER VARFMT(71
IFRR ;

C REAfl THE CAPO
READ (5,91:1 NAME ,VARFMT,NFILE,IM, ID, lY, IMX, IMN, IP

910 F0R*'<T(A6,6A10,A4,1XI2,1X6I1I
ifinA"e.eo.6hformati Gn to lo
WRITS (6,92''.l NAME

920 FORHAICOTIIE VARIABLE FORMAT CARD WAS EXPECTED, BUT COL 1-6 Of THE
I CiSn READ CO'iTAIN •A6I
CALL PRABoT

C CERTIFY THE VALIDITY OF THE INDICES - START WITH THE MONTH
IC NAME . ICHMCWIH 75

IFd'.GT.O.ANO.IM.LT.TI GO TO 20
WRITE I6,93CI NAME,IM

930 frRM*T(lXA10,I6,» FORMAT CARD, INVALID INDEX - MUSI BE 1 TO 6 IN I

INDICATEO COLUMN'I
ICRR • 1

C DAY
20 NAME . lOMDAY 76

IFI I0.GT.C.AN0.ID.LT.71 GO TO 30
WRITS (6,9301 NAME, ID
lERR 1

GO TO 57
30 |F( lO.NF.IMl 00 TO 50

WRITE (6,9501 NAME, ID
950 FORMAT( IXA10,I6,P FORMAT CARD. THIS INDEX HAS BEEN USED PREVIOUSLY

l«l
lERR " I

C YEAR
50 NAME - lOHYEAR 77

IFI lY.GT.C.ANO.I Y.LT.71 GO TO 60
WRITF (6,9301 NAME,IY
lERR 1

GO 10 80
60 IFI lY.NE.IM.ANO.IY.NE.IOl GO TO SO

WRITE (6,9501 NAHE.IY
lERR - 1

C MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
80 NAME " lOHMAX TcM 78

IFI IMX.CT.0.AND.IMX.LT.7I CO TO 90
WRITE (6,9301 NAME,IHX
lERR 1

GO TO no
90 IFI IMX.NE.IM.AND.IHX.NE.ID.AND.IMX.NE.IYI GO TO 110

WRITE (6,9501 NAME,IMX
lERR - 1

C MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
110 NAME lOHMIN TCM 79

IFIIHN.GT.O. AN0.IMN.lt. 7) CO TO 120
WRITE (6,9301 NAME,IMN
lERR • 1

CO TO 140
120 IFIIMN.NE.IM.ANO.IMN.NE.IO.AND.IMN.NE.IY.ANO.IMN.NE.IMXI CO TO 140

WRITE (6,9501 NAME,IMN
lERR " 1

C PRECIP
140 NAME lOHPREClP 80

If I IP.GT.0.AND.IP.LT.71 GO TO 150
WRITE (6,9301 NAME, IP
lERR - I

GO TO 170
150 IFdP.NE.IM.ANO.IP.NE.IO.AND.IP.NE.IY.ANO.IP.NE.IMX.AND.IP.NE.INNt

I CO TO 170
WRITE (6,9501 NAME, IP
lERR 1

C CHECK FOR ERRORS
170 IFI lERR I 190.160
160 WRITE (191 VARFHT,NFILE,IM,IO,IY,IM«,IMN.IP

RETURN
190 CALL PRABRT

END

Subroutine GETPOT

SUBROUTINE GETPOT (LAT,
C DEFINE THE POTENTIAL RA
C ADJUSTMENT FACTORS (TH
C IRRADIATION ON SLOPES-
C PORIIO'IS Of TMt TABLES
C (LATITUDE 38 - 44 1 ARE
C (GREATER THAN 40 PERCE

DIMENSION L( 1924)
DIMENSION P0TENT(241 ,SL
INTEGER ASPECT, SLOPE

C»««»»LATI TUDE 38
C HORIJCNTAL SURFACE

DATA IL( I I ,I>1, 131/
1 102:,1';C4.974,930,872

C N ASPECT
DATA (L( I I, I-14,65l/

1 1"22, l:3'.162.907,837
2 mi, <J87,94?,877,794
3 906, '<6'., 913,639, 746
4 971, 137,879,797,695,

C S ASPECT
DATA (III I ,1 >66,117l/

1 ICi;, 790,977,944,898
2 994, 966,972,949,916
3 971, 167,960,947,925
4 942, 943,942,936,927

C NNE ".' S'lV ASPECT
DATA (LI I 1, I-U8,169l/

1 i;2i,i::;,963,909,839
2 1C12, 967,943,679,799
3 994, 965, 915, 943, 754
4 969, 93'', 161,802,705

C SSE Zl SSV. ASPECT
DATA ILd I . 1=170,221 1/

ASPECT, SLOPEI
DIATION VALUES AND THE SLOPE/ASPECT
E TABLES ARE FROM -POTENTIAL SOLAR BEAM
BY FRANK AND LEE, 1966. ONLY THOSE
PERTAINING TO THE CENTRAL ROCKY MOUNTAINS
INCLUDED. LIKEWISE. UNMANAGEABLE SLOPES

NTI WERE ELIMINATED

PASP(24I

: 2. 722. 6 39, 558, 485, 425, 383, 3 59/

754,662,569,480,402,345,297,273,
700,59 7,495,401,319,2 57.214, 190.
641,530,420,322,2 40,178,138,115,
581,461.346,246.165,107, 71, 53/

842,775,70 3,630,5 63,507,46 7,443,
873.619.759.695.6 34,5 62,545,52 2,

695,654,605,751 ,697,650,614,593,
909.860.843.796.7 51.708,675,655/

75 7,667,575,48 7,409,347,304,280,
707, 609,506, 4 15, 3 35, 2 72, 229, 205.
65 3, 547, 442, 346, 2 64, 202, 16 1,1 38,
598,466,377,281,200,141,102, 61/
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2 101 li

4 96 3,

SSE 00

". 1^;:. I')'), ^-f?, •143,1^6,839, 771, 6<)8, 62'), 557, 501,460. 437.
: 9^6, 'l8n,-i73.'y4'!.914,361'.9i:,749.6R4,62',57T,532,5D9,
3 976, *7-,963.949,924,99r!,B4r.,792,735,679,6J1.59A,574,
4 95-, JS', )47, J41, 927, 903, 969, 826, 776,728,694,651,631/
•>- -Ir N. ft$n:cT

DSTJ (1(11,1=222,2731/
1 IC- :,l: DC. 96 '.9 13. 846. 76 9. 6 9 3,5 90, 50 4,4 28, 366, 324, 299,
2 l"i:, IP", )47, 889, 815, 73C, 636, 541, 452, 374, 312,269,245,
3 993, 967,123,86^,781,690,592,494,403,324,263,222,198,
4 96'., 54} ,494,827,744,649,549,450,359,281,222, 182,159/
Sf 3K S..' ASPECT
P«Ta (L( I I ,1=274,3251/

1 1 ~;4.;rCC,976,94~.891 ,83C.76C.684.6C9,S4C .483,4 42,418,
2 10.3, 193,174,945,905,854,792, 724, 655, 59'^, 535,496.47 J,

3 98C, i81, -'67, 946, 913, 871, 817, 757, 693, 633, 581, 544, 521,
4 969, 965,9^6,941,916,882,816,783,725,669,621,535,563/
c,jp -o „t,n as'ECT
PM-. (Ldl, 1=326, 3771/

1 l:i9,i::i, 968, 920, 857,783,70;, 613, 529, 4 54, 394, 352, 32 7,

2 I'll, 191,956,905, 340, 762, 676, 587, 502,427, 366. 324, 300.
3 997, 976, 94-, 887, 819, 74:, 652, 563, 478, 402, 342, 301,277,
4 978, 9S7, 920, 366, 797, 718, 630, 540, 456, 381. 327, 281, 258/
ESC 0" JSW ASPECT
n«T.\ (L( n .1=378.429)/

1 1016.1'. 01.9 75.93 5.8 82. 8 17.74 3.664. 586,515,457,415, 39 1,
2 10C8, 990, 972, 937, 888, 829, 76:, 685, 611, 542, 485, 445, 421,
3 997, 95^,966, 935, "91, 837, 773, 703, 632, 566, 511, 471, 448.
4 983, 973,956,929,891,842,782,717,649,596,532,494,471/
E Ok K ASCECT
n»TA (1(11.1=430,4811/

1 IC I 3. IOC 1 . 17 1,928,870,801,722,639,558,485.4 26.384.359.
2 l^ll, 994, 965. 922. 866. 797. 719. 638, 558, 486, 427, 385, 361,
3 IOC 984.956.914.859,792,716,636,557,496,428,387,363,
4 956. 970.944,903,850,785,711,633,556,486,429,389,366/

••••LATITUOE 40
HORI/ONTAl SURFACE
DATA (L(I I

,

1=482,4941/
1 102 2,1004,971,92 3,860,786,702.615.5 31.4 56,395,353,32 8/
N ASPECT
OATA (1(11,1=495,5461/

1 ion, 998,957,898.823.735,540,543,452,373,310,267,243,
2 lOlC, 982,934,865,778,679,573,468,372,290,227,185,162,
3 991, 958,303,825,728,619,503,391,292,210,150,111, 90,
4 964, 928,867,780,674,556,433.316.216.137, 82, 48, 32/
S ASPECT
DATA (1(11.1=547,5981/

1 1015, 13DI ,97 7.940.890.829.7 5 7,681,605,5 36,478,4 37,413,
2 1001, 992,975,948,911,863.804.739.672,603,555,515,492,
3 980, 975,965,949,923,838,842,798,730,673,623,586,564,
4 954, 953,950,942,927,904,871,828,779,729,683,649,627/
nn: or nnm aspect
DATA (1(11,1=599,6501/

1 1021, 998,953,899,825,739,645,549,459,380,317,274,250,
982,935,868,783,687,5 84.481 .386.305.242.200.176,
959.905.82 9.7 36.631 .521.414,317.235,174,134,112,
928,869,786,685,574,459,349,252,173,114, 78, 59/
SSW ASPECT

DATA (L( I), 1=651, 7021/
1 1016,1002,97 7,919,888,826,753,676,600,5 29,4 72,431,407,
1 1003, 993,975,947,909,858,797,729,661,596,542.503,479,
3 985, 979,968,949,921,882,832,775,714,655,604,567,545,
4 961, 959,954,944,926,898,859,811,758,705,659,624,602/
NE O NW ASPECT
04TA (1(11,1=703,7541/

1 1O20, 998,960,904,833,750,659,565,477,399,337,294,269,
2 1009, 994,941,379,901,711,613,515,424,345,283,240,216,
3 939, 962,915,843,764,669,563,468,375,296,235,194,171,
4 964, 935,884,814,726,628,525,423,332,254,195,156,135/
SE OR SW ASPECT
0AT4 (L( I I ,1=755,8061/

1 1017,1002,976,935,882,817,742,662,584,512,454,412,388,
2 IOCS, 997,976,943,898,842,775,703.631,563,507,467,443,
3 995, 987,971.945,909,861,803,739,671,609,554,515,492,
4 978, 972,961,943,914,875,824,766,705.645,595,557,535/
ENE OP WNM ASPECT
DATA (1.(11,1=807,858)/

1 102 ',100 -.964, 9 12, 945, 766, 679, 539, 502, 4 26, 364, 322, 297,
2 1011, 999,951,897,827,745,655,563,475,398,337,295,271,
3 996, 973,934,878,806,723,631,533,451,375,314,273,2*9,

4 977, 954,914,857,784,700,609,516,430,354,295,255,231/
ESE OR WSW ASPECT
DATA (L(

I

),I=859,910)/
1 1019, I ; 02. 973, 92 9, 8 72. 802. 724. 641 .560.4 87,427,385,361,
2 1012, 997,971,932,880,816.742.663,586,515,457,416,391,
3 IOC?, 989.967,932.884.826,757.683.609,540.483.443.419,
4 989, 978,959,923,385,832,768,698,627,561,506,466,442/
E 01^ W ASPECT
OATA (L(l) ,1=911,9621/

1 102 -,10C1 ,969,9 21,859,785,702,615,532,4 57,396,3 54,329,
2 1013, 99', 963, 916, 855, 732, 700, 615, 532, 458, 398, 356, 332,
3 IC::, 184,954,908.949.778,697,614,532,459,400,359,335,
4 988, 972,942,898,841,772,694,612,532,460.402,361,338/

'••••LATITUDZ 42
HOP'ZONTAL SURFACE
OATA (L( I

)

,1=963,975) /

1 102 3.10; 3, 967, 91 5, 849, 769, 68 1,591, 504, 427, 366. 323, 298/
H ASPECT
DATA (1(11,1=976,1027)/

1 102., 995,951,393,808,716,617,517,424,343,280,238,213,
2 10:7. 177,925,852,760,657,547.440.342.260,198,157,134,
3 98'->, 951, 892, 810, 708, 595, 476, 362, 262, 181,122, 85, 65,
4 957, 919,854,763,653,531,404,286,186,109. 57, 28. 14/
S ASP'CT
DATA (L(l ) .1=1029.1079)/

1 K 18. 1003. 976. 935, 830, 8 15, 739,659, 580, SOP, 449, 407, 383,
2 101.7, J96,9-'6, 946, 904, 851, 738, 719, 649, 582, 526, 486. 462,
3 939. "S'. 97' ,949,919.879.829.771,709,648,596,557,534,
4 96'., 967,957,945,926,898,860,913,760,705,657,520,597/

--NriE CR Nljfc ASPECT
DATA (1.(11,1=1080,11311/

1 K2 , 99=, 952, 899, 911, 720, 622, 523, 431, 350, 287, 245, 220,
2 10'.7, 977,927,855,756,666,559,454,357,276,213,172,148,
3 98n, 0-,2, 895, 815, 717, 609, 495, 385, 288, 206, 146, 107, 96,
4 956, 92.-, 857, 770, 654, 549, 432, 320, 224, 145, 89, 55, 38/
~SSE '10 -,St, ASPECT

DAT: ((.( 1 ), 1 = 1132, 11831/

101-

4 975,
-ESE .JO

1 101 9, 1003, 975, 934, 978, 811. 735. 554, 574, 502, 442, 401, 376,
2 199, 997, 9-'7, 945. 901 .846.791 ,709,537,570.513.473.449,
J 9"3. 18'.971, 949. 917, 873, 819, 756, 692,631", 577, 539, 515,
4 972, 968,961,947,925,892,848,795,738,682,533,596,573/

C Nt .'R 'IH f.SPtCT
DATi (L( I) .1=1134,1235)/

1 102 . 996,955,895,819,732,635,540,449,359,307,264,240,
2 10.7, 98-, 934, 863,785,591 ,590,499,395,316,254,212,183,
3 916, 156,906,835,747,548,544,441,347,269,208,167,145,
4 959, 127, 874, see, 7)8, 607, 500, 397, 305, 227, 170, 132, III/

C-. 5p [;? iy ASPrCT
DATA (L( I ), 1 = 1236,12871/

1 102", 1/0 3, 974, 93:, 8 72, 802, 722, 6 39, 559, 4 84, 424, 332, 358,
2 101 3, 1000, 976, 939, 890, 329, 753, 682.606. 536. 478, 437, 413,
1 10 2, 912,973,944,903,851,788,719,648,582,526,485,462,
4 986, 979,966,944,910,867,811,749,684,621,558,529,5(15/

C F-IC r'B WNV ASPECT
nAT^ (L ([) ,1 =1288,1339)/

I 102 , 999,960,904,832,749,657,563,475,397,335,292,268,
987,946,88 7,813,72 7,5 3 3,5 38,448,3 70,309,256,242,
970,92 8,868,792,704,609,514,425,347,286,245,221,
95 ",90 9, 84 7, 7 7C, 68 2, 597, 492, 404, 3 29, 269, 229, 205/
r<SK ASPECT

DATA (L( I ),

I

=1340,1391 )/

1 102 1,1 00 3,970,923, 861 ,797,704,617,534,4 53,398,355,331,
2 1015, 999,970,927,370,802,723,641,561,487,428,335,362,
3 1006, 992,957,928,876,913,740,562,594,513,455,414,399,
4 995, 182,950.926,979,821.752.673.604.535.473.437,413/

H f ni) M ASPECT
DATA (I ( I ) ,1 =1392,1443)/

1 1021,1001,95 5,914,847,758.5 91.591,505,4 28,357,324,299,
2 1014, 994,960,909,843,756,680,591,506,430,369,327,302,
3 1003, 984,951,902,839,752,579,591,507,432,372,330,306,
4 91:, 172, 940, 892, 831 ,759,675,590,508,434,375,334,310/

C»»«««LAI1 TUDE 44
C HflRlinNTAL SURFACE

OATA (L( 1 I ,1=1444,1456)/
1 ICi 4, ICO 1,953, 907, 835, 751,659, 555, 476, 398, 336, 293, 258/

C N ASPECT
DATA (L( 0,1=1457,1508)/

1 1019, 991,944,877,792,696,593,490,395,314,251,208,18*.
2 1003, 971,915,338,742,635,521,411,313,230,169.129,107,
3 990. 943.881,794,533,571,448,332,232,152, 96, 61, 43,
4 949, 909,841,745,631,505,375,256,157, 83, 35, II, 2/

C S ASPECT
DATA ((.(I ), 1=1509, 1560)/

1 1021,1004,974,929,9 70,800,719,636,554,490,419,377,352,
2 1012, 999,977,943,897,839,771,698,624,555,497,455,431,
3 996, 989,973,949,914,370,815,752,685,622,559,527,503,
4 975, 171,963,949,924,392,849,797,739,681,630,591,557/

C N«(E flR NNW ASPECT
DATA (L( I), 1 = 1551, 1612)/

1 1018, 991,945,378,795,700,598,495,402,321,258,215,191,
2 1003, 972, 918, 942, 749, 544, 533, 425,328, 246, 184, 144, 121,
3 990, 944,884,800,697,584,468,357,258,178,119, 82, 63,
4 949, 910.945,753,543,524,404,292,195.119. 56. 35, 20/

C SSE .5R SSU ASPECT
DATA (L( I ) ,1 =1613,1564)/

1 1021,100 4,973,928,858,796,715,630,548,473,413,371,3*6,
2 1013,1000,977,942,393,834,753,688,612,542,485,443,418,
3 999, 991,974,948,911,863,804,737,659,604,549,509,484,
4 981, 975,966,949,922,885,836,778,717,657,505,567,5*3/

C ^4E OR NM ASPECT
DATA (L( I ), 1=1655,1716)/

1 1018, 993,943,895,804,712,513,513,420,340,277,235.211.
2 1004, 975,926,856,769,570,565,452,367,287,225,184,160,
3 992, 950,997,922,730,627,519,414,319,240,180,141,119,
* 953, 920,964,785,690,585,475,371,278,201,1*5,108, 88/

C Sf OP SW ASPECT
DATA (Ld), 1 = 1717, 1758)/

1 102 2, 1004, 97 1, 92 3, 95 1, 786, 702, 6 15, 531, 455, 395, 352, 327,
2 1017, 1002,975,935,981 816,740,660,581,509,4*9,407,382,
3 1007, 996,974,942,995,840,772,699,625,555,498,457,432,
4 904, 985,969,944,905,857,798,731,661,596,5*0,500,476/

C ENE no MU ASPECT
DATA (L(l ), 1=1759, 1920)/

1 102", 995,954,894,813,730,634,538,447,368,305,262,238,
2 10^9, 993,940,877,798,708,510,512,420,341,279,237,213.
3 993, 966.922,857,777,685,587,489,398,319,259,217,19*,
4 973. 146,901,336,755,664,565,469,378,301,242,202,190/

C ESE OR wSw ASPECT
DATA (L( t), 1=1821, 1872)/

1 102 2, 1002,96 7,915,849,770,5 93,593,507,4 30,368,325,301,
2 101 9. 1300. 163.921.360.787.704.613.535.459,399,355,331,
3 101), 994,965,924,868,800.722,640,560,435,425,384,359,
4 10: , 996,951,923,972,809,736,559,581,509,451,409,38*/

C F r,^ w ASPECT
DATA (L( I

)

,1=1373,19241/
1 1021. 199.951.905.834.751.659,555.477,399,337,294,770,

993,955,901 .831,749,559,565,479,401,340,297,2 73,
994,94 7,894,826,746,65 8,567,431 ,4 04.344,301,277,
172.9 3 7.8 95.920.742.656.569.49 3.408.348.305.282/

C If iLL APE 8LANK. READ THE INFORMATION FROM CARDS
IF(L'.T.^O.e.i'ID. ASPECT. c0.3H . AND. SLOPE. EO.O ) GO TO 330

C FnO THC LATITUDE IN THF TABLE
IF(L3T - 38) 10,20,30

10 HO ITE (6,9101 L4T
910 FnRM\T(»0LATITUUE«I3,» NOT FOUND IN RADIATION TABLE (SUBROUTINE CE

1TP1T)«)
CALL P0.»8'T

C LATITUDE 38 (L(l) - L(481))
20 LI = 1

CO T'i 90
30 IFILAT -

C LATl TllDc

40 LI = 492
cn TO 90

50 IF(L.

2 1014,
3 10:4,
4 912,

401 10.40.50
4'" (L(482) - L(9621 1

42)
C LATITUO: 42 (LI953) - L(14431)

5C L! = 961
CO IC 10

7C IFILAT - 44) 10.90.10
C LATITUO"- 44 (L(.444) - L(1924))

8C LI = 1444
C Ffjn THE ASP.'CT

90 1F( AS°FCT.riE.3HN ) CO TO IOC
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L2 11 « 1)
50 n 21C

100 IFIiSPECT.NE.JMS I CO 10 llO
L2 • 1.1 • 6«
CO 70 ?10

110 IFUSPECr.NE.IHNNf.lxO.tSCECT.NE.lHNNUI CO TO 120
L2 • 11 117
CO 70 210

120 If tiSl>eC7.Ne.JHSSe.4S0.ASI>Et7.NE.)HSSW) CO 70 130
12 • LI • 169
CO 7T 210

130 IFI»SPEC7.NE.)HN^ .«N0.<SPEC7.NE.1HMH I CO 70 1«0
L2 • LI • 221
CO 70 213

1*0 IFIASPEC7.NE.3MSE .»N0.«SPEC7.N£.lMSy ) CO 70 150
L2 • LI 273
GO 70 210

140 IFIASPEC7.NE.3HENE.»N0.»SPEC7.NE.3HHNMI CO 70 160
L2 • LI • 325
CO 70 210

160 IFIASPEC7.NE.3HESE.AND.«SPEC7.NE.3HUSU) CO 70 170
L2 LI • 377
CO 70 210

170 IFI1SPEC7.NE.3HE .AND. «SPEC7.NE.3HU I CO 70 lao
L2 " LI • *29
CO 70 210

ISC IFIASPEC7.E0.3H I CO 70 190
Man; 16.9201 ASPEC7

920 F0DMA7IP0ASPEC7 PAS.* IS INVALID*!
CALL PRASB7

C >iO ASPEC7 IMPLIES A H0RIZ0N7AI SURFACE
190 IFISLOPE.CO.OI CO 70 200

yRI7E (6,9301 SLOPE
930 F0RN17I* NI7H A SLOPE OFPIS.P. AN •SPEC7 HUS7 BE SUPPLIED. BUT NON

IE HAS FOUND*!
CALL PI)Aen7

200 L 2 • L I

CO 70 310
C FIND THE SLOPE MI7HIN 7He 7AeLE

210 IFISLOPE! 230.220
220 HI)I7E (6,9*0! ASPEC7
9*0 F0RHA7(*0t(I7M AN ASPEC7 OF •AS.*, A ZERO SLOPE IS INVALID*!

CALL PRABII7
230 IFISLOPE - 101 2*0,310,250
2*0 URI7E 16,950! SLOPE
950 FORI«A7|*OSLOPE*I3,* IS INVALID*!

CALL PRASR7
250 IFISLOPE - 20! 2*0.260,270
260 L2 • L2 • 13

CO 70 310
270 IFISLOPE - 301 2*0,200,290
280 L2 L2 « 26

CO 70 310
290 IFISLOPE - *0! 2*0,300,2*0
JOO 12 - L2 • 39

e S70RE The values A7 7HE H0RIZ0N7AL SURFACE AND C0NPU7E 7HE
e PERCEN7ACE MHICH IS INCI0EN7 70 7ME SLOPE

110 LI -LI - 1

L2 L2 - 1

DO 320 1-1.13
I 11

P07EN7IJ1 - LIL1»I I

SLPASPIJI • FL0A7ILIL2»II I/P07EN7IJ1
320 C0N7INUE

CO 70 3*0
«EAD 7HE CAPOS RATHER THAN USINC 7HE 7ABIE

330 READ 15,9601 NAME , I P07EN7 I I ! , I>12,2*! ,NAHE1, I SLPASPI I ! , 1-12, 2*

I

960 FORM47IA10,5»13F5.0/AIO,5X13F5.2!
IFINAME.es. I0HP07EN7IAL . AND.NAHEl , EO. lOHSLOPE/ ASPE ! GO TO 3*0
URI7E 16,9701 NAHF,NAME1

970 FnRMAT(*GSINCE 7HE L47I7UDE, ASPEC7 AND SLOPE MERE N07 SPECIFIED.
ITHE -POTENTIAL RAD- AND -SLOPE/ ASPECT- CARDS KCRE EXPEC7ED.*/
2 *0hOWEVER. col 1-10 OF THE 7H0 CARDS C0N7AIN -*A10.*- AND -*A10.
3 *-.*!
CALL PRABP7
FILL 7HE LOMER P0R7ION OF 7HE ARRAYS

3*0 DO 3 50 I - 1.11
P07EST(I1 . P07EN7I2*-II
SLPASPI I I SLPASPI2*-I I

350 C0N7INUF
MRI7f (191 P07EN7.SLPASP
RE7URN
END

Sabroatine PARAMS

I RtCnvR.RrCIO'JISI ,RFCOP7(5! . S AVF . SEDRN2 .ME ICH7
IM7ECER DA7lME.PLNOPT,PLUNlT.«ECOVH,RECION,RECOP7,S4VE,S£ORN2
DlMtNSION DEC I OS 13! ,E7n4LV( I 2 ) . 4 1 R7MC I *

!

IN7FC"'R 4SPFCI. SLOPE, VECTYP
C READ THE SUBSTATION CONSTANTS

RFAC 15.920! N4»C,7C0EFF.COVO£N.C0MA«.VEC7rP.7RSHLD,7MPML7.l<lLIPT
1 OECIOS. LIT, ASPECT. SLOPE

920FnRM4T(4K,i-,x3F5.2,*xI1.2F5.0.*F5.2.1XI2.U43.1XI2!
IFIN41E.EO.10HSUBS747IONI CO 70 20
MPI7; (A. 9211 PLUNI7

921 FORII47(«07Mf SUbS7A7ION CnNS7AN7S CARD OOFS N07 FOILOM 7HE SUeS7A
HON 10 C4F0 EN7I 7LEn*/lX6A10!
CALL PRABR7

C ENSURE THAT THE MILTINC POINT IS NECA7IVE
20 UILTPT . -AB5 IMILTPTI

C CONVERT THE MELT THRESHOLD 70 CEN7ICRA0E
TKPMLI « (THPML7 - 32.0) • 0.55555555555555
IF(COM4X.CC.COVDEN.4NO.COVDEN.CE.0.01 CO 70 30
MRI7t ('..922! PLUNI 7.C0VDEN.CDMAX

922 F0RM47l«0ON 7HE SUBS7ATI0N ID CARD EN7I7LED *6A10/* 7HE COVER DEN
1I7Y SPECIFlfO IN COLUMNS 26-30 (•F5.2.*! IS CITHER NEGATIVE OR IT
2IS CRCATE" THAN THE M4XIMUM COVER DENSITY*/* IN COLUMNS 31-35 (

3F5.2.*!*!
CALL PR4BBT

30 If (VEG7YP.f g.l.OR.VECTYP.EO.2! GO TO 60
IF(VtC7YP.E0.3! Cll 70 »0
IF(C0V0EN.F0.0.0.4ND.VEC7YP.E0.01 GO TO 60
WPITE (6.923! VECTYP. PLUNIT

923 FORH»7(*0INV4LI0 VEC TYPE Oil.*! IN COLUMN *0 OF SueS7A7lON 10 C
IRO EN7I7LEO •6410/* VECE747I0N TYPE - 1 (LODGCPOLE PINEI. 2 I S»
2UCE fIR!. • 3 (DECIDUOUS!*!
C4LL PR4BR7

C DECIDUOUS F0RES7 - CHECK 7HE MIN7ER V4LUES FOR COVER DENSITY 4N0
C 7R4NSMISS1VI7Y C0EFFICIEN7

*0 IFinEClnS(3!.GE.DECIDS(2l.4ND.0ECI0S(2!.C7.0.al CO 70 60
MRI7E (6.92*! PLUNI T .DEC I OS ( 2 ! . DEC I OS I 3!

92* F0RHA7(*00N 7HE SUBS7A7ION ID CARD EN7I7LE0 *6A10/* 7HE COVER DEKi

1I7Y SPECIFIED IN COLUMNS 61-65 (»F5.2.*1 IS EI7MER NECA7 IVE OR II

2IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM COVER DENSITY*/* IN COLUMNS 66-70 I

1F5.2.*!*!
C4LL PR4BRT

C READ 7HE INI7IAL CONDI 7I0NS CARD
60 READ (5.930! NAME .SI M7M1 .PREMEO.RECHRG

930 fORM47(410.10X3F5.2!
If (NAME.EO.IOHINITIAL CO! CO 70 TO
MRI7E 16.931! PLUNI7

931 F0RHA7O07HE INI7IAL C0NDI7I0NS CARD DOES N07 FOLLOM THE SUBSTATIM
IN CONSTANTS CARD IN THE CARDS FOLLOMING THE SUBST4TI0N ID CARD Elil

2I7L£D«/IX6A10!
CALL PRA6R7

C READ THE DAILY £7 VALUES
70 READ (5.9*0! NAME.E7DALY

9*0 F0RM47(410.10X12F5.*I
IFIN4ME.Efi.lOHDAILY E7 ! CO 70 80
MRI7E (6.9*1! PLUNIT

9*1 PORMA7(*07HE DAILY E7 VALUES CARD DOES N07 FOLLOM 7HE INI7IAL COl
IITIONS CARD IN THE CARDS FOLLOMING THE SUBSTATION ID CARD ENTI7li,l
2*/lX64101
C4LL PR48P7

60 RE4D (5.950! N4ME , 4 I R7HC . SUMMER
950 F0RM47(410.10X5F5.3!

IF(N4ME.E0.I0H4IR 7EMP C! CO 70 90
MRI7E (6.9511 PLUN17

951 FORM47(*07HE AIR 7EMPERA7URE C0EFFICIEN7S CARD DOES N07 FOLLOM fl
1 DAILY E7 CARD IN THE CARDS FOLLOMING THE SUBSTATION 10 CARD ENM
2L£D*/1X6A10!
CALL PRABRT

90 IFISUMMER.LE.O.O! SUMMER • 1,0
'

MRITE (19! TCOEf f.COVOEN.COMAX, VECTYP, TRSHLD.TMPMLT.MILTPT. DEC 10 .

1 L4T,ASPECT,SLOPE,SIM7M1.PREMEO.RECHRC.EIOALY.AIR7MC.SUMME»
C CE7 7HE P07EN7IAL RADIA7I0N AND 7HE ADJUS7MCN7 FAC70RS

CALL CE7P07 (L4T. ASPECT, SLOPE!
C READ THE FORMAT-INDICES CARD

CALL GETFM7
RE7URN
END

Subroutine PRABRT

SUBP0U71NE PARAMS
-READ THE PARAHE7ER DECK
COMMON DA7IMEI2! ,DECHAL,NRMANG,NSAVED,NYE4RS,PLN0P7 ( 191 .PLUNI7 (6!.

SUBR0U7INE PRABR7
PRE-AB0P7 7HE RUN
WflI7E (6.9101

910 FPRH47OCJ0B PRc-«B0R7ED BY A PARAME7ER DECK PROOFREADING R0U7WII
I- NO SIMULA7lnNS MERE PERFORMED ON ANY OF 7ME PLANNING UNITS*!
»fMI\(i 13
END FILE 13
CALL ABORT
END
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This publication supersedes USDA Forest Service Research Paper RM-92,
"Partial cutting practices in old-growth lodgepole pine." in which I provided

guidelines tor initial cutting only. The revisions and improvements to the original

are in response to requests by users for information on how stands should be

handled after the initial harvest, and for practices needed to obtain natural

regeneration after partial cutting. Other changes are the result of greater insight

obtained by applying those original guidelines in field studies.

For convenient field use. the stand descriptions and cutting guides in this

Research Paper were published separately in a smaller format as Research Paper

RM-92A, "Partial cutting practices in old-growth lodgepole pine — Field guide to

stand descriptions and cutting practices." Although it contains suggested practices

for initial entry only, information in this original Field Guide is still appropriate,

and can be used in conjunction with the newer guidelines published here. Copies of

RM-92A are available from the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment

Station. 240 West Prospect Street. Fort Collins. Colorado 80521.

Abstract

Guidelines are provided to aid the forest manager in developing partial cutting

practices to maintain continuous forest cover in travel influence zones, and in areas

of high recreational values or outstanding scenic beauty. These guidelines consider

stand conditions, windfall risk situations, and insect and disease problems. These

cutting practices may be also used in combination with small cleared openings to

create the kinds of stands desirable for increased water yields, improvement of

wildlife habitat, and to integrate timber production with other uses. On areas where

timber production is the primary objective, clearcutting in small, dispersed units is

the recommended method of harvesting trees.

About the cover:

New reproduction established after a li^lit shelterwood cutting in lodgepole pine on the

Fraser Experimental Forest. Colorado.
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Partial Cutting in Old-Growth Lodgepole Pine

Robert R. Alexander

From the silviculturist's point of view, clearcutting

is a sound and practical way of bringing mature and

overmature lodgepole pine {Piniis contorta Dougl.)

forests under management, especially when timber

production is a major objective. There are several

reasons for clearcutting. Since these have been

thoroughly discussed by Tackle (1961), they will only

be highlighted here:

1. Lodgepole pine, a pioneer species, is shade intol-

erant and reproduces most satisfactorily when
overstory competition is removed or drastically

reduced.

2. Dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium americanum
Nutt. ex Engelm.) — present in varying degrees in

many mature to overmature stands — is best

controlled by separating old and new stands.

3. Windfall, while variable, is always a threat to

lodgepole pine forests.

4. The potential for future growth is limited because

of the generally low vigor of mature and over-

mature stands, and the suppressed condition of

many of the smaller trees.

Furthermore, many natural stands appear to be

even-aged because they developed after fires, or other

catastrophic disturbances.

Timber production, however, is only one of the key

uses of lodgepole pine forests in the central Rocky
Mountains. They occupy areas that also are impor-

tant for water yield, wildlife habitat, recreation, and
scenic beauty. Forest managers must consider how
these areas are to be handled to meet the increasing

demands of the public. The visual and environmental

impacts of clearcutting for timber production are not

always compatible with the objectives of other key

uses. Described below are the kinds of stands that

are desirable for increased water yields, improvement
of wildlife habitat, preservation of the forest land-

scape, and maintenance of scenic values. Silvi-

cultural practices are suggested that can be used

alone or in combination with small cleared areas to

maintain forest cover while gradually replacing the

old stand with a healthy, vigorous new one.

FORM, STRUCTURE, AND ARRANGEMENT
OF STANDS FOR KEY USES

Guidelines to aid the forest manager in developing

alternatives to clearcutting in spruce-tlr forests

(Alexander 1973) contain similar descriptions of the

kinds of stands desirable for uses other than timber

production. They are repeated here for emphasis.

Water

Snowfall is the key to water yield in lodgepole pine

forests. Comparisons of cut and uncut plots (8 acres

in size), on the Fraser Experimental Forest in

Colorado, have shown that more snow accumulated

in cutover areas than under adjacent uncut stands.

Accumulations were greatest on plots that were

clearcut (Wilm and Dunford 1948, Hoover and Leaf

1967). The increased snow depth is not additional

snow, however, but a redistribution of snow. Wind
transports the snow intercepted on the surrounding

trees and deposits it in the openings. Some of the

increase in water equivalent in the openings is

available, however, for streamtlow (Hoover and Leaf

1967).

Research and experience suggest that a round or

patch-shaped opening, about five to eight times tree

height in diameter, is the most effective for trapping

snow (Hoover 1969). in larger openings, wind is

likely to dip down to the ground and blow the snow

out of the openings. About one-third of the forest

area in openings distributed over the watershed

appears to be the best arrangement. These openings

could either be maintained permanently or regen-

erated to new growth that would be periodically recut

when trees reach about half the height of the

surrounding trees. The remaining two-thirds of the

area should be retained as continuous high forest,

since the taller trees control snow deposition. Trees

would be periodically harvested on an individual-tree

basis or in small groups (one to two times tree



height) to gradually replace the old with a new stand.

Ultimately, the reserve stand would approach a

broad-aged structure with the overstory canopy

remaining at about the original height.

An alternative would be to make a light cut

distributed over the entire watershed, removing about

20 to 30 percent of the basal area on an individual-

tree basis or in small groups. The objective is to open

up the stand enough to develop windfirmness, and
salvage low-vigor and poor-risk trees. Openings five

to eight times tree height can then be cut on about

one-third of the area. The remaining two-thirds of

the area would be retained as permanent high

forests, with trees periodically removed on an
individual-tree basis or in small groups.

Another alternative that would integrate water and
timber production would be to harvest all of the old

growth on a watershed with a series of cuts spread

over a period of 120 to 160 years. At intervals of

about 20 to 40 years, a portion of the area would be

harvested in small openings — four to five times tree

height — distributed over the watershed. The
number of openings cut at each interval would
depend on the size of the watershed and the length of

rotation and cutting cycle selected. These openings

would be regenerated so that at the end of one

rotation, the watershed would contain groups of trees

in several age classes from reproduction to those

ready for harvest. The tallest trees may be somewhat
shorter than the original overstory, but the adverse

effects on snow deposition should be minimized by

keeping the openings small. At the end of one
rotation, the forest manager has the option of

following the same procedure through the next

rotation, or selecting about one-third of the openings

to be maintained as snow-trapping areas and

converting the remaining area into a broad-aged

stand by periodically removing individual trees.

WUdlife

Timber cutting practices affect the use of lodge-

pole pine forests by Rocky Mountain mule deer

(Odocuik'us hemionus hemionus Ratlnesque). On the

Fraser Experimental Forest, deer use and abundance
and selection of forage species were greater on
clearcut openings than under adjacent uncut stands

(VVallmo 1969, Wallmo et al. 1972). Openings three

chains wide were used more than either wider or

narrower openings. Forage production appears to

decline about 10 years after cutting, however, as tree

reproduction replaces forage species (Wallmo et al.

1972). Similar trends in forage production have also

been observed on lodgepole pine clearcuts in Mon-
tana (Basile and Jensen 1971). Wallmo suggests that

new openings be cut periodically.

One alternative would be to cut about one-sixth of

a cutting block every 20 years in openings about four

to five times tree height. Each Working Circle would

be subdivided into a number of cutting blocks (of at

least 300 acres) so that not all periodic cuts would be

made in a single year on a Working Circle. Such
periodic cutting would provide a good combination of

numbers and species of palatable forage plants and
the edge effect desired, while creating a several-aged

forest of even-aged groups, thus integrating wildlife

habitat improvement with timber production.

Natural reproduction established in

cleared opening about 5 to 6 times

tree height in lodgepole pine on the

Fraser Experimental Forest.



Observations on the Medicine Bow National Forest

n Wyoming indicate that both natural and cleared

openings in lodgepole pine forests are heavily used by

American elk [Ccn>us canadensis canadensis (Erxle-

3en) Reynolds] for grazing and calving.^ The size of

jpening does not appear to be critical, but openings

interspersed with standing timber that can be used

for ruminating, resting, and hiding are preferred.

Since small openings cut in the canopy are not likely

to retain a high proportion of palatable forage

jpecies for long periods of time, new openings should

t>e cut when tree reproduction replaces forage

species. Another alternative would be to extend the

size of the smaller (2 acres or less) natural openings,

and periodically harvest the remaining stand under

some form of partial cutting.

Other wildlife, including nongame animals, living

in lodgepole pine forests are affected by the way
these forests are handled. In general, their habitat

requirements include a combination of openings and

high forests to provide food, cover, and edge. With
protection from wildfires many stands have become
denser, and reproduction has tilled in the openings.

Some reduction in stand density is needed to create

or improve wildlife habitat. Small, irregular openings

(about four to five times tree height) cut in the

canopy at periodic intervals would open up the stand

and provide the food, cover, and edge needed.

Reci-eation

Permanent forest cover — at least in part — is

preferred in travel influence zones, and in areas of

high recreational value and outstanding scenic

beauty. Unfortunately, old-growth lodgepole pine

stands are not likely to persist in a sound condition

indefinitely. Where stand conditions and wind,

insect, and disease problems permit, some form of

partial cutting is one way that forest cover can be

retained while at the same time replacing the old

with a new stand. However, the visual impact of

logging operations — haul roads, damage to residual

trees, and slash and debris — must be minimized. In

situations where there is no harvesting alternative to

clearcutting, and the environmental impact of clear-

Cutting is unacceptable, there is no choice but to

leave the stands uncut.

j

To reduce the sudden and severe visual impact on

the landscape viewer, openings cut in stands for

timber and water production, wildlife habitat im-

Iprovement, and recreation (ski runs) should be a

repetition of natural shapes, visually tied together to

reate a balanced, unified pattern that will comple-

Persoiial communication with A. Lorin Ward. Wildlife Biologist,

'iocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station. Laramie,

Wyoming.

ment the natural landscape (Barnes 1971). This

pattern is especially important for those openings in

the middle and background that can be seen from
distant views. The foreground should be maintained

in high forests under some partial cutting system

(again, where stand conditions and wind, insect, and
disease problems permit).

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TYPE

The lodgepole pine type is generally pictured as an
even-aged, single-storied, overly dense forest, varying

in age from place to place but uniform in age within

any given stand. This characterization is valid only

on those areas where favorable fire, seed, and
climatic conditions once combined to produce a

substantial number of seedlings (Lexen 1949). Else-

where, lodgepole pine grows on a wide range of sites

with a great diversity of stand conditions and
characteristics. This diversity complicates the modifi-

cation of silvicultural systems for multiple use.

Lodgepole pine can occur as two-aged, single- or

two-storied stands; three-aged, two- or three-storied

stands; and even-aged to broad-aged, multi-storied

stands (Tackle 1955). Multi-storied stands, and to a

lesser extent two-and three-storied stands, generally

resulted from either scattered trees that produced
seed for subsequent development of the stand, or

from the gradual deterioration of the old -growth

associated with "normal" mortality from wind,

insects, and diseases. Only rarely do multi-storied

stands appear to have originated as uneven-aged

stands.

Most ecologists consider the successional status of

lodgepole pine to be serai if it is only a temporary

occupant of the site. In those situations, stands of

mixed overstory composition or with appreciable

amounts of advanced reproduction of other species

are not uncommon. Pine is ultimately replaced by

Engelmann spruce (Picea engchnannii Parry) and

subalpine fir [Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt.] at

higher elevations, and Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir

[Pseudotsiiga nienziesii var. glaiica (Biessn.) Franco]

at lower elevations. On the other hand, many
lodgepole pine stands are the result of catastrophic

fires, and some areas have burned so often and so

extensively that they are nearly pure pine. In those

situations, lodgepole pine is maintained on the area

as a sub-climax because there is no seed for the

normal climax species (Tackle 1961, 1964a).

In stands of pure pine of medium to high density,

there is seldom any understory of reproduction, while

in low-density stands there may be an understory of

young trees. If this reproduction has been suppressed

for a long time, it seldom responds to release. Mixed
stands can be either 1) pure pine, 2) pine, spruce,

and subalpine fir, or 3) pine and Douglas-fir in the



ovcrstory. and the climax species in the understory.

Spruce and subalpine tlr reproduction suppressed for

long periods are able to respond to release and make
acceptable growth.

HISTORY OF PARTIAL CUTTING

From the early 1900"s to about 1945, timber

harvests in the lodgepole pine type on the National

Forests of the central Rocky Mountains could

generally be described collectively as "partial cut-

ting." The usual procedure was to mark stands for

the "selective" removal of special products. Cutting

was usually heavy because everything salable was

often marked for removal. Nearly 40 years of

observation, research, and experience with partial

cutting provide some information on the capabilities

and limitations of existing stands to maintain

permanent high forest cover.

In generaly, heavy partial cutting (removal of more

than 50 percent of the total basal area), and under

some conditions any kind of partial cutting, was not

successful in old-growth stands as a means of arrest-

ing stand deterioration. For example, residual trees

on the Fraser Experimental Forest suffered heavy

mortality when about 60 percent of the total basal

area was removed by either individual tree selection

or modified seed-tree cutting (Alexander 1966a).

Similar results followed heavy partial cutting else-

where in the central Rocky Mountains, and in the

northern and Canadian Rockies (Blyth 1957. Hatch

1967, LeBarron 1952). Even where mortality was not

a serious problem, heavy partial cutting often left the

older, decadent stands in such poor condition that

not only was there little or no growing stock available

for another cut. but the stands had little appearance

of permanent forest cover (Tackle 1964a).

The principal cause of mortality was usually wind-

fall, and it generally increased as the intensity of

cutting increased. Mountain pine beetle outbreaks

caused heavy losses in some instances, and beetles

continue to be a serious and often unpredictable

threat to lodgepole pine forests. In addition, many
stands were infected with dwarf mistletoe. Partially

opening up the stand intensified the infection on

residual trees, which in turn infected the new
reproduction. These heavily infected stands are a

serious lodgepole pine management problem.

Where substantial reserve volumes were left,

partial cutting was successful in some instances in

the sense that the residual stand did not blow down.

On the Fraser Experimental Forest, windfall losses

were light and other mortality negligible after partial

cutting removed about 45 percent of the total basal

area by a modified shelterwood cut, even though the

stands were exposed to windstorms that nearly de-

stroyed adjacent, partially cut stands with less resid-

ual basal area (Alexander 1966a). There are also

numerous examples of early cuttings on many Nation-

al Forests in Colorado and Wyoming where a light to

moderate shelterwood cut that removed 30 to 40 per-

cent of the total basal area did not result in excessive

mortality. The openings created have regenerated to

either lodgepole pine or the climax species. Where
dwarf mistletoe infection in overstory trees was light,

the new pine stand is not heavily infected. Similar

stands have originated from open-grown trees, and
from stands that were opened up by mountain pine

beetle infestations.

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO WIND,
DISEASE, AND INSECTS

Windfall

In the central Rocky Mountains, lodgepole pine is

generally considered susceptible to windthrow, and

the risk increases when the stand is opened up by

partial cutting (Alexander 1966a, Mason 1915a).

While the tendency to windthrow is frequently

attributed to a shallow root system, the development

of the root system varies with soil and stand

conditions. On deep, well-drained soils, trees have a

better root system than on shallow or poorly drained

soils. With the same soil conditions, the denser the

stand the less windfirm are individual stems, because*

trees that have developed together in dense stands

over long periods of time mutually support each

other, and do not have the roots, boles, and crowns

to withstand exposure to the wind if opened up

drastically. The risk of blowdown is also greater in

stands with defective roots and boles. The presence

of old windfalls is a good indication of lack of

windfirmness. Furthermore, regardless of how stands

are cut or the soil and stand conditions, the risk of

blowdown is greater on some exposures than others

The following windfall risk situations based on

exposure have been identified by Mason (1915b) and

Alexander (1964. 1967).

Lou Windfall Risk Situations:

1. Valley bottoms except where parallel to the pre

vailing winds, and all Hat areas.

2. All lower and gentle middle north-and east-facing

slopes.

3. All lower and gentle middle soulh-and west-facing

slopes that are protected by considerably highe

ground not far to windward.

'



Heavy windfall in lodgepole pine on
the Fraser Experimental Forest after

partial cutting tfiat removed about
60 percent of the original basal
area.

Moderate Windfall Risk Situations:

1. Valley bottoms parallel to the direction of pre-

vailing winds.

2. All lower and gentle middle south- and west-

facing slopes not protected to the windward.

3. Moderate to steep middle and all upper north-

and east-facing slopes.

4. Moderate to steep middle south- and west-facing

slopes protected by considerably higher ground

not far to windward.

High Windfall Risk Situations:

1. Ridgetops.

2. Moderate to steep middle south- and west-facing

slopes not protected to the windward, and all

upper south- and west-facing slopes.

3. Saddles in ridgetops.

The risk of windfall in these situations is increased

at least one category by such factors as poor

drainage, shallow soils, and defective roots and
boles. All situations become high risk if exposed to

special topographic situations such as gaps and
saddles in ridges at higher elevations to the windward
that can funnel wind into the area.

Dwarf Mistletoe

Surveys in Colorado and Wyoming show that from

30 to 60 percent of the commercial lodgepole pine

forests are infected to some degree by dwarf mistletoe

(Hawksvvorth 1958). Dwarf mistletoe reduces growth

and increases mortality (Hawksworth and Hinds

1964, Myers, et al. 1971). It also drastically reduces

seed production in infected trees. The mortality rate

depends largely on the age of the host tree when

attacked. Young trees die quickly, while older trees

with well-developed and vigorous crowns may not

show appreciable effects for years after the intial

infection. Dwarf mistletoe is most damaging in

stands that have been partially opened up by cutting,

mountain pine beetles, or windfall, and of least

consequence on regenerated burns following catas-

trophic tires (Gill and Hawksworth 1964). Heavily

infected old-growth stands frequently have only

about half the board-foot volume of comparable

uninfected stands (Hawksworth 1958).

The disease is difficult to detect in recently

infected stands because trees show no abnormalities

except for the inconspicuous shoots on branches and

main stems. Where the parasite has been present for

a long time, on the other hand, stands will have one

or more heavily damaged centers characterized by

many trees with witches' brooms, spike-tops, and an

above-average number of snags with remnants of

brooms (Gill and Hawksworth 1964).

Although optimum development is favored by a

vigorous host, and the most vigorous trees in a stand

suffer the most damage, the frequency of infection is

usually higher on poor than good sites. Furthermore,

where site index (Alexander 1966c) is 70 or greater,

only the middle and lower crowns of dominants and

codominants are susceptible to heavy infection, but

trees in the intermediate or lower crown classes are



susceptible to heavy infection throughout their

crowns. Where the site index is below 70, all crown

classes are susceptible to heavy infection throughout

the crowns.' In Colorado and Wyoming, dwarf

mistletoe has an altitudinal limit about 300 to 500
feet below the upper limit of commercial lodgepole

pine forests. This means that in some high areas,

considerable lodgepole pine lies in a dwarf mistletoe-

free zone (Gill and Hawksworth 1964).

Separation of the old and new stands by clear-

cutting and felling unmerchantable residual trees

appears to be the best way to control dwarf mistletoe.

In areas of high tree values such as recreational,

administrative, and homesites. it may be possible to

prune infected branches from lightly infected trees,

but heavily infected trees must be cut. Partial cutting

and thinning generally create ideal conditions for

maximum damage and should be avoided where
possible unless the infection is light. To quantify the

severity of infection, Hawksworth (1961) developed

the six-class mistletoe rating system. The average

stand rating can be estimated by determining the

percentage of trees infected in the stand. The
approximate relationship of average stand rating to

proportion of trees infected in several mature stands

was:

Average stand Percent of

mistletoe rating trees infected

50

70

90

97

99

100

These ratings are used later in this paper under

"Modifications of Cutting Practices Imposed by

Disease and Insect Problems" to assist in deter-

mining which stands might be partially cut without

severe damage to the residual trees.

Comandra Blister Rust

This canker disease (caused by Cronartium com-
andnic Pk.) commonly occurs in the central Rocky
Mountains, but damage has been most extensive in

northern Wyoming (Peterson 1962). Dead tops and

(lagging branches resulting from girdling are the

most conspicuous symptoms (Mielke et al. 1968).

The disease caTinot pass directly from pine to pine

but requires an mtermediate host [Comandra um-
hc/hila (L.) Nutt.|.

'Personal communication with Frank G. Hawksworth. Plant

Pathologist. Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment

Station, Fort Collins. Colorado.

The damage from Comandra rust is not ofter

spectacular, but trees of all sizes and ages are

susceptible (Peterson 1962). Seedlings may be killed'

in a relatively short time. In older trees, the time

between initial infection and death may be 25 or

more years because the infection enters the trunk by

way of the branches, and the rate of spread is low.

Under conditions favorable to the rust, stands mav
be heavily damaged over limited areas. In those

stands, from 30 to 40% of the living and dead trees

will have cankers, and about half the cankered trees

will have spike-tops (Krebill 1965). Usually, however,

the infection is lighter and scattered through (he

stand (Peterson 1962).

Sanitation salvage cutting is about the only

practical way of controlling the disease in forest

stands (Mielke et al. 1968). In areas of high tree

values it may be possible to prune infected branches
from lightly infected trees, but heavily infected trees

should be cut. Partial cutting and thinning appear
well adapted to the control or reduction of Comandra
rust, even in heavily damaged stands, because the

disease is not passed from pine to pine and only the

trees with stem infections need to be removed.

Western gall rust (Pcriderium harknessii Moore)
occurs on lodgepole pine throughout the Rocky
Mountains, but is not as distinctive as Comandra
rust because most infections occur as galls on

branches rather than on the trunk. Mortality in the

seedling stage and loss of growth and cull are the

principal forms of damage from this rust. Removal
of infected trees in cultural operations is the only

practical way to control gall rust damage in forests.

Presence of a few galls is not sufficient cause to

remove a tree. Only cankered trees need be cut

(Peterson 1960).

Mountain Pine Beetle

Many species of insects infest lodgepole pine, but

the mountain pine beetle (Dcndroclonus pondcrosae

Hopk.) is the most serious insect pest in mature to

overmature stands in the Rocky Mountains. Epi-

demics have occurred throughout recorded history

(Roe and Amman 1970), and extensive outbreaks are

now in progress in northern Wyoming. Less extensive

but severe outbreaks are underway in southern

Wyoming and northern Colorado, where a large

number of old-growth stands that have been pro-

tected from wildfires are now reaching a high degree

of susceptibility to attack.

Mountain pine beetles feed and breed in the

phloem layer. The first indications of attack are

pitch tubes on the trunk where beetles have entered,

and boring dust in the bark crevices and around the

base of the tree. Trees successfully attacked in the

summer usually begin to fade the following spring



INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1. Divide live crown into thirds

STEP 2. Rate each third separately
Each third should be given a

rating of 0, 1 or 2 as described
be 1 ow

.

(0) No visible infections.

(1) Light infection (1/2 or
less of total number of
branches in the third infected)

(2) Heavy infection (more

than 1/2 of total

number of branches in

the thi rd infected) .

STEP 3. Final ly, add
ratings of thi rds to

obtain rating for

total tree.

EXAMPLE

If this third has no visible
infections, its rating is (O)

If this third is lightly infected,
i ts rat ing is (1 )

.

If this thi rd is heavi ly
infected, its rating Is (2)

The tree in this example
will receive a rating of
0+1+2=3.

The 6-class mistletoe rating system [Hawksworth 1961].

Needles change from green to yellow green, sorrel,

and finally rusty brown before dropping off

(McCambridge and Trostle 1972).

Not all stands are equally susceptible to attack.

Epidemic outbreaks are usually associated with

stands that contain at least some vigorous, thick-

phloemed trees 14 inches in diameter and larger

(Cole and Amman 1969, Roe and Amman 1970). As
the larger trees are killed, the beetles must attack

smaller diameter trees, and the outbreak subsides

because the phloem of these trees is not thick enough
to provide a food supply. Trees smaller than 6 inches

d.b.h. are rarely killed.

Natural factors, such as a sudden lowering of fall

temperature or prolonged subzero winter tempera-

tures, nematodes, woodpeckers, and parasites, may
reduce populations but they cannot be relied upon to

control outbreaks (McCambridge and Trostle 1972).

Chemical control is expensive and often is only a

holding action until potentially susceptible trees can

be disposed of by other means. The only alternatives

left to the manager in heavily infested stands where
I most of the trees are 10 inches in diameter and larger

j

are to (1) fell and salvage the infested trees, burn the

j

green culls and unmerchantable portions of trees,

j

and regenerate a new stand, or (2) let the infestation

run its course uncontrolled. If infested stands have a

! good stocking of trees in the smaller diameter

!
classes, on the other hand, partial cutting that

j

removes the vigorous, larger trees with thick phloem

appears well adapted to regulating mountain pine

beetle losses.

A TREE CLASSIFICATION FOR MARKING
IN PARTIALLY CUT STANDS

In developing partial cutting practices, knowledge

of individual tree characteristics will assist in

establishing marking guides. A classification scheme

for lodgepole pine in Colorado and Wyoming based

on the area, length, and vigor of individual tree

crowns (Taylor 1939) is described below:

Vigor class A

1. Crown area: 30 percent or more of the "extreme

outline" of vigor class A.

2. Crown length: 50 percent or more of the bole

length.

3. Crown vigor: Dense, full, good color, pointed.

Vigor class B

2. Crown area: Usually more than 30 percent but

less than 50 percent of the "extreme outline" of

vigor class A.

2. Crown length: Usually more than 50 percent but

usually less than 60 percent of the bole length.



Clasi A CXiss B Cha C

Treo vigor classes [Taylor 1939].

CAjs D

3. Crown vigor: Moderately dense, good color,

pointed or slightly rounded.

Vigor class C

1. Crown area: 15 to 30 percent of the "extreme

outline" of vigor class A.

2. Crown length: 40 to 50 percent of the bole length

except for trees with above average vigor, when 20

percent of the bole length is sufficient.

3. Crown vigor: Sparse, bunchy, poor color, never

pointed.

ations of cleared openings and high forest are

required to meet the needs of various forest uses, or

(3) areas are difficult to regenerate after clearcutting.

However, windfall, insects, diseases, and stand

conditions which vary from place to place on any

area, impose limitations on how stands can be

handled. Furthermore, economics of harvesting,

manufacturing, and marketing wood products in the

Rocky Mountains impose further limits on cutting

practices. Cutting to bring old growth under man-
agement is likely to be a compromise between what is

desirable and what is possible. Management, there-

fore, is likely to involve several cutting treatments on
any one area.

An accurate appraisal of the capabilities and
limitations of each stand is necessary to determine

cutting practices. Furthermore, partial cutting re-

quires careful marking of individual trees or groups

of trees to be removed, and close superx'ision of

logging. The following recommended partial cutting

practices are keyed to broad stand descriptions

[developed largely by Tackle (1955) for the inter-

mountain Region and modified for central Rocky
Mountain conditions) and windfall risk situations,

with the objective of maintaining forest cover for

various resource uses. Additional constraints im-

posed by insect and disease problems are considered

near the end of this section. Stands are pure pine

unless otherwise indicated.' Reproduction less than

4.5 feet tall is not considered a stand story in these

descriptions.

Vigor class D
Single-Storied Stands

1 . All live trees of poorer vigor than class C. In-

cludes trees in classes A, B, and C outlines but

with dead or dying tops.

Although the classification was developed more
than 30 years ago, is subjective, and places many
trees of old-growth stands in vigor classes C and D, it

nevertheless provides useful guidelines in deter-

mining the kinds of trees that should be cut or left,

depending on stand, insect and disease conditions,

and management objectives.

PARTIAL CUTTING PRACTICES

Shelterwood and group selection cuttings and their

modifications are applicable to old-growth lodgepole

pine. These regeneration systems harvest the timber

on an area in more than one step. From a

silvicultural point of view these are the only accept-

able options open to the manager where (1) multiple-

use considerations preclude clearcutting, (2) combin-

Dcscription

1. Stands may appear to be even-aged, but often

contain more than one age class, occasionally may
even be broad-aged.

2. Codominants form the general level of the can-

opy, but the difference in height between domi-

nants, codominants, and intermediates is not as

great as in spruce-fir stands.

3. If even-aged in appearance: (a) There is a small

range in diameter classes and crown length, (b)

Live crown length of dominants and codominants

is generally short to medium ( 30 to 60 percent of

the total tree height and boles are generally clear

for 10 to 40 percent of total tree height), (c) There

are few coarse-limbed trees in the stand.

'In mixed stand, cither less than HO percent of the overslory basal

area is lodgepole pine, or the overstory is pine with an understory

oj a dijlerent species.



Single-Storied stand.

With two or more age classes, the younger trees

usually have finer branches, smaller diameters,

longer live crown, and less clear bole than older

trees.

Stocking is generally uniform.

A manageable stand of advanced reproduction is

usually absent.*

In mixed stands, the overstory is either (a) pure

pine or (b) pine and Engelmann spruce, subalpine

fir, or Douglas-tlr, with advanced reproduction

of species other than pine that may or may not be

a manageable stand.

Recommended Cutting Treatments

Single-storied stands are usually the least windfirm

because trees have developed .together over long

periods of time and mutually protect each other from

the wind.

Low windfall risk situations.

1. The first cut can remove about 30 percent of the

basal area on an indivudal tree basis." This initial

entry is a preparatory cut that resembles the first

step of a three-cut shelterwood, since it probably

does not open up the stand enough for pine repro-

duction to become established in significant

numbers. Because overstory trees are all about

Since any kind of cutting may destroy as much as half of the

advanced reproduction, even with careful logging, at least 600
seedlings and saplings per acre ofgoodform and vigor, and free of

defect, must he present to be considered a manageable stand.

''As a practical matter, small trees thai do not represent significant

Icompetition to the remainder of the stand may be excluded from
the computation of the basal area.

equally susceptible to blowdown, the general level

of the canopy should be maintained by removing

some trees in each overstory crown class. The cut

should come from trees of C and D vigor classes,

but openings larger than one tree height in

diameter should be avoided by distributing the

cut over the entire area. Furthermore, do not

remove dominant trees that are protecting other

trees to their leeward if these latter trees are to be

reserved for the next cut. In mixed stands, if the

overstory is pure pine, handle as a pure stand; if

the overstory is of mixed composition, cut as

much of the basal area recommended in pine as is

possible to release the climax species.

The second entry into the stand should not be

made until 5 to 10 years after the first cut to

determine if the stand is windfirm. The second

cut should also remove about 30 percent of the

original basal area on an individual tree basis. It

simulates the second or seed cut of a three-step

shelterwood. The largest and most vigorous domi-

nants and codominants should be reserved as a

seed source in stands with the nonserotinous or

intermediate cone habit.' but avoid cutting open-

ings in the canopy larger than one tree height in

diameter by distributing the cut over the entire

area, even if it means leaving trees in the C and D
vigor classes with poor seed production potential.

In mixed stands cut as much of the recommended
basal area in pine as is possible without creating

openings larger than one tree height.

The last entry is the ftnal han>est and should

remove all of the remaining original overstory. It

^Lotan and Jensen (1970) classified lodgepole pine trees in the

Northern Rockies and Intermountain Region as serotinous if they

bore 90 percent or more closed cones, and non-serotinous if they

bore 90 percent or more open cones. At least 40 percent of the

trees should bear serotinous cones before a stand can be con-

sidered to have the closed-cone habit.



should not be made until a manageable stand of

reproduction has become established, but the cut

should not be delayed beyond this point if timber

production is the primary concern because the

ovenvood (a) hampers the later growth of seed-

lings, and (b) if infected with dwarf mistletoe, will

re-infect the new stand.

4. The manager also has the option of removing less

than 30 percent of the basal area at any entry and
making more entries, but they should not be

made at more frequent intervals. The cut will be

spread out and continuous high forest cover main-

tained for a longer period of time. This delay is

not recommended where mountain pine beetles

and dwarf mistletoe impose limitations on how
stands can he handled.

5. The usual uniform arrangement of individual

trees in single-storied stands is not well adapted

to removing trees by group selection cutting.

Occasionally, however, natural openings do occur

when stands begin to break up. Furthermore,

small openings may be desirable to meet manage-
ment objectives. An alternative to removing trees

on an individual basis would be to remove about

30 percent of the basal area in groups. Openings
should be kept small, not more than one to two

times tree height in diameter; not more than one-

third of the area should be cut at any one time.

This kind of cutting should be used only in stands

where insect and disease problems are minimal.

6. The second entry into the stand should not be

made until the first group of openings has been

regenerated. This cut should also remove about

30 percent of the original basal area without cut-

ting over more than an additional one-third of the

area. Openings should be no closer than about

one to two tree heights to the original openings.

7. The final entry should remove the remaining

groups of merchantable trees. The timing of this

cut depends upon the cone habit and how the

manager elects to regenerate the openings. If he

chooses to use natural regeneration and the stand

is classified as nonserotinous or intermediate cone

habit, the final har\'est must be delayed until the

trees in the original groups cut are large enough

to provide a seed source.

8. The manager may choose to remove less than 30

percent of the basal area and cut less than one-

third of the area at any one time. This will require

more entries, but each new cut should not be

made until the openings cut the previous entry

have regenerated. Furthermore, in stands with

nonserotinous or intermediate cone habit, the last

groups cannot be cut until there is either an out-

side seed source or the manager elects to plant

these openings.

Moderate windfall risk situations.

1. The first cut should be limited to a light prepara-
'

tor\' cutting that removes about 20 percent of the

basal area on an individual-tree basis. The ob-

jective is to open up the stand, but at the same
time minimize the windfall risk to the remaining

trees. Provision should be made, however, to

salvage blowndowns. This type of cutting re-

sembles a sanitation cut in that the lowest vigor

and poorest risk trees should be removed, but it is

important that the general level of the overstory

canopy be maintained intact. Mixed stands

should be handled the same as in low wind risk

situations, except that less basal area will be

removed.

2. The second entry can be made in about 10 years

after the first cut. This entry should remove about

20 percent of the original basal area on an

individual tree basis. Windfall that was salvaged

after the tlrst cut should be included in the com-
putation of the basal area to be removed. The
objective of this preparatory cut is to continue to

develope windfirmness while preparing the stand

for the seed cut. Most of the trees marked for

removal should come from the smaller crown and
poorer vigor classes, but maintain the general

level of the canopy intact. In mixed stands, cut as

much of the recommended basal area to be

removed in pine as is possible.

3. It will require about another 10 years to deter-

mine if the stand is windfirm enough to make
another entry. This will be the si'ed cut and

should remove about 20 percent of the original

basal area, including any windfalls since the last

cutting. The largest and most vigorous dominants

and codominants in mixed stands, and pure

stands with nonserotinous or intermediate cone

habit should be reserved as a seed source, but it

is more important to distribute the cut over the

entire area.

4. The last entry is the final harvest, and it should

remove the remaining original overstory. It cannot

be made until a manageable stand of repro-

duction has been established. About 40 percent of

the original basal area will be removed in this cut,

and if it is too heavy (10,00 bd. ft. or more per

acre) to be removed in one harvest without undue

damage to the reproduction, the manager must

plan on a final harvest in two steps. The second

step can begin as soon as skidding is finished in

the first step, providing that a manageable stand

of reproduction still exists.

5. The manager also has the option of removing less

than 20 percent of the basal area at any entry and

making more entries, but they should not be

made at more frequent intervals.
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Two-storied stand.

High wind risk situations.

1. The choice is limited to removing all trees or leav-

ing the stand uncut. Cleared openings can be up
to about 5 acres, interspersed with uncut areas.

Cutover areas should not exceed about one-third

of the total in this risk situation.

Mixed stands may have a manageable stand of

advanced reproduction of species other than pine.

Recommended Cutting Treatments

Recommended cutting treatments are the same as

for three-storied stands.

Two-Storied Stands

Three-Storied Stands

Description

1. Stands may appear to be two-aged, but can con-

tain more than two age classes.

2. Top story — dominants, codominants, and inter-

mediates — resembles a single-storied stand.

3. Second story is composed of younger trees of

smaller diameter — small saw logs, poles, or

saplings — than the top story, but it is always

below and clearly distinguishable from the over-

story. Trees in the second story are overtopped
and may or may not be suppressed.

4. If more than two-aged, the overstory usually con-
tains at least two age classes. The younger trees

are finer limbed and may be smaller in diameter
than the older trees. The second story may also

contain more than one age class.

5. Stocking of the overstory may be irregular, but
overall stocking is usually uniform.

6. A manageable stand of advanced reproduction is

usually absent.

In mixed stands, the overstory is usually pure
pine, but occasionally it may be pine with spruce
or Douglas-fir. The second story is usually spruce
and fir at the higher elevations, and Douglas-fir
at the lower elevations.

Stocking in mixed stands may vary from uniform
to irregular.

7.

Description

1. Stands may appear to be three-aged, but they

contain more than three age classes. Stands are

seldom broad-aged, however.

2. Top story resembles a single-storied stand except

that there are fewer trees.

3. The second and third stories consist of younger,

smaller diameter trees. Second story may be small

saw logs or large poles, while the third story is

likely to be composed of small poles or saplings.

Second and third stories are overtopped, and
some trees may be suppressed.

4. Overall stocking is likely to be uniform, but

stocking of any story may be irregular.

5. A manageable stand of advanced reproduction is

usually absent.

6. In mixed stands the top story may be either pure

pine or a mixture of pine and other species. The
second story is usually spruce and subalpine fir at

at the higher elevations, and Douglas-fir at the

lower elevations. The second story may occasion-

ally contain some pine, but it is rarely pure pine.

The third story is almost always composed of

species other than pine.

7. Stocking in mixed stands can vary from uniform

to irregular.
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Three-Storied stand.

8. Mixed stands otlcn have a manageable stand of

advanced reproduction of species other than pine.

Recommended Cu(ting TreaCments (Two- and Three-

Storied Stands)

Trees in the top story are usually more windfirm

than those in a single-storied stand. Trees in the

second and third stories are usually less windtlrm

than trees in the top story.

Low windfall risk situations.

\. 1 he first cut can remove up to 50 percent of the

basal area in two-storied stands (providing not

more than half of the basal area removed comes
from the top story), and up to 40 percent of the

basal area from three-storied stands. This cutting

is as heavy as the first or seed cut of a two-cut

shelterwood, but marking follows the rules for

individual-tree selection. Heavier cutting may be

possible in three-storied stands, but the appear-

ance of a continous overstory is not likely to be

retained. Trees removed should be in vigor classes

C and D insofar as possible, but since the top

story is likely to be more windtlrm. selected

dominants and codominants should be left even

\\ hen they are in vigor classes C and D, if they do
uo\ have dead or dying tops. Avoid cutting holes

in the canopy larger than one tree height in

diameter by distributing the cut over the entire

area. Furthermore, do not remove dominant trees

thai are protecting other trees to their leeward if

these latter trees are to be reserved for the next

cut. In iiiixcd stands, if the top story or, as rarely

h.ippens. the tlrst and second stories are pure

pine, handle as a pure stand. If the top story is of

mixed composition, cut as much of the basal area

H) be removed in pine as is possible to release the

climax species, but do not cut all of the pine if it

is needed to maintain the overstory.

2. The second entry should be the Jimd harvest toj

remove the remaining original stand and release!

the reproduction. It cannot be made until the new]

stand of reproduction is established. If the resid-l

ual volume is greater than about 10,000 bd. ft.

I

per acre, the final harvest should be made in twoj

steps to avoid undue damage to newly established]

reproduction. The second step can begin as soonj

as skidding is finished in the first step, providing

that a manageable stand of reproduction stiilj

exists.

3. If there is a manageable stand of advanced repro-j

duction, in mixed stands, the first cut can be ar

ovcrstoiy removal it the volume is not too heavy
.J

Otherwise, the first cut can remove 40 to

percent of the basal area on an individual tree

basis as long as the more windfirm dominants am
codominants are left. The timing of the second

cut is not critical from a regeneration standpoint^

providing a manageable stand of reproductior

still exists after the first cut and can be saved.

4. The manager has other options to choose fromj

He may elect to cut less than the recommendec
basal area, make more entries, and spread the cu^

over a longer period of time by delaying the final'

harvest until the new stand is tall enough to create

the appearance of a high forest. litis option is noi

recommended where mountain pine beetles and

dwarl mistletoe impose limitations on how stands

can he handled.

5. In pure or mixed stands with irregular stocking

that may have resulted from the breakup of

single-storied stands, old beetle attacks, or wind-

tall losses, an alternative first cut can remove

about 40 percent of the basal area in a modified

group selection. The group openings can be larger

(two to three times tree height) than in single-
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Multi-Storied stand.

storied stands, but the area cutover should not

exceed about one-third of the total. Openings

should be irregular in shape without wind-

catching indentations in the borders. This kind of

cutting is not (tpplicuhlc in pure stainls where

mountain pine beetle or dwarf mistletoe impose

limitations, because the interval between initial

cutting and tlnal harvest is likely to be too long to

prevent serious mistletoe infection of new repro-

duction and/or loss of beetle-susceptible trees.

b. Two additional entries can be made in the stand.

They should each remove about 30 percent of the

original basal area in group openings up to two to

three times tree height, but not more than one-

third of the area should be cutover at any one

time. If there is not a manageable stand of

advanced reproduction, the manager must wait

until the first group openings are regenerated

before cutting the second series. Furthermore, in

mixed stands, or pure stands with the nonserotin-

ous or intermediate cone habit, he must either de-

lay cutting the final groups until there is a seed

source or plan on planting these openings. If

there is a manageable stand of advanced repro-

duction, the timing between cuts is not critical

from a regeneration standpoint.

7. In mixed stands with irregular stocking that con-

tain a manageable stand of reproduction and the

volume per acre is not too heavy, the first cut can

be an ovenvood removal. If the volume is too

heavy for a one-step removal, the manager should

follow the recommendations for pure stands

because the wind hazard is too great to permit a

two-step removal in a stand that has not been

previously opened up.

Moderate windfall risk situations.

1. The first entry should be a preparatory cut that

removes not more than 30 percent of the basal

area on an individual-tree basis. Predominants,

and codominants and intermediates with long live

crowns should be removed first. The remaining

cut should then come from trees in vigor classes C
and D. Maintain the general level of the canopy

by not cutting holes larger than one tree height in

diameter in the canopy. Provision should be made
to salvage blowdowns. Mixed stands should be

handled as in low wind risk situations, except that

less basal area should be removed.

2. The second entry should not be made in less than

10 years. This cut should remove about 30 percent

of the original basal area, including the salvage of

any windfalls after the first cut. The second entry

is the seed cut. The best dominants and codomi-

nants should be reserved as a seed source in

stands with the nonserotinous or intermediate

cone habit, but it is important that the cut be dis-

tributed over the entire area.

3. The next entry is the final harvest to remove the

remaining merchantable volume and release the

new reproduction after it has become established.

However, if the residual stand has too heavy a

volume, the final harvest should be made in two

steps.

4. In mixed stands that contain a manageable stand

of reproduction, and if the volume per acre is not

too heavy, the first cut can be an overwood re-

moval. If the volume is too heavy for a one-step

removal, the manager should follow the recom-

mendations for pure stands because the wind

hazard is too great to permit a two-step removal

in a stand that has not been previously opened up

to develop windfirmness.

High wind risk situations.

I. The choice is limited to either removing all the

trees or leaving the stand uncut. Cleared openings
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can be up to about 5 acres, interspersed with

uncut areas. The cutover area should not exceed

about one-third of the total in this risk situation.

Multi-Storied Stands

Description

1. Stand is usually broad-aged with a wide range in

diameters.

2. If stands developed from relatively few individuals

following disturbance, the overstory trees are

coarse-limbed. Fill-in trees are better formed and
finer limbed. Vigor of the overstory trees varies

from poor to good.

3. In stands that developed from deterioration of

single- or two-storied stands, the overstory trees

may be no limbier than the fill-in trees. Nearly all

of the healthy, faster growing trees are below saw
'og size.

4. Stocking may be irregular.

5. A manageable stand of advanced reproduction

may be present.

6. In mixed stands, the overstory may be pure pine

or either pine, spruce, and fir at the higher eleva-

tions, or pine and Douglas-fir at lower elevations.

Understory trees have the same characteristics as

pure stands, except that they are likely to be of

species other than pine.

7. Stocking in mixed stands is more likely to be

irregular.

8. Mixed stands frequently have a manageable stand

of advanced reproduction of species other than

pine.

Recommended Cutting Practices

These are usually the most windfirm stands, even

where they have developed from the deterioration of

single- and two-storied stands. By the time they have

reached their present condition, the remaining over-

story trees are likely to be windfirm.

Low to moderate windfall risk situations.

1. There is considerable fiexibility in harvesting

these stands. All size classes can be cut. with

emphasis on either the largest or smallest trees in

the stand. The first cut can range from an over-

wood removal to release the younger growing
stock to a thinning from below to improve the

spacing of the most vigorous of the larger trees.

Thereafter, cutting can be directed toward either

even-aged or uneven-aged management. In mixed

stands the first cut should be an overwood
removal of the pine to release the climax species.

The understory trees should be thinned to im-

prove spacing.

2. Thinning should be to some specified growing

stock level, which will vary with management
objectives. Procedures for selecting growing stock

levels are outlined by Myers et al. (1971).

High windfall risk situations.

1 . The safest first cut is an overwood removal with a

light thinning from below to obtain a wider

spaced, more open stand that can develop wind-

tirmness. Thereafter, cutting can be directed

toward either uneven- or even-aged management.

Modifications of Partial Cutting Practices Imposed
by Disease and Insect Problems

Dwarf Mistletoe

1. Cut only in stands where the average mistletoe

rating is two or less (70 percent or less of the trees

infected), and remove only the percentage of basal

area recommended for the stand description and
windfall situation. In single-storied stands, where

site index is 70 or above, trees in the intermediate

and lower crown classes should be removed first

in preference to dominants and codominants. If

site index is below 70, trees in all crown classes

are about equally susceptible to infection. In nvo-

and three-storied standL, as much of the first cut

as is possible should come from the second and
third stories because these trees are likely to be

more heavily infected than the top story. In

single-, two-, and three-storied stands, the final

overstory removal can be delayed until the new
reproduction is tall enough to provide a forest

aspect. To minimize infection of new reproduc-

tion, however, the time interval should not exceed

30 years after the regeneration cut when the

average mistletoe rating is one, or 20 years when
the rating is two. Provision should be made to

sanitize the young stand at the time of final

harvest. In multi-storied stands, the safest pro-

cedure is an overwood removal with a cleaning

and thinning from below.

2. In old-growth stands with an average mistletoe

rating of greater than two, any partial cutting,

thinning, or cleaning is likely to intensify the

infection. The saj'est procedures, therefore, are to

either remove all of the trees and start a new

stand, or leave the stand uncut. If the manager

chooses to make a partial cut for any reason, the
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initial harvest should be heavy enough to be a

regeneration cut. All residual trees must be

removed within 10 years after the first cut, and

provision made to sanitize the young stand at that

time.

I^omandra Blister Rust

Cut as many trees with stem cankers and spike-

ops as possible in the first cut without removing

nore than the recommended basal area or cutting

arge openings in the canopy. Since the rate of

pread in mature trees is relatively slow and the

lisease is not transmitted from pine to pine, leaving

I few infected trees is less i
" -: '•kk than opening up

he stand too much.

fountain Pine Beetle

. If the insect is present in the stand at an endemic
level, or in adjacent stands in sufficient numbers
to make successful attacks, and

a. less than the recommended percentage of basal

area to be removed in the first cut is in sus-

ceptible trees: Any attacked tree and all of the

most susceptible trees should be removed in

the first cut. This will include most of the trees

12 inches d.b.h. and larger, and all trees 10 to

12 inches d.b.h. in vigor classes A and B. Pro-

vision should be made to salvage attacked

trees, and the second cut should be made with-

in 10 years of the first cut.

b. more than the recommended percentage of

basal area to be removed in the first cut is in

susceptible trees, the manager has three op-

tions: 1) Remove all the trees. 2) Remove the

recommended basal area in attacked and sus-

ceptible trees and accept the risk of future

losses. 3) Leave the stand uncut. If the stand is

partially cut or left uncut, some trees from 7 to

12 inches d.b.h. and most trees below 7 inches

d.b.h. will survive.

If the stand is sustaining an infestation that is

building up, and the manager chooses to either

partially cut or leave the stand uncut, he must
accept the risk of an outbreak that could destroy

most of the merchantable stand.

Cutting to Save the Residual

In mixed stands and to a lesser extent pure stands,

he manager must determine whether he has an

icceptable stand of advanced reproduction and

iecide if he is going to manage it before any cutting

)egins. Furthermore, he must reevaluate the ad-

anced reproduction after the final harvest and slash

disposal to determine the need for supplemental
stocking. The same criteria used to evaluate ad-

vanced reproduction on spruce-fir clearcuts applies

here (Alexander 1973).

In partial cutting, protection of the residual from
logging damage is of primary concern. The residual

includes merchantable trees left after shelterwood

cutting, and advanced reproduction in both shelter-

wood and group selection cutting where an accept-

able stand is to be managed.
Protection begins with a well-designed logging

plan at the time of the first cut. To minimize
damage, skid roads must be layed out — about 200
feet apart depending on the topography — and
marked on the ground. These skid roads should be

kept narrow, and located so that they can be used to

move logs out of the woods at each cut. Close

supervision of logging will be required to restrict

travel of skidding and other logging equipment to the

skid roads.

In shelterwood cuttings, trees should be felled into

openings as much as possible using a herringbone

pattern that will permit logs to be pulled onto the

skid roads with a minimum of disturbance. It may be
necessary to deviate from the herringbone felling

angle in order to drop trees into openings. If this is

the case, the logs should be bucked into short lengths

to reduce skidding damage. Trees damaged in felling

and skidding should not be removed if they are still

windt'irm.

In group selection cutting, the felling pattern

should be similar where there is a manageable stand

of advanced reproduction. Otherwise all trees should

be felled into the openings. Both shelterwood and
group selection cuttings require close coordination

between felling and skidding because it may be

necessary to fell and skid one tree before another tree

is felled.

Slash Disposal

Some treatment of logging slash and unmerchant-

able material will probably be needed after each cut.

However, treatment should be confined to concen-

trations and that needed to reduce visual impact,

because most equipment now available for slash

disposal is not readily adaptable to working in

shelterwood cuttings. Furthermore, burning slash

will not only cause damage to the residual, but may
destroy the seed supply in stands with serotinous

cones. Skid out as much of the down sound dead and

green cull material as possible for disposal at the

landings or at the mill. Treatment in stands should

be limited to lopping and scattering, chipping along

the roadway, and hand piling and burning to

minimize damage. In group selection cutting, if there

is not a manageable stand of advanced reproduction,

dozers equipped with brush blades can be used to
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concentrate slash tor burning in the openings. Piles

should be kept small to reduce the amount of heat

generated. Furthermore, in stands with the sero-

tinous cone habit, treatment should not be attempted

until the cones have had time to dry out and open
up.

REGENERATION PRACTICES

The primary purpose ot the cutting practices

suggested are to aid the forest manager in main-

taining continuous forest cover of lodgepole pine,

while niinimi/ing the limitations to partial cutting

imposed by silvical requirements, stand conditions,

wind, insects, and diseases.

Nevertheless, the reductions made in the overstory

canopy by removing 40 percent or more of the basal

area by modified shelterwood, or openings cut in the

canopy by modified group selection, are large enough

to permit new reproduction to become established, if

the seed supply is sufficient and the seedbed provides

conditions suitable for germination and survival.

Once the new reproduction has become established,

the same care in logging and slash disposal suggested

for protecting advanced reproduction must be exer-

cised .

Lodgepole pine varies considerably in its cone

habit, and each stand should be examined before

cutting to determine serotiny. Individual trees gen-

erally bear either serotinous or nonserotinous cones;

at least 40 percent of the trees should bear serotinous

cones before a stand can be considered to have the

closed-cone habit.

In general, throughout much of Colorado and
southern Wyoming, seed is stored in closed cones

that open only when exposed to relatively high

temperatures (Alexander I96f)b, Tackle 1%I). Dis-

persal comes largely from cones attached to the

4oggi-Hg slash or scattered on the ground. How and
when the slash is treated directly influences regener-

ation success.

In northern Wyoming, cones generally open at

maturity and seeds are dispersed by the wind in the

usual manner. Most seeds will fall within about 200

feet of the source (Boe 1956, Tackle 1964b). In those

situations, seed for regeneration comes from trees cut

on the area, left standing on the area, or standing

around the perimeter.

Scarification is usually necessary to remove heavy

concentrations of duff and litter to prepare mineral

soil seedbeds; it should be done during logging and
slash treatment at the time of the seed cut under

shelterwood and at each cut under group selection.

Unless 40 percent or more of the ground surface is

mineral soil after logging and slash treatment,

additional seedbed preparation is needed.
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Abstract

Watershed management in the subalpine zone of Wyoming, Col-

orado, and New Mexico is described. Forest hydrology is briefly

discussed, followed by an in-depth discussion and review of (1) field

studies of the effects of watershed management practices on snow
accumulation, melt, and subsequent runoff;and(2)simulation models
designed to predict the hydrologic impacts of timber harvesting and
weather modification. Pertinent literature is included, along with
unpublished research, observations, and experience. Research
needs are highlighted, and guidelines for implementing watershed
management principles in land use planning are summarized.

Keywords: Forest management, simulation analysis, snowmelt, sub-

alpine hydrology, watershed management, land use planning.

The use of trade and company names is for the

benefit of the reader; such use does not constitute an
official endorsement or approval of any service or prod-
uct by the U. S. Department of Agriculture to the

exclusion of others that may be suitable.
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with

•ue mean/so samples per mi- widely spaced
ver the drainage basin. Similar conclusions
an be derived from a study by Swanson (1970),
ho measured snow accumulation on uniformly
egetated watersheds in Alberta, Canada.
Where severe wind effects produce ex-

emely irregular patterns of snow accumula-
on in forest margins and exposed parklike
5enings, Bartos and Rechard (1973) showed
lat reconnaissance snow courses can precisely
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Because there is considerable public con-
cern for the ecologic and hydrologic con-
sequences of weather modification, it is im-
portant to understand not only how much
water yields will be increased, but also
how hydrologic systems will be affected.
Kahan et al. (1969) were quick to empha-
size that systems modeling can play a
significant role in analyzing the impacts of in-

creased snow accumulation on water-balance
interactions Accordingly, we have made pre-
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Figure 1.—Distribution of spruce-fir and lodgepole

pine forests, which comprise the subalpine zone in

Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico.

Spruce-fir is found between 10,000 and 11,500 ft

throughout the Colorado subalpine zone.
Lodgepole pine is concentrated in the north-

central part of the State, whereas Douglas-fir
grows predominantly in the southern half.

New Mexico's subalpine forests are princi-

pally Douglas-fir and spruce-fir. Near the upper
limits of its 8,000- to 9,500-ft elevational range,
Douglas-fir mixes with true firs and spruce.
White fir {Abies concolor) and aspen are com-
monly found within the Douglas-fir type.
Spruce-fir forests occupy a relatively small
area in New Mexico. They are found in the
north-central part of the State at elevations be-

tween 8,500 to 12,000 ft.

Although aspen forests are common to all

three States, the largest stands are found in

southwestern Colorado where trees reach 24 in-

ches in diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) and
over 100 ft tall.

Alexander (1974b) summarizes current ac-
reages of commercial subalpine forest by State
and species on lands subject to management
(not reserved in National Parks, Wilderness
Areas, and so forth).

Geology and Soils

An excellent summary of the geology and
relief of the central and southern Rocky Moun-
tain subalpine zone is presented by Alexander
(1974b), who included a number of detailed

references on the geologic characteristics of

the mountain ranges and plateaus shown in fig-

ure 2.

Range

SANTA FE

Figure 2.— Important plateaus and mountain ranges

of the central and southern Rocky Mountain subal-

pine zone.



Soils on the subalpine watersheds vary ac-

cording to the rock from which they origi-

nated. In general, the parent material consists

of crystalline granite, gneiss, and schist. How-
ever, soils derived from sedimentary, basaltic,

and volcanic rocks also occupy a large part of

the subalpine zone. Alluvial soils occur along
most streams. The parent material is generally
a mixture of glacial till, glacial outwash, and
recent valley fill. Included on most watersheds
are bogs originating from seeps and springs
which emerge on sideslopes. Soils in these areas
are highly organic.

For the most part, subalpine soils are rela-

tively deep, permeable, and capable of storing

modest quantities of water from snowmelt. This
feature serves to regulate streamflow during
the runoff season. Exceptions occur in those
areas which have experienced intensive glacial

activity, as for example, in most of the Park
Range of northwestern Colorado. General de-

scriptions and typical characteristics of subal-

pine soils are given by Johnson and Cline (1965)
and Retzer (1956, 1962).

Water Yield

The subalpine forests of Wyoming, Col-

orado, and New Mexico form the headwaters of

six major river basins (fig. 1):

Wyoming

Columbia
Colorado
Missouri
Bear

Colorado

Colorado
Missouri
Rio Grande
Mississippi

New Mexico

Rio Grande
Mississippi
Colorado

Water yields from the subalpine zone are of

major importance to downstream users. Com-
petition for water is extremely keen, particu-

larly in the Colorado, Rio Grande, and Missouri
River basins. Recent decisions by the courts and
Federal legislation are good testimonies of the
high value that users several hundred miles
|downstream in Los Angeles, Phoenix, and El
Paso place on water which originates in the sub-
alpine forests of Colorado and New Mexico.

The foreseeable increases in water use in

areas close to the water source are also of con-
cern to planners. Hardison (1972) has shown
ithat natural streamflows from the subalpine
zone are already 80 to 100 percent developed.
Thus, future population growth, mining, oil

shale, and industrial development will create
acute water problems in the long run, unless
Abater supplies are increased through conserva-
tion, water management, recycling, and effi-

cient irrigation practices.

Opportunities to use natural flows more ef-

ficiently through interbasin diversion and stor-

age still exist. However, new projects are being
vigorously opposed by well-organized segments
of an environment-conscious society.

Hydrologic Charactistics of Subalpine Forest

Water Balance

Research watersheds have provided us
with considerable information about the hy-
drology of the subalpine zone. Some significant

findings from the classic Wagon Wheel Gap ex-

periment (Bates and Henry 1928) were;

• Little, if any, overland flow of water ap-

peared at any season, and the quantity of

eroded soil was small.

• Mean annual temperature did not exceed
35 F, and mean annual precipitation was
approximately 20 inches.

• Total precipitation was about half snow and
half rain. With the exception of south
slopes, there was no snowmelt during
winter until after early March.

• Of the total precipitation, about one-half is

stored in winter snow accumulation and is

released during the spring melting period.

• More than 55 percent of the total stream-
flow occurred from April through June.

• The difference between precipitation and
runoff indicated evaporation is a fairly con-

stant 15 inches annually.

Water-balance studies at the Eraser Ex-
perimental Forest have also given us insight

into the hydrology of spruce-fir and lodgepole

pine forests. In developing operational runoff

forecasting methods, Garstka et al. (1958) found
that water yield is 45 to 55 percent of the annual
precipitation. Of this amount, 90 to 95 percent is

derived from snowmelt. Typically, winter con-

ditions keep the snowpack well below freezing
until late March or April. Peak seasonal snow
accumulation averages 15 inches of water e-

quivalent, and during the melt season, the de-

pleting snowpack is augmented by more than 5

additional inches of precipitation. Subsequent
rainfall during the summer and early fall aver-
ages 8 to 10 inches. Thus, of this 28- to 30-inch
input, about 12 to 15 inches becomes
streamflow.

2

^Records of temperature and precipitation collected over a

33-year period at the Fraser Experimental Forest have been
published by Haeffner(1971). Leafand Brink (1972a) have also

summarized 29 years of streamflow from an experimental

watershed in the same area.



Finally, in summarizing a 10-year hy-
drologic record from the Black Mesa water-
sheds in western Colorado, Frank^ found
that: (1) more than two-thirds of the 22
inches of precipitation during the average
water year fell between October and May; and
(2) spring snowmelt accounted for 99 percent of
the average annual runoff, which varied from
1.4 to 6.8 inches. Moreover, he also found that

summer storms are not severe, with maximum
60-minute rainfall intensities of less than 1 inch
per hour, and 5-minute intensities of 4.6 inches

per hour. Frank also found that, while summer
storm suspended-sediment concentration can
be as much as six times that sampled during
snowmelt, total suspended sediment for the

year is almost nine times that obtained from
summer storm runoff "because of the small
volume of storm runoff."

The above discussion is a good general ac-

count of hydrologic conditions in the subalpine
zone, except that melting begins later in the

spring in the more northern part of the region
and there are small portions that receive more
precipitation. For example, in the Park Range in

Colorado, at elevations above 10,000 ft, precipi-

tation is between 50 and 65 inches a year with
only 20 to 30 percent falling as rain. Water
yields average 25 to 45 inches. Other areas of

high precipitation and runoff are Flat Tops, San
Juans, and the Elk Mountains. Mean annual
water balances for typical subalpine water-
sheds in Colorado and Wyoming are sum-
marized in table 1.

Precipitation

The most accurate and complete snow sur-

vey and precipitation measurements have been
made at Wagon Wheel Gap and the Fraser Ex-
perimental Forest. However, Hoover '^ has
pointed out that even these records are sus-

pect, due to the effects of wind on snow ac-
cumulation and gage catch. Because snow ac-

cumulation and rainfall in subalpine forests are
strongly influenced by wind, which interacts
with the vegetation and local topography, the
existing system of precipitation gages and snow
courses in the Rocky Mountain region can at

best give only index values of areal precipita-

tion (Meiman 1968, Hoover 1971). A possible

^Frank, Ernest C. Hydrology of Black Mesa watersheds.

(Manuscript in preparation at Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp.

Stn., Fort Collins, Colo.)

'Hoover. Marvin D. The influence of forest cover on stream-
flow in the Central Rocky Mountains. 55 p. (Unpublished Prob-

lem Arialysis, FS-RM-1602, on file at Rocky Mt For. and Range
Exp. Stn., Fort Collins, Colo.)

Table l.--Mean annual water balances (inches)
for typical subalpine watersheds in Colorado
and Wyoming

Watershed

Seasona
snowpac
water

equiva-
lent

1

k, Pre-

c i pi-

tat ion

Evapo-
tran-

spira-
t ion

Runoff

COLORADO:
'

Soda Creek, 42.6 55.2 16.7 38.5
Routt NF

Fraser River, 15.0 30.3 16.9 13. '^

Arapaho NF

Wolf Creek, 26.2 hS.O 21.0 27.0
San Juan NF

Trinchera Cree k, 9.5 19.6 1A.5 5.1

Sangre de Cristo
Mounta ins

WYOMING:

South Tongue
River, 15.5 29.6 15.8 13.8
Bighorn NF

exception is a portion of the Pa rk Rang'e near
,

Steamboat Springs, Colorado, where a dense
snow course network precisely measures area
water equivalent (Washichek and McAndrew
1968).

If a drainage basin is freely accessible to

snow measurements, studies have shown that

snow input can be measured precisely. Leaf and
Kovner (1971, 1972) developed guidelines for

estimating total snow storage. From statistical

analyses they have shown that, because of the
systematic variation of ihe seasonal snow ac-

cumulation, little statistical efficiency can be
gained from intensively sampling and ex-
trapolating index snow courses. More precise
estimates of areal snow storage can be obtained
from reconnaissance snow courses—where one
or two samples at most are taken at intervals
along a trail which traverses the whole
watershed. They have also shown that, on
watersheds with uniform forest cover where
snow rarely melts during the winter snow ac-

cumulation season, the natural snow accumula-
tion can be estimated to within 5 percent of the
true mean 50 samples per mi- widely spaced
over the drainage basin. Similar conclusions
can be derived from a study by Swanson (1970),

who measured snow accumulation on uniformly
vegetated watersheds in Alberta, Canada.

Where severe wind effects produce ex-j

tremely irregular patterns of snow accumula-
tion in forest margins and exposed parklike I

openings, Bartos and Rechard (1973) showed
that reconnaissance snow courses can preciselyj



estimate areal snow storage, provided that

sampling intensities in and near the edges of the

large openings are 8 to 10 times greater than
well inside the surrounding forest.

As discussed above, snow survey methods
can show precisely how the seasonal snowpack
is distributed on subalpine watersheds. Once
the snowpack begins to melt, however, snow
surveys can no longer be used to estimate pre-

cipitation input. At this point, and during the

summer and fall, rain gages must be used,
which in most cases give questionable results

due to a host of interrelated factors. Many of

these factors have been researched for several

hundred years (Larson 1971). Because research
using ground-based sensors has largely reaf-

firmed past results without producing new
knowledge. Hoover (1971) suggested that new
and different systems which measure precipi-

tation above forest canopies be developed.
Laser devices or particle counters, such as

those developed by Schmidt and Sommerfeld
(1969) and Schmidt (1971), offer promise of bet-

ter precipitation measurements.
Rhea and Grant ( 1974) have shown that total

snowfall in mountainous area can be largely ex-
plained by "systematic consideration of (a) the
directionally adjusted topographic slope which
potential precipitation-bearing winds must
traverse on their last 20 km of approach to a
given station, and (b) the number of upstream
barriers which the air must pass over." The
model should prove to be a highly useful tool for

determining seasonal snowfall distribution in

unmeasured watersheds and for snow-course
network design. Another important benefit
from this model is the insight it gives into the

physical processes affecting mountain precipi-
tation regimes.

Effects of Timber Harvesting
on Snow Distribution

Early studies in the Rocky Mountain region
included observations in the natural forest to

see how virgin stands affect snow accumula-
tion. Subsequently, plot studies were made of
thinnings and patchcuttings to see how these
modifications affected the snowpack.

Wilm and Dunford (1948), report-
ing on plot studies at the Eraser Experi-
mental Forest, gave a comprehensive
summary of watershed management concepts
and potentials for changing the water cycle
in subalpine forests. In their study, twenty
8-acre plots were laid out in mature lodgepole
pine in 1938. After careful snowpack measure-
ments, the plots were logged in 1940, ranging
from a commercial clearcut of all trees to an

uncut virgin area. The residual volume in trees

larger than 9.5 inches d.b.h. was in these class-

es: 0; 2,000; 4,000; or 6,000 bd ft (fbm) per acre.

The uncut stands contained 11,900 fbm per acre.

After logging, the snowpack was again meas-
ured in 1941-43.

Harvest cutting resulted in the accumula-
tion of more snow on the cutover plots. The
highest snow accumulation was observed in the
clearcut plots. Typical amounts of snow water
storage observed immediately after cutting
were:

Reserve volume, Inches of water
(fbm/acre) equivalent

11,900 (uncut) 10.3

6,000 11.4

4,000 12.3

2,000 12.4

(commer-
cial clearcut) 13.5

The differential snow accumulation ob-
served from this study and from similar studies

that followed (Goodell 1952, Goodell and Wilm
1955) was attributed primarily to the elimina-
tion of evaporation losses from snow inter-

cepted on the tree crowns which, it was be-

lieved, "more than offset increases in evapora-
tion from the snowpack surface caused by re-

moving the shelter of the forest" (Goodell and
Wilm 1955).

Based on the plot results, the 714-acre Fool

Creek watershed at the Eraser Experimental
Forest was partially clearcut in 1954-56 in a pat-

tern of alternate strips varying from one to six

tree heights (66 to 396 ft) in width. Fifty percent
of the merchantable timber volume was re-

moved from 40 percent of the watershed area
(fig. 3). In discussing 3 years of record after the

timber harvest, Goodell (1959) suggested that

the approximately 25 percent water-yield in-

crease was primarily caused by reduced inter-

ception losses associated with the reduction in

forest canopy.
This interpretation prevailed until the late

1950's when hydrologists began to seriously

question "the conventional emphasis upon in-

terception of snow as an important factor con-

trolling water yield in the Colorado area"
(Hoover 1960). In discussing the interception

theory. Miller (1961) argued that until the basic

processes are carefully studied, the belief that

interception results in high evaporation losses

from forest canopies is "folklore." Finally, in a

reappraisal of the validity of this popular con-

cept, Goodell (1963) summarized existing
knowledge and he, too, questioned conclusions
previously drawn from interception studies



These results led to the resurvey— first in

1956, and later in 1964, 1968, and 1972—of the

cutting plots studied by Wilm and Dunford
(1948). Young trees developed rapidly on the
clearcut and 2,000-fbm reserve plots (fig. 5). By
1956, the trees averaged 5 ft in height, which
placed their canopy above the snow surface. By
1968, their average height exceeded 15 ft.

In spite of vigorous regrowth and increased
canopy density on the heavily cutover plots,

snow storage amount changed little, if any, in

the 28 years since cutting (Hoover and Leaf
1967). These results provided additional evi-

dence that the aerodynamic effect on snow dis-

tribution, rather than reduced interception loss,

is the major cause of increased snow in open-
ings.

To get still another check, snow survey data
from Fool Creek before and after treatment
were analyzed to determine the effect of the

treatment on a watershed basis (Hoover and
Leaf 1967). As observed from the plot studies,

comparisons of snowpack in the alternate forest

and clearcut strips showed there was more
water equivalent in the open strips:

Strip width Uncut Cut
(chains) (inches of water equivalent)

1 15.4 18.4

2 15.6 17.6

3 17.2 19.2

6 14.0 20.7

Figure 3.—Fool Creek watershed, Fraser Experimen-
tal Forest. East St. Louis Creek, the 1,984-acre

control watershed, is to the right of Fool Creek.

based on differential snow accumulation be-

tween uncut forest and adjacent open areas.

More recently, Hoover and Leaf (1967) re-

ported on direct observations of snow accumu-
lation and retention in subalpine forest. These
observations indicated that mechanical re-

moval and transport of intercepted snow are
more important than vaporization. Conclusions
were based on timed-sequence motion pictures

of a forested slope during all daylight hours
from November 6, 1963, to May 15, 1964. Photo-

graphic records during this and subsequent
winters proved that snow rests on tree canopies
only during periods of cloudy weather, low
temperature, and frequent snowfall. Typically,

after snowfall ceases, wind-generated vortexes
and eddies quickly strip the snow from the

trees. In less than a minute, this airborne snow
is redeposited at varying distances from where
it was intercepted. The sequence in figure 4

shows the obvious importance of redistribution

in the subalpine zone.

To complement the cut-uncut strip com-
parisons, excellent records of snow storage onl

Fool Creek and the calibration (East St. Louis*
Creek) watershed for 1 1 years before treatment
were compared with 7 posttreatment years. Be-
fore treatment, total snow storage averaged
14.3 inches on Fool Creek and 11.8 on East St.

Louis. For the 7 years observed following
treatment, the average water equivalent was
14.4 inches compared with 11.4 inches on the

control watershed. These results, shown
graphically in figure 6, indicate that total snow
storage on Fool Creek was not increased in spite

of the obvious differences in snow catch be-

tween cut and uncut strips. A similar analysis of

winter snow accumulation at Wagon Wheel Gap
j

before and after timber harvesting also showed!
no change in areal snow storage (Hoover and]
Leaf 1967). In reviewing this work. Hoover!
(1971) stated that "If such results are typical of

|

the effect of openings in forest stands, it ex-

plains some of the findings of conventional in-

terception studies."
Finally, a recent comparison of snow ac-

cumulation and melt in a uniform lodgepole pine

stand before and after cutting a small opening



Figure 4.—Significance of wind-caused snow redis-

tribution in the subalpine zone.

A This photograph was taken during moderate
snowfall that continued throughout the day of Feb-
ruary 4, 1970, at the Fraser Experimental Forest.

The storm ceased during the night.

B The most exposed trees were already bare of

snow by noon on February 5, 1970. Individual vor-

texes look like artillery bursts on the mountain-

sides. Vortexes were moving rapidly eastward
(from right to left), and each one was visible for less

than 60 seconds.

C By 4:00 p.m. on February 5, 1970, all snow was
gone from exposed tree crowns. The white patches

are snow in the clearcut blocks on the upper portion

of the Fool Creek watershed.

Figure 5.—New growth
does not affect total snow
storage in this lodgepole
pine area of the Fraser

Experimental Forest.

This 8-acre plot, cut 28
years ago to remove all

but 2,000 fbm of trees

larger than 9.5 inches
d.b.h., still functions as
an opening with wind
controlled by surrounding

old-growth forest.
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Figure 6.—Comparison of area snow storage before

and after strip cutting on Fool Creek watershed.

reconfirmed the significance of redistribution

(Gary 1974). Gary found that conspicuous in-

crease in snow accumulation near the center of
his opening was largely offset by a decrease in

snow below the trees and downwind.
We still need more knowledge of

aerodynamic processes and the hydrologic im-
plications of interception and differential snow
accumulation. The empirical results sum-
marized above indicate that, for optimum snow
accumulation, openings should be protected
from wind and should not exceed eight times the
height of the surrounding forest (Hoover 1969).

Larger openings apparently allow wind eddies
to scour the snowpack near the center. A hint of
this effect was observed on the 6-chain strips on
Fool Creek (fig. 7).

A more complete understanding of inter-

ception processes requires more research (Mil-

ler 1964, 1966). New work in characterizing the
aerodynamic characteristics of subalpine
stands (Bergen 1971) will significantly add to

what we have already learned from empirical
studies.

Snowmelt and Runoff

(1974). Typically, estimates of peak seasonal
water equivalent and ablation during the melt
season were derived from weekly measure-
ments of snow courses.

At the Fraser Experimental Forest, Leaf
(1971) analyzed snowmelt on two
watersheds—Fool Creek (714 acres) with gen-
erally east- and west-facing aspects and
Deadhorse Creek (667 acres) with north-
and south-facing aspects. Leaf ob-
served that, on Fool Creek, snowpack melt rates

were generally similar on both aspects at all

elevations. In contrast, snowmelt rates on
Deadhorse Creek differed considerably be
tween the low-elevation north and south slopes.

This agrees with results of Garstka et al. (1958),

who reported that, at 9,500 ft on a watershed
adjacent to Deadhorse Creek, melt rates on the

south slope peaked much earlier than on the

opposite north slope. However, Leaf em-
phasized that the time lag between maximum
snowmelt rates on the north and south slopes

diminished with increasing elevation. Gary and
Coltharp (1967) similarly observed that snow-
melt rates were about the same on high-
elevation north and south slopes in northern
New Mexico.

In the same study. Leaf found that water-
yield efficiency was highest on the Fool Creek
watershed which had: (1) almost complete snow
cover when seasonal snowmelt rates on all

major aspects were maximum; (2) a delayed and
short snow-cover depletion season; and (3)

moderate recharge and evapotranspiration
losses.

Water-yield efficiency in Deadhorse
watershed, with low-elevation south slopes, was
least. In 1969, streamflow from the drainage
area on this basin below 9,850 ft was less than 30
percent of that generated from above this eleva-

tion. Fourteen years of comparative streamflow

05 10 I 2 3 4

Distance from edge of strip (chains)

Snowmelt in relation to subalpine forest

cover was studied by Bates and Henry (1928),

Wilm and Dunford (1948), Garstka et al. (1958),

Gary and Coltharp (1967), Leaf (1971), and Gary

Figure 7.—Comparison of average snow accumula-
tion in one and six tree-height strips on Fool Creek,

Fraser Experimental Forest.



data indicated that water yields from the low-
elevation subdrainage can vary from near zero
in poor runoff years to a maximum during good
years of less than 60 percent of the flow gener-
ated from the high-elevation subdrainage.

Effects of timber harvesting.—In their ex-

periments in lodgepole pine at the Fraser Ex-
perimental Forest, Wilm and Dunford (1948)
found that snow melted more rapidly in the

heavily cutover stands than in the uncut forest.

Moreover, they found that faster melt rates

were offset by the higher snow accumulation in

the cutover plots so that all the plots became
bare of snow at the same time. These results

have been confirmed several times in the Rocky
Mountain region. The most recent study of this

type is discussed by Gary (1974).

At Wagon Wheel Gap in the headwaters of
the Rio Grande in Colorado, Bates and Henry
(1928) observed accelerated snowmelt rates

after clearcutting the aspen-mixed conifer
forest from one 200-acre watershed (fig. 8). This
effect was apparent in the streamflow hydro-

graph (fig. 9). Moreover, annual water yields

were increased about 22 percent during the
7-year period that records were taken after
harvest cutting.

Figure 8.—The Wagon Wheel Gap watersheds some
30 years after treatment. The regenerated forest

cover on the clearcut watershed at right is aspen.

The control watershed on the left is still vegetated
with aspen and mixed conifers.

Timber harvesting on the 714-acre Fool
Creek watershed also accelerated snowmelt
rates and subsequent streamflow (fig. 10).

Predicted

Actual

Figure 9.—Average hydrographs for Wagon Wheel
Gap watersheds (Bates and Henry 1928). The
dotted line is the predicted hydrograph for

watershed B if not harvested, based on pre-harvest

regression for 1912-19. Solid line is the actual

hydrograph for watershed B after timber harvest.

August September
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Water-yield increases have averaged 3.5±0.8

inches at the 95 percent level of confidence
since harvest cutting. Statistical analyses indi-

cate that runoff increases may have begun to

taper off somewhat in recent years (fig. 11).

Another significant result from this

watershed study was that peak flows apparently
were not significantly affected. Leaf (1970)
pointed out that, for the pretreatment period
from 1943 to 1955, annual peak daily flows aver-

aged 9.7 cubic ft per second (ff/s), compared
with an average 9.5 ftVs for the 1956 to 1969
postharvest periods.Finally, hydrograph com-
parisons indicate that recession flows were not

diminished, even though timber harvesting
caused higher snowmelt rates in early spring
and more efficient wate*" yield. Water yields

before and after harvest cutting from Fool
Creek and the East St. Louis Creek control

watershed are compared in figure 12.

- 6r

O) 4
o

- 2

Computed time trend

J i_ J I L. J I L.

1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

Figure 1 1
.—Summary of increased water yields sub-

sequent to strip cutting on Fool Creek.
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Yet another illustration of increased water
yields was given by Love (1955, 1960), who
studied a larger 762-mi- watershed which
drains the White River above Meeker, Colorado.
In this instance, beetles killed 26 to 80 percent of

the spruce-fir forest on a 226-mi^ area. Love
observed that average annual flow in the White
River was increased by 25 percent. He attrib-

uted the increase to the same effects that in-

creased water yields from Fool Creek, which in-

cluded reduced interception and evapotranspi-
ration.

Effects of grazing.—In much of the subal-

pine zone, watersheds are not completely
forested, but are covered with stands of spruce
and aspen intermingled with extensive grass-
land parks. Such areas are not only important
for water yield, but also for wildlife habitat,

forage, and livestock production. Thus, in addi-

tion to forest hydrology, range hydrology is also

important in determining the total water bal-

ance of these lands.

A considerable amount of research has
been done in rangeland watershed management
along the Front Range of Colorado and in central

Arizona (Gary 1975). These studies covered a

variety of grasses, soils, elevations, and cli-

mates, in rather low water-yielding zones. In
Colorado, it was found that good plant cover on
coarse and porous soils minimizes surface
runoff and erosion. However, Gary(1975) has
concluded that, while these studies have shown
that good range management practices and re-

vegetation of depleted land with trees, shrubs,
and grass will improve watershed conditions,

such measures cannot offer complete protec-

tion against intense runoff and normal geologic
processes which are characteristic of the Front
Range.

It should be noted that much of the early
concern for protection of western Colorado
mountain rangelands originated from infil-

trometer studies in which artificial rainfall was
applied to prewetted plots at a rate of 5 inches
per hour for a 50-minute period (Turner and
Dortignac 1954). These rates were approxi-
mately five times the maximum observed rain-

fall intensities on Black Mesa.
Franks demonstrated that there was not a

significant change in runoff and sediment
under various intensities of cattle grazing at

^Frank, Ernest C. Hydrology of Black Mesa watersheds.

(Manuscript in preparation at Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp.

Stn., Fort Collins, Colo.)
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Runoff Increase

Since Harvest

Year inches

1956 3.3
1957 5.2

1958 3.7
1959 4.6
1960 5.4
1961 3.4
1962 3.9
1963 2.9
1964 3.5
1965 4.0
1966 2.6
1967 3.1

1968 1.9
1969 2.5
1970 2.1

1971 3.6
1972 3.9

Mean 3.5 +0.8*

*95 Percent level of
confidence

5 10 15 20
E St Louis Creek runoff (inches)

Figure 12.—Comparison of seasonal runoff before

and after strip cutting on Fool Creek watershed.
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Black Mesa since: (1) virtually all of the runoff
and sediment yield was produced during the

snowmelt runoff season; and (2) 60-minute rain-

fall intensities seldom exceed 1 inch per hour.

Moreover, grazing intensities on the water-
sheds were set up to obtain 25 to 60 percent
utilization of only one range species (Idaho fes-

cue, Festuca idahoensis). Therefore, it was dif-

ficult to obtain a strong indication of differ-

ences in runoff and sediment resulting from
changes in ground cover. Frank's results were
based on an analysis of watersheds which re-

quired rather large differences in water yield

(0.6 to 2.2 inches after 10 years) before any ef-

fect could be detected.
Given the above, it would be premature to

conclude that grazing does not affect water
yields. On the contrary, Schuster (1964) re-

ported that heavy grazing can decrease the
amount of root material. It is reasonable to ex-

pect that any detrimental effects on root sys-

tems would reduce consumptive use and
thereby increase water yields somewhat. Our
knowledge as to whether or not this increase is

significant requires further research.

Hydrologic Systems Analysis:
Subalpine Hydrologic Simulation Model

As discussed above, a considerable body of
knowledge accumulated during the past 50
years has conclusively shown that subalpine
forests indeed exert a significant effect on
water yields. Hoover^ has pointed out that, in

lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forests, where
water is a primary resource, ".

. . sufficient
practical information exists to guide the first

steps in applying management for increased
water yield."

In spite of this position, land managers are
apparently reluctant to specifically include
watershed management principles in their mul-
tiple use planning—perhaps for three technical
reasons: First of all, as will be discussed later,

there is still a deficiency in scientific knowl-
edge of specific processes; secondly, there is a
lack of "management tools" to translate re-

search results into management decisions; and
finally, nature has so blessed much of the Rocky
Mountain region with excellent water supplies
during the past 20 years, that society is compla-
cent as to the limitations of this vital resource.
Nevertheless, planners have already concluded
that the "thorniest problem facing energy de-

^Hoover, Marvin D. The influence of foresf cover on
streamflow in the Central Rocky f^ountains. 55 p. (Unpublished

Problem Analysis. FS-RM-1602. on file at Rocky Mt. For. and
Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins, Colo.)

velopment in the West is water" (Engineering
News Record 1974). Unless alternative water
sources are developed, and the present rate of
use curtailed to accommodate growth and en-
vironmental needs, severe water shortages are
sure to occur in the future.

The recent clearcutting controversy
(Wyoming Study Team 1971) has made it em-
phatically clear that the public wants a high
caliber of natural resource management. Ac-
cordingly, we must apply everything we have
learned about the subalpine ecosystem
—including what we have learned from
watershed management research—in reaching
management decisions.

Although we still have an imperfect scien-

tific understanding of how specific hydrologic
processes operate, we cannot afford to wait for

new information. Rather, we must begin to use
what we presently know. The systems ap-
proach, where a dynamic simulation model is

built from available knowle'dge about separate
components, is one way to incorporate research
results into operational resource management.
This is a technically sound procedure that has
had a history of success (Forrester 1961).

Leaf and Brink (1973a, 1973b) have de-
veloped a comprehensive hydrologic model
which simulates the water balance in several
hydrologic subunits within a subalpine
watershed on a continuous year-round basis,

and compiles the results from up to 25 subunits
into a "composite overview" of the entire drain-

age. The model has been specifically designed
to simulate watershed management practices
and their resultant effects on hydrologic system
behavior.

The discussion which follows is intended to

give a general idea of the scope of the model.
Detailed flow chart descriptions and more com-
plete hydrologic theory are presented by Leaf
and Brink (1973a, 1973b), who developed the
model from more than 25 years of field data
collected from subalpine watersheds in the
Fraser Experimental Forest. The model has also

been calibrated for several representative
areas throughout the Rocky Mountain region. A
general flow chart of the system is shown in

figure 13.

Snowmelt

Previous work in subalpine forests has
shown that radiation is the major source of

energy for snowmelt (Bergen and Swanson
1964). Accordingly, shortwave and longwave
radiation represent the energy components a-

vailable for snowmelt. Shortwave radiation to

the snow or ground surface beneath the forest
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Figure 13.—Flow chart of dynamic model which
simulates subalpine hydrology.

canopy is controlled by a transmissivity coeffi-

cient which varies according to forest cover
characteristics. The incident shortwave radia-

tion as measured on a horizontal surface is ad-

justed according to the slope and aspect of each
hydrologic subunit. Longwave radiation is com-
puted by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation.

Snowpack reflectivity varies according to

precipitation form, air temperature, and the
energy balance. During the winter months,
temperatures within the snow cover are simu-
lated using unsteady heat flow theory. The
snowpack will yield melt water only when it has
become isothermal at 0°C, and its free water-
holding capacity is reached.

Interception and Evapotranspiration

We do not yet have a complete understand-
ing of evapotranspiration on an areal basis.

What we do know is summarized below:

1. Little or no evaporation from snow was ob-

served by Wilm and Dunford (1948), who also

found that nearly all evaporation took place
after melting began. More recently, Hutchi-
son (1966) reported that rapid evaporation
occurred from wet soil around melting snow
with possible condensation on snow sur-

faces. Model studies of an unripened snow-
pack by Bergen (1963) indicated that sub-
stantial amounts of water vapor were lost

from the deepest layers of the pack, and that

free convection took place within the pack
during winter. Bergen also observed that

evaporation from the snow surface can be
relatively high during clear weather in late

spring.

2. In comparing soil-moisture regimes after
snowmelt in aspen and spruce, Brown and
Thompson (1965) showed that both spruce
and aspen remove soil moisture to 8 ft. They
also observed that the rate of water use was
related to available water, as did Swanson
(1967, 1969). Swanson also obtained informa-
tion on the diurnal and seasonal course of

transpiration in subalpine forests. He found
that transpiration can occur early in the melt
season when there is still considerable snow
cover. Using heat-pulse methods, he also ob-
served distinct velocity profiles in the con-
ducting tissue of tree stems. More recently,

Swanson (1972) showed that heat pulse ve-

locity (HPV) is a function of both transpira-

tion and water stored in tree parts. When
internal plant water stresses were low, HPV
directly indicated transpiration rate,
whereas HPV was poorly related with tran-
spiration at higher stresses.

3. Dahms (1971), reporting on a levels-of-
growing study in lodgepole pine in Oregon,
observed that soil-moisture withdrawal was
reduced only at the lowest stand densities.

By comparing periodic annual soil-moisture
withdrawal for 10 years in five levels of

growing stock (1 = lowest, 5 = highest),

Dahms observed a sharp decrease in soil-

moisture withdrawal by the low-density
stand (level 1) and no significant difference
in soil-water use between levels 2 through 5.

He also observed that "soil moisture was
withdrawn largely from the upper part of the

soil during the early part of the season. How-
ever, as the summer advanced and most of
the water in the upper portion of the soil had
been used, soil moisture from the deeper
layers was required for transpiration de-

mands." Soil moisture was withdrawn to a
depth of more than 5 ft in August and Sep-
tember.

4. Finally, soil-water measurements by Dietr

rich and Meiman (1974) in lodgepole pine in
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north-central Colorado indicate that fall

soil-moisture deficits in the top 2 meters
were substantially less in small patchcut
openings than in the surrounding forest.

Using this background information and re-

sults from the differential snow accumulation
studies discussed earlier, a "potential" evapo-
transpiration function was developed for the

model based on the empirical Hamon equation
(Hamon 1961), which requires latitude, con-

verted to saturation vapor density. The coeffi-

cient, C, in Hamon's equation was adjusted up-

ward to obtain an expression for potential

evapotranspiration under "unlimited" solar in-

put, assumed here as potential radiation. The
evapotranspiration computed by this expres-
sion is reduced in proportion to the radiation

actually received each day. The adjusted
evapotranspiration is then redefined according
to its source, which can include: evaporation
from snow intercepted by the forest canopy;
evaporation from the snowpack surface; and
evapotranspiration during the growing season
(presumed to begin when areal snowpack water
equivalent is reduced to 5 inches).

In developing the intercepted portion of the

model, it was assumed that:

• The amount of snow intercepted varies ac-

cording to forest cover type and density;

• The intercepted snow rests on the canopy for

only 1 day following the day of the snow
event due to turbulent winds which remove
snow from the crowns; and

• The residual intercepted snow which is not

vaporized after that period of time is added
to the snowpack.

If the source is evapotranspiration, further

adjustments are made to account for available

soil water in open or forested areas, and the

reflectivity of open or forested areas.

Input to the watershed system is derived
from snowmelt and rainfall. Once evapotran-
spiration requirements have been satisfied, any
remaining input is used to satisfy soil mantle
recharge requirements. When "field capacity"
is reached, the residual input becomes water
available for streamflow (generated runoff).

Hydrologic Subdivisions

A given subalpine watershed system can be
subdivided into as many as 25 hydrologic sub-

units. Subunits can vary according to elevation,

slope, aspect, and forest cover. The model is

designed to output results from individual sub-

divisions or compute area-weighted averages to

get an overall response for the entire basin. In

this way, both time and spatial variations are
realistically accounted for. Table 2 summarizes
the environmental characteristics of 10 sub-

units within a 667-acre subalpine watershed at

the Fraser Experimental Forest. Individual

subunits average 10 percent of the total area.

Systems Analysis of Watershed
Management Practices

Forrester (1961) has emphasized that the

major worth of dynamic models lies in their

ability to precisely predict system response

Table 2. --Envi ronmental characteristics of Deadhorse Creek watershed, Fraser Experimental Forest
(Elevation: 9,600-11,600 ft, m.s.l. General aspect: ENE Latitude: '»0°N)

Units and subunits
Percent
of total

area

Elevation
range

Slope Aspect Vegetation type ,"
Cover Trans-
ens I ty m I ss I V I ty

LOWER BASIN:
Ft Percent

(37)

Percent

Lower South 12.6 9,600-10,^00 30 SSE Lodgepole pine kG 35
Middle North 6.1 9,600-10,200 hS NNE Lodgepole pine ho 35
Lower North 6.0 9,600-10,200 ko N Spruce-f i r 65 25

Lower East M.k 9,600-10,600 kQ SE Lodgepole pine hS 30

UPPER BASIN: (63)

Upper North, Subal pine 10.3 9,800-10,600 35 NE Spruce-fir 55 25
Upper North, Al pine 7.8 10,600-11 ,600 35 NE Spruce-f i r 100

Upper East 17.9 9,800-11 ,200 30 ESE Lodgepole pine 35 ^0

Upper South, Forested 12.0 10,200-1
1
,000 30 SSE Lodgepole pine 30 ^.O

Upper South, Teardrop 1.6 10,800-11 ,000 30 SSE Lodgepole pine 100

Middle South 13.1 9,800-10,600 30 SSE Lodgepole pine 25 h5
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from changes in one or several system compo-
nents. We have used this approach to study the

effects of proposed watershed management
practices on undisturbed watersheds, using our

best information from field studies and the

model described above.

Patchcutting

Snowmelt.—In simulating a proposed cut-

ting practice on Deadhorse Creek at Fraser, the

snowmelt portion of the model has produced
results similar to those observed from field

studies. Leaf and Brink (1972b) assumed that 40

percent of the watershed area was uniformly
patchcut in openings five tree heights in diame-
ter. As discussed previously, research has
shown that more snow accumulates in openings,
but total snow storage is apparently not changed
significantly following harvest cutting. Accord-
ingly, the snowpack was increased 30 percent in

the openings and decreased 20 percent in the

uncut forest to simulate the timber harvest.

Apart from redistribution of the snowpack,
only the forest cover density variable was ad-

justed in the model to represent the timber har-

vest system. This in turn affected the energy
balance and associated hydrologic components.
Leaf and Brink ( 1972b) assumed that "the radia-

tion balance in the center of the clearings could

be represented by the balance computed for

large open areas. Thus, the energy exchanges
which produce intensive melt near sunlit mar-
gins compensate for reduced snowmelt near
shaded margins."

Manipulating the snowpack and forest
cover parameters in the calibrated model indi-

cates that cutting small openings in mature sub-
alpine forest results in increased snowmelt
early in the melt season and diminished snow-
melt later. Although patchcutting affected the
timing of snowmelt, it apparently did not sig-

nificantly change the duration of the snowmelt
season. Under comparable conditions, snow-
melt began a few days earlier in small openings
on all aspects, but in both the natural forest and
cutover areas, the last snow melted at about the

same time. Because melt rates in openings were
higher early in the snowmelt season, results in-

dicated that peak streamflow would not be in-

creased appreciably, if at all, under the as-

sumed timber harvesting alternative. Figure 14
summarizes the predicted average change in

snowmelt input resulting from this practice for

the 1964-71 period of record at the high-

elevation north-slope and the low-elevation
south-slope locations.

Water yield.—In addition to redistributing

the snowpack and accelerating snowmelt
runoff, the assumed timber harvesting practice

7
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North facing slope

10,400 ft. Spruce Fir

Noturol forest

5 H forest opening

South focing slope

9,800 ft. Lodgepole Pine

Figure 14.—Comparisons of simulated average
snowmelt rates in five-tree-height openings with

natural old-growth forest, 1964-71.
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also affected evapotranspiration in several re-

spects. During the snow accumulation and melt
seasons, evaporation of intercepted snow was
decreased in proportion to the amount of vege-

tation removed. However, evaporation from the

snowpack in the small openings was higher, re-

sulting in greater losses than from snow in

uncut forest. Finally, evapotranspiration during
the growing season was also reduced in propor-

tion to the amount of forest cover removed. This
reduced evapotranspiration resulted in lower
recharge requirements over the basin. It should
be emphasized that our simulation analyses
failed to confirm the hypothesis that increased

streamflow results from decreased intercep-

tion loss. Higher evaporation losses from ex-

posed snow surfaces in areas formerly under
dense forest cover almost compensate for re-

duced interception losses. Thus, net input is in-

creased less than 0.5 inch. This compares with
more than 2 inches of additional streamflow re-

sulting from the timber harvest. The combined
action of redistribution and reduced evapo-
transpiration is the primary cause for increased
water yields from subalpine forests. As Hoover
and Leaf (1967) have pointed out, concentrating
snowpack in openings where recharge re-

quirements are least results in more efficient

delivery of snowmelt runoff from the system.
Simulated data for 1947-71 water years

(table 3) were averaged; results for this period
are plotted in figure 15. (Note that, with the

exception of snowpack water equivalent, all

hydrologic components are plotted as 6-day
means.)

The simulated average runoff increase for

the 1947-71 record period, 2.1 inches, resulted

from a 2.1-inch decrease in evapotranspiration

losses, with no change in storage. Average re-

charge requirements in the fall were decreased
by 1 inch. As discussed above, snowmelt timing
and resultant streamflow were also changed.
Figure 15(c) shows that generated runoff was
increased during April, May, and the first part

of June, and diminished somewhat thereafter.

Because the generated flows are routed through
natural storage in the watershed to produce the

hydrograph, it is reasonable to expect that the

recession limb of the seasonal hydrograph
would not be significantly changed due to

treatment. However, stream discharges would
be higher on the rising limb, as observed from
the Fool Creek and Wagon Wheel Gap
watershed experiments (see figs. 9 and 10).

It is worth noting here that the assumption
regarding the onset of transpiration, when the

snowpack is melted down to 5 inches of water
equivalent, accounts for the difference between
the change in growing-season evapotranspira-
tion and the change in fall recharge require-
ment (-1.7 inches versus -1.0 inch in table 3).

The results above refer to hydrologic
changes for an entire watershed. Because hy-

drologic regimes of subunits within even small

Table 3- ""Simulated hydrologic changes (water balance, in inches) resulting from patchcut timber har-

vesting, Eraser Experimental Forest (Average of 15^7-71 water years)

Component

SUBALPINE FOREST
(1,687-acre composite of

3 experimental watersheds)

Natural Treated' Change

LODGEPOLE PINE

(Low elevat
south slo

Natural Treated

FOREST
ion,

pe)

Change

SPRUCE
(High

nor

-FIR FOREST
elevat ion,

th slope)

Natural T reated Change

- _ _ _ _ - Inches _ _ _ _ - - _ -

Precipi tat ion 30.6 30.6 23.5 23.5 30.2 30.2

Evapotranspi ration

Canopy
Snow surface
Growing season

2.0

.2.9

11.6

1.0

3.5

9.9

-1.0
+ .6

-1.7

1.7

1.2

1A.8

.8

1.5

12.9

".9

+ .3

-1.9

2.2
2.1

9.9

1.1

2.5

8.5

-1.1

+ .5

-l.A

Total 16.5 \kA "2.1 17.7 15.2 "2.5 \k.l 12.1 -2.1

Recharge requirements:

Beginning (Oct.

End (Sept. 30)

1) 3.^
3.'«

l.h
2.k

"1.0
"1.0

2.9
2.9 -1.4

3.1

3.1

2.3
2.3

-.8
-.8

Water yield ]h.] 16.2 +2.1 5.7 8.2 +2.5 15.7 17.8 +2.1

Figures in this column represent weighted values for both forested and nonforested areas.
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Figure 15.—Simulated average
water balance for the 1 947-71

water years, showing chang-
es resulting from cutting small

openings in old-growth sub-

alpine forest (1 ,687-acre com-
posite of three experimental

watersheds).
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forested watersheds can vary by several orders
of magnitude (Leaf 1971), similar analyses were
made on each subunit. Results from the low-
elevation south slopes (9,000 ft) and high-
elevation north slopes (10,200 ft) are also

summarized in table 3.

First, it is significant that, in their natural
states, the low south slopes are less than half as
efficient as high north slopes in producing
streamflow (24 percent versus 52 percent). At
first thought, it would appear that potentials for
water-yield improvement are highest in the
spruce-fir forests where precipitation is great-

er (30.2 inches on north-slope spruce-fir versus
23.5 inches on south-slope lodgepole pine) and
consumptive use is least (9.9 inches versus 14.8

inches). Apparently this is not the case, how-
ever. As seen in table 3, the changes produced in

each hydrologic component are apparently the
same order of magnitude on all aspects when
timber is cut in small patches. Thus, the incre-
ment of increased water yield is approximately
uniform over the entire basin. This result has
important management implications. It implies
that there is no reason to favor those areas with
the highest natural water yields if the objective

lis to maximize streamflow from medium- to

high-density stands of old-growth pine and
spruce-fir.

Selection Cutting

Table 4 summarizes predicted hydrologic
changes when the canopy cover density is un-

iformly reduced 50 percent on the entire
watershed. (It was assumed that this option cor-

responds to removal of at least 40 percent of the

timber volume.) A comparison of tables 3 and 4

shows that patchcutting apparently increases

water yields considerably more than does
individual-tree selection cutting—2.1 inches
against 0.4 inch. In the selection-cutting option,

evapotranspiration during the growing season
is decreased only 0.4 inch compared to 1.7 inch-

es for patchcutting. Moreover, fall recharge re-

quirements are decreased by only 0.3 inch com-
pared to 1.0 inch. Overall, the effect on snow-
melt timing in the latter case is not large.

Snowmelt can be accelerated or delayed when
the forest canopy is reduced, depending upon
aspect; however, in no case is the change in

timing as large as with patchcutting.

Predicted hydrologic changes resulting
from a 50 percent forest cover density reduc-

tion on north-and south-slope subunits are also

summarized in table 4. In contrast to patchcut-
ting, the selection-cut option apparently can
have both postive and negative water yield ef-

fects, depending on aspect and vegetation type.
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Table A. --S imulated hydrologic changes (water balance, in inches) resulting from selection cutting.
Eraser Experimental Forest (Average of 19't7"71 water years)

Component

SUBALPINE FOREST
(1,687-acre composite of

3 experimental watersheds)

Natural Treated Change

LODGEPOLE PINE FOREST
(Low elevation,
south slope)

Natural Treated Change

SPRUCE

(High

nor

-FIR FOREST
elevation,
th slope)

Natural Treated Change

- - - - -. _ _ _ - Inches -- - - - - -

Precipi tat ion 30.6 30.6 28.6 28.6 32.3 32.3

Evapotransplration :

Canopy
Snow surface
Growing season

2.0
2.9
11.6

1.1

3.8
11.2

-.3

+ .9

2.1

2.1

1 .

1

2.8
U.O

-1.0

+ .7

-.5

2.2
2.k

9.5

1.7

3.7
9.2

-.5

+ 1.3
-.3

Total 16.5 16.1 -.k 18.8 18.0 -.8 ]k.2 U.6 + .5

Recharge requirements:

Beginning (Oct.

End (Sept. 30)

1) 3.

A

3.'»

3.1

3.1

-.3
-.3

3.9
3.9

-.2
-.2

2.8
2.8

2A
2A -.k

Water yield ]h. 1 l^^.S + .k 9.8 10.6 + .8 18.1 17.6 -.5

On south slopes in lodgepole pine, water yields

are increased almost an inch, whereas on north
slopes in spruce-fir, yields are apparently de-

creased as much as 0.5 inch. This decrease is

primarily due to higher snowpack evaporation
losses. At the higher elevations on north as-

pects, the longer melt season results in a

1.3-inch higher evaporation loss from snow sur-

face compared to an 0.7-inch increase on south
slopes. Reduced interception losses apparently
compensate for less than half of the increased
snow evaporation on north slopes, whereas on
south slopes, reduced interception and in-

creased snow evaporation are the same order of

magnitude.
The simulated basinwide effects of cover

density reduction are summarized according to

aspect and forest cover type in table 5. It is

significant that uniform canopy reduction re-

sults in less water yield in all of the response
units in spruce-fir forest, whereas water yields

are increased somewhat in all but two of the
subunits in lodgepole pine.

Reliability of Results from
Simulation Model

Most of the research in subalpine
watershed management has been concerned
with natural conditions or with the effects of

complete removal of the forest cover. Very few
studies have been made to determine the hy-
drologic impacts of individual-tree selection

cutting. Accordingly, results obtained from the

patchcutting options in the model should be

considered as the most reliable. The energy and
water balances of partially opened stands must
be studied further before results from the

Table 5.""Simul ated water yield changes result-

ing from a 50 percent forest cover density
I

reduction according to aspect and forest type

Subuni t

and Forest cover type

aspect

Percent
of area

Water-yield
change

Inches
h --SSE Lodgepole pine 6.5 +0.8
2 --NNE Lodgepole pine 2.k + .3

3 --N Spruce-f i r 2.4 -.9

k -SE Lodgepole pine 6.q + .5
I5 --NE Spruce-f i r 5.8 -.5

6 --ESE Lodgepole pine 10.5 + .8

7 -SSE Lodgepole pine 7.0 + 1.1

8 --SSE Lodgepole pine 9.2 + 1.6

9 --NNW Lodgepole pine 7.6 + 1.0

10 --NW Spruce-f i r 7.6 -.h

11 --NNW Spruce-f i r k.2 -.1

12 --N Spruce-f i r it.

2

-.1

13 --NNE Lodgepole pine 12.6 -.k

]k --NE Lodgepole pine 2.1 + .6

15 --NE Lodgepole pine 2.1 -.2

16 --Natu ral open areas

1.687-acre
te^

8.9

Total for

compos i 100.0 + .4

'Hydrologic changes in subunits 1 and 5

are summarized in table h.

^See table h.
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selection-cut options in the model can be
verified. Nevertheless, selection cutting
in the spruce-fir on northerly aspects
may not significantly increase water
yields at best; water yields may actually be de-

creased. In the lodgepole pine type, the model
predicts that water yields can be increased pro-

vided that selection cuts are made on southerly

aspects and at low elevations where the snow-
melt season is short and begins relatively early
in the spring. On a watershed basis, increased
water yields from selectively cutting about 40

percent of the timber volume are far less than

the increases generated when the same volume
is removed by patchcutting. Rich (1965) ob-

served similar results when he studied the ef-

fects of selection cutting and clearcutting in

Arizona mixed conifer watersheds. Rich found
that a commercial timber harvest on an
individual-tree selection basis did not signifi-

cantly increase water yields, whereas a moist-
site clearcut increased streamflow by 46 per-

cent.

Silviculture

It should be emphasized that the timber
harvesting measures recommended for water-
yield improvement are silviculturally sound
and compatible with the guidelines recently
developed by Alexander (1972, 1973, 1974b) for

partial cutting in old-growth lodgepole pine and
spruce-fir. This type of management would pre-

serve the natural landscape by maintaining con-
tinuous forest cover in areas of high recrea-
tional value. In developing the guidelines, Alex-
ander carefully considered: (1) stand condi-
tions, (2) windfall risk, and (3) insects and dis-

eases. Specific management alternatives are
also recommended for integrating water and
timber production which would include cutting
options proposed by Alexander in combination
with small cleared openings to favor increased
water yields.

Weather Modification

Weather modification technology in the
Rocky Mountain subalpine zone has evolved to

the point where pilot projects are being started
to increase water yields. One of the largest of
these is the "Colorado River Basin Pilot Proj-

ect," sponsored by the Division of Atmospheric
Water Resources, Bureau of Reclamation.

!

Effects of cloud seeding have been
evaluated in several ways. The most widely
used approach has been statistical detection of

snow accumulation and runoff increases, and
much has been done in recent years to improve
the power of the more classical statistical tests

(Morel-Seytoux 1972).

Because there is considerable public con-
cern for the ecologic and hydrologic con-
sequences of weather modification, it is im-
portant to understand not only how much
water yields will be increased, but also
how hydrologic systems will be affected.
Kahan et al. (1969) were quick to empha-
size that systems modeling can play a
creased snow accumulation on water-balance
interactions. Accordingly, we have made pre-

liminary studies with the Subalpine Water Bal-

ance Model to quantify the hydrologic effects of

successful weather modification. These studies

were based on an assumed 15 percent increase
in winter snowfall between November 30 and
March 31. In this case, the increased snow ac-

cumulation: (1) had little effect on evapotran-
spiration and soil water storage; and (2) did not

extend the duration of the melt season more
than 3 to 5 days. Approximately 90 percent of
the increased snowpack produced streamflow.
Typical results from the 15-percent-increase

analyses are summarized in table 6 and figure

16. An average 2.4 inches of increased water
equivalent for 1947-71 on a 667-acre subalpine
watershed in central Colorado produced an av-

erage 2.2 inches of additional water yield, with a
0.2-inch increase in evapotranspiration and a
negligible effect on soil-water storage. Because
water-yield benefits result from the last snow-
melt at a given location, the bulk of the in-

creased runoff is released during and just after

peak streamflow. This would have a tendency to

broaden the snowmelt hydrograph and possibly

increase peak flows (fig. 17).

The simulation model has also given some
indication as to the combined effect of success-

ful weather modification and vegetation man-
agement practices. Under this alternative,

comparisons were made between the natural

water balance and the resulting balance from
manipulating the calibrated model to simul-

taneously account for: (1) patchcutting the

watershed so that 40 percent of the area was in

openings five tree-heights in diameter; and (2)

increasing the winter snow accumulation by 15

percent. The combined effect of snowpack in-

crease and timber harvesting (table 6) was to

increase the average annual water yield from 16

percent when the snowpack was increased
under no-harvest conditions to 32 percent when
coupled with the simulated timber harvesting
practice. Although patchcutting accelerated
snowmelt, the 15 percent increase in snowpack
delayed the melt process somewhat, which re-

sulted in an insignificant change in the duration
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Table 6. --S imulated hydrologic changes resulting (1) from a 15 percent snowpack
increase and (2) from combined snowpack increase and timber harvesting on
Deadhorse Creek, Fraser Experimental Forest (Average of IS'^y'yi water years)

15 percent Combined snowpack increase

f ^ snowp<3ck increase
-

and timber harvesting

Natural Treated Change Natural Treated Change

- - -. _ _ _ Inches _ _ _ _ - -

Precipitation 30.6 33.0 + 2.i( 30.6 33.0 +2.^*

Evapotranspirat ion 16.8 17.0 + .2 16.8 1A.8 -2.0

Recharge requirements:

Beginning (Oct. 1) 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.i» -1 . 1

End (Sept. 30) 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.'» -1.1

Water yield 13.8 16.0 +2.2 13.8 18.2 +h.k
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Figure 16.—Simulated av-

erage water balance for

the 1947-71 water years,

showing changes result-

ing from a 15 percent in-

crease in winter snow ac-

cumulation on Dead-
horse Creek, Fraser
Experimental Forest.

of the snowmelt season. Evapotranspiration
was increased from February until mid-June,
but diminished thereafter with a net reduction
of approximately 2 inches. Virtually all of the

decreased recharge requirement of approxi-
mately 1 inch resulted from the effects of

timber harvesting.

Our simulation analyses of the hydrologic
effects of weather modification support recent

results from field studies of tree growth and
herbage production in the subalpine zone. Frank
(1973) observed that a 10 percent increase in

peak snowpack due to cloud seeding has "little,

if any, immediate effect on the productivity and
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Figure 1 7.—Simulated hydrographs showing the average effect of a 1 5 percent snowpack
increase on quantity and timing of streamflow for 1967-71 on Soda Creek near Steam-
boat Sphngs, Colorado.

use of mountain grasslands." Gary (1974)
analyzed Engelmann spruce tree rings and
snow accumulation in the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains. He found that "increased snowfall
will have little detrimental effect on the annual
or long-term radial growth of the existing forest
stands." Finally, studies of snow-cover deple-
tion by Haeffner and Leaf (1973) have provided
information on dates of final melt (last snow
patches) on Bureau of Reclamation cloud-
seeding project areas. Snow-cover data ob-
tained during wet and dry years revealed that
the time required to reach a given percentage of
snow cover in late spring is more dependent on
the magnitude of the snowpack during low
runoff years than during high years. Thus,
winter snow accumulation higher than normal
4oes not delay disappearance of the last snow.

Long-term Simulation:
Subalpine Land Use Model

(

The Subalpine Water Balance Model dis-

cussed above was designed to predict the short-

:erm effects of timber harvesting on snowmelt

and water yield. The model has recently been
expanded to determine the long-term interac-

tions between the water and timber resources
with respect to partial cutting and regeneration
practices in old-growth subalpine forest (Leaf
and Brink 1975). This system (Subalpine Land
Use Model) utilizes output from Subalpine
Water Balance Model (see fig. 13).

The analytical framework of the Land Use
Model is based on a "planning unit" which is

defined by environmental characteristics in-

cluding combinations of slope, aspect, eleva-

tion, and the species, form, and structure of the

forest cover. The model is designed to simulate
the hydrologic effects of timber harvesting in

order to develop management strategies for

planning intervals which can vary from a few
years to the rotation age of subalpine forests

(120 years and longer).

Because climatological observations are
rarely available for the long periods of time
simulated, the system has the capability to ex-

tend a sample data base by a randomized selec-

tion of water years until the desired planning
interval is completed. Management strategies

may subdivide a given planning unit into as
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many as eight distinct areas or "response
units," which may be managed independently at

varying points in time during the planning in-

terval. Provision is also made so that different

cutting practices may be imposed on the re-

sponse units, and finally, any number of cut-

tings may be made on a given response unit at

specified years during the planning interval.

Figure 18 shows how the Subalpine Water
Balance Model is used in executing alternative

management strategies. Hydrologic integrity is

maintained as management strategies are for-

mulated, since all interactions between the var-

ious response units are accounted for in time
and space. The interactive effects of a new deci-

sion on ones previously implemented are simu-
lated, as are the effects of time, as demon-
strated through reforestation. Moreover, the

overall hydrologic effects resulting from each
management decision on the planning unit are
projected to the end of the planning interval as

though it were the final decision in the strategy.

Thus, the singular effects of each decision can
be evaluated.

The Land Use Model utilizes output from
the Subalpine Water Balance Model, which
simulates the water balance on a daily basis. On
those areas where forest cover has been re-

moved, the parameters which define soil water
availability, forest cover density, reflectivity,

interception, and snow distribution are adjusted
on an annual basis by means of time-trend rela-

tionships. The procedure used in formulating
each time-trend relationship was to: (1) estab-

lish plateaus, and maximum and minimum val-

ues for each hydrologic variable; (2) establish

critical times at which a transition begins to

occur; and (3) assume a functional relationship

which determines all intermediate values.

Due to our lack of understanding of long-

term hydrologic phenomena, the time-trend
equations are not 'right' in any intrinsic or
mathematical way. They should be considered
only as relationships which represent our best

estimates of how the most significant processes
vary over a long period of time. We believe the
time-trend relationships are plausible; how-
ever, additional research is needed before more
accurate equations can be developed.

Application of simulation model.—The
Subalpine Land Use Model has been used to

simulate the long-term effects of a hypothetical

forest and watershed management strategy on
Wolf Creek, in southwestern Colorado. The
planning unit selected for this example has a

northwesterly aspect and an average elevation

of 10,000 ft m.s.l. The average slope is 15 per-

cent, and forest cover is spruce-fir.
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Figure 18.—Flow chart showing how Subalpine

Water Balance core model is used to execute alter-

native management strategies.

In addition to improving water yield, the

management strategy selected for this examp-
le essentially has followed recommendations by
Alexander (1973), which are keyed to stand de-

scriptions, insect and disease problems, and
windfall risk situations. Under this strategy, all

of the old-growth timber would be harvested in

a series of patchcuts spread over a planning in-

terval of 90 years. At intervals of 30 years, ap-

proximately one-third of the area would be har-

vested in small openings—five to eight times

tree height—distributed over the watershed.
Forest openings would be constructed in a bal-

anced and unified pattern so as to minimize vis-

ual impact on the natural landscape.

At the end of the planning interval, all of the

openings would have regenerated and the

watershed would contain groups of trees in sev-
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eral age classes from reproduction to larger

trees on the originally cutover areas. The man-
agement strategy would maintain a forest

cover throughout the planning interval, and
would insure regeneration of the stand from
small trees on the cutover area, and from a seed
source provided by mature trees surrounding
the forest openings.

Projected average annual water-yield in-

creases in 10-year increments under this man-
agement strategy for the 90-year planning in-

terval are tabulated in table 7. The increases

above the line through the data represent the

overall response at any given time resulting

from preceding management decisions. The
data below the line reflect the singular effect of

the initial patchcut on one-third of the planning
unit, assuming that it was the final decision in

the strategy.

Table 7."-Projected changes in water yield re-

sulting from timber harvesting, Wolf Creek
planning unit, San Juan Mational Forest,
Colorado

I nterval
(Years)

Water yield increase
after patchcut treatment--

I II II

Inakes/year

11

21

10

2.0

30

+2.1
+ 1.4

+ 1.8

31 - hQ

Al - 50

51 - 60

+ .72

+ .34

+ .11

+ .19
-.06
+ .23

+2.9
+2.9
+ 1.8

61 - 70
71-80
81-90

+3.4
+2.1

+2.7

Water yields would be improved through-
out the planning interval. Projected runoff in-

creases during each treatment interval are as
follows:

Treatment Runoff increase
(Percent)

I 6.8

II 9.4

III 10.1

The effect of the initial patchcut (Treatment I)

would apparently persist for at least 50, and
perhaps 60 or more years. Thereafter, the effect
on water yield, for all practical purposes, would
be negligible.

Simulation models as planning tools.

—Research has shown that any manage-
ment decision which leads to timber harvesting
will have an impact on the water resource.
Furthermore, any decision in the subalpine en-

vironment is, for all practical purposes, "for
keeps." Hence, the cut-and-try approach in re-

source management is simply no longer accept-
able. We need rational conceptual models to

evaluate watershed management strategies.
The comprehensive simulation models de-
scribed in this report represent our first step in

providing the practicing hydrologist and land
manager with planning tools that utilize our best
technical knowledge of fundamental hydrologic
processes. One additional favorable aspect of

the models is that they are no more complex
than required to provide necessary informa-
tion. Moreover, application of the models is not

unduly restricted by data requirements. We be-

lieve that, for the most part, basic hydrologic
data currently available in the Rocky Mountain
region are adequate for operational use. The
hydrologic impacts of the watershed manage-
ment practices discussed above are but a few
examples of numerous alternatives that have
been simulated. The models have been tested

and calibrated on several representative drain-
age basins in Colorado (Fraser River, Arapaho
National Forest; Wolf Creek, San Juan National
Forest; Trinchera Creek, Sangre de Cristo
Mountains) and Wyoming (South Tongue River,

Bighorn National Forest; East Fork of the En-
campment River, Medicine Bow National
Forest).

Erosion and Water Quality

Sediment Yield

Forest management requires roads. Unfor-
tunately, some roads have been located too close

to streams, built on too steep grades, and inade-

quately drained. A few obviously bad examples
of road construction in the subalpine zone have
caused many influential laymen to conclude
that "roads are detrimental to soil stability,

streamflow quality, and fisheries; that roads
have adverse effects on big-game populations;

and, finally, that roads are ugly" (Wyoming
Forest Study Team 1971). However, several
studies of the effects of careful logging and
road construction on erosion and water quality

indicate that this need not be the case. Research
has shown that watershed erosion and damage
to water quality from road construction and
timber harvesting can be significantly reduced
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through proper planning, construction, and fol-

lowup maintenance (Packer and Laycock 1969,

Megahan 1972).

For example. Leaf (1970) showed that, on
Fool Creek in central Colorado, road construc-

tion resulted in minimum erosion damage with

apparently no reduction in water quality. The
3.3 miles of main access road were carefully lo-

cated to avoid the stream channel and to

minimize erosion. Timber was made accessible

by an additional 8.8 miles of spur roads laid out

along contours. Spur roads were provided with
surface drainage and culverts at stream cross-
ings. In 1957, after logging was completed,
spurs were seeded to grass, and culverts were
removed on alternate roads to reduce traffic.

Routine followup maintenance is still done on
the main haul road.

Sediment yield during road construction
and following extensive logging on the Fool
Creek watershed averaged about 200 pounds
per acre, compared with an average 88 pounds
per acre for this period of record (table 8).

Yield decreased rapidly after 1958, despite the

persistent increase in runoff caused by the har-

vest. Since 1958, annual sediment yield from
Fool Creek has averaged 43 pounds per acre,

compared with yields of from 11 to 21 pounds
per acre from the undisturbed watersheds. Sus-
pended sediment was less than 5 parts per mill-

ion (p/m) during high flow periods in 1964 and
1965.

Again, these results indicated that "sedi-
ment yield need not be excessive after harvest
cutting on small forested watersheds in cen-
tral Colorado, provided that reasonable ero-
sion control measures are applied during log-

ging and road construction. Sediment yields are
relatively high in the years during and im-
mediately following these activities, but de-

crease rapidly in subsequent years toward pre-

harvest levels" (Leaf 1970).

Sediment yield simulation model.—One of
the more significant results from sediment
yield studies in mountain watersheds is that

most of the erosion impact is concentrated
within a few years after disturbance (Leaf 1970,

Megahan 1974). This time factor should not be
overlooked in land use planning from both the
standpoint of protection and the long-term ef-

fects on hydrologic parameters such as water
quality.

Equations that require erodibility indices

based on rainfall intensity may be grossly in

error when applied to much of the subalpine
zone, where much of the sediment yield can re-

sult from melting snow. Accordingly, a simula-
tion model based on equations developed by
Megahan (1974) was developed to predict the

Table 8. --Annual sediment yields (pounds per

acre) on Fool Creek watershed since harvest
cutting and road construction (Leaf 1970)

Sed ment y ields on--

Year
Fool Creek Deadhorse Creek Lexen Creek
(7H acres) 1667 acres) (306 acres)

- - - Pounds/aare - - -

1952 ^20i»

1953 102

195^ ^Negl igi ble

1955 ^Negl igi ble 20

1956 2 166 8^4 32

1957 318 1)1 56

1958 ]Sk 10 66

1959 39 2^4 12

I960 63 2k 11

1961 28 5 2

1962 7^ 62 28

1963 Negl igi ble k 1

196i( Negl ig i ble 7 9

1965 113 35 18

1966 25 k 7

Avera ge 88 32 22

Road construction.
^Timber harvest.

impacts of secondary logging road construc-

tion on erosion and sediment yields (Leaf 1974).

The primary equation in the model is a

negative exponential function with a linear

component containing three parameters. This
equation describes the time trends in erosion
and sediment yield discussed above. Numerical
values of the parameters were determined,
using the data summarized in table 8.

The time-trend equation is used in combina-
tion with another expression which computes
the area disturbed by road construction. This
equation is formulated in terms of the following

watershed and engineering design parameters:

(1) width of roadbed; (2) average watershed side

slope; (3) number of miles of road system; and
(4) angle of cut and fill. It assumes balanced cut

and fill (that is, that the centerline bisects the

road width). Although this is not usually the

case, since the cross section can vary from total

cut to total fill in actual practice, it is as-

sumed that a sufficiently accurate index of the

total area disturbed can be obtained by estimat-

ing an "effective" width and average cut and fill

slope for the proposed road system. Such esti-

mates require considerable judgment and
knowledge of the topography.

Three additional assumptions were made to

develop the model for predicting erosion and
sediment yields:
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» The model provides a better index of erosion
than equations based on rainfall-derived
erodibility indices. Such indices do not pre-

dict time trends, and furthermore, do not ac-

count for the effects of snowmelt.
I Onsite erosion is proportional to the area

disturbed.

> The delivery ratio is constant for a given

watershed size, regardless of the amount of

area disturbed.

These assumptions involve complex in-

teractions between the hydrology, geology, and
soils, which need to be verified by additional

study.

Because the model is formulated in terms of

engineering design variables, its use should
provide an indication of the probable erosion
mpacts of alternative road systems. The coef-

ficients were developed from a limited amount
Df data obtained from a carefully constructed
road system and a high standard of followup
maintenance; hence, they may not be generally
applicable throughout the Rocky Mountain reg-

ion. They should be considered as tentative es-

:imates until more data become available. Any
application of the model should presume similar

standards of construction and maintenance,
rhe model is a subroutine of the Subalpine Land
Use Model developed by Leaf and Brink ( 1975).

Sediment yields from subalpine
ranges.—Frank'' computed annual sediment
fields from the Black Mesa watersheds in Col-

arado by integrating suspended sediment dis-

charge during the runoff period. Suspended-
sediment yields averaged 53 to 91 pounds per
acre of herbaceous type on three watersheds.
Suspected sources of sediment included the
stream channels, gopher activity, and bare soil

areas. All sources apparently contributed to the

total load. Because these areas occupied only a
small proportion of each watershed, Frank was
unable to define the significance of the bare soil

areas subjected to grazing by cattle "when the
small sediment yield could be accounted for by
a few specific areas where soil is readily availa-

ble and probably removed by overland flow."

Chemical and Bacterial Water Quality

With the exception of those areas where
geothermal activity and geologic conditions
have mineralized the water, natural flows from
the subalpine zone are as "pure as the driven
snow" in comparison to low-lying areas. In gen-

eral, concentrations of all the chemical compo-
nents are low. The pH values are near neutral,

and water temperatures are cold (0° to 7°C).

Kunkle and Meiman (1967) determined the
chemical composition of water in the Little

South Fork of the Cache la Poudre River in Col-

orado; Stottlemyer (1968) and Frank^ made
similar analyses on several small watersheds at

the Fraser Experimental Forest (table 9).

Effects of timber harvesting.—Research in

temperate climates has shown that timber har-

vesting usually causes increased loss of plant

''Frank. Ernest C. Hydrology of Black Mesa watersheds.

'Manuscript in preparation at Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp.

Stn., Fort Collins. Colo.)

^Personal communication with Ernest C. Frank. Hy-
drologist, Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins,

Colo.

table 9. ""Average chemical composition (in parts per million) of selected high-elevation Colorado
streams

Watershed Ca Mg Na K CO2 HCO3 C£ PO^ SO^ NO: SiO;

^ache la Poudre:
Little South Fork

1965 (Kunkle and Meiman I967)

'raser Experimental Forest:
Deadhorse and Lexen Creeks

1965 (Stottlemyer I968)

1971 (Frank, personal comm.)
Fool Creek

1965 (Stottlemyer I968)

East St. Louis Creek
1965 (Stottlemyer I968)

2.7 6.5 1.0 0.5 1.6 18.9 5.0

6.9
I'*.

5

2.1 1

1.5

h.S

2.0

.6

1.0

.5

.h

25

3.0

14.6 0.8

10.0 1.0 8.0



nutrients. Pierce et al. (1972) reported that

clearcutting a watershed in New Hampshire in-

creased nitrate, calcium, magnesium, potas-
sium, and sodium losses severalfold. However,
little is presently known about water quality
changes resulting from timber harvesting in the

relatively dry, cool subalpine climate. A recent
comparison of the quantity and composition of

streamflow from Fool Creek and East St. Louis
Creek watersheds in central Colorado has pro-

vided at least some indication of effects of

timber harvesting on chemical water quality.

Stottlemyer and Ralston (1968) computed the

following average annual losses of cations from
the two watersheds:

Cation
concentration

(p/m)

Cation
outflow
(lb acre)

E. St. Louis Creek
Fool Creek

4.5

6.3

22.9

28.1

Difference + 1.8 + 5.2

These data are based on samples taken
twice each week during a 10-week period in the

summer of 1965. Unit cation outflow from Fool
Creek was 5.2 pounds per acre higher than from
East St. Louis. Frank^ suggests that this small
difference may not accurately reflect water
quality changes 10 years after Fool Creek was
logged, however, since 1965 was a high snow
year. He points out that normal or deficient an-

nual runoff might show higher differences in

concentration and outflow, depending on the

relative change in timing and volume of dis-

charge.

Bacterial water quality.—Kunkle and
Meiman (1967) studied bacterial water quality

on the Little South Fork of the Cache la Poudre
River, which they said may be considered to be
representative of the subalpine zone. Many
subalpine watersheds support domestic live-

stock and big-game through the summer
months and are heavily used for recreation.

Bacterial counts were made in 1964 and
1965. In 1964, Kunkle and Meiman found an ex-

tremely wide range of total bacterial counts,
which varied from several million colonies per
ml down to less than 10,000 colonies per 100 ml.

They observed a "strong, positive bacteria to

flow relationship." High bacterial concentra-
tions associated with grazing and recreation
appeared to depend on the "flushing effect" of

flooding during peak snowmelt and summer
storm runoff periods. Also, they observed that

the "broad seasonal trend for the coliform,
fecal coliform (FC), and fecal streptococcus
(FS) bacterial groups was similar: (1) low win-

ter counts prevailed whilethe water was C; (2)

high concentrations appeared during the peak
flows of June; (3) a 'post-flush' lull in counts
took place as the hydrograph declined in mid-
summer; (4) high concentrations were found
again in the late summer period of warmer
temperature and low flows; and (5) counts de-
clined with the arrival of autumn." Kunkle and
Meiman also observed low bacterial concentra-
tions in winter. Bacterial concentrations varied
widely at all sampling sites. Coliforms fluc-

tuated from zero to about 300 colonies per ml,

depending on the site and season. FC and FS
fluctuated less, from zero to 75 colonies per 100
ml. At the high-elevation sites, FC and FS counts
were near zero, and coliform counts were less

than 40.

It should be noted that very little, if any,

information is available on the effects of timber
harvesting on the bio-active components of
water quality. In all probability, any changes
in bacterial concentrations resulting from har-
vest cutting are considerably less than those
brought about by other forms of increased
human activity such as housing, mining, and
recreation developments. <

Conclusions

At the outset, this report addressed itself tc

the question: "To what extent are we able tc

recommend forest management practices tc

improve water yield and still maintain accepta-j

ble quality, quantity, and timing?" The foUowj
ing paragraphs highlight technical aspects oi

the status of our knowledge in watershed man-j

agement, and summarize principles that arc

important for efficient multiple use manage^
ment of the subalpine zone.

• Patchcutting subalpine forests results ii

significant redistribution of the wintei
snowpack. Snow accumulation patterns are

optimum when openings are: (1) less thai!

eight tree heights in diameter; (2) protectee

from wind; and (3) interspersed so that thej

are five to eight tree heights apart. Because
more snow is deposited in the openings, and
less snow accumulates in the uncut forest,

total snow storage on headwater basins is not

significantly increased.
• On all aspects, snowmelt in clearcut open-

ings is more rapid than in the uncut forest.

This accelerated melt causes streamflow to

be higher on the rising limb of the hydro-

graph than before harvest cutting. Where
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there is considerable natural regulation in

the form of deep porous soils, recession
flows are not changed appreciably and an-

nual flood peaks are not significantly in-

creased, provided that the forest cover on no
more than 50 percent of the watershed is

removed in a system of small openings.

» In central Colorado, when 40 percent of the
1- to 3-mi' subalpine watershed is occupied
by small openings, and 60 percent is left

uncut, annual water yields are increased at

least 2 inches. Interception loss is decreased,
but increased evaporation from snow sur-

faces in the openings almost compensates
for the decreased interception loss so that

total input is increased less than half an inch.

Average recharge requirements on the basin

are decreased by about 1 inch and evapo-
transpiration during the growing season is

decreased by more than 1.5 inches. Simula-
tion analyses indicate that, under this alter-

native, water-yield increases on low-
elevation south aspects in lodgepole pine
forest are as large as corresponding in-

creases from high-elevation north aspects in

spruce-fir. Hence, there is no reason to favor
areas having the highest natural water yield

if the objective is to maximize water yields

from medium to dense old-growth forest.

» Due to the considerable length of time it

takes for coniferous subalpine forests to

grow to maturity, increased water yields
from patchcutting can go essentially undi-

minished for perhaps 20 years and longer. It

is conceivable that 30 additional years will be
required before runoff increases from the
initial timber harvest are completely erased.

» The pattern in which trees are harvested de-
termines whether or not runoff will be in-

creased. Streamflow increases are greatest
when subalpine forests are harvested in a
system of small forest openings. Simulation
analyses indicate that when the forest is har-

vested in large clearcut blocks, or by selec-

tively cutting individual trees, overall
water-yield increases are far less than those
attained if the same amount of timber vol-

ume is removed by patchcutting. When
the canopy density is reduced 50 percent
by selective cutting in spruce-fir forests on
northerly aspects, water yields may actually
be decreased. In lodgepole pine forest, water
yields can be increased somewhat by selec-

tion cutting, provided that cuts are made on
southerly aspects and at low elevations
where the snowmelt season is short and be-
gins relatively early in the spring.

The timber harvesting measures recom-
mended for maximum water yields are sil-

viculturally sound and compatible with the

guidelines recently developed from re-
search in old-growth lodgepole pine and
spruce-fir. Patchcutting would enhance
wildlife habitat, and preserve the natural
landscape by maintaining a high forest
cover in areas where recreation and esthe-
tics are important.

• Timber harvest measures recommended for
maximum water yields should not be detri-

mental to water quality or excessively in-

crease erosion, provided that timber har-
vesting is executed with proper planning,
engineering, construction, and followup
maintenance. Sediment yields can be rela-

tively high immediately following road con-
struction, but should decrease rapidly to-

ward preharvest levels. Several studies in
the Rocky Mountain and Intermountain reg-
ions document this time-trend pattern, even
though soils and geology vary over a wide
range of conditions. These conclusions apply
only to surface erosion, and not to mass ero-
sion, which can occur after disturbance of
very steep and naturally unstable slopes.

• Results from the Subalpine Water Balance
Model indicated that, in central Colorado, a
15-percent increase in snow accumulation
through successful weather modification
will increase water yields 16 percent in the
average year. Weather modification appar-
ently will not extend the snowmelt season
more than 3 to 5 days, and apparently does
not significantly affect evapotranspiration.
Because water-yield benefits result from the
last snowmelt at a given location, the bulk of
the increased runoff is released during and
just after peak streamflow. This would have
a tendency to broaden the snowmelt hydro-
graph and possibly increase peak flows in

small headwater streams. Successful aug-
mentation of natural snowfall in combina-
tion with vegetation management practices
will significantly increase water yields. In

central Colorado, if 40 percent of a
watershed were harvested in small patches
five tree heights in diameter, water-yield in-

creases could be doubled if the natural
snowpack were also increased by 15 percent.

• Dynamic simulation models have been de-

veloped from the best information we pres-
ently have about subalpine hydrologic sys-

tems. The models have been calibrated,
using data from representative watersheds
in old-growth lodgepole pine and spruce-fir
forests throughout the Rocky Mountain reg-
ion. They have been designed to predict the
short- and long-term hydrologic impacts of a
broad array of watershed management prac-

tices. Hydrologic changes can be deter-

mined for intervals of time from a few years
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to the rotation age of subalpine forests (120

years and longer). These predictions are

based on time-trend functions which com-
pute changes in evapotranspiration, soil

water availability, forest cover density, re-

flectivity, interception, and snow redistribu-

tion after timber harvesting. These models
produce the type of information hydrologists
and land use planners need to make difficult

management decisions. The ability of the

models described here and other similar

models to integrate complex forest and
water systems makes them unique and pow-
erful tools for evaluating the hydrologic ef-

fects of a broad array of land management
alternatives.
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Abstract

Snowpack management can be an effective means of improving
water yields from the already productive alpine type. Due to wind
and rugged terrain, the alpine snowpack is characterized by deep
snowfields and bare spots. Because snow accumulates in the lee of

terrain breaks or other obstacles that provide wind protection, fences
upwind of natural accumulation areas effectively trap additional

snow. Snowfences can also control blowing and drifting snow on high-

ways and in avalanche-prone areas. Factors that influence the
efficiency of snowfences are: (1) height, (2) density and length of

fence, (3) bottom gap, (4) length and maximum depth of lee drift, (5)

cumulative effect of a set of tandem fences, (6) vertical alinement,

(7) terrain effects, and (8) contributing distance.
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WATER-YIELD IMPROVEMENT FROM ALPINE AREAS:

The Status of Our Knowledge

M. Martinelli, Jr.

Introduction

The demand for water in semiarid areas has
always exceeded the readily available supply.

This problem tends to become critical in

local areas during periods of rapid population
growth and expanding economy. The intricate

system of reservoirs, canals, and water diver-

sions started in the mountains of western
United States during the late 1800's and greatly
expanded in the 1930's and early 1940's is an
engineering approach to this problem. Another
approach is to manage the primary water-pro-
ducing areas in a way that will enhance stream-
flow. As part of its national effort to improve
yields from wildlands, the research branch of

the USDA Forest Service decided to explore the

possibilities of improving water yields from
alpine areas in the Rocky Mountains. This Paper
gives some of the background and summarizes
the results from a series of studies carried out

in the Colorado Rocky Mountains from 1955 to

1972.

The Rocky Mountain Alpine Zone

Definition and Land Forms

The "alpine zone" is that part of the moun-
tains above the natural limit of erect tree
growth. In the Rockies, tree line varies from
about 10,000 ft in northern Wyoming to about
12,000 ft in southern Colorado and northern
New Mexico. These elevations will vary consid-
erably with local exposures. Land forms vary
from broad, gently sloping ridge crests and
plateaus to steep-sided rocky peaks and horns,
depending primarily on the bedrock geology
and the glacial history of the area (fig. 1). Glaci-

ation has been extensive and patterned ground,
mass soil movement, and soil frost features are
prevalent (Johnson and Billings 1962).

Weather

Weather is often severe in the alpine zone
(Judson 1965, Marr 1967). Winds are strong and

Figure 1
.—General view of an alpine area in the Front Range of Colorado in late June.

Some of the snowfields are in the lee of low trees or in nivation hollows. Others

are in the lee of the main ridge crest.



persistent on the ridge crests and summits in all

seasons. Summer temperatures seldom reach
70=F, and are usually in the 60"'s F. The thin

atmosphere filters out little of the solar radia-

tion and ultraviolet, so clear days have a high
radiation input and present serious sunburn
problems, especially when there is a fresh snow
cover. Winter temperatures are cold with sub-
zero (F) days fairly common in January and
February. The alpine, however, does not ex-

perience the severe cold (-40 to -50° F) found
beneath the inversion layer in high mountain
valleys on clear, wind-free winter nights. The
combination of cold temperatures and moder-
ate to strong winds develop high wind-chill fac-

tors. Over three-fourths of the annual precipita-

tion is in the form of snow. The winds move the
snow from exposed places and pile it in deep
drifts in all wind-sheltered spots. There is sel-

dom any appreciable winter melt in the alpine,

so the snow accumulates all winter and melts in

late spring or early summer. Summer rains may
be intense, but they seldom persist for long.

Graupel (soft hail) and snow can be expected
from many summer storms.

Vegetation

Vegetation is predominately grasses, sedges,
and a wide variety of forbs and lichen. Tree
species are confined to dwarf willow {Salix spp.)

in the wet spots and to spruce (Picea
engelmannii) , fir (Abies lasiocarpa), and on oc-

casion limber (Pinusflexilis ) or bristlecone pine
(P. aristata) on the drier sites. Coniferous trees
characteristically occur in clumps or islands

and are stunted, malformed, and trimmed to

streamlined shapes by the wind and blowing
snow. The European term Krummholz is often
used to refer to such trees. The intricate vegeta-
tion patterns in alpine areas probably reflect

local soil-moisture differences as much as any-
thing. High-elevation westerly exposures tend
to be cold deserts, since the winds keep them
snow-free all winter and the summer rains

quickly percolate through the porous soil or are
evaporated by the wind. Plant cover on such
sites is mostly prostrate and cushion-type forbs
and lichen. Terrain depressions, especially on
lee slopes, accumulate blowing snow and are
sheltered from the drying winds. Shallow de-

pressions are often boggy areas that typically

support willow thickets. Places where deeper
snowdrifts develop have such a short growing
season that they usually have no more than a

sparse cover of snow-tolerant forbs and many
are devoid of all vegetation. For more informa-
tion on alpine vegetation, see Griggs (1956),

Paulsen (1960), Marr (1961), Johnson and Bil-

lings (1962), and Lewis (1970). Retzer (1962)
gives a good discussion of alpine soils for a loca-

tion in central Colorado.

Streamflow

Runoff data from alpine areas is scarce be-

cause there are few gaging stations, and opin-

ions as to the amount of runoff vary considera-
bly. Matthes (1934), for example, said after ob-

serving the sun-pitted snowfields at high eleva-

tions in the Sierra Nevada and on Mount Rainier
that, "these snowfields waste away in the sum-
mer because of evaporation and contribute no-

thing to the streams in the valleys below."
Schwan and Costello (1951), on the other hand,
state, "the 3.5 percent of the surface area of

Colorado in the alpine type accounts for more
than 20 percent of all streamflow in the State."

Other evidence comes from Lawrence's (1953)
study of the Crystal River at Marble, Colorado.
This basin, with over 60 percent of its area in

alpine or high-elevation meadows or rock
slopes, has an average annual runoff of 44 in-

ches with wet years giving 54 inches. Unpub-
lished data from Middle Fork Creek in Alberta^
showed average annual runoff from this alpine

basin to be 23 inches for a 6-year period with a

maximum of 27 inches. On the average,
streamflow from high-elevation basins peaks in

early summer with about 85 percent of the an-

nual flow between May 1 and July 31, and less

than 5 percent between December 1 and March
31.

Extent

The extent of alpine type in Colorado, Wyom-
ing, and Utah is not known exactly. Schwan and
Costello (1951) estimate there are about 5 mill-

ion acres in Colorado and Wyoming—about
equally divided between the two States—and
Lewis (1970) estimates one-fourth million acres

in the Uinta Mountains of Utah. Rogers and
Braun (1967) say Colorado alone has almost 4.5

million acres. A rough check on U.S. Army Map
Service l-to-240,000 scale maps gave about 1.9

million acres of alpine type in Colorado. Al-

though the exact area of alpine type is not

known, it appears to be appreciable. Hence, if

techniques could be worked out for increasing

the water yield from this already very produc-
tive zone, the benefits would certainly be

worthwhile.

'Personal correspondence in 1972 with R.D. Mays, District

Engineer, Inland Waters Directorate, Water Survey of Canada.

Environment Canada, Calgary, Alberta.



Basic Approach to the Problem

Snowpack management is the key to water-
^ield improvement in most areas where snow-
melt is the major source of streamflow. This is

especially true in the alpine zone where grasses
and grasslike species are the only significant

i^egetation. The possibilities of manipulating
:he vegetation to improve water yields—

a

;ommon practice in forested areas (Leaf
1975)—is simply not practical in alpine areas.

Field observations under winter and summer
;onditions emphasized the importance of wind
:ransport and deposition of snow in the high-

jlevation sites. The winds pick up snow from
exposed places and deposit it in the lee of ter-

rain breaks or other obstacles that provide a

A'ind shadow. As a result, the alpine snow cover
s made up of a mixture of deep snowfields and
Dare spots interspersed in a rather shallow gen-
eral snow cover. The size and shape of the snow-
'ields vary with the size, shape, and orientation

)f the barrier behind which they form. The
mowfields form in the same places each year
ind many persist until late summer.
These observations suggested that one prom-

ising technique for improving water yields
ivould be to use snowfences upwind of natural
mowfields to increase the amount of snow held
n these areas until late summer. By locating the
i"ences so the snow they trapped piles on top of
:hat in the natural drift, some of the deeper
mowfields could be extended and others could
oe deepened. This increase in the amount of
mow held in deep, high-elevation drifts that
persist until autumn should increase the late-

summer streamflow from the basin. The addi-
:ional snow trapped by the fences would nor-
mally blow to lower elevation where it melts
luring early summer—a time of abundant

streamflow. Thus, the fences, when used as out-

lined above, would be expected to change the
timing of streamflow and not necessarily to in-

crease total annual water yields.

Experimental Work

Early Studies and Results

An early study (Martinelli 1956) confirmed
the idea that drainages with more late-lying

snowfields had more late-summer streamflow
than nearby drainages with fewer late-lying

snowfields (table 1).

Another study (Martinelli 1965a) compared
the streamflow from three drainages on the east

side of the Front Range in Colorado and con-
firmed the importance of the alpine zone as a
water producer. Both annual and July-August
streamflow increased with an increase in the

percentage of the total basin in alpine type (fig.

2). The water-yield potential^ from the alpine

snowfields in these drainages varied from 95
percent of total summer flow in one stream with
62 percent of its drainage basin in alpine type to

59 percent for another with only half as much
alpine.

Characteristics of the alpine snowfields were
studied under summer and winter conditions

for several years. Summer data showed early

summer snow depths of more than 20 ft (table 2)

in the larger snowfields and snow densities of

500 to 600 KgM'\ Higher densities were noted

^Water yield potential was computed from weekly ablation

measurements assuming a linear decrease in snow area with

time, snow density of 500 KgM ^ and zero losses to evapora-

tion, evapotranspiration, and ground water storage.

Table 1 .--Comparison of two drainage basins and their summer streamflow
(Martinell i 1956, p. 112-116)

I tern
Glac ier

Creek
Middle

Boulder Creek

DRAINAGE CHARACTERISTICS:

Area above 8,300 ft elevation (mi^)

Maximum elevation on western
border of watershed (ft)

Most distant point in watershed (mi)

Amount of snow, Sept. 30, 1953 (acres/mi^)

STREAMFLOW (percent of annual):

July 1953
August 1953
September 1953

25.2

I'»,255

6.75
2.5

20

15

5

35.5

12,500
9.5

0.83

20

8

2
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Figure 2.—Area-inches of runoff as a function of the

proportion of total drainage area in alpine type in a
portion of the Front Range of Colorado (Martinelli

1965a).

Table 2. --Summary of important features of the
snowfields studied (Martinelli 1959)

Snowf ield
,

aspect, and
el eva t ion

First observation

Date
Maximum
snow Area
depth

ft Aares

Mount Evans
E-- 12,500 ft June 23, 1955 19-5 3-3

July 3, 1956 16.7 2.3
July 3, 1957 - '».5

June 26, 1958 -- 2.8
Science Lodge

S-- 11,500 ft July 1 , 1955 21.8 8.6
June 30, 1956 16.7 8.5

Trai 1 Ridge No. 1

NE--12,000 ft July 3, 1855 8.0 .5

Trail Ridge No. 2

N-- 11,700 July 1^, 1955 '21.5 3.8
Corona
N— 11,500 July 19, 1955 Ms.

8

2.6

during periods of heavy summer rain when
meltwater could occasionally be seen flowing
over the snow surface for short distances. Free
water content in the top 1 ft (30 cm) at midday in

August varied from 6 to 11 percent, depending
on elevation and aspect of the site. Ablation var-

ied from 1 to 2.8 ft (30-85 cm) of snow per week
and averaged 1.9 ft (58 cm) per week for 1955
and 1956 (table 3).

The onset of ablation varies from year to year
with variations in spring weather conditions,
and the size of the fields varies with winter snow

Table 3. --Average ablation in inches of snow
per week for several aspects and elevations,
10 to 80 readings per field (Martinelli 1959)

Month

^"^ T275OO"
year ^^.. ^

Ablation by elevation and aspect

1 1,500
ft— S

11 ,500

ft— N

July

1955 21.6 27.6
1956 18.1 2^.0

1957 19.3 --

1958 22.8 --

August

1955 20.5 28.8

1956 16.9 25.2

1957 16.9 2'».0

1958 22/..O --

September
1955 M6.9 --

1956 M6.9 '22.8

Inch

11,700 12,000
ft-- N ft— NE

es

^28.8

2'».0

^18.1

26. i4

Zij.O

^15.7

28.8

'Measured first 2 weeks of month only.
^Measured last 2 weeks of month only.

amounts. Once spring melt is firmly estab-
lished, however, the reduction in snowfield area

progresses at a remarkably uniform rate, re-

gardless of the time of onset or the initial size of

the field (fig. 3).

During the summer it was noticed that frozen
ground extended out a short distance from the

edge of the snowfields. The depth to the frozen
layer increased with distance from the edge of

the snow. At times melt water trapped above
this frozen layer soaked the soil, giving a fluid

mixture that occasionally produced miniature
mudflows when disturbed. There was no doubt
that the snow was producing considerable
amounts of melt water. In some locations, the

melt quickly disappeared into the coarse soil so

there was little evidence of melt water a slight

distance from the fields. Drilling crews work-
ing in a tunnel 1,600 ft below one study site

reported (telephone conversation) water flow-

ing through the tunnel roof at times that corre-

sponded closely to the seasonal and diurnal pro-

duction of melt water in the alpine snowfields

above. No doubt this deep and rapid percolation

of melt water contributed to the idea of heavy
evaporation losses mentioned earlier.

It was also noticed that foreign material, such
as soil or plant remains on the snow surface

changed the melt (fig. 4). This suggested the

possibility of altering the melt rate of alpine

snowfields to meet management goals.

Winter observations at selected alpine sites

helped confirm some of the early concepts.

Weekly readings on a series of snow stakes gave
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Figure 3.—Snow depths in the control area at Loveiand Basin, Colorado,

for 5 winters. Each point represents the average snow depth at 29 stakes

(Martinelli 1965b).

information on how the alpine snowpack ac-

cumulated. The uneven depth of the pack was
emphasized with some stakes seldom showing
as much as 3 ft of snow, while others nearby
would exceed 15 ft most years. The sequence of
accumulation was also of interest. Snow ac-

cumulated first at the windward edge of the

•igure 4.—Soil and plant material, blown from the

area in the background, accumulated in depres-
sions in the snow. Subsequent melting lowered the

surrounding snow cover more rapidly than that pro-

tected by the layers of soil, which now appear as
soil-capped snow mounds.

fields and built downwind rather than filling the
deeper parts of the field as first casual specula-

tion might suggest. The size and shape of the

fields reflected the size and shape of the barrier

behind which it formed, with the exception that

very heavy or very light snow years made a
difference in the size of the field. This indicated
that there was insufficient blowing snow to fill

some of the fields during dry years. Prior to this,

it was generally felt there was enough blowing
snow at most alpine sites to fill all but the largest

catchments, even in relatively dry years.

The winter stake readings showed most of the
seasonal accumulation took place in a relatively

few events (table 4). Over a 5-year period, be-

tween 55 and 70 percent of the seasonal accumu-
lation was deposited during the 5 weeks of
heaviest drifting. Furthermore, between 30 and
40 percent of the seasonal accumulation took
place in the 2 weeks of heaviest drifting. For 3 of

the 5 years, the first major storm of the season
was also the largest accumulation period of the

winter. Weekly data are given because that is

the way the data were taken and there was no
good way to interpolate for shorter periods. In

many cases, the weekly accumulation actually

took place in a few days, so the true periods of

heavy accumulation were even shorter than
given here.

Attempts were made to develop snowdrift
gages in order to learn more about the time,



Table ^. — Total snow accumulation on 29 control

stakes at Loveland Basin, 12,000-ft elevation,
for the five major drift periods each year,

1958-63 (Martinelli 1965b)

Major drift period Accumulation

ft
1958-59:
December 5" 1 '^ '50.5

January 15-23 30.2
February 13-19 26.0
January 30-February 6 21.2

December 31-January 7 16.7

Total, five drift periods \kk.(>

Total, entire winter 267.^2
Percent of total

Five largest drift periods 54
Two largest drift periods 30

1959-60:

September 27-October 2 87.0
February k- 1

3

32.8
October 22-30 24.5
February 2'(-March 11 (2-week period) ^42.

5

October 30-November 5 n.o
Total, five drift periods 197.8
Total , ent ire winter 286. iti)

Percent of total
Five largest drift periods 69
Two largest drift periods ^5

1960-61

:

December 9-23 (most between 19+23) ^^5.7

March 25-Apri 1 I
i.0.8

February 19-26 Ik.l
April 19-26 22.7
November k-]0 17.5

Total, five drift periods 151. 'i

Total , ent i re winter 253. '5
Percent: of total

Five largest drift periods 60

Two largest drift periods 3k

1961-62:

January 5-12 A6.7

September 15-22 43.8
December 22-29 39.6
March 29-April 5 28.0

February 15-23 23.5
Total, five drift periods 181.6

Total, entire winter 286.18
Percent: of total

Five largest drift periods 63

Two largest drift periods 32

1962-63:

January 28-February 6 39.3
January 9-21 27.3

January 21-28 20.2

December U-21 18. i.

February l6-2^ 18.
i(

Total, five drift periods 123.6

Total, entire winter \3(>M
Percent of total

Five largest drift periods 63
Two largest drift periods B^*

Figures are total accumulation on 17 check stakes
plus 12 stakes in field V. For this date, average
accumulation would be 50.5/29=1.7'* ft per stake.

duration, and intensity of drifting events. Sev-
eral versions of storage-type drift gages were
designed and tested, as well as one directional

recording type. All had serious limitations and
were inconvenient and awkward to use. The re-

cording blowing snow gage recently developed
by Tabler and Jairell (1971) is a mechanically
improved unit that embodies several compo-
nents of these earlier gages. There are basic
problems, however, with all gages that trap
blowing snow. It is generally agreed these prob-
lems can be avoided only by gages that measure
the moving particles without trapping them.
The snow particle counter developed in the
Station's Alpine Snow and Avalanche Project
(Schmidt and Sommerfeld 1969, Schmidt and
Holub 1971, Schmidt 1971b) works on a light

attenuation principle (Landon-Smith and Wood-
berry 1965, Sommerfeld and Businger 1965,

HoUung and others 1966, Rogers and Sommer-
feld 1968) that avoids all the problems associat-

ed with traps. It has been shown to be accurate

and thoroughly field reliable.

Two other early studies involved field meas-
urements of the rate of evaporation and
condensation at a summer snow surface, and the

change in melt rate caused by materials added
to the snow. Plastic lysimeters were used to

measure evaporation and condensation on a

snowfield in North Boulder Creek (Martinelli

1960). There was a net gain of moisture on the

snow surface during August one summer. The
next July there was a net loss of about the same
magnitude due to evaporation (table 5). In both
cases, moisture exchange was between 2 and 3

percent of the daily melt. The average rate was
-1-0.03 inch per day in August 1957 and -0.03
inch per day in July 1958. The difference was
primarily due to weather conditions during the

afternoons, since condensation dominated the

nights and evaporation the mornings for both
summers. Others (deQuervain 1952, West 1959,

Hutchison 1966) have also confirmed this gen-
eral order of magnitude for moisture exchange
at a spring or summer snow surface.

The change in melt rate caused by materials
added to the snow surface was studied for one
summer (USDA FS 1956). Carbon black, soil,

and gravel were added in thin layers to speed
melt. Sawdust and soil in 3-inch layers were
added to slow melt. After 19 days, the most ef-

fective treatments were the sawdust, which re-

duced melt 50 percent, and the carbon black,

which increased it 10 percent. Only the sawdust
treatment was statistically significant. The
carbon black would have been more effective if

it had been spread"more evenly. Small patches
of concentrated carbon black actually reduced
melt rather than accelerated it. The small size (1

m X 1 m) and close spacing of the test plots also

reduced treatment effect a bit toward the end of

the experiment.



able 5.--Melt from an alpine snowfield and net
moisture exchange between an alpine snow sur-
face and the atmosphere (Martinelli 19f'0)

1 nches per day of

Date
water f rom--

Days
Con-

, Net moi sture
exchange

tainers

MALL CONTAINERS:
Wo. No.

957"
July 30-Aug. 1 1.639'< 0.0298 2.00 6

Aug. 6-8 2.2355 .03'''* 2.12 h

Aug. 13-15 1.2079 .0129 2.00 2

Aug. 21-23 1.8951 .0387 1.96 2

Aug. 28-29 1.0^477 .00'(3 1.00 2

eighted
average 1.6736 .0263

958--

July 9-18 1.5769 -.0268 8.71 3

ARGE CONTAINERS:

957"
Aug. 20-29 2.0798 .0535 8.96 1

Aug. 21-29 2. 1163 .0'»20 8.29 1

eighted
average 2.0973 . 0^480

958--

July 8-17 1.8336 -.0595 9.08 2

Jnowfences for Increasing
Jummer Streamflow

Since most of the above evidence confirmed
he possibility of using fences to improve alpine
vater yields, a series of fences were built to test

he idea more directly. The first fences were
;ommon slat and wire fences, 8 to 12 ft tall,

ocated upwind of five natural snowfields at an
;levation of 12,000 ft near Loveland Basin ski

irea in Colorado. These were in a high alpine
iasin, 0.3 to 0.5 mile east and 500 to 600 ft below
{he Continental Divide. Later, four more fences
^ere built—three on major ridge crests and one
In a windy, exposed lee slope with a gentle gra-
dient.

All fence work was based on the following
ssumptions:

1. In alpine areas, drifting snow accumulates to

jreat depths only in places that are protected
fom the wind.
I Snow fills most terrain depressions before
,iie end of winter. Once full, these areas are
brodynamically smooth and trap little addi-
lonal snow.
There is no shortage of drift snow in alpine

egions most years. Therefore, the depth of

snow accumulations could be greatly increased
if the capacity or the trapping efficiency of
natural catchments could be increased.
4. There should be places in alpine regions
where barriers of modest height (10 to 12 ft tall)

could be combined with terrain features to in-

crease greatly the trapping efficiency of the
natural terrain.

5. If snow depths could be increased in areas
where it is normally 3 to 5 m deep, the amount of
snow available for summer streamflow would
be increased substantially.

6. Fence effect can be measured on the basis of
changes in the amount of snow in the catchment
with and without the fence. Snow depths will be
equated to "potential melt-water production."

As a supplement to the alpine fence studies,

other snowfence experiments were started at a

more accessible site on Pole Mountain, Wyom-
ing, to test certain fence design features. The
influence of gap size, new fence materials, and a

"swinging panel" design on the size and location

of the lee drift were studied at this grassy,
windswept site. The swinging panel was an at-

tempt to design a fence that would trap snow
effectively at low to moderate windspeeds and
would streamline itself during high winds to

minimize structural damage. It was not very
effective, so the idea was dropped. Several plas-

tic cloth materials were tested to see how they
compared to slat and wire fencing. While the
cloth fences were lightweight, easy to handle,
and worked well, the extra cost and the added
installation and maintenance problems argued
against them for many sites. Tests on the influ-

ence of gap size on the size and location of the

lee drift were more productive (fig. 5). Rela-
tions were established (figs. 6, 7, 8) between gap
size and the location and size of the lee drift

(Martinelli 1964).

Other work at this test site (Tabler and Veal

1971) showed that windspeed reduction in-

creased with fence height for fences 6 to 12 ft

tall, but that the reduction per foot of height

(windspeed reduction efficiency) was greatest

for the 6-ft fence. Still other work at this site

(Tabler 1968, 1971, 1973) has helped establish

economic and physical criteria for designing
systems of snowfences to serve a variety of

needs in the alpine as well as in other vegetative

types.

Results of Alpine Snowfence Studies

Fence Effect on Snow Accumulation

The long-term studies of snowfences at alpine

sites showed fence effect varied greatly, even
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Figure 5.—Typical snowfence panel at Pole Mountain, Wyoming, at the end of the 1962-63 accu-

mulation season. Snow depths along the profile lines are the average for four locations. The
underlined figures along the probe lines mark the position of maximum snow depth. The right

panel is a special design that swings open in high winds. Other panels are tests of bottom gap
size. Note: There are three different scales in the diagram (Martinelli 1964).

17 JAN 1963

9- 30 JAN 1963

21- 26 MAR 1963

100 120 140 I6C 180 200

DISTANCE FROM FENCE - FEET

Figure 6.—Effect of size of gap on the snowdrift behind 6 ft of vertical slat snowfencing. Gap widths of

6 inches and represent the gradual closing of the 1 -ft gap. Points are the average of two values
from each of four locations.



D 21-25 MARCH '63

GAP BETWEEN FENCE 4ND CROUND..FEE r

Figure 7.—Maximum snow depth in the drift behind
6 ft of slat snowfencing for various gap widths. Gap
widths of 6 inches and represent the gradual
closing of the 1 -ft gap. Points are the average of two
values from each of four locations.

D 2;- 25 MARCH

29-30 JAN

CAP BETWEEN FENCE AND GROUND -FEET

Figure 8.—Water equivalent in the drift behind 6 ft of

slat snowfencing for various gap widths. Gap
widths of 6 inches and represent the gradual
closing of the 1 -ft gap. Points are the average of two
values from each of four locations.

when sites were carefully selected. At three of

nine study locations, fences increased the vol-

ume of late-lying snow and prolonged the melt
season by several weeks. At one site, the in-

crease in total snow accumulation was accom-
panied by a more rapid melt rate so that early
summer runoff was increased but the melt sea-

son was not prolonged. At three more of the

sites, snow depths were increased close behind
the fences, but were decreased farther down-
wind with no net increase in the amount of snow,
and at two sites the fences reduced the amount
of snow caught (table 6).

At the best site, Straight Creek Pass (fig. 9), a

fence 10 ft tall with a density of 42 percent and a

bottom gap of 2 ft increased the total volume of

snow at the start of the melt season by 1,500 ft'

of snow per lineal foot of fence (ftVft) and in-

creased average depth by 6.5 ft. The snow be-

hind the fence persisted about 3 weeks longer
than normal (Martinelli 1973).

Maximum snow depths in the fence-induced
lee drift exceeded the height of the fences (H) at

most of the catchments. In general, depths var-

ied from 0.8 to 1.5 H, but were as low as 0.5 to 0.7

H at Loveland Basin fields I and III. The deepest
part of the positive fence effect was located 3 to

5 H downwind of the fence in most cases. The
exceptions were Loveland Basin field II and
Straight Creek, where the crests of the lee drifts

were 8 to 11 H downwind of the fences.
At the better sites, 60 to 120 ft of fence was

needed to produce an extra acre-foot of melt
water potential at the start of the melt season.

This is based on fences 10 to 12 ft tall, 40 percent
fence density, bottom gaps of 2 tq 4 ft, and snow
density in the lee drifts of 500 KgM-^ (Martinelli

1973). At such sites, the melt season was pro-

longed 1 to 3 weeks. In general, an extra 2 ft of

snow depth on July 1 means an extra week
added to the melt season.

Based on 10 years of field experience, we
found that for our purposes good fence sites

had:

1. Ridge crest locations with the deep part of

the natural drift not more than 8 to 10 H to the

lee.

2. Upslope or level windward approach to the

fence.

3. Good orientation to prevailing drifting
winds.

4. Upslope or level terrain to the lee of the ac-

cumulation area.

5. Plenty of contributing area (at least 500 ft).

6. Little natural accumulation upwind of the

fence.

7. Northerly to northeasterly exposure (or ter-

rain shadowing of any southerly exposed ac-

cumulations.)



Table 6. --Summary of changes in snow accumulation at natural snow accumulation sites
after slat and wire snowfences were located at upwind edge of accumulation site

Site
Change in snow
accumulation

Change in length
of melt season

Change in amount of
potential melt water

Straight Creek Pass
Mount Evans
Love land Bas in II

Tel ler Mounta in

Loveland Basin I

Lovel and Bas in III

Loveland Bas in V

I

Loveland Basin IV

Glacier Mountain

Increase Increase (3 weeks) Doubled
Increase Increase (1 week) Doubled
Increase Increase (1-2 weeks) Increase
Increase No change Increase
No net change No change No change

No net change No change No change
No net change No change No change
Decrease Decrease (1-2 weeks) Decrease
Decrease Decrease (1 week) Decrease

Figure 9.—Straight Creek Pass snowfield,

with a snowfence 10 ft high:

In February, with natural snow accu-
mulation in foreground. Behind the
fence, where person is standing,
snow deposited by winds blowing
from left to right is about 20 ft deep.
In August, the 6 to 7 ft of additional

snow due to the fence is still obvious.

Snow depth in left foreground is

typical of the unfenced portion of this

natural drift.



Poor sites had:

1. Downslope approach to the fence.

2. No natural catchment within 8 to 10 H of the

logical fence location.

3. Upwind accumulation sites to rob snow or to

throw a drift on the fence.

4. Variable wind direction during drifting.

5. Steep downslope exhaust zone that results in

reverse windflow and erosion of the lee de-

position.

Schmidt (1970) used pressure-gradient con-
cepts to provide a rationale for relating fence
and terrain effects to snow accumulation. He
points out that the pressure gradient in the low-

er layers is considered zero for flow over a hori-

zontal surface. However, local pressure grad-
ients develop when air flows over irregular ter-

rain or against natural or artificial barriers,

such as trees or snowfences. A favorable pres-

sure gradient exists when flow moves from high
pressure to lower pressure; that is, air flowing
uphill. An adverse pressure gradient exists

when flow is from a lower toward a higher pres-
sure; that is, air flowing downslope or against a

barrier. When flow is along a favorable pres-
sure gradient, velocity and shear stresses in the

lower layers increase downwind and maximum
shear stress is at the surface. When air flows
against an adverse pressure gradient, velocity
and shear stresses near the ground decrease
and maximum shear stresses move up from
ground level. Under extreme adverse pressure
conditions, a reverse flow (rotor) develops.
Since the carrying capacity of the wind is di-

rectly related to the shear stresses in the lower
layers, when flow goes from a favorable to an
adverse pressure gradient, velocities and shear
stresses are reduced and snow tends to settle

out of the airstream.
Examples of how the above concepts help ex-

plain total snow accumulation and maximum
drift length observed in several terrain situa-

tions are given below (Schmidt 1970):

Case 1—A snow fence on a uniform wind-
ward slope.—The adverse pressure gra-
dient associated with the fence is reduced
by the favorable pressure gradient created
by flow up the windward slope. Thus, the

terrain gradient reduces both total drift

accumulation and maximum drift length
from those expected for a horizontal sur-

face. Figure 10 shows that this is the case
for the maximum drift length.

Case 2—A snowfence on a uniform leeward
slope.—Here the adverse pressure gradient
produced by the fence is added to the
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Figure 10.—Maximum drift length ^s a function of

terrain slope (Schneider 1962).

natural adverse pressure gradient. A larger

fence effect should result in increased drift

accumulation and maximum length com-
pared to the horizontal case (fig. 10). For
example, a fence 12 ft high with a 3-ft gap
was located upwind of a depression in a long
lee slope on Mt. Evans in Colorado. The re-

sulting drift had a maximum length on the

order of 30 times the fence height with a

fairly uniform increase in depth (fig. 11a).

One problem that arises from locating a
fence in a natural adverse pressure region
is that the fence becomes buried in the drift.

This results in expensive maintenance un-

less the fence is designed to withstand snow
settlement load.

Case 3—A snowfence located leeward from
a rounded ridge crest.—The pressure gra-

dient changes from favorable to adverse
near the crest. The fence is located in an
adverse pressure gradient, and the results

depend on the strength of the natural ad-

verse gradient. If the lee slope is gradual
and flow does not separate, results should
be similar to those of Case 2, where accumu-
lation and length were increased and the

fence became buried.
If the lee slope is steep and flow sepa-

rates, the fence fixes the point of separa-

tion, and a cornice forms behind the fence.

In this situation, velocities in the reverse
flow are strong enough to transport snow.
The drift is then shorter and contains less

snow than expected for the same fence on a
horizontal surface. Such a condition was

11



(o) MT EVANS

(b) GLACIER MT

(c) STRAIGHT CR PASS

(d) TELLER MT

-50 50

METERS

100

Figure 1 1
.—Snowdrift cross sections on four irregular

terrain situations, showing variations of total drift

length and snow accumulation (horizontal and verti-

cal scale equal); (a) Case 2

—

Mt. Evans, (b) Case
3—Glacier rvlountain, (c) Case 4—Straight Creek

Pass, (d) Case 5—Teller Mountain (Schmidt 1 970).

examined at Glacier Mountain near Mon-
tezuma, Colorado (fig. lib). The fence was
115ft (35m) lee of the crest and the lee slope

was steep. Again the fence was buried in the

drift in spite of the gap between fence and
ground.

Case 4—A snowfence at a sharp ridge
crest.—If a fence is located at the point

where the pressure gradient changes from
favorable to adverse, the fence effect is

again increased by the natural adverse
pressure gradient in the lee of the crest. As
in Case 3, the resulting drift depends on the

steepness of the lee slope; it is larger and
longer if the slope is gradual, and smaller if

the slope is steep enough to cause strong
reverse flow. However, the favorable pres-

sure gradient upwind of the fence main-
tains increasing surface shear stress, which

causes snow erosion and leaves the fence
free of the drift.

The drift cross section shown in figure

lie was measured at Straight Creek Pass on
the Continental Divide in Colorado. The ter-

rain depression lee of the crest filled in

rapidly, and the lee slope was then gradual
enough to allow a rather spectacular drift to

develop.

Case 5—A fence located at a break from
horizontal to lee slope.—In terms of pres-
sure gradients, this fence is located at a

point where the gradient changes from zero
to adverse. The fence effect is again
strengthened by the natural gradient, and
the results depend on the strength of the
gradient. A cliff is an extreme example of

this case; separation is well defined at the
dropoff, and a cornice typically forms. With
a more gradual lee slope, both total accumu-
lation and maximum drift length increase.

Measurements at Teller Mountain (fig. lid)
are an example of the latter situation.

Although the configurations of terrain and
snowfence locations described above are only a

few of the infinite possibilities, they suggest a

few generalizations to summarize this section:

(a) snowfences that obstruct flow in a favorable
pressure gradient yield smaller and shorter
drifts than expected over horizontal terrain; (b)

the effects of fences located at the change from
a zero or favorable to adverse pressure gradient
should increase as the gradient increases up to

the point where reverse flow in the eddy begins
to erode the downstream edge of the drift; and
(c) fences located within an adverse pressure
region should show effects that follow those
given in statement (b), but the fences usually
become buried in the drift.

A fair approximation of fence effect under a

variety of conditions can be obtained by adju.'-'t-

ing tabular values of accumulation volumes and
drift lengths for level terrain, for slope, fence
density, and size of the gap beneath the fence
(fig. 12) (Schmidt 1971a).

Some Details on Snowfence Construction

Several things have been learned about build-

ing fences in windy sites subject to heavy ac-

cumulation. First, every effort must be made to

keep the fence from being buried. Snow settle-

ment forces cause extensive damage to any
buried fence. Fences designed for long-term
projects should be anchored to buried deadmen
instead of being guyed. This reduces settlement
damage to the fence and creates less clutter

12
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.
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gaps other than six inches are required.
iThe gap is measured between the
bottom of the fence and ground
surface.)

A Tor ground slopes different from^ zero (horizontal), the values in

Table I are multiplied by the
appropriate correction factor
determined from this graph.

Table 1.—Cross-section area and
length of drifts formed by fences

of various heights.

Total Unit Total

Fence Drift Drift

Height Volume' Length
(ft.) (cu. ft./ft.) (ft.)

4 172 64

6 392 96
8 576 128

10 776 160
12 989 192
14 1214 224
16 1470 256

"Drift volume is expressed as

the cubic feet of snow storage per

lineal foot of fence. If is equal to

the drift cross-section area multi-

plied by one foot of fence length.

Figure 12.—Principles of snowfence design to eliminate an unwanted drift, or to provide snow cover
in a particular area, or to accomplisfi both objectives at the same time (Schmidt 1971a).

around the fence. If some type of wind barrier is

needed at a site subject to burial, it is possible a
rock wall, earth mound, or some other type of
massive structure that could withstand the set-

tlement forces would work better than a tradi-

tional snowfence.
Where open structures are used, there is an

advantage to using horizontal rather than verti-

cal slats (Tabler, oral communication). The
horizontal slat fence has the same density for a
wide variety of wind directions, whereas the
vertical slat fence presents a higher density to

any wind that deviates from the perpendicular.
The horizontal openings at the bottom of the
fence also act as bottom gaps if snow starts to

accumulate at the fence.
There also seems to be some evidence that

porous fences of a given density made up of
large openings and large solid units are much
less effective than other fences of the same
overall density that have smaller openings and

smaller solid units. For example, a fence with
12-inch-wide slats and 12-inch openings traps

much less snow than another fence with
lV2-inch openings and iy2-inch slats, even
though each has a density of 50 percent. We
have no good data on the size of opening where
fence efficiency starts to drop off, but it ap-

pears to be somewhere between 6 inches and 12

inches.

The back braces on snowfences should attach

near the top of the fence. When the attachment
is midway or lower on the fence, there is a ten-

dency for strong winds to pull the main fence-

posts out of the ground and overturn the fence.

Cautions on Use of Snowfences
for Snowpack Management

Before using snowfences, one must decide
what the fences are expected to do. In the
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studies reported here, the objective was to in-

crease the amount of snow in late-lying, high-

elevation snowfields in order to increase late-

summer streamflovv. In other cases, it may be-

desirable to use snovvfences to increase spring
or early summer streamflow, to keep snow out

of such areas as avalanche starting zones, high-

way or railway rights-of-way, parking lots, or

selected big-game browsing areas; or to add
snow to ski or snowmobile trails, snow roads, or

to the area contributing water to stock ponds, or

domestic water supplies. Fence location, den-

sity, bottom gap, and height can and should be
changed, depending on the job the fence is ex-

pected to do.

Fences used to increase late-summer
streamflow from alpine areas should be located

only at selected spots and not strung indis-

criminately along entire ridges or upwind of a

random assortment of natural snowfields. In

addition, snovvfences in the alpine area of a

watershed should be considered only supple-
mental to other water-yield improvement
treatments in the timbered and riparian zones
of the watershed. Care must be exercised to

minimize the visual impact of fences in open
areas. Wood poles and native lumber blend into

the landscape better than metal structures.
Quick-rusting metals are better than shiny
aluminum or galvanized metal. Any type of
fence in the alpine, however, is easily seen from
long distances, as are the shadows cast by the

fences, and both are objectionable to many
people.

Fringe Benefits from the

Alpine Snowfence Work

The evolution of the snowdrift meter from
various types of cans and traps to an electronic
counter is a significant advance. The Schmidt
snow particle counter is theoretically sound and
reasonably easy to use in the field. If offers the
first good opportunity to gather reliable data on
the flux of blowing snow. It also provided basic
data for the theoretical approach to the sublima-
tion of blowing snow (Schmidt 1972).

The wide variation in the early fence data was
one of the incentives for Tabler and others to

develop the contributing distance-snowdrift
coefficient-fence capacity concept of fence sys-
tem design that has proven so useful in the re-

cent Wyoming Highway Department fence proj-

ects (Tabler and Schmidt 1972, Tabler 1973).

The knowledge of snowdrift patterns behind
fences in irregular terrain is also being used by
Colorado Division of Game, Fish and Parks in

their Junction Butte Wildlife Habitat Improve-
ment F^roject. In this study, fences will be used

to change natural snow accumulation patterns
to make more browse available on winter deer
range.

Ski areas, too, find fences useful for many
purposes. In some places, they provide snow for

wind-eroded trails; in other places, they keep
unwanted drifts from parking lots, avalanche
paths, and ski trails.

Work Still to Be Done

Snovvfences and Blowing Snow

Several bits of additional information are
needed before complete guidelines can be de-

veloped to help land managers decide how effi-

ciently a given area is trapping blowing snow
and how much change can be expected from
snowfencing.

First, we need to know the amount of blowing
snow arriving at various sites in order to deter-

mine trapping efficiency. In the past, there was
no way of knowing if a large accumulation of

snow was due to high trapping efficiency or to

unusually large amounts of blowing snow. The
modified snow particle counter is expected to

give a good measure of blowing snow.
Second, we need more exact information on

which combinations of terrain features result in

good natural accumulation sites. Schmidt's
(1970) pressure-gradient concepts seem a logi-

cal starting point for developing such objective
criteria based on sound physical concepts.

Third, experimental evidence is needed to

sharpen the relationship between weather fea-

tures and sublimation losses as given in

Schmidt's (1972) theoretical model. Changes in

sublimation rate due to snow particle size,

humidity gradient, and the ratio of particle

speed to windspeed needs to be checked.
The culmination of these efforts would be a

better expression of the efficiency of various
fence and terrain combinations for trapping
blowing snow.

Other Snowpack Management Possibilities

Several other techniques for improving water
yields from alpine areas should be tested.

• Terrain modification offers some interesting

possibilities once we get a better feeling for the

relative trapping efficiency of various terrain

shapes. Many snow accumulation areas could

probably be shaped into more efficient config-

urations with only minor damage to surround-

ing vegetated areas. Approach and exhaust
zones in many places could perhaps be made
more favorable by using earth or rock walls to
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trap early snows and thus produce the desired
shapes for the remainder of the winter season.

• Intentional avalanching should be tried in

selected spots. Snow could be released from the
starting zones and piled in deep layers in the
runout zone. If paths were chosen that loaded
rapidly and had confined and sheltered runout
zones, it should be possible to store the av-
alanche debris in or near stream channels and to

:arry a good deal of snow well into the summer.

• Glacier building during average to heavy
snow years should also be investigated. The
2xtra water stored in this way could then be
used during dry years. A gravity system of
spraying water from flowing streams into the
air at high-elevation sheltered spots during the

Fall and early winter should result in massive
accumulations of ice. This is a very effective

wav to store water for use at a later date.
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Abstract

The east flank of the Continental Divide consists largely of open
timber stands and grasslands. Soils erode easily after abuse. Precipi-

tation ranges from 15 to 20 inches, about two-thirds from high-

intensity storms from April to September.
Guidelines are provided for maintaining satisfactory watershed

conditions. The 3- to 5-inch water yields are comparatively small in

contrast to yields of 12 to 25 inches from the high-altitude subalpine

forests, but are important to development along the Front Range.
Watershed management practices can be expected to provide prac-

tical alternatives for increasing water supplies.

Keywords: Coniferous forest, forest management, range manage-
ment, vegetation effects, ponderosa pine zone, watershed manage-
ment, land use planning.
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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR

THE COLORADO FRONT RANGE PONDEROSA PINE
ZONE:

The Status of Our Knowledge

Howard L. Gary

The rapid and continuing economic expan-
sion along the east slope of the southern range of
the Rocky Mountains, with attendant greater
use of resources, has complicated management
of the Front Range watersheds.

This Paper is one of a series for the vegeta-
tion zones in the land areas for which the Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station
has research responsibility for resource man-
agement. Its purposes are to (1) summarize past
studies and evaluate the status of watershed
management knowledge for the Colorado Front
Range pine type, and (2) indicate to what extent
we are able to recommend management prac-
tices to improve water yield and still maintain
acceptable quality and quantity of water and
other wildland resources.

Regional Description

The Colorado Front Range, generally re-

garded as the eastern foothills region of the
Rocky Mountains, extends from roughly south-
ern Wyoming to Canon City, Colorado. The reg-
ion is bounded on the east by plains; on the west
t reaches to the crest of the Continental Divide
The low-elevation (6,000 to 9,000 ft) forests and
grasslands are generally termed the ponderosa
line zone. Chief characteristics are its infertile

md potentially unstable soils, and sparse tree
;over. Moisture is provided mostly in late
spring and midsummer by afternoon thunder-
storms.

Timber cutting started more than 100 years
go. Commercially valuable tree species above
,000 ft elevation are ponderosa pine (Pinus
onderosa), lodgepole pine (P. contorta),
)ouglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and some
ingelmann spruce {Picea engelmannii). Much
f the forest cover is a residual of old growth
iassed over in earlier cuttings, mixed with
atchy stands of second growth. Aspen
?opulus tremuloides) is also an important
amponent in many young stands, particularly
"ter fire.

Grazing by livestock is also a major land use
in certain areas. In 1950, approximately 300,000
head of cattle were grazed, some yearlong and
some only a few months. Many of the valleys

were farmed in the early 1900's, but have since

been abandoned because of low rainfall and ero-

sion problems.
Today, recreation use and residential de-

velopment in the Front Range probably have
highest impacts.

Physiography

Land features along the Front Range in-

clude ridges, mountain slopes, steep rocky can-

yons, foothills, narrow mountain valleys, and
large openings or parks. Geologic features of

this area are summarized by Marcus (1973).

Soils, for the most part, developed from coarse
granite rocks, alluvial deposits, sandstones,
limestones, and quartzite ^

The most stable soils are those developed
from limestone, while the most unstable are
those derived from granite bedrock. The lime-

stone and deep granite alluvium soils have the

highest productive capacity, while those from
granite bedrock are the least fertile and most
erosive. The latter soils occur over about 90
percent of the Front Range (USDA FS 1949).

Since they occupy extensive areas, much addi-

tional work is needed before we can manage
them to their potential. Wet meadows cover
about 2 percent of the area, and are the only
highly productive grazing lands in the region.

Vegetation

As a result of the relatively abrupt ascent

from the plains, the several vegetation and life

zones are usually restricted to well-defined

^Retzer, John L. 1949. Soils and physical conditions of

Manltou Experimental Forest. 35 p. (Unpublished report on file

at Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins, Colo.)



horizontal belts. On the Western Slope of the
Rockies, the slopes are more gradual and cover
types overlap over a considerable horizontal

distance. Costello (1964) points out that the veg-
etation zones are also conditioned by geology,
physiography, and climate, and that past graz-

ing, logging, and mining will have a continuing
effect on the vegetation.

The ponderosa pine type covers approxi-
mately 4 million acres in the Front Range of the

Colorado Rockies; Statewide it is distributed
principally from the Wyoming line to Trinidad,
west to Mesa Verde, and north to the Uncom-
pahgre Plateau (Costello 1964). Alexander
(1974) summarized the status of our knowledge
in timber management of the ponderosa pine
type. The type occurs on ridges and slopes at

elevations varying from 6,000 ft in the foothills

to 8,500 to 9,000 ft in the mountains (fig. 1). The
open ponderosa pine stands on south and west

WYOMING

COLORADO
NEW MEXICO

e^

LEGEND
R?H:'3 Ponderosa pine on soils from Pikes Peak ond similor gronites

V////^ Ponderosa pine on soils other than granite origin

Figure 1
.—Distribution of the ponderosa pine type along the Front Range of the Colorado Rockies in

relation to soil origin.



slopes permit an abundance of light and the de-

/elopment of herbaceous understory (fig. 2).

grasslands, devoid of trees, are frequent.
VIeadows and streambanks often support lux-

iriant vegetation. On the north slopes, under
lenser Douglas-fir and Engelmann spruce, her-

baceous plants are scarce. Shrub and broad-
eaved tree communities are also common
hroughout the pine zone. Some of the com-
nunities represent stages in secondary succes-
sion following fires and other disturbances.

Cover for the Missouri Gulch watershed
elevations from 7,500 to 9,300 ft), on the Man-
tou Experimental Forest, is characteristic of

nuch of the pine zone. The areas of plant-cover
ypes reported by Berndt (1960) were as fol-

ows:

Proportion
Area of total

(Acres) (Percent)
Lodgepole pine
—Engelmann

spruce 1,119 24.3
Ponderosa pine
— Douglas-fir 1,372 29.8

Quaking aspen 392 8.5

Mixture 966 21.0

Brush and grass 352 7.7

Erosion pavement 316 6.9

Bare rock 83 1.8

Climate

The climate of the region is typically sub-

B

Figure 2.—Panoramas typical of the Front Range pine type: A, the North Fork of the Little Thompson
watershed; B, the Manitou Experimental ranges.



humid, with wide diurnal and annual tempera-
ture ranges and great variation in the occur-
rence and distribution of rainfall. The greatest
single factor controlling the climate is the
Rocky Mountain range, which runs somewhat
normal to the prevailing westerlies and the
northwesterlies during the winter and the
southeasterlies during the summer. Precipita-
tion may be in the form of snow from late Sep-
tember through May, but snows commonly melt
from the south exposures and valleys within
days. The shallow snowpacks at the higher ele-

vations and on the protected north exposures
generally disappear by mid-May.

Precipitation through the Front Range pine
zone probably averages between 15 and 20 in-

ches. Avei'age precipitation amounts for two
centrally located and representative stations
within the pine zone are:

Manitou
Experi-
mental

Headquarters
7,740Elevation, ft

Years of

record used
Average annual

precipitation,

inches

Estes Park
7,525

46

16.5

21

15.4

Precipitation at Estes Park has ranged from
a low of 9.43 inches in 1939 to a high of 32.47
inches in 1946. The precipitation and mild
temperatures are normally well distributed for
plant growth throughout most of the Front
Range zone (fig. 3).

About two-thirds of the annual precipitation
occurs in the April-to-September growing sea-
son, and thus accounts for the abundance of
grass over much of the area. Most of the sum-
mer precipitation comes in thunderstorms of
varying intensities. A study of 25 significant
summer storms on the Missouri Gulch
watershed from 1940 to 1949 showed the highest
rainfall intensity for a 10-minute period to be 4.5

inches per hour (USDA FS 1949). The storms
came from all directions and during all months
of the summer season:

Months
May
June
July
August
September

Number of storms
1

2

15

6

1

The high-intensity storms are most common
along the more exposed and steep slopes in the
Front Range pine zone. The placement of the
highest rainfall-frequency values will depend

on the degree of exposure to moisture-bearing
wind, steepness of the slope, and other oro-

graphic factors. The possibility of high-
intensity storms should therefore be considered

in all land treatment programs.
The potential water balance, computed by

the procedures outlined by Thornthwaite and
Mather (1957), is shown in figure 4 for the Mis-
souri Gulch watershed. The values indicate that

annual precipitation is in excess of potential

evapotranspiration (ET) only during a portion

of the year. The moisture regime is charac-

terized by a moisture deficit when ET depletes
soil-moisture storage. As a result, the streams
originating in this climate are usually intermit-

tent, and flow only during the late fall, winter,

and spring. Depending on the frequency of

summer thunderstorms, streamflow may be

prolonged during some years.

Floods

The Montane Zone has had a long history of

intensive rainfall and infrequent but major
floods (Follansbee and Jones 1922, Follansbee

and Sawyer 1948, Vaudrey 1960, Matthai 1969,

Hansen 1973). Flooding can result from high-

intensity summer rainfall, chiefly below 7,000 ft

and extending eastward from the foothills for a

distance of about 50 miles. Such storms are con-

fined to a very small area and last for a short

time. The most devastating floods usually occur
in May or June from upslope storms in which
precipitation can vary from approximately 2 to

an extreme 20 inches over a period of 3 to 5 days.

Although the rate of precipitation is typically

not heavy by meteorological criteria, the large

quantities of long-duration, steady, widespread
rainfall make such storms a persistent threat to

development and land use along the Front
Range.

Above 7,000 ft most of the precipitation

from spring storms falls as snow, which can
attain depths of 4 ft or more. The snowfall re-

tards runoff, but as Hansen (1973) points out,

the potential for landsliding is increased. Thus
rainfall and flooding in the Front Range produce
significant geologic as well as hydrologic ef-

fects. Although small scale in terms of the over-

all geologic setting, these effects may be uncon-
trollable once they are set in motion.

Hansen (1973) found that geologic process-

es triggered by the May 5-6, 1973, storm in the

greater Denver area "were intensified in places

where the natural regimen has been altered by

man." As the Front Range becomes increasingly

urbanized, the incompatibilities between
natural processes and people will continue to

cause problems. Accordingly, careful land use

planning is essential if needless risk to lives and .
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Figure 3.—Monthly mean precipitation (1 937-58) and temperature (1 942-58) for the Manitou Experimental

Forest Headquarters (Berndt 1960).

roperty and damage to the environment are to

e minimized.

Precipitation-Vegetation Interactions

An important factor affecting the disposi-
i3n of precipitation is the relatively thin soil

ilantle over most of the Front Range pine zone,
(ne land management problem, therefore, is to
sek ways to maintain and improve the hy-
c|ologic functioning of the soil mantle. A part
cithe general problem and the only factor eas-

ily altered is the vegetation cover. The specific

problem appears to be, "What are the best com-
binations of soil type and amount of either tree,

shrub, or grass cover (and perhaps mechanical
structures) to control overland flow, soil ero-

sion, and maintain high quality water yield?"

Another aspect of the problem is how to in-

crease water yields or alter the timing of

streamflow. Some of the earlier studies of

precipitation-vegetation interactions that in-

fluence soil protection and water yield are dis-

cussed under the headings of Interception, Lit-

ter, and Site Requirements.
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Interception

Part of the precipitation on watersheds is

intercepted by the canopies of trees and grass-

es. Some of the intercepted precipitation even-
tually reaches the ground, and some is lost by
evaporation from the canopies. In an early
study of interception in the ponderosa pine in

Colorado, Johnson (1942) concluded that an av-
erage of 81.4 percent of the total precipitation
reached the ground under tree crowns. For
heavier precipitation and larger trees in

California, Rowe and Hendrick (1951) reported
losses of 9.6 percent for snow and 13.6 percent
for rainstorms. A loss of about 15 percent of the
interception storage has been reported for
dense grassy vegetation (Burgy and Pomeroy
1958). In the Colorado study, about 0.03 to 0.05

inch of precipitation was required to saturate
the forest canopy in each storm; practically all

of the subsequent rainfall reached the ground.

Johnson (1942) concluded that interception of

snow by tree crowns was quite similar in mag-
nitude to the interception of rain, at least for the

Front Range pine zone.

To gain additional knowledge of intercep-

tion losses, Berndt (1961) studied how logging
treatments and the resulting canopy reduction
might influence snow accumulation in pon-

derosa pine-Douglas-fir stands on the Front
Range. His 2-year study was in a National Forest
timber sale about 35 miles northwest of Col-

orado Springs, Colorado, at an elevation of about

8,500 ft. Analysis of maximum snowpacks dis

closed that snow accumulation after timber cut

ting increased significantly only on the com
mercially clearcut plots. Both intensities of cut

ting increased spring melt rates, but snow dis

appeared frm all plots at nearly the same time

Similar resuits were observed by Wilm and

Dunford (194o) in the subalpine zone of central

Colorado.



Hoover and Leaf (1967) found no evidence
:hat increased snow in openings was caused
jrimarily by decreased interception loss; total

snow on their study watershed (Fool Creek,
Fraser Experimental Forest) was similar before
and after strip-cutting treatments. They stated
that "while total snow catch remamed the same,
t is distributed differently over the
ivatershed." This study and others in subalpine
i'orest have conclusively shown that the
aerodynamic effect on snow distribution, rather
han reduced interception loss, is the major
;ause of increased snow in openings. This work
s reviewed in depth by Leaf (1975).

For precipitation in the form of rain, Croft
;i961), and other workers, point out that it must
lot be assumed that removal of vegetation
ivould result in decreased interception and in-

:reased water savings; the soil mantle may be
kvet only a few inches and the additional water
lost by evaporation.

Jtter

Retention of a portion of the rain and snow
n the litter on the forest floor also affects the

noisture supply to the soil and thus subsequent
vater yield. Litter accumulation is highly vari-

ible in the Colorado Front Range. Depending on
ree and grass density, litter amounts may
ange from zero to perhaps 20 tons per acre.

Jnder pole-sized ponderosa pine stands in

Arizona, Aldon (1968) observed that moisture
etention by litter (about 20 tons per acre)
anged from 7 to 27 percent of the gross precipi-

ation. He found that total moisture retention
vas directly related to storm size.

In one study, the protective covering of lit-

er was removed from six 1/100-acre plots under
(mall pole stands of ponderosa pine on the Man-
tou Experimental Forest (fig. 5) to simulate
vhat might happen in a ground fire (Dunford
:954). All plots faced north on 18-percent slopes
It an elevation of 7,600 ft. Runoff was measured
"or 15 years. During a 3-year calibration period
)rior to litter removal, the runoff ratio of
reated/untreated plots averaged 0.73, and for

.0 years after litter removal the average ratio

yas 2.30 (table 1). The ratio ranged from 6.9 the
jirst year after litter removal to a low of 0.7

[fter 9 years of recovery.
1 Most watershed management activities will

listurb the litter and ground cover to some de-

^'ree. A study on ponderosa pine lands in Oregon
nd Washington showed that tractor logging
lenuded herbaceous and shrubby vegetation an
iVerage of 21 percent (Garrison and Rummell
i951). Logging with a cable from a jammer de-
luded the ground cover 15 percent, and horse
)gging 12 percent.

Site Requirements

Specific knowledge of precipitation-
vegetation interactions necessary for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of individual plants
of the various timber types are generally lack-
ing for the Front Range pine zone, although
much information has been obtained for reseed-
ing deteriorated rangelands (Hull and Johnson
1955). How to recover the productive capacity
of the pine lands in terms of wood remains a
major job for the land manager. Bates (1923) did
some early work on the physiological require-
ments of the major forest types in the Front
Range pine zone. Tarrant (1953) summarized
Bates' work on the seedling stage of develop-
ment for ponderosa pine:

On dry, hot sites where moisture fluc-

tuates rapidly, ponderosa pine is pre-
eminently adapted—by reason of large seeds
which produce large sturdy seedlings and by
its prompt deep-rooting characteristic. Con-
sidering its xerophytic tendencies, ponderosa
pine is an extravagant user of water. Probably
this comparative extravagance helps protect
the seedlings from excessive heat. Survival is

dependent on the roots reaching a layer of soil

which does not dry out dangerously through
insolation. Ponderosa pine cannot grow in

competition with trees, grasses, and herbs
that draw heavily on moisture in the upper
soil layers. The large moisture demands of
ponderosa pine, which grows where precipi-

tation normally is low, can be supplied only in

open stands which permit first a deep pene-
tration of the roots and later their extension
into a large area of soil.

In contrast, the seedlings of Engelmann spruce,

Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, and limber pine

(Pinus flexilis) have weak and slowly develop-

ing root systems, and require continuous high

soil moisture during their first year of de-

velopment.
Roeser (1940) also studied the relative

water utilization and efficiency of water use of

seedlings of several forest types in the Front

Range pine zone. Seedlings were maintained in

containers in sufficient number to simulate
complete stocking, yet permit normal develop-

ment and vigor. After 6 to 10 years, he sum-
marized water use and efficiency. Based on the

magnitude of water loss, the species ranked in

decreased order as follows: Engelmann spruce,

Douglas-fir, pinyon pine (Pinus edulis), pon-

derosa pine, and limber pine. In relative effi-

ciency of water use in production of organic
matter, the species ranked as follows: pinyon

pine, limber pine, Douglas-fir, Engelmann
spruce, and ponderosa pine.



Figure 5.—Ponderosa pine runoff plots before (A) and after (B) litter removal.

Infiltration, Runoff, and Erosion

Infiltration Capacities

The maximum rate at which water pene-
trates the soil surface is termed infiltration

capacity. This capacity is affected by many fac-

tors, but is determined primarily by the non-
capillary porosity of the soil surface after it has

been thoroughly wetted but not saturated. The
greater the diameter of the large pores, the

higher the infiltration capacity. Most of the in-

filtration data for Front Range pine zone are

based primarily on infiltrometer runs. Infil-

trometers (fig. 6) measure the rate at which
sprinkler-applied water soaks into the soil, the

rate at which water runs off, and the amount of

erosion that might be expected (Dortignac



able 1. --Average annual surface runoff from

ponderosa pine plots before treatment, after

removal of litter in 15'il, and after tree and

litter renoval in l^'",? (Dunford ]°,5'^)

S t o I m s

caus i ng

runoff

Average
seasonal runoff

Treated Control

Ratio:

Treated/
control

Inches

EFORE TREATMENT:

938 13 10 17 0.6

°39 13 Qh 05 .8

9^0 3 05 06 .8

FTER REMOVAL OF LITTER:

941 \k 1 17 17 6.9
9^42 9 ^43 12 3.6

9*^3 6 20 06 3.3

S^h 8 65 31 2. !

9^45 12 1 05 59 1.8

sue 6 11 10 1 . 1

3hl 13 36 23 1.6

9^48 6 06 07 .9

9/49 10 07 10 .7

950 3 02 02 1 .0

951 1 (') (M --

FTER REMOVAL OF TREES AND LITTER:

952 3 • A? .03 16.3

Trace.

1951). The studies were mainly undertaken to

solate and evaluate how vegetation and soil in-

fluence infiltration on representative pon-
lerosa pine-bunchgrass ranges.

The general influence of litter on the infil-

ration capacity of forest soil has long been rec-

ognized (Lowdermilk 1930), but specific data
are lacking for most soils and in most forest

types. In the Front Range ponderosa pine zone,

for example, the quantitative influence of forest
itter on infiltration was studied as a prelimi-

tiary step in a comprehensive watershed man-
agement research program on the headwaters
pf the South Platte River (Johnson 1940). In the

irst reported study undertaken in 1939, John-
ion (1940) removed litter and duff (3 inches
ieep) down to mineral soil from half of his study
)lots and applied water until a constant infiltra-

ion rate for 15 minutes was attained. The time
or more or less constant rate of infiltration

'aried from 45 to 90 minutes. Where litter was
indisturbed, infiltration rate was 1.52±0.10
nch; on disturbed plots it was 0.92±0.10 inch.

In a later study near Woodland Park, Col-

rado, Johnson and Niederhof (1941) directly

.^''^l^K

Figure 6.—Rocky Mountain infiltrometer showing
rainfall applicator, rainfall trough, and runoff plot.

measured the influence of plant type and rain-

fall intensity on the rate of surface runoff and
erosion, and the effect of individual plant

species on the infiltration capacity of the soil.

They believed that plant cover such as blue

grama (Bouteloua gracilis) sod, on soils with
naturally high infiltration rates, tends to de-

crease the rate at which water is able to enter
the soil. Turner and Dortignac ( 1954) reported a
similar decrease in absorption under Kentucky
bluegrass {Poa pratensis) in southwestern Col-

orado. In the former study, Johnson and
Niederhof reported rates of 3 to 9 inches per
hour under the mountain bunchgrass type. It

was reasoned that the high absorption rates

were not due to the effect of the plant cover, but

principally to the greater porosity of the soil.

Infiltration in bare soil was not measured in the

mountain bunchgrass type. The results, though
inconclusive in some respects, indicated that

certain plant species and associations have
more effect than others on infiltration, runoff,

and erosion, and that the effectiveness of any
species or type is greatly influenced by organic
materials and physical soil properties. Litter

and porosity of the surface soil were the two
measured factors most highly and consistently

associated with infiltration rates.

In a later study on the Manitou Experimen-
tal Forest and elsewhere in the Colorado Front
Range, Dortignac and Love (1960) reported that,

on grazed areas, infiltration varies with cover
and soil type (fig. 7).

For the Elk Ridge and Lower Elk Ridge Cat-

tle Allotments (mainly above 6,500 ft and below
9,000 ft) in the Roosevelt National Forest, Reid
and Love (1951) found that infiltration rates in-

creased with increasing amounts of vegetation
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Figure 7.—Average infiltration rates on pastures grazed by cattle at Manitou Experimental

Forest (Dortignac and Love 1960).

in the grassland types on soils derived from
granite schist. In the timber-grass types on gra-

nite schist soils, the infiltration rate was related

to total dry weight of litter, which takes the

place of herbaceous vegetation in the grassland

type as the dominant factor affecting infiltra-

tion. The average infiltration on the Elk Ridge
Allotments and at Manitou Experimental Forest
under similar cover and during the last 20

minutes of 50-minute infiltrometer runs was as

follows:

Grassland
Pine-grass
Pine litter

Elk Ridge Manitou
(Inches)

1.60 1.50

2.04 1.94

3.68 2.37

Dortignac and Love (1961) observed that

protection from grazing on the Manitou Ex-
perimental Forest also increased infiltration.

The main effect of cattle grazing was to prevent
an increase or recovery of infiltration rates.

Litter accumulation in grassland and pine-grass

areas grazed by cattle was less than where
livestock were excluded.

The upper 2 inches of soil in grazed pas-

tures had a smaller percentage of large non-

capillary pores. The differences were reflectec

in the average infiltration rates obtained undei
grazing as compared with protection of graz-

ing. The increase in infiltration rate after 14

years' protection from grazing was most pro-

nounced in the grassland:

1941 1954
(Inches/hr)

1.95 3.26

1..59 2.60

Grassland
Pine-grass

Surface Erosion

Removal of protective plant cover and soil

disturbance caused by road construction, log-

ging, and fire, can accelerate natural erosion

processes (fig. 8).

Erosion rates obtained with the infiltromet-

er have provided the main index of soil erodibil-

ity over representative sites in the Front Range.
The first erosion surveys in the pine and grass-

land types at the Manitou Experimental Forest

were started in 1936 (Johnson and Niederhof
1941). To determine the influence of plant cover

types on surface runoff and erosion, simulated
natural rainfall was applied to 132 plots, 1/200

10



Figure 8.—Unprotected soil showing evidence of accelerated erosion.

icre in size. Collector troughs at the lower ends
)f the plots conducted surface runoff and
eroded material to tanks. The plots were con-

ined to natural parklike areas in an abandoned
'ield, valley bunchgrass, and mountain bunch-
jrass. To minimize the effect of factors other
han vegetation, the average degree of slope

vas selected within a given type. Slopes of 10

percent were studied in the abandoned field and
/alley bunchgrass types, and 40 percent in the

tnountain bunchgrass type. At rainfall inten-

sities of 2 and 4 inches per hour, erosion per ft'

)f runoff was as follows:

Cover type and Soil texture
rainfall (gravel/sand) Erosion
intensity (Percen t) (g)

ibandoned field 66
2 inches/hr 233
4 inches/hr 173

'alley bunchgrass 76
2 inches/hr 65
4 inches/hr 67

lountain bunchgrass
2 inches/hr

83
113

4 inches/hr 105

Erosion rate was highest on the abandoned
fields and smallest on the valley bunchgrass.
Variance analysis showed highly significant

differences in erosion rates between types. The
total volume of eroded material increased with
increased intensity of rainfall, but amount of

eroded material carried per ft' of runoff
showed no significant change.

Dortignac and Love (1960) combined the

grassland and pine-grass data—the two cover
types with the lowest infiltration rates—and ob-
tained the following erosion rates:

Elk Ridge Manitou Ex
Allotment perimental
(granite Forest

Exposed schist (granite

soil residual) alluvium)
(Percent) (Lb/acre/inch of runoff)

0- 9 170 96
10-29 440 194
30-69 1,200 289

From the above findings it was concluded
that, when on-the-ground organic materials ex-

ceed 2 tons per acre, and where exposed soil is

11



less than 30 percent and large noncapillary
pores exceed 20 percent in the upper 2 inches of

soil, erosion losses will usually be tolerable and
less than 500 pounds per acre per inch of runoff.

For some 750 infiltrometer tests conducted at

the Manitou Experimental Forest, only two
vegetation-soil conditions averaged more than
30 percent bare area. Accordingly, from the

standpoint of ground cover and soil protection,

watershed conditions sampled in the Manitou
portion of the Front Range were generally satis-

factory.

In Idaho, Packer ( 1953) also reported that 70

percent ground cover was required for satisfac-

tory watershed conditions. The erosion rates

reported by Dortignac and Love (1960) for the

various cover types grazed by cattle (fig. 9) are
of little consequence until infiltration

capacities (previously shown in figure 7) are
exceeded.

Dunford (1954) reported results of another
study at the Manitou Experimental Forest
where six 1/100-acre plots were used to deter-
mine how moderate and heavy grazing affect

the amounts of surface water flow and the quan-

tity of soil moved by erosion in the bunchgrass
type (fig. 10). Grazing caused an increase in

erosion, but not in direct proportion to intensity
of use. Average annual erosion from summer
storms (fig. 11) ranged from 111 to 163 pounds
per acre. During the grazing treatments,
13 storms from 1941 to 1952 were of suffici-

ent size to produce erosion. Average annual
depositions were 134,145, and 316 pounds
per acre for no grazing, moderate, and heavy
grazing, respectively. Only heavy grazing
significantly increased erosion, but erosion
was measurable in only 8 of the 16 years
of study on any plot. Months of greatest soil

movement were July and August. It was also

noted that erosion tended to occur during
periods when large storms followed one another
at short intervals. From larger grazing studies

at Manitou, Johnson (1953) reported that mod-
erate grazing was most efficient from the
standpoint of economic returns in beef produc-
tion. An additional watershed benefit is that

surface runoff and erosion are controlled under
moderate grazing.

On six plots of similar size and arrangement

3000

2500

2000

1500

<u 1000

500
I

;cri;

Alluvial
Granite Origin

Residual

Figures.—Average erosion rates on pastures grazed by cattle at Manitou Experimental Forest

(Dortignac and Love 1960).
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Figure 10.—Bunchgrass runoff plots: A, before grazing; B, after grazing by cattle (from left

to right)—moderate, none, and heavy grazing.
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Figure 11.—Average erosion from summer rainfall, before and after grazing treatments (Dunford 1954).

in the ponderosa pine type, Dunford (1954) also

found no erosion in the three summers of cali-

bration, but did observe increases in erosion
following litter removal in the first treatment,
and after removal of trees as well as litter cover
in the second treatment. In the first year after

treatment, three plots in the treated block
yielded an average of about 4 tons of air-dry

eroded material per acre, while the untreated
block yielded only a trace. After 5 years, the
amount of air-dry eroded material derived from
the treated plots (0.01 acre) decreased from 25.4

to 1.0 pounds per storm. No erosion occurred
from 1946 through 1952, and it was concluded
that the effect of litter removal in 1941 had been
virtually eliminated by the gradual return of a
ground cover. In the second treatment on the
same plots, removal of trees and litter again
resulted in seasonal average erosion in excess
of 4 tons per acre, while the undisturbed plots

produced none. These two treatments showed
the protection afforded by forests in the Front
Range watersheds, and suggested the use of
forest management systems causing the least

ground disturbance.
A forage condition survey by Reid and Love

(1951) on the Elk Ridge Allotments showed that

96 percent of the usable range types were in

depleted condition from the standpoint of the
desired amount of forage. The grassland and
meadow, brush, timber-grass, and aspen types
were predominately in fair condition, but sub-
stantial portions of each were also in poor condi-
tion. From infiltration plot data, Reid and Love
were able to develop a relation between erosion
rate and live material plus litter on a schist-

derived soil (fig. 12). Erosion rate was directly

related to the amount of vegetation and litter.

Where vegetation and litter are sparse, any in-

crease in either or both would have a major
effect in reducing erosion. The effect would be
proportionately greater where amounts of veg-
etation and litter are relatively small.For the
grassland and timber-grass types on granite-
schist soils and on slopes less than 40 percent,
Reid and Love (1951) considered that satisfac-

tory watershed cover for protection against a

2.5-inch storm (30-year storm) would be- (1) on

3000 r

'^ 2500 -

2000 -

" 1500 -

•! 1000

500

3 5 7 9 II 13 15

Weight of live moteriol plus litter (M lbs /ocre)

Figure 12.—Relations between erosion rate and live

material plus litter on the grassland type on schist-

derived soils (Reid and Love 1951).
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grassland type, 1,100 to 1,300 pounds per acre of

tierbage; and (2) on timber-grass type, 17,000 to

21,000 pounds per acre of litter. From past

storm records, infiltration, and erosion rates,

they were able to estimate reductions in antici-

pated peak flows and erosion that would result

from putting all grassland and meadow types
and half the timber-grass types in good condi-

tion as a result of range management practices

(table 2).

able 2. --Expected runoff and erosion reduction

on four areas placed under good range condi-

tion class on Elk Ridge Allotments (Reid and

Love 1951)

Area
1- inch

storm
2- i nch

storm
2.5-inch
storm

- Percent
EDUCTION OF PEAK FLOWS;

North Fork 75 26 13

Hel 1 Canyon 35 11 6

North Fork,

Little Thompson 50 11 5

Grassland (schist-

derived soils)

EDUCTION IN EROSION:

North Fork 69 32 31

Hel 1 Canyon kQ 19 21

North Fork,

Little Thompson 53 Ik 27

Grassland (schist-
derived soils) 60 60

In the same report, Reid and Love (1951)
also found that general grassland and meadow
types produced the least sheet erosion in pro-

portion to the area of the types. Ninety-five per-
cent of the areas with moderate sheet erosion
were on the timber-grass and browse types.

Evaluation of Rainfall Infiltration

and Erosion Studies

Much of the early concern for the protec-
ion of pine-bunchgrass rangelands originated
Tom infiltrometer studies in which artificial
•ainfall was used to simulate short-duration
ummer thunderstorms. Precipitation was ap-
)lied at a rate of 4 to 5 inches per hour for a
O-minute period (Dortignac 1951). These rates
ar exceeded normally observed rainfall inten-
jities in the area.^

^According to Love (1958), maximum 1 0-minute intensities

yerage3to3.5incheslhr for summer cloudburst storms. Such
'orms produce a total precipitation of 2.5 to 3 incfies, last

^proximately an fir. and fiave a recurrence interval of 50 yr.

While these studies have shown that good
range management practices and revegetation
of depleted land with trees, shrubs, and grass
will improve watershed conditions, such meas-
ures cannot offer complete protection against
damage from infrequent severe floods. It must
be recognized that improved range and forest

management practices are essential to avoid
triggering and intensifying destructive
geologic effects. However, no watershed man-
agement practice in itself can prevent normal
geologic processes which are characteristic of
the Front Range.

Channel Erosion

Throughout much of the Front Range pine
zone, meadows and hillsides are typically lined

with gullies (fig. 13). Accordingly, mechanical
structures and treatments have long been used
and are still needed in some areas to control
runoff and soil erosion. Heede (1960) evaluated

the gully-control structures installed some 30 to

35 years ago in the Pike and San Isabel National
Forests, and made recommendations to guide
future work in gully control.

Many gully-control structures have appar-
ently failed because of poor engineering and
because maintenance work is seldom per-
formed. The main damage probably occurs dur-
ing the infrequent storms that produce large
floods.

Adequate field guides and engineering de-
signs for gully control have long been available

(Heede 1966)." In 1965, Heede designed a check

*Rosa, J. Martin. 1954. Guides for program develop-
ment: Flood prevention on small v^atersfieds of ttie Rocky
l^ountain area. U.S. Dep. Agric, For. Serv., Ogden, Utah.

Figure 13.—Erosion channel through a heavily

grazed meadow.
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dam system based on prefabricated concrete
components to simplify construction of check
dams in relatively remote areas (fig. 14). The
best methods of plant establishment and kinds
of plants to complement control structures are
not fully known, however (Heede 1968).

Studies of channel morphology (Heede
1970) led to the development of computerized
procedures for designing an engineered series

of control structures for the entire length of a
gully system (Heede and Mufich 1973, 1974).

In Heede's (1967) 7-year study of gully fu-

sion on the Manitou Experimental Forest, only
five summer storms produced gully flows. He
also observed that gully flows were not re-

corded during spring snowmelt, and he believed
that the usually limited snowpack and rate of

melt were not sufficient to cause concentrated
gully flow and the upstream progression of
gully head cuts.

Heede's work and the flood events of recent
years indicate that some gully activity is caused
by short-duration summer cloudbursts; how-

ever, the most severe erosion takes place during
large-scale moderate-intensity upslope storms.
Such storms can be associated with snowmelt
runoff from the higher elevations in May and
June. Hansen (1973) reported that "in terms of
geologic effects such as scour and especially
mass wastage, the (May 5-6, 1973) storm was
unusual—probably because of the thorough
saturation of the ground that resulted from the
moderate rate of sustained precipitation." In

this particular storm, "nearly all perennial
streams in the area, and countless intermittent
ones,scoured segments of their banks and beds"
(Hansen 1973). Several examples of severe
scour by Front Range streams are cited by
Hansen (1973). Of particular significance was
West Creek between Deckers and Woodland
Park, in which "two small reservoirs failed in

sequence, the upstream one first, by overtop-
ping, thereby swamping the lower dam and
creating a 'wall' of water that destroyed much of
the highway and several mountain homes."

Hansen (1973) also documented considera-

Figure 14.—Downstream face of completed prefabricated concrete check dam (Heede 1965).
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ble mass wastage in saturated slide-prone
areas. He noted that slumps and earthflows
were most prevalent in foothill areas, underlain

by sedimentary rocks; however, landslides and
rockfalls also occurred higher in the mountains.
Many of the slumps disintegrated into mud and
earthflows that ran out onto roadways and into

water courses.

Sediment Yield

Upstream channel erosion contributes
sedimentation damage to downstream im-
provements. On the Manitou Experimental
Forest it has been estimated that gully erosion

accounts for 60 percent of the sediment in

stream channels and reservoirs. Thus, reser-

voir sedimentation in the Front Range can be a

significant problem. Within the Manitou Ex-
perimental Forest, there is a good example of

[he magnitude of sedimentation in a small re-

servoir (USDA FS 1949). The dam for Manitou
Lake was completed in 1937. Original capacity
Df the reservoir was 93 acre-ft. By 1948, the
:;apacity had been reduced by two-thirds, and
approximately 60 acre-ft of sediment had ac-

cumulated below the spillway level. Total ac-
cumulation above and below the spillway level
was about 200 acre-ft, with channel deposits as
much as a mile upstream. Rate of sedimentation
in this case is typical of many Front Range
streams. The drainage basin above the reser-

voir is 69 mi-. Based on estimates of total ac-
cumulation, the contribution from the drainage
area is 18.2 acre-ft per year, or 0.26 acre-ft/mi-
annually. Most of the sediment was probably
deposited by infrequent flood events.

Watershed Protection Criteria

Forest and Range Management

A survey of about 30 timber sales and old
cutover areas on the Roosevelt and Pike Na-
tional Forests gave some indications of the need
for watershed condition criteria (USDA FS
1944). It was found that even the most severe
timber cutting in the spruce-fir and lodgepole
pine types had few bad effects on watershed
conditions. Some damage has been caused by
repeated perennial use of skid roads and trails,

and by poor planning of logging roads (fig. 15).

'Figure 15.—A poorly planned skid trail established in the 1920's in the Front Range spruce-fir type. Elevation

about 10,000 ft.
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In general, however, cutover areas in these

types are now in a stable condition, and most
logged areas are well covered with vegetation.

In the same survey, it was observed that

logging in the ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir

types may be hazardous, compared to spruce-fir

and lodgepole pine types. Watershed conditions

and the effects of logging in these types vary
greatly with environmental factors such as soil,

topography, and exposure. In these types, prac-

tically no logging damage was observed on
slopes under 10 percent. Logging in Douglas-fir

areas had done little damage except through
erosion from poorly planned logging roads. The
selective logging in Douglas-fir areas has usu-

ally left an ample stand of trees and an under-
story of shrubs and herbs.

The most serious erosion problem in the

ponderosa pine type was found on slopes

steeper than 30 percent and on unstable soils

such as those derived from Pikes Peak granite

and volcanic rocks. Problems are greatest on
warm and dry slopes, where erosion would re-

sult from timber cutting even without damage
from skid roads or trails. Progressive deteriora-

tion of such sites after removal of trees is often

aggravated by grazing damage, and may culmi-
nate in complete exposure of the soil with sub-

sequent surface runoff.

Results from the survey above indicate that

improved logging methods along with vege-
tation of denuded areas to either grass or trees
will prevent depletion of the range and
watershed values of the Front Range pine zone.
Efficient means of recognizing and controlling
active gullies, and sheet and streambank ero-

sion are generally known, but the necessary
controls have not been applied. Grading,
mechanical structures, and the right combina-

tions of vegetation should be applied to build up
channel storage in many headwater streams. On
less hazardous areas, such as the gently sloping

valleys, controlled grazing can be allowed.

The extremely deteriorated areas need
some direct improvement in addition to protec-

tion because natural return of vegetation is

slow. Johnson (1945) believed the degree of

grazing pressure in the Front Range was
equally as important as erosion and runoff in its

effect on plant succession and site restoration.

Overgrazing may maintain an intermediate and
undesirable stage of plant succession and poor
ground cover indefinitely. Successful seeding
of some depleted farm and grazing lands has
resulted in herbage yields three to five times
that of adjoining native range, and at the same
time has provided adequate ground cover
(Johnson 1959).

Onsite flood damage is usually at a
minimum in the Front Range when native
plants—grass, browse, trees—are produced at a
maximum rate. Using infiltrometer tests, cor-

roborated by plot runoff data, Dortignac and
Love (1960) and Reid and Love (1951) have:
provided some basis for determining satisfac-

tory watershed criteria. For soils derived from >.

granite and schist on slopes up to 40 percent,
organic materials should exceed 2 tons per acre,

or 1,000 to 1,300 pounds of live herbage per acre
(fig. 16). If any area on a 40 percent slope is

capable of producing only 1,200 pounds of live

herbage without being grazed, then it must be
protected from grazing to meet satisfactory
watershed criteria. Areas of lesser slope usu-
ally produce more than adequate herbage for

watershed protection, and may be grazed to the

extent that the herbage produced exceeds the

guide figure; otherwise, increased surface

Figure 1 6.—Under good litter or grass cover, infiltration rates are usually sufficiently high to restrict

surface runoff and erosion in the timber-grass types.
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'unoff and erosion may be harmful to the con-
:inued productiveness of the site.

In the timber-grass types on soils derived
'rom a mixture of granite and schist, trees
jccur in open stands and the understory is usu-
ally native bunchgrasses, which are often
sparse. Quantity of litter appears to be a major
lydrologic factor. On these areas, much of the

itter is pine needles, cones, and small twigs.

rhe grasses in the timber type contribute li-

mited amounts of litter. It has been estimated
that 19,000 to 21,000 pounds of litter per acre
>hould be maintained on the timber-grass types
;Reid and Love 1951). Tree removal should be
avoided on areas with lesser amounts of litter

and where shallow soils dominate. Areas with
greater soil depth may be logged or grazed to

the extent that the remaining soil protection

does not fall below the guidelines.

Urbanization

Rapid urbanization of the Front Range is

intensifying watershed protection problems. Of
primary concern to planners are the hazards
created by common land development practices

kvith respect to road construction, drainage,
steepness of natural slopes, building site loca-

:ion, and a host of related factors. Hansen (1973)
has documented an excellent summary of many
Df these practices which tend to trigger geologic

processes, thus compounding the intensity and
damage from extreme flood events. Better land

use planning is essential if future problems are

to be minimized.

Present Water Yields

The classic Wagon Wheel Gap study pro-
ndes some of the earliest detailed information
md guidelines as to water yields that may be
expected from the 9,300- to 11,300-ft elevational

ange along the east slope of the southern por-
ion of the Colorado Rockies (Bates and Henry
928). Water yield in that study averaged about

< inches, and similar water yields may be ex-
pected under forest cover and in logged areas
ear the extreme upper limits of the ponderosa
ine zone in other parts of the Front Range. The
orest cover in their study area was mainly
)ouglas-fir and aspen, and precipitation aver-
ged about 21 inches. On the average, about 29
ercent of the precipitation was yielded as
unoff. Runoff ranged from 42 percent of the
recipitation during years of above-average
nowfall to 17 percent during low snowfall
ears (fig. 17).

Annual water yields in the Front Range pine
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Figure 1 7.—Average monthly distribution of precipita-

tion and runoff from a Wagon Wheel Gap, Col-

orado, watershed (Bates and Henry 1928).

type range between 3 and 5 inches, or about 10 to

15 percent of the annual precipitation. The
greatest opportunity for runoff is probably
from April through August (see fig. 3). Infre-

quent large storms of moderate intensity in May
and June are the major source of damaging
flood flows.

In the mid-elevations of the pine zone, plot

studies have provided some runoff guides for

land managers. In one such study, Dunford
(1954) summarized the runoff from grass plots

over a 16-year study period at Manitou, and
found that individual summer storms produced
measurable runoff four or five times per year
from untreated plots; amount varied with vege-
tation cover. Average surface runoff was about
0.25 inch for 4 years before the grazing treat-

ments. During 12 years of treatments, the heav-
ily grazed plots yielded an average of 0.34 inch
of runoff per season, moderately grazed 0.22

inch, and nongrazed 0.11 inch per season (fig.

18).

Reid and Love (1951) summarized stream-
flow and the timing of runoff for the North Fork
of the Little Thompson watershed on the Elk
Ridge Allotments and for the Missouri Gulch
watershed at Manitou for the years 1949 and
1950. Inches of runoff for years of high and low
water yield were as follows:

1949 1950
(Inches)

orth Fork,
Little Thompson 3.78 0.69

Missouri Gulch 2.11 .58

In both years, streamflows on the North
Fork watershed peaked in June. In 1949, about
80 percent of ^he total annual flow on North Fork
occurred during the month of June as a result of

prolonged rain-on-snow events. The period of

greatest seasonal runoff was much the same for
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Figure 18.—Average seasonal runoff from summer storms before and after grazing treatment (Dunford 1954).

Missouri Gulch in 1949; more than half of the

annual flow occurred during May, June, and
July. In 1950, under low precipitation, more
than 50 percent of the flow from both water-
sheds also occurred in May, June, and July.

Precipitation over the Missouri Gulch
watershed is characteristic of that over much of
the Front Range. Precipitation usually comes as

snow from late September through May. Snow
commonly melts on south exposures and valleys

within a few days, and accumulates during the

winter mainly on north exposures. Snowmelt
from the lower end of the watershed (elevations

below 8,300 ft) has the greatest influence on the

spring peaks, which account for about 40 per-

cent of the total annual yield. Yearly streamflow
has varied from 8.14 inches in 1942 to 0.25 inch
in 1956. Average annual streamflow for the 19

years of study was 2.22 inches. These runoff
values are generally characteristic of Front
Range drainages on granitic formations. Water
yielded as streamflow from the Missouri Gulch
watershed averages between 10 and 15 percent
of the total annual precipitation. In contrast, the

high-altitude watersheds of the Continental Di-

vide yield about 50 percent of the precipitation

(USDA FS 1948, Leaf 1975). Monthly mean pre-

cipitation and streamflow for the 19-year period
on the Missouri Gulch watershed (fig. 19) are
similar to those previously shown (fig. 17) for

Wagon Wheel Gap.
On the Missouri Gulch watershed, Berndt

(1960) reported that in 12 of 18 years, the max-
imum storm peak was recorded in May within 3
weeks after the instantaneous spring peak was
reached. The May peak flows were the result of

rain or very wet snow at a time when the
watershed was still charged with snowmelt
water. The occurrence of an instantaneous hy-

drograph peak some 30 minutes after the peak

of the storm is characteristic (fig. 20). Summ«^
thunderstorms of high intensity and relative

short duration are responsible for the sudden
rise and fall in streamflow. The peak intensities

appear to be related to the size of the storm, and
are responsible for surface runoff and erosion.

At the Manitou Experimental Forest, it has been
found that summer thunderstorms averaging
greater than 0.96 inch will cause surface runoff

and erosion (USDA FS 1949).

The frequency of thunderstorms and the

antecedent storage in the soil mantle also affect

the percentage of rainfall that will be yielded as

streamflow. During the wet summer of 1945 at

Manitou, a series of five large storms occurred
in slightly over 5 weeks, with several smaller

storms interspersed between (USDA FS 1949).

The rainfall, runoff, and percent yield from the

Missouri Gulch watershed were as follows:

Storm
Precipitation runoff Yield

(Inches) (Percent)
July 14 0.66 0.004 0.61

18 .56 .002 .36

31 .73 .013 1.78

Aug. 13 .65 .081 12.46

30 1.94 .540 27.84

The higher yields during August indicated high

soil moisture and little opportunity for the stor-

age of additional rainfall. The above conditions
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Figure 19.—Monthly mean precipitation and stream flow, IVIissouri Gulch watershed, Manitou
Experimental Forest, 1940-58 (Berndt 1960).
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are analogous to those in spring: low recharge
requirements, a melting snowpack, and spring

rains, which in some years can produce danger-
ous flooding. An analysis of 25 summer storms
showed that volume of precipitation and an-

tecedent flow accounted for 80 percent of the

variability in storm runoff. Precipitation alone
accounted for not more than 50 percent of the

variability.

Improvement of Water Yields

There is adequate research evidence that

water yields can be increased in the high-
elevation subalpine forests in the Colorado
Rockies after removing forest cover (Bates and
Henry 1928, Goodell 1958, Leaf 1975).

Hoover (1959) believed that "much more is

involved than simply cutting all of the trees or
some percent of the stand. Too much attention

has been given to the vegetation cut and too

little attention paid to what vegetation should
remain. The real need is to spell out what kind,

size, age, and arrangement of plant cover is the

most effective for specific situations." Similar
views were held by Croft (1961). Some oppor-
tunities for increasing water yields in the Front
Range are discussed in the following sections.

Snow Management

In the Colorado Front Range, the seasonal
snowpacks develop mainly at elevations above
9,000 ft; few snow courses have thus been estab-
lished to measure the shallow snowpacks in the

pine zone below that elevation. Of some 30 snow
courses on the South Platte River drainage, ap-
parently only one is located in the ponderosa
pine type, at an elevation of 7,900 ft. Three other
snow courses are located between 8,600 and
8,800 ft, and the rest are at elevations above
9,000 ft (Washichek and McAndrew 1967).

Forest management in the ponderosa pine
zone offers possibilities to change the pattern of
snow accumulation and increase water yield.

Love (1960) and Berndt (1961) pursued the pos-
sibility in a 2-year study of a National Forest
timber sale near the Manitou Experimental
Forest. In a mixed stand of ponderosa pine and
Douglas-fir on a north exposure at 8,500 ft, the
water equivalent of overwinter snow accumula-
tion was measured under cut and uncut stands.
Before harvest, the stand of merchantable
timber (trees over 10 inches d.b.h.) had an aver-
age volume of 10,000 bd ft (fbm) per acre. Total
basal area averaged about 120 ft- per acre. Two
plots were left uncut, while 60 percent of the
merchantable volume was selectively cut on
two others. Basal area was reduced to 94 ft^ per

acre under selection cutting and to 43 ft' under
commercial clearcutting.

Snowfall during the two winters studied
was different, but the increase in water equiv-
alent on the commercially clearcut plots
ranged from 8 to 35 percent and was statisti-

cally significant when compared to the uncut
plots. Snow cover over the selectively cut and
uncut plots was similar. Snow disappeared from
all plots at about the same time, indicating a
speedup in snowmelt on the commercially
clearcut plots. No provision was made to deter-
mine whether the increased water equivalent of
the snowpack affected streamflow. Implica-
tions were that water yield might be increased
from north exposures by commercially clear-

cutting mature stands of ponderosa pine and
Douglas-fir.

Studies in the higher snowfall zones near
the Continental Divide have indicated that in-

creased runoff and higher spring freshets
would be expected after patchcutting, which
changes the usual snow distribution pattern by
increasing snow accumulation in cleared areas
and reduces evapotranspiration (Leaf 1975).

The same principles apply to protected sites in

the Front Range pine zone (fig. 21). Low evapo-
transpiration demands during the early spring

period favor higher water yields from melt-

ing snows. The Wagon Wheel Gap study (Bates

and Henry 1928) showed that about 50 percent
of the annual precipitation came as snow, but

water yield from the melting snows between
March 30 and June 30 accounted for about 55
percent of the annual runoff. On the average,
snowpack near Wagon Wheel Gap melted by
March 25 on the south aspects and by May 15 on
the north aspects. In the lower elevation Front
Range ponderosa pine zone, the shallower
snowpacks on similar slopes would probably
melt prior to those dates.

For specific areas where water has ex-

tremely high value, it may be possible to in-

crease the potential for water yield from the

limited snow resource by applying evaporation
suppressants, which slow or stop the movement
of water vapor from the snow surface to the air.

By applying monolayers of long-chain fatty al-

cohols such as hexadecanol to the snow surface

in the central Sierra Nevada, Anderson and
others (1963) found that evaporation reduction
ranged from 35 percent under dense fore.st

cover to 88 percent in large open meadows.

Forest Management

Reducing evapotranspiration and changing

the patterns of snow accumulation by vegetal

manipulation probably holds more potential for
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Figure 21.—Late-lying snow in a small rectangular clearing on a north-facing slope on the Manitou

Experimental Forest.

increasing streamflow than any other feasible
means. Such increases in streamflow in the
ponderosa pine zone will most likely come from
drainages such as the Missouri Gulch
watershed. This watershed, with its highly vari-
able vegetation types and physiography, ap-
pears characteristic of much of the pine type.
Average water yield is about 2.22 inches from
an average annual precipitation of about 18.22

Inches (Berndt 1960).

j

Management of selected riparian and other
jvet sites supporting trees or willows (Salix

5pp.) also offers considerable potential for in-

creasing water supplies (Horton and Campbell
^974). It is worth noting that water rights result-

ng from such practices have already been ad-

judicated in the Front Range pine type and in the

Arkansas River drainage basin near Swink, Col-

orado (Mountain Business Publishing, Inc.

1974). Type conversion from aspen-grass to

only grasses and herbaceous plants in one Utah
study resulted in an annual soil-moisture sav-

ings of about 3 inches (Croft 1950).

Clearcutting in about 80-year-old Front
Range lodgepole pine, near Pingree Park, has
shown a considerable savings of soil moisture.
Dietrich and Meiman (1974) studied soil-

moisture storage in the upper 6 ft of soil before
cutting patches about 0.5 acre in size on slopes

ranging from 20 to 30 percent at 9,000 ft eleva-

tion (table 3). From this and similar studies, it is

presumed that less water will be required for
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Table 3.""Summary of soi 1 -mol sture storage in

the upper 6 ft of soil before and after small

patchcuts in Front Range lodgepole pine, by

aspect (Dietrich and Meiman ISy*)

Aspect, treatment. Treated Control
and date area area

Inches of water
South 86° East:

Before patchcut, Sept. 1970 12. '^ 12.1

After patchcut, Sept. 1972 13.7 8.2
North ^0° East:

Before patchcut, Sept. 1970 12.7 12.1

After patchcut, Sept. 1972 \k.l 7.8
North 33° West:

Before patchcut, Sept. 1970 8.9 8.5
After patchcut, Sept. 1972 10.9 5-2

soil-moisture recharge, and any additional
amounts of rain or snowmelt after recharge will

be yielded as streamflow.
In Orr's (1968) study of a second-growth

ponderosa pine stand in the Black Hills, thin-

ning from 190 ft- of basal area and about 2,000
trees per acre to 80 ft- and 435 trees did not
induce free water seepage to ground water in

dry years. On his clearcut plot, free water seep-
age did occur even in dry years. The establish-

ment of Kentucky bluegrass over the cleared
plot subsequently reduced seepage yield poten-
tial, but the potential remained higher than in

thinned and unthinned portions of the stand be-

cause of less capacity for moisture depletion
from the entire soil mantle.

A root study of some native trees and un-
derstory plants on the Manitou Experimental
Forest generally supports Orr's (1968) conclu-
sions. Berndt and Gibbons (1958) observed that,

in general, roots of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir,
lodgepole pine, and true mountainmahogany
{Cercocarpus montanus) reached maximum
depths between 4 and 5.6 ft, except where
limited by bedrock. For mountain muhly
(Muhlenbergia montana), Arizona fescue
{Festuca arizonica), and kinnikinnick
(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), they noted that max-
imum rooting depths were between 2 and 3.4 ft.

Selective cuttings within forests have gen-
erally shown lesser soil-moisture savings and
small or negligible increases in streamflow
(Leaf 1975). In a 30-inch rainfall and 3-inch
streamflow region in the ponderosa pine,

Douglas-fir, white fir (Abies concolor) type
(Workman Creek) in central Arizona, Rich
(1965) found that a commercial timber harvest
on an individual-tree selection basis, which

removed 46 percent of the basal area of trees
on the watershed, did not significantly increase
streamflow. Water demands by the residual

stand of trees evidently used most of the addi-

tional water made available by timber harvest-
ing. In the same study, clearcutting 80 acres of

moist-site forest vegetation increased stream-
flow about 46 percent. Rich concluded that

clearcut openings and a change to even-aged
timber management may be possible ways of
maintaining the timber supply as well as in-

creasing water yields.

The necessity of some form of clearcutting
to increase water yields was again observed by
Rich (1972) in eastern Arizona. He reported that

clearcutting about one-sixth of the timber
(mainly ponderosa pine) on the 900-acre West
Fork Castle Creek watershed—roughly half of

the proportion clearcut on the Workman Creek
watershed—increased runoff 29 percent
—slightly over half that computed for Workman
Creek. Similar increases in runoff were ob-

served from various patterns of clearcutting on
Beaver Creek in central Arizona (Brown and
others 1974).

In the subalpine zone of Colorado, where(
annual precipitation averages 30 inches. Leaf
(1975) reported total water yield increases of

more than 25 percent after strip cutting about
50 percent of the merchantable pine-spruce-fir

timber on the Fool Creek watershed. After
clearcutting the sparsely stocked stand of En-
gelmann spruce, Douglas-fir, and aspen on a

watershed near Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado,

where precipitation averaged about 21 inches.

Bates and Henry (1928) observed a 17 percentii

increase in streamflow.

Rangeland Management

Forage values have been damaged to

some extent by excessive grazing or previous

cultivation of productive rangeland in some
areas of the ponderosa pine zone of Colorado
(Hull and Johnson 1955). On such lands, it has
long been recognized that runoff and erosion

are closely related to the abundance of desira-

ble bunchgrass, amount of litter on the soil sur-

face, amount of bare soil, and infiltration capac-

ity. Grazing use today is about half the esti-

mated 300,000 head of cattle on the Front

Range in 1950, but there remains a need to use

improved methods of grazing management on

native and reseeded pastures (Smith 1967, Cur-

rie and Smith 1970) to provide satisfactory

watershed conditions (fig. 22). Other land use

practices on the grazing lands, such as road

building and urban development, must also be

better planned to meet overall watershed objec-

tives.
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Figure 22.—Better grazing management on overgrazed rangelands (A), and revegetation on aban-
doned farmlands and completely deteriorated rangelands (B) will provide soil-protecting cover to

minimize runoff and erosion.
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Love (1958) pointed out that "forage pro-

duction and water yield form a natural unit and
reflect the interactions of soils, geology, clim-

ate, and vegetation by providing a common end
product—runoff or streamflow—that can be
measured and appraised." The rangelands in

the Front Range pine zone are a mixture of

forest, meadows, and abandoned croplands. On
the Manitou Experimental Forest, for example,
the pine ranges were divided into four classes:

(1) grassland parks, untimbered; (2) open
timber, ponderosa pine; (3) stands of dense
timber with dense canopies; and (4) fields once
cultivated, but now abandoned (Johnson 1953).

Forage production is widely variable, and along
with the diversity of the rangelands, compli-
cates most rangeland watershed management
programs.

From infiltration studies on the Front
Range, it has been concluded that a good plant

cover on coarse and porous soils minimizes sur-

face runoff and erosion. In the grassland types,

good plant cover generally indicates good range
condition and potential for forage production.
In a survey of range-watershed conditions on a
Front Range grazing allotment, Reid and Love
(1951) scored forage conditions on the basis of

ecological development of the range vegetation.
They then measured infiltration under four
conditions of range forage growing on soils de-

rived from a mixture of granite and schist (table

4). The infiltration rate of the plots in good for-

age condition was 1 18 percent greater than plots

in very poor condition. The erosion rate on plots

in good condition was about one-fourth that

from the plots in very poor condition. Studies in

different soil types showed similar results—the
good condition class provided the best
watershed condition.

Table ^.--Infiltration, erosion, and related
factors of range condition on a Front Range
grassland (Reid and Love 1951)

Forage condition class
Factor

Good Fair Poor
Very
poor

Herbage production
(Pounds per acre)

Infiltration rate
(Inches per hour)

Runoff (Inches per
50 minutes)

Erosion (Pounds per
acre per inch of
surface runoff)

Bare area (Percent)

1,230 Shk 709 925

2.22 1.6A 1.23 1.02

2.'»5 2.72 3.05 3.58

166 269 699 528

'.7 12.0 20.1 20.8

After studying the effects of livestock graz-

ing on surface runoff and erosion, Dunfordl
(1954) made recommendations as to the limitss

for intensity of grazing use of the bunchgrass
type on Front Range watersheds. He believed

heavy grazing (2.5 acres per cow-month) went
beyond the limits allowable in good watershed
management. Erosion under that intensity of

grazing began to accelerate above a rate which
he regarded as normal. He found that erosion

did not appear substantially increased as a re-

sult of moderate grazing (4 acres per cow-
month) in spite of some additions to surface

flow. In practice, he believed that moderate
grazing on relatively gentle slopes was permis
sible if the increased runoff from summer
storms did not cause critical shortages of mois
ture for plant development. His observations

were partially substantiated by a large-scale

pasture study of three intensities of grazing

—light, moderate, and heavy (Johnson 1953)

Moderate grazing has proven to be the mosi

efficient from the standpoint of economic re

turns in production. The moderately grazec

pastures were also reported as maintaininjt

good annual forage production, plant vigor, and
density. In a later report on the same pastures
Smith (1967) reached similar conclusions am
recommended a grazing intensity that wouh
utilize 30 to 40 percent of the dominant bunch
grass herbage by the end of the grazing sea

son on ponderosa pine-bunchgrass ranges.

The infiltration studies, runoff plot studies

grazing studies, watershed studies, and survey
on the Front Range have generally shown th<

advantages of careful use of the forage ant

forest resources.

The degree to which vegetation can lesse;

the impact of floods and hold the soil in place i

important to wise use of the Front Range por

derosa pine zone. Love (1958) believed the wate
yield can be increased by managing vegetatio i

on grazed lands, if two conditions are met. H;
believed the first conditions should be an ade-

quate soil cover and highly permeable soil, si

that maximum amounts of water will enter th

!

soil. His second condition was that the cover b

;

composed of shallow-rooted plants or other|

plants that do not make large demands upon so

moisture.
Love's second condition for water-yield in

provement may be only partially compatibl:

with the most desirable level of range managi
ment. A study of root depths and lateral sprea i

for several native plants under three intensitif

:

of grazing use on a typical ponderosa pini

bunchgrass range revealed that heavy grazin ,'

reduced grass root mass and penetratid
(Schuster 1964). In general, the reductions

'

root mass were proportional to the amount <

'
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use on the individual grasses. Greater rooting

iepth under moderately grazed range appeared
to indicate greater potential for soil-moisture
withdrawal and less chance for increasing
water yield than on heavily grazed range.

It is worth noting that a watershed experi-
ment in Beaver Creek in central Arizona re-

sulted in only an 8 percent increase in runoff
iue to 60 percent grazing use (Brown and others
1974). However, the authors point out that the

ncrease "was not statistically significant at the

5 percent level and is not approaching practical
mportance." Negligible plant growth was ob-
served, and soil compaction was apparently not

sufficient to increase surface runoff.

The Role of Watershed Management
in Land Use Planning

Watershed management technology has
advanced to a level that warrants its considera-
tion in comprehensive land use planning. Re-
search has shown that carefully designed

watershed management practices can provide
practical solutions to many water problems re-
sulting from development and urbanization
along the Front Range (fig. 23). Although such
solutions may be of a small scale, compared to

the regional needs, they can be ecologically
sound and feasible alternatives for maintaining
water quality and augmenting municipal and
domestic water supplies. In this connection.
Storey (1960) observed that "even a small in-

crease may mean an appreciable difference in
total yield and would have great economic im-
portance."

If watershed management has an important
contribution to make, then land use planners
will need to know how changes in the environ-
ment caused by timber harvesting will affect
the water resource. The magnitude of any hy-
drologic change will depend on the pattern in

which timber is harvested. Some logging
methods can be detrimental to the water re-

source, whereas others can be beneficial.
Therefore, the need for a planning tool which
objectively evaluates the potential hydrologic

Figure 23.—Urbanization on private lands within the ponderosa pine belt along the Front Range.
Inevitable development impacts on adjacent public lands are major challenges to land usp

planners.
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effects of various timber harvesting strategies

is obvious.
Progress has been made in the development

of dynamic simulation models which predict the

short-term effects of timber harvesting on
snowmelt and water yield (Leaf 1975, Leaf and
Alexander 1975). This work has been expanded
to determine the long-term interactions be-

tween the water and timber resources with re-

gard to partial cutting and regeneration prac-
tices in subalpine forests. The objective has
been to design a model which: (1) is formulated
in terms of the diverse form, structure, and ar-

rangement of natural forest cover; and (2) at

least qualitatively accounts for the response of

these stands to management, based on the best

information on hydrology and silviculture a-

vailable.

These models are capable of simulating a

broad array of timber harvesting alternatives;

hydrologic changes can be determined for in-

tervals of time which can vary from a few years
to the rotation age of subalpine forests. The
models have been calibrated for several rep-

resentative drainage basins in the subalpine
zone of Colorado and Wyoming.After additional

calibration and testing to adapt them to the
Front Range pine type, they should offer a rela-

tively inexpensive means of providing im-
proved information on potential hydrologic
changes resulting from various forest and
watershed management practices. Additional
favorable aspects of these models are that they
are no more complex than required to provide
necessary information, and their application is

not unduly restricted by data requirements. For
the most part, data bases currently available in

the Rocky Mountain region are adequate to

begin operational testing of watershed man-
agement strategies in headwater streams.

Summary and Conclusions

The Colorado Front Range is generally re-

garded as the eastern foothills region of the cen-
tral Rocky Mountain system. Land features
consist of foothills, narrow mountain valleys,

steep rocky canyons, large openings or parks,
and mountain slopes and ridges. Most of the

soils are derived from granites, are coarse tex-

tured, have relatively low productive capacity,
and are potentially erosive once the protective
covering is disturbed.

The area has a history of use going back
more than 100 years, when the more accessible
forests were cut over, and many ranges were
heavily grazed by domestic Mvestock. The low-
elevation (6,000 to 9,000 ft) forests and grass-
lands occur in various compositions. The major

cover types include: (1) dense stands of pine

with closed canopies and a ground cover of pine

litter; (2) parks and other small openings con-

sisting of herbaceous vegetation, mainly grass;

(3) open pine stands with a ground cover of her-

baceous vegetation; and (4) fields and valleys

once cultivated. Stands of aspen are found scat-

tered along valley bottoms, on benches, near the

head of small drainages, and on old burns. Brush
species grow at the lower elevations on south
exposures and also on old burns. Mixed conifers

(Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, and Engelmanr
spruce) and lodgepole pine are common, but

occur mostly on north exposures and on the

more moist sites.

The climate in the Front Range pine type is

highly variable. Most of the annual precipita-

tion, which ranges from 15 to 20 inches, falls as

rain during April through October. Precipita-

tion amounts for selected stations range from
about 10 inches to slightly more than 30 inches.

Light afternoon showers are common from July
through September. The average storm size re-

quired to cause runoff is about 0.96 inch. It is

common for rainfall intensities to reach 3 in-

ches per hour for 5-minute periods, but storms
exceeding 4 inches per hour are rare. For the

Front Range as a whole, three to five storms per

year have sufficient intensity to produce sur-

face runoff. Precipitation may be in the form ol

snow from late September through May, but

snows commonly melt from the south exposures
and valleys within a few days. The shallow

snowpacks at the highest elevations and on the

protected north exposures in the pine type gen
erally disappear by the middle of May. Annua
water yields in the Front Range pine type rang<

from 3 to 5 inches, or about 10 to 15 percent o:

the annual precipitation.

The Front Range has had a long history o

major flooding. Flooding can occur from high

intensity rainfall on small areas in the foothills

However, major floods are caused by large up
slope storms in May and June which deposi

large quantities of rainfall below 7,000 ft, am
deep snow above this elevation. Such flood;

trigger small-scale geologic processes which, ii

combination with high water, pose a persisten

treat to uncontrolled urbanization along th<

Front Range.
Infiltrometer studies have providec

guidelines for maintaining satisfactory

watershed conditions in the Front Range pon
^

derosa pine type. In the grassland type, on-the
^

ground organic materials should exceed 2 ton

per acre, and live herbage should exceed l,30i

pounds per acre. In the pine type, about 20,00i

pounds of litter per acre should be maintained
,

Tree removal should be avoided on areas wit)
,

shallow soil and less than 20,000 pounds of litter
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Figure 24.—A small clearcut patch in ponderosa pine after harvest by the seed-tree method. Small

clearcut openings or drastically thinned forests are necessary to significantly increase

water yields (Boldt and Van Deusen 1974).

.reas with greater soil depth require somewhat
bser amounts of litter to maintain satisfactory
atershed conditions, and may be logged or
razed to the extent where the remaining litter

^cumulation does not fall below the guidelines.
In the Front Range pine type, as elsewhere,

ydrologic studies have shown that clearcut
penings are necessary to significantly in-

feased water yields. Highest water yields ap-
ikrently result when trees are harvested in
iball patches (fig. 24). When forest openings
i[e: (1) less than five tree heights in diameter;
(|) protected from wind; and (3) interspersed so
t|at they are five to eight tree heights apart, an
Otimum pattern of snow accumulation results.
Ijore snow is deposited in the openings, and less
5 ow accumulates in the uncut forest so that

total snow storage is not significantly in-

creased. The snow in the forest openings melts
earlier in the spring, at a time when evaporation
is lower. Moreover, in the absence of trees, con-

sumptive use is decreased; thus more water is

available for streamflow. The pattern in which
trees are harvested determines whether or not

runoff will be increased. When the forest cover
is removed in large clearcut blocks or by selec-

tive cutting of individual trees, water yields will

be increased far less than if the same volume of

timber were harvested in a system of small,

dispersed forest openings. Under some condi-

tions, streamflow may actually be decreased
when timber is selectively harvested or clear-

cut in large blocks.

Minimal water-yield increases can also be
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expected on grazed lands under conditions of

adequate soil cover and highly permeable soil,

so that maximum amounts of water will enter
the soil. Another requirement is that cover be
composed of shallow-rooted plants that do not

make large demands upon soil moisture. The
second condition may not be compatible with

desirable range management because high
forage-producing plants on moderately grazed
range have greater rooting depths and greater

potential requirements for soil moisture.

Water yields are important in the Front

Range pine zone. Although the 3- to 5-inch yields

are comparatively small in contrast to yields of

12 to 25 inches of water from the high-altitude

subalpine forests, watershed management
practices can be expected to provide feasible

solutions to many water-supply problems as

competition for this limited resource increas-

es. New problems, such as the chemical proper-
ties and bacteriological quality of water
brought to the forefront by expanding foothills

communities, all collectively show the need for

careful land use planning and wise use of the

forest and forage resources. The balance be-

tween the vegetation (timber and grass) that

can be used and the amount sufficient for satis-

factory watershed conditions is critical to man-
agement and preservation of the soil resource

of the Front Range pine zone.
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1

Abstract

The status of our knowledge of watershed management for

big sagebrush range lands is discussed. Climate, soils, vegetation,

snow accumulation, and water yields are described, followed by a

review and discussion of how management practices alter vegeta-

tive composition and the hydrologic regime. Potential hydrologic
benefits from managing blowing snow in the big sagebrush type
are outlined and research needs are highlighted.

Keywords: Multiple use, range hydrology, vegetation effects, water-
shed management, blowing snow management, Artemisia
t ride n tat a.

PREFACE

Information about the hydrology of big

sagebrush rangelands is scattered through the

literature and is often contradictory. This Paper
reviews published research, outlines important
hydrologic features of big sagebrush lands, and
describes how management practices alter the

hydrologic regime. It represents the author's

personal assessment of available research results

and as such, is not intended to be a complete
literature review. Full responsibility is assumed
by the author for the input and for any short-

comings that subsequently become evident with

increased hydrologic understanding.
The purpose of the Paper is to guide pro-

fessional hydrologists and land managers by
providing information on (1) what is known
about the hydrology of big sagebrush lands,

and (2) how this knowledge can be effectively

used in reaching management decisions. This

purpose will be well served should it stimulate

critical thinking and additional hydrologic re-

search.
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THE BIG SAGEBRUSH TYPE

The Physical Setting

Shrub members of the genus Artemisia L.

occupy lands extending from southern Canada
to northern Mexico, and from the edge of the

Great Plains west to the Pacific Ocean in south-
ern California. Their range in the 11 western
States encompasses about 270 million acres. One
Artemisia, big sagebrush (A. tridcntata ). ac-

counts for 196 million acres of the total acreage.

The big sagebrush type embraces a wide range
of environmental characteristics, extending as

it does over much of western North America.
However, certain hydrologic features are com-
mon throughout the type which permit a mean-
ingful hydrologic discussion (fig. 1).

Figure 1 .—Three subspecies comprise the big sagebrush

complex:

A, Basin big sagebrush is on erect shrub 1-2 meters

toll and usually grows below 5,000 ft;

B, Mountain big sagebrush is a flat-topped shrub

up to 1 meter tall and commonly grows above

7,000 ft;

C, Wyoming big sagebrush is a dwarf shrub, often

suggestive of black sagebrush {A. nova), and grows

on shallow soils between 5,000 and 7,000 ft.



Although this Paper is restricted to a

hydrologic discussion of big sagebrush, the

explored relationships have broader applicabi-

lity since many of the Artcniislas are closely

related to big sagebrush in growth form and
habitat requirements.

Big sagebrush lands are semiarid, receiving

about 8 to 20 inches of precipitation annually.

One-half to two-thirds of yearly precipitation

falls during winter, mostly as snow. The re-

location of snow by winter winds and attendant
water loss by sublimation during transport are

important hydrologic features. Snow accumu-
lates through the winter but melts rapidly as

temperatures warm in the spring. The water
then becomes available for onsite use, for export
from the melt site as overland flow, or, in the

higher precipitation zones, may enter a ground-
water system and support perennial streamflow.

Vegetative growth depends on melt water
stored in the soil. Summers are typically warm,
the evaporation rate is high, and summer rain-

fail is ineffectual in replenishing soil moisture.

Some sagebrush lands are subject to convec-
tional summer storms that may produce high
runoff rates and erosion.

The Individual Plant

Rig sagebrush (fig. 1) is a species with
enormous genetic plasticity. Three subspecies-
basin (A. tridcntata tridcntata ). Wyoming (A.

t. wyomingensis), and mountain (A. t. vasey-

ana^—are recognized by Beetle (1960) and Beetle

and Young (1967). Positive identification of

species and subspecies, where appropriate, is

important because plants are often indicative of

important environmental differences. Mountain
big sagebrush, for example, typically grows
above 7,000 feet on lands receiving a large

proportion of yearly precipitation as snow that

is subsequently drifted by wind. Consequently,
areas supporting this subspecies present a great-

er opportunity for water management than
does Wyoming big sagebrush, which grows
below 5,000 feet on sites with less soil develop-

ment and lower precipitation.

The advent of thin-layer chromatography
offers a means to identify sagebrush species

and to separate subspecies independent of tradi-

tional taxonomic keys. Such identification in

the past would have prevented many of the

contradictions that presently abound in big

sagebrush literature. Brunner (1972) describes

how the technique can be used on a practical

basis to identify sagebrush species as well as

subspecies within the big sagebrush complex.

Paper and thin-layer chromatography of big
sagebrush seeds also provide the means of

separating basin big sagebrush seeds from those
of Wyoming or mountain big sagebrush (Hanks
and Jorgensen 1973). The technicjue also pro-

vides a quantitative means of identifying indi-

vidual big sagebrush plants palatable to livestock

and big game (Hanks and others 1971).

Big sagebrush is particularly adapted to an
environment with a warm and dry growing
season, where vegetation exists primarily on
moisture stored in the soil at the time of

snowmelt. Diettert (1938) believes the presence
of trichomes or hairs, which produce the silvery

gray appearance of foliage, may be one of

sagebrush's primary adaptations in limiting

moisture loss from leaves. The numerous tri-

chomes, present on both sides of a leaf, form a

dense, hairy covering about 200 micrometers
thick. The closing of leaf stomates also helps
to maintain a favorable internal water balance
as soil moisture becomes limiting.

Sagebrush responds to dry conditions by
reducing the size of leaves. Plants growing on
sites with less favorable moisture relations

have smaller leaves than plants where moisture
is sufficient. Leaves produced late in summer
are considerably smaller than those produced i

earlier in the season when moisture was readily

available. Big sagebrush has a pronounced leaf

drop in midsummer, although some leaves are

shed throughout the year (Diettert 1938). The
rate of photosynthesis declines sharply at the

time of midsummer leaf drop which De Puit

and Caldwell (1973) attribute primarily to the

closing of stomates caused by high internal

water stress. However, phenological factors

within the plant may also play a role in limit-

ing photosynthesis and water loss as the growing :

season advances.
The root system of big sagebrush enables

it to compete efficiently for moisture and nu-,
trients. The majority of roots are located in the '

upper 2 feet of soil; a particularly dense net-

work of interwoven roots develop beneath the
,

crown in the surface 6 inches of soil. Plants
,

either have a taproot or several dominant lateral
|

roots commonly extending 5 to 6 feet deep.
,

Much deeper roots have been observed on

alluvial soils. The dense network of shallow

roots competes directly with associated herba-

ceous species for moisture, usually the factor

most limiting growth in the sagebrush environ-

ment. The deeper roots permit sagebrush to

tap moisture reserves unavailable to herbaceous

species and to remain physiologically active
[

through the summer drought period. Deep roots

also provide a definite competitive advantage
in surviving prolonged climatic droughts. i



Management of Big Sagebrush Lands

Grazing by domestic livestock (fig. 2) has
been and will remain the dominant usage by
man on most sagebrush lands, despite a burgeon-
ing population and expanding recreational

pressure. Although wildlife habitat, recreation,

and mining are also important uses of the type,

only livestock use is discussed here since past

management practices on sagebrush lands af-

fecting their hydrologic performance were done
in a livestock context.

Big sagebrush is the most productive ele-

ment of its ecosystem, but herbage has a low
value for livestock forage except to sheep on
winter range. Overgrazing the herbaceous spe-

cies which comprise the forage resource in the

type can reduce their competitiveness to such
an extent that sagebrush completely dominates
the site. The dense stands of brush persist

for decades, since individual big sagebrvish

plants commonly live 50 to 75 years. Sagebrush
conversion is one of the chief tools utilized by
range managers to I'estore grazing productivity.

After the brush is removed, sites are either

reseeded, or allowed to return to native herba-
ceous vegetation if density of desirable plants

is sufficient to quickly occupy the site.

Because economic returns from livestock

grazing are low, sagebrush removal methods
must be inexpensive. Burning, an early means
of conversion, still remains a viable technique.
'Mechanical procedures came into widespread use
jWith development of large crawler tractors, but
khey are limited to slightly rocky sites of mod-
derate slope. Discovery of 2,4-D, one of the

iphenoxy herbicides, revolutionized management
bf big sagebrush lands. Spraying was adopted
is the preferred method of sagebrush controls

n the late 1950's. The practice was readily

jccepted by managers of both privately and
jublicly owned lands. Figures for sagebrush
ontrol acreages in Wyoming illustrate trends
hroughout the West. In the 10-year period
rom 1952-62, about 16,000 acres of sagebrush
and were mechanically controlled but 319,000

cres were sprayed. Between 1963 and 1970,

lowever, sprayed acreage in Wyoming increased
1.3 to 1.4 million acres.

^

^2, 4-D is currently registered for control of big sagebrusti.

'nee pesticide registrations are under constant review, use of

iy pesticide sfiould be cfiecked witti appropriate State or

ideral agencies.

^Unpublished material from W. G. Kearl, Agricultural

^onomist, University of Wyoming, Laramie.

"'li^eji^'

akif^Lik-£'.

Figure 2.— Big sagebrush rangelands are an important

grazing resource for both cattle and sheep. Histori-

cally, these lands linked the vast desert ranges

and the mountain summer ranges.

HYDROLOGIC FEATURES
OF MOUNTAIN BIG SAGEBRUSH

Many phases of the hydrologic cycle for

big sagebrush are poorly understood. The type

has received little attention because watershed
management research efforts have been con-

centrated in regions of greater precipitation.

However, big sagebrush lands, particularly those

vegetated by mountain sagebrush, include areas
of heavy snow accumulation that support peren-

nial streamflow. The features discussed here

are not all inclusive, but were selected as

especially important characteristics that shape
the hydrology of mountain sagebrush lands.

Specific data contained in the text and
figures of this report, unless otherwise noted,

come from two Wyoming sites where big sage-

brush hydrologic studies have been conducted
by the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Ex-

periment Station. Wayne's Creek, located in the

northwest part of the State at an altitude of

9,500 feet, is representative of conditions on
high-elevation, mountain big sagebrush lands.

The Stratton Sagebrush Hydrology Study Area,

situated in south-central Wyoming at 7,800 feet,

was established in cooperation with the Bureau
of Land Management. Dense stands of moun-
tain big sagebrush are present on mesic sites

at Stratton, and Wyoming big sagebrush and
black sage (.n. nova) are found on the drier

upland slopes and the ridges. Mountain sage-

brush stands at both study locations are thrifty



and underlain by productive soils. Such areas

are typical of those where sagebrush has been
controlled as a range improvement practice.

This type of land is also the source of peren-
nial streamflow.

Precipitation

Stands of big sagebrush indicate a climate

with a relatively warm and dry growing season,

where the bulk of yearly precipitation is re-

ceived during the cold months. Mountain big

sagebrush receives 15 to 20 inches of precipita-

tion per year, about 60 percent of the total as

snow (fig. 3). Temperatures are sufficiently

low to prevent melting throughout the winter

in the higher parts of the mountain sagebrush
zone, but some melting does occur at lower
elevations. The transition to a summer precip-

itation regime begins in April or May when
precipitation may fall as snow, rain, or a rain-

snow mixture. By September, reversion to winter
conditions has begun. Precipitation received

after October falls as snow, and by November
temperatures are sufficiently cold to hold the

snow until melt begins in April or May. Snow
that falls in the spring and early fall usually

melts within a few days.

Summer precipitation is concentrated in

the months of June and September, when more
than 60 percent of the warm-season total is

received (fig. 4). June rainfall is important
for plant growth, but that received during
July, August, and September is of little conse-

quence. September rainfall does replenish soil

moisture, thus reducing the quantity of snow-
melt water required for soil recharge in the

spring. The distribution of summer rainfall by
0.10-inch precipitation classes (fig. 5) emphasizes
the small size of most events. For example,
0.10 inch or less fell on about two-thirds of

the days with precipitation. Precipitation ex-

ceeded 0.50 inch on just 6 percent of the days
that rain fell.
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Figure 4— About 60 percent of the worm-season precip-

itation is received in June and September in the

mountain sagebrush zone.
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Figure 3.— The majority of yearly precipitation in the

mountain sagebrush zone falls during the winter

as snow.

Figures.—The majority of summer precipitation events

are small in the mountain sagebrush zone; daily

precipitation is less than 0.21 inch on about 80

percent of days with precipitation.



Rainfall intensities greater than 1 inch per

hour generally last less than 10 minutes. Aver-
age intensity for entire storm periods is usually
below 1 inch per hour, considerably less in-

tense than the period of maximum rainfall

within a storm (table 1).

Table 1
. --Prec ipi tat ion characteristics for sum-

mer storms with rainfall bursts that exceeded
1.00 inch per hour (in/h) intensity at two
hydro logic study sites in Wyoming

Character! st "cs Stratton
Wayne'

s

Creel<

Years of record (number) 5 8

Minimum storm size (inch) >0. 25 >0.50

Events (number) 7 k

Total storm

—

1 ntens i ty of
<1 in/h 6 3
>1 in/h 1 1

Duration of
<30 min k 1

30-60 min
>60 min 3 3

Maximum rainfa 11 burst

—

1 ntens i ty of
1-2 in/h k 3

2-3 in/h 2

>3 in/h 1 1

Duration of
<10 min 7 3

>10 min 1

Wind and Drifting Snow

Wind is an extremely important part of the
physical environment on mountain sagebrush
lands because of its role in snow transport.
Speeds reach a maximum during the winter
months, thus accentuating the blowing snow
phenomenon, one of the distinctive features of
sagebrush hydrology (figs. 6 and 7). Much of

gl^"'

Figure 6.—Blowing snow is a distinctive hydrologic

feature of mountain sagebrush lands; a substantial

portion of winter precipitation can return to the

atmosphere during drifting.
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Figure 7.—Maximum windspeeds during winter contrib-

ute to the severity of drifting conditions on moun-
tain sagebrush lands.
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the snow that falls on higher elevation lands is

blown from windward slopes and ridge areas

to topographically controlled depositional sites

such as the lee side of ridges or incised drain-

ages. Newly fallen snow begins to drift when
winds reach about 12 miles per hour; greater

speeds are required for transport of metamor-
phosed snow.

An unknown proportion of winter precipi-

tation is returned to the atmosphere during
drifting. Schmidt (1972) formulated a mathema-
tical model that describes the sublimation
process in terms of relative effects of various

environmental parameters on the sublimation
rate. Calculations suggest that large quantities

of water return to the atmosphere during a

drifting event. Field measurements by Tabler
(1972) in southeast Wyoming also indicate that

a substantial portion of winter precipitation does
return to the atmosphere. The average distance
required for a drifting snow particle to sublimate
(transport distance) was about two-thirds of a

mile. Based on this figure, (Tabler (1973) sub-
sequently showed that, when major natural

traps which accumulate drifting snow are spaced
at distances of 0.5, 1,0, and 2.0, and 3.0 times
the average transport distance, 25, 50, and 75,

and 83 percent, respectively, of the drifting

snow returns to the atmosphere.
Snow commonly accumulates in drifts 10 to

20 feel deep where drifting conditions are se-

vere. The larger drifts contain more water than

required to satisfy the soil-moisture deficit, and
the excess may be yielded to ground water.

The concentration of snow by wind and sub-

sequent ground-water recharge is probably
responsible for the presence of springs and
perennial streamflow from sagebrush lands.

The large drifts persist into June, long after

the general snowpack has melted (fig. 8). By
this time, daytime temperatures reach 60° to

70°F and incoming solar radiation is near the

yearly maximum. The magnitude of evaporation
from the snow and moistened soil is unknown,
but it could account for a substantial part of

drift-water volume. This aspect of sagebrush
hydrology needs investigation. Evaporation
losses from isolated drifts behind 4-foot-high

snowfences equaled about half of the water
content of the drift (Saulmon 1973), but it is

not known if losses of this magnitude are

representative for large drifts.

Infiltration and Sediment Transport

The factors governing infiltration and sedi-

ment movement are complex, and their inter-

relationships poorly understood. Investigators'

have relied on multiple regression analysis to

identify soil, cover, and topographic parameters
that relate to infiltration and erosion. These
studies were conducted on small plots with

Figure 8.—Deep snowdrifts that persist long after general watersfied snow cover fias melted re-

cfiarge ground water:

A, Snow conditions on June 3, near the time of peak snowmelt runoff;

B, Snow conditions on June 16, about 1 week after the hydrograph peak.



artificially applied rainfall. To date, it has not
been possible to develop specific relationships

that are generally applicable over widespread
areas.

There is agreement that watershed cover,

variously defined but often including litter and
rock besides basal and canopy coverage of live

vegetation, is an important factor influencing
infiltration and erosion caused by overland flow.

Soil protection must increase as slope angle
increases since the erosive power of water is

closely related to flow velocity. The size of

particles that water can transport increases

approximately as the fifth power of velocity,

while the quantity of sediment water can trans-

port varies from the 3.2 to 4.0 power of velocity

(Twenhofel 1950).

The ability to predict infiltration is further

compounded by the changing importance of

factors that govern infiltration with time. An
empirical relationship may be valid at one time
of the year but in appreciable error 3 months
later (Gifford 1972). Infiltration rates are char-

jacteristically higher in the spring because of

jincreased soil porosity caused by freezing and
(thawing overwinter, but then decrease as the

iseason advances. Grazing, by removing plant

imaterial and compacting the soil, reduces in-

Ifiltration rates within a season (Gifford and
jBusby 1974). Soil texture and organic matter
bontent are other important soil factors that

•influence infilti-ation and sedimentation. The
relationship between organic matter content of

soil and soil erodibility indicates the complexity
|)f infiltration and erosion processes. Organic
natter decreases erosion of clay soils but in-

ireases erosion of sandy soils (Meeuwig 1971).

Infiltration measurements at many locations

n the sagebrush type indicate that steady-
tate infiltration usually exceeds 1 inch per
lOur, and often exceeds 2 inches per hour
uring the first 10 minutes of rain. The land
lanager influences the amount of bare soil,

tter, and vegetation through management de-

Isions. Practices that increase the amount of

watershed cover at the expense of bare soil

Tomote soil stability.

j

Soil has no single infiltration capacity; rath-

:, the infiltration rate is related to moisture
)ntent. The rate decreases markedly as dry
)il is moistened during the first 15 minutes
' rain, but then decreases at a much slower
ite as additional time passes, or it may be-

We constant (Gifford 1968). The initial infil-

lation rate of premoistened soil is lower than
iat of dry soil. These relationships have im-

iprtant implications for field situations. Over-
Ind flow will be produced from rain falling at

liwer intensities when soil is moistened than

if it were dry. Rain falling at a constant in-

tensity on dry soil may be absorbed for a
period of time, but then as the infiltration rate
falls below rainfall intensity, overland flow
can start.

Water Yield Characteristics

Sagebrush and Timbered
Lands Contrasted

Streamflow characteristics of sagebrush
lands can be appreciated by comparing flow
regimes with those of a timbered subalpine
watershed. Figure 9 compares yearly hydrograph
of Loco Creek on the Stratton Experimental
Area with Fool Creek on the Fraser Experi-
mental Forest near Fraser, Colorado. The hydro-
graph of Fool Creek is a composite developed
from 15 years of record prior to timber harvest
(Leaf 1975). Selected flow characteristics for

the two watersheds are summarized in table 2.

Fool creek

Oct Nov Dec. Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July' Aug'Sept'.

Figure 9.—Base flow, peak flow during snowmelt, and

volume of snowmelt runoff ore greater on forested

subalpine waterstieds (Fool Creek) than on sage-

brush) waterstieds (Loco Creek).

Gross differences between the hydrographs
are readily apparent. Base flow on the timbered
watershed is more than twice as great as from
Loco Creek, and peak flow rates during snow-
melt are almost three times as great. Fool
Creek yields 42 percent of annual precipitation

as runoff, while the yield on Loco Creek is 22

percent. Snowmelt runoff persists longer on the

forest watershed. The timing of snowmelt, and
snowmelt discharge rates, probably vary more
in the sagebrush type than on timbered land.

Snowmelt is responsive to warm temperatures
in the late winter and early spring because
sagebrush lands are at a lower elevation, the

snowpack is shallower, and snow is directly

exposed to solar radiation. Advected energy is



Table 2. --Selected flow characteristics for a

timbered subalpine watershed (Fool Creek,

Fraser Experimental Forest, Colorado) and a

sagebrush watershed (Loco Creek, Stratton
Experimental Area, Wyoming)

Parameter
Fool

Creek
Loco

Creek
(19^0-55) (1968)

Area (acres)

Average annual
precipitation (inches)

71^4 1,639

26.1

Runoff (area- inches) 11.1

Yield efficiency (percent) ^2

Peak daily discharge (ftVs/mi^) 6.1

Duration snovr/melt runoff (days) IS'*

Days to accumul ate

:

First 25°' of snowmel t runoff 50

Second 25^. " " " " 9

Third 25^ " " " " n
Fourth 25% " Sk

probably an important energy source driving
melt on sagebrush lands, but is of lesser im-
portance in the forest environment.

The form of the snowmelt hydrograph is

similar for I^oco Creek and Fool Creek even
though runoff volume, flow rate, and runoff
duration were greater for the timbered water-
shed. For example, the time required to ac-

cumulate the first 25 percent of snowmelt runoff
equaled 37 percent of the melt season on Fool
Creek and 28 percent of the season on Loco
Creek. The next 50 percent of runoff volume
was produced during a brief interval that com-
prised just 15 percent of the runoff period for

both the forested and sagebrush watersheds.
This flow volume equaled about 35 percent of

total annual flow on the two areas. The time
required to accrue the last 25 percent of snow-
melt runoff equaled 48 percent of the runoff
interval for Fool Creek, and 55 percent of the
runoff interval at Loco Creek.

Snowmelt Runoff in Mountain
Big Sagebrush

Flow volumes during the snowmelt season
are extremely sensitive to daily fluctuations in

weather, as reflected by the erratic nature of

daily discharge for Wayne's Creek (fig. 10).

Maximum snowmelt discharge can vary from
early to late in the melt season, depending on
the availability of energy to drive the melt
process and the quantity of snow remaining

on the watershed. The depth of snow and
watershed slope orientation are other important
factors contributing to the variability of snow-
melt runoff. The warmer south- and west-facing
slopes promote faster melting than a nortli

exposure where radiation influx is less. The
volume of snowmelt runoff is also morerespon
sive to short-term weather patterns on areas

with a shallow snowpack than where snow is

in deep drifts because of the energy difference

required to warm snow to the melting point.
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Figure 10.—Snowmelt runoff from sagebrush lands Is

sensitive to dally fluctuations in weather, as shown

by flow on Wayne's Creek. Water flowing on top

of the snow caused the high discharge rotes on

Sane Creek compared with those of Loco Creek,

on adjacent watershed that did not develop over-

the-snow flow.

Flow delivery on Sane Creek in 1970 (fig.

10) illustrates another hydrologic phenomenon,
ovei'-the-snow flow, that is probably best ex-

pressed in the sagebrush type. A well-developed
drainage network on top of the snowpack in

Sane Creek efficiently conveyed melt water

from the watershed. The lower flow rate on

Loco Creek is representative of the usual snow-

melt runoff pattern. The channel eroded into

the Sane Creek snowpack was about 6 feet

deep and 3 feet wide (fig. 11). Discharge char-

acteristics of Sane Creek were appreciably altered

by the short-lived delivery system. Maximum
instantaneous flow was more than three times

as great as Ifow in years without over-the-snow

flow. Yield efficiency also exceeded that of

Loco Creek for the only time on record because

of the efficient drainage network provided by

channels incised in the snowpack.
Over-the-snow flow develops when snow-

melt on upland areas exceeds soil infiltration

capacity. Water movement through the deep,



Figure i 1 .—Water flowing over the snow surface from

melt on upland areas produced this channel in the

dense snow filling a drainagewoy. Such channels

quickly convey melt water from the watershed with

negligible transport losses. Dark material on the

sides and bottom of the channel is soil deposited

by runoff water.

iense snow in channels is quite slow, and
continued input causes the water to flow across

;he snow surface. The surface flow minimizes
:ransport losses since little water infiltrates into

he soil, but probably contributes to flooding

hat sometimes occurs from midwinter thaws
n sagebrush land. Over-the-snow flow has
peen observed at the Wayne's Creek watersheds
knd at other locations in Wyoming as well.

t is probably a common, but short-lived, phe-
aomenon that develops to some degree every
/ear wherever substantial quantities of snow
ccumulate in the sagebrush environment.

The highest runoff from rainfall equaled about
7 percent of precipitation. Instantaneous flow
rates produced by rainfall were lower than those
from snowmelt.

Table 3- ""Character i st ics of summer runoff
events for a 13"year record period, 1959"71,
in Wayne's Creek--a 60-acre high-elevation
mountain sagebrush watershed in Wyoming

Date
of

event!

Preci pi tat ion Runoff

; Amount
1 ntens i ty

Percent
of

precipi

Max i mum
instan-

Maxi- Aver- taneous
mum age tat ion flow

1962:
Inches Inch/hr ft'/s/mi^

June 22 0.26 3.60 0.08 0.5 0.3
1963:

June 21 .12 .48 .07 1.5 .3

July 9 .50 -- -- .1 .5
196'»:

June 17 .39 1.80 .13 6.8 k.S
June 21 .20 .26 .06 .6 .k

1965:

July k .10 1.50 .22 5.8 2.0
July 19 .35 2.70 .19 .1 . 1

July 2k .72 1.88 .39 2.2 9.9
July 25 .16 .18 .Ok .1 .k

July 25 .13 .60 .56 3.7 1.8

July 30 .kk .kS .17 .5 1.6

Aug. 19 .80 .36 .09 <.l .2

Aug. 19 .k] .98 .18 1.3 3.1

Aug. 21 .31 .75 .]k .k .7

HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE OF SAGEBRUSH
LANDS TO MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

ummer Runoff from Rainfall

Runoff from summer rainfall is a function
t the infiltration capacity of the soil, the
mount and duration of rainfall, and rainfall

iitensity. Although instances of severe runoff
nd erosion resulting from convectional storms
re evident throughout the sagebrush zone,
etailed information about precipitation and
inoff characteristics is limited for small water-
leds. Thirteen years of study at Wayne's Creek
rggests that most runoff events, in the higher
;arts of the sagebrush zone at least, are in

:|sponse to rain falling on soil that is already
pt, rather than in response to high-intensity
ijorms. The majority of runoff events took
]|ace in June soon after snowmelt was com-
jeted or when soil was wet from previous
ilins; the runoff-producing storms were not
]irticularly large or of high intensity (table 3).

Vegetative Response to

Sagebrush Conversion

An understanding of the hydrologic conse-

quences of land management practices in the

big sagebrush type requires a thorough knowl-
edge of vegetative changes that accompany
sagebrush removal. Past management practices

have largely been oriented toward increasing the
quantity of forage available to domestic livestock

by killing sagebrush, thereby diverting site

resources to herbaceous species.

Big Sagebrush

Removing sagebrush converts a shrub-domi-
nated vegetation to one dominated by herba-

ceous species. As a practical matter, not ail

sagebrush plants are killed by any method of



conversion. Popular mechanical measures,
except harrowing and railing, kill at least 90

percent of sagebrush plants when properly

implemented (Pechanec and others 1965). Me-
chanical methods must be suited to the site

and to the condition of the sagebrush stand.

Kills approaching 100 percent are achieved by
disking or plowing on rock-free sites where
equipment can function properly. Carefully exe-

cuted burns also kill most of the sagebrush
plants. Spraying with 2,4-D in the spring when
sagebrush is susceptible kills at least 90 percent

of the plants. About 2 months is required for

plants to completely defoliate.

Reseeding must be planned in conjunction
with removal methods such as plowing and
disking that destroy all vegetation. Failure to

reseed permits sagebrush seedlings to establish,

thus negating the control objectives. Planting
is also necessary, whatever the control method,
if there are inadequate numbers of valuable

herbaceous plants to quickly occupy the site.

Reseeding is recommended by Pechanec and
others (1965) where desirable plants comprise
less than 20 percent of total plant cover prior

to treatment.

Crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum)
or Siberian wheatgrass ^.4. .sZ/jcmv//??; have been
the principal grasses planted on sagebrush lands.

Rumsey (1971) found that production by intro-

duced species exceeds that of undisturbed big

sagebrush vegetation prior to conversion. Pro-

duction by crested and Siberian whcatgrasses
seeded in the 8- to 12-inch precipitation zone
and a grass-alfalfa ( Mcdicago satira) mixture
planted in the 12- to 16-inch precipitation zone
was 46 percent and 124 percent greater, respec-

tively, than herbaceous production by the climax

big sagebrush stand.

Grass Production

Grass production commonly doubles afterj

sagebrush removal. Burning, and methods other

than plowing and disking, do not greatly altei

herbaceous composition. Spraying stronglj

favors grasses over forbs, however. Early re

ports of chemical sagebrush control documentet
the increase in grass growth following treatmeni

(Hull and others 1952, Hyder and Sneva 1956)]

Native grass production often doubles the yeai

after sagebrush spraying and may further in-

crease to triple that of unsprayed areas within

3 years. However, the increase to be expected

over the long-term has not been adequately

established. Certainly, subsequent grazing man-
agement is an important factor governing the

length and magnitude of the response of grasses

to sagebrush control. A typical response is

shown in figure 12. Average production in the

6 years after treatment was 677 pounds per
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Figure 12.— Gross production (air-dry) for a sprayed and adjacent unsprayed

high-elevation watershed.
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acre (air-dry), about double the 312 pounds-
per-acre average for 5 years preceding treatment.

The watersheds were grazed moderately by
cattle before spraying, but animals were ex-

cluded from both after treatment.

Forb Production

In climax big sagebrush stands, forbs can
contribute from less than 20 to more than
50 percent of the herbaceous vegetation (Hyder
and Sneva 1956, Tabler 1968, Smith 1969, Rumsey
1971). Of the sagebrush control methods that

leave herbaceous vegetation relatively undis-

turbed, spraying is the only technique that

drastically affects forb abundance. Phenoxy
herbicides are not selective for sagebrush alone,

but act against all broad-leaved plants. Spraying
not only kills sagebrush, but severely curtails

forb growth as well. The effect on a particular

forb species depends on the growth stage of

that species when spray is applied, whether it

has food stored in roots, as well as its basic
vulnerability to 2,4-D. The spray moderately
or severely affected 13 of the 38 forbs evaluated
by Blaisdell and Mueggler (1956).

Spraying a mountain big sagebrush water-
shed decreased forb production an average of

50 percent in the 6 years after treatment (fig.

13). Forbs recovered slowly. They contributed
37 to 45 percent of total herbaceous production
in 5 years preceding treatment, but only about
15 percent the first 4 years after spraying. By
the 6th year, forbs contributed 24 percent of

total herbaceous production. Recovery can be
faster than that indicated in figure 13. Thilenius
and Brown (1974) found that grass dominance
began to decline 2 years after spi'aying, and
after 3 or 4 years the percentage composition
of forbs had substantially recovered.

Forb damage is a little appreciated byproduct
of spraying. The value of forbs as a forage
resource for sheep and big-game is well known,
but the dependency of other organisms on forbs

is not fully appreciated. Forbs, for example,
are an essential ingredient in the diet of young
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Figure 13— Chemical herbicides used to kill sagebrush strongly reduce forb production as well.

Forb production (oir-dry) before and after spraying is shown on the same high-elevation water-

sheds OS in figure 1 2.
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sage grouse. Chicks consume forbs and insects

about equally the first week ol life, but for

the next 9 weeks at least 70 percent of the diet

is composed of forbs (Klebenow and Gray 1968).

Cattle are thought of as grass consumers, but
they seek out forbs as well, as shown by a

study on sprayed range in the Bighorn Moun-
tains. The contribution of forbs in the diet of

yearling steers fell only from 42 to 33 percent,

even though spraying reduced forbs from 80

to 10 percent of vegetation.''

Spray projects contemplated for sites with a

productive forb component should be thought-
fully evaluated. Treatment shifts the forb-grass

ratio to a strong grass dominance, but total

herbaceous production does not respond propor-

tionally to the increase in grass production.

Sagebrush should not be sprayed where forbs

are desirable from the standpoint of other land

uses, and are still a productive part of the

vegetative complex.

Combined Grass and Forb Production

The net effect of spraying depends upon
the proportion of grasses and forbs in untreated
vegetation. Where forbs comprise a substantial

part of pretreatmenl vegetation, much of the

increase in grass growth is offset by decreased
forb production. For example, Tabler (1968)

worked in an area where forbs contributed

about 40 percent of the production total. After

spraying, the loss of forbs was so great that

combined grass-forb production did not equal
that of unsprayed vegetation until the second
year after treatment, when grass production
had doubled. In contrast, if forbs contribute

only a small part of the grass-forb total, the

net effect of spraying more closely parallels

the production response from grasses. Spraying
had no effect on combined grass-forb production
the year of treatment in a location where forbs

contributed only about 15 percent of the produc-
tion total before treatment (Sturges 1973).

Combined grass-forb production was 1.8 and
2.1 times as great as for unsprayed vegetation

the first and second years after treatment in

this location.

A land manager can tailor plant composition
to the projected resource use by reseeding

after sagebrush removal. Palatable forbs and
shrubs can be included in the seed mixture

as well as grasses. These mixtures enhance

^Unpublished material from John F. Thilenius. Plant

Ecologist, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Sta-

tion, Laramie, Wyoming.

seeded ranges from a wildlife point of view,

and also provide valuable forage for domestic
livestock.

Above-Ground Biomass Production

Sagebrush production is seldom, if ever,

considered when evaluating the effect of sage-

brush removal, since its herbage is considered
of negligible value from a livestock standpoint
except for sheep on winter range. Rumsey
(1971) believes big sagebrush and three-tip

sagebrush (A. frl/xirtlta ) contribute no more
than 35 percent of vegetative mailer produced
by climax big sagebrush vegetation in Idaho.

However, sagebrush's contribution to total an-

nual production is much higher than this on
sites where sagebrush is to be removed as a

range improvement practice. Big sagebrush con-

tributed about 6(i percent of total above-ground
vegetation in south-central Wyoming (Sturges

1973), while Pechanec and others (1954) report

sagebrush production in Idaho comprised 54

'

percent of the yearly total.

The production of above-ground biomass
is reduced by sagebrush control practices, even i

though combined grass-foi-b productivity may
substantially increase. Sturges (1973) attributed

a 63 percent decrease in production of herba-

ceous biomass on a sprayed site the year of

treatment solely to loss of sagebrush growth.
Combined grass-forb production increased 79

'i

percent the year after treatment, but the above-
i

ground herbaceous biomass produced by sprayed i

vegetation was still about 30 percent less than
i

that of unsprayed vegetation. Similarly, total 1

production was 910 pounds per acre (air-dry) i

4 years after burning in Idaho, but adjacent i

unburned range produced 1,080 pounds peni
acre (Pechanec and others 1954). The response

j

of native vegetation to sagebrush conversion ij

supports the ecological adage that a diverse i

mixture of species or classes of plants more'
fully utilizes site resources than does a single*

species or plant class.

Effective Life of Sagebrush

Conversion

None of the methods used to kill big sage-

brush permanently eradicates the brush. Not

all plants are killed by treatment, and the

remnants provide a seed source in addition to

that already present in litter and soil, or car-

ried onto a site by animals, birds, wind, and

water. The rapidity of sagebrush invasion is a

function of many things, but the degree of
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initial brushkill and subsequent grazing man-
agement are probably the most important. The
importance of regulated grazing cannot be over-

emphasized.
Uncontrolled grazing of a burned Idaho

range resulted in rapid brush invasion. The
production by sagebrush reached pretreatment
levels within 9 years under an unregulated
seasonlong grazing regimen, but was less than
50 pounds per acre with proper grazing manage-
ment (Pechanec and others 1954). Johnson
(1969) also found unmanaged grazing acceler-

ated invasion of sagebrush. On the other hand,
the full benefits of sagebrush conversion are

realized for a substantial number of years where
conservative grazing practices are followed.

Blaisdell (1953) found big sagebrush production
was still at a low level 12 years after burning,
but sometime in the next 18 years sagebrush
attained preburn levels with a concomitant
decline in production by grasses and forbs

(Harniss and Murray 1973). Thilenius and Brown
(1974) also noted sagebi'ush canopy cover was
still substantially below pretreatment levels 12

years after spraying. In an Oregon study, the
full benefit of spraying was present 17 yeai's

after treatment under a moderate grazing regime
in which grazing was delayed until forage had
matured (Sneva 1972).

Smith (1969) found moderate grazing the
year of spraying did not increase sagebrush
seedling establishment in comparison to grazing
deferral for one, two, or three growing seasons
after treatment.

Evidence now accumulating points toward
an effective projected life between 15 and 30

years. Many crested wheatgrass plantings 20 to

30 years old are still productive in southern
Idaho with little sagebrush invasion (Hull and
iKlomp 1966). Some stands, though, have re-

quired treatment to suppress the brush even
^.vhere initial sagebrush kill was satisfactory and
sound grazing management practices were ob-
served. The 15- to 30-year projected lifespan is

lot well documented, particularly for spraying,
since the majority of sprayed land was treated
ess than 15 years ago.

Ground-Cover Response

Factual descriptions of how ground cover
esponds to sagebrush removal are limited. The
erial canopy coverage provided by sagebrush
almost totally lost with treatment. Spraying
high-elevation, mountain sagebrush watershed
icreased litter cover slightly at the expense
f rock and bare soil. However, the level of soil

protection was high even before treatment due
to a dense vegetative cover. Hyder and Sneva
(1956) report the basal area of grasses increased
about one-third after big sagebrush was con-
trolled either by spraying or grubbing in an
Oregon study. Most of the response was ob-

served the year following treatment and was
attributable to an increase in the number of

grass plants as well as an increase in basal

area of existing plants. Thus, the loss of sage-
brush canopy is offset by increased basal area
of herbaceous species. The resulting vegetative
cover is more evenly dispersed than before
treatment.

Soil-Moisture Response

Most information describing the soil-mois-

ture regime under native and treated big sage-

brush is derived from studies conducted in

sprayed and unsprayed vegetation. These rela-

tionships still hold, however, for situations

where a high level of sagebrush kill is achieved
by other techniques.

The conversion of a mountain sagebrush
stand to herbaceous vegetation reduced seasonal
moisture withdrawal about 15 percent, and this

difference develops while vegetation is actively

growing (fig. 14). Moisture depletion is rapid

when vegetation is actively growing, but sharply

declines in midsummer. After midsummer the

rate of moisture use is similar for both treated

and untreated vegetation. The sharp decline in

withdrawal coincides with the time herbaceous
vegetation matures and the sagebrush drops

many leaves.

Q. o
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Figure 1 4.— Sagebrush conversion reduces summer
moisture ust about 15 percent. The reduction ac-

crues during active vegetative growth, not uni-

formly through the summer season.
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Most soil moisture is saved below the major
rooting zone of residual vegetation (fig. 15).

Native sagebrush utilizes moisture primarily

from the upper 3 feet of soil until midsummer,
then use shifts to the 3- to 6-foot depth. Most
of the available water in the upper part of the

soil has been utilized when deeper roots of

sagebrush begin to actively extract water. About
80 percent of the reduction in withdrawal after

sagebrush control, accrues in soil 3 to 6 feet

deep. Moisture to support herbaceous species

on treated land comes primarily from the upper

part of the soil profile, and withdrawal there

is about the same or exceeds that of undis-

turbed sagebrush (Hyder and Sneva 1956, Cook
and Lewis 1963, Tabler 1968, Sturges 1973).

Some soil moisture is used by both sage-

brush and replacement vegetation until late in

the fall. However, once snow begins to accumu-
late, soil-moisture content remains static

through the winter. This is not surprising in

country where sagebrush is covered with snow
and air temperatures seldom rise above freezing

during the winter. In regions with a less rigor-

ous winter climate, big sagebrush may continue

to transpire in winter (Rickard 1967).

The reduction in soil-moisture depletion

probably stabilizes at approximately 15 percent

when replacement vegetation fully occupies the

site (Tabler 1968), but can be substantially

higher before vegetation fully responds to re-

lease from sagebrush competition (Shown and
others 1972, Sturges 1973). To realize the savings,

two conditions must be satisfied. First, soils

have to be sufficiently deep that roots of re-

placement vegetation lie above soil occupied by
sagebrush's deeper roots. Secondly, there must
be sufficient precipitation to wet the soil

throughout the profile. The method of killing

sagebrush will not affect the magnitude of

reduction as long as the rooting zone of herba-

ceous replacement vegetation is confined to the

upper part of the soil and vegetation fully

occupies the site.

Snow Accumulation

Snow relocation by winter winds is one of

the more distinctive features of big sagebrush

lands. Sagebrush leaves and twigs reduce wind

velocity so that drifting snow is deposited and

held in place. Live sagebrush plants and the
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Figure 15.— The reduction in moisture use after sage-

brush removal is concentrated in soil below the

major rooting zone of replacement vegetation.

About 80 percent of the savings accrue in soil

between 3 and 6 ft deep.
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skeletal remains of sprayed plants are more
effective than herbaceous vegetation in retaining

snow (Hyder and Sneva 1956). Snow accumulates
faster in sagebrush cover than in grasslands

as long as the brush remains above the snow
surface. A stand of mountain sagebrush about
20 inches high contained an additional inch

of water by the time the brush was covered

compared with adjacent grassland (Hutchison
(1965). The rate of snow buildup for the two
cover types was the same after sagebrush plants

were submerged within the pack, but the dis-

parity in snow-water equivalent persisted

through the accumulation period. Both vegeta-

tive types had a similar snowmelt rate, about
0.4 inch per day, during the period of rapid

melt.

The relationship between sagebrush cover,

aspect, prevailing wind direction, and snow
accumulation is complex. Sagebrush conversion

reduces snow accumulation most strongly on
windward slopes, since the loss of sagebrush
foliage opens the site to the scouring action
of wind. Snowmelt and soil-moisture recharge
may start earlier as a result of reduced snow
accumulation (Tabler 1965). On leeward slopes,

the effect of sagebrush removal is less pro-

nounced. Here, removal may reduce the rate

of accumulation early in the winter growing
season while vegetation is uncovered, but have
no effect on final depth if topography becomes
the factor controlling snow deposition (fig.

16). Once vegetation is covered, further deposi-

tion becomes primarily a function of prevailing

wind direction in combination with topographic
location.

The above discussion treats snow accumula-
tion at a particular point, not over an extensive

area. Snow measurements on a sprayed and
adjacent untreated watershed at Wayne's Creek

30 -

0)

o
c

#20
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1969-70 winter

—• Before spraying— Unsprayed

1970-71 winter

---• After spraying

— Unsprayed

20 30
Nov.

Figure 16.— Live sagebrush vegetation accumulates snow faster than herbaceous vegetation as long

as sagebrush plants remain above the snow surface. In topographically controlled depositional

areas, sagebrush removal may reduce accumulation early in the season but have no effect on

maximum accumulation.
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indicate sagebrush control did not affect snow
storage. Watershed snow storage was dictated

for the most part by topography, and ample
snow-holding capacity existed in natural traps.

Similar measurements to define the effects of

sagebrush removal on snow accumulation over
an extensive area at other locations have not
been made.

Sediment Transport

Sedimentation rates from big sagebrush
lands are not well known. Measurements of

bedload and suspended sediment movement
are being obtained on the Stratton Sagebrush
Hydrology* Study Area. Both types of sediment
transport are low, and water flowing from
watersheds is excellent in quality. The annual
movement of bedload sediment at Loco and
Sane Creek was recorded as follows:

ment. Gifford (1968) evaluated infiltration and
erosion under simulated rainfall where sage-

brush was killed by plowing, spraying, or

ripping. He concluded that spraying was the

best watershed rehabilitative treatment, and
suggested plowing be used only where the

likelihood of establishing a seeded stand quickly
is high.

The only measurements relating sediment
movement from an entire basin to sagebrush
removal were conducted as part of the Wayne's
Creek Study. Suspended sediment samples were
collected at random intervals for 6 years pre-

ceding treatment and for 2 years afterward.

Coarse sediment moving from watersheds was
trapped in stilling ponds, and yearly deposition

was measured in the fall. Suspended sediment

Year Loco Creek Sane Creek

1970 355 179

1971 204 23

1972 168 8

1973 23A 95

197^ 121 i;

The relationship between flow volume and
suspended sediment concentration for Sane
Creek (fig. 17) also indicates low suspended
sediment movement. After snowmelt runoff,

suspended sediment levels are usually less than
20 p m (parts per million) on both Sane and
Loco Creeks.

The high suspended sediment concentration
associated with the May 20, 1973 runoff peak
at Sane Creek (fig. 17) occurred during an
over-the-snow flow event (see fig. 11). The
flow rate at Sane Creek during 1974 was much
lower than in 1973 and runoff water never did

contain appreciable sediment. The deposition
of bedload material at Sane Creek in 1970 and
1973 reflects an increase in sediment movement
associated with an over-the-snow runoff event.

Sane Creek's May 1973 peak streamflow rate

and suspended sediment content emphasizes the

importance of extreme events. Increased sedi-

ment movement can be expected in years with
high snowmelt rates or with intense summer
storms that produce overland flow, no matter
how well the watershed is vegetated.

Sagebrush conversion techniques which
minimize soil disturbance best maintain water-

shed protection values immediately after treat-
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Figure 1 7.—Suspended sediment levels and flow vol

umes for Sane Creek during 1973 and 1974.
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concentrations were consistently low, and aver-

aged less than 30 p/m. The maximum concen-
tration ever detected was 746 p/m and the

minimum level was 1 p/m. No change in sedi-

ment load was observed after the brush was
killed.

Coarse sediment transport was also small,

as might be inferred from the small amount
of suspended sediment present in stream water.

Sediment deposition averaged between 4 and 5

pounds per acre per year. The greatest move-
ment occurred in response to unusually high
runoff. Coarse sediment movement was about
three times the average yearly rate when winter
precipitation was 53 percent above normal, again

affirming the link between extreme events and
accelerated rates of sediment transport. Sus-

pended and coarse sediment measurements
emphasize the importance of a vigorous vegeta-

tive cover in maintaining soil stability. The
water coming from the watersheds was of ex-

cellent quality even during the height of runoff

in most years. Sagebrush conversion further

increased herbaceous production, which was
reflected by an increase in litter cover and a

decrease in bare soil and rock.

Streamflow Regime

Watershed streamflow measurements pro-

vide a means of assessing the net hydrologic

leffect of sagebrush control, since streamflow is

the result of all hydrologic processes operating
in a watershed. The relationship between sage-

brush control and water yield has been studied

at Wayne's Creek. Total annual flow was in-

creased 13 percent by converting the shrub-
jdominated vegetation to a herbaceous type by
Spraying.

The increase in water yield closely approxi-

mates the difference in soil-moisture withdrawal
between treated and untreated vegetation. Snow
measurements indicated that water available for

streamflow from snow was not altered by treat-

ment. The increase in flow volume gradually
iccumulated through the snowmelt period be-

;ause less melt water was required for moisture
echarge. Treatment had no effect on the yearly

naximum discharge rate, mean daily maximum
discharge rates, or summer discharge during
he low flow period.

Progress has been made in adapting a

lydrologic simulation model developed by Leaf
nd Brink (1973) to model hydrologic processes
Operative in the big sagebrush type. Once this

nodel is adapted, it will provide a useful tool

pr reliably predicting changes in water yield

that will result when different range or water-
shed management practices are imposed on big
sagebrush lands.

The 13 percent increase in streamflow is

probably about the maximum that can be ex-

pected from sagebrush conversion at any loca-

tion. Hill and Rice (1963) identified three
essential conditions before conversion of

chaparral shrub vegetation could influence water
yields: (1) the rooting depth of shrubs must
be deeper than 3 feet, (2) grass replacement
vegetation must be kept free of deep-rooted
species, and (3) precipitation must exceed the
loss of soil water by evapotranspiration. These
conditions were maximized at the Wayne's Creek
site. The effect of sagebrush control on water
yield at other sites will depend upon how well

the three conditions are satisfied.

WATER-YIELD IMPROVEMENT IN THE
SAGEBRUSH TYPE

Converting big sagebrush to a herbaceous
vegetative type can probably increase water
yield about 15 percent under the most favorable
of circumstances. Because of low precipitation

and shallow soils, conversion will not increase
v.ater yield on much of the land occupied by
big sagebrush. Changes in the flow regime can
be expected where precipitation is in excess of

that required to replenish soil moisture, and
where replacement vegetation utilizes less mois-
ture than does native big sagebrush vegetation.

The mountain big sagebrush type probably best

fits these restrictions.

Recent research casts an entirely new light

on water-management possibilities for big sage-

brush lands, even on sites with relatively low
precipitation and shallow soils. Wind is one of

the paramount factors controlling snow accumu-
lation. Not only is snow redistributed by wind,
but vast quantities of water return directly to

the atmosphere during drifting (Tabler 1973).

Sublimated water is a total loss to the plant-

land phase of the hydrologic cycle. Tabler (1971)

has synthesized a means of estimating snow
transport at a particular location, and based on
this value, snowfence systems can be designed
to capture drifting snow (Tabler 1972, 1973).

Snowfences can be placed to provide water

where there is none, much as trick-tanks do
for rain, or they can be used to augment al-

ready existing sources. Thus, blowing snow
ordinarily lost through sublimation during a

drifting event can be trapped and the water
diverted to meet a management objective.

The quantity of snow-water equivalent

transported by wind is estimated by (Tabler

1971):
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Q = 1/2 O P D

where
Q = Annual volume of water-equivalent thi

moves across a line 1 ft wide as drifting

snow, in ft^

O = Mean annual snow transfer coefficient, the

ratio between the quantity of snow relocated

by wind to that which falls during the

winter drift period,

P = Mean winter precipitation received during
the time snow is subject to drifting, in ft,

D = Average distance a snow particle travels

before sublimating during the winter drift

period, in ft.

This formula assumes that no barriers, other
than natural vegetation, cause snow deposition

in the area upwind of the measurement point,

and that sublimation is proportional to the

distance a snow particle travels.

Representative values of O and D were
determined by Tabler (1972) from field measure-
ments conducted in south-central Wyoming.
The average winter snow transfer coefficient

(-8^), was 0.7 for mountain big sagebrush stands
8 to 16 inches high. This coefficient indicates

that 70 percent of the precipitation received

during the time snow is subject to drifting

returns directly to the atmosphere when no
barriers cause deposition. The other 30 percent
is stored in sagebrush crowns which protect

the snowpacji against the wind. Average annual
values for D ranged from about 3,300 feet at

a 7,500-foot elevation to 5,000 feet at an 8,500-

foot elevation. The drift period extended from
November 1 to March 30 at the Wyoming site,

but can be adjusted to fit the climatic regime
of any location.

The water equivalent of winter snow trans-

port has been calculated for differing regimes
of precipitation and maximum transport dis-

tances (table 4). Calculated values are astonish-

ing, and suggest tremendously exciting man-
agement possibilities. These quantities are

really "new" water completely outside the

traditional resource base. Furthermore, the

drifting-snow resource can be utilized with min-
imal impact on other land uses.

Snowfences properly located provide an
efficient means to capture and retain wind-
borne snow (fig. 18). A single fence traps

about 80 percent of incoming snow between the

time drifting starts and the fence is saturated.

Table 'i.-'Cal culated quantity of water moving
as drifting snow (per foot of width perpen-
dicular to wind)for selected precipitation
inputs and maximum transport distances,
assuming a snow transfer coefficient of 0.7

Water movement at maxj_mum

transport distances (P) of
Precipi-
tation
(Inches) 2,000 ft 3,000 ft 4,000 ft 5,000 ft

ft'

6

8

10

12

233
350

583
700

350
525
700
875

1 ,050

467
700

934
1,167
1,400

583
875

1,166

1,458

1,750

Preliminary measurements show that, at satu-

ration on level terrain, standard snowfences
used by the Wyoming Highway Department
6, 8, 10 and 12 feet high hold about 300, 500,

700, and 1,000 cubic feet of water per linealil

foot of fence, respectively.

The following examples indicate the sizee

of the drifting-snow resource. In an area wherei
winter precipitation is 4 inches with a maximum
transport distance of 3,000 feet, a snowfence
would capture 280 of the 350 cubic feet of

water transported across a line 1 foot wide.

To accumulate 1 acre-foot of water requires a

fence 6 feet tall and 156 feet long. The size of

the drifting snow resource increases propor-

tionally with greater precipitation and longer

transport distances. Tf winter precipitation is

10 inches and the maximum transport distance

5,000 feet, two fences 38 feet long placed in

tandem, one 10 feet high and the other 8 feet

high, are necessary to hold the volume of

drifted snow containing 1 acre-foot of water.

SUMMARY

Hydrologic Features of Mountain

Big Sagebrush

Precipitation

Big sagebrush grows in an environment
where the growing season is relatively warm
and dry, and the bulk of yearly precipitation

is received during the cold months. About 60

percent of annual precipitation falls as snow in
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Figure 18.—Water that otherwise returns to the atmos-

phere during drifting can be trapped and stored

behind snowfences, then used to meet a manage-
ment objective. Blowing snow represents an ex-

tensive untapped water resource wherever snow

is transported by wind

he mountain sagebrush zone. Summer precipi-

ation is concentrated in June and September.
Rain falling during July, August, and September
contributes little toward vegetative growth. The
imount of precipitation received in the sum-
mer is less than 0.21 inch on about 80 percent

,3f days with precipitation, and in excess of

).50 inch 6 percent of the time. Rainfall in-

ensities in excess of 1 inch per hour generally
ast less than 10 minutes.

Vind and Drifting Snow

Wind is an impoi'tant factor in the big

agebrush environment because of its role in

edistributing snow. Windspeeds are highest
uring winter. A substantial part of winter
irecipitation returns directly to the atmosphere
n lands where drifting is common. Snow is

lown from windward slopes and ridges, and
ccumulates in topographically controlled depo-
itional sites. Drifts, which may reach 10 to 20

eet deep, recharge ground water. Evaporation
OSS from late-lying snowfields and surrounding
ttoistened soil is not known, but is probably
n important constituent in the water balance
f large drifts.

Water-Yield Characteristics

Streams originating in the mountain sage-

brush zone yield a smaller percentage of preci-

pitation as streamflow, and have a lower base
flow and lower snowmelt discharge rate than
forested subalpine watersheds. However, the

form of the snowmelt hydrograph is similar for

sagebrush and subalpine watersheds. The time

required to accumulate a specified proportion

of snowmelt runoff is similar when expressed
as a percent of the runoff season. The timing

of snowmelt, and discharge rates, are probably

more variable in the sagebrush type than on
forested land. Sagebrush lies at a lower eleva-

tion than timbered lands for the most part,

snow depth is less, and snow is exposed di-

rectly to solar radiation.

Daily snowmelt flows in sagebrush country

are extremely responsive to day-to-day fluctua-

tions in weather partly because much of the

snowpackis relatively shallow. Watersheds with

a preponderance of south- and west-facing slopes

are also subject to higher melt rates than

watersheds where slope orientation minimizes

solar energy input. Advected energy is probably

an important source of energy for melting snow
on sagebrush lands, because of persistent winds
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and the relatively large portion of the water-

shed that becomes bare soon after melt begins.

It is a particularly important component of the

energy budget of late-lying snowdrifts. The
proportion of energy contributed by advection

to melt has not been measured, however, either

on a watershed basis or for isolated snowdrifts.

Over-the-snow f'^w, one of the more unique
hydrologic features of sagebrush lands, occurs

when the melt rate on upland areas exceeds

soil infiltration capacity and melt water ac-

cumulates in drainages. Runoff water can erode

well-defined channels in the snow surface to

form an efficient surface-drainage network that

quickly transports melt water off the watershed.

Over-the-snow flow is probably a common but

short-lived phenomenon wherever sagebrush

lands accumulate substantial quantities of snow.

Sediment movement is accelerated during over-

the-snow flow events.

Runoff from summer rainstorms on high-

elevation, mountain sagebrush watersheds is

generally the result of rain falling on premois-

tened soil; storm intensity n-jed not be high.

Most surface runoff events occur soon after

snowmelt or are associated with rainy periods.

Wet soil has a lower initial infiltration capacity

than dry, and a constant infiltration rate is

reached sooner. Summer runoff rates are gen-

erally substantially lower than maximum dis-

charge rates during snowmelt.

Hydrologic Response of Big Sagebrush Lands
to Management Practices

Vegetative Response to

Sagebrush Conversion

Big Sagebrush.—More than 90 percent of

big sagebrush plants are killed by burning,
mechanical removal techniques, or chemical
herbicides, when control measures are properly
implemented. The use of 2,4-D revolutionized

range management practices on sagebrush lands.

Reseeding must accompany sagebrush conver-
sion on sites where all vegetation is destroyed,
or the population of desirable species is low.

Reseeding presents an opportunity to establish

the kinds of plants suited to a particular man-
agement objective.

Grass production.—Burning, and mechani-
cal methods that do not destroy herbaceous
vegetation, do not greatly alter herbaceous
composition. Spraying, however, strongly favors

grasses over forbs. Grass production commonly
doubles after spraying. Subsequent grazing man-

agement is an important factor governing how
long the production response by grasses per-

sists after treatment.

Forb production.—Spraying is the only sage-

brush control method that drastically affects

forb abundance. Phenoxy herbicides act against

all broad-leaved plants, not just sagebrush. The
effect on individual forb species depends on the

time of spray application in relation to growth
stage, and the amount of root reserves. Spraying
reduces forb production approximately 45 to 65

percent. Forb damage should be carefully con-,

sidered when assessing the suitability of ai

particular site for spraying, since forbs are'

essential to some land uses.

Above-ground biomass production.—The
production of above-ground herbaceous biomass
(including production by sagebrush) is reduced:

by sagebrush removal. Native grasses and forbs

do not increase sufficiently to replace herbage
produced by sagebrush. Combined grass-forb'

production can increase approximately 50 to

200 percent after sagebrush control. The increase'

in grass production alone is not a valid mea-i

sure of treatment effect when sagebrush is-

sprayed. Forbs as well as sagebrush are killed,:

so that part of the grass response simply com-
pensates for decreased forb growth. There is

some indication that production by introduced

forage species may exceed that of climax big,

sagebrush vegetation.

Effective life of sagebrush conversion.—Nc
control method eradicates big sagebrush
periodic recontrol ij: necessary to hold it in c

subordinate position. The degree of initial sage-

brush kill and grazing management are th(

most important factors controlling the rapiditj

of brush invasion. The effective projected lift

is probably 15 to 30 years, but this timespar
has not been conclusively established.

Ground-Cover Response

Quantitative data describing the response

of ground cover to sagebrush removal are

limited. Litter cover increased slightly, while

rock and bare soil decreased after spraying on a

high-elevation watershed. More than 80 percent

of the watershed surface was protected by '

vegetation or litter before treatment. The basal

ground cover of bunchgrasses increased by a '

third following sagebrush control in a study I

located within the drier part of the sagebrush
[

zone. Individual grass plants respond to release

from sagebrush competition with an increase

in overall vigor, including an expanded basal

area.
'
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Soil-Moisture Response

Summer soil-moisture withdrawal decreases
about 15 percent after sagebrush removal if

j (1) the roots of residual vegetation are above

j

soil previously occupied by the deeper roots

!
of sagebrush, and (2) precipitation is sufficient

j

to wet the entire soil mantle. The reduction

j

accrues in soil below 2 feet while vegetation is

I

actively growing. Moisture depletion in the top

12 feet of soil is the same or slightly greater

I
since the zone of major root activity is shifted

to the upper part of the soil profile.

iSnow Accumulation

Snow relocation is an important hydrologic
feature of big sagebrush lands. Vegetation, and
wind in combination with topography, are the
dominant factors controlling snow deposition.

Live sagebrush plants collect snow more effi-

jciently than herbaceous vegetation or dead sage-

|3rush skeletons. Sagebrush removal can reduce
fenow accumulation or windward slopes. How-
Wer, overall snow storage was not affected by
Sagebrush removal in a small basin with ample
fenow storage capacity where topography and
tvind were the primary factors controlling ac-

umulation.

Water-Yield Improvement in the
Sagebrush Type

The maximum increase in water yield that
can be realized by conversion of big sagebrush
to a herbaceous type is probably about 15

percent. Brush removal will not affect water
yield where soils are shallow and precipitation
is insufficient to rewet the soil.

Snow currently lost to sublimation repre-

sents an untapped water resource on sagebrush
lands wherever snow is drifted by wind. Vast
quantities of water return directly to the atmos-
phere during drifting; sublimation from wind-
transported snow equaled 70 percent of winter
precipitation at a site in south-central Wyoming.
Snowfences provide an efficient means of cap-

turing drifting snow, and have little impact
on other land uses. When saturated, fences

6, 8, 10, and 12 feet tall located on level terrain

hold about 300, 500, 700, and 1,000 cubic feet of

water per lineal foot of fence, respectively.

Fences can be effective in lower precipitation

regions of the sagebrush type as well as re-

gions of higher precipitation, as long as winds
are sufficient to induce drifting. Direct sublima-
tion of snow and evaporation of melt water
may also account for a substantial portion of

water stored in isolated drifts behind snow-
fences, however.

iediment Transport

Techniques that minimize soil disturbance
ire best for converting big sagebrush vegetation

a herbaceous vegetative type. Plowing should
|e restricted to lands with little erosion potential

I

vhere a seeded stand can be established quickly.

: jediment transport from a high-elevation water-
^ ned with a small amount of bare soil before
reatment was unaffected by sagebrush conver-
ion. How sagebrush removal affects soil

tability at sites with lower initial soil protec-
on has not been determined.

^reamflow Regime

Changes in streamflow regime provide a

easure of the net hydrologic effect of sage-
ush control. Total annual flow increased 13

]fercent after mountain big sagebrush was
J rayed on a high-elevation watershed. Treat-
lent did not affect maximum discharge rates
(iring snowmelt or flow volume after the snow-
lelt period. The maximum potential increase
i streamflow from sagebrush control at any
1 nation is probably about 15 percent.
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Although this report discusses research

involving pesticides, such research does not

imply that the pesticide has been registered or

recommended for the use studied. Registration

is necessary before any pesticide can be recom-

mended. If not handled or applied properly,

pesticides can be injurious to humans, domestic

animals, desirable plants, fish, and wildlife.

Always read and follow the directions on the

pesticide container.
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Abstract

Climate, geology, soils, vegetation, and water yields are briefly

described, followed by a review and discussion of watershed man-
agement research and problems unique to the Black Hills. Research
needs with respect to water quality, data collection, and model devel-
opment are highlighted.

Keywords: Multiple use, coniferous forest, forest management,
vegetation effects, land use planning.

ABOUT THE COVER:

Forest, Water, City, The Plains.

The forest land yields the water
that is stored in the reservoirs and
is in turn fed into the water
supply system of the city.

This forest/water system is in

stark contrast with the surrounding
semiarid Plains, and plays a
dominant role in the strong esthetic

appearance of the area.
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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT IN THE BLACK HILLS:

The Status of Our Knowledge

Howard K. Orr

The Black Hills Region

Location and Extent

The Black Hills are a forested island in the
vast expanse of the Northern High Plains,
covering about 5,150 square miles in southwest
South Dakota and northeast Wyoming. Because
of the pine forest (fig. 1), more water, and a
more temperate climate, the Hills are especial-
ly attractive to the tourist and traveler as well as
the resident population.

-igure 1.—A typical Black Hills scene showing the

dominant ponderosa pine, scattered deciduous
species, and streambottom meadow. The granite

heart of the Hills is visible in the far background.

Zlimate

General climate in the Black Hills area is

>f the Continental type (Johnson 1949), which is

ypically cold in winter and relatively hot in

>ummer. The Hills receive more precipitation
ind average temperatures are lower than in the

surrounding Plains, but both precipitation and
temperature extremes are less. Orographic ef-

fect is pronounced—the area has been cited as

one of the best examples in the interior United
States (Foster 1948). Winter effect is especially
pronounced.

Temperature.—Temperatures are higher
at comparable elevations in the southern than in

the northern Hills. For example, average annual
air temperature at Hot Springs in the southern
Hills is 48.8°F, 2° higher than at Spearfish in the

northern Hills. The difference is greatest in the

growing season, which extends from about
mid-May to mid-October at these lower eleva-

tions.

Precipitation.—Greatest average annual
precipitation, nearly 30 inches, occurs in the

northern high Hills and in the Bear Lodge Moun-
tains. Amounts decrease rapidly toward the

Plains (14 to 16 inches) and from north to south
along the uplift. Average annual precipitation is

about 2 inches more at comparable elevations in

the northern than in the southern Hills. These
and other precipitation factors have been re-

viewed and summarized by Orr (1959).

Seasonal distribution of precipitation is sim-

ilar to that of the surrounding Plains; great-

est amounts fall in the form of rain in the spring
and early summer months. May and June are
the maximum months. May in the southern Hills

and June in the northern Hills. Minimum
amounts fall in the winter. Though snow is a

relatively minor component of annual precipi-

tation, heavy wet snows are not uncommon in

March, April, and even May. These are pro-

duced from weather systems moving southwest

to northeast across Nevada, Utah, and Colorado.

Circulation about lows moving in this direction

draws warm moist air from the south.

Year-to-year variation is great. For exam-
ple, annual precipitation at Rapid City has rang-

ed from a maximum 28.89 inches in 1962 to

minimum of 7.51 inches in 1936—a ratio of



nearly 4 to 1. In the drier years there is little

excess water (over evapotranspiration) for

streamflow. In the average to maximum years,
water available for streamflow increases with
precipitation. The Black Hills are subject to in-

frequent extreme flood events. Flash floods

after the most recent storm, in June 1972,

caused unprecedented damage and loss of life

(Orr 1973).

Growing season.—Average growing season
ranges from a maximum of about 154 days at

Rapid City to a minimum of just under 100 days
in the higher northern Hills. The general area of

shortest growing season also receives max-
imum precipitation, and is in the zone of highest
water-yield potential.

Winds.—Prevailing winds are westerly. Dur-
ing CY 1970 (the best one year of several years'
record) 67 percent of recorded wind movement
was from 225° to 315° at the Black Hills Experi-
mental Forest. Averages were 1 15 miles per day
and 4.8 miles per hour at 10 meters
above ground level in the center of a 5-acre for-

est opening. The maximum month was April,

with an average velocity of 6.6 miles per hour.

During this 1 month, 76 percent of total record-

ed miles were in the west quadrant (225° to

315°).

Sunshine.—Total incident solar radiation
(wavelength 0.36 to 2 micrometers) on a hori-

zontal surface at the Black Hills Experimental
Forest averaged 398 langleys per day over a
period of 3 years (1968-70). Day averages
ranged from a maximum of 593 langleys in July
to a minimum of 184 in December.

Physiography and Geology

Primary structure.—The Black Hills and
Bear Lodge Mountains are erosion remnants of

ancient domal structures formed by granites

pushing up beneath overlying sedimentary
formations. Processes and resultant general
geology are best described by Darton and Paige
(1925). More than one cycle of raising and low-

ering occurred. The upthrusting granite and
later igneous intrusions resulted in metamorph-
ism of overlying sedimentaries. More sedi-

ments were later deposited. Sedimentary for-

mations have since eroded away, exposing the

granites (fig. 2) and metasediments which are
collectively called the central crystalline area.

The truncated edges of the eroded sedimentary
formations now are exposed as a series of ridges
encircling the central crystalline area (figs. 3

and 4).

Figure 2.—Typical terrain in the granite "core" of the

Black Hills. High point in center background is

Harney Peak, the highest in the Black Hills (7,242

feet). Soil lacks cohesion and is highly erosive.

The sedimentaries include 12 or more sepa-

rate formations. Rock types vary greatly, in

some cases within individual formations, and
range from limestones and sandstones to shales

and conglomerates. The central crystalline

area, which includes the Precambrian granites

and metamorphics, occupies about 20 percent of

the Black Hills area and is relatively impervi-
ous to water. This is of particular management
significance because the most dependable and
constantly flowing streams in the Hills origi-

nate in or flow across the crystalline area. But

the flow of these streams diminishes or disap-

pears during at least a part of each year where
they cut the encircling sedimentary formations.

This has been a major water problem from the

start of settlement (Brown 1944). Pahasapa
limestone (fig. 5), in particular, is cavernous
and evidently takes in, stores, and transmits

large volumes of water.
There are a number of Tertiary intrusive

areas across the northern Hills. These areas are

a relatively small proportion of the total Black

Hills area, but research and observation have
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Figure 3.—Main topographic regions of the Black Hills of South Dakota and
Wyoming (from Strahler's Physical Geography, 3d ed., copyrighted 1969.

Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc., N.Y.)

ndicated that, from a surface water standpoint,
hey are of much greater importance than indi-

tated by their percentage of total area (see

ig. 2). These intrusive bodies and adjacent
reas are relatively impermeable, and thus are
icpendable sources of surface water yield.

These areas very likely have the greatest man-
gement potential for water-yield increase of

Iny in the entire region.

Relief.—Elevation ranges from about 3,200
feet (m.s.l.) at Rapid City to a maximum of 7,242

feet at Harney Peak in the granite area. Eleva-

tion is nearly as high along a segment of

sedimentary formations in the west central

Hills referred to as the Limestone Plateau (see

fig. 2). Through the approximate 4,000-foot

range in elevation in the Hills, there are wide
variations in climate, geology, topography,

soils, and vegetation.

Drainage pattern.—The present drainage,

definitely related to physiographic and geologic

history, is of a radial-dendritic pattern. Thus,
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Figure 5.—Massive limestone (Pahasapa forma-

tion), a primary water loss zone in the Black

Hills.

In broad terms, the soils of the Black Hills

classify as "gray wooded" (Westin et al. 1959,
Radeke and Westin 1963). This is a broad clas-

sification indicative of the relatively humid
forest environment in which the soils have de-
veloped. In this subhumid to humid climate and
under conditions of rapid drainage, the surface
layers leach rapidly, leaving an A2 horizon of
distinctive ash-gray color and as much as 10 to

12 inches thick. Deposition in the B horizon has
resulted in fairly well defined blocky structure,
depending on parent material, and a definite

brown color.

Azonal soils also are present, including reg-

osols, lithosols, and alluvial soils. Zonal soils

with characteristics of both true prairie and
gray wooded series occur in the open grassland
and "prairie" areas of the interior Hills (White
et al. 1969). Zonation varies from weak to

strong. The more pronounced similarity to gray
wooded soils of forest origin suggests that soils

in these areas developed under forest.

i many of the streams cut through the peripheral
sedimentaries at nearly right angles (fig. 6).

One feature of particular significance to

watershed management is the diminution or
[complete disappearance of flow where streams
jcross sedimentary formations (Brown 1944).

iThese channel segments are recharge zones to

aquifers which are important ground-water
sources and still have a large untapped poten-
tial. At the same time, the diminution or disap-

pearance of flow means that surface water
ijyields can be significantly increased only in

!|areas upstream from the loss zones—except in

the case of floods or other high flows that ex-

ceed the intake capacities of channels.
Surface water yields (upstream from loss

jEones) can be increased in the Black Hills only
by management of relatively small amounts of
Abater at many locations (a large number of rela-

ively small streams).

>oils

Ridge and slope soils in areas of granite and
netamorphic parent materials are relatively
hallow, coarse textured, and porous. The more
asily transported fines have been deposited on
Dwer slopes and in the valley bottoms. Hence
le valley soils are generally finer textured,
eeper, and more fertile. Topographic stratifi-

ations of soils are similar in areas of sedimen-
jry formations. However, the soils are, in gen-
i"al, finer textured. Clays and clay loams are
Dt uncommon, particularly in limestone areas.

Vegetation

In the cooler, more humid climate of the

Black Hills uplift, forest cover is dominant—

a

sharp contrast with the grass cover of the sur-

rounding plains. The forest, in turn, is domi-
nated by ponderosa pine^ except on more moist
sites in stream bottoms and on north-facing

slopes where white spruce grows—often in

nearly pure stands. In contrast to much of its

natural range, ponderosa pine reproduces eas-

ily in the Black Hills. "Dog hair" stands are
common.

Interspersed with these two com/er species

are small amounts of quaking aspen and paper
birch on the more moist sites. Willow, red-osier

dogwood, and water birch are found along many
of the streams.

Comprehensive reports on the state of our
knowledge in timber management in the Black

Hills are given by Alexander (1974) and Boldt

and Van Deusen (1974).

Although "forest" characterizes the Black
Hills in general, there are numerous open
meadows, parks, and "prairies" (fig. 7) ranging

up to hundreds of acres in size. Here are found
representatives of the true prairie, the plains,

and Rocky Mountain floras.

Many narrow stream bottoms (fig. 8) sup-

port herbaceous cover. Kentucky bluegrass is a

dominant species. These stream bottoms are

some of the most productive and most highly

favored livestock range in the Hills area. Con-

^Common and botanical names of species mentioned are

listed inside the back cover.



Figure 6.—Drainage map of the Black Hills and Bear Lodge Mountains. The
heavy dashed line is along the sedimentary formation of the outer en-

circling ridge. The hatched lines encircle areas of metamorphic and ig-

neous rock formations. Sedimentary formations are found in the remainder
of the area (Orr 1959).

sequently many areas have been subjected to

heavy use. Ranch and farm properties, many of
them originally homesteads, are dispersed
within the boundaries of the National Forest in

and adjacent to stream bottoms.
These descriptions are of vegetation as we

see it today. Actually the region has a unique
intermixture of northern, southern, western,
and eastern elements in the flora (Hayward
1928). For example, the dominant ponderosa
pine is a western species. Typically eastern

species include bur oak, American elm, boxel-

der, and hophornbeam (ironwood). Black Hills

spruce and paper birch are typical northern
species. Southern species are predominantly
shrubs. True prairie species are found in the

foothills and in some "prairie" areas within the

Hills. Similar relationships have been described

by Mcintosh (1949). An up-to-date listing of the

vascular plants of the region with their pres-

ently accepted scientific names was published

by Thilenius in 1971.



Figure 7.—Gillette Prairie, one of the number of

I

naturally treeless areas within the confines of the

I

Black Hills. Representatives of true prairie flora are

I found in such areas.

hydrology of small areas are available for sub-
alpine and Montane forests (Leaf 1975, Gary
1975). The technology developed for these areas
and information presently available in the
Black Hills will provide a sound basis for a
higher level of watershed management in the
future. There is still a need, however, to adapt
the modeling approaches presently being de-

veloped for the Rocky Mountain region as tools

in decisionmaking for the Black Hills. These
models are essential to our understanding of

natural water relations, how these relations

have been and are influenced by man, projec-

tions of need and demand, and capacity of the

area to meet demands without serious deterio-

ration of the environment. Inventory of water
quantity and quality is necessary, together with
other elements of the environment that are
known to significantly influence the production
and utilization of water.

l^^ii^

igure 8.—A typical "bluegrass streambottom."
These are highly favored cattle and sheep ranges.

White spruce grows low on the north facing slope
(left). Remnants of quaking aspen, white birch, and
willows are also present. Beaver were once pres-

ent but they have been trapped or have starved

themselves out. Almost all dams are broken and
eroded. Roads are present in virtually all such
stream bottoms in the Black Hills.

The Water Situation

I

The trend in the Black Hills is toward more
ijtensive management of smaller areas. Infor-
1 ation and means of satisfactorily modeling the

Water Yield

Flow is measured by the U.S. Geological
Survey on most of the main streams, but usually
downstream from zones of water loss into the
sedimentary formations. Yields, including sub-
surface, are therefore greater than indicated by
published figures. Surface yields from three

gaged streams on the Sturgis Experimental
Watersheds (fig. 9 and 10) averaged slightly in

excess of 7 inches per year, almost exactly 25
percent of precipitation, from 1964 through
1969. Losses, closely approximating total

evapotranspiration, were 21 inches per year
(Orr and VanderHeide 1973). Except for the

Sturgis watersheds, there are virtually no data
for sizes of areas now considered in unit area
management plans.

Watershed management is complicated by
the large number and diversity of small drain-

age basins. Management objectives are thus
more variable and the planning processes are
more complex than in areas where only one or

two streams are involved.

No areas have been or now are managed
primarily for water-yield increase in the Black
Hills. One reason is that much developmental
work can be done to improve utilization of pres-

ently available water. A second is concern about
our ability to increase water yield, and at the

same time maintain site stability. Although
these reasons are judgmental, they are

nevertheless based on general knowledge of the

Hills and well-established hydrologic princi-

ples.



Figure 9.—Area of the three Sturgis Experimental

Watersheds, on the Vanocker Laccolith in the

northeastern Black Hills. These watersheds are

instrumented for basic hydrologic studies and eval-

uation of the effects of timber stand manipulation

on quantity and quality of water yield.

for domestic use than any other waters in the

State (South Dakota Department of Health
1966). Content of dissolved solids varies with
season, (lowest during high flow periods) but it

is consistently less than for wells in general,

though increasing numbers of wells are being
drilled to obtain domestic water. Well waters
vary from moderate to very hard. Total dis-

solved solids increase rapidly with increasing
distance from the Hills, and generally with in-

creasing well depth.
From a limnological standpoint, surface

waters from areas of limestones and associated
formations in the Hills contain largest amounts
of essential nutrients and are the most produc-
tive. Waters from metasediment areas are less

productive because the rock is less soluble.

Water originating in granite areas is still less

productive.

The iron problem.—One of the best known
problems of water chemistry in the Black Hills

involves "bog iron" in some areas of metasedi-

ments, particularly in u^^'per Rapid Creek
tributaries. The general problem of iron mining
and aquatic resources in the Black Hills has

been reviewed in detail by Lyons.

^

Limited areas of bog iron have been mined,
leaving channels in practically sterile condition

despite diligent rehabilitation efforts. Al-

though some areas have been regraded, top soil

replaced, and lime applied, acidity along the

channels remains too high for most plants to

establish and grow. Channels are a distinctive

rust red color. This color, plus the higher-than-

average acidity and precipitation of phosphate
in combination with iron, are detectable consid-

erable distances downstream. This problem has

also been discussed in considerable detail by

Stewart and Thilenius (1964). Not many areas

have been mined, but some rather extensive
stream bottom areas remain where bog iron

concentrations are known.

Figure 10.—Spring runoff from one of the Sturgis

Watersheds. Station is a tandem San Dimas flume

for measurement of high flows and a 120' V-

notch weir for measurement of low flows.

Water Quality

In land and forest management in the Black
Hills, concern for water is focused primarily on
quality. Some quality problems stem from in-

herent geochemistry of source areas and others
from land and water use.

Chemical quality.—The surface waters of

the Black Hills are of better chemical quality

Roads and sedimentation.—"Quality" is

rated the number one water problem in the

Black Hills, sedimentation is most often cited as

the number one quality problem, and roads are

most often cited as the number one source of

sediment. The Hills are interlaced with an ex-

tensive network of both old and new roads, a

large proportion of which are in or near stream
bottoms (see figs. 5 and 8). New roads are built

with important elements of environment taken
into account, but such was not the case with

^John R. Lyons. Iron mining and aquatic resources in the

BlackHills. 14 p. (Unpublished report presented at the meeting

of the Board of Directors of the Black Hills Conservancy Sub-

district, t^arch 29, 1966.)



most old roads. A large part of the old road
network served logging, mining, or other
utilitarian land uses. The locations and grades
were dictated by intended use, and limitations

of equipment that would be traveling the roads.

Seldom were special precautions taken to keep a

road stable during use or to stabilize it later.

Although many old roads, more by chance
than by design, were located and constructed in

jsuch a way that they stabilized and remained
{Stable, there remain segments that need
[attention—a situation that is particularly evi-

Ident after a flood (Orr 1973). Trouble areas most
often encountered are steep pitches in grade
and channel bottoms. Two types of areas are
especially susceptible—soils that are highly

permeable but with low cohesion and hence
erodible (as in granite areas, see fig. 2), and soils

that are medium to fine textured, easily com-
pacted, and hence subject to larger volumes and
jmore rapid runoff for given rainfall.

The significance of primitive roads has in-

creased greatly with the advent of four-wheel-
rive vehicles, motor bikes, snowmobiles, and
11-terrain vehicles (ATV's). Many old roads
ow receive more use (or would if use were
Uowed) within a few years than they did in

everal prior decades. Thus the undesirable ef-

fects of poor locations of old roads are in some
[ases more evident now than they probably
tvere in the early years following original con-
struction.

Many old roads have been closed, and
nethods are available to stabilize "sore" spots
nee they are recognized and included in man-
gement planning.

'. Research Perspective of Knowledge Base

lydrology

Enough is known about the hydrology of the

lack Hills to define general characteristics of
imate and streamflow. Pertinent relationships
!ere reviewed by Orr (1959). A complication,
Ibwever, is that although a considerable
ibmber of measuring stations (mostly standard
rages) are scattered about the Hills, there are
Ktensive areas in which few or no records are
Jfailable. These have been interpolated into

iohyetal maps, but uncertainty levels are high.

The scarcity of time distribution records of

lecipitation (from automatic recorders) was
( amatically illustrated during the June 9, 1972,
sprm which produced record floods in Rapid
eek and other watersheds draining to the east
t of the Black Hills. Certain areas are known
have produced unprecedented rates and

amounts of runoff (Orr 1973), but without inten-

sity records it is impossible to realistically es-

timate flow separation components or how
much flood flow was due to overwhelming vol-

umes of falling water. Recognition of waterflow
and quality problems in relation to land use was
practically impossible in this situation.

As we develop more explicit hydrologic
models, pertinent climatic and atmospheric fac-

tors will need to be more precisely and more
extensively measured. Experience has shown
that the primary variables should include pre-

cipitation, temperature, and radiation (Leaf and
Brink 1973). These variables will have to be
measured at locations and in terms compatible
with modeling concepts and goals.

Vegetation

National Forests have been under relatively

intensive management for more than a half cen-
tury. According to Alexander (1974), "Regener-
ation silviculture in the Black Hills has been
learned by experience during nearly a century
of harvesting that has included all silvicultural

systems, and led to the replacement of the orig-

inal old growth by well-stocked, manageable
second-growth stands." There is, therefore, a

large volume of forest inventory data and
knowledge already in existence (Boldt and Van
Deusen 1974). Data are being added continu-

ously, but mainly through routine timber sales

and inventories.

Vegetation complexes other than trees are

highly variable in both composition and dis-

tribution. Such variability is due to type of land

use, climate, forest cover, geology, exposure,
soils, and probably other factors. Hence,
species occurrence is predictable only within

very broad geographical limits. Variations in

distribution very likely affect moisture rela-

tions and water yields, but such relationships

are known only in very general terms. Efforts to

gain more exact information will depend on the

need for more exact prediction of watershed
behavior and response to changes in manage-
ment.

Fortunately, from the standpoint of site

stability, several introduced herbaceous
species are adaptable over extensive areas in

the Hills. One obvious reason is the concentra-

tion of precipitation in the early part of the

growing season when moisture for plant estab-

lishment is most critical. On most sites, given a

reasonable chance, vegetation reestablishes

quite easily. This is one of the main reasons why
there are no large sediment source areas in the

Hills. Unstable sites are usually so obvious—for
example, lack of soil, hyperacidity, or steepness



of slope—that the manager would recognize the

problem potential.

If there is a seed source close enough, forest

cover will in time reestablish itself in most de-

nuded forest areas. Areas which will not come
back to forest cover are usually recognizable

and plans can be made to seed or plant.

Soils

Lack of soils information is a serious hin-

drance to watershed management in the Black
Hills. In general, soils characteristics relate to

the parent materials but are less variable. In

other words, broad soil classes occur across a

broad range of geologic types that are known to

have significantly different water yield charac-
teristics and potentials. For example, gray
wooded soils occur in areas where parent ma-
terials include a variety of sedimentary forma-
tions, metasediments, and also igneous rocks.

Thus the classification is broad and needs im-
provement for modeling and more effective
unit area management.

Information relating soil physical charac-
teristics to land use is limited. Orr (1960) dem-
onstrated that soil in grazed bluegrass
meadow areas is more compact and has less

pore volume than soils in exclosures protected
from livestock trampling for 5 to 20 years. In a
foUowup study it was found that improvement is

relatively slow in terms of reduced bulk density
and increased pore volume, especially in

medium-textured soils, which are more suscep-
tible to compaction than either coarser or finer

textured soil. Thus 1 year of rest in a rotation

grazing system is not likely to significantly im-
prove soil conditions. Several years of protec-

tion may be necessary. The hydrologic impacts
of grazing mountain ranges have been dis-

cussed by Gary (1975).

Geology and Physiography

Water-yield significance of these factors is

known in broad terms. General relationships

have been described by Darton and Paige (1925)
and by many others. Published material usually
lacks the detail needed for systematic
refinement of geologic and physiographic ele-

ments in management analysis and design,

however.
Detailed information is being obtained

from the Sturgis Experimental Watersheds. Hy-
drologic implications of geomorphology have
been carefully analyzed by a unique approach
involving dimensional analysis (Yamamoto and

Orr 1972). In this approach, we have attempted
to refine the accounting of geological and mor-
phological factors, which in the past have been
dealt with almost exclusively on a broad reg
ional basis.

Geophysical analysis of mantle depths,

physical characteristics, and distribution are
progressing. In each case, hydrologic implica-

tions are analyzed. This meshing of geologic and
hydrologic (or hydraulic) elements will be nec-

essary before geologic elements can be ac-

counted for on smaller than a regional basis. As
stated by Reene (1967), "... many researchers
have found that the principal difficulties in ap-

plying research results from one watershed to

another adjacent and seemingly identical

watershed lie below the surface. Top watershed
scientists have noted that soil and geologic

properties, in particular, are poorly defined as

they relate to moisture storage and trans-

mission."

Timber/Water Relationships

Irregular patchcutting will produce max-
imum increases in water yields (Leaf 1975).

Studies in the subalpine zone of central Col-

orado have indicated that patchcutting changes
the usual snow distribution pattern by increas-

ing snow accumulation in cleared areas where it

melts more efficiently. Because recharge re-

quirements in openings are less, more water is

available for streamflow. The same principles

apply to the Front Range pine zone in Colorado

(Gary 1975) and to the Black Hills. Irregular

patchcutting of some portion of first-order ba-

sins and interbasin areas would generate

water-yield increases in a topographic position

(bedrock channels in many places) where con-

veyance and other losses would be minimal.

Moisture disposition in dense second-

growth pine was measured in a series of study

plots—clearcut versus thinned (80 ft-/acre

basal area) versus unthinned (190 ft-/acre basal

area). The dense unthinned stand intercepted

about 25 percent of precipitation, while the thin-

ned intercepted only about half as much. Net

interception (taking stemflow into account) can

be estimated for different measured canopy
densities (Orr 1972).

This same study also provided information

about soil-moisture disposition. The thinning

reduced soil-moisture demand, resulting in less

soil-moisture deficit (Orr 1968) and greater po-

tential for seepage to ground water. The study

was carried out in a period of increasingly se-

vere drought, and practically no seepage to

ground water was observed except in the clear-

cut, which for a time was kept bare of vegeta-
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tion. There the moisture surplus continued de-

spite drought—until a luxuriant weed and grass

stand was allowed to become established and
quickly depleted the available soil moisture to 6

feet or deeper. Studies in other areas have
shown that thinnings result in lesser soil mois-

ture savings and small or negligible increases in

Btreamflow, even during good years (Leaf 1975,

JGary 1975, Rich 1965).

Further Research Needs

Several water-related questions remain in de-

ign and application of watershed management.
)ne has to do with the range of timber stand
onditions—taking all relevant site factors into

ccount—that will produce significant increases

n water yield. Exploratory soil moisture meas-
rements have been made to as deep as 24 feet in

arge sapling stands, 20 level stocking." At this

tocking level there were definite soil-moisture

radients across the space between trees, indicat-

ig less than full site occupancy. At high stocking

jvels, 80 or higher, it is questionable whether any
icrease in yield could be achieved. Therefore,
here is a broad range of vegetal patterns within

mich water yields can be significantly increased.

Geology and geomorphology are significant,

^separable parts of all systems related to water-
ield improvement. These space variables need
lore study in a variety of situations and locations

I
the Black Hills to provide better guidelines for

nd use planning.

Questions havingto dowith the range of appli-

uble land use options and treatments which will

inprove water yields without deterioration of en-

ironment are many. For example, how much
Ihiber can be removed without triggering accel-

erated soil erosion? How much and in what pat-

Irns should timber be harvested to promote es-

Iblishment of desirable vegetation? What are
sife limits of other land uses? The manager
Siould know his options with respect to the best

I e of the land and water resources. Adaptations
C| available hydrologic and land use models to the

lack Hills would help him determine these op-

t')ns.

Summary and Conclusions

; The pine-forested Black Hills are an impor-
tnt water-yielding area, both for surface flow
ad ground-water recharge. Because the area is

a' island of forest and flowing streams in the

boad expanse of the northern High Plains, it is es-

"Sasa/ area that will gradually increase to 20 ft^ per acre

Win trees reach 10 inches d.b.h.

pecially attractive to the traveling public. There-
fore esthetics are especially important.

Quality is an ever present water problem in

the Hills; sedimentation is the primary quality
problem, and roads are most often cited as the
main source of sedimentation. Nowhere are there
large problem areas, however. Instead, problems
are small and relatively scattered. Corrective
measures are especially complex and expensive
under these conditions.

The extensive network of old roads in the

Hills is especially troublesome. Many are located
in stream bottoms or on steep grades. With the ad-

vent of the four-wheel-drive vehicles, motor
bikes, snowmobiles, and ATV's, intensity of use
may actually be greater in places now (or would be
if allowed) than it was when roads were in in-

tended use, mostly utilitarian, many years ago.

Stability problems have grown accordingly.

A chemical quality problem exists in and
downstream from stream bottom areas mined for

bog iron. Fortunately, these areas are few in num-
ber. Despite intensive restoration efforts, some
areas remain practically barren after many
years. Further mining of bog iron should be dis-

couraged unless methods are developed that will

insure site stabilization within a short time.

Quantity of water yield cannot be ignored,

though no part of the Hills is now or ever has been
managed specifically to increase water yield.

Some reasons for this are the current overriding

importance of quality and uncertainty about land

use. Because increase in demand for water is as

inevitable as increase in population, the possibil-

ity of need to increase yield must be considered in

land use planning.

One key to sound management planning is

careful inventory of pertinent resource factors

and relationships, which vary greatly within the

relatively small area of the Black Hills. While this

variability is a complicating factor in manage-
ment, it is an ideal situation for research because a

wide variety of conditions can be sampled and
studied within a relatively small geographic reg-

ion.

Watershed management in the Black Hills

can be improved most easily by adapting tech-

nology developed here and elsewhere in the

Rocky Mountain region. Irregular patchcutting,

which produces maximum water-yield increases

without causing adverse ecologic effects can be

expected to produce similar results in the Black
Hills.
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Common and Botanical Names of Species Mentioned

Aspen, quaking
Birch, paper
Birch, water
Bluegrass, Kentucky
Boxelder
Dogwood, red-osier

Elm, American
Hophornbeam (ironwood)
Oak, bur
Pine, ponderosa
Spruce, Black Hills (white)

Willows

Populus tremuloides
Betula papyrifera
Betula occidentalis

Poa pratensis
Acer negundo
Cornus stolonifera

Ulmus americana
Ostrya virginiana
Quercus macrocarpa
Finns ponderosa
Picea glauca var. densata
Salix spp.
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Abstract

Summarizes a series of comprehensive reports on watershed

management in five major vegetation zones: (1) the coniferous forest

subalpine zone; (2) the Front Range ponderosa pme zone; (3) the

Black Hills ponderosa pine zone; (4) the alpine zone; and (5) the big

sagebrush zone. Includes what is known about the hydrology of these

lands, what hydrologic principles are important for multiresource

management, and what additional information is needed for each

vegetation type.

Keywords: Watershed management, land use planning, alpine

hydrology, range hydrology, snow hydrology, blowing snow

management, water yield management.

PREFACE

Comprehensive reports on the status of our knowledge in

watershed management, applicable to the important central

and southern Rocky Mountain vegetation types, have oeen

prepared as Research Papers by the Rocky Mountam Forest

and Range Experiment Station. These include:

"Watershed Management in the Rocky Mountain Subal-

pine Zone: The Status of Our Knowledge," by Charles F.

Leaf, (RM-137),
"Water-Yield Improvement From Alpme Areas: ihe

Status of Our Knowledge," by M. Martinelli, Jr., (RM-138).

"Watershed Management Problems and Opportunities tor

the Colorado Front Range Ponderosa Pine Zone: The

Status of Our Knowledge," by Howard L. Gary, (RM-13y;,

"The Hvdrology of Big Sagebrush Lands: The Status ot

Our Knowledge," by David L. Sturges, (RM-140) and

"Watershed Management in the Black Hills: The Status ot

Our Knowledge," by Howard K. Orr, (RM-141).

These papers have been condensed in this report to pro-

vide a general summary of what is currently known about

watershed management in all the major vegetation zones of

the central and southern Rocky Mountains. Acknowledgments

and literature citations are included in the full-length papers.
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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT IN THE CENTRAL
AND SOUTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS:

A Summary of the Status of Our
Knowledge by Vegetation Types

Charles F. Leaf

INTRODUCTION

Watershed management in the central and
southern Rocky Mountains includes land use

practices varying from manipulation of forest

and range vegetation to building fences upwind
of natural snow accumulation areas. The effec-

tiveness or desirability of these practices de-

Ipends on how well management goals consider
the inherent hvdrologic characteristics of a
given area, vegetation type and condition, and
environment. All these factors affect the quan-
tity, quality, and timing of runoff. Because most
undisturbed hydrologic systems are in dynamic
lequilibrium, the resource manager must be cer-

tain that natural processes are not altered by
land use to the extent that undesirable hy-

Idrologic changes result.

i

Although not all limiting factors and op-
timum watershed management practices have
peen identified in the Rocky Mountain region,

["esearch has produced more information than is

presently being used in day-to-day decision-

inaking. Although a few summary publications

ind textbooks are available on the subject, most
esearch results and observations during the

ast 40 years have been presented as individual

rticles, papers, and notes in a variety of publi-

ations. Moreover, much of what is presently

known has not been documented in the litera-

ture. Accordingly, it is in the best interest of the
profession to periodically synthesize and or-

ganize published as well as unpublished re-

search results into one source.

The comprehensive status-of-knowledge
summaries prepared for each vegetation type
are intended to guide professional hydrologists
and resource managers by providing informa-
tion on: (1) what is known about the hydrology of

the principal vegetation zones, and (2) how this

knowledge can best be applied to meet mul-
tiresource management objectives. Supple-
mental benefits resulting from this effort in-

clude detailed literature reviews and identifica-

tion of knowledge gaps where additional re-

search is needed.
The purpose of this document is to provide a

broad overview and evaluation of the more de-

tailed status-of-knowledge reports. It is sub-
divided into five main sections: The Coniferous
Forest Subalpine Zone, The Front Range Pon-
derosa Pine Zone, the Black Hills Ponderosa
Pine Zone, the Alpine Zone, and finally, the Big
Sagebrush Zone. Literature reviewed is not

cited in this summary Paper, but is included in

each of the five reports listed in the Preface.

THE CONIFEROUS FOREST SUBALPINE ZONE

Lodgepole pine and Engelmann spruce-
ibalpine fir forests characterize the subalpine
)ne (fig. 1). Lodgepole pine is the principal tree
secies in Wyoming, and occupies mountain
opes between 7,000 and 10,000 feet. Subalpine
•rests in Colorado range from 8,500 to 11,500

1 et above sea level, and straddle the entire
ipgth of the Continental Divide from north to

sjuth across the State. Forest cover between
i'pOO and 10,500 feet is lodgepole pine, quaking
ijpen, and Douglas -fir. Spruce-fir forests grow
bltween 10,000 and 11,500 feet. In New Mexico,
Ipuglas-fir and spruce-fir are the principal
frest types. The former grows between 8,000
ad 9,500 feet, whereas the latter is found above
tis elevation.

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
SUBALPINE HYDROLOGY

Climate, Geology, and Water Yield

The climate of the subalpine zone is cool and
humid. The mean annual temperature is less

than 35^F, and precipitation, which falls largely

as snow, averages about 28 inches.

Soils are derived from crystalline granites,

and gneiss and schist rocks. Sedimentary and
volcanic parent material are also common. Most
valleys contain alluvial soils. Boggy areas,

which owe their origin to seeps and springs,

contain highly organic soils. For the most part,

subalpine soils are relatively deep, permeable,



Engelmann spruce-
subalpine fir

Lodgepole pine

Table l.--Mean annual water balances (inches)
for typical subalpine watersheds in Colorado
and Wyoming

Figure 1.—Distribution of spruce-fir and lodgepole

pine forests that comprise the subalpine zone in

Wyonning, Colorado, and New Mexico.

and capable of storing modest quantities of
water from snowmelt. Exceptions occur in

those areas which have experienced intensive
glacial activity. Here, soils are shallow, and
runoff is concentrated during a short snowmelt
period.

Snowmelt produces virtually all of the
streamflow required by agriculture, industry,
and municipalities. Spring runoff begins in late

March or early April, peaks in early June, and
recedes to base flow levels by mid-October.
Streamflow averages between 12 and 15 inches
annually. Mean annual water balances for typi-

cal subalpine watersheds in Colorado and
Wyoming are summarized in trble 1.

Watershed

Seasonal
snowpack,
water

equiva-
lent

Pre-

cipi-
tat ion

Evapo-

tran-

spira-
tion

Runoff

COLORADO:

Soda Creek, i»2.6 55.2 16.7 38.5
Routt NF

Fraser River, 15.0 30.3 16.9 \3.h
Arapaho NF

Wolf Creek, 26.2 i(8.0 21.0 27.0
San Juan NF

Trinchera Cree k, 9.5 19.

e

I'*.

5

5.1
Sangre de Cristo
Mountains

WYOM 1 NG

:

South Tongue
River, 15.5 29.6 15.8 13.8
Bighorn NF

Snow Accumulation

Snow input can be precisely measured on
accessible forested watersheds. Areal snow
storage can be estimated from reconnaissance
snow courses where one or two samples at most
are taken at intervals along a trail which
traverses the whole watershed. On uniformly
forested watersheds, where melt rarely occurs
during winter, snow storage can be estimated to

within 5 percent of the true mean with 50
samples per square mile widely spaced over the

drainage basin.

Where severe winJs produce extremely
irregular patterns of snow accumulation in

forest margins and exposed parklike openings,
reconnaissance snow courses can precisely

estimate areal snow storage, provided that

sampling intensities in and near the edge of

large openings are 8 to 10 times greater than
well inside the surrounding forest.

Partial cutting on areas less than 10 acres
in old-growth lodgepole pine increases the

snowpack in amounts proportional to the timber j

removed. Increases are optimum in clearcutj

patches five to eight times tree height and
protected from wind. More snow is deposited in

the openings and less under the adjacent uncut
forest, so that total snow storage on an area]

basis is unchanged. Increased snow ac-

cumulation in the openings can be expected to

persist for at least 30 years and longer, despite

vigorous regrowth, due to the aerodynamic
effect on snow distribution. After a typical

snowfall event, wind-generated vortexes and



eddies quickly strip intercepted snow from
trees. In a short time, this airborne snow is

redeposited at varying distances from where it

was initially intercepted. Ultimately, virtually

all the snow is removed from exposed tree

crowns. The sequence of events in figure 2

illustrates the obvious importance of wind-
caused snow redistribution in the subalpine
zone.

Figure 2.—Significance of wind-caused snow redis-

tribution in subalpine forest:

This photograph was taken during moderate snowfall

that continued throughout the day on February 4,

1970 at the Fraser Experimental Forest. The
storm ceased during the night.

The most exposed trees were already bare of snow
by noon on February 5, 1970. Individual vortexes

look like artillery bursts on the mountainsides. Vor-

texes were moving rapidly eastward (from right to

left), and each one was visible for less than 60
seconds.

Jy 4:00 p.m. on February 5, 1 970, all snow was gone
from exposed tree crowns. The white patches are

snow in the clearcut blocks on the upper portion of

the Fool Creek watershed.



Evapotranspiration Snowmelt and Runoff

Model studies of an unripened snowpack
indicate that substantial amounts of water
vapor are lost from the deepest layers of the

pack. Free convection can take place within the

pack during winter, and evaporation from
surfaces can be relatively high during clear

weather in late spring.

Both spruce and aspen can remove soil

moisture to 8 feet in deep soils. The rate of water
use by forest vegetation is related to avail-

ability. On low-elevation south slopes, soil-

moisture deficits are sufficient to limit tran-

spiration during dry years. Transpiration can
occur early in the melt season when there is

still considerable snow cover. Soil moisture is

withdrawn largely from the upper part of the
soil mantle during early spring. Later in the

season, however, soil moisture in the deeper
layers is required for transpiration demands.

Level-of-growing-stock studies have shown
that only when a timber stand is thinned to

approximately one-fifth of its original density,

is soil-moisture withdrawal sharply reduced.
Fall soil-moisture deficits in the top 6 feet of

small patchcut openings are substantially less

than in the surrounding uncut forest.

Accordingly, less water is needed in spring to

recharge soil moisture in cutover areas, and
there is more available for streamflow.

Predicted

Actual

Snowmelt rates on forested watersheds
with generally east- and west-facing aspects are
generally uniform at all elevations. In contrast,

snowmelt rates on watersheds with north- and
south-facing slopes differ considerably at low
elevations. However, the time lag between
maximum snowmelt rates on north and south
slopes diminishes with increasing elevations.

Water-yield efficiencies are highest on
watersheds that have (1) almost complete snow
cover when seasonal snowmelt rates on all

major aspects are uniform, (2) a delayed and
short snow-cover depletion season, and (3)

moderate recharge and evapotranspiration los-

ses.

Water-yield efficiencies are least on
low-elevation south slopes. Below 9,800 feet,

streamflow can be less than 30 percent of that
generated at higher elevations. Water yields
from low-elevation north-south subdrainages
can vary from near zero in poor runoff years to a
maximum during good years of less than 60
percent of the flow generated from
high-elevation subdrainages with north and
south aspects.

Snowmelt rates are more rapid in patchcut
areas than in uncut forest. Moreover, faster

melt rates are offset by higher snow
accumulation in small patchcuts so that open
and forested areas become bare of snow
simultaneously.

Accelerated snowmelt resulting from
timber harvesting is conspicuous in the

discharge hydrograph (figs. 3 and 4). At Wagon
Wheel Gap in the headwaters of the Rio Grande
(fig. 5), clearcutting a 200-acre aspen-mixed
conifer watershed increased water yields about
22 percent. Stripcutting 40 percent of the
old-growth lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forest

on Fool Creek, in central Colorado (fig. 6),

resulted in a 25 percent increase in runoff.
Runoff increases may have begun to taper off

since timber harvest in 1955, but current indica-

tions are that it will be at least 30 more years
before the hydrologic impact from the initial

cut is completely erased. Figure 7 compares
seasonal runoff before and after stripcutting on
Fool Creek.

Figure 3.—Average hydrographs for Wagon Wheel
Gap watersheds. The dotted line is the predicted

hydrograph for watershed, if not harvested, based
on preharvest regression. Solid line is the actual

hydrograph for watershed after timber harvest.

May June July August September



1942 - 1955

1955 - 1967

Figure 4.—Average hydrographs for Fool Creek
watershed. Dotted line is the average hydrograph
for 1 4 years before timber harvest. Solid line is the

average hydrograph for 13 years following timber

harvest.

iars iFigure 5.—The Wagon Wheel Gap watersheds some
30 years after treatment. The regenerated forest

cover on the clearcut watershed at right is aspen.
go'

|l The control watershed on the left is still vegetated
with aspen and mixed conifers.

Figure 6.

—

Fool Creek watershed,

Fraser Experimental Forest.

Control watershed is to the

right of Fool Creek.



April - Sept.

Runoff Increase

• Before treatment (1943-55)

Since Harvest

20 Year Inches

V)
0)

o

1956 3.3

A After treatment (1956-72) ^ ^^ 1957 5.2
1958 3.7c AA y^ 1959 4.6— 15 A ^/ 1960 5.4

H- A y/^ 1961 3.4
o 1962 3.9c
3 A >^ 1963 2.9
^ -A- ,^ 1964 3.5
-^ .^ 1965 4.0
a>

y^ • 1966 2.6
(U ^ -.^ y* 1967 3.1

O y^ 1968 1.9/ 1969 2.5o A X* 1970 2.1

£ y 1971 3.6

5

y
1972 3.9

Mean 3.5 +0.8*

*95 Percent level of

/ 1 1 1 1

confidence

5 10 15 20

E St Louis Creek runoff ( inches)

Figure 7.—Comparison of seasonal runoff before and

after strip cutting on Fool Creek watershed.

Runoff probably is not significantly

changed under accepted intensities of cattle

grazing on watersheds with extensive grassland
parks. Reasons for this are: (1) virtually all of

the streamflow and sediment yield is produced
during the snowmelt runoff season, (2)

60-minute rainfall intensities seldom exceed 1

inch per hour, and (3) grazing intensities are
normally set up to obtain 25 to 60 percent
utilization of range species, such as Idaho
fescue.

Hydrologic Systems Analysis

Dynamic simulation models specifically

designed to determine the short- and long-term
hydrologic changes resulting from timber
harvesting in the subalpine zone are now
available for use by resource managers.
Corollary models simulate timber yields.

Emphasis is placed on the "planning unit,"

which is defined by environmental
characteristics including slope, aspect,
elevation, and forest cover. The hydrologic
model (Subalpine Water Balance Model)
simulates winter snow accumulation, the
shortwave and longwave radiation balance,
snowpack condition, snowmelt, and subsequent
runoff in time and space.

HATBAL )

\

CLASSIFY ANY
PRECIP AND

COMPUTE ITS

EFFECTS

NO My.T. PPT,

OR STORAGE
FROH

INTERCEPTED
SUBROUTINE

CANVAP

GET EFFECTS
OF RADIATION
BALANCE ON

PACK

SNOWPACK

SUBROUTINE

SNOWVAP

SUBROUTINE

EVTRAN

GET EFFECTS

OF RADIATION

BALANCE ON

PACK

ON DAY AFTER

NEW SNOW,

UNLOAD ALL

REMAINING SNOW

FROM CANOPY

YES
'PACK

EXIST?^

EXCESS HELT,

PRECIP IS

GENERATED

RUNOFF

YES

-•-/ RETURN j

Figure 8.—Flow chart of dynamic model that

simulates subalpine hydrology.



The model is capable of simulating the

hydrologic impacts of a broad array of

watershed management alternatives which can
include weather modification, forest cover
manipulation, or combinations of both
practices. Figure 8 is a flow chart of the system.
When timber is harvested, hydrologic change
can be determined for intervals of time which
can vary from a few years to the rotation age of

subalpine forests. This is accomplished by
means of time-trend functions in an expanded
version (Subalpine Land Use Model) which
computes changes in evapotranspiration, soil

water, forest cover density, reflectivity,

interception, and snow redistribution as the

forest stands respond to management (fig. 9).

The models have been used to simulate the
hydrologic impacts of forest and watershed
management on five representative drainage

basins in the Rocky Mountains. Detailed
simulation analyses of hypothetical watershed
management practices including weather
modification and timber harvesting are
presented in the conprehensive status-
of-knowledge summary for the subalpine zone
(RM-137).

The system developed for the subalpine
coniferous forest zone represents our first step
in providing the resource manager with
planning tools which utilize our best technical
understanding of fundamental hydrologic
processes. The models have been designed so
that they are no more complex than required to

provide necessary information for planning.
Moreover, use of the models is not unduly
restricted by data requirements. Basic
hydrologic data currently available are
adequate for operational use in most areas.

Q LUMOD ^

1

STEP 1

USE CLIWT. OBS.

AND PLANNING UNIT
PARAMETERS FOR
"NATURAL" COND.

SIMULATION

YES

,

STEP 2

EXTEND THE

DATA BASE AS

NEEDED

-^ DEFINE A

MANAGEMENT PLAN

(ONE STEP IN

OVERALL STRATEGY)

STEP 3

SIMULATE EFFECTS

UNTIL THE

END OF THE

DATA BASE

TEP 4

\ PL

)re\.

NO

YES

SUMMARIZE

COMPOUNDED

EFFECTS OF

ENTIRE STRATEGY

/PLA™^ NOnning\. ""

ITS? ?—*'

SUMMARIZE

COMBINED

PLANNING

UNITS

•^<v UN

C END )

Figure 9.—Flow chart showing how the hydrologic

,

simulation model is used to execute long-term

alternative management strategies.

Erosion and Water Quality

Sediment Yield

Bedload and suspended sediment need not

be excessive in central Colorado, provided
reasonable erosion control measures are ap-
plied during logging and road construction. Sed-
iment yields are increased in the years during
and immediately after initial disturbance, but

decrease rapidly in subsequent years toward
preharvest levels.

Prediction equations which require erodi-

bility indices based on rainfall intensity may be
grossly in error when applied to much of the

subalpine zone, where the runoff that trans-

ports much of the sediment load results from
melting snow. Moreover, when rainfall-index

equations are used, it is difficult to account for

the obvious reduction of sediment yield with

time. Accordingly, a simple model based on ob-

served data has been developed to predict the

impacts of secondary logging road construc-
tion.

The time-trend equation is used in combina-
tion with another expression which computes
the area disturbed by road construction. This
equation is formulated in terms of the following

watershed and engineering design parameters:
(1) width of roadbed, (2) average watershed
sideslope, (3) number of miles of road system,
and (4) angle of cut and fill. Because the model is

formulated in terms of engineering design vari-

ables, its use should provide an estimate of the

erosion impacts of alternative road systems.

The model is based on field data collected from
a stable subalpine watershed, and a carefully

constructed secondary road system with a high



standard of followup maintenance. Any direct

application of the model should presume similar

conditions.

Chemical and Bacterial Water Quality

In general, concentrations of all chemical
water-quality components in subalpine streams
are low. The pH values are near neutral, and
water temperatures are cold (0 to l^C). The
chemical composition, in parts per million, of

representative subalpine streams is sum-
marized below:

Component Concentration
(pim)

Ca 1.8- 14.5

Mg 0.8- 6.5

Na 1.0- 4.5

K 0.4- 1.0

CO2 1.6

HCO3 18.9

CI 3.0- 5.0

SO4 10.0-14.6
NO3 0.8- 1.0

Si02 0.8

Bacterial counts can vary from several
million colonies per milliliter down to less than
10,000 colonies per 100 milliliters. Generally, a

strong positive bacteria-to-flow relationship

can be expected. High bacterial concentrations
associated with grazing and recreation impact
appear to depend on the "flushing effect" dur-
ing peak snowmelt and summer storm runoff
periods. A seasonal trend for coliform, fecal col-

iform, and fecal streptococcus can be expected
according to the following sequence: (1) low
winter counts prevail while the water is near
O'^C, (2) high concentrations appear during
times of peak snowmelt, (3) a "post-flush" lull

takes place as hydrograph declines in midsum-
mer, (4) high concentrations are found again in

the late summer period of warm temperatures
and low flow, and (5) concentrations are sharply
reduced in fall. All three bacteria can be ex-
pected in subalpine streams.

HYDROLOGIC PRINCIPLES IMPORTANT
TO MULTIRESOURCE MANAGEMENT

OF THE SUBALPINE ZONE

The task of recommending specific forest

management practices is left to the resource
manager after he has considered all feasible
alternatives. The following paragraphs high-
light technical aspects of the status of knowl-
edge in watershed management, and sum-
marize principles which should be considered in

multiresource management of the subalpine
zone.

• Patchcutting subalpine forests results in

significant redistribution of the winter snow-
pack. An optimum pattern of snow accumula-
tion results when openings are: (1) less than
eight tree heights in diameter, (2) protected
from wind, and (3) interspersed so that they are
five to eight tree heights apart. More snow is

deposited in the openings, but less snow ac-

cumulates in the uncut forest, so that total snow
on headwater basins is not significantly in-

creased.

• Snowmelt in patchcut openings on all as-

pects is more rapid than in the uncut forest. This

accelerated melt causes streamflow to be
higher on the rising limb of the hydrograph than

during preharvest conditions. Where there is

considerable natural regulation in the form of

deep porous soils, recession flows apparently
are not changed appreciably, and annual flood

peaks are not significantly increased provided
that the forest cover on no more than 50 percent

of the watershed is removed in a system of small

openings.

• When 40 percent of a densely forested sub-

alpine watershed is occupied by small openings,
and 60 percent is left uncut, annual water yields

may increase as much as 2 to 3 inches above the

norm. Interception loss is decreased, but in-

creased evaporation from snow surfaces in the

openings almost compensates for the decreased
interception. Average fall soil-water recharge
requirements are decreased, as is evapotrans-

piration during the growing season. Simulation

analyses indicate that, under this alternative,

water-yield increases on low-elevation south

aspects in lodgepole pine forest are as large as

corresponding increases from high-elevation

north aspects in spruce-fir. Hence there is no

reason to favor areas with the highest natural

water yield if the objective is to maximize water
yields from medium to dense old-growth forest.

• The pattern in which trees are harvested de-

termines whether or not runoff will be in-

creased. Highest increases in streamflow result

when subalpine forests are harvested in a sys-

tem of small forest openings. When the forest

cover is removed in large clearcut blocks, or by
selectively cutting individual trees, overall

water increases are far less than that attained if

an equivalent volume is removed in patches.

When 40 to 50 percent of the mature spruce-fir

timber volume is removed from north slopes on

a selection-cut basis, water yields may actually



decrease somewhat. In lodgepole pine forest,

water yields can be increased somewhat by this

method, provided that selection cuts are made
on southerly aspects and at low elevations

where the snowmelt season is short and begins
relatively early in the spring.

• The harvesting measures recommended for

maximum water yields are silviculturally sound
and compatible with timber management
guidelines recently developed and published in

a comprehensive status-of-knowledge paper
(RM-121). This paper, also published by the

Rocky Mountain Station, carefully considers
the ecology, silviculture, and management of

subalpine forests; it recommends practices for
water-yield improvement which would also en-

hance wildlife habitat, and preserve the natural
landscape in areas where recreation and esthe-

tics are important.

• It is not expected that the timber-harvest
measures recommended for maximum water
yields from the subalpine zone will be detrimen-

tal to water quality or excessively increase ero-

sion, provided that timber is harvested with
proper planning, engineering, construction, and
followup maintenance. Although sediment
yields can be expected to increase immediately
following road construction, yields decrease
rapidly toward preharvest levels after a short

time. It is important to understand that these

conclusions apply only to surface erosion, not

mass erosion, which can occur if very steep and
naturally unstable slopes are disturbed.

• Results from simulation analyses have indi-

cated that, in central Colorado, a 15 percent in-

crease in snow accumulation through success-
ful weather modification will increase water
yields 16 percent in the average year. In gen-
eral, the increased snowpack will not extend the
snowmelt season more than 3 to 5 days. Because
water-yield benefits result from the last snow-
melt at a given location, the bulk of the in-

creased runoff is released during and just after
peak streamflow. This would have a tendency to

broaden the snowmelt hydrograph by increas-
ing recession flows, and increase peak flows to

some extent in small headwater streams. If in-

creased snowfall due to weather modification is

combined with patchcutting, water-yield in-

creases will be even greater. In central Col-

orado, for example, where 40 percent of a given
watershed is occupied by forest openings five to

eight tree heights in diameter, water-yield in-

creases can be doubled if the natural snowfall is

increased by 15 percent.

• Dynamic simulation models have been de-
veloped from the best information we presently
have about subalpine hydrologic systems. The
models have been calibrated, using data from
representative watersheds in old-growth
lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forests through-
out the Rocky Mountain region. They have been
designed to predict the short- and long-term
hydrologic impacts of a broad array of
watershed management practices. Hydrologic
changes can be determined for intervals of time
which can vary from a few years to the rotation

age of subalpine forest. The models produce
expected results based on experience and our
status of knowledge. We believe that the output
from such models contains the type of informa-
tion professional hydrologists and land mana-
gers need to know in order to make difficult

management decisions. The ability of these and
other similar models to integrate complex
forest and water systems make them unique and
powerful tools for evaluating the hydrologic
and environmental impacts of a broad array of
land management alternatives.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW

Techniques of precipitation measurement,
including snow surveys and ground-based sen-

sors, need to be improved. Although this prob-
lem has been researched for several hundred
years, much of what has been done has largely
reaffirmed past results without producing new
knowledge. New and different systems, such as
laser devices or particle counters, offer prom-
ise of better precipitation measurement in the
future.

A novel simulation model recently pro-

posed suggests that total snowfall in mountain-
ous areas can be explained by the topographic
slope which airmasses must traverse on the
last 20 km of approach to a given station, and the

number of mountain barriers upstream. Addi-
tional development of this and similar models
which account for interactions between the to-

pography and large airmasses will result in

highly useful tools for explaining the seasonal
snowfall distribution on a regional basis.

Another important benefit from their use will

be a better insight into the complex dynamic
physical processes affecting mountain precipi-

tation regimes.
A better knowledge of aerodynamic pro-

cesses that affect interception and differen-

tial snow accumulation is yet to be gained. New
work in (1) characterizing the aerodynamic
characteristics of subalpine timber stands, (2)

evaluation of the long-term effects of tree



height growth on snow accumulation, and (3)

sublimation losses from transported snow, will

significantly add to what we have already
learned from empirical studies.

At the present time, we do not have a com-
plete understanding of evapotranspiration on
an areal basis. While empirical methods have
been useful for quantifying consumptive use,

our knowledge of basic forest-water relation-

ships is far from adequate.
The complex problem of quantifying the in-

teraction of solar radiation with subalpine
forest canopies needs more attention. This work
should concentrate on the interrelated factors

involved in the time-dependent variability of

the radiation balance above and beneath forest

canopies. It should consider solar geometry, the

orientation of intercepting slopes, and the ab-

sorptive, transmissive, and scattering proper-
ties of canopies. Of highest priority are studies

which objectively define the radiation balance

in terms of such forest vegetation parameters
as basal area, crown depth, stem density, and
other indices of foliage mass and distribution.

One of the most controversial impacts of
land use is road construction. Yet, little infor-

mation is currently available on the natural
levels of sediment yield from subalpine
streams. Although some bedload data have been
collected from experimental watersheds, more
of this type of information is needed on rep-

resentative watersheds throughout the Rocky
Mountain region. There is much yet to be
learned about other aspects of water quality,

including suspended sediment, water chemis-
try, and bacterial water quality. These
parameters are of interest in a wide range of

problems which can vary from nutrient balance
changes associated with timber harvesting to

the disposition and survival of pathogenic bac-
teria resulting from winter recreation activities

in wilderness areas.

.^"'^
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THE FRONT RANGE PONDEROSA PINE ZONE

The Colorado Front Range, generally
thought of as the eastern foothills region of the

Rocky Mountains, extends from southern
Wyoming to the vicinity of Canon City, Col-

orado. On the east, it is bounded by high plains;

on the west it reaches the Continental Divide.

The low-elevation (6,000-9,000 feet m.s.l.)

forests and grasslands are generally and collec-

tively called the ponderosa pine, or Montane
Zone (fig. 10).

Commercially valuable tree species above
7,000 feet elevation are ponderosa pine.

lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, and Engelmann
spruce. Much of the forest cover has been
cutover, beginning with early settlement of the
Front Range. Aspen is also an inportant tree

species in young stands, particularly where fire

has occurred. Brush species grow at the lower
elevations on south exposures and on old burns.
The interspersed grasslands are important for-

age producers for cattle (fig. 11). Many of the

valleys were farmed near the turn of the cen-
tury, but have since been abandoned because of
low rainfall, erosion problems, and short grow-

Figure 1 0.—Distribution of the

ponderosa pine type along
the Colorado Front Range
in relation to soil origin.

i

i
Figure 11.—Panoramas typical

of the Front Range pine

type: A, the North Fork
of the Little Thompson
watershed; B, the Manitou
Experimental Ranges.
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ing season. Today, recreation use and residen-

tial development in the Front Range probably
have impacts as high as any other single use.

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
FRONT RANGE HYDROLOGY

Climate, Geology, and Water Yield

The climate of the region is typically sub-

humid, with wide diurnal and annual tempera-
ture ranges and great variation in the amount
and distribution of precipitation. Precipitation

may be in the form of snow from late September
through May, but snow commonly melts from
areas exposed to radiation within a few days.

The shallow snowpacks at high elevations and
on protected north slopes generally disappear
by mid-May. Annual precipitation probably av-

erages between 15 and 20 inches. About two-
thirds occurs in April to September, and thus

accounts for the presence of grass over much of

the area.

The Montane Zone is subject to intensive

rainfall and infrequent but major floods. Flood-
ing can occur from high-intensity rainfall con-

fined chiefly below 7,000 feet and extending
eastward from the foothills for a distance of

about 50 miles. Such storms are generally con-

fined to small areas and last for a short time.

Perhaps the most devastating flooding can
occur in May or June from moderate-intensity
upslope storms which produce large quantities

of precipitation over a period of 3 to 5 days.

Above 7,000 feet, most of the precipitation from
spring storms falls as snow.

Rainfall and flooding in the Front Range
produce significant geologic as well as hy-

drologic effects. Geologic processes triggered
by such floods can be intensified by improper
land use, causing heavy property damage and
even loss of life.

Land features along the Front Range are
complex, and vary from steep rocky canyons to

large openings and parks. Soils, for the most
part, have developed from coarse granite rocks,

alluvial deposits, sandstones, limestones, and
quartzites. The most stable soils are developed
from limestone, while the shallow and poten-

tially unstable soils are derived from granite.

Limestone and deep alluvium soils support
more herbaceous vegetation and forest cover
than do the less fertile granitic soils. The latter

occur over about 90 percent of the area. Seeps,

springs, and wet meadows are common
throughout the Front Range, and occupy about 2

percent of the area.

The potential water balance for a typical

Montane Zone watershed is shown in figure 12.
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12.—Potential water balance for Missouri Gulch watershed, Manitou Experimental Forest.
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The values indicate that annual precipitation is

in excess of potential evapotranspiration from
November through May. Thereafter, the bal-

ance is characterized by a substantial moisture
deficit when evapotranspiration depletes soil-

water storage. Accordingly, streams originat-

ing in the low-elevation pine type are usually

intermittent and flow only during late fall,

winter, and spring.

Average annual water yields can vary from
approximately 12 inches in lodgepole pine and
spruce-fir forests near the Continental Divide
to less than 5 inches, or about 15 percent of the

annual precipitation, in the Front Range pine
zone. Near the upper limits of the ponderosa
pine type, runoff is approximately 6 inches dur-

ing the average year.

Watershed-Condition Criteria

Figure 13.—Erosion channel through a Front Range
meadow.

Certain plant species and associations ap-

parently have more effect than others on infilt-

ration, runoff, and erosion. The effectiveness of

any species or type is significantly influenced
by organic materials and physical soil proper-
ties. Litter and porosity of the surface soil are
the two factors most highly correlated with
rainfall infiltration rates.

Cattle grazing and other land use affects

infiltration by destroying plant cover and re-

ducing the proportion of noncapillary pores.

On-the-ground organic materials exceeding 2

tons per acre, exposed soil less than 30 percent,
and noncapillary pores exceeding 20 percent in

the upper 2 inches of soil constitute satisfactory
watershed conditions from the standpoint of

runoff and erosion from Montane grasslands.

On steep upland forested areas, organic
materials exceeding 2 tons per acre or 1,000 to

1,300 pounds of live herbage per acre produce
desirable watershed conditions. Quantity of lit-

ter is also an important hydrologic factor in the
timber-grass types. Favorable watershed con-
ditions result when 19,000 to 21,000 pounds of
litter per acre are maintained.

Channel Erosion and Sediment Yield

Meadows and hillsides are typically lined

with gullies throughout the Front Range pine
zone (fig. 13). Guides for gully control have long
been available, but many gully control struc-

tures apparently fail due to a lack of engineer-
ing and followup maintenance. Only a few
summer storms produce gully flows. While
some gully activity is caused by short-duration
summer cloudbursts, the most severe erosion
probably takes place during large-scale
moderate-intensity upslope storms. Associated

geologic activity such as rockfalls, slumps, and
earthflows can also result from these events.

Reservoir sedimentation is also a signifi-

cant factor. Sediment yields from one 69
square-mile drainage averaged approximately
0.3 acre-feet per square mile annually for an
11-year record period.

Watershed Management

Forest management in ponderosa pine of-

fers possibilities for increasing water yields.

Snow accumulation in small patchcuts five to

eight times tree height can be expected to in-

crease from 8 to 35 percent with an associated

decrease in snowpack in the adjacent uncut
forest, so that total snow storage is not changed.
As discussed previously, research in the subal-

pine zone has shown that increased runoff and
higher spring freshets can be expected after

patchcutting; these changes affect the snow ac-

cumulation pattern and snowmelt timing, and
reduce evapotranspiration. The same hy-

drologic principles apply in the Front Range
pine zone.

Management of selected riparian and wet
sites supporting trees orwillowsalsooffers con-

siderable potential for increasing water sup-

plies. Guidelines on this aspect of watershed
management can be found in a recently pub-
lished status-of-knowledge paper (RM-117) by
Horton and Campbell.

Minimal responses in water yield can be

expected on grazed lands where soils are deep
and highly permeable. When deep-rooted plants

are replaced by shallow-rooted species, sig-

nificant savings in soil moisture are often

realized. However, such replacement may not

be compatible with the most desirable range
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management practices, since high forage-

producing cover on moderately grazed range
has a greater rooting depth and greater poten-

tial requirements for soil moisture.

HYDROLOGIC PRINCIPLES IMPORTANT
TO MULTIRESOURCE MANAGEMENT
OF THE COLORADO FRONT RANGE

• Research has shown that good range man-
agement practices and revegetation of depleted
land with trees, shrubs, and grass will improve
watershed conditions. However, such measures
cannot offer complete protection against in-

tense runoff, erosion, transport, and redeposi-
tion associated with infrequent severe hydro-
logic events. It must be recognized that, while
improved range and forest management prac-

tices are essential in order to avoid triggering

and compounding destructive geologic effects,

no watershed management practice in itself can
prevent normal geologic processes which are
characteristic of the Front Range. The impacts
of these normal processes will not be inten-

sified, however, if the following watershed-
condition criteria are adhered to:

(1) For soils derived from granite and schist

on slopes up to 40 percent, organic materials
should exceed 2 tons per acre, or 1,000 tol,300

pounds of live herbage per acre. If any area on
a 40 percent slope is capable of producing
only 1,200 pounds of live herbage without
being grazed, then it should be protected from
grazing to meet satisfactory watershed
criteria. Areas of lesser slope generally pro-

duce more than adequate herbage, and may be
grazed to the extent that herbage is equal to or
greater than the guide figure.

(2) Approximately 19,000 to 21,000 pounds of

litter per acre should be maintained on the
timber-grass types. Tree cutting should be
avoided on areas with lesser amounts of litter

and on shallow soils. Areas with greater soil

depth may be logged or grazed to the extent

where the residual ground cover does not fall

below the guidelines.

• Rapid urbanization of the Front Range is

bound to increase watershed-protection prob-
lems. Of primary concern are hazards created
by common land development practices such as
road construction, drainage, steepness of
natural slopes, building site location, and many
related disturbances. Qualified professionals
who can recommend those practices which
avoid triggering geologic processes, thus com-
pounding intensity and damage from severe
hydrologic events, should be consulted prior to

development.

• Water yields are important in the Front
Range pine zone. Although the 3- to 5-inch yields

are comparatively small in contrast to yields

exceeding 12 inches from subalpine forests,

watershed management practices can be ex-

pected to provide feasible solutions to many
local water-supply problems with increased
competition for this limited resource. The same
hydrologic principles for water-yield im-
provement previously summarized for the sub-

alpine zone are applicable to the Front Range. In

forested areas, some form of patchcutting will

produce highest runoff increases, whereas
selective cuttings will result in small or negligi-

ble increases in streamflow.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW

Knowledge gaps discussed in the previous
subalpine zone summary also apply to the Front
Range. In addition, more research is needed on
the best methods of plant establishment and
kinds of plants most adaptable to the rehabilita-

tion of naturally or artificially disturbed areas.

The possibility that more livestock will be
grazed in the Front Range pine zone raises new
questions on improved grazing management
and increased herbage production. Other land

use practices in this zone, such as road con-

struction, recreation, and urban development,
will require additional study in order to formu-
late desirable multiple use management objec-

tives.
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THE BLACK HILLS PONDEROSA PINE ZONE

The Black Hills is an isolated forest area
Icovering 5,150 square miles in southwestern
iSouth Dakota and northeast Wyoming. Pon-

iderosa pine is the principal tree species. During
ithe past 100 years, much of the area's commer-
cial forests have been cutover at least once. Ac-
cordingly, most of the original old-growth
stands have essentially been converted to a

manageable second-growth forest.

The Hills, while dominated by ponderosa
ipine, also support almost pure stands of white
ispruce in stream bottoms and on north-facing

'slopes. Interspersed with these two conifer
species are patches of quaking aspen and paper
oirch on the more moist sites. Willow, red-osier
dogwood, and water birch are also found along
many stream bottoms.

Open areas in the form of meadows, parks,

and grassland are also common in the Black
Hills. Kentucky bluegrass is a dominant grass
species, and provides forage for livestock.

I

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT THE
HYDROLOGY OF THE BLACK HILLS

Climate, Geology, and Water Yield

The climate of the Black Hills is of the Con-
tinental type, with wide temperature ranges and
Nonuniform precipitation. Average annual
jemperatures are less than 50°F; annual precipi-

ption varies from an extreme 30 inches in the

Ugh Hills to 14 to 16 inches toward the Plains,

greatest amounts fall as rain in the spring and
jarly summer. Snow is generally a relatively

(tiinor component of annual precipitation, al-

hough heavy, wet snows are not uncommon in

arly to late spring.

During dry years there is little excess water
or streamflow, while in average to maximum
jiears, water is available for streamflow and in-

creases with precipitation. Surface yields from
lie Sturgis watersheds are slightly greater than
inches per year, or 25 percent of the annual
recipitation. The Black Hills are also vulnera-
!le to extreme flood events. The storm in June
972 caused unprecedented damage and loss of
fe.

The area is an erosion remnant consisting of
ranites which were pushed up beneath overly-
ig sedimentary formations. The exposed gra-
ites, sedimentaries, and metasediments are
ie primary geologic features (fig. 14). The

drainage network has a radial-dendritic pattern
(fig. 15). Many streams originate on impervious
crystalline rock formations and cut through the
peripheral sedimentaries. These formations
take in, store, and transmit large volumes of
runoff, making them an important source of
ground water. Much of the time, streamflow is

diminished or completely disappears where
streams cross sedimentary formations.

In areas of granitic and metamorphic par-
ent material, soils are shallow, coarse textured,
and porous. Valley soils are finer textured,
deep, and more fertile. Clays and clay-loams are
common, particularly where limestone is the
parent material.

Water Quality

Concern for water in the Black Hills is fo-

cused primarily on quality. While the surface
waters are of excellent quality, there are some
problems related to the geochemistry of source
areas and land and water use. Dissolved solids

are low, but surface waters from limestone and
related formations contain the largest amounts
of essential nutrients.

One of the best-known water-quality prob-
lems involves "bog iron," present in some areas
of metasediments. Some bog iron has been
mined, leaving practically sterile conditions de-

spite efforts at rehabilitation. Water from these
areas is highly acid, and stream channels are a

distinctive rust red. The effects of bog iron are
detectable for considerable distances down-
stream from source areas.

The Black Hills are interlaced with an ex-

tensive road system; consequently, sediment
yield is of concern to watershed management.
Although many of the old roads have stabilized

since construction, some problem areas are in-

tensified after floods. Trouble spots are
steep pitches in grade and channel bottom loca-

tions. Two types of areas are especially

vulnerable—cohesionless permeable soils that

are derived from granite bedrock, and soils that

are medium to fine textured, easily compacted,
and hence produce large quantities and inten-

sity of runoff.

The undesirable effects of poor locations of

old roads have been aggravated with the advent
of various types of recreation vehicles. Erosion
problems in a few places have intensified as the

result of high recreation use. Once such prob-

lems are recognized, however, well-established

methods are available for stabilization.
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Figure 14—Geologic map of the Black Hills (from Strahler's Physical

Geography, 3rd ed., copyrighted 1969. Reprinted by permission of John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., N.Y.).
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Figure 1 5.—Drainage map of the Black Hills and Bear Lodge Mountains. The
heavy dashed line shows the extent of encircling sedimentary formations.

The crosshatched lines show areas of metamorphic and igneous
(crystalline) rock formations. Sedimentary formations are found in the

remainder of the area.
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Geology and Physiography

Geomorphology of the Sturgis watersheds
has been carefully analyzed to better our under-
standing of the hydrology of headwater
streams. Morphometric analyses have shown
the relative hydrologic importance of several
watershed form properties. For example, max-
imum length of master watershed and the aver-

age relief of first-order basins are highly corre-

lated with volume yield and peak flow. Little is

presently known about geophysical-hydrologic
interactions in small watersheds; work is pres-

ently underway to better define soil and
geologic properties.

Water-Yield Improvement

Research results from the Black Hills have
contributed to the fund of knowledge on water-
yield improvement in the central and southern
Rocky Mountains. These data support the con-

cept that irregular patchcutting will produce
maximum increases in water yields. Small
openings on first-order basins and interbasin
areas will produce streamflow more efficiently

by redistributing the snowpack and reducing
consumptive use with minimum watershed and
stream channel conveyance losses.

HYDROLOGIC PRINCIPLES IMPORTANT
TO MULTIRESOURCE MANAGEMENT

OF THE BLACK HILLS

Many of the principles outlined for the sub-
alpine and Front Range zones also apply to the
Black Hills. Those that are unique to the Black
Hills are summarized below:

• The location of the Black Hills makes them
especially attractive to the resident and nonres-
ident public. Accordingly, esthetics are espe-

cially important, and water plays a key role. The
Hills are an important source of ground water
which still has a large untapped potential. Po-
tential surface-water benefits from water-yield
improvement exist on forested watersheds up-
stream from peripheral sedimentary forma-
tions. In these areas, irregular patchcutting will

produce maximum water-yield increases with-
out causing adverse ecologic effects. Thinnings
will result in small or negligible increases in

streamflow.

• The advent of recreation vehicles of various
types, and the intensive network of old roads in

the Hills, have created sedimentation problems
in some areas. Most are small and relatively

scattered. Where roads are located in stream
bottoms or on steep grades, special measures
must be taken to insure stability. Because vege-
tation reestablishes quite easily on most dis-

turbed areas, sediment source areas should not

be critical provided that land developments are
well engineered and maintained.

• Chemical water quality is a problem in and
downstream of a relatively few areas which
have been mined for bog iron. Because restora-
tion of such areas is difficult at best and perhaps
ineffective, further mining should be discour-

aged until new methods are developed that will

insure site restoration within a short period of

time.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW

Knowledge gaps have been discussed in the

previous summaries for the subalpine and Front
Range Zones. In addition, there is still a need to

adapt existing simulation modeling approaches
to Black Hills management problems. To ac-

complish this, we need additional hydrologic in-

ventory data on soils, geology, runoff, and pre-

cipitation to supplement our general knowledge
of the area.
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THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ALPINE ZONE

The alpine zone (fig. 16) is that area above
tree line which varies from about 10,000 feet in

southern Wyoming to about 12,000 feet in south-

ern Colorado and northern New Mexico. Esti-

mates vary, but it is generally believed that al-

pine areas occupy more than 5 million acres in

Colorado and Wyoming—about equally divided
between each State—and about 250,000 acres in

Utah.
The primary vegetation is composed of

grasses, sedges, and a wide variety of forbs and
lichens. Tree species reflect local soil-moisture

conditions, and include dwarf willow, spruce,
fir, and an occasional limber or bristlecone pine.

Stunted, malformed coniferous trees occur in

streamlined clumps at timberline. Wind-
exposed ridges support only prostrate plants

and cushion-type forbs and lichens. Terrain de-
pressions on lee slopes accumulate blowing
snow. Here, vegetation may be dense willow
thickets in boggy areas, or nothing more than a
few snow-tolerant forbs where snow accumu-
lates to great depths.

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
ALPINE HYDROLOGY

Landforms, Climate, and Streamflow

Landforms depend to some extent on bed-
rock geology, and vary from broad, gently slop-

ing ridge crests and plateaus to steep and rug-
ged peaks. Extensive glaciation has played a
significant role in shaping the topography. Mass
soil movement, patterned ground, and soil frost

are also prevalent features.
Persistent winds and cold temperatures

mark the climate of the alpine zone. Summer
temperatures rarely exceed 70°F, and subzero
jdays are common in winter. Over 75 percent of

ithe annual precipitation occurs as snow, which
is moved from exposed areas to wind-protected
locations. Snow accumulates all winter and
melts in early spring to early summer. The
summer rainfall regime is similar to that in the
subalpine zone.

Runoff data are scarce because few
streams have been gaged in the rather hostile

and inaccessible alpine environment. Estimates
vary from 23 inches in Alberta, Canada, to 54
nches in Colorado. On the average, streamflow
Heaks in early summer, producing about 85 per-
;ent of the annual flow between May 1 and July
51. Less than 5 percent of the total flow occurs
!»etween December 1 and March 31.

Figure 16.—The alpine zone in the vicinity of

Berthoud Pass, Colorado.

Alpine drainages with more late-lying

snowfields produce the most late-summer
streamflow. Moreover, evaporation losses are
low, so that watershed efficiencies (runoff ex-

pressed as a percentage of net input) can ap-

proach 90 percent during most years. Snowmelt
runoff from alpine drifts produces surface
runoff and contributes to water which is stored
in fractured rocks deep within mountain mas-
sifs.

Alpine Snow Accumulation

Snow first accumulates at the windward
edge of most fields and builds downward, rather
than by initially filling in the deeper parts. The
size and shape of the fields reflect the size and
shape of barriers behind which they form, with
the exception that very heavy or very light snow
years make a difference in the size of the field.

Some accumulation areas are not completely
filled during dry years.
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Most of the winter snow accumulates from
a relatively few events. Between 55 and 70 per-

cent accumulates during the 5 weeks of heaviest

drifting, with between 30 to 40 percent ac-

cumulating in the 2 weeks of heaviest drifting.

Generally, the first major storm of the season is

also the largest snow accumulation period.

Evaporation, Condensation, and Melt

The onset of ablation varies from year to

year in response to topography, the amount of

snowpack, and spring weather conditions. Once
spring melting is firmly established, the reduc-

tion in snowfield area progresses at a remarka-
bly uniform rate, regardless of when the snow-
melt season begins or the initial amount of snow.

In most cases, moisture exchange between
the snow surface and overlying air is between 2

and 3 percent of the daily melt. Condensation
dominates the nights and evaporation the morn-
ings. Net losses in moisture generally occur in

July, whereas net moisture gains can be ex-

pected in August. Carbon black, soil, sawdust,

and gravel all affect snowmelt rates. Sawdust
can retard melt, whereas carbon black will ac-

celerate snowmelt, provided that it is applied

evenly and in a thin layer.

Water-Yield Improvement

Extensive research under winter and sum-
mer conditions has shown that one feasible

technique for improving water yields from the

alpine zone is to build snowfences upwind of

natural accumulation areas. The resulting in-

creased snowpack, held in deep, high-elevation
drifts that persist until late summer, will affect
runoff. By trapping snow which would normally
be lost to the atmosphere or blown into the sub-

alpine zone below, streamflow timing is

changed so that some runoff normally produced
during the spring freshet is diverted to periods
of low flow. The primary effect is to change the

distribution of runoff, rather than to increase
water yield.

Snow Accumulation

Studies of snowfence design features have
shown that fence effect varies greatly with size

of gap, and fence height and density (fig. 17).

Relations have been established between gap
size and the location and size of the lee drift.

These are presented in Martinelli's detailed

status-of-knowledge summary (RM-138).
Topography also exerts an important effect

on fence performance. Pressure-gradient con-

cepts provide a rationale for relating fence and
terrain effects to snow accumulation. While
pressure does not change in the lower layers for

airflow over flat surfaces, irregular terrain or
natural and artificial barriers will produce local

pressure gradients. A favorable gradient (high

pressure to low pressure) exists when air flows
uphill, whereas an adverse gradient (low pres-

sure to high pressure) exists when air flows
downhill or against a barrier. Velocity and shear
stresses in the lower layers increase downward,
and maximum shear stress is at the surface

along a favorable pressure gradient. Along an
adverse gradient, velocity and shear stresses

near the ground decrease and maximum shear '

stresses move up from the surface. The carry-

Figure 17.—Typical snowfence panel and snowdrift pattern at Pole Mountain, Wyoming. Snow
depths of four locations. Right panel swings open in high winds; others are tests of bottom gap
size. Note: There are three different scales in the diagram.
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ing capacity of wind is directly related to the

shear stresses in the lower layers. Accordingly,
in an adverse gradient situation, velocities and
shear stresses are reduced so that transported
snow settles out of the airstream. Examples of

how the above concepts help to explain total

snow accumulation and maximum drift length

observed in several typical terrain situations

are presented in the comprehensive summary
(RM-138). Five cases are discussed which in-

clude:

A snowfence on a uniform windward slope.

A snowfence on a uniform leeward slope.

A snowfence located leeward from a rounded
ridge crest.

A snowfence at a sharp ridge crest.

A fence located at a break from horizontal to lee

slope.

A method for estimating drift volume as a func-

tion of slope, fence density, and size of gap is

also presented.

Snowmelt and Runoff

At the most efficient fence sites, approxi-
mately 60 to 120 feet of fence has a potential for

producing an extra acre-foot of water at the

j
start of the melt season. This holds for fences 10

' to 12 feet tall, 40 percent fence density, bottom

j

gaps of 2 to 4 feet, and snow density in the lee

. drifts of 500 kilograms per cubic meter. At such
! sites, the melt season is prolonged approxi-

j
mately 1 to 3 weeks. In general, an extra 2 feet of

r snow depth on July 1 increases the insuing melt
season by 1 week.

PRINCIPLES IMPORTANT
TO WATER -YIELD IMPROVEMENT

IN THE ALPINE ZONE

• Ten years of study have shown that the best
Sites for increasing the amount of snow in alpine
drifts will have: (1) ridge crest locations with
the deep part of the natural drift not more than 8

ito 10 times fence height to the lee, (2) upslope
br level windward approach, (3) good orienta-

tion to prevailing drifting winds, (4) upslope or
evel terrain to the lee of the accumulation area,

i!5)a contributing distance upwind of the fence
)f at least 500 feet, (6) little natural accumula-
ion upwind of the fence, and (7)adequate pro-

jection from direct solar radiation.

> Poor sites for snowfences have: (1) a

Jownslope approach to the fence, (2) no natural

catchment within 8 to 10 fence heights down-
wind of the logical fence location, (3) upwind
accumulation sites to intercept snow or to throw
a drift on the fence, (4) variable wind direction

during drifting, and (5) a steep downslope ex-

haust zone that results in reverse windflow and
erosion of the lee deposition.

• The following pressure-gradient concepts
apply: (1) snowfences that obstruct flow in a
favorable pressure gradient yield smaller and
shorter drifts than expected over horizontal

terrain, (2) the effects of fences located at the
change from a zero or favorable to adverse
pressure gradient should increase as the gra-

dient increases up to the point where reverse
flow in the eddy begins to erode the downstream
edge of the drift, and (3) fences located within
an average pressure region should show effects

that follow those in the preceding statement, but
the fences usually become buried in the drift.

• Details of snowfence construction, de-

veloped from long experience, present
guidelines for structural stability, density, and
gap width. The unique function of these struc-

tures, and the loads which they must withstand,

require application of sound engineering prin-

ciples to insure an adequate fence system.

• Snowfences also have a high utility for uses
other than increasing late summer flows.

Fences can help solve special problems, includ-

ing avalanche control, highway and parking lot

protection, wildhfe habitat enhancement, and
agricultural and domestic water development.
Fence location, density, bottom gap, and height
all vary, depending on the objective.

• Fences should be carefully located in alpine

areas. They should not be placed indiscrimi-

nately along entire ridges. Visual impact should

be minimized by careful design and use of mat-
erials which tend to blend in with the natural

landscape.

• Use of snowfences for water-yield improve-
ment from alpine areas should be considered as

supplemental to other watershed management
practices in forested or riparian zones. All hold

promise for providing needed solutions to fu-

ture water supply problems.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW

Several knowledge gaps must be filled be-

fore complete guidelines for snowpack man-
agement in alpine and other areas can be de-
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veloped. First, we must be able to determine
the mass flux of snow being transported past a

given site to determine snow trapping effi-

ciency. Particle counters will help to solve this

problem. Secondly, we need better information
on the combinations of terrain features which
produce optimum snow accumulation sites. The
pressure gradient concept is a promising way of

developing initial criteria based on sound phys-

ical principles. Finally, more data are needed to

further refine theoretical models which predict
sublimation losses from blowing snow.

Other techniques should be explored for

improving the timing and amount of water yield

from the alpine zone. These include: (1) terrain

modification, (2) intentional avalanching, and
(3) artificially creating massive accumulations
of ice from winter streamflow.

THE BIG SAGEBRUSH ZONE

Big sagebrush occupies almost 200 million

acres in the 11 western States. Three
subspecies—basin big sagebrush, Wyoming big

sagebrush, and mountain big sagebrush—are
recognized. Identification of big sagebrush to

the subspecies level is important, since sub-

species often indicate significant environmen-
tal characteristics of the site. Mountain big
sagebrush typically grows above 7,000 feet on
lands which receive a large proportion of the

annual precipitation as wind-deposited snow.
This subspecies affords a higher potential for

water-yield improvement than does Wyoming
big sagebrush, which grows below 5,000 feet on
sites with less soil development and precipita-

tion.

Sagebrush adapts to particularly dry condi-

tions by shedding or reducing the size of its

leaves to maintain a favorable internal water
balance. Its root system enables big sagebrush
to be a vigorous competitor for nutrients and
soil moisture. The largest mass of roots is in the
upper 2 feet of soil. When moisture has been
depleted from the surface layers, its lateral and
tap root systems are capable of utilizing water
to depths that sometimes exceed 6 feet.

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
BIG SAGEBRUSH HYDROLOGY

Climate and Water Yield of

Mountain Sagebrush

The climate of the big sagebrush zone is

characterized by a relatively warm and dry
growing season where most of the precipitation
is received as snow. Annual precipitation in the
mountain big sagebrush zone is 15 to 20 inches

per year, and approximately 9 to 12 inches of

this total falls as snow. Snow does not melt dur-
ing the winter months except in the lower por-
tion of the zone on slopes that have a high energy
input from solar radiation. Snowmelt generally
begins in April or May. About 60 percent of the

warm-season precipitation falls during June
and September. Because of the combination of

small storm size and high evaporation rates,

most rainfall during July and August is ineffec-

tive in replenishing soil moisture. June rainfall

is utilized by growing plants, whereas Sep-

tember rainfall begins to increase soil moisture
levels.

Limited data collected at two research loca-

tions indicate most summer storms are small.

Two-thirds of the rainfall events produce 0.10

inch or less. The duration of rainfall in excess of

1 inch per hour is usually less than 10 minutes,
and average intensity for the entire storm i

period generally is less than 1 inch per hour. •

However, infrequent high-intensity thunder-
storms can generate high rates of runoff and
associated erosion.

Hydrologic data from mountain sagebrush
are sparse. Annual precipitation of 15 inches

produces approximately 3 inches of stream-
flow. Runoff during the snowmelt season is

extremely sensitive to weather changes. The
highly variable depth of snow accumulation ona
watershed, and watershed orientation, also

contribute to the volatile character of snowmelt
runoff. Another phenomenon recently observed
on sagebrush watersheds is "over-the-snow"
flow (fig. 18), caused by a well-developed*
drainage network on top of dense snow in high

accumulation areas. Figure 19 compares the

snowmelt hydrographs from three watersheds
representative of the mountain sagebrush type.
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Figure 18.—Water flowing over the snow surface

produced this channel into the dense snow filling a

tributary. Such channels quickly route melt water

with minimum conveyance losses. Dark material

on the sides and bottom of this channel is soil

deposited by runoff.
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Figure 19.—Snowmelt runoff from the sagebrush
type is sensitive to daily weather changes as
shown by flow on Wayne's Creek, near Dubois,

Wyoming. Water flowing on top of the snow
caused high discharge rates on Sane Creek, near
Saratoga, Wyoming, compared to those of Loco
Creek, an adjacent watershed that did not develop
"over-the-snow" flow.

Although telltale signs of severe runoff and
rosion from intense rainfall have been
observed, there is not yet enough information to

'completely define summer precipitation and
Tunoff characteristics. Thirteen years of data
|from a 60-acre high-elevation drainage basin
suggest that most high runoff events are caused
jy rain falling on premoistened soil rather than
in response to high-intensity thunderstorms. It

Is reasonable to assume that infrequent flooding
phenomena in the Black Hills, mountain
Wgebrush type, and Colorado Front Range are
iimilar in nature.

Wind and Drifting Snow

One of the most distinctive features of the
mountain sagebrush type is persistent wind,
which significantly affects snow accumulation.
Much of the snow is blown from windward
slopes and ridgetops to protected areas on the
lee side of ridges or into incised drainages. The
threshold speed for transport of newly fallen

snow is approximately 12 miles per hour;
metamorphosed snow requires higher speeds.
Although unknown but significant quantities of
snow are sublimated, the remainder commonly
accumulates in drifts 10 to 20 feet deep. This
concentration of snow and subsequent ground
water recharge results in springs and perennial
streamflow from sagebrush lands (fig. 20). The
magnitude of evaporation from the snow
surface, and from moistened soil during melt is

not known. Present indications are that it could
comprise as much as one-half of the water
volume for isolated drifts.

Watershed Management

Sagebrush Control

Sagebrush conversion is one of the primary
tools utilized by range managers to increase
forage for cattle and sheep. Burning was an
early means of conversion, and is still effective.

Plowing or disking is also effective, but limited

to moderate slopes without numerous rocks.

The discovery of phenoxy herbicides resulted
in widespread use of 2, 4-D in the management
of big sagebrush lands. Spraying has been the

preferred method of sagebrush control since
the early 1950's. Sprayed acreage in Wyoming
increased from 319,000 acres in 1962 to between
1.3 and 1.4 million acres by 1970. This trend is

indicative of sagebrush control practices
throughout the West. Reseeding is a necessity in

conjunction with control methods that destroy
all vegetation, and is also recommended,
regardless of the control method, where
desirable plants comprise less than 20 percent
of total original plant cover.

Native grass production commonly doubles
immediately after sagebrush removal, and may
triple that of unsprayed areas within 3 years
(fig. 21). However, the level of increased
production that can be expected over the long

term has not been adequately established.

Recent evidence indicates that production
increases may persist for 15 to 30 years after

conversion. The rate of sagebrush invasion

after treatment depends most on the degree of

initial brushkill and subsequent grazing
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Figure 20.—Deep drifts persist long after the bulk of the snowpack has melted: A, snow conditions

June 3, near the time of peak streamflow; B, snow conditions June 16, about 1 week after the

hydrograph peak.

management. Uncontrolled grazing will

generally result in rapid reinvasion, but with
conservative grazing practices, the increased
level of grass production will persist for a
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Figure 21 .—Grass production (air-dry) for a sprayed
and adjacent unsprayed high-elevation

sagebrush watershed.

number of years, and the full benefits of

sagebrush conversion can be realized.

Burning, and mechanical methods that do
not destroy the herbaceous vegetative cover,

have little effect on herbaceous composition
after treatment. Spraying strongly favors

grasses over forbs, however. Spraying will

drastically diminish forb production, and
recovery is generally slow. Forb damage, a

byproduct of spraying, should be carefully

weighed against the benefits of increased grass

production. Forbs are an essential ingredient in

the diets of young sage grouse, and they are also

sought by cattle.

The net effect of spraying on herbaceous
vegetative composition depends upon the

proportion of grasses and forbs in the

sagebrush stand. If forbs comprise a substantial

portion of untreated vegetation, much of the

grass response takes place at the expense of

forbs. Big sagebrush control will reduce total

above-ground biomass production, even though
combined grass-forb productivity may increase

substantially after treatment. About one-third

of the vegetative matter in climax stands is big

sagebrush, but on sites where it is sprayed as a

range improvement practice, young sagebrush
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may contribute two-thirds or more of the annual

production. The fact that the increase in

herbaceous production does not fully replace

sagebrush herbage indicates a diverse mixture
of life forms more fully utilizes site resources
than does a limited number of species or life

forms.

Soil Moisture

The conversion of a mountain sagebrush
Istand to herbaceous vegetation reduces soil

moisture withdrawal about 15 percent. This dif-

ference takes place while vegetation is actively

growing, and not uniformly through the sum-
jmer season. After midsummer, the rate of use is

jsimilar for both treated and untreated vegeta-
tion (fig. 22). Soil-water use declines sharply on
treated areas when herbaceous vegetation
[reaches maturity, and after the midsummer
leaf drop by big sagebrush in sagebrush stands.
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igure 22.—Sagebrush conversion reduces

soil-water use about 1 5 percent during the time of

active vegetation growth. The rate of use after

midsummer is similar for both treated and
untreated vegetation.

V
The root systems of big sagebrush are cap-

le of extracting water deep in the soil after

iioisture near the surface is depleted. Accord-
jgly, about 80 percent of the water savings
Jikes place at depths between 3 and 6 feet when
agebrush is removed. Moisture to support her-

aceous vegetation on treated land is derived
|ainly from the top 3 feet of soil. Soil-water use
the surface 2 feet equals or exceeds that of

disturbed sagebrush vegetation. Some soil

oisture is used by both treated and untreated
getation until late fall. Once snow begins to

cumulate, however, soil-moisture content
)es not change through the winter months.

Snow Accumulation

Sagebrush plants trap snow since the leaves
and twigs promote snow deposition by reducing
windspeed. Live sagebrush plants, and the
skeletal remains of sprayed plants, are more
effective snow-trapping agents than herbace-
ous vegetation. Snow accumulates faster in

sagebrush than grass stands as long as the brush
remains above the snow surface.

Sagebrush control reduces snow accumula-
tion most strongly on windward slopes and to a
lesser extent on leeward slopes. Sagebrush re-

moval may reduce the rate of accumulation
early in the winter, before vegetation is co-

vered, but have little effect on final depth where
natural snow deposition exceeds the height of
sagebrush. Snow accumulation is governed by
the interaction of the wind with topography
once vegetation is covered. Sagebrush removal
can affect snow deposition at a given point, but
may not affect total storage on a watershed
since large-scale snow accumulation is gov-
erned more by topography than by vegetation.

Streamflow

Results from one paired watershed study in

mountain sagebrush suggest that total annual
water yields can be increased approximately 13
percent by converting the shrub-dominated
vegetation to a herbaceous type. While these
results are not statistically significant at the 95
percent level of confidence, the apparent in-

crease in water yield closely approximates
measured differences in soil moisture with-

drawal. Accordingly, the streamflow increase
suggested by watershed comparisons is proba-
bly a real response. Treatment has no effect on
the yearly maximum discharge rates, mean
daily discharge rates, or recession flows in

summer.
The 13 percent streamflow increase is con-

sidered to be about maximum for the big sage-

brush type, and is attained only: (1) on sites

where there is significant precipitation to rewet
the soil throughout its profile, and (2) where the

soil mantle is sufficiently thick so that the root-

ing zone of replacement vegetation lies above
the deep root system of the sagebrush which
formerly occupied the site.

Blowing Snow Control

Snow transported by wind is subjected to

large sublimation losses. Snowfences, previ-

ously discussed, can also be effectively used in

sagebrush and grasslands to reduce sublima-
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tion, and thereby tap this heretofore unavaila-

ble water source. A mathematical model has

been developed to determine the quantity of

water equivalent that sublimates while snow is

being transported by wind. This model assumes
that the annual volume of sublimated snow is a

function of: (1) the mean annual snow transfer

coefficient, or the ratio of the quantity of snow
transported by wind to that which falls during

the winter drift period; (2) mean winter precipi-

tation received during the time snow is sub-

jected to drifting; and (3) the average distance a

snow particle travels before sublimating(trans-

port distance) during the winter drift period.

In southcentral Wyoming, the snow trans-

fer coefficient is approximately 0.7 for

mountain big sagebrush 8 to 16 inches tall. This

means that 70 percent of the precipitation that

falls during the drifting season returns directly

to the atmosphere when no barriers exist to in-

duce snow deposition. The residual 30 percent is

stored in the crown space, which protects the

snowpack from wind. Average transport dis-

tances vary from 3,300 feet at a 7,500-foot eleva-

tion to 5,000 feet at the 8,500-foot level. These
large distances, and a drift period which ex-

tends from November 1 to March 30, suggest a

high potential for exploiting this drifting-snow

resource with minimal impact on the environ-

ment and other land uses. Snowfences properly
located provide an effective means to capture
and retain wind-borne snow with high effi-

ciency (fig. 23). Engineering guidelines are a-

vailable for determining proper fence size and
spacing. Specific design criteria and references
to pertinent literature are found in the com-
prehensive status-of-knowledge summaries
(RM-138 and RM-140).

Erosion and Sediment Yield

There is general agreement that watershed

'

cover—including litter, rock, and live

vegetation—is an important factor influencing
infiltration, erosion, and subsequent sediment
yield. From the standpoint of watershed man-
agement, practices that increase litter and veg-
etation promote soil stability.

Little factual information on sedimentation
from big sagebrush lands is available. Meas-
urements on two areas in Wyoming suggest that

both suspended sediment and bedload move-
ment are typically low. High sediment move-
ment occurs only during extreme precipitation

events. The over-the-snow flow phenomenon
previously discussed, may also increase sedi-

ment movement.
Sagebrush-conversion techniques which

minimize soil disturbance are preferred. Spray-
ing will produce the least soil disturbance. Plow-
ing should be used only when there is a high
likelihood of establishing a seeded stand i

quickly.

HYDROLOGIC PRINCIPLES IMPORTANT
TO MULTIRESOURCE MANAGEMENT

OF THE BIG SAGEBRUSH ZONE

• More than 90 percent of big sagebrush vege-

tation is killed by burning, mechanical removal,
or chemical herbicides, when these techniques
are properly implemented. Reseeding is rec-

ommended on sites where the population of

desirable species is depleted, and must accom-
pany those methods which destroy all vegeta-

tion.

Figure 23.—Windborne snow that otherwise returns to the atmosphere can

be trapped and stored behind snowfences. There is an opportunity to

improve water yield wherever a large quantity of snow is transported by wind.
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• The composition of herbaceous vegetation is

largely unaffected by burning or mechanical
sagebrush control methods which leave exist-

ing herbaceous cover intact. Spraying, how-
ever, can reduce forb production 45 to 65 per-
cent. Forb damage caused by spraying with
phenoxy herbicides should be carefully

weighed against increased grass production,

i

since forbs constitute an important food source

I
for certain wildlife species as well as livestock.

j

The land manager controls plant composition
1 when reseeding is necessary following sage-

brush removal. Planted species can be selected

; to optimize vegetation composition to meet
specific management objectives.

• Grass production commonly doubles after

j

spraying, but declines with time as sagebrush
I gradually reoccupies the site. The duration of

I

treatment effect is strongly influenced by graz-

1 ing management practices following sagebrush

j

control. Most projects probably have an effec-

I

tive life of between 15 and 30 years, if initial

I sagebrush kill is high and conservative grazing

I
practices are followed.

• The production of above-ground herbaceous
j
biomass (including production by sagebrush) is

I

reduced by sagebrush removal. While com-
jbined grass-forb production can increase ap-

I
proximately 50 to 200 percent, this is not suffi-

|cient to replace the herbage produced by the
joriginal sagebrush. When sagebrush is sprayed,
jforbs as well as sagebrush are killed, so that

jpart of the grass response simply compensates
for decreased forb growth.

• The interaction of wind with vegetation and
topography controls snow deposition. Live
sagebrush crowns which protrude above the
snowpack collect snow more efficiently than do
defoliated sagebrush crowns or herbaceous
vegetation. Sagebrush removal can reduce
snow accumulation on windward slopes; basin-
wide snow storage may not be significantly af-

fected, however, since wind and topography are
the primary factors controlling snow accumula-
tion.

• Indications are that annual runoff from
mountain sagebrush can be increased a max-
imum of 15 percent through extensive sage-
brush eradication. Again, water yield can be
increased only when rooting depths of replace-
ment vegetation are less than the original
sagebrush, and snowmelt exceeds soil-water
recharge requirements. Treatment apparently
does not affect peak or recession flows appreci-
ably.

• Drifting snow represents a large, untapped
water resource on sagebrush and grasslands. As
much as 70 percent of this snow is lost to the
atmosphere under natural conditions. Snow-
fences provide an efficient means of capturing
drifting snow with little impact on the environ-
ment or other uses of the land. Snowfences can
be used to develop water sources or to augment
existing supplies; however, sublimation and
evaporation can extract as much as 50 percent
of the water stored in isolated drifts behind
snowfences.

• Techniques which cause the least soil dis-

turbance are recommended for converting big
sagebrush to a herbaceous vegetation type.
Plowing or disking should be restricted to lands
with little natural erosion and where there is a
high probability of establishing a seeded stand
quickly. A high erosion potential also exists

after sagebrush stands are burned until re-

sidual vegetation regrows sufficiently to pro-
Vide soil protection.

,» Soil-moisture withdrawal can be decreased
ijpproximately 15 percent by sagebrush re-

boval (1) if the rooting depth of residual vegeta-
jion is less than that of the sagebrush which
formerly occupied the site, and (2) if snowmelt
is sufficient to recharge the entire soil mantle.
>oil-moisture use is reduced at depths greater
jhan 2 feet and during the time that vegetation is

Actively growing. Water use in the surface
ayers of soil is unchanged or may increase,
ince treatment shifts the rooting zone to the
iipper part of the soil profile.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW

More documentation is needed on the long-

term effectiveness of sagebrush removal, par-

ticularly after spraying, since the majority of

sprayed land has been treated during the past 15

years. Range management practices that utilize

the increased grass production most efficiently

also need to be determined.
The factors that govern infiltration and sed-

iment movement are complex and their interre-

lationships are poorly understood. More re-

search is needed to identify those soil, cover,

topographic, and hydrologic parameters which
determine infiltration and erosion. Perhaps the

biggest knowledge gap is the lack of direct

measurements of bedload and suspended
sediment for any length of time in sagebrush
lands.

Present techniques for gathering such
basic hydrologic information as the quantity of

winter precipitation, the flux and timing of

27
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Abstract

Sprackling, John A., and Ralph A. Read.
1975. Jack pine provenance study in eastern Nebraska. USDA

For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-143. 8 p. Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp.

Stn., Fort Collins, Colo. 80521.

A 9-year provenance test of jack pine in eastern Nebraska, with

28 origins, indicated that height, form, cone production, and needle

length of southern origins exceeded northern origins. Foliage color

during winter was yellow green on northern origins but green on

southern origins. Fast-growing origins developed dense, compact,

well-shaped crowns because of the multinodal growth characteristic

of jack pine. A Petawawa, Ontario origin, of rapid growth and
superior form, is recommended for plantings in Nebraska.

Keywords: Pinus banksiana, provenances, growth, tree form,

windbreaks.

Preface

The provenance study described in this

paper is one of a dozen experimental plantations

of various tree species established on the Horn-

ing State Farm near Plattsmouth, Nebraska,
which is administered by the Department of

Forestry of the University of Nebraska. The
USDA Forest Service, through its Rocky Moun-
tain Forest and Range Experiment Station Re-

search Work Unit at Lincoln, cooperates with

the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station

on this research.

The purpose of this work is to find and de-

velop better adapted trees for use in all kinds of

plantings, environmental and commercial,
throughout Nebraska and the central Great
Plains. These provenance studies of different

species provide basic materials of known origin

for evaluation of adaptability, for study of ge-

netic variation, and for selection, propagation,

and breeding for resistance to disease and in-

sect pests.

The diversity of tree planting materials

under study at this and many other locations in

the Plains was made possible through coopera-

tion in a Regional Tree Improvement Project

(NC-99, formerly NC-51) of the North Central

States Agricultural Experiment Stations.

Credits are due the Petawawa Forest Exper-

iment Station, Canadian Forestry Service, for

seed of their All-range Experiment No. 255;

Jonathan W. Wright, Professor of Forestry,

Michigan State University, for initiating the

Regional study and providing the planting

stock; and Walter T. Bagley, Associate Profes-

sor of Forestry, University of Nebraska, for

cooperation in planting and maintenance of the

plantation.
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Jack Pine Provenance Study in Eastern Nebraska

John A. Sprackling and Ralph A. Read

Provenance tests are used to determine the

natural variation within a species, as well as the

relative adaptability of various seed sources
throughout a species' natural range to areas
outside that range. Knowledge of the genetic
variation within the natural geographic range of

a species provides a foundation for further tree

breeding programs. Moreover, information de-

rived from provenance tests can insure max-
imum success in introducing trees to the rela-

tively treeless prairies of the central Great
Plains for windbreaks, landscaping, and
Christmas tree plantations.

The objective of this study was to deter-
mine the natural variation, adaptability, and
growth in eastern Nebraska of a wide range of

seed origins of jack pine {Pinus banksiana
Lamb). The primary goal was to determine
which seed origins are well adapted for use in

future plantings in the Plains. The study was
conducted as part of a cooperative Regional
Tree Improvement Project (NC-99) of the North
Central States Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tions.

Previous Work

The natural range of jack pine extends from
Nova Scotia west to the foothills of the Northern
Rockies in Alberta and Northwest Territory,
Canada, where it reaches 65 north latitude. It

occurs throughout the Lake States and as far
south as northern Indiana (fig. 1). This species is

believed to be very diverse genetically because
of its wide distribution in the boreal forests of
North America (Fowells 1965). Past research
has indeed indicated important differences
within the species, which can be attributed to

genetic variation.

The earliest record of jack pine planting in

the central Great Plains was in 1891 on the
Bruner property in the sandhills of Holt County,

Nebraska (Pool 1953). That planting, which in-

cluded other conifers, was judged a success
after 10 years. It provided the stimulus for the
creation, in 1902, and the subsequent tree plant-

ing program of the Nebraska Forest Reserves
(now the Nebraska National Forest) in the
sandhills along the Middle Loup River in cen-
tral Nebraska. In 1903, 70,000 jack pine seed-
lings were dug in the native forests of Min-
nesota and planted in this Forest Reserve. Plant-

ing of jack pine seedlings of Minnesota and
Wisconsin origins was continued through the

1920's until about 4,600 acres were established.

The drought of the 1930's caused high mor-
tality in the Nebraska National Forest jack pine
plantations, particularly in poorly stocked areas
(Christiansen 1940). However, timber sales

which began in 1929 in the 19-year-old planta-

tions produced corral poles, fenceposts, cabin
logs, turkey roosts, and fuelwood for local use
(Dayharsh 1940). Growth and development
through a 48-year period, including response to

thinning at age 12, and comparisons with native

sites in the Lake States, were described by Boldt
(1969). Despite the large area planted to jack
pine outside its natural range, it is not possible

to evaluate those plantations for performance
of seed origins with any degree of reliability.

Origin was not specifically documented, and no
statistical design was used in the plantings.

Provenance tests in other regions indicate

that height growth of jack pine from southern
seed origins exceeds that of northern origins.

Schantz-Hansen and Jensen (1952) determined
that a provenance from the Bass River State

Forest, New Jersey, grew faster than all others

at a Cloquet, Minnesota test site. Canavera and
Wright (1973) found that jack pines from south-

ern Michigan and Wisconsin seed origins were
three times as tall as those from the Northwest
Territories of Canada after 4 years of growth in

two Michigan plantations. A comparison of Lake



Figure 1.—Location of jack pine {Pinus banksiana) origins.

States provenances by Arend and others (1961)

at three test sites in lower Michigan indicated
that lower Michigan seed origins grew fastest,

whereas upper Michigan Peninsula origins pro-

duced slow-growing trees. An Indiana study
demonstrated that trees from the southern half

of a seed-collection area covering Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota averaged 4.8 feet in

height after 7 years, while those from the north-

ern half averaged 4.2 feet (Williams and Beers
1959).

Seedling foliage of northern seed origins

turned purple during winter through the third

year, and yellow thereafter. Those of southern

origins remained green during winter (Stoeck-

eler and Rudolf 1956, Canavera and Wright
1973).

Other characteristics positively correlated

with southern seed origins were abundant flow-

ering, lammas growth, and a high degree of

stem crook (Canavera and Wright 1973). King
and Nienstaedt (1965) concluded that, among
Lake State provenances, lower Michigan stock

was most resistant to jack pine needle cast

(Hyperdermella ampla Dearn.), whereas north-

ern Minnesota stock was least resistant. North-

ern seed origins produced trees with many
serotinous cones, but southern seed sources had



a large proportion of open cones (Schoenike and
others 1959). Survival of field plantings ranged
from 82 to 100 percent in the above studies.

Methods

Seeds from 96 geographic origins through-
out the natural range of jack pine were collected

over a 5-year period under the direction of Mark
Hoist, Petawawa Forest Experiment Station,

Chalk River, Ontario. Samples of these seeds
were planted by J. W. Wright in a Michigan State

University nursery at East Lansing, Michigan,
and 1-year-old seedlings were distributed to

North Central States cooperators in 1965. Seed-
lings of 28 of the 96 origins, representative of

the species range, were planted in spring 1965 at

the Horning State Farm experimental area of

the Department of Forestry, University of Neb-
raska, near Plattsmouth, Nebraska (fig. 1 and
table 1). Locationislatitude4r North, longitude
96' West, and 1,100-foot (330 m) elevation. The
plantation is located on a gentle southwest-
facing slope of silt loam soils derived from
loess. Growing season averages 170 days, and
mean annual precipitation is 30 inches.

Seedlings were machine planted in ran-
domly placed four-tree linear plots of each of

the 28 seed origins in each replicate. The planta-

tion contains six replications in 18 rows, spaced
12 feet apart on the contour; trees in each row
were spaced 6 feet apart. The plantation has
been maintained by mowing between rows and
applying Simazine (4 pounds per acre) in a

20-inch band on both sides of each tree row for 6
years following planting.

Table l.--Data on seed origin locations of jack pine tested in eastern Nebraska

Petawawa
origin State or Place North West Elevat ion

numbe r Province 1 at i tude long i tude

degrees degrees feet meters

07 Prince Edward Island East Bideford kG.e 63.9 100 30

08 New Brunswick Turtle Creek kG.O 65.0 250 76

OS New Brunswick Grand Lake kG.O 66.1 25 8

21 Quebec Little Cal umet R. t^S.l 67.2 100 30
20 Quebec Toulnoustook R. ^49.

7

68.4 250 76

29 Quebec Murray Bay i(7.6 70.2 300 91

33 Quebec Lake Valade '*7.3 73.9 1,350 412
h3 Quebec Capi tachouane R. '*7.8 76.7 1 , 500 457
k8 Quebec Baskatong Lake ^6.8 76.1 800 244
hi Quebec Harry Lake ki>.k 76.2 600 183
kh Quebec Fort Coulonge kS.Q 76.7 400 122

he Ontario Petawawa Plains 45.8 77.4 600 183

k2 Ontario Douglas ^45.

5

76.9 500 152
^43 Ontario Constance Bay 45.5 76.1 250 76
ko Ontario Clai re River 44.6 77.0 700 213

39 Ontario Twin Lakes 44.6 77.9 800 244

56 Ontario Wasaga Beach 44.5 80.0 600 133

Sh Ontario Vermi 1 1 ion Bay 49.8 93.4 1,300 396

89 Saskatchewan Nipekamew R. 54.2 104.9 2,000 610

99 Northwest Teri'itory Wr i g 1 ey 63.2 123.4 550 168

23 New York Upper Jay 44.3 73.8 950 290

73 Michigan (LP) Marl Lake 44.5 84.7 1,193 364
7h Michigan (LP) Marl Lake 44.5 84.8 1 ,145 349
71 Michigan (LP) Freesoi

1

44. 1 86.1 900 274
75 Michigan (UP) Gladstone 46.0 86.5 650 i98

69 Wi sconsin Mosinee 44.8 89.7 1 ,200 366
67 Wi sconsin Nekoosa 44.3 89.7 970 296

78 Minnesota Brainerd 46.3 94.2 1 ,150 351



Height and survival were measured at the

end of growing seasons from 1966 through 1971.

Severe rains 6 weeks after the plantation was
established in 1965 washed out 35 percent of the
seedlings. These were not included in survival

counts, and were replaced with 1 + 1 stock from
on the site in the spring of 1966. Periodically, the
plantation was checked for damage by insects,

disease, or heavy snow. Current measurements
made in November 1973 included the following:

• Total height
• Average annual height growth for the past 6

years
• Form rating (a numerical rating from to 40
given each tree based on straightness of stem,
crown density, crown balance, and branch
angle^)

• Winter foliage color

• Average length of 1-year-old needles
• Cone production

Data were subjected to analysis of variance
with multiple range tests, to determine signifi-

cant differences among means. Correlation
analyses were made to determine the degree of

association between measured characteristics
and origin latitude. An isodata cluster analysis
was made to determine if geographical
ecotypes could be delineated.

Results

Seedling Survival

Overall plantation survival was 94 percent
after two growing seasons and 92 percent after

three (table 2). Thereafter, mortality was neg-
ligible. Survival rates of origins were so influ-

enced by the heavy rains that they could not be
correlated with latitude, longitude, or elevation.

Height and Growth Rates

Trees from northern latitudes were shorter
and slower growing, while those from southern
latitudes were taller and grew faster (table 2).

^Branch angle refers to the angle of the lateral branches
relative to the main stem. Crown balance refers to the uniformity

of lateral branching on all sides of a tree Each of the four

morphological characteristics was given a numerical rating

from to 10. The sum of the four equalz the form rating. Trees

with acute branch angles, straight stems, and dense, balanced
crowns were given the highest form ratings.

Computed correlation coefficients were -0.78

and -0.79. The average plantation height after 9

years was 12.4 feet. Trees from Fort Coulonge,
Que. (44), were tallest, averaging 14.3 feet. The
tallest individual tree was 17.1 feet (fig. 2). The
shortest trees, averaging 7.6 feet, were from
Wrigley, N.W.T. (99) (table 2). An analysis of
variance showed significant differences in

heights among the 28 origins. Multiple range
tests indicated that the tallest origin (Fort
Coulonge, Que.—44) was significantly taller

than the 14 origins averaging 12.5 feet or less.

Trees from Murray Bay, Que. (29), Little

Calumet River, Que. (21), Nipekamew River,
Sas. (89), and Wrigley, N.W.T. (99) were sig-

nificantly shorter than all others tested (table

2).

Figure 2.—After 10 growing seasons, this tree from

Fort Coulonge, Quebec (44), was tallest in the

plantation at 17.1 feet.

Plantation height growth rates averaged 1.7

feet per year. Marl Lake, Mic. (74) and Mosinee,
Wis. (69) trees averaged 2.0 feet in height

growth per year over the last 6 years, faster

than all other origins. ^ Trees from these two
origins grew significantly faster than all origins

which grew 1.8 feet per year or less. Height

growth rates for individual trees varied widely.

A tree from Wrigley, N.W.T. (99) averaged 0.03

foot per year, whereas a Fort Coulonge, Que.

(44), tree averaged 2.45 feet per year (fig. 2).

^ The fastest growing origins were not necessarily the tall-

est, because growth rates were based on the last 6 years in the

plantation and heights were based on 9 years.



Table 2. --Survival and height of jack pine origins in eastern Nebraska

Petawawa
origin
number

3-year
surv i va

1

Height
Mean annual

heiaht growth
1968-1973

Basi 5 :

9-year Percent of
total plantation mean

trees

percent feet
J

percent feet no.

QUE hk 100 \h.f] 115 1.9 23
WIS 69 100 \h.2 114 2.0 22

MIC 71 88 14.1 113 1.9 16

ONT 56 96 \h.O 113 1.9 21

ONT ^e 92 13.9 112 1.9 22

MIC n 96 13.8 112 2.0 21

WIS 67 86 13.7 111 1.9 18

ONT 39 83 13.6 110 1.8 19

MIN 78 98 13.4 108 1.8 22

MIC 75 96 13.3 107 1.9 21

ONT hi 96 13.2 107 1.8 22
MIC 73 83 13.2 106 1.8 21

ONT 8't 92 12.8 104 1.8 22
NY 23 100 12.8_ 103 1.7 23

QUE hi 96 12.5 101 1.7 22

QUE hi 79 12.3 99 1.7 20
QUE 33 100 11.8 95 1.7 23
NBR 08--C 96 11.7 95 1.6 24
ONT ho 71 11.6 94 1.6 15

QUE h?, 92 11.6 93 1.6 22

NBR 09 96 11.5 93 1.6 22
QUE 49-;.- 88 10.9 88 1.5 19

PEI 07" 96 10.5 85 1.5 22
QUE 20* 100 10.4 84 1.4 20

QUE 29--- 96 9.9 1 80 1.4 26
QUE 21='^ 100 8.9 72 1.2 25
SAS 89-^ 76 8.6 69 1.2 15

NWT 99"

Plantat ion

92 7.6 61 1.0 11

average 92 12.4 1.7

Duncan's range test: Means within same bracket do not differ at St level. Means of equal value
may be separated by brackets due to rounding off.

-''Northern origins

Form

Slow-growing trees from northern origins
definitely had the poorest form, while fast-

growing trees from southern origins generally
developed dense, well-balanced crowns (tables

2 and 3). The average form rating was 28.8 (best
possible =40). Trees with the best forms were
from Petawawa, Ont. (46), averaging 31.6. One
tree from this origin rated 37, the highest form
rating in the plantation (fig. 3). Nipekamew
River, Sas. (89), trees had the poorest form, av-
eraging 25.3. The seven origins of poorest form

were also the shortest. Conversely, origins dis-

playing above-average form were generally the

tallest.

Other Characteristics

Average length of 1-year-old needles was
1.3 inches. The shortest, slowest growing trees

had the shortest needles (tables 2 and 3). The
correlation between needle length and latitude

of origin was fairly weak. Trees from southern
origins had green foliage during winter,
whereas northern origins were yellow green.



Winter foliage color was the characteristic
found to be most strongly correlated with
latitude of origin:

Characteristic

Yellow winter foliage

Average annual
height growth

Height
Cone production
Form rating
Needle length

Correlation
coefficient

r

0.80

-0.79

-0.78

-0.75

-0.72

-0.41

Cone production was very high relative to

other species of pine of the same age in this

experimental area. At 10 years of age, the aver-

age tree had approximately 40 cones. Trees
from the two extreme northern origins
(Nipekamew River, Sas.—89 and Wrigley,
N.W.T.—99) were noticeably less prolific, av-

eraging 25 cones per tree. Cone production was
negatively correlated with latitude of origin.

No damage from insects or diseases was
detected. Heavy snow and freezing rain, which
frequently break limbs on trees in the central

Great Plains, caused no noticeable damage to

the jack pines. The top 10 inches of some termi-

Table 3-""Form, needle length, winter needle color, and cone production of jack pine origins 9
years after planting in eastern Nebraska

Petawawa
origin
number

Average
form

rat ing^

Need le character St i cs Average
cone

Mean leng th Winter co lor product ion^

inches percent ye How per tree

1.3 H

1.2 H

1.3 H

\.k 1 1 H

1.3 H

1.^ H

1.4 5 H

\.k H

\.k H

^.k ]k H

1.2 59 M

1.3 5 H

1.3 5 H

\.k 10 H

1.3 10 H

1,1 9 H

1.3 k H

1.3

I.l 39

H

H

1.3 36 H

1.2

1.1

1.1

25

25

9

M

M

M

1.1 31 M

1.1 ho M

1.1 53 M

1.2

1 .1

73

93

M

M

ONT he

ONT kO

WIS 67
ONT 39
MIC 71

ONT k3

MIC 7k

WIS 69
ONT 56
MIC 73
ONT Sk

QUE k7

MIN 78

MIC 75
ONT k2

NBR 09
NY 23
QUE kk

QUE 33

QUE k8

NBR 08"

QUE 20--'

PE

I

07'

QUE 29-

QUE 21--'

QUE 49-"

NWT 99'

SAS 89^'

31.6"

31 .2

30. ^4

30.3
30.0
29.9
29.9
29.7
29.7
29.6
29.5
29.5
29.'*_

29.2
29.2
29.1
28.8
28.3

28.3
28.3

27.7
27. if

27.3
27.2
26. i.

26.0

23. k

25.3

Plantation
average 28.8 1.3 19

1 = lowest ho = highest
2 M = 20 to '»0. H= >'40

^ Duncan's range test: Means within same bracket do not differ at 5t level
way be separated by brackets due to rounding off.

'• Northern ori gins

Means of equal value



igure 3.—The dense, compact crown and acute

branch angle displayed by this tree from
Petawawa, Ontario (46) are characteristics desir-

able in Christmas trees.

lals on the tallest trees had lost their needles,
)robably as they were whipped by the wind dur-
ng late summer.

ienetic Variation Among Provenances

Variations in the measured characteristics
f trees from different origins growing in the
elatively uniform environment of this Ne-
raska plantation are probably reasonable ex-
pressions of genetic variation across thenat-
|ral rangeof the species. Data for total height,

ast 6 years of growth, and form rating were
herefore combined in a cluster isodata
palysis. The 28 origins tended to fall into two
lajor groups: eight northern origins (asterisks
1 tables 2 and 3) were distinct from all other
rigins. This supports Yeatman's (1974) state-

pent that jack pine has well-defined adapta-
onal gradients (clinal variation) associated
nth latitude. No further geographic division
ppeared plausible. Additional data on more
rovenances, particularly from the northern
id western range of jack pine, are necessary
:)r a complete analysis of genetic variation
jithin the species.

Discussion

The excellent survival of all origins con-
Irms that jack pine is well adapted to climatic

conditions in eastern Nebraska. Provenance
studies elsewhere in the United States have
found that jack pine survival rates exceed other
species tested. Although jack pine is known to

excel on sandy soils, it had no problem adapting
to the silty clay loam soils of eastern Nebraska.

The study area was in extreme eastern
Nebraska, where growing season and precipita-
tion are highest for the State. Therefore, growth
rates at the study site are maximum to be ex-
pected in Nebraska.

Jack pine has been growing in the sandhills

of west-central Nebraska, on the Bessey Divi-

sion of the Nebraska National Forest, since the
early 1900's. Of the 25 conifer species planted
there during the last 75 years, only three have
passed the test of time and drought, and are
considered adaptable. Jack pine is one of these.

The species has proved successful because of

high rates of survival and rapid juvenile
growth, despite attacks by the pine tip moth
(Rhyacionia sp.), a serious pest of pines in cen-
tral and western Nebraska. Jack pine seedlings
have become established following fires, which
have periodically wiped out other species. The
greatest threat to jack pines in the sandhills has
been extreme drought, such as occurred in the
1930's and again in the mid-1950's.

The absence of damage from insects and
disease, and better-than-average growth rates

at the Horning plantation, were highly en-

couraging.

Southern origins had greener winter foliage

and grew faster than northern origins, which
reaffirms the results from jack pine prove-
nance tests in the Lake States (Schantz-Hansen
and Jensen 1952, Canavera and Wright 1973,

Williams and Beers 1959). Consequently, north-
ern origins of jack pine are not recommended
for plantings in Nebraska.

Seven of the eight tallest origins had form
ratings among the top nine (tables 2 and 3). This
positive relationship between rapid growth and
superior form differs from previous experi-

ences with other species of pine. Generally, the

fastest growing trees have sparse, limby
crowns containing gaps between whorls of lat-

erals. The fastest growing jack pines developed
dense, compact crowns, however, with foliage

that remained green during the dormant season.

This is most likely a function of the multinodal
type of growth, a strong genetic trait of the

species. These form and color characteristics

are highly desirable in trees used for

windbreaks, Christmas trees, and landscaping
purposes. The following seven origins, which
combined rap^d growth with esthetic appeal,

have great potential for various types of plant-

ings in Nebraska: Mosinee, Wis.—69, Freesoil,



Mic.—71, Wasaga Beach, Ont.—56, Petawawa,
Ont.—46, Marl Lake, Mic—74, Nekoosa,
Wis.—67, and Twin Lakes, Ont.—39.

Trees from Petawawa, Ont. (46) display

superior form, comparable to the best Scots

pines {Pinus sylvestris L.), which are so popular
for Christmas trees. Their main stems are
among the straightest in the plantation. Crowns
of these trees are exceptionally compact, be-

cause the lateral branches consistently sweep
upward from the main stem (fig. 3). Thus, seed-

lings of Petawawa, Ont. (46) origin are recom-
mended over all others in the plantings for

posts, poles, windbreaks, greenbelts, Christmas
trees, or landscaping purposes. Hopefully,
superior jack pine seedlings from this origin

will be grown and made available through the

Clarke-McNary program for future planting

programs.
Jack pine can be expected to grow best in

eastern Nebraska, where precipitation is max-
imum and tip moth has not been a serious prob-

lem. Slower growth rates can be expected in

central Nebraska because of tip moth damage
and less precipitation. Tip moth can be con-

trolled, however, by spraying trees with insec-

ticides (Roselle 1973, Sexson and Roselle 1974).

Where average annual precipitation is less than
20 inches, it is suggested that jack pine be
planted only where irrigation facilities are a-

vailable in case of extreme drought.

Lower branches of jack pines planted in the
middle of stands or rows tend to die back from
lack of light. Therefore, to obtain wind protec-

tion to ground level, jack pine should be planted
in the outside rows of windbreaks containing
several rows. Shade-tolerant shrubs or trees

(such as eastern redcedar, Juniperus virginiana

L., and lilac, Syringa vulgaris L.), which retain

lower branches and foliage, should be planted in

adjacent rows.
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Although this report discusses research

involving pesticides, such research does not

imply that the pesticide has been registered or

recommended for the use studied. Registration

is necessary before any pesticide can be recom-

mended. If not handled or applied

properly, pesticides can be injur-

ious to humans, domestic animals,

desirable plants, fish, and wildlife.

Always read and follow the

{/MP44^^tua^^tf>^ directions on the pesticide con-

tainer.
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Abstract

Sprackling, John A., and Ralph A. Read.
1975. Red pine provenance study in eastern Nebraska. USDA For.

Serv. Res. Pap. RM-144, 7 p. Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn.,

Fort Collins, Colo. 80521

An 1 1-year provenance test of red pine in eastern Nebraska, with

54 rangewide origins, revealed that heights and growth rates dif-

fered significantly among origins, but tree form, needle length, and

foliage color were uniform. No geographic patterns of variation were
identifiable. A fast-growing St. Philomene, Quebec origin is recom-
mended for windbreak and landscape plantings in eastern Nebraska.

Keywords: Pinus resinosa, provenances, windbreaks, ornamentals,
growth, tree form.

Preface

This provenance study is one of a dozen
experimental plantations of various tree
species established on the Horning State Farm
near Plattsmouth, Nebraska, which is adminis-
tered by the Department of Forestry of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska. The USDA Forest Service,
through its Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station Research Work Unit at Lin-

coln, cooperates with the Nebraska Agricul-

tural Experiment Station in research conducted
on this experimental area.

The specific purpose of this work was to

find and develop better adapted trees for use in

all kinds of plantings, environmental and com-
mercial, throughout Nebraska and the Central
Plains. Such provenance studies of different

pecies provide plants of known origin for

evaluation of adaptability and genetic variation,

and for selection, propagation, and breeding for

resistance to disease and insect pests.

The diversity of tree planting materials

under study at this and many other locations in

the Plains was made possible through coopera-
tion in a Regional Tree Improvement Project

(NC-99, formerly NC-51) of the North Central
States Agricultural Experiment Stations.

Credits are due Jonathan W. Wright, Pro-

fessor of Forestry, Michigan State University,

for initiating the Regional study and providing
the planting stock, and to Walter T. Bagley, As-

sociate Professor of Forestry, University of

Nebraska, for cooperation in planting and
maintenance of the plantation.
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Red Pine Provenance Study in Eastern Nebraska

John A. Sprackling and Ralph A. Read

Red pine (Pinus resinosa Ait.) grows in the
northern forest region of North America in an
east-west belt approximately 1,500 miles long
and 500 miles wide from Newfoundland and
Pennsylvania to northwestern Minnesota and
southeastern Manitoba (fig. 1). The species is

considered to be relatively old, with little varia-

tion in morphology throughout its range
(Fowler and Lester 1970).

Red pine progeny for this provenance test

in eastern Nebraska encompassed a wide range

of seed sources. Objectives of the study were to

determine the variation, adaptability, and
growth of red pine when introduced to the Cen-
tral Plains. Information thus gained can be used
to recommend better-adapted red pine origins
for windbreaks, Christmas tree plantations, and
landscaping projects in this area. This study
also provides information and materials neces-
sary for future tree breeding programs with red
pine.
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Figure 1
.—Seed origins tested from within the natural range of red pine.



Previous Work

Although morphology of red pine is rela-

tively uniform, some research has indicated

that ecotypes have developed in the northern
half of the Lake States, central Wisconsin,
lower Michigan, the Northeast, and West Vir-

ginia (Rudolf 1957). Hough (1967) concluded,
after a 25-year test in Pennsylvania of
rangewide origins, that trees from southern
origins generally were taller than those from
northern origins, while tree forms were ex-

tremely uniform throughout. Sweet (1963)
tested seven provenances in New Zealand for 6
years, and found that origins from climates with
high mean annual temperatures and long grow-
ing seasons grew faster than others, and a
Sturgeon Falls, Ontario, origin grew fastest.

Trees from lower Michigan were 8 percent
taller than average at age 11 in 8 plantations of

77 provenances in the North Central States
(Wright et al. 1972), whereas trees from New
Brunswick, Manitoba, and western Ontario seed
sources were 8 percent shorter than average.
(The experimental planting reported here is one
of the plantations studied by Wright et al., but
additional years of growth are now available for

more detailed information on performance in

Nebraska.)
A Statewide provenance study in Michigan

found lower Michigan trees 10 percent taller

than upper Michigan trees after 10 years in a
lower Michigan plantation, but only 3 percent
taller when grown in an upper Michigan planta-

tion (Yao et al. 1971).

Fowler (1965) compared cone length,
number of seeds per cone, percent full seed,
seed weight, percent germination, number of
days to germinate, hypocotyl length, and
number of cotyledons of 34 red pine trees from 9

climatic zones within their natural range.
Number of cotyledons per seedling was the only
characteristic correlated with provenance
latitude: northern origins had fewer cotyledons
than southern origins.

Other characteristics of red pine such as

foliage color, needle length, bud characteris-
tics, and hardiness are uniform among prove-
nances (Wright et al. 1963).

Plattsmouth, in southeastern Nebraska. The
planting site, at 96^ west longitude and 41 north
latitude, is on a gentle northfacing slope of silt

loam soils derived from loess. Growing season
averages 170 days and mean annual precipita-

tion is 30 inches. Because the site had not been
cultivated for several years, it was plowed and
fallowed in 1962 in preparation for planting.

Seedlings were machine planted 5 feet

apart in 16 rows spaced 10 feet apart. Each of

the 54 provenances were replicated 8 times in

4-tree linear plots, which were randomly allo-

cated in each replication. Surplus trees of all

provenances were planted adjacent to the plan-

tation. Maintenance of the plantation from 1963
through 1967 involved mowing between rows
during the growing season, and applying
Simazine spray in early spring at a rate of 4

pounds per acre in a 20-inch band along both
sides of each tree row. The plantation was not

mowed or sprayed after 1968.

Tree heights were measured following the

growing season from 1965 through 1969 and
again in 1971. Survival of initial plantings was
checked after the first and second years, and
dead seedlings were replaced by hand planting

surplus stock. The trees were checked periodi-

cally for presence of insects and diseases and
possible winter damage. The following addi-

tional measurements and observations were
made during September 1973:

• Total height.

• Form rating—A numerical rating from to

40 based on the sum of four characteristics:

(1) branch angle, (2) stem straightness, (3)

crown density, and (4) crown balance.^
• Average length of 1-year-old needles.

• Cone production.
I

• Average annual height growth for the last 7

years.

Analysis of variance and multiple-range

tests were performed to determine any sig-

nificant differences in total height, growth rate,

or form among seed sources. An isodata cluster

analysis^ was made to determine and geo-

graphical patterns of variation.

Methods and Materials

Seeds of 77 origins were sown in the
Michigan State University nursery at East
Lansing during the spring of 1960. The 3 +

seedlings of 54 origins (fig. 1, table 1) were
lifted, shipped by air, and planted in May 1963 at

the Horning State Farm experimental area near

^Branch angle refers to the angle of the lateral branches

relative to the mam stem. Crown balance refers to the uniformity

of lateral branching on all sides of a tree. Each of the four

morphological characteristics was given a numerical rating

from Oto 10. The sum of the four equals the form rating. Trees

with acute branch angles, straight stems, dense crowns, and

balanced crowns were given the highest form ratings

^An isodata cluster analysis groups seed sources that are

morphologically similar.



Table l.--Data on seed origin locations of red pine tested in eastern Nebrasl<a

Michigan
State Univ.

origin no.

State
or

Province
Place

North
lat i tude

West
longi tude

Elevation

degrees degrees feet meters

768 New Brunswick Hami 1 ton Brook 47.0 67.4 400 122

5647 New Brunswick Limestone 46.8 67.6 450 137

725 New Brunswick Despres Lake 46.6 65.6 300 91

724 New Brunswick Grand Lake 46.0 66.1 75 23

72 3 New Brunswick Camp Gagetown 45.8 66.3 — --

728 Quebec Lorettevi 1 le 46.9 71.4 475 145

754 Quebec Rawdon 46.2 73.9 202 62

752 Quebec St . Phi lomene 46.1 73.3 62 19

748 Quebec Berthiervi 1 le 46.1 73.3 54 16

749 Quebec Berthiervi 1 le 46.1 73.3 54 16

788 Ontario Sand Lake 46.6 82.2 ,400 427

731 Ontario Sturgeon Fa 1 1

s

46.4 79.9 — —
765 Ontario Massey 46.1 82.2 — —
731 Ontario Deep River 46.0 77.4 — --

782 Ontario Chalk River 46.0 77.4 — --

784 Ontario Chalk River 46.0 77.6 — --

785 Ontario Chalk River 46.0 77.4 — --

750 Ontario Ft. Coulonge 46.0 76.6 kkl 136

5669 Ontario Chalk River 46.0 77.5 — --

783 Ontario Chalk River 45.9 77.4 — --

787 Ontario Niven 45.8 78.0 750 229

786 Ontario Griffith 45.2 77.2 850 259

5494 Maine Flagstaff Lake 45.2 70.1 ,200 366

759 New Hampsh i re Henni ker 43.2 71.8 400 122

760 New Hampsh i re We a re 43.1 71.7 600 183

739 Vermont Checkerber ry 44.6 73.1 200 61

738 New York Paul Smiths 44.5 74.3 ,675 511

761 New York Upper Jay 44.3 73.7 -- --

762 New York Upper Jay 44.3 73.7 -- --

732 Pennsy 1 van ia Renova 41.3 77.8 ,300 396

717 Michigan (LP) Fife Lake 44.5 85.5 ,200 366

713 Michigan (LP) Yuma 44.5 86.0 ,000 305

712 Michigan (LP) Pomona 44.5 86.0 900 274

757 Michigan (LP) Boon 44.2 85.5 ,300 396

703 Michigan (LP) Gladwin 43.8 84.5 — --

701 Michigan (UP) Baraga 46.9 88.4 560 171

735 Michigan (UP) Marquette 46.6 87.5 725 221

777 Wi scons in Brule 46.5 91.6 974 297

734 Wi scons in Boulder Junction 46.4 89.6 -- --

778 Wi sconsin Gordon 46.3 91.6 ,060 323

733 Wi sconsi n Wood ruff 46.1 89.7 -- --

722 Wi sconsin Sayner 46.0 89.5 -- --

770 Wi scons in Worcester 45.8 90.4 ,500 457

769 Wi sconsin Three Lakes 45.8 89.1 ,650 503

771 Wi scons in Crescent 45.6 89.7 ,100 335

773 Wi scons i n Bradley 45.5 89.8 ,100 335

774 Wi scons i n Post Lake 45.5 88.8 ,000 305

776 Wi scons in Cy Ion 45.2 92.0 ,100 335

720 Wi scons in Wash ington 44.8 91 .4 ,000 305

772 Wi sconsin Fall Creek 44.8 91 .4 ,000 305

719 Wi sconsin Pittsvi 1 le 44.3 89.8 ,030 314

755 Minnesota Wi nn i bi goshi sh Lake 47.5 94.3 ,350 412

756 Minnesota Leech Lake 47.3 94.5 ,350 412

780 Minnesota Cloquet 46.7 92.5 ,265 386



Results

Seedling Survival

Overall survival was 79.4 percent after one
growing season, and 78.7 percent after two
growing seasons. Survival varied from 97 per-

cent for three origins (Niven, Ont.—787, Berth-

ierville. Que.—748, and Baraga, Mic—701) to 34
percent (Limestone, N.B.—5647) (table 2). Mor-
tality after the second year was negligible, ex-

cept that caused by a surface fire in 1968 which
spread from adjacent land through a portion of

the plantation. All trees damaged by fire were
subsequently excluded from analysis. Survival
rates were unrelated to latitude or longitude of

seed origin.

Height and Growth Rates

Trees from St. Philomene, Quebec (752)

were the tallest after 11 years. They averaged
18.9 feet in height, 11 percent taller than the

plantation average of 17.1 feet (table 2). Indi-

vidual trees of this origin varied in height
from 20.5 feet, the second tallest tree in the

plantation, to 16.2 feet. Height measurements
taken in 1966, 4 seasons after planting, showed
these Quebec origin trees to be tallest even at

the that time, averaging 4.4 feet.

Over the last 7 years,* the fastest height

growth rate was 2.1 feet per year for eight

origins, compared to a plantation average of 1.9

feet per year. The fastest growing individual

tree, from Upper Jay, New York (762), averaged
2.4 feet in annual height growth for the last 7

years.

Analyses of variance indicated that some
differences in total heights and height growth
rates between origins were significant. Multi-

ple range tests showed that trees of the tallest

origin (St. Philomene, Que.—752, which aver-
aged 18.9 feet) were significantly taller than
trees of some 27 origins, which averaged 17.2

feet or less. Similarly, the fastest rate of height

growth (2.1 feet per year for 8 origins) was sig-

nificantly greater than the 1.8 feet per year or

less of the 10 slowest growing origins. Neither
heights nor growth rates were correlated with

latitude, longitude, or elevation of seed origin.

Table 2. --Survival and height of red pine origins in eastern
Nebraska

^Average annual height increments were based on the last

7 years, whereas total heights were mjasured after 7 7 years.

Thus the tallest trees did not necessarily have the fastest growth

rates.

M t chl gan

2-year

Height
Mean

annualState
Percent

1
1 -year of plan-
total tation

mean

Basi s:

Univ. survival

or i gin

number

height
growth
1967-73

trees

peraent feet percer.t feet no.

QUE 752 91 18.9-1
'

111 2.1 16

WIS 772 78 18.8 110 2.1 9
MIC 735 78 18.7 109 2. 1 2

VT 739 8;. 18.6 109 2.0 4

ONT 788 69 18.5 108 2.1 6

MIC 712 8i. 18.3 107 2. 1 10

WIS 720 72 18.1 106 2.0 5

NY 762 88 18.1 106 2.0 11

ONT 731 81 18.0 105 2.1 3

ONT 781 88 18.0 1 105 2.1 2

WIS 777 78 17.9 105 2.0 7

ONT 765 8'. 17.9 105 2.0 4

MIC 703 8k 17.9 105 2.0 8

WIS 773 81 17.9 105 2.0 9
NH 760 8k 17.9 105 2.0 8

ONT 785 75 17.8 104 2.0 10

NY 761 8k 17.8 104 2.0 12

ONT 787 97 17.8 104 2.0 10

QUE 7't9 62 17.8 104 2.0 8

MIC 713 8k 17.8 104 2.0 11

QUE 75'* 69 17.7 104 2.0 3

ONT 5669 53 17.6 103 2.1 12

ONT 783 81 17.6 103 2.0 14

QUE 7't8 97 17.3 101 2.0 8

WIS 73'i 81 17.3 101 2.0 10

WIS 776 6;. 17.2 101 2.0 8

MIN 780 72 17. 2j 101 2.0 3

WIS 722 81. 17.2 101 2.0 10

WIS 733 72 17.2 101 2.0 6

WIS 778 91 17.1 100 1.9 13

MIN 756 8k 17.1 100 2.0 10

ONT 782 82 17.1 100 1.9 9

WIS 770 8k 17.1 too 2.0 12

ONT 750 8k 17.0 99 1.9 6

ONT 78k 78 17.0 99 1.9 5

ONT 786 81 16.9 J 99 1.8 5

WIS 771 88 16.7 98 1.8 8

WIS 77't 72 16.7 98 2.0 7

MIC 757 75 16.7 98 1.8 9

NBR 768 75 16.7 98 1.9 9

WIS 719 8k 16.4 96 2.0
NBR 72'( 88 16.4 96 1.9 11

NY 738 78 16.2 95 1.8

NBR 723 8k 16.1 1 94 1.8

MIN 755 75 16.1 94 1.8

MAI s^gi) 50 15.8 92 1.9 13

MIC 701 97 15.6 91 1.7 10

NBR 56*47 3'* 15.6 91 1.9 11

QUE 728 81 15.3 89 1.7

NH 759 67 14.7 86 1.5
NBR 725 78 14.3 84 1.6

WIS 769 -- 14.1 _| 82 1.7 10

MIC 717 -- 12.5 1 73 1.4

PA 732 12.0 J 70 1.4

P 1 a n t a t i on

average 79 17.1 100 1.9

'Duncan's range test: Means within same bracket do not

differ at the 5^ level. Means of equal value may be

separated by brackets due to rounding off.



Form

Form ratings for origins ranged narrowly
from 26 to 33, with a plantation average of 29.3

(table 3). Individual trees rated as high as 37
(fig. 2) and as low as 18. Trees from Cape
Gagetown, New Brunswick (723), had the high-

est form ratings. An analysis of variance indi-

cated no significant differences in form among
the 54 origins. Multiple range tests showed only
four origins with form ratings significantly

lower than the other 50.

Table 3. --Form, needle length, and cone production of red

pine origins II years after planting in eastern Nebraska

Figure 2.—A Gordon, Wisconsin, tree exhibits a
straight stem, dense foliage, and a compact
crown. Form rating was 37.

jOther Characteristics

Average needle length also ranged only
slightly among origins, from 5.0 to 6.0 inches
l(table 3). Foliage color during the growing sea-

son was uniformly dark green throughout the
plantation; during dormancy foliage was a
duller green, but still uniform.

Mi chi gan Average Average Average
State Univ. form need le cone

or t g 1 n rat ing' length product t on

number

NBR 723
MIC 735
ONT 765
NBR 725
WIS 720

NBR 56'.7

QUE 75'.

ONT 787
ONT 78i.

MIC 713

ONT 788
NH 760
NBR 768
WIS 772
ONT 750

ONT 781

WIS 77'.

QUE 752

NBR 724
QUE 7'^8

NY 761

ONT 783
QUE 7'.9

MIC 703
ONT 786

MIC 712
ONT 731

NH 759
MIC 701

NY 762

ONT 785
WIS 778

WIS 773
QUE 728

ONT 5669

WIS 770
VT 739
WIS 771

WIS 719

NY 738

MIN 780
WIS 733
WIS 73*.

MIN 756
WIS 777

MIC 757
WIS 722

MAI 5't9'.

ONT 782

MIC 717

WIS 776
PA 732
WIS 769
MIN 755

Plantation
average

33.0
32.5

31.5
31.2

31.0

30.7
30.7
30.6
30.1.

30.3

30.2

30.1

30.1

30.0
30.0

30.0

29.9
29.8
29.7
29.6

29-6
29.5

29.5
29.5
29.'.

29.'.

29.3
29.3
29.2

29.2

29.

1

29.0
29.0

29.0
28.9

28.9
28.8

28.8
28.7
28.7

28.7
28.7
28.6
28.'.

28.3

28.2
28.1

28.1

28.0
2 8.0_

27.8
27.3 _i
27.2
26.0

29.3

•'nohes

5.3
6.0
6.0

S.k

5.9

5.6

5.5

5.7
5.5

5.9

5.6

5.5
5.6

5.7
5.5

5.0
5.8

5.7
5.6
5.6

5.5

5.7
5.6
5.2

5.6

5.5

5.5

5.3
5.'.

5.8

5.5
5.9
5.8

5.9

5.7

5.3

5.2

5.'.

S.h

5.3

5.6
5.8
5.8

5.5

5.2

5.1

5.9
5.6
6.0

5.6

tree

M
L

M

' = lowest '.0 = highest
2 L = <20 cones; M = 20 to hO cones; H = >'|0 cones.
3 Duncan's range test: Means within same bracket do not

differ at the St level. Means of equal value may be

separated by brackets due to rounding off.



Cone production for all origins was rela-

tively low. Only 13 of the 54 origins averaged
more than 20 cones per tree (table 3). Individual

trees of the same origin often ranged from less

than 20 to well over 40 cones per tree, however.
Cone production was not correlated with seed
origin.

No damage from insects or disease has been
observed in the plantation. Heavy wet snow or

freezing rain caused greatest physical damage
(fig. 3). In no instance did this breakage cause
mortality, however, and generally the tree

crown was not noticeably deformed.
The isodata cluster analysis, which com-

pared total height, growth rates, and form rat-

ings of all origins, revealed no clearly defined
geographical ecotypes within the species. On
the contrary, all measurements except height

and growth rates portrayed a uniform species.

Discussion

The separate ecotypes referred to by
Rudolf (1957) were not identifiable in this study.

Heights and growth rates varied sufficiently,

however, that certain origins can be selected for

tree planting programs where rapid height
growth is desired.

The plantation average growth rate of 1.9

feet per year is excellent for conifers, and com-
pares favorably with broadleaf species in east-

ern Nebraska. Seven tests of the same red pine
origins, conducted simultaneously in Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Indiana, produced
slower growing trees (Wright et al. 1972). Shor-
ter growing seasons and less fertile soils in the

Lake States were probably responsible for
slower growth, although four of the test sites in

southern Michigan and eastern Indiana had
growing seasons only 10 days shorter than Ne-
braska. However, those sites averaged 5 more
inches of precipitation per year than at Horn-
ing, Nebraska.

Height measurements of the Nebraska
plantation in 1971 indicated that, collectively,

four of the five lower Michigan origins were
taller than other geographically related origins,

averaging 106 percent of the plantation mean
height. In 1973, these same origins averaged
only 103 percent of the plantation mean, and
only one origin (Pomona, Michigan—712) from
lower Michigan was among the 10 tallest. No
permanent pattern of superior height growth by
geographically related origins has been estab-

lished in the plantation. It is unlikely that any
such pattern will develop because of the uni-

formity among origins displayed thus far.

Trees in the plantation were vigorous, and
the absence of disease and insect damage was
encouraging. Christmas tree growers near Lin-

coln, Nebraska, 50 miles west of the study area,

have reported young red pines damaged by tip

moths (Rhyacionia sp.) when planted near in-

fested stands of ponderosa pine (Pinus pon-
derosa Laws.) Tip moth infestations appear to

increase further west in Nebraska. These in-

sects, which do not cause mortality but will re-

Figure 3.—Severe snow
damage which bent

lower branches and
caused some breakage.



duce terminal growth, can be chemically con-

trolled (Roselle 1973. Sexson and Roselle 1974).

Information regarding the ability of red
pine to grow in central and western Nebraska is

scanty. Only small portions of red pine stands
planted early in this century on the Bessey Dis-

trict, Nebraska National Forest, are still living.

High mortality resulted from periods of
drought, severe tip moth damage during
juvenile growth, and a 1965 fire. For these
reasons other species are considered more
suited for conditions in central and western Ne-
braska.

In eastern Nebraska, on the other hand, all

of the tallest 27 origins (table 2) should be satis-

factory for windbreak plantings. The St.

Philomene, Quebec, (752) origin, tallest in this

study, also grew rapidly in most of the Lake
States studies (Wright et al. 1972). It was tallest,

19 percent above average, in the Indiana prove-
nance test; second tallest, 20 percent above av-

erage, in the Wisconsin provenance test; and 11

and 12 percent above average height in two
Michigan plantations. Because of its consistent
performance, this seed origin is recommended
over all others for use in eastern Nebraska
windbreaks. Landowners interested in growing
trees for posts, poles, and lumber should also

consider obtaining seedlings of this fast-
growing origin. Correspondence with the nur-
sery supervisor at Berthierville, Quebec, indi-

cates that seeds of this origin can be obtained.

New Brunswick origins, in contrast, aver-
aged only 92 percent of plantation average
heights in both the Lake States and Nebraska,
and are not recommended for eastern Ne-
braska.

Average form ratings for the plantation
were very high (29.3). The uniformly dense,
oval, dark green crowns give the red pine plan-
tation an esthetic advantage over some of the
other pine plantations at Horning. Stems were
Iconsistently straight and crowns symmetrically
[balanced in all origins. Lower branches were
Ipersistent to ground level. These factors, com-
Ibined with an average needle length of 5.6 in-

'ches, created a dense, compact crown that is

desirable for windbreaks. Because there were
no significant differences in form, all origins
tested can be used for plantings in eastern Ne-
braska where high esthetic value is desirable,
3ut rapid height growth is less important, such
is for Christmas trees. St. Philomene (752) and
''all Creek, Wisconsin (772), seed origins are
ecommended where both rapid growth and
uperior form are desired, as in greenbelts,
»arks, roadsides, and landscaping projects. Al-
hough the Marquette, Michigan (735), origin
;rew rapidly, there were insufficient trees re-

maining on which to base a reliable recommen-
dation.

The good survival, rapid growth, excellent
form, and high esthetic value demonstrated by
red pine in this study proves that it can be suc-
cessfully grown for shelterbelts, Christmas
trees, and landscaping purposes in eastern Ne-
braska. Red pine is not recommended for cen-
tral and western Nebraska, however. For max-
imum success, red pine should not be planted
adjacent to stands of pines infested with tip

moth.
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Although this report discusses research

involving pesticides, such research does not

imply that the pesticide has been registered or

recommended for the use studied. Registration

is necessary before any pesticide can be recom-

mended. If not handled or applied

properly, pesticides can be injur-

ious to humans, domestic animals,

desirable plants, fish, and wildlife.

Always read and follow the

^/2*iis;«i/i^ directions on the pesticide con-

tainer.
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Abstract
Patton, David R.

1975. Abert squirrel cover requirements in southwestern ponder-
osa pine. USDA For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-145, 12 p. Rocky Mt. For.

and Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins, Colo. 80521

Describes the characteristics of ponderosa pine trees and stands
selected by the Abert squirrel for cover. Presents data on basal area,

tree density and size, tree vigor, dominance and age class, nest loca-

tion and nest tree density in a pine forest. Discusses the data's rele-

vance for evaluating the quality of Abert squirrel habitat.

Keywords: Abert squirrel, ponderosa pine, habitat evaluation,
squirrel cover.

PREFACE

Criteria for optimum squirrel cover pre-

sented in this study were from data obtained in

an area where man had not overcut the forest.

The trend for forest management in ponderosa
pine is going toward large single-aged stands,
with trees spaced more evenly. In such a stand
the effect of tree grouping and great diversity
could be destroyed, and I suspect Abert squirrel
habitat also.

Keith (1965) pointed out the dependence of
Abert squirrels on ponderosa pine, McKee
(1941) alluded to the evolutionary aspects of
pine and squirrels, and implicit in this study is

the close association of tree size, density, and
grouping to provide squirrel nest cover. These
factors cannot be denied if the Abert squirrel is

to remain part of the ponderosa pine ecosystem.
•There will need to be trade-offs between wood
production and squirrel habitat. Biologists and
foresters must work together to insure that fu-

ture timber stands and squirrel habitat start

with ponderosa pine seedlings.
Special recognition is due Dr. D.I. Rasmus-

sen, U.S Forest Service (retired). His observa-
tions and many years of field experience pro-

vided a background from which I could draw to

develop research concepts.
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Abert Squirrel Cover Requirements in Southwestern Ponderosa Pine

David R. Patton

INTRODUCTION

Ponderosa pine^ is the most widely distri-

buted pine in North America; it ranks second in

timber production in the western United States.

Commercial ponderosa pine in the Southwest
occupies about 11 million acres mostly in

Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico (fig. 1). Of
the many wildlife species inhabiting the pon-

derosa pine forest, none are more dependent on
pine for food and cover than the Abert squirrel.

The relationship is even more interesting be-

cause the distribution of Abert subspecies coin-

cides with disjunct ponderosa pine forests.

Since pine is an important timber species, in-

creasing national demand for wood products
will increase timber harvesting in the south-

western ponderosa pine type, which will di-

rectly affect squirrel habitat. Abert squirrel

management depends on a knowledge of squir-

rel food and cover requirements, and how these
requirements are changed by changes in the
physical and spatial characteristics of the pine
forest.

Food habits of this handsome squirrel gen-
erally have been determined, and studies still in

progress will add to our knowledge, but factual

information about cover is lacking. Cover, de-

fined as vegetative shelter, includes the nest,

nest tree, and vegetation surrounding the nest

tree of an Abert squirrel. The vegetation char-
acteristics preferred for cover need to be iden-

tified and quantified so guidelines can be de-

jveloped to evaluate the quality of squirrel hab-
jitat and how quality is affected by forest succes-
sion and forest management practices.

The objectives of this study were to deter-
mine: (1) density of squirrel nests in a pon-
derosa pine forest stratified by physical charac-
teristics, (2) physical characteristics of trees
pelected for nests, and (3) the physical and spa-

^Scientific names of plants and animals mentioned
ire listed inside the back cover.

Figure 1.—Occurrence of ponderosa pine in the

Southwest.

tial characteristics of trees surrounding the
nest tree. Data collected to satisfy these objec-
tives would be the basis for developing a tech-

nique to evaluate Abert squirrel habitat. With
this technique the forest wildlife manager could
evaluate land management practices that alter

the squirrel's environment, and recommend
changes in cutting practices to insure that some
areas will remain good squirrel habitat.

The Abert Squirrel

The Abert squirrel type specimen was col-

lected from the San Francisco Mountains in

Arizona in October 1851 by S.W. Woodhouse. It

was named in honor of Lt. James W. Abert, who
made natural history observations while on a

military expedition to the Southwest (Merriam
1890). Collectively the Abert squirrel sub-



species (including Sciurus kaibabensis) have
been described in a subgenus (Otosciurus) as
tassel-eared squirrels. Opinions differ on
whether the Kaibab squirrel is a separate
species or a subspecies of the Abert. Merriam
(1904) gave the Kaibab squirrel species status,

but Cockrum (1960) considers it a subspecies of
Abert. The difference in the two squirrels is

based on color variation; both appear to have
similar habitat requirements.

Abert squirrels are found only in the in-

terior ponderosa pine forests where tempera-
tures are cool and rainfall is moderate (McKee
1941). The interior pine type has been described
by the Society of American Foresters (1954) as a

separate forest type—Type 237. It differs from
other ponderosa pine, particularly in coastal

areas, in that it occurs mostly in pure or nearly
pure stands at middle elevations where rainfall

is less than 25 inches. In Arizona and New Mex-
ico, Gambel oak is a common associate of pon-
derosa pine. The type occurs just above the
pinyon-juniper and below the Douglas-fir zone.

This pine distribution restricts the Abert to

Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and parts
of Mexico. McKee (1941) believes the present
squirrel distribution came about as a result of
ponderosa pine disappearing from low eleva-
tions because of changes in climate. The Abert
did not adapt to other vegetation types, and over
thousands of years moved upward with the re-

ceding pine forests. Keith (1965) suggests that
squirrel populations fluctuate over short
periods and that there has been a general
downward trend in squirrel numbers. He re-

lates the changes to logging and a failure of
ponderosa pine to regenerate.

Keith (1965) published the first factual in-

formation on the food and cover requirements
of the Abert squirrel. His paper provided evi-

dence the Abert depends solely on ponderosa
pine for most of its life necessities. In 1964 I

began a study on the Apache National Forest to

learn more about the Abert squirrel and its

habitat (Patton and Green 1970). The objective
of that earlier study was to determine sizes of

ponderosa pine selected by squirrels for feed
trees to provide data to forest managers to

coordinate squirrel management with timber
harvesting.

The Abert Squirrel's Habitat

Research indicates trees between 11 and 30
inches diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) are pre-

ferred for feed trees (Patton and Green 1970).

The frequency distribution of tree diameters
used by squirrels on the Kaibab National

Forest^ is close to that reported on the Apache
National Forest (Patton and Green 1970).

Feed tree density varies considerably and
probably reflects different squirrel numbers
and different measurement techniques. Squir-
rels used from 0.6 to 4.7 trees per acre on the
Manti-LaSal National Forest in Utah depending
on whether the stand was cut or uncut.'' On the
Kaibab National Forest, HalP found number of

trees used per acre varied by year from 0.5 to

6.0. Computations from Arizona Game and Fish
Department surveys, however, showed 2.4, 14.1,

and 11.7 feed trees per acre for 1968, 1969, and
1970, respectively.

3

Although there is some indication that
squirrels prefer certain trees for feeding^
(Goldman 1928, Keith 1965. Pearson 1950), the

criteria for choice of feed trees has not been
determined. A qualitative difference in trees
has been suggested by Keith (1965), but Hall^

could not validate this difference in his chemi-
cal analyses.

Cover preference of Abert squirrels has not

been established except for casual observations >

and some limited data. Several people^ (Bailey *

1931, Cahalane 1947, Goldman 1928, Patton and I

Green 1970, Warren 1910) indicate that squir-

rels most frequently nest in ponderosa pine.

Other tree species have been used for nests,

mainly Gambel oak (Patton and Green 1970).

Nest trees in Arizona vary in size from 12 to 41

inches d.b.h. at P^ort Valley (Keith 1965), from 10

to 24 inches d.b,h. in Castle Creek (Patton and
Green 1970), and from 11 to 28 inches d.b.h. on

the Kaibab National Poorest.

^

The habitat surrounding the nest tree is

probably more important than the nest tree it-

self. At Castle Creek, Patton and Green (1970)

identified a tree density factor that suggested
minimum amounts of cover for maintenance of ii

squirrel habitat. A squirrel nest is generally
i

found in a tree that is one of a group of trees of '

similar size, but sometimes nests are found in

^Rasmussen, D.I. 1972. National and international
j

interest in the Kaibab squirrel: A problem analysis. 91 p.
|

(Unpublished report prepared by Reg. 3, USDA For. Serv.,
\

Albuquerque, N. Mex., on file at Rocky Mt. For. and Range

Exp. Stn., Tempe, Ariz.)

'^Butler, J.J , and G. Richardson. 1969. Abert squirrel

activity in the Arch Canyon and Babylon timber sales,

Monticello Ranger District, Manti-LaSal National Forest,

Price, Utah. 5 p. (Unpublished report on file at Rocky Mt.

For. and Range Exp. Stn., Tempe, Ariz.)

Hlall, J.G. 1 967. The Kaibab squirrel in Grand Canyon

National Park: A seven seasons summary 1960-1966. 54 p.

(Unpublished report prepared by Natl. Park Serv., U.S.

Dep. Inter., Grand Canyon, Ariz., on file at Rocky Mt. For.

and Range Exp. Stn., Tempe, Ariz.)



isolated trees. All nest trees on the Kaibab Na-
tional Forest were located in groups of trees

that provide access to the nest tree by interlock-

ing or close tree crowns. ^ Such a grouping pro-

vides protection from weather plus alternate

escape routes.

Ponderosa pine exists mainly as a climax
forest in the Southwest (Pearson 1950). Al-

though tree species composition in the pine type
is rather simple, the spatial distribution of trees

is very complex. Cooper (1961) described four
scales of patterns, from a large scale induced by
topography to a small scale of individual ar-

rangement of trees in a stand. Characteristi-

cally, ponderosa pine in the Southwest grows in

irregular uneven-aged stands, with even-aged
groups within the stands (Schubert 1973).

Groups vary from a few trees of similar size

occupying about 1/100 acre to many trees on
areas of 1 20 to 15 acre. Cooper ( 1961) suggests
reasons for this group pattern: the species is

intolerant to shade and natural fires oppose a

random vegetation distribution.

Availability of squirrel food items is di-

rectly associated with the morphology and
phenology of ponderosa pine. Ponderosa has
both staminate and pistillate flowers on the
same individual (monoecious). Flowering usu-
ally begins in May, and pollen is shed in June.

After pollination the female flower develops
.slowly the first summer. Although the female
conelet has been pollinated, fertilization is de-

layed until the following spring. The cone then
develops rapidly and reaches maturity in

August and September.
Staminate flowers are eaten by the Abert in

May and June, and squirrels are often seen with
' a yellow "pollen" face. Ovulate cones are con-
' sumed from May to November when the last

' seed generally has been shed. Inner bark and
1 apical buds become the squirrel's main food
source during winter months, especially when
snow covers the forest floor. Acorns and fungi

'are readily eaten when they are available.

STUDY AREA

Squirrel-pine relationships were studied on
jwatershed 8 of the Beaver Creek Pilot
jWatershed, 25 miles south of Flagstaff, Arizona,
ion the Coconino National Forest (fig. 2). This
iarea was selected because it had a good squirrel
(population, a variety of ponderosa pine stand
conditions, and easy access. Also, supporting
information in the form of maps, aerial photo-
graphs, timber inventory, and a soil survey was
available.

Landscape

Watershed 8, an area of 1,765 acres, varies
from 6,900 feet elevation at the lower end to

8,020 feet on top of Lake Mountain. It is part of
the Grand Canyon section of the Colorado
Plateau physiographic province (Fenneman
1931). Slopes are gentle in the center of the
watershed, but become steep around Lake
Mountain and along the stream drainage below
Butch Tank. Drainage is west into the Verde
River. The watershed had been logged twice,
once in 1930 and again in 1950. The latter was a
selection cut which removed approximately
half of the commercial volume.

Climate

Climate in watershed 8 is similar to that of
Flagstaff. The coldest month is January, with an
average minimum of 14' F and an average
maximum of 40 F. August is the warmest
month; the average minimum temperature is

50' F and the average maximum is 81 F. Two
distinct precipitation seasons are evident:
summer rains come in July and August in thun-
derstorms, while winter precipitation is in the

form of snow. Average precipitation is 24 in-

ches; about 5 inches of this falls during July and
August.

Soils

There are five soil series (BroUiar, Cabe-
zon, Friana, Siesta, and Sponseller) within the

watershed boundary (Williams and Anderson
1967). Brolliar, the most important, covers 70

percent of the study area. It consists of moder-
ately deep and deep, well-drained, noncalcare-

ous material on nearly level to hilly uplands,

formed from weathered porous basalt. The sur-

face layer of Brolliar is dark brown, soft when
dry, and has a blocky structure. Basalt bedrock
is at a depth of 2 to 5 feet. Stones and cobbles

cover 20 to 60 percent of the surface of most
areas. Litter of decomposed and partly decom-
posed pine needles overlies the mineral soil.

Flora and Fauna

Ponderosa pine is the dominant plant

species in the study area. Small clumps and
single trees of Gambel oak and New-Mexican
locust are scattered throughout the pine. Aspen
occurs along cool drainages, but is not a major
component of the overstory.
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Figure 2.—Location of study area—watershed 8

(1 ,765 acres) of the Beaver Creek Pilot Watershed,
Coconino National Forest, Arizona.

Understory species include Arizona fescue,

Junegrass, blue grama, mountain muhly,
geraniums, peavine, and clovers. Woody under-
story species are not abundant, but oak, locust,

and Fendler ceanothus are present.

Common mammals found in the watershed
are mule deer, elk, cottontail rabbit, bobcat,
coyote, raccoon, and red squirrel.

Many species of birds inhabit the study
area, but those seen most often are the pygmy
nuthatch, violet-green swallow, gray-headed
junco, mourning dove, red-tailed hawk,
goshawk, and wild turkey.

METHODS

My approach to experimental design was to

inventory and describe areas used by squirrels
for cover. Each area was located by the pres-

ence of a nest.

An existing timber inventory system for

watershed 8, consisting of 180 points identified

on the ground and on a base map, was used by a

field crew to search systematically for squirrel

nests. The crew marked each nest tree with a

numbered aluminum tag and orange flagging,

plotted its location on the base map, and then
used it as the center of a 1 10-acre plot to inven-
tory the trees surrounding the nest tree.

Species and diameter, measured at 4.5 feet

(d.b.h.), were recorded for all trees on the plot.

Diameters were rounded to the nearest inch for

computing basal area and average tree diame-
ter for trees over 7.5 inches d.b.h. Basal area is

the total cross-sectional area in square feet of

trees on a per-acre basis. A\'erage diameter
generally is determined from basal area, but in

this study I averaged the diameters for all trees
on the plot.

Plot slope was recorded to the nearest per
cent and categorized in one of five classes: 5 or

less, 6 to 10, 11 to 15, 16 to 20, or greater than 20.

Plot exposure was recorded to the nearest de-

gree and assigned to one of eight classes: N, NE,
E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW. Plot slope position was
recorded as lower, middle, or upper one-third of

the total slope. Canopy coverage at the plot was
estimated from four spherical densiometer
readings taken at the plot center facing north,

east, south, and west.
Other factors recorded at the plot were

number of trees with the main trunk forked and
the amount of ground cover. Ground cover was
estimated on five 8- by 20-inch plots systemati-
cally spaced at 3-foot intervals along the north
radius of the 1/10-acre plot. Cover to the nearest
percent was recorded for rock, litter, grass,

forbs, bare soil, and woody plants less than 2

feet high.

Age of each nest tree was determined from
an increment core removed at d.b.h. Mistletoe-

infected nest trees were rated using
Hawksworth's (1961) 6-class system. The tree

crown is divided into three vertical sections and
assigned a value:

- No infection

1 - Light infection

2 - Heavy infection

The value for each section is added to obtain a

composite rating for the tree.

Nest location (trunk, fork, or limb), nest dis-

tance from the ground, nest exposure from the

tree trunk, nest tree height, and numberof trees

interlocking the crown of the nest tree were
recorded at the inventory plot.

Nest trees were described by recording
age-vigor, tree position, and tree dominance.
Age-vigor was recorded by using criteria for

ponderosa pine in the Southwest (Thompson
1940):

Age I—Young blackjack pine, seldom over 12

inches d.b.h. and usually less than 75 years
old.

Age H—Blackjack pine seldom over 24 inches

d.b.h. and usually less than 150 years old.

Age HI—Intermediate or young yellow pine less

than 36 inches d.b.h. and between 150 and 225

years old.

Age IV—Yellow pine over 225 years old with

bark plates long, wide, and smooth.
Vigor AA—Crown is over 70 percent of the tree

height.

Vigor A—Crown is between 55 and 70 percent of

the tree height.



Vigor B—Crown is between 35 and 55 percent of

the tree height.

Vigor C—Crown is between 20 and 35 percent of

the tree height.

Vigor D—Crown is less than 20 percent.

Nest tree position indicates the horizontal

location of a tree in a group of trees (Pearson
1950). The classifications used were:

Isolated—Tree is free to grow on all sides and is

30 or more feet from other trees.

Open—Tree is detached from a group of trees,

but is closer than 30 feet.

Marginal—Tree is growing on the edge of a

group of trees.

Interior—Tree is growing inside a group of

trees.

Tree dominance indicates vertical position

of the tree crown in a stand (Pearson 1950). For
ponderosa pine in the Southwest the criteria

are:

I

Isolated—Trees with crowns that receive full

I

light from above and from all sides through
the life of the tree.

Dominant—Trees with crowns extending above
the general level of the crown cover and re-

ceiving full light from above and partly from
the side; larger than average trees in the
stand.

Codominant—Trees with crowns forming the
general level of the crown cover and receiv-
ing full light from above, but comparatively
little from the sides, usually with crowns
crowded on all sides.

ntermediate—Trees shorter than those in the
two preceding classes, but with crowns either
below or extending into the crown cover
formed by codominant and dominant trees.

These trees receive little direct light either
from above or from the sides.

Dvertopped—Trees with crowns entirely below
the general level of the crown cover that re-

ceive no direct light either from above or
from the sides.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data analysis consists of two parts. First,
^est tree density and ponderosa pine crown den-
jity classes are compared. Second, physical
haracteristics of nest trees and physical and
ipatial characteristics of trees surrounding the
est tree are described from data collected on
he 1/10-acre mventory plots. The terms cover
jite, nest site, plot, and stand all refer to the
/lO-acre inventory plot.

Density of Squirrel Nests

The pine forest in watershed 8 was
stratified into three crown density classes.
These classes could be identified under a
stereoscope using a crown density scale on
color aerial photographs. Five acres was the
smallest area included in a class. Tree diamet-
ers for the three crown density classes were
estimated from a dot grid sample within each
class by comparing the tree crown under the dot
to a crown diameter scale graduated in

thousandths of an inch. The measurement was
then converted to tree diameter from a regres-
sion of tree crown to tree diameter for pon-
derosa pine. Within each density class, differ-

ences in sizes of stands and clumping of trees
could be seen on the photographs, but these
areas were not delineated because of their small
size. These small areas also were the areas that

would be described in the nest tree inventory.
Thus, the crown density classes are described at

a scale large enough to be interpreted from aer-

ial photographs, using standard photographic
techniques and aids:

Low Crown Density (Class I)—This class con-
tains mature yellow pine with somewhat
homogeneous spacing of single trees. In some
areas trees may be grouped. Small stands of
saplings (1 to 5 inches d.b.h.) and poles (5 to 9
inches d.b.h.) sometimes are scattered be-
tween large groups of mature trees. Trees are
generally above 18 inches d.b.h. Crown den-
sity is 35 percent or less.

Moderate Crown Density (Class II)—A class

containing mature yellow pine mixed with
stands of intermediate pine. An open effect

results from space between large stands.

Large stands may contain subgroups of trees

from 1/10 to 1/4 acre in size. Openings be-

tween large groups sometimes have evenly
spaced single trees. Average diameter of

trees in the stands ranges from 14 to 17 inches
d.b.h. Crown density is between 36 and 70 per-

cent.

High Crown Density (Class III)—Intermediate
and blackjack pines occur in this class in a

mixture of densities and diameters. Many
stands have one layer, but two and sometimes
three layers are formed by several mature
trees (15 to 17 inches) protruding through the
canopy. Average d.b.h. of these stands is be-

tween 11 and 13 inches. Crown density is over
70 percent.

The nest tree distribution map compiled
from field locations was used as an overlay to



compare nest tree density with the crown den-
sity map delineated from aerial photographs.
The highest density of nest trees is in Class III

(table 1). Open stands (Class I) contain the low-
est density. Within the watershed there were
414 nest trees representing a crude density of

one nest per 4.3 acres. However, some areas
totaling 144 acres should be excluded because
they are different vegetation types: locust

thickets (23 acres), meadows (99 acres), and
riparian (22 acres). After deducting these 144
acres, the nest tree density in ponderosa pine
becomes one per 3.9 acres. Farentinos (1972)
found one nest for each 4.4 acres on an area of

178 acres in Colorado.

describe squirrel habitat in more specific
terms. If many different combinations of
diameter and density of trees are available such
as in watershed 8, a squirrel should select those
that best meet its requirements. By examining ai

large number of nest sites, some condition or
combination of habitat components may be de-

scribed as representing optimum nest cover.
Although 414 nest trees were found within

the watershed, not all of them could be com-
pletely described because of time constraints.

The 302 nest sites selected represent a 73 per-
cent sample of 414 nest trees within the
watershed boundary.

Table l.--Nest tree density by crown density
classes for ponderosa pine, watershed 8

Crown Average Nest trees
density d.b.h. Acres
class (inches) No. ^ Density

I I

III

Total or
average

I8i 297 33 1 per 9.0 acres
14-17 989 219 1 per k.S acres
11-13 335 159 1 per 2.

1

acres

1 ,621 h] 1 1 per 3-9 acres

^Nest trees totaled ^l'*, but three nests
were in ponderosa pine trees in riparian

vegetat ion

.

The 414 nest trees counted in the census is a

minimum figure. A check of three areas within 2

weeks after they were inventoried by the field

crew indicated the crew missed about one nest
tree in 20 (5 percent). This is a low error, how-
ever, with little impact on number of nests in the
three crown density classes.

An average nest density for the entire
watershed does not adequately describe the
squirrel-tree relationships. Even within classes,

different densities can be found on small areas
depending on how close the area is to the upper
or lower limit of the class. Class I had an area
with a density of one nest per 20 acres, and Class

III has an area with one nest per 0.5 acre. Never-
theless, if nest tree density is an indicator of

quality, then the tree crown density classes

—which are relatively related to tree size

—characterize pine stands with poor, fair, and
good squirrel nesting habitat, respectively.

Characteristics of Nest Trees

Variation within the three classes could not
be examined in detail from aerial photographs.
The next step was to analyze cover site data to

Nest Tree Diameter

Nest tree diameter provides insight into t he

selection of an individual tree within a stand.

When the data are grouped into 3-inch diameter
classes, four classes (those from 1 1 to 22 inches
d.b.h.) include 80 percent of the nest trees:

)iameter class Nest trees

Percent
Inches d.b.h. Number of total

8-10 13 4.3

11-13 64 21.2

14-16 99 32.8
17-19 45 14.9

20-22 33 10.9

23-25 15 5.0

26-28 16 5.3

29-31 7 2.3

32-34 6 2.0

35^ 4 1.3

Total 302 100.0

The mean d.b.h. (17.4 inches) is in the lower
limit of the 17- to 19-inch class interval. The
model class of nest trees is the 14- to 16-inch

d.b.h. with 33 percent of the trees.

No nest trees were smaller than 8 inches,

and trees above 22 inches diameter (older ma-
ture trees) account for 16 percent of the total.

The largest tree selected for a nest was 38 in-

ches. If trees of all diameters are available in

the watershed, those from 14 to 16 inches d.b.h.

with an optimum of 15 inches are most likely to

be selected for nest trees by squirrels.

The largest trees selected for nests were
found on plots with the largest average tree

diameters (table 2). Eighty-four percent of the

nest inventory plots had trees whose diameters

were larger than that of the nest tree. The tabu-

lation below presents the frequency distribu-

tion of average d.b.h. of all trees on the plots:



Table 2. --Plots classified by density, with
average diameter at breast height (d.b.h.)

of the stand and of the nest trees

Stand Average d.b.h. of--
dens i ty Plots

(trees/acre) Stand Nest tree

No. - - - Inches - - -

^ 50 12 20.2 22.7
51-100 kk 17.1 22.7
101-150 50 U.O 20.0
151-200 52 12.3 16.7
201-250 76 12.0 14.7
251-300 ^7 11.6 U.8
301-350 13 11.4 14.4

351>

Total

8 10.8 12.9

302

Diameter class Nest inventory plots

Percent
Inches d.b.h Number of total

8-10 17 5.6

11-13 195 64.6

14-16 50 16.6

17-19 21 6.9

20-22 13 4.3

23^ 6 2.0

Tot al 302 100.0

'

Of 302 plots, 195 (65 percent) had an aver-

age d.b.h. in the 11- to 13-inch class and 50 (16
percent) were in the 14- to 16-inch class. These
two classes account for 81 percent of all inven-
tory plots. This high percentage indicates
squirrels have a strong tendency to select the
smaller stands for cover, particularly those in

the 11- to 13-inch d.b.h. range. Trees in this

diameter class generally have a denser crown
and would provide more protection from
weather than large older trees.

I
Vigor and Position

Two vigor classes (B and C) account for 76
percent of the trees used for nests:

Nest trees

Percent
Vigor class Number of total

AA 17 5.6

A 55 18.2

B 125 41.4

C 105 34.8

A tree did not need a large crown volume to

be selected for a nest tree; B and C classes have
from 20 to 55 percent of the total tree height in

crown.
Each nest tree was classified by its postion

relative to other trees on the plot. Ninety-two
percent of all nest trees were located in interior
positions.

Nest trees

Percent
Position Number of total

Isolated 0.0

Open 12 4.0

Marginal 12 4.0

Interior 278 92.0

Total 302 100.0

Total 302 100.0

A nest tree located in a group of trees, with
crowns interlocking or only a few feet apart,

offers protection and many escape routes as
opposed to a nest tree in a less dense stand.

An indication of tree grouping was obtained
by recording the number of trees with crowns
interlocking the crown of the nest tree. Results
show 75 percent of the nest sites had three or
more trees interlocking the crown of the nest

tree. Trees interlocking to this extent would
provide easy access to and from the nest. Some
nest trees had as many as six interlocking trees,

and every nest tree had at least one. Also there is

an additive effect of crown volume when trees

are clumped. A clump of young trees with inter-

locking branches forms a compact area—more
so than older trees with less volume.

Age and Age Class

Annual rings indicate that 66 percent of the

nest trees were between 51 and 100 years of age.

Only 5 percent of the nest trees were over 200
years old. For management purposes, age of

nest trees may be indirectly classified by qual-

itative characteristics associated with tree age.

Age Class II (blackjack) accounted for 53 per-

cent of the nest trees. Eighteen percent were in

the youngest age class (Class I). Age Classes III

and IV accounted for 29 percent of the nest

trees.

Mistletoe Infection

The amount of mistletoe contained in the

nest trees was small. Ninety-three percent of

the trees had a zero rating. Only two trees had a

rating of heavy mistletoe infection. Six percent
of the trees recorded in the timber inventory



had some mistletoe in their crowns, which
would indicate a light infection in the
watershed.

Dominance Class

Tree dominance indicates the amount of

light a crown receives at different levels in the

forest canopy. Nearly three-fourths of the 302
nest trees were codominants, again indicating
squirrels prefer a crowded tree within a group
for cover:

Dominance
class

Isolated

Dominant
Codominant
Intermediate
Overtopped

Total

Nest Location

Nest trees

Number
4

65
217
15

1_
302

Percent

of total

1.3

21.5

71.8

5.0

.±
100.0

A second location factor is height of the nest
in a tree. Comparing tree height to nest distance
from the ground indicates a favored zone for

nest location within the forest canopy from 30 to

50 feet above the ground (fig. 4). Seventy-six
percent of the nests were located in this

20-foot-wide zone. Equal numbers (12 percent)
were located below 30 and above 50 feet. The
lowest nest was 18 feet above the ground in a

tree 53 feet tall. A tree 90 feet tall had the high-

est nest (84 feet).

HeiGHT

Abert squirrels seldom built more than one
nest in the same tree. Only four trees were
found with two nests; none had more. One large
pine containing two nests was found in an open
area surrounded by several large Gambel oak.
Otherwise, the nest trees were not different
from those normally selected.

Eighty percent of the nests were located on
a limb next to the tree trunk (fig. 3). Only 5
percent were located in the fork of a tree, even
though 80 percent of the inventory plots had
forked trees. Those nests (15 percent) located
further out on a limb were mostly in "witches'
brooms" of ponderosa pine twigs.

-igure 3.—Nest location next to the tree trunk.

Figure 4.— Nest zone within the ponderosa pine

canopy.

Nest Size and Construction

At each nest tree an estimate was made of

the nest size in thickness and diameter. Ninety-

one percent of the nests were between 10 and 18

inches diameter with an average of 14 inches.

Most (90 percent) of the nests were between 6

and 12 inches thick with an averageof 10 inches.

Construction material consisted of inter-

woven twigs and needles from ponderosa pine.

In three cases, nests were built from oak leaves

instead of ponderosa pine twigs. Material for

lining the nest almost always includes dry
grasses. Other materials used were plastic bags,

horse hair, rabbit fur, and Spanish moss.

Characteristics of Trees
Surrounding the Nest Tree

Experience gained while locating the nest

trees suggested that the probability of findinga



nest was directly related to tree density and tree

diameter. If squirrels purposely were selecting

cover sites with high tree densities, tree density

on areas they have selected should be higher
than the watershed average.

Density

Nest tree inventory plots had greater den-
sity of trees than timber inventory plots for

every tree diameter class but one (30 inches
d.b.h., table 3). The greatest difference was in

the 12-inch class.

Table 3- ""Average number of trees per acre on

timber inventory plots and nest tree inven-

tory plots, by d.b.h. class

Size

class Timber Nest-tree Differ-

(Inches inventory inventory ence
d.b.h.)

10

12

]k

16

20

22

2k

26

28

.30

32

Total

36.0

29.9
16.8

10.1

k.e

3.9

- Trees/acre

51.8
kj.k

35.0
23. k

13.7
6.8

+ 15.8
+ lf .5

-1-18.2

+ 13.3

+ 9.1

+ 2.9

+ 2.k
+ 1.4

109. 191.3 +82.2

Nest inventory plots were separated into
eight classes based on the number of trees per
acre. Stand densities from 51 to 300 trees per
iacre account for 89 percent of all nest sites:

Nest trees

Trees per acre Percent
Number Number of total

^50 12 4.0

51-100 44 14.6

101-150 50 16.6

151-200 52 17.2

201-250 76 25.2

251-300 47 15.5

301-350 13 4.3

351^ 8 2.6

Total 302 100.0

The distribution is moderately uniform in this

density range.

Basal area is the most frequent measure
used by foresters to express tree density
(Husch 1963). When nest inventory plots are
stratified by basal area, the frequency distribu-

tion shows three classes from 101 to 250 square
feet per acre accounting for 84 percent of the
nest sites. The highest percentage (36 percent)
of plots was in the 151 to 200 square-foot-per-
acre class:

Basal area per acre
(square feet)

«50
51-100
101-150
151-200
201-250
251-300
301^

Total

Nest inventory plots

Percent
Number

18

69
108
77
22

302

of total

0.0

6.0

22.8

35.8

25.5

7.3

2.6

100.0

Canopy Coverage, Exposure,
and Ground Cover

Data presented so far have indicated that

most nest trees should be found in areas with a
high crown density. Of 300 inventory plots, 88
percent had over 61 percent canopy coverage.
Average canopy coverage increased from 58
percent with 75 trees per acre to 88 percent at

300 trees per acre. These figures are probably a
little high (5 to 10 percent) due to a tendency to

overestimate canopy coverage when using a

spherical densiometer.
Some investigators (Keith 1965, Farentinos

1972) have suggested there is an association be-

tween exposure and nest location in a tree. Both
the nest site and percent slope affect the amount
of radiation received at the nest.

A chi-square test indicated no interaction,

however, between nest exposure in a tree and
exposure of the nest tree on a site. Thus, nest

selection within a tree crown is probably inde-

pendent of exposure and is not affected by slope

of the site.

Woody and herbaceous understory vegeta-
tion is conspicuously absent from the nest sites.

Litter comprised in excess of 81 percent of the

ground cover on 96 percent of the plots, giving

the forest floor a clean appearance. The lack of

grasses, forbs, and shrubs is associated with the

high tree density and canopy coverage, which
inhibits herbaceous growth.

Tree densities that prevent herbaceous
growth accumulate large amounts of tree litter.

As this material decomposes it apparently



creates a favorable condition for certain fungi
that are sought by squirrels for food throughout
the year (fig. 5).

Figure 5.—An Abort squirrel has been digging in pine

litter for fungi.

Slope and Position on Slope

Fifty-nine percent of the plots were on
slopes of less than 10 percent. Fifteen percent
were on slopes greater than 20 percent. The
steepest slope with a nest tree was 45 percent.
The middle slope position accounted for 42 per-
cent of the nest sites. A middle position may be
selected by squirrels because it is not subject to

as much wind as the upper slopes (Buck 1964)

and is less affected by nighttime cooling than
lower slopes (Rosche 1958, Bergen 1969). The
lower slopes had 23 percent of the nest trees; the

upper had 35 percent.

Oak Associated with Cover Sites

Patton and Green (1970) have shown that

hollow Gambel oaks are used by squirrels for

nests (dens). In watershed 8, none of the leaf

nests were in oak trees, even though 124 (41

percent) nest inventory plots had oak trees over
8 inches in diameter that presumably could be
used as nest trees. One reason for not building
nests in oak trees is because they are deciduous
and the nest would be exposed in the winter.

During the nest inventory, no Gambel oak
den trees were found. After the inventory was
completed, however, squirrels instrumented
with radio transmitters were tracked and found
to be staying overnight in hollow oak. Thus, oaks
may be used more than can be determined by
inventory methods or relying on sight observa-
tions.

Oaks are probably more important to

squirrels as a source of food than for nest trees.

Acorns constitute as much as 40 percent of the
fall diet when a good crop is available (Stephen-
son 1974). Trees in the 12- to 14-inch d.b.h. class
are considered the best acorn producers
(Reynolds et al. 1970). Timber inventory data
from watershed 8 indicate 2.9 oaks per acre in

the 12- to 14-inch d.b.h. class. The average
diameter of 297 oaks over 8 inches d.b.h. on 124
sites selected by squirrels was 13.4 inches d.b.h.

At present, there are no data available to com-
pare the number of squirrel nest trees in pon-
derosa pine stands with and without oak.

Oak trees in watershed 8 were frequently
used for den trees by red squirrels. On one occa-
sion when a red squirrel had just placed a cone
in a large hollow tree, an Abert came in behind
him and removed the cone.

Cone Production at Cover Sites

Larson and Schubert (1970) have deter-
mined that cone production of single ponderosa
pine trees is a function of tree size and vigor.

The largest and most vigorous isolated trees are
the best cone producers. A 40-inch tree pro-

duces over 20 times more cones than a 20-inch
tree:

I

Diameter class Cone production
Inches d.b.h. Number

12-16 6
16-20 21
20-24 75
24-28 139
28-32 218
32-36 306
36-40 446

Although the best cone producers are the

largest trees, they are not present in high num-
bers. Trees 20 inches d.b.h. and larger account
for 7.8 trees per acre in watershed 8. In the nest

tree inventory the same tree sizes amounted to

13.2 trees per acre (table 3).

Fifty-six percent of the sites selected for

nests had one or more trees over 20 inches cap-

able of producing cones. Although small trees

do not produce many cones, when present at

high tree densities, their combined production

could be significant. A stand table prepared for

sites most often selected for cover shows that 74

percent or 720 cones per acre are possible from
trees 12 to 20 inches d.b.h. (table 4). In reality

cone production would probably be less than

indicated because most of the trees will have an

interior position. The significant factor is that

10



nest sites had some trees either at or adjacent to

the site that were capable of producing cones.

Table '(.--Cone production at sites most often
selected for cover

Size

class

( Inches

d.b.h.)

Cones
per

tree

Trees ^

per
acre

Cones
per

acre

Cumul at i ve

percent

- - - Number - - -

12-16 6 99.0 594 61

16-20 21 6.0 126 7^*

20-24 75 2.3 173 92
24-28 139 .h 56 98
28-32 218 .1 22 100

Total 107.8 971

^Trees between 8 and 12 inches d.b.h.

account for 135 trees per acre, but they do not

contribute to the cone crop.

CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT
APPLICATIONS

The evidence in this study indicates tree
density, diameter, and a grouped distribution of
trees are the most important components of

Abert squirrel nest cover. In the right combina-
tions these factors provide squirrels with op-

timum conditions necessary for nest protection.
Cover factors for nest site selection have well
defined upper and lower limits. Data collected
in the nest inventory can be brought together to

describe the conditions most often selected by
the Abert squirrel for cover in watershed 8 of

the Beaver Creek Watershed, an area reasona-
bly representative of both "pine country" and
"squirrel country" in Arizona.

A Description of Abert Squirrel
Cover Sites

,1
The best cover conditions are found in

juneven-aged ponderosa pine stands with trees
spaced in small even-aged groups within the
jStand. These pine stands have densities between
(201 and 250 trees per acre (fig. 6). Average tree
jdiameter for the stand is between 11 and 13
inches d.b.h., but small groups of larger trees
jare present which produces a mosaic of height
groups. Basal area of trees over 8 inches d.b.h.

in the stand is between 151 and 200 square feet
per acre. Gambel oak is found in the stand in
densities of one to two trees per acre in the 12- to

14-inch d.b.h. class.

Figure 6.—Good squirrel cover contains a large

number of small groups of trees (crown density

class III), but with some groups of larger trees in the

stand.

A typical nest tree within a stand is a codom-
inant, interior pine with its crown making up
35 to 55 percent of the tree height. It is usually a

blackjack pine between 50 to 100 years old with
a diameter of 14 to 16 inches d.b.h., but may not
be the largest tree in the stand. Several adjacent
trees of similar size have their crowns touching
or interlocking, thereby forming a group with
several escape routes.

The nest itself is most often located on a

limb against the tree trunk between 30 and 50
feet above the ground. It can face in any direc-

tion. The nest site has a canopy coverage grea-

ter than 80 percent on a slope of 10 percent or

less. Optimum site characteristics include
ground cover of at least 80 percent litter on a

middle slope position.

Evaluating Squirrel Habitat

Wildlife biologists need to be able to deter-

mine the quality of squirrel habitat and how
quality is changed by forest succession and
forest management practices. Criteria describ-

ing cover in this study are being combined with
food habits data from other studies to develop
an Abert squirrel habitat model. This model will

emphasize the ranking of habitat quality (poor,

fair, etc.) as determined by different combina-
tions of tree sizes and densities.

The criteria used in the model must be vali-

dated in different areas before they can be ap-

plied in general to all ponderosa pine forests. In

11



the meantime biologists can use the description
of optimum cover as a standard for comparing
squirrel habitat in other areas.
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COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF PLANTS
AND ANIMALS MENTIONED

Plants

Aspen
Ceanothus, Fendler
Clovers
Fescue, Arizona
Geraniums
Grama, blue
Junegrass
Locust, New-Mexican
Muhly, mountain
Oak, Gambel
Peavine
Pine, ponderosa

Populus tremuloides
Ceanothus fendleri

Trifolium spp.

Festuca arizonica
Geranium spp.

Bouteloua gracilis

Koeleria cristata

Robinia neomexicana
Muhlenbergia montana
Quercus gambelii
Lathyrus spp.

Pinus ponderosa

Animals

Bobcat
Coyote
Deer, mule
Dove, mourning
Elk
Goshawk
Hawk, red-tailed
Junco, gray-headed
Nuthatch, pygmy
Rabbit, cottontail

Raccoon
Squirrel, Abert
Squirrel, Kaibab
Squirrel, red
Swallow, violet-green
Turkey, Merriam's

Lynx rufus
Canis latrans

Odocoileus hemionus
Zenaidura macrocura
Cervus canadensis
Accipiter gentilis

Buteo jamaicensis
Junco caniceps
Sitta pygmaea
Sylvilagus nuttallii

Procyon lotor

Sciurus aberti aberti

Sciurus aberti kaibabensis
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus
Tachycineta tholassina
Meleagris gallopavo merriami
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Abstract

Martin S. Clark.

1975. Stocking strategies and net cattle sales on semidesert

range. USDA For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-146. 10 p. Rocky
Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn.. Fort Collins, Colo. 80521

The impact ot variable forage yields on income from semi-

desert range was simulated over a 29-year period for several

stocking strategies. Stocking factors evaluated were cull age for

cows, age of cows at first calf, number of cows per 100 animal

units total stocking, several levels of constant stocking, and two

plans of flexible stocking. Results indicate that the cow herd

should be maximized, that cows should be bred to calve at age 2

and culled at age 8. and that constant stocking at 90 percent of

average proper stocking produces relatively high income a.- well

as relatively low risk of overstocking.

Keywords: Range management, semidesert ranges, ranch in-

come.
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Research Summary

• The impact of variable forage yields on average

ranch income was simulated under several stock-

ing strategies for a southern Arizona range over a

29-year period. Stocking factors evaluated in-

cluded cull age for cows, age of cows at first calf,

number of cows per 100 animal units total stock-

ing, several levels of constant stocking, and two

plans of flexible stocking.

• Culling at age 8 is recommended, because preg-

nant 8-year-old cows can be held over and substi-

tuted for replacement heifers that should be

culled, or for other cows that have failed to con-

ceive. Average net sales were about the same if

cows were culled at age 8 as at age 10.

• There is real merit in calving at age 2 if it can be

done successfully. Average net sales for herds

calving at age 2 exceeded those of herds calving

at age 3 by from $223 to $765. The relative advan-

tage increased as the number of cows increased.

Yearling heifers should be bred to bulls of a small-

boned breed, and first-calf heifers should be

pregnancy tested in the fall. Heifers not with calf

should be sold.

• The cow herd should be maximized. Net sales per

100 animal units total stocking increased as the

number of cows increased under all stocking

plans. Net sales for 70-cow herds were about

$1,000 greater than for 40-cow herds. If yearlings

are rated at 0.6 animal unit, the maximum num-
ber of cows per 100 animal units total stocking

would be 87, with 4 bulls and 15 replacement

yearling heifers. Under price conditions of the

study, income from cow-calf production would
exceed that of cow-yearling production unless calf

crops dropped to 60 percent. At the same price

per pound, yearlings would have to weigh 550

pounds to equal their value as 400-pound calves.

• A general shift from cow-calf to cow-yearling oper-

ations would reduce the amount of grain fed to

cattle and could improve prices by reducing beef

production and cattle inventories.

• Flexible stocking (60 to 140 percent of average) is

difficult to administer, and the hazards of over-

grazing that it imposes are too great to justify its

use. Flexible stocking produces relatively high

average net sales, but income varies greatly from
year to year. Net sales are greatest in poor forage

years when animal numbers are reduced, and are

lowest in good years when extra animals must be

purchased.

• Constant stocking at the average stocking level is

impractical, if not impossible, because it results in

overstocking about half the time. Overstocking

becomes increasingly severe if one dry year follows

another, with mounting feed bills, declining rangei

condition, and lowered animal productivity.

• Limited flexible stocking, within the range of 70 to

1 10 percent of average, is a good system if properly

executed. It produced about the same income as

constant stocking at 90 percent of average capac-

ity, and with only moderate hazard of overstock-

ing. To maintain animal quality, however, a fixed

number of replacement heifers should be retained

each year and cows should be culled normally at

age 8.
j

• Grazing damage during drought probably will be

less with limited flexible stocking than with con-

stant stocking at 90 percent of the average proper

stocking level if the range is grazed yearlong. If

a rest rotation system is followed forage plants may
come through drought better under constanti

j

stocking.

• Constant stocking at 90 percent of average carry-

ing capacity is recommended. This plan resulted

in moderate overstocking about 1 year in 3, with

severe overstocking only 1 year in 15. The 90 per-

cent level of proper stocking leaves about half of

the perennial grass plants ungrazed at the end of

an average grazing year.



Stocking Strategies and Net Cattle Sales

on Semidesert Range

S. Clark Martin

Introduction

A major problem in making efficient use of forage

is that production varies unpredictably from one year

to the next. Grass yield may be as low as 60 or as

high as 160 percent of the average. How can a south-

western rancher maintain a stable ranching business

in the face of such variations in forage yield? How
can the fluctuating crop be used so that average

income and range condition are both acceptable?

What practical compromises can be made between

the immediate and long-term needs of the forage

plants, the site, the cow, and the rancher?

With planning and effort, the rancher can adjust

the distribution, intensity, timing, and frequency of

grazing to meet the needs of forage plants. He can
also adjust numbers and kinds of livestock carried

and sold to meet his need for income. This Paper
makes recommendations based on an evaluation of

several stocking strategies.

Methods of Study

(( I The objective of this study was to determine how

jj
jseveral strategies for coping with year-to-year

changes in forage production would affect ranch

income. Each strategy was simulated over a 29-year

period (July 1, 1941 through June 30, 1970) using

records of forage production, animal weights, and
prices received for cattle during that period on the

Santa Rita Experimental Range, near Tucson,
Arizona. Strategies included variations in: the num-
ber of bred cows per 100 animal units, age of cow at

first calf, cull age for cows, several plans of flexible

stocking, and several levels of constant stocking.

Income

The measure of income used to test the various

stocking strategies was "net sales," which is defined

as the value of animals sold minus the value of

weaner calves bought. For most of the comparisons,

prices and weights for the classes of animals sold

from the range each year were used to compute net

sales of livestock for that year. Average net sales for

the 29-year period were then calculated from the

yearly figures. Additional evaluations were made,
using average cattle prices for the 29-year period.

Costs

This study deals only with livestock income and

some of the factors that affect it. Ranch costs and

expenses for southern Arizona desert ranchers re-

portedly range from $3,600 to $8,300 per 100 animal

units.2 Because of these extreme differences in

ranching expenses, no attempt was made to deter-

mine the costs associated with the various stocking

plans. Each rancher is his own best authority on

costs.

^Dickerman, Alan F., and William E. Martin. 1967.

Organization, costs and returns for Arizona cattle

ranches. File Rep. 67-6. Dep. Agric. Econ., Univ. Ariz.,

Tucson.



The Study Area

The 25,500-acre study area includes eight study

pastures and several service pastures or traps. The

area ranges in elevation from 3,200 to 4,500 fe

above sea level. Annual rainfall is about 12 inches
i

the lowest elevation, and increases with elevation ',

over 16 inches at the highest (fig. 1). Grai

TO SAHUARITA

SANTA RITA EXPERIMENTAL RANGE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
FOREST a RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION

FOREST SERVICE

U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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P5<:;« Portion of range in study area

Figure 1 .
— Map of study area with approximate rainfall isohyets. Major pastures on which stockin

is based are 1, 2N, 2S, 3, 4, 8, 12A, and 12B.



production from 1954 to 1967 averaged 82 pounds
per acre in the lowest yielding pasture, and 643

pounds per acre in the highest. Total stocking for the

eight pastures averaged 283 animal units yearlong,

and varied from a low of 220 animal units yearlong

in 1965-66 to a high of 400 in 1959-60. An animal

unit was considered to be a cow and calf (from date

of birth to November 1). or a bull. Calves weaned
November 1 were rated as yearlings at 0.6 animal

unit. Calculated stocking for 40 percent use of the

perennial grass forage for the same period ranged

from 159 animal units yearlong in 1965-66 to 368 in

1959-60, and averaged 226.

Stocking Rates

Records of utilization and stocking for the eight

pastures were used to compute the estimated proper

stocking for the entire range each year from 1941

through 1969. Proper stocking for a pasture was
computed as follows:

Average

Proper stocking = yearlong x

stocking Actual use (%) on

40

perennial grasses

Proper stocking for the range was the sum of the

eight pasture values. Yearly proper stocking levels

were expressed as percentages of the average proper
stocking for the 29-year period. These relative ratings

were rounded to the nearest 10 percent with a

maximum value of 140 (fig. 2). These computed
yearly stocking levels were used to determine the

effect of each stocking strategy on "net sales."

Herd Composition

All calculations were based on a 100-animal-unit

herd. Variables tested were: numbers of bred cows,

age at first calf, and age to cull cows. The first

evaluations were for 40-, 50-, 60-, and 70-cow herds.

Additional comparisons for selected strategies were
then made for 72-, 78-, and 87-cow herds. Calving

was assumed to occur in late winter or early spring

(December-March) with heifers bred to calve either

at age 2 or age 3. Cows were culled for age around
November 1 as they approached their 8th or 10th

birthday. Herd composition was computed as of

November 1, after fall roundup and sale (table 1).

Computations assumed calf crops of 90 percent, no
death losses, and no second culling m replacement

heifers.
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-igure 2.— Stocking level that would have made proper use of the current forage each year during

the study, expressed as a percentage of the average stocking level.



Table 1. --Average number of animals of each class
per 100 animal units of cattle, with different
sizes of breeding herd, calving ages, and cull-
ing ages for cows

Stocking plan and

ani ma 1 class

Bred cows per

100 an i ma I un I t

s

ho

CALVE AT AGE 3:

Cull at age 8

(after 5th calf)-

Total number animals

Cul 1 at age 10

(after 7th calf)--

Bul Is

2-year heifers
Weaner he i fers

Holdover weaners
Purchased weaners

Total number animals

CALVE AT AGE 2:

Cull at age 8

(after 6th cal f)--

Total number animals

Cul 1 at age 10

(after 8th calf)--

Bul Is

Weane r he i fers
Holdover weaners
Purchased weaners

Total number animals

39

50

32

2 2

5 6

31 39
61 35

39 132

60

25

3

8

46

125

70

Bui Is 2 2 3 3

2-year heifers 8 10 12 ]k

Weaner heifers 8 10 12 ]h

Holdover weaners 28 35 30 8

Purchased weaners h7 18

133 125 117 109

2 2 3 3

6 7 9 10

6 7 9 10

30 38 38 18

51 23

135 127 119 1 1 1

Bulls 2 2 3 3

Weaner heifers 7 8 10 12

Holdover weaners 29 37 hk 33

Purchased weaners 61 35 8

3

9

36

Stocking Strategies

Three levels of constant stocking were compared
with "tlexible" and "limited flexible" stocking. The
levels of constant stocking were: average, 90 percent

of average, and 80 percent cf the average proper
stocking rate. "Flexible" stocking allowed the num-
ber of animal units to fluctuate from 60 to 140

percent of the average proper stocking level, strict

in accordance with the forage crop. "Limitt

tlexible" stocking restricted the stocking range
from 70 to 1 10 percent of average:

Forage

crop

Flexible

stocking

Limited

flexible

stocking

{percent ofaverage)

60 or less 60 70
70 70 80
80 80 90

90 90 90
100 100 90

110 110 100

120 120 100

130 130 110

140 or more 140 110

Two plans were tested for culling in years whi

forage production was less than the year before,

the first plan the priorities were: (1) sell wean
calves normally held for sale as yearlings. (2) s\

replacement weaner heifer calves, (3) sell replac

:

ment heifers (coming 2-year-olds). (4) sell cows froi

the breeding herd (oldest cows first). In the secon

plan, old cows were always sold first and replaceme i

heifers last in order to maintain the replaceme i

herd.

Priorities for increasing stocking in years wh i

forage production was greater than the year befo >

were: (1) if the number of bred cows under 8 years )

age is less than the number needed to meet t '

stocking plan for an average year, hold cows thi

would normally be culled for age;3 (2) hold calv;

normally sold as weaners; (3) buy weaner calves.

Effects of Strategies on Net Sales

For herds with 40 to 70 cows, average annual r-i

sales per 100 animal units ranged from $4,621 *•

$6,988 (table 2). The two factors that influenc f

average net sales most were calving age and numb :|

of cows per 100 animal units.

Calving Age

Average net sales for herds calving at age *

exceeded those of herds calving at age 3 by froij

The maximum number of bred cows held was t <

number required for an average year and the option

holding cows beyond normal culling age was not co'

sidered to be available if cows normally were culled

age 10.



Table 2. --Average annual net sales per 100 ani-

mal units under selected stocking strategies

Stocking plan and
animal class

Bred cows per
100 an i mal un i t

s

"W 50 To" 70

CALVE AT AGE 3:

Cull at age 8--

Flexi ble

L imi ted f 1 ex i ble

Constant at average
Constant at 90^
Constant at 80%

Cul 1 at age 10--

Flexi b le

Limi ted flexible

Constant at average
Constant at 90%
Constant at 80%

CALVE AT AGE 2:

Cul 1 at age 8--

Flexi b le

Limi ted flexible
Constant at average
Constant at 90%
Constant at 80%

Cul 1 at age 10--

$5282 $5460 $5804 $5869
5096 5329 5564 5887

5559 5792 6007 6240
5076 5309 5552 --

4621 4854 -- --

5468 5725 5743 5850
5270 5576 5735 5797
5716 6054 6243 6490
5234 5572 5789 6006
4775 5090 5328 --

5705 6058 6327 6599
5512 5864 6156 6489

5975 6327 6601 6953
5489 5839 6146 6496

5038 5394 5663 --

Flexible 5691 6103 6381 6615
Limi ted flexible 5503 5924 6208 6516

j
Constant at average 5966 6387 6687 6988
Constant at 90% 5483 5906 62 00 6531
Constant at 80% 5028 5451 5716 6076

!$223
to $765. The advantage of calving at age 2 was

greatest for the 70-cow herds, for which net sales

were $500 to $700 greater than for herds calving at

age 3. Thus, the advantage of earlier calving

^increased as the number of bred cows per 100 animal
units increased from 40 to 70 cows.

Number of Cows

Net sales also increased consistently as the size of
cow herd increased (table 2). Within the range from
40 to 70 cows, increases varied from as little as

>12.75 per cow to as much as $34.94. Increases in

let sales per unit of cow increase were greater for

lerds calving at age 2 than for those calving at age 3.

^et sales for 70-cow herds averaged as much as

51,000 greater than for 40-cow herds.

Age to Cull

Cull age had no consistent effect on average net

sales if cows were bred to calve at age 2. Culling at

age 10 increased net sales slightly if cows were bred

to calve at age 3, and the advantage was consistently

greater for 40- to 50-cow herds than for herds of 60
to 70 cows. These results include no adjustments for

changes in productivity of cows with age.

Culling Plan

Simulated net sales were about the same for the

two culling plans used in flexible stocking. In

practice, however, there would be a real advantage in

maintaining the breeding herd if cow numbers were
high. If emphasis was on maintaining the cow herd,

and if cows were bred to calve at age 2 and were
culled at age 8, the number of replacement heifers

required each year for a 42-cow herd was always

seven. The top seven heifer calves therefore could be

selected each year to go into the breeding herd. For a

72-cow herd with a normal replacement of 12 heifers,

however, there were years when no heifers were kept,

and in others the entire crop of heifer calves was
needed for replacement, leaving no opportunity to

cull. This problem was avoided if a fixed number of

replacement heifers was kept each year, and re-

ductions in time of drought were made by selling the

older cows.

Constant Stocking

Net sales under constant stocking were reduced

about $470 for each 10 percent reduction in the level

of stocking. And, for a given stocking level, changes

in calf prices accounted for up to % percent of the

year-to-year change in net sales. The effect of forage

production on net sales was negligible (fig. 3). In real

life this is not strictly true, of course, because calf

weights and calf crops are affected by forage

conditions.

The highest simulated average net sales resulted

from constant stocking at the average level of proper

stocking. This strategy is not realistic, however,

because there were too many years when the range

was overstocked. High feed bills and other emer-

gency costs in the poor years can easily outweigh the

apparent advantage in net sales.

Since constant stocking at average capacity often

results in high feed bills and range deterioration,

constant stocking at 90 percent of average capacity is

almost certain to be more profitable in the long run.

But, how do you know when you are stocked at 90

percent of average capacity? Utilization is one clue.

In the average year, about half of the perennial grass



\

plants should be ungrazed at the end of the grazing

season. The percentage of ungrazed plants may vary

from as low as 10 percent in dry years to 70 to 75

percent in years of high production, but the average

over a period of years should be close to 50.

Flexible Stocking

Net sales under all flexible stocking plans were

affected only slightly by changes in cattle prices, but

were related strongly and negatively to changes from

the previous year in forage production. High net

sales came when livestock numbers were reduced

because forage was scarce. Conversely, net sales were

low when the forage crop improved.

Net sales under flexible stocking (60 to 140 percent

of average) were second only to constant stocking at

the average proper level. Yearly changes in income
were extreme, however, with high income when a

poor forage year followed a high production year,

and low or negative net sales if a good year followed

a poor one (fig. 4). Changes in forage conditions

accounted for 70 percent of the year-to-year change
in net sales, and changes in cattle prices only for 14

percent. Net sales under tlexible stocking were lov<

than for constant stocking mainly due to the cost i

buying stocker calves in years of high fora j

production. Flexible stocking, like constant stocki i

at average capacity, can result in high feed bills
:

other expensive emergency measures when a pc

:

year follows an extremely good one.

Limited flexible stocking, in which stocki i

ranged from 70 to 1 10 percent of the average proj

:

stocking level, produced average net sales $50 1

$200 less than for flexible stocking—about the sai i

as for constant stocking at 90 percent of avera j

capacity. This system eliminated the need to bi

stocker calves, and net sales were always positive.

Flexible stocking, by forcing the rancher to si

extra animals in poor forage years, and buy cattle i

good years, may cause him to sell on a depress;

cattle market and to buy on one that is inflated. 0.

results shov/, however, that the average impact i

this marketing disadvantage was not great. It

example, if current prices were applied to each yea

sales and purchases, average net sales under flexil 1

stocking (a 72-cow herd with cows bred to calve

age 2 and culled at age 8) were $6,659. For the sail

strategy and herd composition, average cattle pri(

:
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for the 29-year period would have generated $6,750

in net sales. Thus, the average annual loss per 100

finimal units due to selling or buying at current

jbrices was only $91.

Table 3.""Numbers of years in the study period

when stocking during the summer growing sea-

son under different stocking plans would have

exceeded production by given percentage

Risk of Overstocking

I Net sales should not be the only consideration in

leciding on a plan of stocking. The hazards and high

jfosts of overstocking in the dry years must also be
Considered. The apparent risks of overstocking for

leveral of the stocking plans are indicated by the

'lumber of years during the 29-year study period

i't^hen actual stocking would have exceeded the forage

fpply

by given percentages (table 3).

Constant stocking at average capacity and flexible

3cking would result in overstocking almost half the

jme, with 1 year in 5 or 6 being high by over 40
percent. Such overstocking would occur during the

jummer growing season in dry years when the

erennial grasses are most susceptible to damage
rem repeated close grazing. The costs of such

requent overstocking in damage to the range and
igh feed bills during drought rule out these systems

)r both economic and conservation reasons. Main-

Stocking plan

and range in

Stock ing exceeded forage

product i on by--

stocking
(Animal units)

1-

20%

21-

^0%

41-

60%

61-

80%
81+%

- - - Number of years _ _ _

Flexi ble
(60-li»0 AU)

18 3 3 3 2

Limited flexible
(70-110 AU)

20 2 3 3 1

Constant
(Average capaci ty)

100 AU-lOO)

16 3 k k 2

Constant

(90% of average)

90 AU-90)

19 li k 2

Constant
(Sol of average)

80 AU-80)

23 k 2



taining average stocking is particularly harmful when
two or more dry years occur together, because the

degrees of overstocking increases each year as forage

production declines. The impact of flexible stocking

is worst when a high production year is followed by a

summer of extreme drought.

The hazards of overstocking with constant stock-

ing at 90 percent of average capacity and with

limited flexible stocking were about equal in some
respects, but there were differences. Both would

result in overstocking during the summer growing

season about 1 year in 3 with an excess of more than

40 percent about 1 year in 15 for constant stocking

and 2 years in 15 for the flexible plan. Both systems

would meet the needs of forage and livestock in most
years, although some feeding might be necessary in

the poorest years. Limited flexible stocking resulted

in 2 consecutive years of overstocking only once, 1952

and 1953. Constant stocking at 90 percent of average

proper stocking resulted in 3 consecutive years of

overstocking once (1952-53-54) and in 2 consecutive

years once (1962-63). The degree of overstocking in a

1-year drought or during the first year of a prolonged

drought was almost always higher for the limited

flexible plan than for constant stocking. But if the

drought lasted more than 1 year, overgrazing during

subsequent drought years was lower under the

limited flexible plan.

Grazing damage during drought also depends on
the grazing system. In a prolonged drought, with

constant stocking the degree of overgrazing increases

each year under yearlong grazing. Appropriate rest-

rotation grazing systems normally prevent heavy use

of the same area in 2 years in a row. Under flexible

stocking, however, overgrazing in the first drought
year can be more severe under rotation grazing than

under yearlong grazing because the rate of stocking

during the summer growing season is much greater.

Cows or Yearlings

Do breeding cows or yearlings make more efficient

use of the forage crop? The answer hinges primarily

on the relative differences in prices of calves and
yearlings, on the relative amount of forage consumed
by each class, and on the percentage of calf crops.

During the 29-year study period the average sale

prices of cattle were: cull cows $107.76, calves

$91.88, and yearlings $120.33. For maximum calf

production, a breeding herd composed of 87 cows, 4
bulls, and 15 replacement weaner heifers is assumed,
with average sales of 63 calves and 14.5 cull cows per

100 units with constant stocking, 90 percent calf

crop, and no death losses. If cows calve first at age 2

and are culled at age 8, expected net sales per 100
animal units of stocking then would be:

63 calves at $91.88 =
14.5 cows at $107.76 =

$5,788.44

1,562.52

$7,350.96

or $73.51 per animal unit grazed.

How do these values compare with income
]||

animal unit of yearlings? A herd composed of ;

cows, 3 bulls, and 1 1 replacement weaner heif i

plus 46 carryover weaner calves also constitutes IC

animal units, with all calves held over a full year ai

sold as long yearlings or finally as cull cows. 1:

income from such a herd with cows calving at agti

and culled at age 8 would be:

46 yearlings at $120.33 =
10.5 cull cows at $107.76 =

$5,535.18

1,131.48

$6,666.66

or $66.67 per animal unit grazed. Thus, raisn

yearlings would return about $7 less per animal u

of grazing than would calves marketed in the fall.

If yearlings are bought, the return per animal ux

of yearlings is the difference between the calf a.i

yearling price adjusted for forage consumption. Tlii

turns out to be $47.72. Net sales for cows and cah:

and for raised yearlings decline with the calf cr

(table 4). Livestock prices during the study were suil

that cows and calves always provided a higher retu i

than yearlings. Only if calf crops dropped to i

percent would return from purchased yearliri;

approach that of cows and calves.

Table ^4. --Effect of calf crop on net sales fro
cow-calf and cow-yearling operations

Calf
Val ue of net sales per

an i ma 1 un ! (: stock ing

i%)
Ca

cull

If-

cows

Rai sed
yearl i ngs

Purchasec

yearl Ings

90 $73 .51 $66.,66 $47.,42

80 66 .15 58,.24 47.,42

70 57 .89 51.,02 47. 42

60 47 .78 46.,21 47.42

50 k2..i*? 36.,58 47. 42

The relative economic advantage of cows ai

:

calves over yearlings depends mainly on differenc '

in weight and price per pound between calves ar

)

yearlings. We calculated the price that must I

'

received for yearlings of different weights in order ;

bring as much money as would be obtamed by sellif ,'

calves in the fall. We assumed that 1.67 carryovi r

yearlings were the equivalent of a cow and calf, thi t

net sales from cull cows would be worth 25 percent (

'

the value of calves or yearlings sold, and added '

percent interest to the value of the calf. W



considered yearling weights ranging from 350 to 950

pounds, and calf prices of 25 to 65 cents per pound.

The calculations show that if calves and yearlings

sell for the same price per pound, yearlings must
weight about 550 pounds to bring in as much money
as cows and calves (table 5). Yearlings weighing 500

pounds or less must sell at a premium price to be

equivalent in value. On the other hand, the break-

even price for 650-pound yearlings was from 4 to 10

cents less per pound than for calves. What these

figures mean for southern Arizona is that, if calves

' are held over until the fall of their second year, and if

they weigh at least 650 pounds, they stand a good

chance of returning net sales superior to those of

cows and calves. On the other hand, if calves are

held only until late May, they probably will have

gained less than 150 pounds and usually will produce

less income than if they had been sold in the fall.

JTable 5 • ""Break-even price for yearlings, com-
' pared to that for '400-pound calves sold in

the fal 1

Weight of
yearl ing

(pounds)

Comparative price per pound
for calves sold in fall

$0.25 $0.35 $0.^45 $0.55 $0.65

350
'(50

550
650

750
850

950

Break-even price for yearlings

%Q.kQi $0.56 $0.71 $0.87 $1.03
31 M .56 .68 .80

25 .35 M .56 .66

2) .30 .38 hi .56

18 .26 .33 .k] .i»8

16 .23 .29 .36 .42

15 .20 .26 .32 .38

Discussion

The results of this study do not fully support such

>opular beliefs as: (1) cow herds should not exceed

|0 percent of the total stocking, (2) cow-yearling

'perations produce more income than cow-calf

perations, (3) heifers should be bred to calve first at

ige 3, and (4) stocking must be flexible. Rather, the

jsults indicate that (1) the breeding herd should be
maximized by calving at age 2 and carrying a

linimum number of replacement heifers, and (2)

locking should be relatively constant, but at a level

)mewhat below the average "proper" stocking level.

Our results show no advantage in keeping the cow
;rd to 60 percent of total stocking. Regardless of

ther conditions, net sales increased as the size of the

reeding herd increased. It was apparent, however.

that high cow numbers could seriously upset the

breeding program if culling practices under flexible

stocking emphasized maintaining the cow herd. The
reason is that, in years of high production following a

drought, the entire heifer crop must be held for

replacement and none can be culled. This problem
can be overcome by holding a fixed number of

replacement heifers each year and culling older cows
in drought. Average differences in net sales between
the two culling practices were negligible. And, for

both systems, average net sales increased as the

percentage of breeding cows increased. This suggests

that a reduced breeding herd can be recommended
only if it is more profitable to market yearlings than
calves.

At average prices during the study, cow-calf units

would produce more income per animal unit of

stocking than cow-yearlings units, so long as the calf

crop was 60 percent or better. And, at equal prices

per pound, yearlings would have to weigh 550

pounds to produce as much income as 400-pound
calves. In southern Arizona, yearlings held over a full

year and sold in the fall might easily weigh enough to

justify keeping them, but if they are held only until

the following May they probably will not. This

introduces another consideration. If yearling num-
bers are increased in the fall in a year of high forage

production, they should be sold, or at least removed

from the range, the following May or June to avoid

possible severe overgrazing during the summer
growing season.

The relative merits of marketing range animals as

calves or yearlings also depend on economic condi-

tions. Abundant, cheap feed grains make light

weight cattle a good buy for the feeders and favor

cow-calf production. Expensive feed shifts the advan-

tage toward the cow-yearling production. Cattle

prices also have an impact. Sustained periods of high

calf prices tend to increase cow numbers as well as

the number of animals marketed. Recent develop-

ments suggest that a general shift from cow-calf to

cow-yearling operation may be in order. High feed

prices in 1974 and 1975 and lower prices for

slaughter beef caused calf prices to drop sharply,

slowed the flow of animals to market and resulted in

high cattle numbers. A shift to cow-yearUng opera-

tion could reduce the number of animals marketed

by about 27 percent. This could relieve the apparent

oversupply of beef as well as reduce cattle inven-

tories. Cow-yearling production would greatly reduce

the amount of grain fed to beef cattle because

animals would enter the feed lot 2(X) to 400 pounds

heavier and because about 27 percent few animals

would be fed.

Calving at age 2 consistently resulted in higher net

sales than did calving at age 3. The reason, of

course, is that the younger calving provides more

bred cows per 1(X) animal units. Successful calving at



age 2 may require special effort, however. Breeding

heifers to bulls of a small-boned breed may reduce

calving problems. Also, first-calf heifers should

always be pregnancy tested. Any heifer not with calf

should be sold. Her place in the herd can be filled by

holding a good pregnant cow that would otherwise be

culled for age. This points up the value of culling at

age 8 rather than at 10. Many of these 8-year-old

cows can be held an additional year or two if they are

needed to replace younger cows that are culled

because they are not with calf or for other reasons.

One appeal of flexible stocking is that it allows

more complete use of the forage in high production

years. This is commonly believed to increase ranch

income, thereby offsetting low income and high

expense in years of low production. The results of

this study show, however, that net sales per 100

animal units obtained by increasing stocking to 120,

130, or 140 percent of average in the best years were

only $100 to $200 greater than for constant stocking

at the 90 percent level or for limited flexible

stocking. In practice, this small monetary advantage

would probably be offset by the apparent dis-

advantages of the flexible system. These include the

sheer difficulty of estimating forage crops and

adjusting animals accordingly, possible serious dam-
age to the range in years of low forage production

when stocking is high due to high production the

year before, the administrative costs of buying ex\

animals to stock the range in good years, 1

possibility of introducing parasites or disease w«

cattle from off the range, and the natural reluctar

to cull as heavily as necessary for the good of 1

range in years when forage production is low.

An easier plan to administer is constant stocki

at a conservative rate, say 90 percent of avera

carrying capacity. Under this system, a fixed numl
of replacement heifers are held each year and t

number of calves and older cows sold each year

relatively constant. The rancher who follows

constant stocking plan still needs to make suu

however, that he is not overestimating the avera'

capacity of his range. Constant stocking at

percent of average capacity will have a mu
different longtime effect on the range than v

stocking at average. It is almost certain that stocki

at 90 percent of average will be more profitable

the long run, because production of the moderat I

grazed range will be maintained or improved, whi

that of heavily grazed range will almost sur I

decline. Constant stocking at 90 percent of avera'!

proper stocking, with some stocking reductions

prolonged severe drought, appears to offer stabil I

of operation, relatively high income, and moderate

low risk of damage to the range or t'mancial cri i

during drought.

10
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Abstract

Gottfried, Gerald J., and John R. Jones.

1975. Logging damage to advance regeneration on an Arizona
mixed conifer watershed. USDA For. Serv. Res. Pap.

RM-147, 20 p. Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort

Collins, Colo. 80521

Old-growth southwestern mixed conifer stands commonly
have considerable advance regeneration, but one-cut overstory

removal, with subsequent slash piling, typically has destroyed

most of it. Furthermore, except where aspen suckers abun-

dantly, subsequent regeneration is usually very slow. This study

examines damage to advance regeneration where special care

was taken to avoid damage. With the selection method, 50

percent was destroyed, and in a one-cut overstory removal, 65

percent. The overstory removal area was left seriously under-

stocked. Logging modifications are recommended to further

reduce damage.

Keywords: Advance regeneration, logging damage, mixed

conifer forests.

The use of trade and company names is for the benefit

of the reader; such use does not constitute an official

endorsement or approval ofany service or product by the

U.S. Department ofAgriculture to the exclusion ofothers

that may be suitable.
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Logging Damage to Advance Regeneration on

an Arizona Mixed Conifer Watershed

Gerald J. Gottfried and John R. Jones

INTRODUCTION

Southwestern mixed conifer stands occupy about

2.5 million acres in Arizona, New Mexico, and

southern Colorado. They often have considerable

advance regeneration—young trees that have already

survived the critical first years and passed the period

of very slow early growth. If enough of these small

trees survive logging operations, a harvested area is

already restocked, and the next rotation is signifi-

cantly shortened. Where logging removes large

timber volumes, however, much of the advance

regeneration is typically destroyed.

Saving this advance regeneration is important in

the Southwest, where natural regeneration of open-

ings is often slow (Jones 1967) and planting is costly.

In this case study we found that, even when special

care is taken, conventional logging reduced the

abundance and distribution of advance regeneration

below acceptable stocking levels.

THE STUDY AREA

The study area is a gaged watershed on the

Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest in east-central

Arizona, drained by the East Fork of Willow Creek.

Elevations range from 8,800 to 9,300 feet. Slopes

average 20 percent. Soils are a stony silty clay loam,

and do not erode readily. Parent material is basalt.

Average annual precipitation is 29.6 inches. Win-
ters are normally mild, but snow cover commonly
persists from November into April. May and June
have many windy days and are almost always very

dry. In July and August, rain falls on about 50
percent of the days, mostly as daytime thunder-

showers, some of them heavy. September and
October often are dry but have occasional high

water-yielding storms.

The heavy soils, abundant snow, and warm days in

winter make roads and soils susceptible to damage

from trucks and tractors, thus restricting winter

logging. Skidding and hauling are occasionally

halted in summer and fall to avoid damage to

saturated slopes and roads. Extreme fire danger

sometimes slows logging in May and June. Trees with

decayed butts, and occasional strong winds, some-
times frustrate attempts at directional felling.

The watershed covers 492 acres. 468 of which were

virgin forest prior to the study. The other 24 acres

are a narrow meadow along the creek. All forested

areas were stocked with at least 25 square feet of

basal area in trees 7 inches in diameter breast high

(d.b.h.) and larger, in 1970. Average timber volume

was 23,800 board-feet per acre. Many trees, es-

pecially Douglas-fir, were more than 30 inches d.b.h.

The species, in descending order of volume, were

Dougias-fir, Engelmann spruce, ponderosa pine,

aspen, white fir, southwestern white pine, blue

spruce, and corkbark fir.^ Composition and structure

were variable. All of the species, with the exception

of blue spruce, occurred widely over the watershed.

Some species were particularly abundant in certain

areas: 27 acres were dominated by aspen with a

partial understory of conifers; 8 acres were domi-

nated by Engelmann spruce.

There were some single-storied patches, but even

these had some advance regeneration. Most of the

stands had two or more stories. Patches and thickets

of saplings were common. Much of the forest was a

small-patch mosaic of different structures.

Our evaluation of logging damage to advance

regeneration is part of a larger study on Willow

Creek. The overall objective is to test the effects of a

combination of cutting methods, based on stand

conditions, on the timber, water, and wildlife

resources. Two different treatments were applied: the

selection method and overstory removal (fig. 1). On
the 1 14-acre area where the selection method was

Common and scientific names of species mentioned
are listed on page 20.



AREAS

1. Overs tory Removal Area
2. Selection Method
3. Aspen
4. Unharvested Roadside Stands
5

.

Meadow

1040 feet

To US 666

Figure 1 .—

The Willow Creek East Fork water-

shed is located 25 miles south of

Alpine, Arizona.

used, cutting was light to moderate, removing
individual trees and small groups, with an emphasis
on salvaging defective veterans.

Marking on the 302-acre overstory removal area

was based on a 10-inch diameter limit. Some trees

larger than 10 inches were left, especially near roads

to reduce visual impact. Occasional large defective

veterans were left, primarily for use by birds. Where
pole-sized trees were numerous, some as small as 6

inches d.b.h. were marked for pulpwood. In addi-

tion, 8 acres of single-storied Engelmann spruce were
clearcut. Aspen was not cut. because there was little

market for it. Seventeen acres of conifers along the

meadow were uncut.

Table 1 summarizes the changes in overstory

conditions for both treatment areas. Stocking after

treatment on the overstory removal area was highly

variable. Some parts were nearly bare, while some
aspen patches were undisturbed.

Logging Control

Before logging, the timber sale area was examined
jointly by the Black River District Ranger and staff

assistants, representatives of Southwest Forest In-

dustries (the timber purchaser), and of Holliday

Logging Company (the logging operator). Also
present were the Forest Supervisor and staff assis-

tants, representatives of the Regional Forester, and

personnel of the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range

Experiment Station. The purposes and problems of

the operation were discussed thoroughly, with em-

phasis on the need for special care to avoid damage

to the advance regeneration.

Table 1 .--Overstory conditions for areas treated

by selection method and by overstory removal

(based on a 25 basal -area-factor cruise of

trees 7 inches d.b.h. and larger)

Area

treatec

Per-acre cond i t ions

Treatment
1

-rTrees
Basal

area

Gross

volume'

Acres No. Ft' Bd.ft.

SELECTION METHOD: \\k

Before logging 230.^0 197.30 23.617

After logging 152.38 135. 1^4 ](>,m

OVERSTORY REMOVAL : 302

Before logging U6.18 178.81 26,56'.

After logging A3. 71 29. 2^ 3,017

?evcent reduction

SELECTION METHOD 3** 32 30

OVERSTORY REMOVAL 70 8k 89

Scribner Decimal C.



Supervision and contractor cooperation were good.

The sawtimber and pulpwood operations were sep-

arate, though overlapping in time. A sale admin-
istrator was assigned to each operation to provide

close supervision. Both sale administrators had a

good working relationship with the logging operator

and his crews. Whenever they were in the vicinity,

F.xperiment Station personnel visited the area and
examined operations along with the operator and
sale administrators. Southwest Forest Industry for-

esters were often on the area. It was clear that

sawyers were making an effort to avoid dropping

trees in concentrations of advance regeneration, or

where skidding damage would be severe. Sometimes,
however, the two were mutually exclusive, and the

sawyer had to choose between either substantial

telling damage or substantial skidding damage.
The sawtimber was ground skidded by D6 and D7

crawler tractors. Small rubber-tired skidders were

used to remove much of the pulpwood. Hot logging

greatly reduced the area denuded for decking logs.

Slash Treatment

Slash piling and burning has often virtually

eliminated the advance regeneration which survived

logging. At Willow Creek, slash was lopped and left

in place over most of the area to avoid such damage.
Slash was skidded and piled on the 8 acres of spruce

clearcutting, however, to avoid a possible buildup of

spruce beetles. In addition, a 3-chain-wide (198-feet)

fuel break was constructed by the Forest Service

around the watershed perimeter. Slash within 1

chain (66 feet) of the main road also was piled. Only
dead fuel was piled in the fuel break. Bulldozers

were kept out of concentrations of advance regen-

eration during construction. If slash lay where
machine piling would do appreciable damage, it was
simply lopped in place or, where abundant, lopped

and hand piled. Piles were scheduled for burning in

1974.

STUDY METHODS

Advance regeneration was compared before and
after logging. To reduce error, the same sample
strips were used for both examinations.

Marked timber survey points had previously been

established on 12 lines according to a multiple-

random start design. Transects through the survey

points were used as the basis for sampling advance

regeneration. Each of the 12 transects was the center

line of a narrow sample strip. A 30-inch steel stake

was driven at each survey point, usually to within 3

or 4 inches of the ground surface. Each stake was

referenced to one or more (usually two) witness trees,

which were tagged below stump height.

Advance regeneration was divided into five classes

so we could ascertain the relationship between size

and susceptibility to damage:

Established small seedlings .... 3.0-11.9 inches tall

Large seedlings 1 . 0-4. 5 feet tall

Small saplings 0. 1-1. 9 inches d. b. h.

Large saplings 2. 0-3. 9 inches d. b. h.

Small poles 4. 0-6. 9 inches d. b. h.

Small seedlings were sampled on circular 4-milacre

plots. The plot centers were located 15 feet magnetic

south of the stakes, roughly at right angles to the tran-

sects, to avoid damaging sample seedlings while we
conducted other activities. There were 37 plots in the

selection area and 117 in the overstory removal area.

Total small seedlings were not counted; they were

recorded by species as zero, one. two. or more than

two per plot.

Large seedlings and small saplings were counted

along all 12 transects. Strips were 6.6 feet wide, with

a total sample area of 3.33 acres in the overstory

removal area and 0.96 acre in the selection area.

Large saplings and small poles were counted along

six alternate transects on strips 16.5 feet wide, with a

total area of 4.05 acres in the overstory removal area

and 1.20 acres in the selection area.

Advance regeneration was rated as growing stock

if it would reasonably produce a merchantable

product at some time. Trees not considered growing

stock were primarily saplings and seedlings with

severe dwarf mistletoe or with dead tops; the latter

were usually severely suppressed.

During the postlogging examination only, growing

stock (except for small seedlings) was further classed

as good or fair. Good growing stock was that which

the examiner judged to be at least fairly vigorous,

free of dwarf mistletoe, and of good form. Fair

growing stock had some defect but had the potential

to maintain itself in the stand and eventually produce

at least pulpwood. Good growing stock is more
meaningful from the viewpoint of timber production.

For cover and forest scenery after logging, however,

total growing stock is important.

Forty-three photos were taken from transect stakes

both before and after logging. The camera was

aimed along or at estimated angles from the

transects. The views were selected before logging to

show the spectrum of stand conditions. An edge or

corner of each view was referenced before logging to

some distinctive feature, such as the base of a large

tree, so that ihe same view could be rephotographed

after logging. In a few instances the after photo only

approximates the view of the original because the

reference feature was lost.



RESULTS

Overston

Changes in the number of trees, basal area, and

volume were more severe in the overstory removal

area (fig. 2) than in the selection area (table 1). After

logging. 95 percent of the timber inventory points in

the selection area were stocked with one or more
trees 7 inches d.b.h. or larger as defined by a 25

basal area factor gage. In contrast, 53 percent of the

inventory points were stocked in the overstory

removal area, only 35 percent by conifers.

Advance Regeneration

Before logging, the two treatment areas were

similarly stocked with advance regeneration (table 2).

Logging damage was considerably greater on the

overstory removal area than on the selection area.

Photo Comparisons

The data can be better appreciated after examin-

ing the "before and after" photographs (figs. 3-15).

The photos labeled A were taken before logging;

those labeled B were taken after logging. The
situations illustrated are described in the captions.

Results of the selection method did not vary greatly;

figures 3-6 were sufficient to show most of the range

of before-and-after contrasts. Figures 7-13 show the

results of overstory removal. Figures 14 and 15 show
the results of logging in the aspen patches.

Table 2. --Total advance regeneration per acre,'
by treatment, before and after logging

Treatment „ r
Before

and ,

, logging
s 1 ze c lass

After
logging

Lost

S u r V i vo r s

rated
' good

'

Stems/aer'e Percent
SELECTION METHOD:

Large seedlings ')0'(.17 187-50 5^4 5'4

Small saplings 96.88 51 -0*4 ^47 61

Large sapl ings 61 . 67 35-83 *42 S't

Smal 1 poles 71-67 ^42. 50 *4l 55

Total 63^.39 316.87 50 55

OVERSTORY REMOVAL:

Large seedlings '4*46.25 U8.65 67 A3

Small saplings 110.81 37.2*4 66 37

Large saplings 69.63 25-68 63 1*5

Small poles 79-26 35-80 55 '48

Total 705.95 2*47-37 65 k3

^Conifers and aspen; excludes small

seedl i ngs.

Figure 2.— A broad view of the overstory removal area.



A. BEFORE

Figure 3.— Selection method. Exterior view,

relatively little disturbance.

B. AFTER



A. BEFORE

Figure 4.— Selection method. Interior view,

relatively little disturbance.

B. AFTER



A. BEFORE

'Figure 5.—Selection method. Area moderately
disturbed.

B. AFTER J

STi,



A. BEFORE

Figure 6.— Selection method. Area consider-

ably disturbed.

B. AFTER



A. BEFORE

•igure 7.—Overstory removal. Some areas had
relatively few unmerchantable trees. Over-
story removal and accompanying distur-

bance constitute clearcutting. (The mid-
ground trees were purposely left along the

meadow edge.)

B. AFTER



A. BEFORE

Figure 8.—Overstory removal. Considerable
areas with advance regeneration had heavy

volunnes of large, old trees whose removal

largely destroyed the advance regeneration.

The result was essentially a clearcutting.

B. AFTER

10



A. BEFORE

Figure 9.—Overstory removal. Some areas had
abundant regeneration and substantial but

not heavy merchantable volumes, as in the

foreground and midground. Logging damage
commonly left such patches partially

stocked. (The background ridge is in the

selection area.)

B. AFTER

11



A. BEFORE

Figure 10.—Overstory removal. In some in-

stances where advance regeneration was

fairly abundant, logging damage seemed
excessive.

B. AFTER

'^^'

12



A. BEFORE

Figure 11.—Log landing. Little or no advance
regeneration survives on or around log

landings. Landings usually occupy more
ground where cutting is heavy, as in over-

story rennoval. Hot logging on this sale min-
imized landing area. (The background ridge

is in the selection area.)

B. AFTER

13



A. BEFORE

Figure 12.— Overstory removal. Numeroui
patches had low merchantable volume an

abundant advance regeneration. Carefi

routing of skidding traffic left most of thes

moderately to well stocked.

B. AFTER

#5-s

14



A. BEFORE

igure 13.—Overstory removal. Some areas

were essentially two-storied with a saw-
timber overstory and many subordinate
small poles. Removal of the overstory re-

sulted in heavy blowdown of residual poles.

B. AFTER

15



BEFORE

Figure 14.—Aspen patch. Numerous patches

within the overstory removal area were

dominated by aspen. Removal of associatec

conifers did not constitute overstory re-

moval, nor was the advance regeneratlor

seriously damaged. Exterior view.

B. AFTER

16



A. BEFORE

gure 15.— Interior view of a patch dominated
by aspen.

B. AFTER

i

s

17



Data Comparisons

Trees per Acre

Comparative density data, before and after log-

ging, are given for both treatment areas in table 2.

Logging activities on the overstory removal area,

destroyed 65 percent of the advance regeneration (if

small seedlings are ignored). Only 43 percent of the

survivors were rated good. Losses were also heavy on

the selection area—50 percent—despite much lighter

timber removal. Of the survivors, 55 percent were

rated good.

In both treatment areas, the data show a con-

sistent trend of decreasing losses with increasing size

from large seedlings to small poles. Larger regenera-

tion is easier for fallers and tractor operators to see,

and both workers in deciding where to drop a tree or

drive a tractor, are more likely to spare a pole or

large sapling than a seedling.

We do not know the exact percentages of small

seedlings lost because our inventory method did not

give full counts on some plots. Full counts were more
common in the posttreatment inventory. On the

selection area, the postlogging tally of 257 trees per

acre was 60 percent less than the prelogging count,

and on the overstory removal area, the postlogging

tally of 122 trees per acre was 80 percent less. Actual

losses were greater than these percentages.

Stocking Level Distribution

The distribution of advance regeneration within

the stand is as important as the number of trees. It is

conceivable that we could denude half the area, but

still only lose a moderate number of trees.

Because the original sampling design did not allow

for evaluation of stocking level distribution we made
a supplemental survey in 1974. Four-milacre plots

were offset at about 1 -chain intervals along the

inventory lines. There were 116 plots in the selection

area and 350 plots in the overstory removal area.

Trees of all sizes that were present in 1971 were
tallied, as were new aspen sprouts. Approximately 4
percent of the overstory-removal plots contained pre-

logging aspen.

The results are indicated below. Two levels of

stocking are shown because of the uncertainty of

what constitutes optimum stocking in Arizona mixed
conifer stands.

Percent stocked with at least:

1 conifer

2 conifers

Percent stocked with at least:

1 aspen

2 aspens

Percent stocked only with

aspen

Percent stocked with at least

1 tree

in 1972

in 1974

Percent stocked with at least

2 trees

in 1972

in 1974

Selection

area

47

32

28

20

14

47

60

Oversto

removt

area

36

19

40

32

23

i

32

47

37

59

21

48

DISCUSSION

Overstory Removal

Heavy logging damage to advance regenerati

combined with removal of most of the overstory, :

the overstory removal area understocked. Furtl

:

more, many residual poles and suddenly expo (

immature sawtimber trees blew down, mostly a t

the postlogging survey. Their loss, not reflected

the regeneration data and only partly in the phi t

graphs, leaves the area still more poorly stock;

Salvaging the blowdowns will cause additional :

ging damage.
Establishment of new seedlings is usually slow

exposed sites, especially in the absence of abund i

seed. Even under highly favorable conditions

takes a decade or more for most newly germim

;

mixed conifer seedlings to reach breast height (J(

'

1971). Therefore, the poor stocking of advai

regeneration in general, and especially the los:

numerous saplings and poles which were beyond t

slow-growing seedling stage, will seriously d I

production of coniferous timber on the overs'^

removal area.
[

Since the survey, aspen suckering on the overs t'

removal area has been widespread, fairly abund

and of acceptable vigor. This has greatly impn >i

overall stocking, which now approaches adequate i

most of the overstory removal area. Overs f
removal has, in this case, converted a fct

dominated by old conifers to a young forest 'h
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dominatly of aspen suckers but with a modest

representation of conifers. Some of these conifers,

primarily those which are already saplings and poles,

will share the future canopy with the fast-growing

young aspens and provide a future seed source. Most
of the smaller advance conifer regeneration will be

outgrown and return to understory status.

While the market for aspen timber has been very

limited in the Southwest, aspen has become salable

as pulpwood here since this operation. It is likely

that aspen fiber will be fully marketable within a few

decades. Thus the value of timber produced by the

predominantly aspen forest may match in value that

which would have been produced had the overstory

removal area been treated instead by the selection

method or a three- or four-cut shelterwood that

maintained coniferous dominance. The simplicities

of aspen regeneration should be attractive to forest

managers.

The consequences of this one-cut overstory re-

moval and the accompanying type conversion influ-

ence values other than timber production. Conver-

sion to young aspen forest has advantages for deer

and elk management.^ Also, a fair amount of aspen

i
forest in locales widely dominated by conifers seems

esthetically desirable, especially when the aspen

stands include scattered coniferous trees and groves.

It will be decades, however, before the overstory

removal area will be as attractive to most people as

I the adjacent selection forest.

The treatments should increase water yields from

the watershed. Based on the experiments on Work-
jman Creek, Arizona,^ most of this increase would

I

come from the overstory removal area. Young aspen

|]

stands may bring water yields back down to pre-

logging levels much sooner than if the area had

regenerated gradually with only slow-growing conif-

erous seedlings. Limited study suggests, however,

that yields will probably remain above prelogging

levels for more than 3 years, despite vigorous growth

by the young aspen (Johnston et al., 1969). Con-

tinued gaging of streamflows from this and the

adjacent uncut watershed will provide information on

the duration of increased water yields.

Patton, David R., and John R. Jones. 1975. Manage-
€ }ment of aspen for wildlife in the Southwest. (Unpub-

lished manuscript on file with Project 1702, Forest

Hydrology Laboratory, Rocky f^ountain Forest and
' iRange Experiment Station, Tempe, Arizona).

Rich, Lowell R., and Gerald J. Gottfried. 1975. Water
yields resulting from treatment on the Workman Creek
experimental watersheds of Central Arizona. (Unpub-
lished manuscript on file with Project 1612, Forest
Hydrology Laboratory, Rocky l^ountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station, Tempe, Arizona).

Selection Method

The selection forest remains satisfactorily stocked

with a combination of residual overstory trees and
advance regeneration. Much advance regeneration

was destroyed, however, especially seedlings and
small saplings, despite efforts by the loggers to avoid

damage.
The removals and disturbance would have been

much the same had this been the first of three

shelterwood cuts in the same stand. In most virgin

mixed conifer forests in the Southwest, the first cut

must be light to moderate in either system, to

develop windfirmness in the residual stand. In the

shelterwood system, however, the entire overstory

would be removed in installments covering a period

of perhaps 20 years, and the repeated loss of so much
regeneration might be more serious.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO REDUCE DAMAGE

Logging damage can be reduced by three changes

in logging procedures:

1. Marking and clearing skid trails.—Skid trails

were made as needed by the skidding tractors. Wind-
falls, fallen snags, and other unmerchantable down
material, commonly in long lengths, were pushed out

of the way or detoured. Detours slowed the work,

disturbed excessive area, and damaged more regen-

eration. Pushing the down material out of the way

with the tractor blade also did considerable damage
to advance regeneration. Much of that damage could

be avoided by marking skid trails and having a

swamper saw out sections of the down material to

help clear the trail. Bulldozing these short sections

aside would do much less damage. Trees along

marked skid trails can be felled at angles to

minimize skidding damage.

2. Careful winching.—More winching would be

necessary if tractors were restricted to marked and

pre-cleared trails. Logs being winched to a tractor

sometimes catch on down material and drag it

sideways, destroying and damaging regeneration. A
swamper or the choker setter, using a light chain

saw, could sever or saw out sections of material that

lay in the way, making winching easier and reducing

damage to regeneration.

3. Varying log lengths.—Logs sometimes fall in

situations where they are difficult to remove, es-

pecially by winching, if they are of large diameter

and a standard 32 feet long. Tractors must some-

times circle around through regeneration to push

such heavy logs into positions from which they may
be pulled. This commonly requires pushing or rolling
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the log sideways, regardless of damage to seedlings

and saplings. If sawyers are trained to watch for

these situations, they could cut shorter logs when
necessary. It is sometimes necessary to fall a tree at

an unfavorable angle to the skid trail, for example,

to avoid lodging, or felling a treetop into regenera-

tion. Logs being winched or otherwise pulled onto

the trail are then dragged through an arc sideways,

often destroying saplings and seedlings and damag-
ing poles and larger trees. If sawyers are trained to

recognize these situations, they could cut shorter logs

to reduce the arc of destruction.

Putting these suggestions into effect would involve

changes in sale preparation and administration, and

possibly modification of standard contracts. They
probably would be considerably more effective if

brief training sessions were held for sawyers, skid-

ders, swampers, and choker setters. It might even be

specified that men without such training could not

work on timber sales where such methods are

required.

CONCLUSIONS

One-cut removal of a mixed conifer overstory

destroyed about two-thirds of the advance regenera-

tion and left the area seriously understocked, despite

substantial efforts to avoid damage. This harvesting

system should not be used where advanced regenera-

tion is to provide the subsequent stand. Even with

care and improved logging techniques, adequate

stocking of advance coniferous regeneration seems

unlikely to survive one-cut overstory removal in

stands with large merchantable volumes. The result

approaches clearcutting. One-cut overstory removal

can only be recommended where clearcutting is

acceptable—perhaps to increase water yields, or

improve forage for deer and elk.

The selection method, and the first removals under

a multiple-cut shelterwood system, do less damage,

but considerable advance regeneration is lost none-

the-less. Minor changes in harvesting methods could

reduce this damage, and make timber production

more fully compatible with other forest management
goals.
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COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES
OF PLANTS MENTIONED

Engelmann sprdce

Blue spruce

Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir

White fir

Corkbark fir

Ponderosa pine

Southwestern white pine

Quaking aspen

Picea engelmannii Parry

Picea pungens Engelm.

Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca (Beissn.) Franco

Abies concolor (Gord. and Glend.) Lindl.

Abies lasiocarpa var. arizunica (Merriam) Lemm.
Pinus ponderosa Laws.

Pinus strobijormis Engelm.

Populus tremuloides Michx.
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Abstract

Jones, John R.

1975. A southwestern mixed conifer plantation—case history and
observations. USDA For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-148, 8 p. Rocky Mt.
For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort ColUns, Colo. 80521
Ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and two lots of blue spruce were

planted on clearcuttings in east-central Arizona at about 9,200 ft

elevation. The Douglas-fir and one lot of blue spruce were markedly
inferior planting stock. After five growing seasons, survival and
condition of the inferior planting stock were very poor. Many pon-
derosa pines were girdled during a meadow mouse outbreak, but on
south slopes most of the survivors were vigorous. Survival and
growth of blue spruce from good planting stock were good on north-

facing slopes, but considerably poorer on south slopes. Management
implications are discussed.

Keywords: Pinus ponderosa, Picea pungens, Microtus, planting.
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A Southwestern Mixed Conifer Plantation

—

Case History and Observations

John R. Jones

Very little forest planting was done on
Southwestern mixed conifer sites prior to 1970.

For years the selection method had been the

Dasis of harvesting mixed conifer forests, and
natural regeneration was relied upon. The in-

frequent destructive fires in mixed conifers

commonly were followed by extensive aspen^
tsuckering, or, on some habitats, by profuse
growth of Gambel oak.

In the ponderosa pine climax zone, pon-

derosa pine had been planted on a rather small
scale for years, with some notable successes but

a preponderance of failures. It also had been
planted occasionally on mixed conifer burns
,with their more favorable moisture regimes,
but survival did not seem any better.

I
Many causes have been suggested for fail-

ures: the severe spring dry seasons; competi-
tion from grasses; frost heaving; predation by
pocket gophers and meadow mice; browsing by
cattle, sheep, deer, and elk; and handling and
planting practices that are inadequate for

jSouthwestern conditions (Jones 1967, 1974).
I Interest in clearcutting in the Southwest to

obtain increased water yields grew out of

watershed research in North Carolina, Col-

orado, and the Sierra Ancha in Arizona. In

1958-59, seven blocks of mixed xonifer forest

were clearcut on the Burro Creek Watershed,
Apache National Forest, Arizona, to examine
silvicultural side effects of clearcutting to in-

crease water yield. Two blocks were planted
with ponderosa pine. First-year survival was 27
percent. The seedlings which survived were
virtually eliminated over the next several years
through browsing by the numerous deer and elk

attracted to the clearcuttings (Jones 1967).
Browsing also eliminated aspen suckers. Of the
scattered pines which survived browsing, most
were killed by debarking during the winter of

1966-67, when meadow mouse populations be-

^came very high.

Research foresters had enjoyed an en-
'couraging degree of success in small-scale ex-
perimental plantings of ponderosa pine. They
felt that the numerous natural factors men-
tioned above, although the immediate causes of

^Scientific names of plants and animals mentioned are listed

at the end of ttiis report.

failures, could commonly be overcome if the
necessary knowledge were put together and
used. This attitude was shared by the Branch of
Silviculture in the Southwestern Regional Of-
fice of the USDA Forest Service and by numer-
ous foresters in the field.

To test and extend our knowledge for the
mixed conifer zone, an experiment was planned
and installed by Robert S. Embry.^ It was de-

signed to compare performances of four
species on north- and south-facing slopes, with
and without protection from browsing by game
and cattle. This Paper reports the results of that

experiment.

Area and Methods

The study was installed at 9,200-9,300 feet

elevation on small mixed conifer clearcuttings
along the Blue Lookout Road, Apache National
Forest, Arizona. The locale averages about 33
inches of precipitation per year, with about 30
percent of it as July and August rains. Three
sites were selected on north-facing and three on
south-facing slopes. Their soils were similar-

—gravelly silt loams and gravelly silty clay

loams derived from basalt. Slopes varied from
12 to 22 percent. At the time of planting, the sites

were largely bare of competing vegetation. At
each site, three contiguous subplots were laid

out. One subplot, selected at random, was
fenced to exclude cattle, deer, and elk; another
to exclude cattle only; and a third was left un-

fenced. Each subplot was subdivided into four

quarters, to each of which a different species

was assigned at random: Douglas-fir, ponderosa
pine, blue spruce, and Engelmann spruce.

At this point, the purpose and design of the

study were compromised in two ways:

1. Although it was not apparent at the time of

planting, as the "Engelmann" spruce seedlings

grew and took on more definitive characteris-

tics, it became clear that they were actually blue

spruce seedlings grown in the nursery from
mis-identified seed. Therefore we do not have

^Formerly Associate Silviculturist at the Station's Research

Work Unit at Flagstaff: now Hydrologist, Idaho Panhandle Na-

tional Forests, St. Maries, Idaho.



Engelmann spruce in the study at all. Instead,

we have a comparison of two very different lots

of blue spruce planting stock. That shipped as

Engelmann spruce will subsequently be refer-

red to as normal-stock blue spruce and the other
as poor-stock blue spruce.

2. The quality of planting stock differed mark-
edly by species, which confounds most species

comparisons. The ponderosa pine, like the
normal-stock blue spruce, was good. The
Douglas-fir stock, 4 years in the seedbeds, had
tall, spindly tops and long, sparsely branched
root systems, but was the only Douglas-fir a-

vailable from Southwestern sources. The poor-
stock blue spruce were mostly only 2 to 3 inches
tall, with densely branched root systems only 3

to 4 inches long.

Species selection reflected several consid-

erations. All are significant mixed conifer
species. Ponderosa pine and blue spruce seem
well adapted to the full sunlight found on clear-

cuttings. The suitability of Engelmann spruce
and Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir for regenerat-
ing clearcuttings was questionable (Jones
1974); this study was to provide a test. Observa-
tions also had suggested that the spruces were
much less attractive to browsing game and cat-

tle (Jones 1974) and less subject to girdling by
mice. Ponderosa pine definitely seemed more
resistant to drought, but it also seemed quite

possible that, with competing grasses initially

absent, spruce and Douglas-fir nursery stock

would be able to survive dry seasons on south-

slope clearcuttings.

A planting program did not yet exist on the
Apache National Forest, so the planting stock
used was from other Southwestern seed
sources. Choices were very limited. Shipping
invoices described the planting stock and seed
sources as follows:

2-0 ponderosa pine, Sitgreaves National Forest,

Arizona.
4-0 Douglas-fir, Carson National Forest, New
Mexico.
3-0 blue spruce, Carson National Forest, New
Mexico.
3-0 Engelmann spruce, Carson National Forest,

New Mexico.

The first three lots were raised at the Lucky
Peak Nursery, Boise, Idaho, and the fourth at

the Mt. Sopris Nursery, Basalt, Colorado.

The sites were planted in the spring of
1970—the south slopes in mid-April when the

seedlings arrived, and the north slopes at the

end of April when the snow melted from them.
An exception was the "Engelmann" spruce

planting stock, which was not received unt

early May.
The seedlings were planted in slits mac

with planting bars. The method was standard ;

that time, but is no longer recommended (Jont

1974, Ronco 1972, Schubert et al. 1969, 1970).

After the study plots had been planted, e
cess seedlings were planted in a small catt

exclosure where orchardgrass had been esta

lished earlier beside the logging road. Thei
were 40 normal-stock blue spruce, 40 Dougla
fir, 38 ponderosa pine, and 32 poor-stock bli

spruce in this accessory plot. These extra tre(

were planted in the thick orchardgrass withoi

site preparation and watered weekly until t\

summer rains began in July. They were n
formally part of the study.

During the first growing season, 1970, ti

seedlings were examined every 7 to 10 days. ,

appropriate intervals during the spring ai

summer of 1970, soil moisture was measured
depths of 0-4 and 4-8 inches on each study pk
In 1971 seedlings were checked three times,

1972 twice, and in 1973 once. A closing examin
tion was made in September 1974, when tl

height of each survivor was measured.
During the 1970 and 1971 examinatio:,

each live tree was rated as healthy or unhealth i

Beginning in 1972, live seedlings were classic

as:
j

Good—healthy-looking seedlings growing wC'

Hopeful—seedlings with a notable lack of vig

or, if vigorous with some other serious i:

pairment, but considered to have a substc

tial chance to survive and grow.
Doubtful—seedlings judged unlikely to survi^

Criteria included: amount and condition
foliage; length of leader, both as an absolute a

with respect to previous size; size of new bu(

and physical damage such as gnawing, brov

ing, and breakage. Competitive situation, su:

as being overtopped by dense raspberry, u
not a criterion; only characteristics of the set i

ling itself were used to rate condition.

Results

Except where otherwise specified, data i i

from the study proper, and do not include d;

from the accessory plot.

Soil Moisture

The dry season immediately followi

planting was normal. Soil water potential

neath the bare-plot surfaces did not reach

bars until late June, however, and then only



some plots. At no time did it approach the per-

manent wilting point." Rains beginning early in

July kept the soil near field capacity until sam-
pling was discontinued in September.

Survival and Growth of Different Stocks

After five growing seasons, normal-stock
blue spruce had survived best and had most
trees rated good, followed by ponderosa pine,

poor-stock blue spruce, and Douglas-fir (table

1). Heights tabulated are averages for trees

rated good. The tallest of all was a very excep-
tional ponderosa pine which reached 66 inches.

Tab)e 1. --Survival and growth of seedlings for

five growing seasons on formal study plot

and on an accessory plot

Plot data Survival
Rated

' Good

'

Height

_ Peroe nt - Inches
STUDY PLOT:

Spruce, normal -stock 67 37 23.3
Ponderosa pine 26 19 26.5
Spruce, poor-stock 23 10 19.1

Douglas-f i r 19 8 22.0

ACCESSORY PLOT:

Spruce, normal-stock 93 55 1^.8
Ponderosa pine 26 18 18.7
Spruce, poor-stock 6 --

Douglas-f i r 5
--

On the accessory plot, planted in grass and
watered through the first dry season, 5-year
survival for ponderosa pine was almost exactly
the same as in the study proper (table 1). Sur-

prisingly, survival of the normal-stock blue
spruce was much better on this plot than in the
study proper. Almost all the Douglas-fir and the
poor-stock blue spruce died the first year.

Initial growth on the accessory plot was rel-

atively poor; the trees hardly grew at all until

the fourth growing season, when a number of
them showed considerably improved vigor. At
the end of the fifth growing season, heights
were relatively uniform; no tree was taller than
21 inches.

Causes of Death

Little can be said about the immediate
causes of death of Douglas-fir and poor-stock

"^Permanent wilting point is generally taken as -15 bars
unless otherwise defined. Seedlings do not necessarily die

when the soil water potential reaches or exceeds 75 bars.

blue spruce, but the basic cause seems to have
been their initial poor quality. Almost all

showed poor vigor the first year, and most re-

mained in poor condition until they died. Most of
the survivors show little tendency toward re-

covery.

Ponderosa pine.—Rodents killed 34 percent
of all the ponderosa pines planted in the study
proper; 204 were girdled by meadow mice while
pocket gophers girdled or cut the roots of 15.

Eleven other pines were missing, and rodents
are a plausible explanation. Virtually all the
pocket gopher damage was in 1972 on two of the
18 plots. A large majority of the meadow mouse
damage came during the winter of 1973-74,

when populations were very high throughout
the White Mountains. Many pines were stripped
of bark from the ground to the terminal shoot,

and smaller pines commonly were cut off. A
number of the larger pine seedlings had only a
narrow girdle of bark removed. Many surviving
pines had been partly girdled, but in most such
cases the subsequent (1974) growth seemed
normal. A few had been girdled or even com-
pletely debarked above the lowest branch, leav-

ing a live but small and deformed seedling.

A few plots had little rodent damage. The
accessory plot had no trees killed by rodents,

and only one damaged.
Other identified factors killed fewer than 4

percent. They include trampling (15 seedlings),

burial by soil, rocks, or cow manure (five seed-

lings), and browsing (one seedling). In a very
dense patch of raspberry the death of four

seedlings was ascribed to competition.

No cause could be identified for 220 deaths

(34 percent of the pines planted). Of these, 195

died during the first IVi years and were very
largely trees which showed poor vigor from the

beginning; 63 pines died the first summer. Mor-
tality was not associated more with one slope

direction than with the other.

Blue spruce.—In contrast with ponderosa

pine, only 3 percent of the normal-stock
spruce, 20 trees, were killed by rodents. Other

identified causes were trampling (six trees, less

than 1 percent), competition (two trees), cow
manure and a falling snag (one tree each). The
other 183 that died (28 percent of those planted)

succumbed to unidentified causes. Because 115

died during or just after the exceptional 1974

drought, 98 of them on southerly slopes, drought

is clearly implied. These included numerous
seedlings taller than 20 inches that previously

had been lated good. Many of the blue spruce

survivors classed as only hopeful or doubtful in

1974 had dropped most or all of their pre-1974



needles during the drought; nearly all of these
were on southerly slopes.

Effects of Fencing

Survival and condition class differences be-

tween fencing treatments were trivial and
statistically insignificant. This is consistent
with the scarcity of deaths assignable to cattle

or game.
Seedling height differences between fenc-

ing treatments also are trivial, which is consis-

tent with the infrequency of browsing or serious
trampling damage on the unfenced plots.

Effects of Slope Direction

Pine survival was substantially greater on
southerly slopes (33 percent) than on northerly
slopes (20 percent, fig. 1), but the difference
was statistically insignificant because of the

large error variance. Of all pines planted on
southerly slopes, 27 percent were rated good at

the end of 1974; on northerly slopes the percen-
tage was only 10. This difference was statisti-

cally significant (P<0.05).
In contrast, survival of normal-stock

spruce was much better on northerly slopes
than on southerly: 80 percent compared to 53
percent, while those rated good were 59 and 16

percent, respectively, of all planted. These dif-

ferences were highly significant (P<0.01). The
differences on different aspects were even
greater for Douglas-fir and poor-stock blue
spruce.

Effect of slope direction on height was not
analyzed statistically. For trees rated good the
differences were trivial on the different slope
aspects. For all surviving trees, height differ-

ences simply reflect differences in the propor-
tions of trees of good vigor.

Discussion

One lesson learned from this study is al-

ready well known in regions with established

major planting programs: successful planting is

only the first step toward a satisfactory new
forest. The plantations must then be monitored
for subsequent hazards, the relative importance
of which varies from region to region and, to

some extent, from habitat to habitat within a

region. This study, as well as recent research in

the ponderosa pine climax zone and operational

experience, points to the particular importance
of monitoring rodent populations and the condi-

tions which influence outbreak populations.

Development of severe shrub competition can
also become a problem on some sites. Although
not a problem in this study, damage from brows-
ing, trampling, and perhaps insects may require

attention.

Blue spruce

(normal stock)

Ponderosa pine

Blue spruce
(poor stock)

Douglas-fir

D

North slope

South slope

Figure 1 .—Percent survival (total bar) and percent of

survivors rated good (solid segment of bar) for each

species on each slope.

20 40 60 80

Survival (percent)

100



Another lesson has been the importance of

slope direction and its relation to species selec-

tion. Near winter's end, the snowpack on even a

moderate north-facing slope is considerably
deeper than on a similar south-facing slooe, as

indicated in figures 2 and 3 by the amount of

j8-foot elk fence exposed. Commonly, snowmelt
[exposes seedlings to the sun and air 3 to 4 weeks
fearlier on open south slopes. This exposure
often occurs after the beginning of the spring

drought, which is characterized by mostly clear

skies and persistent winds, with midday rela-

jtive humidities frequently about 10 percent.

j

At mixed conifer elevations, soil moisture
stresses under bare-soil surfaces are probably
{seldom severe below the upper 2 inches or so,

ieven on south slopes. Where grass is well estab-

lished, however, soil moisture stresses in June
become severe on southerly slopes and level

ground to a depth of at least 16 inches (Embry
1971).

In natural regeneration with root systems
as large as those of normal planting stock, tissue

[moisture stresses are unlikely to become high
during the dry season if competition is not seri-

Us (Embry 1971; Jones 1971, 1972). In newly
planted seedlings, however, lethal moisture
Stresses may develop during the dry season
{even where considerable soil moisture is avail-

jable, presumably because the transplanted root

system is not yet functioning adequately to cope
Jwith severe atmospheric moisture stresses.^

! Substantial amounts of grass, weeds, brack-
en, shrubs, or aspen developed on most plots

after planting, but until the abnormally severe
drought of the spring and early summer of 1974,
almost all the normal-stock spruce still were
alive and growing well. Yet spruce on south
slopes suffered heavy mortality in 1974, and
ijmany survivors lost much of their foliage, pre-

sumably due to drought intensified by competi-
ition. This was not simply attrition of the
'weaklings—many of the spruce on southerly
slopes that died in 1974 had been large and vig-

orous the previous autumn.

j
On the other hand, fewer ponderosa pines

lldied on the warm southerly slopes, and the
proportion of trees rated good there was much
higher than on northerly slopes. The logical fac-

jtors seem to be the persistent snow cover, cool
inicroclimates, and cool soils on high-elevation
jnortherly slopes. The elevation of the seed
source, 1,800 feet lower than the planting site,

may have been an important contributing fac-
jtor. Performance on the north slope might have
J

^Unpublished research on ponderosa pine and Engelmann
spruce. Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn. Provided by W.J.

Rietveld, Flagstaff, Arizona, and Frank Ronco, Fort Collins,

Colorado, respectively.

A- , ;i,'

Figure 2.—Three- to four-foot snowpack on
17-percent slope facing S5°E. March 2, 1973.

' 1[{-^

^7 /

Figure 3.—Five- to six- foot snowpack on 22-percent

slope facing N5'E. March 2, 1973.

been substantially better, had seedlings from a
high-elevation source been available.

Although an afterthought, and not formally
part of the study, the watered plot in thick or-

chardgrass proved interesting. Orchardgrass
reduces soil moisture to critical levels during
the dry season—it was the major grass on
Embry's (1971) benchmark soil-moisture
study—and has been associated with plantation

failures in the past. On this plot a disproportion-

ate number of pines died the first year despite

watering, and while 5-year survival almost ex-

actly equaled the study average for pine, none
of the deaths on the accessory plot were at-

tributable to rodents. Almost all of the normal-
stock spruce, on the other hand, survived



through the five summers, and there was no
indication of drought injury during 1974. The
ambiguities, absence of an unvvatered treat-

ment in orchardgrass, and the lack of replica-

tion make interpretation difficult. Heavy first-

year mortality suggests that orchardgrass has

important effects on ponderosa pine beyond re-

duction of soil moisture. Excellent survival of

blue spruce with first-year watering suggests
that high soil-moisture stresses are much less

critical after the first year.

Unfortunately, watering is totally imprac-

tical on an operational scale. Site preparation is

practical but expensive. Cheapest, of course, is

to not seed grass at all, and reforest promptly
before competition necessitates site prepara-

tion. Even where important soil losses are a

genuine threat, seeding a quick-starting rainy

season annual such as black mustard is an alter-

native that should be much more compatible
with reforestation. The mustards provide excel-

lent living soil protection the first summer and
dead mulch the second (Lavin and Springfield

1955, p. 38).

Severe woody competition was uncommon
on the study plots. Ponderosa pine was badly

suppressed by levels of shrub competition that

did not seriously retard blue spruce growth A
dense raspberry patch (fig. 4), which was not

there at the time of planting, has seriously sup-

pressed the few Douglas-firs surviving beneath
it. Dense raspberry with an overstory of locust

saplings also developed on a north-slope
normal-stock spruce plot ( fig. 5). While 26 of the

36 spruce in this thicket were still alive at the

end of the study, only two were rated good.

Where competition was primarily from weedy
forbs, seedlings were in much better condition
(fig. 6).

Use of the habitat type classification being

developed by the Southwestern Region of the

USDA Forest Service should assist preplanting

evaluation of probable shrub competition.

Competition from aspen suckers had not yet

retarded the growth of either spruce or pine.

Aspen regeneration was not heavy on any of the

plots, however, amounting at the most to indi-

viduals and small clumps that had not formed a

^m- "WC:
'

' v^x.

Figure 4.—Dense raspberry

on a Douglas-fir plot.

^>-
*--^>

Figure 5.—Dense raspberry

and locust on a blue

spruce plot.



closed canopy. On some clearcuttings, includ-

jing some unplanted parts of those in this study,

isuckering has been heavy. The resulting dense
'Stands of aspen saplings would provide critical

|competition for ponderosa pine seedlings, and
i would no doubt retard the growth of other con-
iifers significantly.

Figure 6.—Vigorous spruce on northerly slope. Stalks

of competing forbs were removed to show the

spruce more clearly.

I

Rodents generally have been considered an
limportant problem in ponderosa pine planta-

tions in the Southwest (Schubert 1974). Also,

observations following the major meadow
jmouse outbreak in the winter of 1966-67 indi-

cated that meadow mice prefer Douglas-fir to

Engelmann spruce. This study found meadow
mice strongly favoring ponderosa pine over
blue spruce, and suggested the same order of

preference by pocket gophers.
In the White Mountains the last two major

jmeadow mouse outbreaks were 7 years apart.

Damage was severe to natural regeneration as

well as to plantations. In the intervening years
mouse damage was significant only in places. It

is not known how typical that 7-year interval is.

The 66-inch-tall pine in figure 7 complete-
ly was surrounded by smaller pines killed by
iimice. The larger tree tentatively had been
gnawed at several points, but at no point did the

attacks penetrate the inner bark. It is interest-

Figure 7.

—

Vigorous 66-inch pine

surrounded by pines

killed by meadow mice.

ing to consider the possibility that, when they
become taller than 50 or 60 inches, ponderosa
pines become unattractive to meadow mice. In

this study, however, several pines taller than 40
inches partly or entirely were girdled.

Grass seeding on these clearcuts was lim-

ited almost entirely to roads and roadsides,
and use by cattle was concentrated largely on
the seeded areas. Rather light general use of the
clearcuts by cattle did only scattered minor
damage.

The high deer and elk populations of the late

1950's and early 1960's seriously damaged re-

generation of most coniferous species, but not
the spruces, in numerous Arizona locales
(Heidmann 1963; Jones 1967, 1974; Schubert
1974). The existing relatively light populations
did no apparent damage on this study area, how-
ever.

Management Conclusions

•Plantations should be systematically exam-
ined to monitor rodent populations, com-
petition, and other potentially damaging
agents.

!



•Poor-quality planting stock should not be
shipped. If received it should not be planted.

•On southerly slopes, vigorous blue spruce
seedlings taller than 20 inches may still be
killed in years of severe drought.

• Until more specific guidelines are available,

a conservative working guide might be: (a)

do not plant ponderosa pine on northerly
slopes 500 feet higher than the seed source,
and (b) do not plant ponderosa pine on
northerly slopes at all above about 8,500
feet unless the seed source is from an ele-

vation at least as high.

• Ponderosa pine seems preferable to blue
spruce for planting in the open on southerly
slopes, provided that: (a) rodent popula-
tions and competition from shrubs or aspen
are controlled where necessary, and (b)

heavy use of the area by cattle, deer, or

elk is not expected.
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Common and Scientific Names of

Plants and Animals Mentioned

Aspen (quaking)
Black mustard
Blue spruce
Bracken
Deer (mule)
Douglas-fir (Rocky Mountain)
Elk
Engelmann spruce
Gambel oak
Locust (New Mexico)
Meadow mouse
Orchardgrass
Pocket gopher (Botta's)

Ponderosa pine

Raspberry

Populus tremuloides Michx.
Brassica nigra (L.) Koch
Picea pungens Engelm.
Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn
Odocoileus hemionus hemionus Rafinesque
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca (Beissn.) Franco
Cervus canadensis nelsoni Bailey

Picea engelmanmi Parry
Quercus gambellii Nutt.

Robinia neo-mexicana A. Gray
Microtus spp.

Dactylis glomerata L.

Thomomys bottae Eydoux & Gervais
Pinus ponderosa Laws.
Rubus strigosus Michx.
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Abstract

Cable, Dwight R., and S. Clark Martin.

1975. Vegetation responses to grazing, rainfall, site condition, and
mesquite control on semidesert range. USDA For. Serv. Res.

Pap. RM-149, 24 p. Rocky Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort
Collins, Colo. 80521.

Changes in herbage production, basal intercept, and grazing use of

perennial grasses, herbage production of annual grasses, and crown
intercept of shrubs and trees were related to changes in rainfall, pres-

ence or absence of velvet mesquite, and to differences in soil, topog-

raphy, ana salting. Over a 10-yr period, mesquite control increased peren-

nial grass production 52 percent. Perennial grass production was highly

dependent on both last summer's and this summer's rainfall, indicating

that 2 yrs are required for recovery from a 1-yr drought. Too heavy use
greatly restricted production in wet years that followed dr>' years. Be-

cause of the strong relationship between rainfall and grass production,

stocking rates could be estimated as accurately from rainfall as from
grass production.

Keywords: Semidesert range, mesquite control, grass production, rainfall

effects, gi'azing effects, site conditions.

Although this report discusses research

involving pesticides, such research does not

imply that the pesticide has been registered or

recommended for the use studied. Registration

is necessary before any pesticide can be recom-

mended. If not handled or applied

properly, pesticides can be injur-

ious to humans, domestic animals,

desirable plants, fish, and wildlife.

Always read and follow the

l/ti pMiiiuiuft^ directions on the pesticide con-

tainer.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Herbage production, basal intercept, and
grazing use by cattle of perennial grasses were
measured annually from 1957 to 1966 at 20

locations in each of four pastures at the upper
edge of the semidesert grass-shrub type on
the Santa Rita Experimental Range. Mesquite
trees were killed on two of the pastures prior

to the start of the study. Herbage production
of annual grasses and crown intercept of shrubs
and trees were also measured annually. Changes
in these variables were related to changes in

rainfall, presence or absence of velvet mesquite,
and to differences in soil, topography, and
salting. The major findings of this study, sum-
marized in the following paragraphs deal largely

with the ecological relations among the vegeta-

tion, climate, and grazing treatments. Some
have strong management implications.

1. Effect of mesquite control on perennial

grass production. Perennial grass production

jfor the 10-year study period averaged between
{352 and 524 lb/acre on the four pastures. At
the time the mesquite was controlled (1954-57),

perennial grass production was in equilibrium

with the invasion stand of mesquite. The in-

fluence of mesquite on perennial grass produc-

jtion became apparent as the grass stand re-

sponded over time to the release from mesquite
competition. The grass stand had readjusted

to the additional moisture available as the

result of mesquite control by about 1963. By
that time, perennial grass production on the

mesquite-killed (M-K) pastures had increased

168 lb/acre (52 percent) relative to that on the

mesquite-alive (M-A) pastures.

jl 2. Effects of summer rainfall on perennial

I

grass production. Perennial grass production

changed greatly from year to year due to

changing precipitation. The precipitation com-
ponents having the greatest effect on year-to-

year changes were: (1) rainfall for August of

the current summer, and (2) the interaction

(product) of rainfall for the current August

times rainfall for June-September of the previous

summer. The most influential component was
the interaction product, which accounted for

from 63.5 to 91.0 percent of the year-to-year

variation in total perennial grass production.

This means that the grass-producing effective-

ness of a given amount of rainfall during a

given summer depends on the amount of rain-

fall received the previous summer.

3. Practical implications of rainfall effects.

The above results have strong management
implications. Summer rainfall gives the range
manager some advance indication of what to

expect in the way of grass production, and
rainfall is much easier to measure than is

grass production. The fact that rainfall in two
successive summers is involved in the current

summer's perennial grass production means that

lov/ rainfall in one summer not only reduces

production during the current summer but re-

duces the prospects for the next summer as

well. Management decisions should be made
with the thought in mind that it takes at least

2 years to recover from a 1-year drought.

4. Effects of degree of use on perennial

grass production. Different levels of use during

the 10-year study period significantly affected

perennial grass production. The specific effect

of heavy use (10-year mean use between 52

and 59 percent) was to greatly restrict gains

in production in wet years following a dry year.

Gains were highest on transects with the lowest

mean use (21 to 28 percent) and decreased with

each successively higher use level. Two or three

favorable years were required for recovery of

heavily used transects following a single dry

year. One major species, Arizona cottontop,

reacted differently from the other species, in

that successively higher levels of use stimulated

rather than lowered production in wet years.

Cottontop is able to tolerate levels of use that

are quite damaging to most other species.



5. Results of alternate-year summer defer-

ment. Alternate-year summer deferment did

not improve perennial grass production. This

does not mean that these ranges may not bene-

fit from periodic rest. Rather, the rest given

by this schedule simply did not adequately

satisfy the physiological needs of the grasses.

Other studies on the Santa Rita also show that

alternate-year summer rest does not provide

enough recovery time between grazing periods.

6. Influence of slope on perennial grass

species. Most perennial grasses exhibited slope

preferences. Of the 14 most productive species,

six preferred slopes less than 10 percent, four

preferred slopes over 30 percent, and four

showed no particular preference. Of the five

major producers, Arizona cottontop showed a

strong preference for flatter slopes, tall three-

awns a weak preference for flatter slopes,

side-oats grama a weak preference for steeper

slopes, and black and slender gramas little

or no preference.

7. Soil-species association for perennial

grasses. Two soil types predominated on the

more moderate slopes on the study pastures:

Whitehouse with clayey subsoils, and Comora
with gravelly subsoils. The steeper slopes were
characterized by shallow, rocky Coronado soils.

Tall threeawns and slender grama grew almost

equally well on all three soils, but with a

slight tendency to decreasing preference from
Comora to Whitehouse to Coronado. Arizona

cottontop was well adapted to the Comora and
Whitehouse soils, but poorly to the Coronado.

Side-oats grama was particularly well adapted

on the Coronado soils, moderately on Comora
and Whitehouse. Black grama showed no parti-

cular preference, but grew almost equally well

on all soils.

8. Effects of rainfall on annual grass pro-

duction. Annual grass production fluctuated

markedly from year to year. Changes in June-

through-August rainfall of the current year

accounted for from 78 to 91 percent of year-to-

year changes. The general levels around which

these fluctuations occurred differed from place

to place, however, depending largely on the

amounts of perennial grasses and mesquite

present at the particular site. Perennial species,

with their established root systems, have a

strong competitive advantage over annuals in

the extraction of available soil moisture. The

annual grasses thrive only when more moisture
is available than the perennial species can use.

9. Competition between annual and peren-

nial grasses. Annual grass production was
highest, relative to perennial grass production,

on the most favorable sites; as environmental
conditions became less favorable, competition

between perennial and annual grasses increased

and annual grass production decreased relative

to perennial grass. On optimum sites for grass

growth and with no mesquite competition, an-

nual grass production varied from zero where
perennial grass production was 940 lb/acre to

about 500 lb /acre where perennial grass pro-

duction was 275 lb/acre (increasing 75 lb/acre

for each decrease of 100 lb/acre in perennial

grass production).

10. Mesquite and annual grass production.

Yields of annual grass were three times as ;

great on mesquite-killed as on mesquite-alive f

range. However, effects of mesquite on annual 1

grass production were so interwoven with other i

site factors (soil, slope, other competing vege-

tation) that annual grass production was es-

sentially zero at some locations at all levels

of mesquite density. Maximum annual grass

production was limited by the degree of mesquite
cover, however, where mesquite crown cover

exceeded 10 or 12 percent. Annual grass pro-

duction decreased about 50 lb/acre for each

10 percent increase in mesquite crown cover,

and reached zero at about 40 percent mesquite .

crown cover. Ten-year mean annual grass pro-

duction was 149 and 208 lb/acre on the two
|

M-K pastures and 26 and 87 lb/acre on the i

two M-A pastures. i

11. Changes in mesquite cover. Mesquite

showed little recovery on the M-K pastures
[

during the 10-year study period. Crown cover
j

averaged less than 0.5 percent on both pastures
i

at the end of the period. On the two M-A I

pastures, crown cover increased from 11.04 to
j

13.31 percent on one pasture and from 7.17

to 12.67 percent on the other.

12. Relation of utilization to stocking. Ten-

year mean perennial grass utilization for the

four pastures ranged from about 30 to 50 per-

cent. Use of perennial grass herbage on indi-

vidual transects averaged between 19 and 72

percent. Forage use was influenced by tht

amount of forage available per animal and b>



animal preference for different grass species.

Relative use of any given crop of forage varies,

of course, with rate of stocking. In this study,

however, stocking rates were adjusted each fall

to utilize about 40 percent of the perennial

grass available for grazing, and measured dif-

ferences in use from year to year were not

significantly related to animal numbers.

13. Species preferences of cattle. Cattle

preferences for individual species varied widely.

For 18 species of record, average use ranged

from 6 to 62 percent. Levels of use were more
or less independent of the abundance or pro-

ductiveness of the various species. However,
the amounts of each species available, of course,

limited actual consumption. Typically, the pre-

ferred species were grazed first and most heavily;

use of less preferred species increased as the

overall level of use increased.

slopes become steeper, use typically declines.

However, other factors such as local surface

relief features or unusual concentrations of

vegetation can completely override slope and
distance effects, particularly where slopes are

less than 10 percent and distances from water

less than 1 mile. Under maximum effects of

slope and distance, percent use decreased about

5 percent for each increase of 10 percent in

slope, and decreased 3 to 3.5 percent for each

increase of 0.1 mile from water. Under such
conditions, either slope or distance can account

for as much as 50 percent of the variability

in use within a pasture. Light grazing of steep

slopes in this study was only partly the result

of lazy cows. The steeper slopes generally were
occupied by less palatable species. Moreover,

the steep slopes probably were not grazed

until the forage was mature and well past its

peak palatability.

14. Apparent cattle diet composition. Pro-

duction and utilization records for individual

species provided a basis for approximating the

cattle diet:

Major species

Mean
percent

use

Slender grama 31

Arizona cottontop 57

Side-oats grama 29

Tall threeawns 38

Black grama 12

Percent

of

production

19.2

13.6

13.0

12.6

11.8

Percent

of

diet

17.5

22.4

11.2

14.2

7.1

Of the five major producers, cottontop contri-

buted much more to the diet than its propor-

tion of total production. Black grama contri-

buted much less than its production would
indicate. The other three contributed to the

diet roughly in proportion to their productivity.

15. Importance of less palatable species.

On a properly managed range, much of the

herbage of the least-preferred species will be

ungrazed at the end of the grazing year (es-

pecially following a wet summer of high pro-

duction). This unused dry herbage, even though
of relatively low nutrient content, constitutes

a reserve of forage that may be used later.

16. Influence of slope and distance to water.

Cattle prefer to graze close to water on flat

land. As distance from water increases and

17. Effect of salt on utilization. The place-

ment of salt grounds can markedly alter utiliza-

tion patterns and promote more even utilization

of the perennial grass crop. Establishment of

a new salt ground 1.5 miles from water midway
in the study increased use within 0.5 mile of

the new salt ground. Use averaged about 9

percent before establishment of the new salt

ground and 25 percent afterward. Meanwhile,

use in the remainder of the pasture increased

from 38 percent to 41 percent.

18. Estimating stocking rates. Stocking

rates were determined annually from a formula

involving available annual and perennial grass,

and past stocking adjusted to 40 percent use.

However, because of the strong relationship

between perennial grass production and rainfall

(interaction product—item 2 of Research High-

lights), estimating equations developed from

records of rainfall, stocking, and use give stock-

ing rate estimates that appear even better than

those based on grass production, stocking, and

use.

19. Economic evaluation of mesquite control.

Estimates indicate that increased stocking made
possible by increased grass production would

recover mesquite control costs within about

6 years. Increased productivitiy can be expected

to continue for 15 to 20 years after mesquite

has been controlled.
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Vegetation Responses to Grazing, Rainfall, Site Condition,

and Mesquite Control on Semidesert Range

Dwight R. Cable and S. Clark Martin

INTRODUCTION

Management of Southwestern rangelands

must serve various purposes, among which are

the raising of hvestock, the production of wild-

life, provision of open-space recreation oppor-

tunities for city dwellers, and the protection of

the soil. These uses of rangelands all require

(1) the maintenance of a vegetation cover on
the land, (2) an understanding of the particular

types of vegetation best adapted to particular

uses, and (3) an understanding of the effects

of particular uses on the vegetation.

This Paper discusses changes in vegetation

during a 10-year period (1957 to 1966) on semi-

desert rangelands on the Santa Rita Experi-

mental Range near Tucson, Arizona, as affected

by climatic factors, cattle grazing, and the

control of velvet mesquite.^ Some preliminary

results were discussed in an earlier paper (Cable

and Martin 1964).

THE STUDY PASTURES

The four pastures used in this study were
located on a narrow band of foothills along the

base of the Santa Rita Mountains between
elevations of 3,700 and 4,800 feet (fig. 1). Soils

varied widely, from relatively deep coarse sandy
loams on the flatter slopes (some with clayey

subsoils), to shallow stony soils on the steeper

slopes. Major soil series were Whitehouse,
Comora, Coronado, and Tumacacori.

Average annual (October to September)

precipitation varied among the four pastures

from 14.7 to 18.6 inches from 1954 to 1966.

Daily maximum temperatures during the sum-
mer were usually in the nineties, although a

few days of 100-i-°F occurred most summers.
Summer minimums generally were in the sixties.

In winter, maximums in the high fifties or low

Nomenclature follows Kearney and Peebles (1951).

Common and botanical names of plants mentioned are

listed at the end of this paper.

sixties were typical, with minimums in the

high thirties, although lows in the twenties,

or occasionally below, were sometimes recorded.

Vegetation Cover

In the early years of this century the vege-

tation cover on these pastures was characterized

as grassland, as evidenced by photographs and
reports of early workers. In the ensuing 40

years, velvet mesquite rapidly invaded, with

continued more gradual increases until 1954-57

when the mesquite in two of the pastures was
killed. Prior to the start of this study, mesquite
densities averaged from about 80 to 180 per

acre, although one 0.5-acre plot contained 775

mesquites per acre. Perennial grass understory
in 1957 varied from essentially none under the

few very dense stands of mesquite to fair to

good over most of the acreage (fig.2). Vegeta-

tion characteristics of the study pastures in

1957 were as follows:

Figure 2.—Representative area in pasture 1 0, supporting

ocotillo and -'eivet mesquite, with the Santa Rita

Mountains in the background. The grasses are mainly

black grama and Arizona cottontop.



Mesquite- Mesquite-

killed alive

Perennial grass basal

intercept (percent) 0.82 1.09

Perennial grass herbage
production (lb/acre) 221 299

Annual grass production

(lb /acre) 179 38

Shrub crown intercept

(percent) 9.58 12.16

Mesquite crown intercept

(percent) 0.19 3.76

Mesquite density

(trees/acre) 9 128

The major perennial grasses, in order of

decreasing abundance, were: slender grama,
side-oats grama, tall threeawns, Arizona cotton-

top, black grama, and sprucetop grama. Pre-

dominant annual grasses were sixweeks three-

awn and needle grama. The most abundant
shrubs, other than mesquite, were false-mes-

quite, velvetpod mimosa, and catclaw acacia.

Grazing History

The four pastures had been grazed yearlong
by cow-calf herds since 1915. From 1915 to 1925

the stocking rates averaged from 32 to 34 head
per section. Declining productivity showed,
however, that such rates were too high, and
numbers were reduced more or less progressive-

ly until around 1940. During the 16-year period,

1941-56, immediately before this study began,

stocking rates averaged 16, 13, 14, and 15 animal
units per section in pastures 1, 7, 8, and 10,

respectively. Utilization of perennial grasses

during this period averaged 60, 58, 59, and 47

percent in the four pastures.

METHODS

Mesquite Control

Mesquites in pastures 1 and 7 were killed

between 1954 and 1957 by spraying the stem
bases with diesel oil (Reynolds and Tschirley

1957). A followup treatment in 1960 killed new
plants and the few plants missed in the original

treatment. Costs for each treatment averaged

about 5 cents per tree, although labor cost

was proportionately higher for the followup
treatment. The original treatment cost was split

equally between labor and diesel oil. The follow-

up treatment cost was divided 80 percent for

labor and 20 percent for oil. More diesel oil

was required in the original treatment (1.5

pints/tree) than in the followup treatment (0.75

pint) because most of the mesquites treated

in the followup were small.

Grazing Management

Two changes in management were instituted

in the fall of 1957 at the start of the study

period: (1) the utilization objective was lowered

to 40 percent, and (2) summer deferment (July

to September) in alternate years was started.

Deferment of summer grazing was started in

one mesquite-killed (M-K) and one mesquite-

alive (M-A) pasture in 1958 and in the other

pastures in 1959.

Stocking rates necessary to obtain 40 per-

cent use of perennial grasses were estimated

separately for each pasture in October each

year, based on measurements of annual and

perennial grass produced during the previous

summer. Multiple regression equations, to de-

termine these stocking rates, were based on past

records of annual and perennial grass yields,

actual stocking, and utilization of perennial

grasses. They were of the form:

S=biA-f-b2P+a

where
S= estimated stocking for 40 percent utilization i

A= current-year air-dry annual grass yield !

(lb/acre)

P= current-year air-dry perennial grass yield i

(lb/acre)

bi, b2, and a= constants derived from the re-

gression computations involving prior pro-

duction, stocking, and utilization data.

The procedure used in developing this equa-

tion was similar to that presented by Reid

et al. (1963). A separate equation was developed

for each pasture and recomputed annually to

include data^ for the year immediately past.
|j



Vegetation Measurements

Vegetation records were obtained at 20

randomly selected locations in each pasture.

At each sampling location, a 100-foot line tran-

sect was established along which intercepts of

vegetation were measured annually in late sum-
mer (except in 1960), by the method of Canfield

(1942). A forage production transect, established

adjacent to each intercept transect, was used

for yearly early-fall measurement of annual and
perennial grass production by the double-samp-

ling technique of Wilm et al. (1944). At each

transect, estimates were made on five per-

manent 9.6- by 1-ft plots, and on one temporary

plot from which herbage was clipped and
weighed. Utilization of perennial grasses was
measured by the ungrazed-plant method (Roach
1950) in June each year on a 100- by 200-ft

plot centered over the intercept transect. Crown
diameters of all mesquites on the 100- by 200-ft

i
plots were measured in 1957 and 1967, at the

I start and end of the study.

of the year, and to a lesser extent with other

factors such as size, spacing, and intensity of

storms. Because of the two distinct rainy periods

characteristic of southern Arizona, and the fact

that growth of all our grass and shrub species

depends on one or both of these rainy periods,

annual precipitation for the four study pastures

has been divided into four periods: the two
rainy periods (June-September, and December-
April) and the two intervening drier periods

(October-November, and May). June is normally

a very dry month too, but in about 1 year in

6 or 7, the first major storm of the summer
rainy season occurs during the last 10 days of

June; this rainfall is important in the pro-

duction of herbage for that summer.
During the 13-year period from 1953-54 to

1965-66, annual precipitation for the four pas-

tures averaged 17.07 inches (table 1). About
62 percent of the annual precipitation fell during

June-September, about 10 percent in October-

November, about 27 percent December-April,

and less than 1 percent in May.

Other Records

Precipitation data were obtained from one
standard rain gage in each of three pastures

and two gages in the fourth pasture. Storm

totals were obtained at two gages, and were

interpolated from nearby recording gages for

the other three gages. Soils information was

available from two detailed surveys (Youngs
et al. 1936).^

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Information pertaining to individual phys-
ical and biological attributes are presented first,

either for the period of record (1954-66) or for

the study period (1957-66), and then their inter-

1
relationships are discussed.

Analysis of Precipitation Records

The effectiveness of precipitation in pro-

ducing grass herbage varies greatly with season

3 Clemmons, Stan, and L.D. Wheeler. 1970. Soils

report, Santa Rita Experimental Range, Coronado Na-
tional Forest, n.p. (Typed report by the Southwestern
Region, USDA Forest Service, Albuquerque, N.M.; copy
on file at Rocky Mountain Station's Research Work Unit,

Tucson, Arizona.)

Table 1. — Four-pasture average of seasonal

precipitation, by grass year (October 1 -

September 30) for period of record (195'»-66)

and study period (1957-66)

Grass Oct.- Dec-
May

June-
Total

year Nov. Apr. Sept.

- - _ - _ _ - Inches - - -

1953-5'* 0.21 4.13 0.69 11.31 16.34

195^-55 .55 3.16 16.25 19.96

1955-56 .47 3.53 5.12 9.12

1956-57 .49 4.51 .28 8.70 13.98

1957-58 2.71 6.09 .02 15.07 23.89

1958-59 2.45 1.20 12,17 15.82

1959-60 2.67 5.86 6.10 14.63

1960-61 1.67 3.41 12.94 18.02

1961-62 3.69 5.97 5.42 15.08

1962-63 .76 5.01 .04 8.64 14.45

1963-64 4.01 2.75 .03 14.65 21.44

1964-65 2.13 3.81 .15 8.97 15.06

1965-66 .98 11.48 .04 11.64 24.14

Mean 1.75 4.68 .10 10.54 17.07

- - _ _ _ _ - Percent - - - - - -

10.25 27.42 .59 61.74 100.00

Rainfall in September is a part of summer
rainfall; however, only that rainfall received

during the Tune-August period is intimately

associated with perennial grass production. Al-



though June-August precipitation varies widely

from year to year (up to four times as much
in one year as the next), a significant down-
ward trend is evident in June-August rainfall

during the period of record (fig. 3), averaging

0.38 inch decrease per year for the four

pastures.

Table 2. --Perennial grass production, with rep-

resentative standard errors, for period of
record ()95'<-66) and study period )1957-66)

Y n 54-038«
(f^O 38")

54 SS 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66

rEAR

Figure 3.— Trends in June-August rainfall, showing

overage yearly rainfall for the four pastures and aver-

age trend.

Perennial Grass Production

Average perennial grass production for the

13-year period of record (1954 to 1966) varied

from 314 lb/acre in pasture 7 to 465 lb/acre

in pasture 1 (table 2). For the 10-year study

period (1957-66), production varied from 352

to 524 lb/acre. Production in the highest year

of the 10-year period was three to five times as

high as in the lowest year.

Three-year moving averages of perennial

grass production, computed for the 1957-66 study

period for the two pairs of pastures (pastures

1 and 7—mesquite-killed; pastures 8 and 10

—

mesquite-alive), show that production on the

M-K pastures increased 52.3 percent relative to

that on the M-A pastures between 1957-59 and
1964-66 (fig. 4). Production on the M-K pastures

held more or less steady, despite a 24 percent

decrease in summer (June-August) rainfall,

while production in the M-A pastures decreased

somewhat more than did summer rainfall.

Effect of Deferment

Alternate-year summer deferment had no
apparent beneficial effect on perennial grass

Year
Pasture

1

Pasture

7

Pasture
8

Pasture
10

- -- -
.Lb/aare - - - - - -

195't 217 193 251 199

1955 389 300 2'*2 '17
1956 197 69 \kk UO

1957 282 ± k2 160 ± 19 2k\ ± 33 357 ± 27

1958 605 368 645 631

1959 773 568 7^42 857
I960 357 183 197 358
1961 7kk 575 A8O 559

1962 368 ± 28 116 ± 10 289 ± '42 169 ± 16

1963 '*75 288 353 223
196'* k8k 233 36'. 227

1965 58^* ± 57 551 ± 39 393 ± 33 '486 ± 32

1966 573 i*83 '*53 '483

Mean:
13-yr* i.65 31'* 369 393
1957-66A524 ± 13 352 ± \k '416 ± 11 '35 ± 9

'•Differences between pasture means significant
at P = <0.05.

^ +200
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<

z
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^ -100
o
o
^ -200

-300

Figure 4.— Cumulative change in perennial grass pro-

duction on mesquite-killed (M-K) and mesquite-alive

(M-A) pastures (3-year moving averages ending on the

indicated year).

production. This conclusion is based on a com-

parison of production on the two M-A pastures

with that of a similar mesquite-infested pasture

that not only was grazed yearlong, but was

grazed more heavily during summer than winter

in alternate years. Changes in perennial grass



production between the first 3 years and the
last 3 years in this pasture were similar to
those on the MA pastures: 25.2 percent less

production in the last 3 years, compared to 30.7

percent less on the M-A pastures. No similar
comparison can be made for the M-K pastures
because of the lack of an M-K pasture grazed
yearlong.

The fact that summer deferment in alternate
jyears did not improve perennial grass production
|on the M-A pastures does not mean that these
ranges do not need, or will not benefit from,
periodic rest. It does mean that resting at this

season and frequency did not result in signi-

ficant benefits. Other data collected on the
Santa Rita indicate that other resting schedules
do result in improved perennial grass density
and production (Martin 1973). It is also possible
that perennial grass production on the M-A
pastures is at near-optimum levels for mes-
quite-infested ranges.

Composition of Perennial Grass Herbage

Of the 31 perennial grass species observed,
from 15 to 22 were recorded in each pasture.

Three to five species each contributed over 10

percent of the herbage and together produced
50 to 80 percent of the total. Four to eight

other species contributed between 2 and 10

percent each, and the remaining 8 to 10 species

contributed less than 2 percent each. Considering
all four pastures, the dominant species were:

slender grama, side-oats grama, tall threeawns,

Arizona cottontop, and black grama. These five

species, on the average, produced from 64 to

75 percent of the perennial grass herbage.
Relative amounts of herbage produced by

species that contributed more than 1 percent of

the total either for the first or last 3 years

of the study period are shown in figure 5.

For the five major species, standard errors for

the means (fig. 5) are mostly between 20 and
50 percent of the means. Standard errors of the

less common species in some cases exceed the

means.
In general, the composition of pastures 1

and 7 was similar, with the same three major
perennial grasses (slender grama, side-oats

grama, and tall threeawns). In pastures, side-

oats grama and Arizona cottontop were the

most productive species in the 1957-59 and
1964-66 periods, respectively. In pasture 10,

[Figure 5.—

Percentages of perennial grass herb-

age produced by individual species

during the first 3 (1957-59) and the

last 3 (1964-66) years of the study.
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black grama was the most productive species

throughout the study period. In each pasture,

the most productive species in 1957-59 were
nearly always the most productive in 1964-66,

and in about the same order.

A few large changes in relative production
were recorded. Among the major species, pro-

duction of sprucetop grama decreased nearly
60 percent between the first and last 3-year

periods. Among the minor species, tanglehead
nearly tripled its production, and Lehmann
lovegrass (an introduced species) increased
from a four-pasture average of less than 1

lb acre to over 7 lb acre. The large relative

increase in lovegiass was due mainly to an
increase from 1.6 lb/acre in 1957-59 to 28.6

lb /acre in 1964/66 in pasture 8, as the grass
spread from seeded areas onto adjacent native

range.

Perennial Grass Basal Intercept

Basal intercept of perennial grasses is a

measure of basal ground cover. For the 10-year

study period, perennial grass basal intercept

averaged from 1.50 to 2.02 percent for the four
pastures. Intercept fluctuated less from year to

year than did production, and measured 2.5

to 3.5 times as much in the highest year as

in the lowest.

Basal intercept increased less than did pro-

duction. Three-year moving averages show that

intercept increased 40.2 percent on the M-K
pastures relative to that on the M-A pastures
between 1957-59 and 1964-66 (fig. 6).

Contributions by individual species to peren-
nial grass basal intercept were somewhat
different from their relative contributions to

60

YEAR

herbage production. As with production (fig. 5),

however, the same five species were dominant
(fig. 7), comprising from 62 percent to 70 per-

cent of total perennial grass intercept.

Low-growing species produced less herbage
per unit of basal intercept than the taller

growing species. Table 3 shows average pro-
duction (lb acre) and average productivity per
unit of basal intercept for the 17 most common
species.

Table 3-""Average production and average pro-
ductivity per unit of basal intercept for
the 17 most common species on the four study
pastures

Average Productivi ty
Species

product ion index'

- - Lb/acre - -

Curly-mesqui te 5.7 0.93
Sprucetop grama 22.0 1.10
Santa Rita threeawn 8.5 1.66

Hairy grama 10.8 1.67

Slender grama^ 85.7 1.92
Side-oats grama^ 58.9 2.25
Black grama^ 52.k 2.62
Rothrock grama 7.2 2.95

Tal 1 threeawns^ 55.7 3.26
Arizona cottontop^ 63.0 3.72
Plains lovegrass 9.3 k.0^
Lehmann lovegrass 3.'* k.kS

Bush muhly ^..0 5.27
Green sprangletop 21.2 6.95
Tangl ehead 16.1 Z.Ik
Plains bristlegrass 7.2 8.27
Cane bluestem 8.9 8.60

Figure 6.— Basal intercepts of perennial grasses for

mesquite-killed (M-Kj and mesquite-alive jM-A) pastures

for rhe period of record ± one standard error for select-

ed years.

^Weight of herbage per acre per 0.01 per-

cent of basal intercept.
^Major species.

Thus curly-mesquite, Santa Rita threeawn,
and the lower growing gramas produced the

smallest amounts of herbage per unit of basal

intercept, and the tall grasses—cane bluestem,
plains bristlegrass, and tanglehead—produced
the most. The five major species were inter-

mediate in productivity. Standard errors of the

productivity indexes varied from about 10 per-

cent of the mean for high-producing species

to 20-25 percent for low-yielding species.

Year-to-year variability (in terms of co-

efficient of variation, CV) averaged lower for

the major species than for the minor species

for both production and intercept. The im-

portant implication is that herbage yields of

1



Figure 7.—

Average percent of total

perennial grass intercept con-

tributed by each species

during the first and last 3

years (1957-59 and 1964-66)

of the study.
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the major species are more dependable than
those of the minor species:

Coefficient

of variation

Production Intercept
(Percent)

Five major species 51 38

Seven minor species 64 75

Utilization of Perennial Grasses

Utilization of perennial grass herbage for

the 1954-66 period of record on the four pas-

tures varied from 29 percent to 65 percent; and
was higher in dry years than in wet years (fig.

8). During the 3 years before the start of the

study (1954-56) utilization in the four pastures
averaged 55 percent; for the 10-year study period,

use averaged between 35 percent and 44 percent,

reasonably close to the desired 40 percent.

Utilization of individual species varied wide-
ly (fig. 9), and was related more strongly to

preference by cattle than to relative availability

on the range. Plains bristlegrass and Lehmann

lovegrass, two of the three most heavily utilized

species were minor producers, but one of the
three least utilized species, black grama, was a

major producer.

Up to this point we have considered the

relative importance of perennial grass species

only in terms of herbage production (lb/acre)

59 60 61

Yf AR

62 63 64 65 66

Figure 8.—Average utilization of perennial gross herb-

age (four-pasture overage).
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Figure 9. -Utilization of perennial grasses, first 3 and
last 3 years averoged (five most productive species
indicated by *).

and Utilization (percent). Neither of these, alone,
measures species importance as sources of
forage. Pounds of grass consumed, however
(a product of production times utilization), pro-
vides a useful basis for rating species.

On this basis, Arizona cottontop ranked
first as a forage producer. It accounted for

22.4 percent of perennial grass consumed on the
four pastures during the 10-year period (fig.

10). Slender grama ranked second; contributed
17.5 percent of the amount consumed. There
was no correlation between production and
consumption for the five major species.

For species of inteimediate preference, con-
sumption was in proportion to abundance, but
for species near the high and low ends of

the preference scale, consumption was dispro-

portionately above and below abundance, re-

spectively. Three of the major species—slender
grama, side-oats grama, and tall threeawn—
contributed to forage consumption about in the

same proportion as their contribution to pro-

duction, and are considered to be of inter-

mediate palatability. Arizona cottontop contrib-

uted much more to forage consumption than to

production. Black grama's contribution to

herbage grazed, however, was relatively small.

Cottontop made up between 20 and 25 percent

of the total herbage grazed, while comprising
only 13 to 14 percent of the total herbage
produced, indicating that this species was
definitely preferred. Black grama, on the other

hand, produced about 12 percent of the herbage
but accounted for only 7 percent of the herbage
grazed. Other species that were preferred in-

clude Santa Rita threeawn and plains bristle-

grass. Other less preferred species include

tanglehead, curly-mesquite, and cane bluestem.

Production of Annual Grasses

Annual grass production varied from essen-

tially none in 1962. the driest year, to 425

lb acre on the M-K pastures in 1959 (fig. 11).

Annual grass production fluctuated much more
than perennial grass production, reflecting the

greater dependence of annual grass on short-

term growing conditions. The management im-

plication is that annual grasses are an undepend-
able source of forage, particularly in the drier

years when forage is most needed.
Three major factors affected annual grass

production: (1) rainfall, (2) mesquite competi-

tion, and (3) perennial grass competition. An-

nual grass production was closely correlated

(P<0.05) with June-through-August rainfall,

and even more closely with June-August rain-

fall for storms of 0.25 inch or more. Data for

9 of the 10 study years indicate that from 54

to 89 percent of the year-to-year variation in

annual grass production was associated with

changes in June-August rainfall.

Mesquite strongly affects annual grass pro-

duction, although annual grass production varies

widely from place to place over a relatively

wide range of mesquite cover. Annual grass

production can be essentially zero at any level

of mesquite cover, but maximum annual grass

production is limited by the amount of mesquite

present, particularly where mesquite crown
cover exceeds 10 or 12 percent. This inhibitory

effect of mesquite is apparent in the regressions

of annual grass production vs. June-August
rainfall. Annual grass production increases

least, per inch of increasing rainfall, where

1 2



Figure 1 0.—

Relative producMon com-

pared to relative con-

sumption of herbage for

individual perennial grass

species.

PRODUCT ION (percent of total)

25 20 15 10 5 MAJOR SPECIES

Slender grama

Side-oats grama

Toll threeawns

Arizona cottonfop

Block grama

2 _1 MINOR SPECIES

Sprucetop grama

Green sprongletop

Tongleheod

Hairy grama

Plains lovegross

Rothrock grama

Curly mesquite

Sonta Rita threeown

Cone bluestem

Plains bristlegrass

Bush muhly

Lehmann lovegross

CONSUMPTION (percent of total)

5 10 15 20 25

Figure 1 1 .—

Yearly production of annual grasses in

mesqulte-killed (MK) and mesquite-alive

(M-A) pastures, with standard errors for

selected years.
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mesquite crown cover is most dense (pastures

8 and 10) and most where mesquite cover is

least dense (pastures 1 and 7):

Increase
Mesquite per inch of

Pasture cover precipitation
(Percent) (lb/acre)

1 0.46 29.2

7 .80 42.4

8 12.18 6.5

10 9.92 14.0

The influence of perennial grasses on annual
grass production is difficult to isolate. Year-to-
year changes in annual grass production tend
to follow the same ups and downs as those
for perennial grass production on any given
transect, because they both are strongly af-

fected by year-to-year changes in summer rain-

fall. Over a period of years, however, average
annual grass production is negatively related

to average perennial grass production, reflecting

the strong competitive effect of perennial grasses

on annual grasses.

This competitive effect can be illustrated by
8 of the 20 transects in pasture 1 (M-K). These
transects are scattered over about 320 acres,

but all are on smooth, gentle slopes of less

than 10 percent, and all are on Comora sandy
loam soil. They represent near-optimum con-
ditions for grass production. Ten-year mean
annual grass production varied between 75 and
506 lb/acre among transects, while mean peren-
nial grass production varied between 292 and
336 lb/acre. In a strong negative linear relation-

ship, 88 percent of the variation in annual grass

production among the transects was accounted
for by differences in perennial grass production.
An increase in perennial grass production of

100 lb acre resulted in a decrease of 75 lb acre

in annual grass production, with annual grass

production reaching zero when perennial grass

production was 940 lb /acre.

Changes in annual grass production were
different in pasture 7, during the first half of

the study period, than in the other three pas-

tures. This difference is apparent in the ratios

of annual grass production to perennial grass

production (fig. 12). In general, on the four

pastures, annual grass production varied from
less than 10 percent as much as perennial grass
production in dry years to nearly as much in
some wet years. But in pasture 7, the ratio was
1.6 in 1957 and dropped sharply to less than
0.1 in 1962. Associated changes in perennial
grass production show that perennial grass
production increased 16 percent from the first

to the last 3 years of the study period in pas-

Figure 12.— Ratios of annnal grass production to peren-

nial grass production in the four study pastures.

ture 7 while in the other three pastures pro-

duction decreased as much as 35 percent (see

table 2). These data suggest that, during the

early years of the study, pasture 7 was re-

covering from a much more depleted condition

than were pastures 1, 8, and 10. As perennial

grass production increased, with recovery from

the depleted condition, annual grass production

decreased. Pasture 1 exhibited this same pattern

to a somewhat lesser degree.

The particular combinations of environ-

mental conditions that affected soil moisture

relations, and thus annual and perennial grass

production, varied widely among transect loca-

tions. In general, as environmental conditions

became less favorable for grass growth (steeper

slopes, shallower or rockier soils, more shrub

competition, etc.) the competitive advantage of

perennial over annual grasses increased, and

relative annual grass production decreased.
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Tree and Shrub Cover

iMesquite

Mesquite crown cover was measured by two
means: (1) intercept of crowns on twenty 100-ft

jline transects in each pasture, measured an-

inually, and (2) crown cover of all trees on
'twenty 100-ft by 200-ft plots in each pasture,

measured in 1957 and 1966.

The intercept data indicate little change in

imesquite crown cover during the study period.

In the two M-K pastures (1 and 7), crown cover
did not exceed 0.55 percent during the first

9 years of the study period; in the 10th year,

however, it averaged 1.59 percent and 1.43 per-

cent, respectively. In the two M-A pastures

(8 and 10) mesquite intercept averaged 7.30

percent and 3.14 percent, respectively, for the

10-year period, and showed no real increasing
trend.

Crown-cover measurements based on crown
diameters of all mesquites on the 100- by 200-ft

plots revealed a somewhat different picture. In

!l957, mesquite crown cover in pasture 10 was
lone-third less than in pasture 8, but by 1966

differences were relatively small (table 4).

The crown-cover measurements probably
portray changes in mesquite crown cover more
accurately than do the intercept measurements
because they constitute a much larger sample.

Other Shrubs

other-shrub intercept. False-mesquite ranked
first among all shrubs, making up from 23 to
41 percent of total shrub intercept (including
mesquite). Velvetpod mimosa ranked second
among other shrubs, and was one of the four
dominants in three pastures. Six other species
were dominants in one or more of the four
pastures.

Mesquite comprised 32 and 38 percent of
total tree-shrub crown intercept on mesquite-
alive pastures, but less than 2 percent on the
mesquite-killed pastures (table 4).

Total tree-shrub crown cover was relatively

high in 1959, 1964, and 1966, and low in 1961

and 1965 (fig. 13). In contrast to the relative

stability of mesquite crown cover, intercepts

of other shrubs varied more widely with year-

to-year changes in growing conditions (table4).

Vegetation-Precipitation Relations

Perennial grass plants grow and develop
in two major phases: (1) enlargement of basal

buds preparatory to shoot growth; (2) production
of herbage by elongation, branching, and leaf

development on the shoots. Each of these
phases depends on precipitation at different

periods of the year. The enlargement of basal

buds depends primarily on late-summer rainfall.

The enlarged buds then sprout the following

spring or summer. Production of perennial grass

foliage, therefore, depends partly on current
summer rainfall and partly on that received

during the previous summer.

Most of the tree-shrub cover was contributed
by species other than mesquite. Between 15 and
19 "other" shrubby species were recorded on the

'line transects in each pasture. Of these, four
contributed 76 to 87 percent of the total of

Table 'i. --Crown-cover measurements of mesquites,
measurements, on Mesqui te-Ki 1 led

Perennial Grass Production

Simple correlations between perennial grass

production and rainfall show that, of the 4

1957 and 1966, and 10-year means of intercept
and Mesqui te-Al ive pastures

Treatment
Crown cover

(with standard errors)
10-year means of intercept

and

pasture 1957 1966 Mesquite Other shrubs Total

- - Peraent - - ft/lOO-ft transect

MESQUITE-KILLED:

Pasture 1 53 ± 0.35 0.38 ± 0.11 0.16 ± 0.08 13.91 ± 0.96 1'».07 ± 0.96

Pasture 7 1 15 ± .36 .A5 ± .10 ,05 ± .02 7.18 ± .62 7.23 ± .62

MESQUI TE-AL IVE:

Pasture 8 11 .0'4 ± 2.16 13.31 ± 2. '5 7.30 ± .5^ 11 .ij^ ± .69 18.7^1 ± .8A

Pasture 10 7 17 ± 1 .31 12.67 ± 2.03 3.U ± M 7.15 ± .35 10.29 ± .58
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MESQUITE- KILLED

Figure 1 3.—Comparison of crown intercept of mesquite

and ottier sfirubs in mesquite-killed and mesquite-alive

pastures.

summer months, rainfall in August is most
highly correlated with grass production for the
current summer (r's = 0.63 to 0.79 for the four
study pastures). Rainfall for the June-August
period is next most highly correlated. Cor-
relations between the previous summer's June-
September rainfall and current summer's grass
production are low (0.22 to 0.28). However, the
interaction rainfall term, obtained by multiplying
previous June-September rainfall by current
August rainfall (PJS x CAug, subject to an
imposed maximum of 90.0 for the interaction
product), yields much higher correlation co-

efficients (0.80 to 0.95) than either one alone.
Including all three of these relevant in-

dependent variables (CAug, PJS, and CAug x
PJS) in a multiple regression equation is no
improvement over the interaction rainfall term
alone. It is clear that the effectiveness of a

given amount of rainfall this summer is strongly
affected by the amount of rainfall received last

summer.

Regression equations indicate that perennial
grass production in pastures 7, 8, and 10 re-

sponded in a similar manner to interaction

rainfall, increasing from 8.3 to 9.2 lb acre for

each unit of increase in the interaction product
(fig. 14). In pasture 1, because grass production
was much higher for lower values of the inter-

action product, the increase in production was
much smaller (5.5 lb acre) for each additional

interaction unit.

The influence of many other rainfall com-
ponents on perennial grass production was also

investigated. These components include various

expressions of winter precipitation, alone and
in combination with summer rainfall, as well

as expressions involving size and spacing of

storms. No improvement was obtained from
these variables.

Low winter precipitation almost never limits

perennial grass production the following sum-
mer, and high winter precipitation seldom
increases summer grass production in the semi-

desert Southwest. The lack of correlation be-

tween winter precipitation and perennial grass

production the following summer is due to:

(1) the grasses are warm-season grasses, in

which most of the development taking place

within the grass plant during winter consists

of physiological changes rather than the pro-

duction of herbage, requiring little water, and

(2) there is essentially no carryover of available

soil moisture from spring to summer.
The five major perennial grass species (and

"others" grouped) generally responded to the

same precipitation components as the total,

800

600

400

5 200 Y, = 303.98 + 5.46 X , o so

100 46 +827 X ,084

Yj 86 40 + 9 25X , o »5

5912 + 8 64X r 095

20 40 60 80

INTERACTION RAINFALL PRODUCT
100

Figure 14.— Relation between perennial grass produc-

tion and interaction rainfall product (product of last

summer's June-September rainfall times rainfall for

current August; < 90.0).
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jalthough most
somewhat lower.

correlation coefficients were

r
erennial Grass Basal Intercept

Changes in basal intercept are the direct

result of the enlargement of basal buds. Buds
usually enlarge in the early fall after herbage
growth has been completed. The number and size

of buds that develop during this period depend
to some extent on the availability of soil

moisture, which in turn depends on precipita-

tion. Correlation coefficients relating September
and October precipitation to perennial grass basal

intercept measured the following summer are

mostly between 0.66 and 0.82. The dependence
on September and October rainfall is not strong,

primarily because unusual precipitation events
that wet the soil deeply at other seasons of

the year can modify the typical time sequence
of bud development. For example, unusually
liigh winter-spring precipitation will activate

additional buds in the spring growing period.

And, unusually high rainfall during the summer
growing period can also stimulate dormant buds
to enlarge and sprout. Still, the size and pro-

ductivity of the grass "factory" is dependent
largely on the number and vigor of buds acti-

vated during the fall and winter.

Factors Affecting Utilization

of Perennial Grasses

The grazing objective was to utilize 40 per-

cent of the perennial grass available between
the time of the forage survey in September
and the following June 30. Year-to-year varia-

tions in percent use were associated negatively
with the amount of perennial grass available

[per animal and to a lesser extent with the

jamount of perennial grass produced. These
i|variables explain one-fourth to three-fourths
of the year-to-year variation in percent use.

Actual use seldom was exactly 40 percent, but
(the 10-year means were within about 10 percent
lof that objective.

Before considering utilization further, we
should point out that the ungrazed-plant method
of measuring utilization distorts the true percent
use at the extremes. For example, a transect

showing up to 7 percent of the plants grazed
is recorded as having percent use. Also, the

maximum use that can be computed with the

formula, even when 100 percent of the plants

have been grazed, is 80 percent.

Percent use varied widely among the 20

transect locations in each pasture, and these
differences among transects tended to remain

more or less fixed year after year. Three-year
averages of use during the first and last 3-year
periods varied from. 26.3 percent to 43.4 percent,
but use on individual transects varied from
to 71.4 percent.

The average degree of use of perennial
grasses at any given location was affected by
several factors, including:

1. Species palatability and composition
2. Distance to v/ater

3. Slope of the ground
4. Rate of stocking of the pasture relative

to the amount of forage available.

5. Distance to a salt ground.

Species Palatability and Composition

The most influential factor affecting percent
use at a given location was the relative palat-
ability of the forage. Palatability, as used here,
refers to the degree of utilization of a particular
perennial grass species under conditions of
adequate forage and free choice. The palatability
values were based on means of the first 3 and
last 3 years only. The highest average pasture
use was 43 percent. Because scarcity of a given
species might not allow true "free choice" by
a grazing animal, a transect was included for
a given species only if that species contributed
10 percent or more of total perennial grass
production.

Palatability ratings varied among the 4

pastures and 20 species from to 73 percent
(table 5). For the 15 minor species, 4-pasture
palatability ratings varied from percent for
bullgrass and spike pappusgrass to 62 percent
for plains bristlegrass. Among the five major
species, mean palatability varied from 12 percent
for black grama to 57 percent for Arizona cot-
tontop.

Differences in palatability among species
were most apparent in wet years when abundant
forage permitted cattle their freest choice. During
drier years, as the more palatable species be-

came fully utilized, use of less palatable species

increased. The most palatable species were
grazed heavily in both situations. For example,
use of Arizona cottontop, the most palatable

major species, averaged only 9 percent higher
in a dry year (7.5 inches summer rainfall) than
in a wet year (12.5 inches summer rainfall).

Use of black grama, however, the least palatable

major species, averaged 30 percent higher
(r=-0.80**) in the dry than in the wet year.

Thus cattle grazed black grama only slightly

when more palatable forage was readily

available.

The distortion of free-access preferences by
heavy use was evaluated by plotting species
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Table 5. -"Relative frequency and palatability ratings, by pastures, of perennial grasses ranking
among three most productive species at individual transect locations; means of two 3"year
periods, 1957-59 and 196'4-66 (ratings in parentheses are based on less than four transects in

a single 3-year period

Frequency

Palatability rating on pastures--

MeanPerennial grasses Mesqui te-K lied Mesqui te-A i ve

1 7 8 10

Percent
MAJOR SPECIES:

Slender grama 100 28 37 29 30 31

Side-oats grama 69 21 37 23 35 29
Arizona cottontop 60 66 ')3 61* 56 57
Tal 1 threeawns 62 37 38 hi 32 38

Black grama kS 10 15 (12) 12 12

MINOR SPECIES:

Sprucetop grama 26 2k '6 30 38 3^

Green sprangletop 12 26 (62) 30 51 hi

Tanglehead 13 (H) 32 (23) (28) Ih

Hairy grama 15 26 (73) (16) (13) 32

Plains lovegrass 13 31 ko 36

Rothrock grama 10 (A8) hi 37 hi

Curl y-mesqui te 6 (20) 8 (0) (28) \k

Santa Rita threeawn 11 (61) 51 (30) (10) 38

Cane bluestem 8 8 (T) (10) 6

Plains bristlegrass 10 62 61 62

Bush muhly 5 (51) ikk) i»8

Arizona muhly 2 (38) 38

Lehmann lovegrass 6 (65) kl 56

Bui Igrass 6

Spike pappusgrass 1 (0)

use over transect use for transects on which
each species contributed 10 percent or more
of total perennial grass production. Species

use for the five major species, when transect

use was 10 percent, varied from for black
grama to 35.6 percent for Arizona cottontop
(fig. 15). These use values were strongly cor-

related with the palatabilities shown in table 5.

At 80 percent transect use, however, even the

less palatable species were heavily used (68 to

80 percent) and species use values were not
significantly correlated with species palatability.

Correlations for the regressions in figure 15

varied from 0.75 to 0.90. All were highly signi-

ficant. The regressions differed significantly,

both among levels and among slopes. The
differences in levels are, of course, due to

differences in palatability. The differences in

slopes are related more to availability than to

palatability in that cattle turned increasingly

to less palatable species as the more palatable

species were grazed off. The practical implica-

tion is that the less palatable species cannot be
fully used unless overall us2 is heavy, which
should happen only in dry years if at all.

80
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Figure 15.—Average use of individual major species

relative to average use for all species.
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I

To evaluate the effect of forage palatability

Ion utilization at each of the 80 transects, a

palatability-composition (P-C) index was de-

rived from 3-year averages (1957-59 and 1964-66)

1
of production and use of the three highest
yielding perennial grasses on the transect, as

follows:

Highest Percent of

yielding produc- Percent
grasses tion/100 use/100 Product

1st 0.46 0.45 0.2070

2d .27 .37 .0999

3d .17 .36 .0612

P-C index .3681

These palatability-composition indexes varied
from 0.0408 to 0.6867. In simple linear regression,

they appeared to account for from 61 to 94

I

percent of the variation in use among transects

jin a given pasture.

Distance to Water, and
Topographic Influences

These variables interact strongly in their

effect on forage use. The relationship between
i distance to water and percent use illustrates

the overriding influence of local topographic
and vegetation differences. For the four pas-

tures together, the average effect of distance
was to decrease use 0.5 percent for each 0.1

mile. Minimum use was about 10 percent for

) some transects throughout the range of dis-

.'tances, however, and the maximum effect of

distance was to decrease use about 3.5 percent
for each 0.1 mile from water (fig. 16).

The effect of steepness of slope on herbage
i
use is confounded in part by differences in the

I preference of certain grass species for slopes of

! varying steepness. Of the 14 most productive
' species, 6 were most productive on slopes of

10 percent or less, 4 on slopes over 30 percent,
and the other 4 produced about equally on all

slopes. Of the species that preferred flatter

slopes, four (Santa Rita threeawn, Lehmann
lovegrass, plains bristlegrass, and Arizona cot-

jtontop) were only rarely found on slopes ex-

i ceeding 15 percent. The other two ( tall threeawns
and hairy grama) occurred on slopes over 30

percent, but less frequently.

Of the four species that preferred steep
slopes, three (cane bluestem, plains lovegrass,
and green sprangletop) showed a strong pref-

erence (over 60 percent of their occurrence
was on slopes over 30 percent). Side-oats grama
was found also on the flattest slopes, but less

frequently. Distribution of tlje four intermediate
species (sprucetop, black and slender gramas,

70 -

rv/S,\%
60

'

SO

MAX IMUM USE

z

> 40 >v
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3
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O

70
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DISTANCE FROM WAIER (MIIES)

Figure 1 6.— Relationship between degree of forage use

and distance from water.

and tanglehead) was apparently independent of

slope.

Distance and slope, together with species

palatability and composition, were sufficiently

consistent in their effects on utilization to be
combined in a multiple regression analysis. On
an overall basis, using the 10-year mean percent
use for each of the 80 transects as the de-

pendent variable, the effects of palatability

and composition, slope of the ground at the
transect location, and distance to water are

given by the equation:

Percent use = 27.40 + 64.84 (P-C index)
- 0.17 (Slope) - 4.94 (Distance)

(overall F=90.92**).

Distances and slopes were in terms of miles

(range: 0.1 to 1.5) and percent (range: 3 to

58), respectively.

According to this equation, mean use in-

creased 6.5 percent for each increase of 0.10

point in the P-C index, decreased 1.7 percent

for each 10 percent increase in slope, and
decreased 0.5 percent for each increase of 0.1

mile from water. These three variables ac-

counted for 78 percent of the variability in

mean use among the 80 transects. On the

individual pastures, with less diverse topography
and vegetation, they explain from 78 to 93

percent of the variability in mean use among
the 20 transects. In most cases, differences in

the P-C index were responsible for most of the

differences in percent use among transects.

The multiple regression also revealed a

highly significant negative correlation between
percent slope and the P-C index. This suggests

that the more palatable species favor the flatter

slopes, and the less palatable species either
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favor steep slopes, or in some cases are about
equally common on all slopes. The significant

negative relationship between percent use and
slope, previously presented, must therefore be
due to a combination of less palatable species

on the steeper slopes and a preference by cattle

to graze flatter slopes. The fact that the species

on the steep slopes are, on the average, less

palatable, may be one reason cattle prefer to

graze flatter slopes.

Rate of Stocking

For any given forage crop and period of

use, increased stocking will increase utilization.

In this study, however, stocking was adjusted
each year so as to achieve about 40 percent use
of the perennial grass herbage. Differences in

percent use from year to year tended to be
correlated negatively with stocking rates.

Effect of Salt Placement on
Utilization Patterns

The establishment of a new salt ground
in 1961 in the northwest part of pasture 10,

about 1.5 miles from water, provided an op-

portunity to evaluate the effect of salt on the

grazing patterns of cattle. Mean use for the
pasture as a whole was 7.5 percent higher in

1965-67 than in 1957-60, but mean use of the
transects over 1 mile from water, in the north-
west part of the pasture within 0.5 mile of the
new salt ground, was 16.5 percent greater (dif-

ference significant at P<0.01). Meanwhile, the
six transects in the northeast part of the pas-

ture, 0.8 to 0.9 mile from water and 0.8 to 1.0

mile from the new salt ground, showed 5.5

percent decrease in use. This new salt ground,
therefore, resulted in a significant increase in

utilization of nearby areas at the expense of

areas farther from salt.

Influence of Degree of Use on
Productivity of Perennial Grasses

If the productive capacity of a range is to

be maintained, management practices must per-
mit the individual grass plants to remain healthy
and vigorous. Since productivity is one of the
best measures of range condition, we studied
the productivities of the major species, and
total productivity on transects used at different

levels during the 10-year study. We used a

trend analysis of variance of repeated measures,
using the 10 years of production records, with
the 20 transects in each pasture segregated into

4 groups of 5 transects each, on the basis of

10-year mean use. Mean use for Group 1 aver-

aged from 21 percent to 28 percent among the
four pastures, with Groups 2,3, and 4 varying
from 31 to 41 percent, 40 to 48 percent, and
52 to 59 percent, respectively.

The analysis revealed significant (P= < 0.05)

differences in total perennial grass production
among groups, and, more importantly, a highly

significant year x group interaction, indicating

that production on transects used at different

levels did not react the same in different years.

This kind of result would ordinarily be assumed
to represent changing tren,ds with time among
the four groups. In this instance, however, the

differences in reaction among groups was not

so much a time-trend reaction as a reaction

to differences in growing conditions in certain

years. Thus, mean production values for the

four groups were clustered closely in the first

and last years of the study (1957 and 1966 in

fig. 17A). In wet years, however, particularly

those following very dry years (such as 1957,

1960, and 1962), large differences in production

were apparent among use groups. Group 1

transects made the most pronounced gain in

production, Groups 2 and 3 intermediate, and
Group 4 the least. The logical inference, in

terms of the growth and behavior of the grass

plants, is that increasing levels of use, and
particularly the heavy use in the fourth group,

prevented the plants from maintaining optimum
vigor. Therefore they were not able to respond
fully to high rainfall for at least 2 years fol-

lowing a very dry year. By 1966, following three

favorable growing seasons. Group 4 transects

had apparently recovered from the 1962 drought.

This finding has important management impli-

cations in that recovery following drought will

be much lower and slower on ranges that are

consistently utilized heavily than on moderately
used ranges.

Similar analyses for the five major species

and for all other perennial grasses, grouped,
indicated that differences among species prob-

ably were related to inherent differences in

tolerance to heavy use. "Other" perennial

grasses, side-oats grama, and black grama ex-

hibited the same fluctuation pattern as for all

perennial grasses. Side-oats grama and "other"
perennial grasses in particular, exhibited a very

pronounced difference in production in the wet

years between Use Groups 1 and 4, at the upper
and lower extremes, respectively (fig. 17B).

The response of the "other" perennial

grasses is of particular importance, in that

these species as a group made up 30 percent

of the total perennial grass production during

the 10-year study—more than any single species
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and because they are especially sensitive to

level of use.

Arizona cottontop, on the other hand,
jshowed the largest wet-year gains on Group 4

i( heavily used) transects and the lowest gains
on Group 1 transects (fig. 17C). We interpret
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Figure 17.— Perennial grass production on transects used

at different levels for the period 1957-66. Mean 10-

year use for Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 25, 37, 45,

and 56 percent, respectively. A, All perennial grasses;

B, "Other" perennial grosses; C, Arizona cottontop.

this response to mean that (1) cottontop can
tolerate considerably heavier use than the other
species, and (2) cottontop growth is stimulated

by grazing. The nature of this growth stimula-

tion undoubtedly is related to the fact that

cottontop shoots contain many basal and culm
buds (Cable 1971) which sprout easily and
quickly when the terminal growing point is

removed. With successively lower levels of

use, fewer terminal growing points are re-

moved and there is less stimulation to sprouting.

The response of slender grama differed

from both of the previous types in that the

major increases in wet-year production were
on Groups 2 and 3 transects, with less response
on transects in Groups 1 and 4.

Stocking Rates

Stocking rates were adjusted annually in

the fall in response to changes in perennial
grass production. Changes were not in direct

proportion, however, because production varied

more widely from year to year than cattle

numbers could practicably be changed. Ratios

of highest to lowest perennial grass production,

for example, varied from 3:1 to 5:1 among pas-

tures, while those for stocking varied from
2:1 to 3:1.

Ten-year average stocking on these pastures

(for 40 percent use) varied from 22 to 38 head
of cattle (15 to 32 head/section yearlong). Stock-

ing rates for individual years were estimated

by a regression form.ula derived from past
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records of annual and perennial grass produc-
tion, and stocking adjusted to 40 percent use.

These stocking estimates were strongly cor-

related (r's=0.79 to 0.93) with "backsight" esti-

mates made at the end of each grazing year,

of what the stocking rate should have been to

obtain exactly 40 percent use. Standard errors

of estimate varied between 3.3 and 7.3 head.
The regression formulas met the needs of

the study very well, but they would not be
useful for the average rancher who does not
maintain records of forage production and stock-

ing. The rancher needs an easier method. In

an earlier section, a strong correlation between
rainfall and perennial grass production was
described. Since stocking depends on grass

production and grass production depends on
rainfall, a logical next step was to relate rain-

fall directly to stocking. To do this we used
the product (Past June-September precipitation)

X (Current August precipitation) as the inde-

pendent variable and actual stocking adjusted

to 40 percent utilization ("backsight stocking")

as the dependent. These correlations of the

"backsight" stocking rates for 40 percent use
with the interaction rainfall products showed
highly significant (P=<0.01) relationships in all

four pastures. From 73 to 94 percent of the
year-to-year variation in stocking rates during
1957-66 would have been explained by changes
in the rainfall product. Correlations were slightly

higher (r's=0.85 to 0.97) and standard errors

of estimate were lower (2.8 to 5.7 head) than
for the stocking estimates based on grass pro-

duction.

Thus, on these four pastures with relatively

good stands of grass, and with mesquite over-

story on two of them, stocking rates to obtain

40 percent use of perennial grass could have
been determined as well from rainfall records

as from forage estimates. Good records of actual

stocking and utilization are necessary in either

case, but rainfall is easier and cheaper to mea-
sure than is grass production. Successful use of

such a relationship for estimating stocking rates

also depends on maintaining the range in good
vigor so that the grasses can respond quickly

to changes in rainfall, especially following
drought years.

Influence of Soil Type on
Grass Composition and Production

Three soil types predominate on the study
pastures: Whitehouse, with clayey subsoils and
well developed horizons; Comora, with sands or

sandy loams in the subsoil and weak profile

development; and Coronado, a shallow, stony.

and cobbly soil of the steeper slopes. Tumacacori
soils, which are somewhat less coarse than
Comora but otherwise similar, have been in-

cluded with Comora. Surface textures of all

soils are open, varying between loam and
gravelly sandy loam. Thus the major differentia-

tion among the three soils is in texture and
depth of the subsoil. Of the 80 transects, 69 are

on these three soils: 31 on Whitehouse, 23 on
Comora (and Tumacacori), and 15 on Coronado.^

Fourteen of the twenty most common
species of perennial grasses grew on all three

soils, three grew on two of the three soils, and
three species were restricted to a single soil

type (table 6). Tall threeawns and slenden
grama, two of the five major perennial grasses

in the study pastures, were also almost equally

abundant on the three soils. Arizona cottontop

showed strong adaptability to both the White-

house and Comora soils (slightly favoring the

Comora), but dropped in ranking from third

to tenth place on the Coronado soil. Side-oats

grama, on the other hand, ranked fifth and
fourth, respectively, on Whitehouse and Comora
soil, but first on Coronado. Curly-mesquite andi

plains bristlegrass, which ranked eighth andc
eleventh, respectively, on Whitehouse soil, were f

not found on either of the other soils.

Table 6. --Relative productivity rankings of 20

perennial grasses on three soil types

Species Whi tehouse Comora Coronado

Tal 1 threeawn I 1 2

Slender grama 2 2 3

Arizona cottontop 3 3 10

Sprucetop grama ^ 8 5

Side-oats grama 5 k 1

Black grama 6 5 9

Hairy grama 7 11 8

Curly-mesquite 8

Green sprangletop 9 10 i(

Spike pappusgrass 10 15 11

Plains bristlegrass 1

1

Plains lovegrass 12 16 6

Bush muhly 13 13

Tangl ehead ]k 6 lA

Cane bluestem 15 lit 7

Lehmann lovegrass 16 12 15

Santa Rita threeawn 17 7

Rothrock grama 18 9 16

Arizona muhly 19 13

Bui Igrass 12

'' Typed soil survey report dated July 31, 1967, on

file at the Rocky Mountain Station's Research Work

Unit, Tucson, Arizona.
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Soil type affected production differently for

annual and perennial grasses. Perennial grass

production (10-year mean) varied within a range
of 83 lb/acre, and differences among soils were
not significant. Production of annual grasses,

on the other hand, differed significantly among
the three soil types, and also between M-K and
AI-A pastures:

Perennial Annual
Soils grasses grasses

(lb/acre)

Whitehouse:
M-K 412 120

M-A 441 37

Comora:
M-K 457 277

M-A 495 115

Coronado:
M-K 487 22

M-A 439 57

Cost-Benefit Evaluation

of Mesquite Control

The economics of mesquite control cannot
be precisely evaluated because of lack of beef
production and other cost data for these pastures.

However, an economic evaluation can be ap-

proximated on the basis of increased stocking

rates resulting from mesquite control.

Stocking rates on the M-K pastures in-

creased 0.15 animal-unit month/acre (AUM/
acre) relative to those on the M-A pastures,

between 1957-59 and 1964-66. The economic value
of this increase can be evaluated on the same
basis as an increase in grazing capacity of an
existing ranch unit due to improved manage-
ment practices (O'Connell and Boster 1974).

Many of the increased costs associated with
such increases in grazing capacity (property
taxes, insurance, utilities, etc.) are less per
increased AUM than for the previously existing
AUM's. O'Connell and Boster estimated a net
return, as of 1972, of $5.82 per AUM from such
range improvement practices. On this basis,

the 0.15 AUM/acre resulting from mesquite
control in this study would have a value of

$0.87/acre/year.

Actual costs of killing the mesquite in

pastures 1 and 7 with diesel oil sprayed on
individual stem bases were higher than would
be incurred on an operational basis using the
most effective herbicides available. Two treat-

ments in successive years with 2,4,5-T, aerially

applied, would cost about $5.00 per acre, and
provide about 90 percent release from mesquite
competition. At this cost for mesquite control.

the increased income would recover the cost
in about 6 years. Because such control treat-

ments commonly remain effective for 15 to 20
years, the treatments would be economically
justified.

Mesquite control also results in other tan-

gible and intangible benefits. Increases in peren-
nial grass cover reduce runoff. Sheet erosion
decreases and gullies heal. Opening up the
shrub canopy improves visibility and makes
handling livestock easier. Tree shade for cattle

from other tree species and surviving mesquite
would still be available, however. And finally,

treated areas, with relatively large expanses of

open grassland with interspersed trees, can be
more esthetically pleasing.
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COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF PLANTS MENTIONED

Annual Grasses

Needle grama
Sixweeks threeawn

Bouteloua aristidoides (H.B.K.) Griseb.

Aristida adscensionis L.

Arizona cottontop
Arizona muhly
Black grama
Bullgrass
Bush muhly
Cane bluestem
Curly-mesquite
Green sprangletop
Hairy grama
Lehmann lovegrass
Plains bristlegrass

Plains lovegrass

Rothrock grama
Santa Rita threeawn
Side-oats grama
Slender grama
Spike pappusgrass
Sprucetop grama
Tall threeawns
Tanglehead
Wolftail (Texas timothy)

Perennial Grasses

Trichachne californica (Benth.) Chase
Muhlenbergia arizonica Soribn.

Bouteloua eriopoda Torr.

Muhlenbergia emerslcyi Vasey
Muhlenbergia porteri Scribn.

Andropogon barbinodis Lag.

Hilaria belangeri (Steud.) Nash
Leptochloa dubia (H.B.K.) Nees
Bouteloua hirsute Lag.

Eragrostis lehmanniana Nees
Setaria macrostachya H.B.K.
Eragrostis intermedia Hitchc.

Bouteloua rothrockii Vasey
Aristida glabrata (Vasey) Hitchc.

Bouteloua curtipendula (Michx.) Torr.

B. filiformis (Fourn.) Griffiths

Enncapogon desvauxii Beav.
Bouteloua chondrosioides (H.B.K.) Benth.
Aristida hamulosa Henr. and A. lernipes Cav.

Heteropogon contortus (L.) Beauv.
Lycurus phleoides H.B.K.

Burrow eed
Catclaw acacia

Engelmann pricklypear

False-mesquite
Littleleaf krameria
Ocotillo

Sacahuista

Velvet mesquite
Velvetpod mimosa
Wheeler sotol

Wright buckwheat

Trees and Shrubs

Aplopappus tenuisectus (Greene) Blake
Acacia greggii A. Gray
Opuntia engelmannii Salm-Dyck
Calliandra eriophylla Benth.
Krameria parvifolia Benth.
Fouquieria splendens Engelm.
Molina microcarpa S. Wats.
Prosopis juliflora var. velutina (Woot.) Sarg.

Mimosa dysocarpa Benth.
Dasylirion wheeleri S. Wats.
Eriogonum wrightii Torr.

24 Agriculture-CSU, Ft. Collins
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Abstract

Cunningham, Richard A.

1975. Provisional tree and shrub seed zones for the Great

Plains. USDA For. Serv. Res. Pap. RM-150, 15 p. Rocky

Mt. For. and Range Exp. Stn., Fort Collins, Colo. 80521

The Great Plains Region was subdivided into 86 seed

collection zones on the basis of soil, topography, water, and
climate. Seed should be collected from the zone to be planted,

or. if unavailable, from a zone having similar soil and climate.

Future provenance test results will be used to determine any
need for adjustments in zone boundaries.

Keywords: Seed zones, Great Plains, forest seed planting.
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Provisional Tree and Shrub Seed Zones

for the Great Plains

Introduction

Seed collection zones are subdivisions of land areas

established to identify seed sources and to control the

movement of seed and planting stock. Seed zones are

needed for many species because of the genetic

variation associated with their geographic distri-

bution. Zone boundaries may be delineated from
experimental data that identify genetic variation, or

by analysis of the environmental factors that most
likely acted as selective forces in creating such

genotypic variation.

Why Seed Collection Zones are Necessary

Geographic variation within several tree and shrub

species native to the Great Plains is well docu-

mented.
Significant variation in drought tolerance, height

growth, and winter injury has been reported for

Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh, by several investiga-

tors (Bagley 1970, Collins 1971, Meuli and Shirley

1937). In a provenance test of Populus deltoides

Bartr. from 25 origins in the southern Great Plains,

Posey (1969) detected significant variation among
origins in growth rate, fiber length, and drought

resistance. Conley et al. (1965) reported geographic

variation among Pinus ponderosa Laws, seed sources

from the northern Great Plains. After nearly 20

jyears' growth in north-central North Dakota, 10

jorigins varied considerably in survival, height and
diameter growth, branching habit, and foliage

density.

In a taxonomic study of Juniperus species in the

Missouri River Basin, Van Haverbeke (1968) re-

ported considerable intraspecies variation in a num-
tjer of morphological traits for both J. scopulorum

iarg. and /. virginiana L., as well as evidence that

jhe two species were hybridizing where their ranges

Werlapped.

Trees or shrubs grown from local seed are usually

)est adapted to conditions in that locality (Rudolf

957). Although introduced races may sometimes be

juperior to local races, it is best to rely upon a local

eed source whenever possible, unless a nonlocal seed

puree has proved superior in a comparative planting

provenance test).

i In an area such as the Great Plains, where natural

opulations of trees are usually in small, widely

:attered groves, it is often necessary to plant

pnlocal races, since there are no local races

mailable. For this reason, it is important to know

whether the seed for a particular planting originated

under conditions comparable to those of the planting

site. One way to evaluate seed sources is to establish

homogeneous seed collection zones, and identify each
lot of seed used to produce planting stock by zone of

origin. This procedure will also provide a means for

checking field performance in relation to seed origin.

Criteria Used in Delineating Seed Zones

Since information on racial variation among tree

and shrub species growing in the Great Plains is

quite limited, a seed zoning system must be based

primarily on criteria that are only speculative at this

stage. After the system has been in use for a number
of years, sufficient data should be available from

outplantings to permit a reevaluation of the criteria

used and the accuracy of the seed zone boundaries.

The USDA Forest Service made the first attempt

at tree and shrub seed zoning in the Great Plains in

its Prairie States Forestry Project (Engstrom and
Stoeckeler 1941). Eleven zones were established in

the entire Great Plains, based primarily on latitude.

While this system was a step in the right direction, it

has not been widely accepted or utilized by seed

dealers or nurserymen in the Great Plains. Thus we
must look to regions other than the Great Plains for

examples of effective seed zoning.

California is divided into six physiographic and
climatic regions, 32 subregions, and 85 seed col-

lection zones (Buck et al. 1970). Criteria used in

delineating the seed zone boundaries were latitude,

elevation, and unusual climatic, topographic, or

edaphic conditions that might affect tree growth.

In the Lake States, where topography is less

important, Rudolf (1957) developed a series of zones

on two temperature factors: (1) summation of normal
average daily temperatures per year above 50° F, and
(2) mean January temperature. He delineated 10

primary zones for Minnesota, and 8 each for

Michigan and Wisconsin.

The forested areas of Arizona and New Mexico
were divided into 10 physiographic-climatic regions;

each were then subdivided into five to nine seed

collection zones about 50 miles wide (Schubert and
Pitcher 1973).

Seed collection zones in Ontario, Canada, are

based on the site regions developed by Hills (1%0).
This system divides the Province into 12 regions

based primarily on temperature and moisture; the

regions are then subdivided into physiographic

(landform) groupings differing in moisture, eco-

climate, and nutrients (Hoist 1%2).



In the Pacific Northwest, the Western Forest Tree

Seed Council published maps in 1966 showing seed

collection zones based on geographic zones and
500-foot elevation bands.

These examples illustrate that a wide array of

factors may be used in delineating seed collection

zones. As part of an effort to determine the most
reliable combination of environmental variables for

delineating seed zones in the Great Plains, we

Map, as revised 1973, is available from West. For. and
Conserv. Assoc, Am. Bank Build., Portland, Oreg.

surveyed nurserymen, tree planters, foresters, soil

scientists, and geneticists working in the Plains. The
criteria they most often suggested as being important
for tree and shrub survival and growth were:

adaptability to droughty sites, cold hardiness, and
tolerance to adverse soil conditions. Primary climate

and site factors that determine these criteria were

chosen to form the base for the seed zoning system.

The soils of the Great Plains are described in

detail in "Land Resource Regions and Major Land
Resource Areas of the United States" (Austin 1972).

Austin's map (tig. 1) delineating the major land

resource regions and areas in the Great Plains was
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used as the base map for designating seed zones.

Climatic data were taken from the "Climatic Atlas of

the United States" (U.S. Department of Commerce
1968). The provisional seed zones were the result of

superimposing the climatic data over the map of the

major land resource areas (figs. 2. 3, 4).

Minimum winter temperatures were assumed to be

the best measure of cold hardiness. Isopleths of

mean January temperatures at 5-degree intervals

were superimposed over the map of major land

resource areas. This combination provided a good
latitudinal division of many of the larger areas.

Isopleths of normal annual precipitation (4-inch

intervals) were also superimposed over the land

resource map. In most instances, longitudinal

boundaries of the major land resource areas cor-

responded closely with isopleths of annual precipita-

tion. The isopleths of annual precipitation were

therefore used to subdivide the area only in instances

where a seed zone would be larger than the 4-inch

interval.

Boundaries of the seed zones were altered in some
cases to make them conform to recognizable land

features such as rivers, lakes, and highways. In

several instances, several small major land resource

areas were combined into one seed zone where
{differences among them were judged minor in their

effect on tree growth and survival.

The proposed seed zones encompass an area

jsomewhat larger than that normally considered the

Great Plains, to provide at least a provisional system

in those States with areas both within and adjacent

to the Great Plains.

Numbering System for Seed Zones

The three- or four-digit designation (WXYZ) used

n numbering the seed collection zones is a modifica-

ion of the Soil Conservation Service's numbering
ystem for the major land resource areas (Austin

1972). The major land resource areas are designated

||by two- or three-digit numbers in the XY and WXY
positions. Division of the major land resource areas,

\hich we designate as seed collection zones, are

.ndicated by the digit in the Z position. Examples of

[his designation are:

Ijone 552.—The 55 represents major land resource

irea 55 in the Northern Great Plains region. There is

lo thousand-digit in the W position. The 2 indicates

eed collection zone 2 of land resource area 55.

Kone 1073.—Seed collection zone 3 in land resource

irea 107.

Land Resource Regions

The 10 land resource regions upon which this

lystem of seed zoning is based (Austin 1972) are

shown in figure 1. Regions D, M, P, and T are only

partially within the area being considered, and there-

fore any references to these regions relate to

individual land resource areas rather than the region

as a whole. A brief description of each region

follows.

D. Southern Desertic Basins,

Plains, and Mountains
(Seed Zones 421-422)

Broad desert basins and valleys range from 2,500

to 5,000 feet in elevation. Red Desert soils and

Lithosols are the dominant soils of the area. Annual
precipitation averages 12 to 16 inches. Mean January

temperatures range from 40° F in the north to 45° F
in the south.

F. Nortiiern Great Plains

(Seed Zones 521-562)

Fertile soils and smooth topography characterize

this region. Chernozems and Chestnut soils cover the

western part. Other important soils are Lithosols on

steep slopes, Solentz and Humic Gley soils on
terraces and in depressions, and narrow bands of

alluvial soils along major streams. Elevation varies

from 1,000 feet in the east to 4,000 feet in the west.

Annual precipitation ranges from 10 to 24 inches;

much of it falls during the growing season. Mean
January temperature varies from 0° F in the north

to 20° F in the south.

G. Western Great Plains

(Seed Zones 581-700)

Unfavorable soils, strong slopes, or low moisture

supplies make tree or shrub survival uncertain on all

but the most favorable sites in this region. The
topography rises from 2,000 feet elevation in the east

to 6,000 feet in the west. Annual precipitation ranges

from 1 1 to 24 inches, but fluctuates widely from year

to year. Mean January temperatures vary from 10°

F in the north to 40° F in the south.

For approximate equivalents of great soil groups, see
appendix (table taken from Austin 1972, p. 81-82). In

October 1973, ttie Soil Survey Staff prepared an interim
publication for inservice use, "Preliminary abridged
text— Soil taxonomy: A basic system of soil classifica-

tion for making and interpreting soil surveys," 330 p.
USDA Soil Conserv. Serv.. Wash., D.C.



H. Central Great Plains

(Seed Zones 710-803)

Soils, topography, and climate are more favorable

for tree growth in this region than in the Great Plains

to the north and west. Elevation increases from

1,000 feet in the east to 5,000 feet in the southwest.

The important soils in the north are in the

Chernozem and Chestnut groups. Reddish Prairie

and Reddish Chestnut soils are extensive in the

south. Lithosols on steep slopes, Regosols in deep
sands, and alluvial soils on flood plains are common
throughout the area.

Average annual precipitation is 20 to 30 inches

over much of the region, but ranges from 15 to 35
inches. Precipitation increases from northwest to

southwest. More rain falls in summer than in the rest

of the year. Mean January temperatures range from
25° F to 45° F, and increase from north to south.

I. Southwestern Plateaus and Plains

(Seed Zones 811-833)

This region consists of the warmer part of the

southern Great Plains. The moderate precipitation is

accompanied by high temperatures so that precipita-

tion effectiveness is low. Average annual precipita-

tion is 20 to 30 inches over most of the region, but

ranges from 15 to 35 inches; usually much of it falls

in spring and autumn. Mean January temperatures

range from 45° F to over 60° F.

Soils in the deeper coarse- and medium-textured

materials are mostly in the Reddish Chestnut and
Reddish Prairie great soil groups. Grumusols from
limestones and marls and Lithosols and Calcisols in

all kinds of parent material on hilly to steep slopes

are also fairly extensive.

precipitation is 25 to 35 inches over much of the

region, but ranges from 20 inches in the extreme

north to 45 inches in the south. Mean January

temperature varies from 10° F in the north to 40° F

in the south.

Chernozems are dominant in the north, while

Brunizems are the major soils in the central area.

Planosols are prevalent in the south. Alluvial and

Humic Gley soils are common on flood plains.

N. Ouachita Mountains
(Seed Zone 1191)

This region is characterized by steep mountains

and narrow stream valleys with steep gradients.

Elevation varies from 300 feet on the lowest valley

floors to 2,700 feet on the highest mountain peaks.

Lithosols and rough stony land occupy most of the

steep slopes throughout the area. Red-Yellow Pod-

zolic soils are on the gentle slopes of ridgetops,

benches, foot slopes, and old stream terraces.

Annual precipitation averages 44 to 56 inches.

Mean January temperatures vary from 42° F to 45°

F.

P. Gulf Rolling Plain

(Seed Zones 1331-1332)

This region of gently sloping to rolling plains

varies in elevation from 100 to 300 feet, with small

areas approaching 500 feet. Red-Yellow Podzolic

soils are dominant throughout the region.

Annual precipitation averages 46 to 56 inches,

with most of it falling in winter and spring. Mean

January temperature varies from 45° F in the north

to 55° F in the south.

J. Southwestern Prairies

(Seed Zones 841-871)

This region consists of the prairies and timbered

areas of eastern Texas and south-central Oklahoma.
Average annual precipitation ranges from 25 to 42

inches. Mean January temperature is 35° F to 55° F.

Grumusols, Rendzinas, and Lithosols from lime-

stone and chalks are the more extensive soils. Red-

Yellow Podzolic soils, Planosols, and Reddish Prairie

soils are also important groups.

M. Central Prairies and Loess Drift Hills

(Seed Zones 1021-1122)

Fertile soils and favorable climate make this region

more suitable for tree survival and growth than

almost any other region in the Great Plains. Annual

T. Gulf Coast Prairies

(Seed Zones 1501-1502)

This region consists of the nearly level low parts of •

the Gulf Coastal Plains. Elevation ranges from sea i

level to about 200 feet along the interior margin. •

Grumusols, Planosols, and Low-Humic Gley soils, all >

from calcareous clays and marls, are the dominant »

soils.

Annual precipitation averages from 26 inches in

the west to 56 inches in the east. Mean January '

temperature varies from 55° F to 60° F.

Putting the Seed Collection Zones to Use

To be effective, the zones should be used by all <

agencies collecting and using tree and shrub seeds <



within the Great Plains region. Use of the zones not
only will provide valuable information about the
origin of the seed used to produce planting stock, but
will also enable the consumer to select planting stock
with adequate survival and growth potential.

Tree and shrub species not native to the Great

Plains have been planted extensively in the region for

many years. Many of these plantings are now bearing

seed and, though often of unknown origin, are the

only local source of seed available for these species.

Seed collected from these plantings of untested

exotics should be used with caution, since these

populations have not been subjected to the long-term

selection pressures of cold, drought, insects, and
diseases that have resulted in locally adapted races of

native species.

Plantings of exotic species that have attained at

least three-fourths of their life expectancy and
appear healthy and are growing vigorously may be
used as seed sources with reasonable assurance they

will produce planting stock adequately adapted to

the seed zone in which the parent trees are growing.

This scheme for seed zoning is designed to make
the process of identifying seed sources easier for the

nurseryman. When seed is collected it should be

labeled accurately as to origin, in as much detail as

possible. Often this means specifying section, town-

ship, and range. In several States this information is

mandatory under seed labeling laws. When the seed

is planted by nurserymen, however, only the seed

collection zone number need be used in identifying a

[particular lot of seedHngs. Thus several different

iseed sources might be grown together in one lot of

^eedling stock, which would be designated as having

Ibeen grown from seed of a particular seed collection

jzone. This procedure should vastly reduce the

bumber of seed lots that must be kept separate in the

Nursery, but would still provide valuable information

^bout the seed source.

This seed collection zoning system is provisional at

:his time. When sufficient information on racial

/ariation within several tree and shrub species

Rowing in the Great Plains is available, the system

H'ill be revised as necessary to reflect any changes

;uggested by analysis of such data.
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Figure 2.— Provisional seed zones for the
Northern Great Plains.
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Figure 3.— Provisional seed zones for the
Central Great Plains.
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Figure 4.— Provisional seed zones for the
Southern Great Plains (map 1).
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Figure 4.— Provisional seed zones for the

Southern Great Plains (map 2).
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Appendix

Table 2.

—

Approximate equivalents of great soil groups of the modified 1938 Yearbook classification

in the classes in Soil Taxonomy (from Austin 1972, p. 81-82)

1938 classification ' Soil Taxonomy *

Great soil groups Most nearly corresponding taxa Less common corresponding taxa

Alluvial soils Fluvaquents
Fluvents
Fluventic subgroups of Inceptisols.

Alpine Meadow soils Cryaquods Cryaquolls.
Cryumbrepts.

Ando soils Dystrandepts Other great groups of Andepts.

Bog soils Histosols Histic subgroups of Aqualfs, Aquepts,
and Aquolls.

Brown soils Borolls (aridic subgroups) Aridic Haplolwroils.
Ustoils (aridic subgroups) Durixerolls.

Xeroils (aridic subgroups)
Aridisols (inoliic subgroups)

Brown Forest soils Eutrochrcpts Ilaploxprolls.

Ilapludolls.

Brown Podzolic soils Entic Ilaplorthods Dystrochrepts.
Entic Fragiortbods Fragiochrepts.
Cry andepts

Brunizems (Prairie soils) Udells
-\rgixerolls (typir subgroups) Udic Argiustoils.

Haploxerolls (typic subgroups)

Calcisols Moliisols (calcic great groups) Ustochrepts.
Aridisols (calcic great groups) Xerochrepts.

Chernozem soils Borolls (udic subgroups) Haploxerolls.

Ustoils (udic subgroups) Mollic Eutroboralfs.

Boralfic Argiborolls.

Chestnut soils Borolls (typic subgroups) Xerolls.

Ustoils (typic subgroups)

Desert soils Aridisols (rnesic and frigid families).

Gray-Brown Podzolic soils Udalfs .Aerie Orhraqualfs.
Ilapliidults.

Gray Wooded soils Boralfs

Ground-Water Podzols .# .\quods Haplohumods.

Grumusols Vertisols Flaplaquepts (vertic subgroups).

Haplaquolls (vertic subgroups).

Rendolls.

Humic Gley soils Umbraqualfs Andaquepts.
Aquolls Hapla(iucpts (mollic subgroups).

Humaquepts Ochraqualfs (mollic subgroups).

Paleaquults (umbric subgroups).

Lithosols /. Orthents (lithic subgroups) Lithic subgroups of Alfisols, Aridisols,

Psamments (lithic subgroups) Inceptisols, Moliisols, and Ultisols.

Low-Humic Gley soils Aquents Aqualfs.

Aquepts Paleaquults.

Aquults Psammaquents.

Noncalcic Brown soils Xeralfs Xerochrepts.

Sec footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.

—

Approximate equivalents of great soil groups of the modified 1938 Yearbook classification

in the classes in Soil Taxonomy—Continued

1938 classification ' Soil Taxonomy ^

Great soil groups Most nearly corresponding taxa Less common corresponding taxa

'lanoBoIs Albaquults
Albaqualfs
Albolls

'odzols Orthods

led Desert soils Aridisols (thermic and hyperthermic
families).

{eddish-Brown Lateritic soils Humults
Rhodudults

{eddish-Brown soils Haplustalfs
Paleustalfs

Ustollic Haplargids

(eddish Chestnut soils Haplustalfs
Paleustalfs

Typic and Aridic Argiustolis (thermic
and hyperthermic families).

{eddish Prairie soils Ustolls (udic subgroups, thermic and
hyperthermic families).

Paleudolls (thermic and hyperthermic
families).

{ed-Yellow Podzolic soils Udults

Great groups of Psamments
Orthents (not litbic)

(endzina soils Rendolls

ierozems Aridisols (moUic great groups, mesic
and frigid families).

>lonchak soils Salorthids
Calciaquolls

olonetz soils Natric great groups

ols Bruns Acides Dystrochrepts
Fragiochrepts
Haplumbrepts

"nibarctic Brown Forest soils Cryochrepts

'ellowish-Brown Lateritic soils Umbrihumults
Haplumbrepts

Fragiaquults.
Paleaquults.

Haplohumods.
Dystrochrepts.
Fragiochrepts.

Rhodic Paleudalfs.
Rhodic Paleudults.

Aridic Argiustolis (thermic and
hyperthermic families).

Aridic Calciustolls (thermic and
hyperthermic families).

Aridic Haplustolls (thermic and
hyperthermic families).

(warm) Haplustolls.

Eutrandepts.

Paleudalfs.
Haplustalfs (ultic subgroups).
Paleustalfs (ultic subgroups).

Grossarenic Paleudults.
Xerochrepts.

Hapludolls.
Eutrochrepts.

Aridic subgroups of Mollisols.

Halaquepts.
Aquic Calciustolls.

Natric subgroups.

Udorthent.
Xerumbrept.

Cryoborolls.

' Concepts of great soil groups are those given in the 1938 Yearbook of Agriculture pp. 996-1001 as modiBed in Soil Sci. 67: 117-126, 1949, and as modified
other publications and correlations prior to 1960.

2 Soil Survey Staff, Soil Taxonomy. In preparation.

•In October 1973, the Soil Survey Staff prepared an interim publication for inservice uje, "Preliminary abridged text—Soil taxonomy:
basic system of soil classification for making and interpreting soil surveys," 330 p., USDA Soil Conserv. Serv., Wash., D.C.
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